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Preface Finally, we may notice that one of the fundamental topics of philosophy and psychology, “experience”, has taken its place in everyday design vocabulary. It is an interesting challenge for the cognitive ergonomics community to support in deepening our joint understanding of this notion in design. All these issues are discussed extensively by our knowledgeable keynote speakers and discussed by invited experts from the industry. The presentations of the conference participants will in more specific and detailed ways elaborate the themes and bring up new ones. We hope that the scientific and social yield of the congress will be abundant and that it fulfils the expectations of our colleagues and gests.



The European Conference on Cognitive Ergonomics is a yearly activity of the European Association of Cognitive Ergonomics. The 2009 meeting is hosted by VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. ECCE 2009 focuses on the topic “Designing beyond the product – Understanding activity and user experience in ubiquitous environments”. The topic challenges the cognitive ergonomics community in several respects. The first challenge is the focus on design. While we may agree that human factors / ergonomics is basically a science of design, the full meaning and consequences of this characterisation of the role of our discipline needs thinking and clarification. Attention should then be devoted on issues concerning the nature of knowledge we consider valid, the methods we use, the way we understand the relationship of human and technology, and also the societal purposes for which our knowledge is applied.



I wish to thank all the members of the international programme committee and the organisers of the doctoral consortium for their professional work and kind help in designing the congress programme. The local organising committee at VTT deserves a special thank for its great efforts in taking care of the practical realization of the conference and the proceedings. Our final thanks go to VTT and our sponsors whose support has made the conference possible.



A further challenge is that the target of cognitive ergonomic design is widening from singular products to systems, environments, and services. This is much due to the advanced possibilities to apply information technology in these systems and environments. It is to be expected that our notions concerning cognitive phenomena and human action will be focused towards the environment and the distributed systems in which people are involved. At the same time the design of technologies needs understanding of the neural and physical bases of human behaviour.



September 2009 Leena Norros President of the ECCE2009 Conference
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The Dynamics of Experience: A Search for What Matters John M. Flach Department of Psychology Wright State University Dayton, OH, USA [email protected]



designing products and technologies that enhance the qualities of every day life and work are generally disappointed.



ABSTRACT The metaphysical assumptions of cognitive science are explored with the goal to develop a problem-centered science relevant to the design and engineering of effective products and technologies. Radical Empiricism is suggested as an ontological foundation for pursuing this goal. This ontology poses a single reality where mind and matter come together to shape experience. Peirce’s triadic semiotic system is suggested as a framework for parsing this reality in ways that reveal important aspects of the dynamics of communication and control. Rasmussen’s three analytic frames of the 1) Abstraction Hierarchy, 2) the Decision Ladder, and 3) Ecological Interface Design are suggested as important tools for achieving insight into the dynamics of this triadic semiotic system. These ideas are offered as a challenge to both scientists and designers to reassess the basic assumptions that guide their work. The hope is that by facing these challenges we can take the first tentative steps toward a coherent science of what matters.



Over the years, there have been attempts to bridge the gap between cognitive science and work experience through an expanded portfolio of empirical research that recognizes the value of naturalistic field studies [13, 17] and design driven research [18]. And there is some evidence that people are recognizing and escaping from the false dichotomy of basic versus applied research to appreciate the value of a problemcentered science in the spirit of Pasteur [31]. Yet, despite these changes in attitude toward research, the gap and the associated incoherencies [21] remain.



ACM Classification Keywords



Thus, I have come to the conclusion that the only way to close the gap is to return to first principles. To reconsider the basic ontological assumptions that set the foundation for cognitive science and, in fact, for science in general. In this paper, I would like to direct attention to an alternative ontology suggested by James [15], which has been largely ignored, but which I believe can help to close the gap and reduce the incoherence between cognitive science and cognitive engineering. From this foundation I would like to reconsider basic principles of semiotics, communication, and control [30, 39] and the overarching framework of Cognitive Systems Engineering articulated by Rasmussen [25] to see if it might be possible to assemble a more coherent story that better captures the every day experiences of life.



H. Information Systems; H.1 Models and Principles; H.1.2 User/Machine Systems.



RADICAL EMPIRICISM



Keywords ontology, radical empiricism, semiotics, cognitive systems engineering, abstraction hierarchy, decision ladder, ecological interface design



What must be admitted is that the definite images of traditional psychology form but the very smallest part of our minds as they actually live. [14]



Metaphysics means only an unusually obstinate attempt to think clearly and consistently… as soon as one’s purpose is the attainment of the maximum of possible insight into the world as a whole, the metaphysical puzzles become the most urgent of all. [14]



This quote from James remains as true today as when it was first published more than 100 years ago. Despite enormous advances in our understanding of the biological mechanisms of the brain and nervous system and despite countless volumes of empirical research on human performance and human information processing, there still appears to be a huge gap between the science of cognitive psychology and the experiences of every day life. Thus, those who look to cognitive science for inspiration for



Most books on psychology and/or cognitive science begin with some consideration of the ontological options available as foundations from which to launch scientific explorations of human experience. Typically, three options are explored: Idealism, Materialism, and Dualism. Of these three, Idealism, the assumption that there is no basis for reality outside of the mind, is generally dismissed as antithetical to science. The other two are both offered as credible starting positions.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Materialism chooses the world of matter as the basis for all experience. This view dismisses ‘mind’ as an epiphenomenon whose ultimate ‘causes’ are based in the material substrates of biology, chemistry, and ultimately physics. I get a strong sense, that Materialism is the preferred ontological position of many scientists, including most cognitive scientists (many of who now prefer the label neuroscientist). The problem with this approach is that it invites a reductionist approach that leads the scientist further and further into the micro-structure



INTRODUCTION



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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of brains, and further from the macro-level experiences of most interest to the designer and the cognitive engineer.



Radical Empiricism has been ignored because it does not fit this ‘either/or’ form of reasoning. James came to the conclusion that human experience is a single reality that is both mind (mental, subjective) and matter (material, objective). James concluded that the distinction or dualism between subjective and objective did not reflect distinct realities, but rather, reflected the different perspectives of the scientist. We call objective those properties of experience that tend to be invariant across wide changes in perspective and we call subjective those properties of experience that tend to vary with changing perspectives (or observers if you like). But these are not two distinct realities, but rather facets of or perspectives on a single reality of experience. Thus, Radical Empiricism was James’ monistic alternative to the dualistic view that still dominates Western thought.



Despite the attractiveness of Materialism for many scientists, most keep an open mind to the possibility of Dualism. The Dualist ontology considers the possibility of two kinds of reality – one of mind and one of matter. This ontology is driven by observations of aspects of human experience that can’t be easily explained using the formalisms of biology or chemistry. The term ‘emergent’ is often used to characterize these properties. Thus, the Dualist ontology suggests that there may be emergent properties and principles of mind that cannot be completely described in terms of or reduced to simple functions of matter. I believe that it is this plausibility of a separate reality of mind that attracts many to the social sciences. And in fact, I believe that despite a preference for Materialism, most Cognitive Science and in fact most of Western thought is based at least implicitly in a Dualistic ontology. Further, I would argue that this Dualism is a primary source of the incoherence and the ultimate gap that separates cognitive science from both the everyday experiences of life and from productive generalizations to design and engineering.



Since James, others have reached a similar conclusion. Most notably, Pirsig [23, 24] has introduced the term ‘quality’ to characterize the ultimate reality of experience. This quality is neither subjective nor objective, but is both! The biologist Rayner [28] suggests an inclusionary approach based on a both/and logic with the specific goal of integrating across the many dichotomies created by either/or thinking (e.g., subjective versus objective; aesthetics versus pragmatics; emotionality versus rationality). Also, the physicist Wheeler’s [5, 38] metaphor of the surprise version of the twenty question game, illustrates an inference from quantum physics that suggests that the idea of an external nature, somewhere ‘out there’ apart from the observer, waiting to be discovered is an illusion. Nature is a single reality that emerges from the interactions of constraints some of which have been classically attributed to mind and other that have been attributed to matter.



It is important to appreciate that the philosophical arguments that have dominated cognitive science over the last half a century have not been about ontology, but about epistemology. While the dualism of mind and matter has been generally accepted, there have been violent arguments about how these separate realities might interact – that is how the reality of mind can become aligned with or come to know the reality of matter. This is the problem of epistemology and the dominant debate has been between the Constructivists [e.g., 12] and the Realists [e.g., 9, 10]. The Realists argue that the reality of matter is directly and completely specified to the mind through constraints on perception and action. This perspective is typically associated with ecological approaches to psychology. The Constructivists, on the other hand, argue that the reality of matter is incompletely specified by the constraints on perception and action. Thus, this epistemological position argues that complete knowledge of the reality of matter can only be constructed by the mind from the inherently ambiguous cues available to perception and action using the tools of logic and inference. This perspective is typically associated with information processing approaches to psychology.



Note that the choice of an ontological stance is ‘meta’ science. It is not right or wrong; true or false. One choice may be more or less useful for some specific purposes or it may be that one choice leads to more elegant and aesthetical stories. I suggest that Radical Empiricism is a choice that should be considered. And I want to offer the hypothesis that a shift to the ontological position of Radical Empiricism or to a Metaphysics of Quality may be a good first step toward a coherent science of what matters – a first step to bridging the gap between cognitive science and cognitive engineering.



SEMIOTICS, COMMUNICATION, AND CONTROL



For most of my career, I have lived under the illusion that the three ontological positions outlined above were the only plausible options. And of these options, I found the Dualist ontology with a Realist epistemology the most comfortable stance for exploring problems like the visual control of locomotion [7, 8], graphical interface design [1, 2], naturalistic decision making [4], decision-aiding [3], and general issues associated with performance of human-machine systems [5]. Recently, however, I have discovered an alternative ontology that I find far more satisfying. This is James’ [15] Radical Empiricism.



Every model is ultimately the expression of one thing we think we hope to understand in terms of another we think we do understand [36]. Although our ontology takes a holistic attitude toward mind and matter, in the face of complexity we must ultimately become reductionists. That is, we need to find a way to parse the complexity into “chunks” or “long threads” that can ultimately be weaved into a coherent narrative. So, following the quote above, the thing that we hope to understand is the dynamics of experience, which according to the above ontological position, is both mind (mental) and matter (physical). So the next decision is to choose from the things we think we do understand that thing that will provide the best ‘image’ or ‘language’ for building a coherent model or narrative.



In order to appreciate this alternative ontology, it may help to first consider why the ultimate conclusion of one of the recognized ‘fathers’ of psychology has been completely ignored by modern cognitive science. Modern science tends to be dominated by an ‘either/or’ form of reasoning [28]. In this context, a phenomenon has to be either mind or matter. It can’t be both. Thus, we are left with the option of dismissing one or the other as an epiphenomenon (idealism or materialism) or we have to include two exclusive sets or boxes one for things that are really and exclusively mind and the other for those things that are really and exclusively matter (dualism).



A good place to start is semiotics, where two perspectives have competed for dominance. The first approach, which set the stage for modern linguistics and cognitive science, is attributed to Saussure. This approach parses the semiotic problem into two components that reflect the signal (e.g., the
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The second set from the paired terms in Figure 2 is associated with the ideal observer metaphor. With this metaphor, expectations (or hypothesis) lead to exploratory actions or tests, which in turn have consequences that are fed back and compared with expectations. The differences are termed ‘surprises’ and the observer is typically designed to reduce surprise. That is it is designed to stabilize around a steady state where the expectations match the consequences (i.e., surprise goes to zero).



symptoms of a patient) and the interpretation (e.g., the diagnosis of the physician). This dyadic approach tends to frame semiotics as a problem of mind, of interpretation, with little consideration for the ecology that is typically the source of the signals (e.g., the actual health of the patient). Peirce [20], a contemporary and colleague of James, offered an alternative perspective. He suggested a triadic view of semiotics that includes the source of the signals (the situation or ecology), the signals (the representation or interface), and the interpreter (awareness or belief) as illustrated in Figure 1. It is important to note that the three elements identified by Peirce are components of a single semiotic system. Thus, these are three facets of a single reality or a single dynamic.



The language of the observer metaphor matches best with the language Peirce used to describe abduction. However, it is clear that Peirce, James and other Pragmatists such as Dewey recognized the intimate connection between control and observation. From the pragmatic perspective, the ultimate test of a hypothesis is whether it leads to successful control – that is, whether it leads to satisfactory results relative to the motivating intentions. In engineered systems, much of the observer problem (e.g., identifying the state variables) is solved, a priori, by the control system designer, who then designs the control system around the variables that have been identified. However, biological systems must simultaneously solve both the control problem and the observer problem. For example, the novice driver must discover the appropriate variables to attend to and the appropriate gains for linking perception and action while driving (e.g., how hard to press the brakes in order to stop at a specific point). This process of learning by doing often involves active hypotheses (tapping on the brakes) and adjustment of expectations based on the results of the active ‘tests’ of hypotheses. Hypotheses that lead to successful actions (e.g., comfortable braking) are retained. Hypotheses that lead to surprise (e.g., sudden jerks) are revised. This can be contrasted with inductive and deductive systems of rationality where ‘truth’ is evaluated relative to the forms of the arguments, independent of any actual correspondence with the ecology. With an abductive logic, there is no absolute ‘truth,’ there is simply the degree to which the action or belief leads to successful action (i.e., satisfies the intention).



Figure 1. Alternative images of the semiotic system. In describing the dynamics of experience within this semiotic system, Peirce introduced the logic of hypothesis or abduction as an alternative to more classical normative models of rationality (i.e., deduction and induction). Figure 2 illustrates this dynamic, which can best be described in the language of communication and control systems (e.g., Cybernetics, Information Theory, Control Theory, General Systems Theory, and Dynamical Systems Theory) that began developing some 50 years later as scientists and engineers began to explore the design of communication, control, and ultimately computing technologies.



Systems that are engineered to simultaneously solve the control and observation problems are called adaptive control systems. And natural systems where adaptive control processes are observed are typically called ‘self-organizing.’ The phase shifts often observed in these systems (e.g., gait transitions in animal locomotion) typically reflect how competing tensions between the observation and control demands are resolved by shifting from one locally stable organization to another. Figure 2. Dynamic coupling of perception (observation) and action (control).



Thus, Peirce’s triadic semiotic model provides a logical partitioning of the reality of experience, and the languages of communication and control theories provided a theoretical calculus for describing the dynamic interactions among these elements. Together these set the foundations for Rasmussen’s approach to Cognitive Systems Engineering.



The labels on the links in Figure 2 are taken from the language of communication and control systems. Note that the flow around this system can be viewed from the perspective of either a controller (action) or observer (perception) metaphor, and in fact both dynamics are operating simultaneously in a cognitive system (i.e., perception and action are coupled). The first terms in the paired labels of three of the links are associated with the servomechanism metaphor. With this metaphor intentions stimulate performatory actions, which in turn have consequences that can be fed back and compared with the intentions. The differences are termed ‘errors’ and the servomechanism is typically designed to reduce these errors. That is, to stabilize around a steady state where the consequences match the intentions (i.e., error is zero).



COGNITIVE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING The central issue is to consider the functional abstraction underlying control theory and to understand the implications of different control strategies on system behavior and design requirements. [25]. In approaching the problem of safety in the operation of nuclear power plants, Rasmussen realized that in order to improve the stability of control systems such as a nuclear power plant, it was essential to address the three elements in
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categories that become a context for evaluating lower levels, where finer distinctions are introduced [6].



Peirce’s semiotic system: 1) to understand the constraints of the ecology – the work domain of nuclear power; 2) to understand the constraints on human awareness – the decision strategies of the plant operators; and 3) to understand the constraints on the representations – the design of the human-machine interfaces.



Thus, for example the physical laws, the general functions, the physical components, and the physical forms can all be classified with respect to their role as means for accomplishing specific purposes. Likewise, the general functional organization can be understood in the context of the physical laws that govern the process; the physical components can be understood relative to their roles in the general functional organization; and the physical details can be understood in the context of the physical components employed. In this way, higher levels of abstraction provide semantic categories for organizing the details at lower levels of abstraction. And the categories don’t simply propagate from one level to the next, but they propagate all the way from top to bottom – with distinctions at the highest level suggesting important semantic distinctions for all levels below.



Ecology – Abstraction Hierarchy Objects in the environment in fact only exist isolated from the background in the mind of a human, and the properties they are allocated depend on the actual intentions [25] As we unpack the triadic semiotic system, it is important to keep in mind, as implied in this quote from Rasmussen, that the three facets are different perspectives on a single, unitary ontology or system. Thus, it is important to understand that the ‘ecology’ is not a distinct objective environment. It is perhaps more appropriate to think of this ecology as an Umwelt [35] or problem space [19]. As such, its properties are best conceived as affordances [9, 10] that reflect the functional constraints shaping the field of possibilities and the consequences for good or ill associated with the different capabilities and intentions.



Details about the different levels and the relations across levels can be found elsewhere [25, 33]. However, for this paper we want to focus on one attribute of the Abstraction Hierarchy that can be puzzling, when viewed through the lens of the more conventional dualistic ontology of mind and matter. How is it that ‘goals and intentions’ can dominate physical laws? Conventional wisdom would suggest that intentions are dominated by or are subservient to the physical laws (Materialism) or are independent from them (Dualism). We can’t choose to violate the laws of motion, or the laws of thermodynamics. In the conventional view of nature, the physical dimensions associated with physical laws are taken as fundamental properties of reality and the goals and preferences of humans tend to be treated as either derivative or independent properties.



Significant states within this problem space are the goal states corresponding with design and operator intentions. Significant dimensions of this space should reflect distinctive attributes of the process needed to characterize the goals and changes associated with motion through the state space with respect to these goals (e.g., masses, pressures, temperatures, etc. of the thermodynamic processes being controlled relative to process goals). For example, these would be the dimensions that might be used to characterize ‘error’ with regard to intentions and ‘surprise’ with regard to expectations in Figure 2. In addition to the states of the problem space, it will also be important to consider the ‘operators’ [19] or constraints on action that determine what motions within the state space are possible and/or desirable in terms of associated costs (e.g., effort). This allows the identification of significant paths and functions within the problem space that correspond with physical laws and limits (e.g., mass and energy balances or maximum pressures) and functional values and regulatory constraints (e.g., optimal paths such as the minimum time path from an initial state to a goal state). In control theoretic terms the operators reflect the control interface to the plant dynamic and the functional values and regulatory constraints reflect properties of a ‘cost functional’ as required to formulate an optimal control model.



However, in a monistic ontology of experience as reflected in James’ Radical Empiricism or Pirsig’s Metaphysics of Quality, the quality of experience is fundamental and the properties used to characterize the patterns of conventional physical laws are considered derivative properties. This is important to understand. The patterns of the physical laws can be described using extrinsic, observer independent dimensions such as Newton’s dimensions of space and time. However, the meaning or significance of those patterns CANNOT be specified without reference to a goal or value system. Distance can be specified independent of any observer (or actor). But properties like too far, or too close, or close enough cannot be specified independent of some value system (e.g., the potential damage from a collision) and are typically only meaningful relative to some action capability (e.g., quality of brakes). I argue that properties such as too close (e.g., the imminence of collision) are the most fundamental or concrete properties of experience, and that the distance in terms of meters is a useful, but nevertheless a semantically arbitrary abstraction.



The essential challenge in specifying the ecology is to find a way to represent the ‘deep structure’ of the problem space. Rasmussen [25] proposed that this problem space be specified in terms of “goal-means or means-ends relationships in a functional abstraction hierarchy” (p. 14). He proposed a nested abstraction hierarchy of five levels with the top or dominant category reflecting the functional purpose of the system. Within this broad set of constraints, lower levels add more detailed constraints associated with physical laws and values; general functional organizations; types of physical components; and detailed physical arrangements and forms.



In the ontology of experience that we are proposing meaning is fundamental! Thus, the properties most important to the quality of experience are the most basic or the most dominant. And all other dimensions can only be understood in relation to those properties. Thus, although there may be room for much discussion about the best way to carve up the ecology into functional levels of abstraction, we believe that Rasmussen’s choice to make the functional purposes the dominant or most basic level of description is exactly the right choice! Meaning can only be understood in the context of intentions and values.



The Abstraction Hierarchy has sometimes been represented as a triangle with the Functional Purpose as the apex and the Physical Form level at the base. The pyramid reflects the increasing number of details or degrees of freedom at the lower levels due to the finer discriminations. However, I prefer to visualize the abstraction hierarchy as a categorical nesting, where the higher levels of abstraction set a fairly broad level of



Thus, we would amplify the opening quote from Rasmussen to leave out his qualifier (‘in the mind of the human’) to state that the real (i.e., ontologically most basic) properties of the
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When compared and evaluated relative to the prescriptions of normative models of rationality the heuristics are often characterized as biases and these processes are typically attributed to limitations on cognitive abilities and resources. However, this perspective fails to appreciate that when grounded in the constraints of problem spaces, these short cuts can be the basis for smart, fast, and frugal decision-making [11, 32]. Rather than being symptoms of weakness, the heuristics can reflect humans’ ability to leverage experience (i.e., expertise) in order to think productively about difficult problems [37]. Rather than relying on global context independent forms of reasoning, people tend to utilize problem-solving processes that leverage experience with local ecological constraints. This is postulated as the explanation why experts are able to ‘see’ good alternatives as one of the first options considered [17].



environment can only be defined in relation to the intentions and values of the semiotic system (i.e., human, animal, agent, or organization being studied)! Note that to illustrate the different layers of abstraction we have used examples from technical systems (e.g., nuclear process control) to reflect the origins of Rasmussen’s discoveries. However, I believe that the need to characterize the ecology generalizes to all types of experiential contexts, from highly technical (e.g., aviation and process control), to more social/biological (e.g., medical decision-making), and to more personal and idiosyncratic (e.g., libraries and consumer products). There can, however, be important differences in the nature of the dominant functional goals that shape performance. For example, Vicente [33] uses the distinction correspondence –driven versus coherence-driven to distinguish domains such as nuclear power from domains like libraries. In technical and safety critical systems the functional goals and constraints tend to be far more clearly specified and rationally justified. As we move into socio-biological systems and consumer products the functional goals and constraints can be increasingly ambiguous/ tacit, diverse, and idiosyncratic; and far more tightly linked with emotional, spiritual, and aesthetic aspects of experience. However, I would argue that at the non-technical end of this spectrum, the ecological constraints remain an important and significant facet shaping the dynamics of the semiotic system. Such constraints are no less real and no less important, though they may be far more difficult for the scientist to discover and specify.



To illustrate the short cuts that expert problem solvers employed to solve complex problems, Rasmussen [25] introduced the Decision Ladder. Figure 3 shows a cartoon version of the Decision-Ladder illustrating that there is more than one way to solve a problem. With this representation the dark outer arrows illustrate the more formal, cognitively intensive path from a problem to a solution, while the inner paths depict short cuts for connecting perception and action. These shortcuts often significantly reduce the demands on formal reasoning (i.e., what Rasmussen termed Knowledgebased reasoning).



Awareness – Decision Ladder … it is very important to analyze the subjective preferences and performance criteria that guide an operator’s choice of strategy in a specific situation. Unless these criteria are known, it will not be possible to predict the strategy that an operator will choose, faced with a specific interface design [p. 23]. Rasmussen’s view of the awareness facet of the semiotic system was strongly influenced by his early work on electronic troubleshooting [26]. Observations of the diagnostic processes of electronic technicians showed that the search for faults was often not consistent with conventionally rational hypotheticaldeductive processes. Rather, the search process tended to be impulsive and highly context dependent. Often, when working on electronic equipment in the shop, the search involved high numbers of observations using simple procedures, rather than more normatively efficient processes guided by studying the functioning of the system. On the other hand, when asked to evaluate a safety critical system in the experimental reactor, where a mistake could be embarrassing and expensive, more formal analytic thinking was employed. Although, the observed search processes were often not optimal in terms of the number of tests, they did tend to work and they tended to minimize the cognitive demands. That is, they tended to rely on information that was directly accessible in perception-action loops, rather than to rely on more abstract forms of reasoning. In other words, the rationale of the search process tended to be more abductive and pragmatic.



Figure 3. The Decision Ladder illustrates multiple paths from a problem to a solution. Rasmussen distinguished two types of short cuts. Rule-based reasoning reflects short cuts based on explicit patterns or consistencies in the work domain. These short cuts typically reflect standard operating procedures or other learned rules that generally can be easily verbalized by the operators and that reflect typical solutions to common or routine situations. The second form of short cut is termed Skill-based. Skillbased processes are based on invariant patterns that directly specify the links between perception, action, and consequences. Examples of such patterns are the optical invariants associated with control of locomotion [7, 8]. The skill-based short cuts typically result in automatic forms of behavior where the human is only tacitly aware of the patterns that are being leveraged. Thus, it is typically difficult for people to verbalize the basis for directly linking perception and action at this level.



The term that is typically used to characterize the pragmatic reasoning processes that Rasmussen and many others have observed is heuristic decision-making [11, 16, 32]. The gist of all of these observations is that humans take short cuts in the sense that they use search strategies that tend to reduce cognitive demands and generally work. However, these shortcuts typically violate general prescriptions of normative logical and economic models of rationality.



Again, it is important to realize that the patterns that are the scaffold for both rule- and skill-based behaviors are not arbitrary, they are the products of experience and they typically reflect not only the constraints on awareness, but also the constraints within the ecology. The natural evolution of the
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In addition to matching the constraints in the ecology, the representation should also leverage the heuristics as reflected in a decision ladder, in order to support rule- and skill-based interactions. This can reduce the demands on more formal knowledge-based forms of reasoning, which might be freed to engaged in more strategic planning and anticipation. In complex domains, consideration must also be given to supporting knowledge-based reasoning as well. It is in these domains where strategic and anticipatory awareness will have the highest payoff and where the inevitable challenge of unanticipated variability will require more formal analytic thinking.



abductive, dynamical process illustrated in Figure 2 is toward a match between the constraints or structure in the ecology and the constraints or structure of awareness. The more experience that a person has in a specific ecology or work domain the less the rule-based and skill-based short cuts will appear as biases (i.e., overgeneralizations from other contexts), and the more they will appear as resonance with the deep structure of the problem space (i.e., ecologically rational solutions)! This process fits well with the abductive form of rationality that Peirce hypothesized as the basis for human reasoning. This progression from a loose association between the constraints on awareness and the constraints in the problem ecology to increasingly tighter couplings is the development of expertise, skill, or more simply learning. In this context, the heuristics are not symptoms of information limitations, but a natural product of experience. They reflect an evolution from cognitively demanding, normative, formally rational rote processes toward more efficient, recognition-primed [17] ecologically grounded [11, 32], smart cognitive mechanisms [29]. Rasmussen often commented how often reasoning processes that appeared irrational when viewed from outside the context of a specific domain, would appear as elegant and efficient, once one came to appreciate how the deep structure of the problem domain was being leveraged.



However, I would argue that it is not sufficient to ‘match’ any heuristics that humans bring to the work situation. Rather, the ultimate goal should be to shape the heuristics of the humans. When we view the semiotic system as a resilient, adaptive, self-organizing control system – the goal is for the system to evolve in ways that drive both error and surprise as low as possible. That is, the intentions and expectations need to become increasingly congruent with the consequences. In other words, the heuristics that shape awareness should ultimately match the deep structure of the work ecology. Thus, an ecological interface can play an important role in the education of attention. Helping to make functionally significant structure in the ecology salient, so that it can shape the intentions, expectations, and heuristics such that awareness becomes well tuned to the functional demands of the ecology.



Interface – Ecological Interface … the goal is to make the invisible, abstract properties of the process (those that should be taken into account for deep control of the process) visible to the operator [27].



This approach comes into stark contrast with much conventional work on interface design and HCI framed in terms of the dyadic semiotic system. The prescription motivating the conventional work is often to match the operator’s mental model, with little consideration to how that mental model corresponds with the deep structure of the work ecology (which sits on the other side of the interface – outside the dyadic semiotic system). Returning to the medical context of semiotics, the goal of these conventional approaches is to match the symptoms with the physician’s conceptual model of disease, assuming that the model is valid. The validity of the model, itself, falls outside the dyadic semiotic system. For the EID approach, the ecological foundations of the conceptual model are included as part of the semiotic problem. Thus, interface designers are invited to work with the domain experts to explore and test alternative models of disease, so that testing the ecological validity of the representation (at least in a pragmatic sense) becomes an essential component of the design challenge.



Research on problem solving by Gestalt Psychologists [e.g., 37] clearly demonstrates the impact that alternative representations can have on problem solving. A shift in the form of the representation can be the difference between confusion/uncertainty and clarity/ insight. With their seminal papers on Ecological Interface Design (EID), Rasmussen and Vicente [27, 34] framed the challenge of interface design around these insights. The key challenge was to go beyond the observations of the Gestalt Psychologists to provide a prescriptive framework for designing effective representations as interfaces to complex work domains. I believe Rasmussen and Vicente’s answer to this challenge can be best appreciated from within the triadic semiotic system. The focus of EID is to specify the structure (e.g., constraints) of the work ecology as clearly as possible. One way to do this is to create a geometric representation that parallels the nested structure revealed by the Abstraction Hierarchy. That is, global properties (e.g., symmetries) of the interface should reflect the functional/intentional context. Relations within these global patterns should reflect the physical laws and organizational constraints on control (e.g., mass and energy balances; feedback relations). And finally, elements within the display should represent the physical details of the process (e.g., relative positions of valves and other components; values of specific variables such as flow rates, volumes, pressures, and temperatures).



Thus, the representation can be the hinge that determines whether the dynamics of experience converge to a stable solution where consequences align well with intentions and expectations; or whether the dynamic diverges in ways that lead to increasing confusion and surprise and ultimately to catastrophic levels of error.



SUMMARY



Note that once again, mind and matter are intimately related in the interface. The prescriptions of EID will be relevant whether the interface refers to an external display (e.g., engineered interface in a Nuclear Control Room) or to an internal representation (e.g., the learned conceptual visualization of a physics expert). To be effective, the representation must correspond with structure in the functional work ecology and it must be ‘as clear as possible.’ That is, it must be presented in a way that matches the perceptual abilities, the intentions, and the expectations of the humans. The image of the Decision Ladder provides some guidance for the subjective side of this relation.



“a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.” Macbeth Quote (Act V, Scene V) For most of my career, I have felt a deep degree of impatience for the philosophical debates that to me often seemed to be full of sound and fury and of no practical value. This led me to pursue what I considered to be the most concrete, the most practical aspects of human performance as the focus for my research. And this ultimately led me to the field of engineering psychology and the work of Jens Rasmussen. However, I am just beginning to appreciate the wisdom of Rasmussen’s 16
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insights. A dramatic step forward for me was the discovery of Peirce’s semiotics and abduction, and then connecting the dots with the underlying metaphysics of James’ Radical Empiricism [15], Pirsig’s Metaphysics of Quality [23, 24] and Rayner’s concept of Inclusionality [28].



reality; the fundamental assumptions about mind and matter; the fundamental assumptions about what matters. At the end of the day I believe that the quality of our science, the quality of our products, and ultimately the quality of our lives is a joint function of both mind and matter!



But ultimately, the discoveries that helped me to connect the dots between the philosophy, the science, and the design implications did not come from the literature, but from my own experiences of everyday life and from the opportunity to explore the experiences of drivers, pilots, surgeons, emergency room physicians, emergency medical and military commanders. I think this is the challenge that unites James, Peirce, Pirsig, and Rasmussen – a focus on the phenomenon of human performance as it is lived, rather than how it might be simulated in a mechanistic, logical machine. This leads to an appreciation of human cognition as an exquisite ability to successfully adapt to the constraints of complex ecologies, rather than as a collection of general, limited information processing mechanisms.



Finally, let me make it absolutely clear that Radical Empiricism, Peirce’s triadic image of the semiotic system, and Rasmussen’s formalisms (Abstraction Hierarchy, Decision Ladder, and EID) are not the ends of the search for what matters. Rather, I suggest only that they are a good place to start the search and may provide a tentative direction for productive exploration in our joint search to discover what matters!
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Appreciation of this exquisite ability, however, is difficult to achieve if the research frame does not include the ecological constraints as an integral component of the system of interest (i.e., the semiotic system). On the other hand, it can be impossible to see anything if one tries to see everything. The challenge is to reconcile an expansive ontology that spans both mind and matter, with the practical need to reduce or parse the phenomenon into manageable chunks. In my view, James and Pirsig provide the best guesses about such an expansive ontology. Peirce and Rasmussen provide the best guesses about how to parse that ontology into chunks consistent with the intuitions of communication and control theory (and more broadly dynamical systems theory). And, further, I suggest that these different perspectives fit together in a rather elegant way that might lead toward a problem-centered science motivated by a desire for both theoretical coherence and practical utility.
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User and Designer: Affair, Partnership or Nurturance Turkka Keinonen University of Art and Design Helsinki Hämeentie 135 C FIN-00560 Helsinki, Finland [email protected] The intuitive idea of paying attention to user-designer relationships instead of the conception of users as such gets some theoretical support from the ecological approach to design [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which links technological systems and their development with social practices under one umbrella. It refers to an attitude of perceiving phenomena in human-technology systems from the point of view of relationships and interactions. According to the ecological approach, environments should be understood as practices that they enable, and their quality refers to the development potential of the human, social, physical and technical systems as a whole. Thus, the objects of design should not be understood as devices or even interactions, but as broader practices. Correspondingly, the ecological view to designing seems to suggest framing users and designers as parts of a single system and seeing users and designers as userdesigner relationships with development potential.



ABSTRACT The paper presents a series of conceptual elaborations on modelling the relationships between users and designers within user centred design (UCD). The elaborations are based on the allocations of control, creativity, initiative, and freedom of choice, between users and designers; on the commitment on user need satisfaction; and on the relative distances between the stakeholders in design. The discussion aims at introducing the idea of user-designer relationships as a feasible concept for mapping the field of UCD, and to underline the versatility of relationships that UCD community should be able to assume in its attempts to encounter with the users.



Keywords user centred design, design collaboration



This paper, however, does not aim at a faithfully following the ecology discussion. Instead, it aims at summarising, in the spirit of ecological design approach, the author’s attempts to grasp the nature of the user-designer relationships. The attempts draw from a range of discourses, and some are more side products of something else than the results of focused studies. The attempts might perhaps be best understood as a kind of designerly approach to design conceptual mappings. Nonetheless, the author trusts on them to make a worthwhile contribution on our understanding on user centred design by introducing the user-designer relationship as a feasible angle to map the field, and to illustrate the versatility of relationships that competent designers should be able establish with the user community. The attempts are the following:



INTRODUCTION Involving users into design is seen to be increasing in importance. At the same time the conception of the users themselves has become an issue. Sanders [1], for instance, has described the changes in the vocabulary designers use to refer to the people for whom they design: ‘Customers’ have been replaced by ‘consumers’, ‘users’, ‘participants’, ‘adapters’ and ‘co-creators’. And von Hippel [2] would probably add a ‘principal creator’. The trend is towards an increasingly active user. Understanding the concept of a user is, indeed, a worth while effort. However, what is perhaps even more interesting and relevant from the point of view of User Centred Design (UCD) practice is to comprehend the relationships between designers and users. UCD is a dialogue and relationship between the representatives of the user and designer communities. Without the fragile relationship sustaining all its problems – e.g. conflicts in interests and problems with cross-disciplinary communication – the goals of collaboration including learning, contributing, challenging, stimulating, inspiring, etc. would not be achieved. Thus, the meaningful issue for designers, when it comes to users, is to see who they are with respect to design and designers – and vice versa.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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•



The first (Section: “Introtruction”) is a metaphorical presentation drafted for teaching purposes [11, 12]. It illustrates some of the roles that users and designers can assume in a design dialogue. The reason for developing the metaphors was to underline to students the range of possible ways to encounter users instead of stinking to a single method – perhaps the most fashionable one.



•



The second (Section: “Design Contribution Square”) attempt is a more systematic and scholarly approach focusing on the allocation of the initiative and control in UCD called Design Contribution Square [13].



•



Third (Section: “Need Rose”), the author presents a relationship mapping that is based on a conceptual exercise on user needs and moral responsibilities within UCD [14]. The aim of the exercise has been to discuss the motivational foundations of user involvement, which has a reflection on the types of relationships between users and designers.



•



Finally in Section: “Third Wheel”, a new attempt is presented that is built on the recognition of the existence of a third partner in user-designer dialogue, namely the user researcher.
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design professionals changes again becoming a facilitator of design and interaction between a range of stakeholders. The designer-students become designer-coaches. They know the rules of the game and can plan the tactics, but they need the athlete-users to play.



RELATIONSHIP METAPHORS Recent ideas about users’ involvement in design emphasise the their active role, creativity and equal initiative with professional designers. This emphasis has time to time been seen to obsolete the ways designers have previous included users. However, we can also regard the trend as a cumulative process where new approaches complement, not replace, the older ones. Depending on the phase, goals and situational factors of design, the competent designers should be able to choose an appropriate way approach the users. A mapping making the range of relationship models visible, helps in making the choice.



Artist-designer and muse-user addresses those UCD approaches where information gathering and learning is secondary to creative stimulation, as was the case for instance with the inspiring Cultural Probes experimentations [16]. Users are active in contributing to design through different creative and creativity awakening exercises, but the interpretation of users’ contributions into design suggestions remains the responsibility of the designers.



The author’s first attempt to map the user-designer relationships was presented as a set of metaphors where designers and users were associated with different professional roles. These include the following seven relationships some of which were drawn form UCD literature, and some suggested by the author [11, 12]:



Chef-designer and customer-user. The designers can interpret user information in many ways, but it only crystallises and becomes visible when the concepts emerge. The productive designer can be seen as a chef, mixing new flavours in the kitchen. The chef has to taste the flavours himself in order to be able to develop them. The customer can suggest, approve or reject, but it is not his job or even within his ability to create new flavours [17].



Engineer-designer and component-user. Typically designers have to use available components in their designs. The system has to be drafted so that the components fit and enable the system to meet its performance goals. The human operator can be seen as one of these components. Its dimensions can be obtained from human factors manuals, where human beings are presented the same way as in a component suppliers’ catalogues with specific dimensions and performance capabilities. The data is generic and does not depend on what the components are used for. The metaphor of ‘Engineer designer and component user’ refers to designers’ common habit [15] of regarding people as another type of component in a technical system.



Director-designer and character-user. Instead of only creating the designs, the designers also create new behaviours and the actors who act them out. The potential future user can be based on the user studies, but sometimes designers add characteristics that have not actually been observed. These stimulate ideas or make assumptions about emerging future behaviours. The designer takes creative liberties to behave like a theatre director turning a manuscript into a play. The users become fictional. The seven relationships can be linked by seeing them as a continuum from the systematic generation and application of design knowledge towards increasingly creative processes. They can also be organised on a two-dimensional surface as shown in Figure 1, where the ends of the continuum meet and create a circle of relationships. Organised this manner, the circle becomes a mapping, where its upper part represents a sphere of expert driven relationships where the control and power is in designers’ hands, in the roles of engineer, doctor, director and chef, and the users’ presence is passive and even representational. Towards the lower hemisphere the relationships develop towards more equal direction where users’ roles become more active including school master, athlete and muse. Horizontally the circle can be seen as a graph the left side of which illustrates relationships generating solid knowledge foundations for design. The right hand side of the circle represents more inspirational relationships aiming at the production of designs without much emphases on methodological rigor.



Doctor-designer and patient-user. Technology becomes difficult to use, if it does not correspond to the capabilities and activities of the specific users who happen to be interacting with the product. Therefore it is not enough to be familiar with the generic user, but the focus of attention needs to shift from the generic to more specific interactions between narrower user segments and certain types of artefacts. The designer, who used to regard the user as a components, has to start looking at them as doctors diagnosing patients with their individual problems. The doctor isolates the symptoms, the reasons behind them and decides about the cure. A usability test is an example of the clinic where the symptoms are identified and medication prescribed. The patient-user is met as an individual or as a representative of a focused segment, but as one without expertise and initiative. The user just brings in the problems. Student-designer and master-user. Anticipating and avoiding problems is more effective than resolving them. In order to anticipate design problems, the designers must be familiar with the practice they design for. With situated contextual observations, for instance, the designers learn the practice in the same way an apprentice learns from his master [22]. In Master-apprentice relationship the users are regarded as experts. There is a reason for every action taken by the user, and understanding the reason is important for the design. The designer, who used to be an engineer making use of the user and a doctor solving the user’s problems, becomes a student who listens to and watches the master-user’s behaviour to learn.
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Coach-designer and athlete-user. According to participatory design, and more recent co-design, the users should be able to contribute and influence in the development of solutions affecting them. Thus, learning from users is not enough, but they have to be given an opportunity to propose improved solutions. Their problem framing and solving needs to be supported and they need to be provided with appropriate equipment to deal with design challenges. The role of the
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Figure 1. Relationship metaphors.
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agenda recognizes and, thus, tend to be focused on issues that are known or expected to be relevant in solving the design problem. The reactive participants’ roles do not include reconfiguring the way the design challenge is framed and approached, nor do they contribute with non-agenda related knowledge. While the agenda limits the contributions, it also enables focused and efficient progress along the track, and can be the preferred choice when speed and concentration are required.



Even though the metaphors are perhaps illuminating and the mapping seems to have certain intuitive organizing power, the model is not very satisfactory for several reasons. First, it mixes the reasons and procedures of designer-user relationships in a rather coincidental manner. Second, it does not cover some designer-user relationships that have recently gathered a lot of attention. Third, the key concepts of the model, all of which are far from clear, have not been defined, but the model trusts on the readers to make personal appropriate interpretations. Thus, more scholarly models are needed.



In proactive participation stakeholders contribute to solving and framing design challenges and influence the procedures used to tackle them. The participants utilize their case and noncase-related expertise to create new connections and interpretations, which cannot directly be deduced from the event agenda. Importing relevant non-task related knowledge, reframing design challenges and adjusting approaches are skills which essentially separate creative design from routine problem solving [18, 19]. While communication in inactive and reactive collaboration is relatively unambiguous thanks to the stability of the interpretation schemas, in proactive mode it becomes a major issue, because new meanings need to be generated collaboratively during the design.



DESIGN CONTRIBUTION SQUARE The author’s second attempt [13] to understand the userdesigner relationships was built on the metaphor model, but aimed at a more systematic and rigorous concept definition and more inclusive mapping. The second attempt was elaborated based on a premise that designers’ and users’ joint contribution defines the limits of UCD. It is build on an idea that the way people contribute to design is fundamental in characterizing the nature of user centred design. It is proposed that the stakeholders’ level of activity with respect to design can be used as the single organizing principle for UCD approaches to give enough degree of freedom for giving the field a meaningful structure. The concept of activity refers to participants’ interactivity, initiative and style of collaboration and contribution in design events. Activity is understood as a continuous dimension varying between inactive and proactive, but it is described by fixing three landmarks: A participant can contribute in an inactive manner with respect to design process, give reactive responses to design stimuli or take a proactive course of action.



Problem solving and models of teamwork are essential angles in understanding contributions to design. The three contribution styles introduced above correspond to and, thus, get theoretical support from, Rasmussen and Jensen’s [20] framework of skill, rule and knowledge based problem solving, and Engeström’s [21] models of creative team collaboration as shown in Table 1. Table 1. Comparison of design contribution modes, problem solving styles according to Rasmussen and Jensen [20] and team work practices according to Engeström [21].



Inactive participants do not contribute to a design process directly by interacting with other participants or by proposing solutions. However, they influence the decisions through other participants’ active interpretations and contributions. Inactive participants may be physically present in design events or their contribution may be mediated and represented.



Contribution



Reactive contribution refers to interactive design participation following a priori agenda and rules set for the design. Reactive participants contribute with the kind of knowledge that the QuickTime™ and a decompressor are needed to see this picture.
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For mapping the field of UCD it is necessary to allow both users and designers to adopt the whole range of contribution styles. A Design Contribution Square (DCS) in Figure 2 visually presents these combinations. Each location on DCS represents a unique type of user-designer relationship characterised by the level of activity of the partners. The contributions of other types of stakeholders could be added as 3rd or nth dimension.
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In the bottom right corner proactive designers interpret users’ reality and define their future without direct user contribution. Designers use documents about users or users’ inactive real time participation as the basis of their problem framing and solving. They interpret user data and combine it with their previous knowledge and, when necessary, redefine the design space. They use methods that are developed to allow creative framing, sense making and reflective design discussions with the user data [e.g. 22, 23, 24, 25].
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The upper left corner refers to situations where users take initiative in adjusting their environment applying do-it-yourself design means and tools [26]. Design wise interesting cases are the ones where users create improved versions of products, environments and systems that may have commercial or societal value. According to von Hippel [2] this is likely to happen when the most advanced users within specific practices start improving their equipment.



Dpro



Figure 2. Design Contribution Square [13].
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In the center of the model well-structured methods or rules are applied to guide design interaction, and designers and users contribute in a reactive mode. For instance, a usability test aiming at evaluating the quality of a prototype – rather than improving it – with its predefined task scenarios, measurements and participant roles is an example of an interaction with agenda that ties both users and designers. The interaction can lead to increased understanding about known challenges, but is unlikely to reveal anything unexpected. Even though many UCD scholars would argue for changing these situations towards a more proactive direction, there are reasons to accept the participants’ relative passivity. First, evaluation processes benefit from following rigid agendas for comparable results. Second, problems with collaboration and communication are time consuming to solve, and thus agendas structuring design and focusing attention to relevant problems bring efficiency benefits.



The designers reduce harm rather than give priority to working for alternative design objectives and criteria possibly including goals such as increasing users’ pleasure, providing new kinds of experiences, improving the profitability of the business, or penetrating new markets to name few. The protection condition puts design into a defensive mode. While this might awake aversion among the design community in general, much of UCD has worked in this mode. The methodological and conceptual tools developed for usability engineering provide means for defending users against harm [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. More recently interaction designers have abandoned their faithfulness to user protection, even though that of user-centeredness would still be appreciated [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Design for user experience, affective, pleasurable, and emotional design [40, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] have taken more initiative to change the users’ reality. Thus, we can see that the protection dimension is a relevant measure for UCD approaches.



Top right corner of DCS refers to proactive codesign, which is the most demanding form of interaction, because the exploration and redefinition of the problem takes place through a cross-disciplinary dialogue. Well-structured methods are not ideal for this, as they tend to propose a fixed agenda for the process and support only certain kinds of problem framings. Thus, more open approaches are needed where guiding is replaced by facilitation.



Another line of thought concerning fundamental needs [30, 48, 49, 50, 51] is based on the idea of individual’s capability to behave autonomously and in a non-impaired manner being herself able to choose what is best for her, and fulfilling the expectations related to her roles in society. Thus, satisfying users’ needs in UCD seems to require taking up a holistic nonreducing view of the users allowing them to behave autonomously in the roles and situations that they have assumed including the design collaboration itself. Based on this we can formulate the appreciation dimension, which characterizes designers’ inclination towards appreciating the non-reduced agency of the users.



Silent design is a concept referring to design without explicit contribution of design professionals [27]. Correspondingly, silent UCD in lower left corner of Figure 2 refers to design without active participation of users or designers. One of designers’ tasks is to produce decision-making material such as concepts and their justifications. When this material conveys the essentials of users’ practices and designers’ ideas, also silent design can lead to informed and appropriate solutions.



Appreciation dimension is parallel idea to what the previous mappings, i.e. the metaphors and DCS, have been tangenting. On one end of the dimension the users are reduced into quantitative generalizations and parts of system equal to machinery, while in another end they are regarded as emotional, creative, participating and initiative taking human beings utilizing advanced competences in demanding manners for their contextualized innovations.



Design contribution square systematizes and brings a flavour of academic rigour to the metaphor approach. However, at the same time it omits much of what is important in mapping the motivational dimension of user-designer relationships. Consequently, a look at the objectives of user-designer relationship deserves some more attention.



It may be difficult to claim that the design approaches, which utilize reduced conceptions of the user would necessarily produce artefacts the use of which would compromise human autonomy, or correspondingly that the inclusion of ‘augmented users’ would lead to superior need satisfaction. However, reduced conceptions of users in design cannot model, and thus, justly enable design for a holistic user. If we understand the journey from Dreyfuss’ [52] anthropometric models, Joe and Josephine staring at a radar display, to von Hippel’s lead users creating innovative open source software as an accumulative development of UCD, we can probably agree that the possibilities of the discipline to satisfy the fundamental needs of being human have improved.



NEED ROSE The author came to elaborate the motivational basis of userdesigner relationships as a side result of another question. For the purpose of understanding the connections of UCD and satisfying users’ needs, the author developed two dimensions characterizing the fundamental need satisfying capability of UCD [14]. Later on, these were used to sketch a mapping of the objectives of user-designer interaction. For isolating individuals’ fundamental needs from their subjective desires, scholars recommend focusing on the harmful consequences of failing to satisfy the needs [28, 29, 30, 31]. The link between harmful consequences and fundamental need turns the attention of those designers, who want to concentrate on need satisfaction, to avoiding and solving problems. Based on this principle we can formulate a protection dimension of need satisfaction through design, and define it as designers’ inclination towards protecting the prospective users of harm. Along the dimension designers, when capable of deciding between explicit or implicit alternatives, increasingly choose courses of action that reduce users’ existing or potential harm and avoid causing them new harms.



Protection and appreciation can be regarded as two milestones on a single trend of UCD development from 1980s to 2000s. However, if we assume that protection and appreciation are independent dimensions characterizing UCD community’s conceptions of the objectives of its work and the users it serves, we can once again construct a two-dimensional space that allows us to deal with a range of orientations designers may follow in their attempts to satisfy users’ needs (Figure 3).
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and approachable allowing the users to fundamentally influence on their environment and the ways technology supports their practices. The technology is designed so that the exploration and modifications do not lead to harmful results, any more serious than what is acceptable and necessary to support learning. The design aims at nurturing the users to create individual and social well-being.



Let protection dimension grow horizontally to the right and appreciation dimension vertically upwards. In the protection end designers commit themselves to safeguarding the users against harm caused as a consequence of interacting with an artefact. An opposite to protecting users would be abusing them, but this does not belong to normal design practice. However, it is easy to imagine a design project that leaves the users to cope with artefacts and the consequences of their use without much thought or effort to safeguard them. Designers can give priority to other objectives and neglect designing for harmless use. The resulting human-technology confrontation may be stimulating, motivating and give positive experiences, but also the opposite is possible, even likely.



THIRD WHEEL The attempts above have regarded the user-designer relationship as a one-to-one type of direct bilateral dialogue. However, this may not be the full picture of the reality. We can identify plenty of other stakeholders aiming at participating the dialogue and making the relationship an essentially more complicated network. In the following we limit the discussion into one new partner namely the representative of the UCD community. This assumes the users and designs being representatives of their own communities that are characterised by different attributes than the UCD community. This person, let us cal him or her a Researcher, may influence the user-designer dialogue in many ways and lead it to conclusions that are different from what the users or designers might have ended up without the third wheel. The topics of allocating expertise, creativity, responsibility, initiative, control, motivation, etc. discussed above need to be reconsidered along with the new member. There are several ways of conceptualising the roles the third wheel. One of these is to look at the closeness of the relationships between the partners. The idea of ‘closeness’ is not defined or elaborated in detail, but we trust on it being clear enough based on its everyday meaning, i.e. referring to the frequency of communication, the strength of empathy, mutual dependencies, etc.



At the reduction end of appreciation dimension users are considered components of socio-technical systems mechanically responding to the techno-oriented demands as discussed above. The users are not considered capable of influencing on the way human-technology relationships are composed. In the opposite, augmentation, end they are regarded as empowered competent actors creating what they regard worthwhile. The acknowledged competence of users and trust on their judgment allows the design community to allocate them initiative and responsibility to reinnovate practices and develop artefacts. The appreciation-protection space cuts strategies to satisfy users’ needs into quadrants. The most casual one in lower left corner of the Need rose in Figure 3 confronts and reduces the users. The design compromises satisfying users’ needs, and the designers take advantage of the users’ ignorance, flexibility, tolerance, and lack of choice. This kind of user exploitation relationship may lead to users’ dissatisfaction, low efficiency and malfunctions. However, this may be difficult to notice because of users’ compensating efforts, investments in education, and tolerating the frustrations due to, e.g., self-attribution [42].



Augment



In the reduction-protection corner, designers take action to protect the users from harm, but do it only in respects that the reduced conception of the user covers. The resulting artefacts should not harm users, but they don’t either stimulate them, improve their skills, or enhance their practices. Not trusting users walls the design insiders responsible for the products from the outsiders. The outsiders are protected from the pain of facing the complexity, because the hard technology is cushioned to appear as soft, human and harmless. For several product categories, cushioning relationship may be the preferred solution. When the designers limited and reduced conception of users fails to reflect the real application of the products, the strategy stops working.
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When users are simultaneously appreciated and confronted, they are regarded as competent and initiative taking agents capable of joining the project of developing practices, skills and new technologies. This relationship excites the users, stimulates exploration, modifications, and reinnovation. However, the relationship may lead to undesirable consequences of which the designers do not assume responsibility. The user is facing the complexity of the technology without cushioning layers and is herself responsible for making what seems relevant and desirable. The users is also responsible for the safety, social, financial, etc. risks involved in the technology and its use, and may fail in meeting the challenges.
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Figure 3. Need Rose describing the objectives of user involvement.
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Finally, the most user need oriented relationship combines the commitment to appreciating and protecting users. The resulting designs are build on the recognition of a variety of users’ strengths, social and individual aspirations, and the designers take serious responsibility for guiding the users into a direction that protects them from harm. The technology is transparent



User



Designer



Figure 4. The third wheel.
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We can imagine a triangle of relationships where the distances between users, researchers and designers are equally long and use the following notification for it: U – R – D. However, a perfect balance is probably unlikely. Consequently, we pay attention to less balanced settings (see Figure 4). First, the researcher may assume a position that is closer to the user than the designer, i.e. (U – R) – D. The researcher feels loyalty with the user, shares the user’s values, organizes her work so that she becomes in closer contacts with the users than the designers. This kind of user-researcher relationship can be seen to create a new kind of sophisticated user who has the qualifications for analytical description, self-reflection and analysis of the practices of use. The user-researcher is capable of communicating the needs and wishes of the user community clearly and explicitly to the extent the research qualifications and the inside point of view allow. The user-researcher might challenge the lonely and distant designer to respond to the needs. However, the growing distance to the designer may also start to generate communication problems between design and user research and designers may start to dig themselves deeper into their old creativity trenches.



models for generic platforms that will be adjusted before becoming useful for end-users. Remote designers’ scope of interest in time and coverage is broader than that of immediate or product designers. It is distant from users’ immediate needs in terms of time, location, reason, and status because its impacts incarnate much later and in modified appearance. The relationship of user researcher with users and design in remote design is of type R – (D – U). When researchers associate their roles with product design the relationships would be of type (D – R) – U.



DISCUSSION The paper has described four attempts of mapping userdesigner relationships. The mappings are build on metaphors of control and creativity; on the freedom of activity in collaboration; on ideas about the need satisfying dimensions of UCD; and finally on the differences in the clones of relationship between stakeholders. The discussion shows that the history and present practice of UCD includes a range of different user-designer relationships. It has also become evident that the spectrum of the relationships appears different when we change our angle of observation. The design ideological point that the author wishes to make and underline is to avoid seeing the development of UCD as a simple trajectory which, depending on the agenda one subscribes, proceeds either towards increased research rigour or trust on end-users’ competence and creativity.



In contrary, if the researcher associates herself with the design, i.e. U – (R – D), we can withes the birth of a designer-researcher. Research becomes design driven and design research driven. The designer-researcher would be loyal to the values of the design organization faithfully supporting its innovation aims. The research driven design might start “using the users” for the design community’s goals that are not necessary shared by the users.



Accepting the plurality of values, goals, means and types of relationships between users and designers in UCD, makes the scenery mistier, but good navigation tools help.



The third model would associate users and designers leaving the user researchers into a more peripheral position, i.e. (U – D) – R. In this kind of situation the relationship between users and designers might be seen as an object of research or an entity to be improved or facilitated by the researchers. The researcher would probably be associated with a research community and affiliated to an academic institution. The researcher’s position allows her to look at the user-designer relationship in a neutral and perhaps even strategic manner. However, the interests and contributions that these researchers represent may remain distant from the point of view of the practitioners, and user research become isolated academic discipline.
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interactive technologies to support developmental transformation of the activities of people. The latter aspect has been relatively neglected in discussions to date, in terms of systematic analysis. This paper attempts to show the importance of this aspect of design, and provide an initial frame for discussing the topic.



ABSTRACT We argue that in order for the field of interaction design research to respond to the challenges associated with ubiquitous computing environments and other recent developments in interactive technologies, two distinct orientations, predominantly concerned with, respectively, technological innovation and practice development, need to be clearly articulated. Historical evidence presented in the paper suggests that while these orientations are mutually complementary and dependent upon each other, they are also associated with substantially different concerns and priorities. An outline of a model describing the relationship between technological innovation and practice development in the context of interaction design is introduced. The paper identifies product design and practice development as two different perspectives in interaction design, which need to be coordinated. Implications of the analysis for future research agenda of interaction design are discussed.



The vast bulk of the literature in the area of interaction design has tended to focus on the design and development of usable and engaging new interactive products, and occasionally, services. This focus on product development has tended to overshadow another equally important perspective on the design and use of interactive systems, namely, a practice perspective that examines artefacts in use and the various ways in which people assemble, adopt, adapt, modify and make "habitable" interactive systems in a variety of local contexts. While it is the case that in certain areas of Informatics, notably in certain participative and process-oriented approaches, there has been some investigation of such aspects as end-user programming, and tailorable and extensible systems development, the relative importance of this perspective has generally been quite low within the professional community.



Keywords interaction design, product innovation, practice development, participatory design, ubiquitous computing



We believe that current work in the area of ubiquitous computing and sensor developments requires a more analytic investigation of how to support people in assembling technical hardware and software “components” for particular tasks and activities. Recent developments in user-driven innovative practices, the development of exciting forms of mash-ups of software sub-systems, innovative bricolage practices, etc. require that we investigate in a more thorough fashion the practice side of the equation.



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



INTRODUCTION



An attempt to bring practice development approaches and cognitive ergonomics closer together was made at the ECCE 11 conference [2], where the opening plenary session featured practice development methodologies, including the “clinic of activity” [10] and “change laboratory” (see, e.g., [16, 23]). In this paper we continue this line of exploration, with the aim of better integrating practice development concerns into the conceptual framework of interaction design.



The field of “interaction design” encompasses scientific and engineering disciplines, the human and social sciences, and the design disciplines (here we use “interaction design”, or “IxD”, in a broad sense, as an umbrella term for research in humancomputer interaction (HCI) and related areas, such as cognitive ergonomics). Given such a pluridisciplinary makeup (cf. [11]), it is not surprising that the key concerns of the field seem at times confused. In this paper, we provide a perspective on the research field that outlines the need for attention to be paid to both technological innovation, in terms of the design of new artefacts, and practice development, in terms of employing



This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we argue that recent developments in ubiquitous computing call for expanding the scope of interaction design from technological innovation to practice development. After that, in Section: “Participatory Design as a Product Design Methodology or a Means for Local Change?” a short historical digression, we discuss some twists and turns of the historical developments of the participatory design approach, which indicate that maintaining a consistent research agenda when simultaneously aiming at technological innovation and practice development, can be somewhat problematic, which suggests that these two aims need to be clearly differentiated. In Section: “Technological
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Innovation and Practice Development: a Tentative Model” we introduce a model, which represents the relationship between technological innovation and practice development as a network of human activity systems. Finally, in Section: “Conclusions and Directions for Future Research”, we conclude with discussing the implications of the conclusions made in the paper for the research agenda of future interaction design.



development, has been emphasized by interaction design researchers (e.g., [18, 26, 41]), and we will mention this aspect later in the paper. Interaction design



appropriation prototyping



problem



PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT – BEYOND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION



Practice



Figure 1. A simplified model of the relationship between interaction design and human practice throughout the lifecycle of user-centred design activities (“problem”: problem identification; “prototyping”: development and evaluation of prototypes; “appropriation”: implementation, deployment, and appropriation).



The first thing we need to establish in our analysis is that technological innovation and practice development are indeed two different objectives of interaction design. The difference is not obvious. For instance, one can argue that technological innovation – that is, the creation of a novel interactive product by a professional designer, a product which is then implemented and deployed in a variety of real-life settings – is not only inseparable from practice development but can even be considered the activity through which interaction design contributes to practice development. In this section we argue against this view. We claim that practice development through re-mediation of human activities by different forms of interactive technologies cannot be limited to technological innovation, that is, a sequence of activities, which begins with identifying a need for a new technology and ends with a successful appropriation of the newly designed technology.



Undoubtedly, technological innovation can (and, arguably, often does) result in practice development. If a novel artefact addresses a real problem, if it is successfully designed, implemented, deployed, and appropriated, then the new technology may indeed transform existing practices. This best case scenario, however, does not necessarily come true. The designer can only create pre-conditions for practice development but a positive outcome cannot be guaranteed, as testified by a high ratio of unsuccessful products. On the other hand, a successful practice development may result from an appropriation of a well-known, rather than novel, technology. When an individual or organization experiences a need for a new technology, a reasonable strategy, which is often successful, is to first look at already available tools, rather than immediately starting to design a new one.



Of course, we do not suggest that adopting technological innovation as the key objective of interaction design means that technology is considered independently of human practices. Directly or indirectly, through related notions of “context” or, more recently, “ecology”, human practices are increasingly often taken into account in all areas of interaction design (e.g., [3, 7, 27, 35, 40]).



The prevalence of technological innovation as the main orientation in interaction design (cf. [12]) has been challenged in recent years by the advent of ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous computing does aim at developing a variety of novel artefacts. However, new ubicomp artefacts can be just “construction kits” including well known components, such as sensors, actuators, RFID tags, connectors, processors, controls, and so forth. The real design problem, solving which is the main responsibility of end-users rather than professional designers (or, perhaps, new kinds of designers, who are much more closely connected with the end-user situation), is to configure the components so that the technology brings about positive changes in human practices. Helping people solve these design problems and thus contribute to practice development, – not only technological innovation, – should be given a higher priority in HCI and interaction design (e.g., [24, 39]). There are some indications that researchers have started to acknowledge the importance of understanding and supporting users as interaction designers. For instance, a recent article by Oulasvirta [36] in the “interactions” magazine (see also [37]) is evocatively entitled “When users “do” the ubicomp”.



For instance, one of the main principles of user-centred design, according to Gulliksen and Göransson [21] is as follows: “The work practices of the users control the development” (see also [22]). “Context” is the key notion in the “contextual design” framework, which is defined Beyer and Holtzblatt [6] as “a customer-centered approach to systems design”. Forlizzi [19] proposes the “product ecology” framework, which aims at helping designers create more successful products, in particular, by supporting the selection of appropriate design research methods. These and other related design approaches (e.g., [31]) do pay close attention to human practice. However, these approaches take practice into account not for the sake of practice per se, but rather with the aim of creating successful innovative technologies. From this perspective human practice is a source of new product ideas, a testbed for evaluation of prototypes, or potential market for new products. Figure 1 shows a simplified model, which represents the variety of ways, in which practice is involved in technological innovation throughout the lifecycle of user-centred product design.



In sum, while technological innovation and practice development are closely related to one another, they are in fact two different phenomena, relatively independent of one another. On the one hand, for a variety of reasons, technological innovation may fail to make an impact on human practice. On the other hand, practice development may be a result of an appropriation of an existing, rather than novel, technology.



The design lifecycle is initiated by identifying a problem with existing user practice. The problem is addressed by the designer by carrying out a number of design iterations, each including creating and evaluating a prototype of a novel artefact. The designed artefact is eventually implemented, deployed, and appropriated by the user. Appropriation of the artefact includes both developing a repertoire of new strategies, procedures, and tasks (that is, modifying user practices) and modifying the artefact itself (e.g., [34, 38]). In recent years the need for designers to anticipate and support various user activities related to artefact appropriation, including end-user



Therefore, the discussion in this section indicates that technological innovation is too limited an objective to guide all research in the field of interaction design. There is a need to explore a wider variety of the ways in which interaction design can
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Of course, Scandinavian participatory design was not a direct continuation of sociotechnical systems design. The former, in fact, partly developed as an alternative to the latter and, as noted by Kensing et al. [30] sociotechnical systems design was “… heavily critiqued by Scandinavian researchers involved in trade union projects in mid- to late 1970s.” The approaches differed in a number of significant ways, most notably in their political orientations, at the outset. Another of the differences, especially relevant in the context of this discussion, is that, as opposed to sociotechnical systems design, many of the later participatory design projects, at least since mid-1980s, specifically focussed on designing technologies.



contribute to practice development. Such an exploration, as argued in the sections below, means deviating somewhat from a traditional view of interaction design as primarily comprised of activities located somewhere between identifying a need for a new technology and a successful appropriation of the technology. There have been a number of attempts in interaction design research to take a broader view on the relationship between technological innovation and practice development. One of them is participatory design, or PD.



PARTICIPATORY DESIGN AS A PRODUCT DESIGN METHODOLOGY OR A MEANS FOR LOCAL CHANGE? A SHORT HISTORICAL DIGRESSION



In the early days of PD, during the 1970s and early 1980s, the attitude toward technology was, according to Ehn [13] reactive rather than proactive. Researchers, who joined forces with workers and trade unions and acted as resource persons, analyzed the effects of the introduction of IT at the workplace and attempted to build technical and organizational competence that would allow workers to have a voice in discussions and increase their bargaining (and, ideally, decision making) power regarding the transformation of their workplaces and work practices. In these studies the focus on technology virtually coincided with a focus on practice development. The aim was to conduct research and act in local contexts in order to recognize and counter potential dangers associated with work practice changes, caused by the introduction of information technologies.



As mentioned above, a range of frameworks, from end-user programming (e.g., [34]) to participatory design (e.g., [9, 14, 29]), have not been limiting their concerns to technological innovation and have been aimed at helping people transform and develop their everyday practices. In this section we specifically focus on Scandinavian participatory design, or cooperative design1, as a key example of a design approach dealing with practice development. It should be noted that it is not our aim to provide a complete overview of all pertinent research. Some other approaches and directions of research, such as certain studies in the field of computer supported cooperative work, are of relevance but are not discussed here because of space limitations. Moreover, the short history of participatory design, presented below is by no means comprehensive. The discussion presents a broad picture of the development of technological innovation and practice development concerns in the history of participatory design; it is admittedly selective and incomplete.



Since the early/mid 1980s participatory design projects have been increasingly focusing on worker participation as a way to design IT-applications that “really support work” [28], with the UTOPIA project [8] as a prime example of this new orientation of research and development. Moving into this new phase of PD, and transforming the approach into a proper design approach, had several important consequences. A number of novel concepts and methods have been developed to support technology design activities carried out by designers together with workers. Participatory design became hugely influential internationally and made a significant impact on research and practice related to a wide range of information technologies. At the same time, the concern about practice development, as we argue below, had moved down a notch on the priorities list of the approach.



The issue of practice development was high on participatory design’s research agenda from the very outset; the interest in the issue can be found in the very bloodline of the approach. While a uniquely Scandinavian phenomenon, the approach was influenced by some other previous approaches, most notably sociotechnical systems design developed at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations [32]. The sociotechnical systems design approach should be credited with raising the interest of the international research community in the relationship between technology and social organization, participative work design, the danger of de-skilling, and so forth. The approach had an explicit aim of transforming work practices to achieve increased productivity, learning, and workers’ participation in work design. A number of conceptual tools have been developed within the approach to support the design of work. They included, for instance, a set of steps and processes to follow, comprised of analysis and evaluation of the workflow at an organization, the social system, workers’ perception of their roles, and so forth, and ended up with suggestions for change. Another tool developed by the Tavistock group was a set of principles for good design. It should be noted that all these design tools, steps and principles, were all dealing with the design of work, not specific technologies. Creating novel technologies, while important, was not an inherent part of work design. The principles of the approach suggest that a decision regarding whether or not a novel technology needs to be created should be subordinated to overall aims of designing sociotechnical systems.



1



First, if a technology design perspective as adopted, then whether or not the design of a new technology is on the agenda can be a critically important argument when considering a case as suitable (or otherwise) for initiating a participatory design project. Therefore, the focus on design implies that certain types of practice development – namely, those associated with creating new technologies – are more likely to be chosen for examination than other types, which can be supported with existing technologies. Second, adopting technology innovation as a key objective of the approach implied a dual view of human practice: as a source and target of design. Understanding an existing practice provides an input for designing a new technology. At a later point in time, when the technology is designed, implemented, and deployed, it can make an impact on human practice – this practice then becoming a target for deploying the newly designed technology. Transforming a source practice into a target practice in a local context within a reasonable amount of time can be considered a case of continuous practice development. If, however, the source practice and target practice are significantly different in place and/or time, they do not represent two phases of the development of the same practice and the practice development process is discontinuous.



In this paper we use ”PD”, ”participatory design”, and ”cooperative design” interchangeably.
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The dual view of practice, associated with adopting technological innovation as the objective of participatory design, may cause a duality in the role of participant users. If there is a significant gap between the source and target practices, whether in place or time, the participants are not contributing to the transformation of their own practices. Instead, they are doing additional work, – and take time from their immediate tasks and responsibilities – the benefits of which will be enjoyed by somebody else (cf. [20]), which raises questions about the motivation and commitment of the participants.



can be associated with a dual view of practice, that is, differentiating between source practice and target practice. We do not suggest, of course, that adopting a technology design perspective somehow undermines the value of PD, which has been a most insightful and influential design approach, Instead, the discussion above is intended to illustrate the following points: „ product innovation is not a necessary condition for practice development through technological re-mediation; „ practice development through technological re-mediation implies a dual view of practice, as a “source” practice and “target” practice;



The participatory design literature is somewhat unclear when it comes to the specific benefits of PD projects for participating users. For instance, according to Kensing and Blomberg [29], if the primary recipient group for a PD project are workers and worker organizations, then:



„ product design and practice development are inherently different perspectives, which are difficult to balance.



Workers benefit by having (1) systems that better fit the ways in which they (want to) work, (2) more participatory design practices and methods, and (3) strategies for successful integration of new technology designs. ([29], p. 178)



These points will be further developed below.



TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT: A TENTATIVE MODEL



However, with a few notable exceptions, PD projects rarely reach implementation and deployment stages, at which workers could actually benefit from having new systems and successful strategies of integrating these systems into their work practices. And even if a project does reach these stages, the time span of a PD project can be months or even years (see [8, 9]), so that the workers who enjoy the benefits of a new system and integration strategies could different from the workers who contributed to the design of the system.



In previous sections we argued that to understand the relationship between technological innovation and practice development one needs to take into account a complex network of interdependencies between work practices, technological tools, and designers’ activities. In this section we present a tentative model describing the relationship. The development of the model can be described as a sequence of steps toward a progressively more complex representation of the situation.



More recent developments within the participatory design approach appear to take into account the issues discussed above, and deal with them by making some strategic decisions regarding the scope and outcomes of the approach. For instance, the MUST method for participatory design, developed by Kensing, Simonsen, and Bødker [30], explicitly distances itself from developing generic products for large markets and focuses on particular types of projects, namely, in-house/custom development or competitive bid/contract development of information technologies for complex organizational contexts. Other distinctive features of the method include involving managers and only focusing on early phases of the development process.



First of all, the model should represent a relationship between interactive technologies and human practices. At a high level of abstraction, a representation of the development of human practices from the point of view of interaction design should include at least two components, human practice (e.g., work practice) and design of new interactive technologies. For the purposes of the current analysis we have chosen to model technology-mediated work practice and technology design as two human activity systems, using the conceptual framework of Developmental Work Research [15, 17]. The activity systems of “work” and “design” constitute a network. The “design” activity system supplies mediating artefacts for the “work” activity system. In turn, secondary contradictions between the mediating artefact, on the one hand, and subject, object, and community, on the other hand, provide a link to the “design” activity system. The aim of designing new artefacts is to resolve contradictions in the “work” activity system. The first step of the modelling is shown in Figure 2.



MUST manages to maintain a double focus on technological innovation (product design) and practice development (local change) by using a strategy, which combines (a) specifically limiting itself to a niche set of products, that is, unique, “one of a kind” technological products custom-made for complex organizations, and (b) supporting practice development in relatively large local contexts, defined in organizational terms, which helps ensure the continuity of local change. At the same time, leaving design activities taking place during implementation and appropriation of the designed technology out of the scope of the approach, indicates that the method does not cover the whole lifecycle of the local change.



design concepts & methods new IT-tool



Designer



The short historical excursion above indicates that when trying to accomplish the double objective of practice development and technological innovation, PD had been facing a dilemma. Adopting a technology design perspective, especially when “design” refers to creating products for a variety of future contexts, inevitably means de-emphasizing the focus on understanding and supporting local change. In addition, a design perspective may downplay the importance of exploring opportunities and challenges related to appropriation of existing technologies. Finally, a technology design perspective



IT-tool work outcome



Worker DESIGN WORK



Figure 2. Step A: Activity systems of “design” and “work”.
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product. If the “target” practice is a direct progression of the “source” practice, both of them can be represented by one and the same activity system. However, if these two practices are substantially different, they should be represented in the model as two different activity systems. Accordingly, an extended model includes two work activity systems: WORK A and WORK B.



Figure 2 includes the two most central components of the model, activity systems of work (“WORK”) and design (“PROFESSIONAL IxD”) but is incomplete in a number of important aspects. More components are added to the model in the steps that follow. The outcomes of design are not directly supplied to workers. New technologies are distributed to users through activities of providers, such as vendors, who create a stock of novel products and then make these products available to potential users. Even if a new product is custom-made for a particular user, the user typically obtains the product from technical support people in an organization rather than directly from the designer. Accordingly, the model includes a “DISTRIBUTION” activity system, through which designers provide the outcomes of their work to users.



The model also needs to take into account that in certain cases users can act as interaction designers, for instance, when they customize, perform end-user programming and development, integrate various digital and non-digital tools, produce “ephemeral innovations” and so forth ([18, 34, 42]). When users experience problems and need more advanced technological support, they may, instead of turning to the designer, create their own solutions that would solve their problems. Accordingly, “ENDUSER IxD” has been added as a separate activity system represented in the model.



As discussed above, product innovation created through usercentred design implies a dual view on work practice and assumes that two types of practice are involved in analysis: the “source” practice, on which a new design is based, and the “target” practice, resulting from an appropriation of the new
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Figure 3. Step E: Activity system network of “work A” (input/outcome), “work B” (outcome), “professional design”, “end-user design”, “research”, and “distribution” (W1,W2: workers; D: designer, P: provider; R: researcher).
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4.5. Finally, the model also includes interaction design research as a separate activity system. The “IxD RESEARCH” activity system receives inputs from other activity systems (which inputs are not shown to avoid cluttering the diagram) and provides concepts and methods for professional interaction designers2.



CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH It is not an overstatement to say that research in the field of interaction design has important implications for the development of a wide range of human practices. In recent decades interactive technologies have dramatically changed the way millions of people work, learn, socialize, and play. It is often assumed, explicitly or implicitly, that the contribution of interaction design to the development of human practice is, basically, limited to creating (or supporting the creation of) novel interactive products. The discussion above challenges this assumption. While critically important, product design does not cover the whole range of possible ways, in which interaction design can make an impact on human practice.



The final model, resulting from going from step 4.1 through step 4.5, is shown in Figure 3. The model comprises a network of six activity systems: two work activity systems, two interaction design activity systems (professional designers’ and end-users’), and two additional activity systems of: (a) tool distribution and (b) interaction design research. A typical product design lifecycle is represented in the gray arch-shaped area on the right. The lifecycle includes a source work practice WORK A, which provides an input to interaction design activity system PROFESSIONAL IxD. To address problems detected in WORK A, a novel IT-tool is designed within PROFESSIONAL IxD and eventually deployed and appropriated in a target work practice WORK B.



In this paper we argue that product design represents just one perspective on interaction design. Another, substantially different but equally important, perspective is supporting local change through practice development. This, rather abstract, conceptual distinction has a concrete implication for research and practice in the field of interaction design. It points to the need to pay close attention not only to how to create novel technologies, but also to how to support people in exploiting the full potential of existing interactive technologies.



The model indicates that product design covers only a part of the whole picture. A number of important aspects of the complex relationship between work practices and design of interactive technologies do not fall into the category of “product design”. The model shows, for instance, that product design corresponds to just one particular case of practice development, that is, distributed development, where source practice and target practice are two different practices. And even in this case product design does not cover all aspects of practice development, since it does not include key activities involved in local changes of either WORK A or WORK B.



Adopting practice development as a legitimate perspective in interaction design research foregrounds a set of issues and research questions, which so far have not received sufficient attention. The discussion in the paper specifically highlights two such issues: (a) developing interaction design competence in end-users, and (b) supporting people in locating and appropriating existing technologies.



The model also shows that local changes to work practices may not involve any product design. Users may develop an innovative solution themselves (which cannot be categorized as product design), or obtain, through the “Distribution” activity system, an existing technology, which would meet their needs. In fact, whether or not a technology is novel does not play a significant role from the point of view of local practices; what really matters is whether the technology used is appropriate for the resulting practices.



Developing interaction design competence in end-users. While, as mentioned above, end-users increasingly often act as interaction designers and are faced with a range of tasks related to extending, customizing, and integrating interactive technologies [36, 39], there is a difference between end-users and professional interaction designers. The latter employ a variety of concepts, methods, approaches, and tools, which they learn as a part of their education or professional selfdevelopment. Most end-users do not have a background in interaction design, which may mean that they lack competence necessary to carry out their tasks, and that they would probably benefit from learning about interaction design concepts and methods. Identifying the specific aims, content and appropriate forms of such learning for different categories of end-users appears to be a promising direction for future research.



In sum, the model introduced in this section indicates that technological innovation represents only one aspect of the range of phenomena, activities, issues, and problems, which are associated with practice development stimulated by design, appropriation, and use of interactive technologies. The conclusion about substantial differences between product design and practice development/local change, made in the previous section, can be supported with additional arguments. Product design and local change are two distinct perspectives in interaction design; they highlight different patters in the relation between interaction design and human practice. At the same time, these two perspectives are complementary rather than mutually exclusive: each of the perspectives represents a part of the whole picture.
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Supporting people in locating and appropriating existing technologies. A couple of decades ago helping people improve their work practices through integrating a digital technology often meant developing the technology from scratch. The situation is quite different today. Thousands and thousands of potentially useful tools are not only potentially available, but are also often free or very inexpensive. Therefore, if an interactive technology used by an individual or a group does not provide sufficient support to their activities, it is likely that there is no need to develop a new technological artefact to address the problem. Increasingly often, what people need from technology experts is not developing a new technology. Because of the enormous selection of already developed ITtools, users rather require technology experts’ help in finding and customizing the tools they need. In particular, technology experts may help the users in realizing that there is indeed a problem with existing technology, articulating their specific needs and requirements, and developing a clear idea of what type of technology would better fit the activity in question,



In fact, the model should also include the activity system of “Development”, since designs of new products should be implemented to become usable products, but we omit this component for the sake of simplicity.
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for change. Anthropology and Education Quarterly, 35(2), 254–268.



locating and comparing available technologies, and selecting the best alternative. Currently, these activities are often considered as being outside the scope of interaction design. Arguably, however, they cannot be properly addressed without the expertise developed in the field of interaction design. The discussion in this paper is intended as a step toward formulating a concrete agenda for future interaction design research, which will include helping people develop their own local practices as a key objective of the field.



[6] Beyer, H. and Holtzblatt, K. 1998. Contextual design: A customer-centered approach to systems design. San Francisco, CA: Morgan Kaufmann. [7] Bødker, S. and Buur, J. 2002. The design collaboratorium: a place for usability design. ACM TOCHI, 9(2), 152–169. DOI = http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/513665.513670.



The turn of the interaction design field towards local contexts and development of local practices, suggested in this paper, will require a revision of the conceptual foundations of the field. In recent years, there has been a growth of alternative approaches to investigating such issues. The open-source movement, hacker groups, self-help community fora, etc. are all seedbeds of new concepts and ideas as to how to “open-up” the design process and provide local competence and knowledge to be deployed in using new technologies for socially-relevant activities (see for example, the BricoLabs network activities, www.bricolabs.net). Another approach, outlined by Barab et al. [5], introduces the notion of “critical design ethnography”, which is defined as “…an ethnographic process involving participatory design work aimed at transforming a local context while producing an instructional design that can be used in multiple contexts”. Critical design ethnography is an example of a design approach, which also pays attention to transforming local practices. “Design” in this case means “instructional design” rather than “interaction design”, but the same strategy can, arguably, be employed in interaction design, as well.



[8] Bødker, S., Ehn, P., Kammersgaard, J., Kyng, M. and Sundblad, Y. 1987. A Utopian experience. In: G. Bjerknes, P. Ehn and M. Kyng (Eds.). Computers and democracy – a Scandinavian challenge, Aldershot, UK: Avebury. [9] Bødker, S., Grønbaek, K. and Kyng, M. 1993. Cooperative design: Techniques and experiences from the Scandinavian scene. In: D. Schuler and A. Namioka (Eds.). Participatory Design: Principles and Practices. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum. [10] Clot, Y., Fernandes, G. and Carles, L. 2002. Crossed selfconfrontation in the “clinic of activity”. Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Cognitive Ergonomics (Catania, Italy, September 2002). Pp. 13–18. [11] Dittrich, Y., Floyd, C. and Klischewski, R. (Eds.). 2002. Social Thinking – Software Practice. MIT Press. Cambridge, Mass. [12] Dourish, P. 2006. Implications for design. In: Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. Montréal, Québec, Canada, April 22–27, 2006. CHI 2006. DOI = http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1124772.11 24855].



A number of conceptual approaches, specifically oriented toward practice development, can be considered promising theoretical frameworks for understanding the effect of interactive technologies on human practice (e.g., [1, 4, 17, 33]). However, with some probable exceptions, earlier attempts to integrate such approaches with interaction design frameworks have not been particularly successful. The discussion in this paper suggests that the lack of success can be, at least partly, attributed to the fact that the dominant perspective in interaction design has been product design. Achieving a more balanced orientation of the field by complementing product design concerns with concerns about local change, will hopefully provide a precondition for more fruitful contribution of practice development frameworks to research and practice of interaction design.



[13] Ehn, P. 1988. Work-Oriented Artifact Design. Stockholm: Arbetslivscentrum. [14] Ehn, P. and Kyng, M. 1987. The collective resource approach to systems design. In: Computers and Democracy, G. Bjerknes, P. Ehn, and M. Kyng (Eds.). Avebury, Aldershot. [15] Engeström, Y. 1990. Working, Learning, and Imagining: Twelve Studies in Activity Theory. Helsinki: OrientaKonsultit Oy. [16] Engeström, Y., Virkkunen, J., Helle, M., Pihlaja, J. and Poikela, R. 1996. The Change laboratory as a tool for transforming work. Lifelong Learning in Europe, 1(2). [17] Engeström, Y. 1999. Activity theory and individual and social transformation. In: Y. Engeström, R. Miettinen and R. Punamäki (Eds.). Perspectives on Activity Theory. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Challenges to Cognitive Systems Engineering: Understanding Qualitative Aspects of Control Actions Morten Lind Department of Electrical Engineering Technical University of Denmark DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby [email protected]



industry, even though these problems were key issues on the early CSE research agenda.



ABSTRACT The paper discusses the future role of Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) in contributing to integrated design of process, automation and human machine systems. Existing concepts and methods of Cognitive Systems Engineering do not integrate well with control theory and industrial automation tools. It is argued that better integration may be obtained by deeper understanding of the purposes of control actions. Examples show how process functions and control purposes are integrated in Multilevel Flow Modeling. The paper concludes that these results should be considered in future developments of CSE.



The lack of industrial impact of CSE may be seen as a purely practical issue whose solution is not a concern of research but should be found by industry through innovation of research results for application in their practices. Some improvements may be done in this direction by industry, but this will not eliminate the core problem which is a lack of theoretical understanding of the relations between process, automation and human machine design problems in industrial domains. It will be shown in the paper that these relations can be understood by a formalized analysis of the purposes of process control actions performed by either by human or machine. Analysis of control purposes deal with semantics and is therefore dealing with qualitative aspects of control actions.



Keywords cognitive system engineering, process control, means-end analysis, multilevel flow modeling



It is here assumed that the reader is familiar with the main principles and methods of the CSE framework [1, 2, 3, 4]. Here we will only consider topics related to the abstraction hierarchy and the decision ladder. The abstraction hierarchy is a framework for means-end analysis of work domains and the decision ladder is used for analysis of information processing and decision task involved in control and supervision. The present author has found that the abstraction hierarchy and the decision ladder of CSE do not pay sufficient attention to analysis of the purposes of control actions. In addition they do not integrate well with both theoretical and practical concepts and methods from control engineering. These problems may explain the limited impact of CSE in process industry.



INTRODUCTION Current development in industrial production and large technical infrastructures show interest in increasing efficiency and safety of operations. These goals can reached partly by optimizing the individual technologies involved i.e. the production process, the automation and the human-machine systems. But there is an increasing awareness in industry that an integrated approach is also required so that the interactions between process, automation and human machine system design can be handled properly and more efficiently. Understanding and managing these interactions are key issues both in improving efficiency and safety of industrial installations beyond existing practices and also to reduce the costs and risk of engineering such complex systems.



MFM [9] was originally conceived as an integrated part of CSE research, but has later also developed into methodology for means-end analysis in its own right, partly as a response to limitations of “orthodox” CSE concepts such as the abstraction hierarchy and the decision ladder when applied to control problems in process industry [7, 8, 27]. In addition the high level of formalization of MFM was developed to be able to support engineering of intelligent control systems and decision support systems for human operators. The ability to represent purposes of control actions was developed to address the needs for integrating process, automation and HMI design.



Cognitive System Engineering (CSE) has the potential of playing a role in this integration, but considering more than two decades of research of development in the field it has had only limited impact on the design of human machine systems in industrial production and large technical infrastructures. Control room problems such as information overload, lack of overview and alarm cascades are still unsolved problems for



It will be argued in the paper that a theoretical understanding of purposes of control actions is not only a concern for CSE but also for control engineering. The paper will discuss these challenges based on the present author’s experiences with application of means-end analysis to process control problems and in particular with Multilevel Flow Modeling (MFM) which is a methodology for functional or means-end modeling of industrial plant.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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MFM has been used to represent a variety of complex dynamic processes including fossil and nuclear power generation [15, 16, 17], oil refineries [18], chemical engineering [19] and biochemical processes [20].



CSE and Automation Engineering Present tools for automation engineering in industry do not support the analytical frameworks proposed by CSE (including MFM). The engineering tools provided by automation system vendors are strongly focused on implementation aspects and therefore not concerned with higher level “non tangible” functional aspects as those captured by concepts of means-end analysis. Process schemes, piping and instrumentation diagrams and control logic diagrams comprise the main tools for design of the control systems and the human machine interface. The engineering tools deliver therefore only marginal support in design of the human machine interaction. Application of CSE comprises partly of this reason a significant additional cost for process industry seeking improved solutions to the HMI design problem. The incompatibilities of CSE with control theoretical concepts mentioned below contribute also to the lack of industrial impact. The traditional educational background of control engineers in industry is control theory combined with process technology and computer science.



Application of MFM includes model based situation assessment and decision support for control room operators [21, 22], hazop analysis [23], alarm design [24] and alarm filtering [25] and planning of control actions [15, 26]. MFM is supported by knowledge based tools for model building and reasoning [10]. The MFM concepts shown in Figure 1 will be demonstrated below with a simple modeling example.



MFM and CSE As mentioned above MFM was initially an integrated part of CSE but has since had its individual path of development. The relation between present concepts and methods of CSE and MFM has not yet been completely clarified. It is the hope of the author that the present paper will be a contribution is this direction. Some initial clarification may be obtained by considering differences in strategy for MFM and CSE research.



CSE and Control Theory Modeling of process dynamics is an integrated aspect of a control theoretical approach to system design and is the direct equivalent to the work domain analysis (WDA) of CSE. But the means-end concepts of WDA are qualitative and do not play an immediate or obvious role in modeling process dynamics which is predominantly quantitative. It is therefore not easy to combine results from work domain analysis and modeling of process dynamics even though they seem to address the same problem – to represent the constraints of the object to be controlled.



The overall aim of MFM has been to provide common modeling framework for design of intelligent control systems and decision support for human process supervisors. In addition the main focus of MFM research has been on modeling problems and applications within energy and chemical engineering systems. However, recent research of the present author develops also an action theoretical foundation for MFM. This research was initiated in order to address the challenges in using means-end concepts for modeling control systems in MFM but has also a potential for facilitating a systematic application of the principles of MFM to other domains [9, 11].



The decision ladder suffers not from these problems of compatibility with control theory concepts. On the contrary, the distinction of the decision ladder between different stages of information processing in a control task is largely a reflection of the fundamental elements of a feedback loop. But, due to this compatibility is can be difficult to see the added value of the decision ladder in analysis of control tasks unless you consider tasks which require considerable more intelligence than what can be realized by a traditional feedback loop (such as e.g. the shortcuts).



The insights gained by this strategy and the subsequent development of an action theoretical basis for MFM to solve the control problem offer an approach to generalization which is theoretically founded on fundamental concepts of action. The action theoretical approach is currently under development and therefore not completely assimilated in MFM (see also later).



MULTILEVEL FLOW MODELING Multilevel Flow Modeling (MFM) is an approach to modeling goals and functions of complex industrial processes involving interactions between flows of mass, energy and information [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. MFM has been developed to support functional modeling [11] of complex dynamic processes and combines means-end analysis with whole-part decompositions to model system functions at different levels of abstraction. System functions are represented by elementary flow functions interconnected to form flow structures representing a particular goal oriented view of the system (Figure 1). Flow structures are interconnected in a multilevel representation through meansend relations, causal roles and control functions and structures. MFM is founded on fundamental concepts of action and each of the elementary flow and control functions can be seen as instances of more generic action types [12]. The views represented by the flow structures, functions, objectives and their interrelations comprise together a comprehensive model of the functional organization of the system represented as a hyper graph. It should be noted that MFM provides a formalized conceptual model of the system which supports qualitative reasoning about control situations [13, 14].



Figure 1. MFM concepts. 38
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Somewhat in contrast with the strategy adopted in MFM research CSE has been applied to a diverse field of application domains [1] even though the original concepts and methods were developed for process control [28]. CSE has for example been developed and applied to domains such as Libraries which do not require the same deep consideration of control semantics which is of particular interest in process control and therefore for MFM.



Researchers in MFM and CSE are in the same boat so to speak due to a shared belief in the value of means-end analysis. Some of the key results within MFM research on modeling control systems will be presented below. The results will be illustrated by a simple example and show that a significant understanding of the conceptual structure or deep semantics of control actions is required in order to see the principal relevance and power of means-end concepts for modeling control systems. The results also confirm the findings of earlier work by the author indicating that control systems play a fundamental and subtle role in the formation of functional levels in the abstraction hierarchy used by CSE for work domain analysis [27].



The Importance of Control Purposes It is not difficult to present a number of reasons why the semantics of control actions is important when applying means-end concepts in modeling work domains/control objects like industrial processes. Consider the reasons given below.



AN EXAMPLE



Work Domains Contain Control Agents



Application of the MFM concepts (Figure 1) is illustrated in the following for the simple example shown in Figure 2 below. The example is a heat transfer system with a water circulation loop and associated support system for lubrication of the circulation pump. It should be noted that the example has been selected in order to serve the specific needs of the present paper. Thus we will only consider the functions involved in circulation of lube oil and the water and ignore the functions associated with the transfer of heat through the heat exchangers. By including the means-end relations between the mass flow and energy flow functions in the heat transfer system the models would have been more complex and representative for MFM models in general. Another aspect of MFM which of the same reason is not illustrated strongly by the example is the principal differences between physical and functional topology. The interested reader can find more complex and “interesting” examples elsewhere [18, 19, 20, 23].



Most realistic work domains/control objects contains control agents which could be either human operators or automated systems. Control agents have a significant influence on the behavior and dynamics of the process and means-end analyses which ignore this fact are defective. Control principles involving several interacting control agents are especially difficult to understand without knowing the purpose each control system serve in achieving the overall control objective. Understanding Control Behavior The behavior of control systems is goal oriented. Knowing the goals or purpose of a control system can therefore often be sufficient for using it or for predicting its behavior. Its behavior is predictable because it is goal oriented. Intelligent Response to Control Failures Responding properly to control system failures require knowledge of the purpose of the failed control action. This knowledge is important for derivation of proper counteractions. Note that the purpose of the actions of a control system cannot be read from the blueprint or the control loop structure [9]. Consider an example: a simple regulator controlling the water level in a tank can have two purposes 1) it can be to maintain the water contained at a desired level or 2) it could also be to prevent the water from going over the rim. When the operator must intervene in the event of a controller failure it is important for him to know the control purpose because this knowledge is required to choose between the available means of appropriate counteraction.



The water circulation loop and the lube oil system are equipped with flow measurements FM1 and FM2 and associated controllers CON1 and CON2 dealing with lube oil and water flow regulation. The purpose of the example is to demonstrate how control and process functions are integrated in the MFM models.



Categorization of Control Means Means of control are often categorized according to the purpose they serve. For example a valve can be used for purposes of configuration control e.g. closing or opening a pipe during process start up or shut down. In other situation the same valve may be used for control of flow rate. The purpose of the control valve depends accordingly on the situation or plant operating mode and should be known to the operator and therefore reflected in a means-end analysis of the work domain.



Summary Even though MFM has followed its own path of development independent of other CSE research it still shares its interest in using means-end abstraction for modeling control problems and for using these models in the design of supervisory control systems. The experiences in industrial application of MFM reported here are therefore considered valid for understanding the current problems with the industrial impact of CSE.



Figure 2. A heat transfer system with water circulation.
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The MFM Models We will present three models of the example system. The first model excludes the functions of the control systems. The second model show how the model is modified when the control system in the lube oil system is taken into account. The third model includes also the water flow control. No Control Systems The model in Figure 3 represents the objectives and functions of a water circulation loop in a heat transfer system as they are represented in MFM. The example illustrates how the MFM model provides a comprehensive understanding of the purpose and functions of the circulation loop and its subsystems. On an overall level the model can be seen as composed of three submodels representing different views on the water circulation system. The first view (starting from the top) represents systems aspects related to water circulation and comprises the flow structure labeled MFS1, a maintain relation and the objective O1. This part of the models represents the overall objective of the water circulation, which is to maintain a flow of water. The flow structure contains the functions provided to circulate the water. In this simplified model the transport function T1 is the means used for water circulation.



Figure 3. MFM model of the water circulation loop without control systems.



The second view is partially overlapping with the first view because what is seen here as a means (the transport T1) is in the second view seen as an end. Transport T1 is related to the means of transport which is the pumping represented by the energy flow structure EFS1. T1 and EFS1 are related by a type of means-end relation called a producer-product relation in MFM. The flow structure EFS1 is decomposed into the flow functions representing the services provided by components of the pump system (including the energy supply) in order to achieve the end, the transportation of water represented by T1.



Regulation of Lubrication Flow Assume that we need to keep the lubrication flow in the pump within specified limits in order to avoid pump problems. An engineering solution to this problem could be to use a regulator measuring the oil flow and controlling the speed of the oil pump (FM2 and CON2 in Figure 2). The function of the regulator is to maintain oil flow within limits. This function can be modeled in MFM as shown in Figure 4. The regulator function is represented by C1.



The third view is related with the second view through the energy transport T2, an enable relation and an associated objective O2 which is the end to be maintained by the functions contained in the flow structure MFS2. The flow structure MFS2 represents the functions involved in the lubrication of the pump and the objective O2 represents the condition that should be fulfilled in order to ensure that the pump is properly lubricated. A condition which should be satisfied in order to enable the pump to provide its functions. The flow functions inside MFS2 accordingly represent the functions of the pump lubrication system.



Note that we have introduced a new objective O3 in addition to the original objective O2. It is very important to emphasize the fundamental difference between these two objectives. O2 is “process” objective specifying the value range within the lubrication flow should be kept. In contrast O3 in a “control” objective specifying the performance required of the regulated process. The control objective could specify stability margins etc. and other control attributes specifying the desired performance of the regulator [7]. It should be stressed that the “loop” formed by the maintain and the actuate relations connecting the mass flow and the control flow structures are conceptual relations and is therefore not a representation of the function or structure of a feedback loop. The concept of feedback is connected with signal or information flow but the control functions shown here do not describe information flow but the intended effect or purpose of the control action on the process (maintaining O2).



Even though the simple example does not utilize all the concepts of MFM, it demonstrates the power of MFM to represent in a clear and logical way relations between the goals and functions of a system. The MFM modeling language has a strong syntax which defines rules for combining the different entities and relations of the language into a consistent model. The model in Figure 3 describes the functions of the components and subsystem which contributed to the overall objective of the system (deliver water flow). No consideration was accordingly given to the purpose and function of control systems in meeting this objective. As is well known control systems are important for ensuring that process objectives are met in spite of uncertainty and disturbances in the process. This is actually one of the basic reasons for using control systems. MFM has a set of functions which can be used to represent control system functions. We will now show how these concepts are used.



Note also that control functions and flow functions in the flow structures representing the process under control are interdependent. This means that the inclusion of control functions in a system will influence the description made of process functions.
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Figure 4. MFM model with lube oil regulation function.



Figure 5. MFM model with lube oil and water regulation functions.



Regulation of Water Flow



The relation between MFM models and quantitative models of dynamics is more subtle. An MFM model can here be seen as a representation of the conceptualizations which are required to define the level of granularity and abstraction in a quantitative dynamic model.



Assume that we also must to keep the water flow in the circulation loop within specified limits in order to support the heat exchange process. The solution is here to use a regulator measuring the water flow and controlling the speed of the circulation pump (FM1 and CON1 in Figure 2). The function of the regulator is to maintain water flow within specified limits. The MFM model shown in Figure 5 show how this control function can be represented by an extension of the model shown in Figure 4. The function of the water flow regulator is represented by C2. The actuation relation is pointing towards T2 representing the means of control used (transport of energy to the pump rotor whose function is represented as an energy storage S2). The objective for C2 is represented by O4.



The type of conceptualization of control problems which are represented by MFM through means-end concepts are not considered explicitly in mainstream control theory. Here such qualitative information is treated informally as assumptions for the quantitative dynamic models. But MFM may prove powerful for realization of intelligent control systems which can cope with situations which require reasoning about modeling assumptions in the quantitative models. MFM Combines Process and Control Functions



General Observations Regarding MFM



MFM models provide an integrated representation of the process and it control functions. In fact the two aspects are not separated in MFM because control functions are defined relative to the process and the process is enabled by control functions. Control functions play therefore a significant role in the constitution of levels of process functions. CSE separate the two types of knowledge in the work domain analysis (the abstraction hierarchy) and in the control task analysis (the decision ladder) and cannot therefore deal systematically with the relations between control and process functions.



We will use the model examples in Figure 3, 4 and 5 to make some general observations regarding the nature of MFM models. This will also include relations to the abstraction hierarchy and the decision ladder of CSE and to models of dynamics used within control theory. MFM Models are Conceptual An MFM model is qualitative. Note that qualitative here means conceptual and not imprecise or vague because the models are formalized, have a well defined semantics and support causal reasoning. They represent a conceptualization of the process seen as an object under control. In CSE terminology they represent conceptual (and not parametric) constraints and structures of the “work domain”. These conceptual structures may be used for organizing the information content of process displays for a human supervisor (not the presentation). The obvious advantage of the organization provided is that it support reasoning about control situations in a very direct manner and make the function of control agents in the system transparent to the operator.



MFM Models Represent Control Purposes Purposes of control actions are explicitly represented in MFM by the effect they have on the process functions. On the other hand, MFM do not provide a representation of the information processes and decision making required for a control task. CSE use the decision ladder for this purpose. The decision ladder does not provide information about control purposes.
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The phases represent steps in the unfolding of an action. This means that each step is dependent on the realization of the previous phase. Each of these phases (further distinctions can be made) may involve aspects of control so that the unfolding of an action may involve intervention by agents which control the unfolding.



MFM Support Integrated Process, Control and HMI Design The abilities mentioned above to integrate process and control knowledge and to represent the conceptual constraints of a work domain make MFM suitable as a common knowledge representation for integration of process, control and HMI design.



In fact, the example discussed above provides a perfect illustration of the significance of action phases for MFM and their relations with control actions. Consider T2 in Figure 5 which represents a function in the pump – the transportation of energy from the energy supply to the pump impeller. The execution of this transportation action (phase 3 above) is dependent on the availability of water in the system and that the impeller is able to rotate (note that only the last condition is represented in Figure 5). The availability of water in the system ensure that there is an opportunity for action (there is something to transport) i.e. phase 2. The ability of the impeller to rotate ensure that there is a potentiality of action (transportation is a can be done) i.e. phase 1. The purpose of the lube oil system regulator is to maintain the latter condition. This demonstrates clearly that the phase model is fundamental for understanding the formation of functional levels in MFM and that he control functions here play a crucial role.



CONTROL SEMANTICS It has been shown above by example that the purposes and functions of control play an important role in means-end analysis of industrial processes. For the further advancement of MFM it is therefore important to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the semantics of control actions. In the following we will briefly introduce the action theoretical foundations of MFM mentioned above and other related aspects currently under consideration by the author. These aspects seem important for understanding the semantics of control actions and are included in future developments of MFM.



Action Types The control functions used above for representing the purpose of control systems in MFM have been developed from the logic of action proposed by VonWright[29], [9]. Von Wright derive four types of so-called elementary action types • • • •



DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION



produce p maintain p destroy p suppress p.



One of the concerns of MFM research has been to understand how means-end modeling complies with concepts of control theory. This question is obviously relevant and of several reasons. First of all, control engineering is the discipline which has developed the most sophisticated notions of control. A means-end modeling methodology claiming to say something new and relevant about control problems must therefore relate to that body of theory in one way or the other. Not only on at a superficial level but in its very foundations. Another more practical reason why the relation between control theory and means-end analysis is relevant is the fact that control theory is the traditional background of control engineers in industry engaged with the development, installation and operation of process control systems. If these people do not see the value of means-end analysis in solving their automation problems it will not be adopted by industry.



where p is a proposition representing a state of affairs concerning the object of action. These four types of action have been used to define the control function types in MFM shown in Figure 1. The function steer correspond to produce p, regulate to maintain p, trip to destroy p and interlock to suppress. MFM can in this way be supported by a firm theoretical foundation. With proper interpretation of the proposition p the control functions allow applications on more complex situation types such as modes during plant start up or shut down.



Counter Agency



Unfortunately, it is not obvious how means-end analysis offer new valuable insights into control problems. This may be one of the explanations for the lack of industrial impact of CSE. However, as shown in the paper this understanding can be developed by more research in how means-end and action concepts can be used in the schematization or framing of control problems. This development should be a concern of researchers in human machine systems but also for control researchers and will also address problems in integrating process and control system design.



An important aspect of Von Wrights theory of action types is that actions are defined by reference to three situations 1) the initial situation 2) the resulting situation and 3) the (counterfactual) situation which would have obtained if the action was not done. The reference to the counterfactual situation implies the notion of counter agency which is fundamental for understanding causality and the purpose of control actions (which is to suppress the effect of counter agents). Proper treatment of control actions in means-end analysis should therefore include counter agents. Handling the effect of counter agents play a significant role in more advanced control strategies such as control cascades.



The Challenges



Action Phases



One immediate source of incompatibility between control theory and means end analysis is that the latter is predominantly qualitative and therefore for the naked eye seems to be not relevant and even inferior to control theory which has an array of quantitative methods at its disposal. But, as is concluded in the paper the problem is not the qualitative nature of meansend analysis but the lack of consideration of the qualitative aspects of control problems within control theory. On the other hand, CSE application of means-end analysis seems not to capture aspects of control which are fundamental to control theory such as the significance of counter agency.



Another significant aspect of actions relevant for means-end analysis and control is the temporal unfolding of actions in phases. The phase structure of action has been discussed by researchers interested in narratives [3]. The basic idea of action phases is to make distinctions between temporal segments where: • • • •



there is a potentiality for action there is an opportunity for action the action is executed the action is completed. 42
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Challenges to CSE research The incompatibility of means-end analysis and control theory has roots in the way means-end analysis is conducted within CSE. The CSE research seems not to pay attention to the primary purpose of control actions which is either to achieve or to maintain states in the controlled process under conditions of counter agency i.e. disturbances and other uncertainties. Understanding control in this way within the framework of means end analysis would accordingly require representations of disturbances and other forms of counter agency as participants in control situations. However, CSE analyze control tasks by the decision ladder which is a qualitative representation of control as an information processing task and has therefore no direct representation of the purpose or the effect of the control action or counteragents. However, this information is essential for understanding the links between control and process design problems. Linkages between control and process design can be modeled in MFM but it is not obvious how that should be done in the present work domain and control task analyses of CSE. Work domain analysis describes the resources for control but does not give insights in the reasons why the control action is required. This explanation is given within the context of process design and would require representation of control as a means of coping with uncertainties in the operating conditions of the process and for managing its operations.
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Challenges to Control Theory Control theory is suffering from the same lack of explicit consideration of the purpose of control actions i.e. their semantics, and as a consequence hereof also the conceptual structure of control situations. Of course control engineers would know what the purposes of their systems are if you ask them but this knowledge cannot be represented by the concepts and methods of current control theory which is quantitative and do not deal with semantics. This type of information is not considered essential for their task which is to design the automated control loops. But it is becoming so if industry needs to understand how they can increase the safety and efficiency of the processes by integration of process, control and human-machine design.
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Remarks on Ecological Interfaces



[11] Lind, M. 2007. The what, why and how of functional modeling. In. Proceedings of International Symposium on Symbiotic Nuclear Power Systems for the 21’st Century (ISSNP’07), Tsuruga Japan, July 9–11. Pp. 174–179.



With this insight it is problematic that the branch of CSE called Ecological Interfaces has adopted control theoretical concepts to represent work domain constraints. Even though EID research in this way has had more success in communicating their ideas to control engineers, they have done it at the expense of a deeper understanding of the qualitative aspects of control knowledge. This view of a control problem ignore the qualitative nature of the conceptual schemas which are required for understanding the nature of control actions and their embedding in the process operations. We suggest that the constraints of the work domain also should include explicit information about the conceptual structure of control situations since this information provides the context and therefore shape the actions of the operator. These conceptual structures seem to play a more dominant role in complex industrial processes in comparison with the domains where the control challenge is perception action coordination.
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arguments (Saariluoma 1990, 2003).



ABSTRACT



The analysis of mental contents opens important new explanatory possibilities in designing human technology interaction, because it improves our understanding of the functions of mental representations (Saariluoma 2003). Content-based psychological thinking provides a perspective for us to consider how people represent the interaction situations, technologies and their own goals when using technical devices. In this way, it allows us to elaborate the analysis of many traditional problems.



By content-based psychology we mean psychological research, which explains behavioral phenomena on the ground of mental contents. Here, we are interested in investigating how people represent presence, which has become an important concept in HTI. Our research showed that such mental abilities factors such as spatial orientation, introversion, ability to construct mental models and empathy can predict variation on presence factors such as direct instruction, group cohesion, information integration and resolution (or problem solving) during online elearning. The results suggest that deep level programs operating in the latter phenomena such as problem solving strategies or ability to construct social network images are connected to feeling of presence in online e-learning. Nevertheless, our study implies that it is important to develop direct measures for mental contents in presence research.



Mental contents may entail many types of content elements such as unorganized sensory patterns, concepts, propositions, diagrams or stories. A good example of mental content is the notion of presence. It is an important and a much researched phenomenon and concept when ambient technologies are developed, but it is essential in all interaction with technologies (Thornson, Goldiez and Le, 2009). Presence means how people experience what they are momentarily doing, what are the relevant aspects of their experiences connecting them to their own going actions and the current phases of their performances. Presence is thus an important aspect of human experience in using technical devices for reaching their action goals.



Keywords presence, virtual learning, content-based analysis



From content-based point of view, presence is a content-element in human mental representations when they use technical devices. People represent in their minds what is the present situation, what are its major attributes and what is their position in the situation and the presence unifies such information contents in their mental representations. This is why understanding presence is possible only, when we fully understand the mental contents associated with presence. This is why it is logical



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 User Interfaces – Evaluation/methodology; H.5.3 Group and Organization Interfaces – Web-based interaction.



INTRODUCTION People represent world. They constantly encode many of its aspects and they adapt their actions on the ground of the knowledge they have encoded.



As presence has called substantial interest among the researchers of HTI, it is provides a good case problem to develop contentbased analysis of human technology interaction (Gilkey and Weisenberger, 1995, Thornson, Goldiez and Le, 2009). It is widely applied and intuitively presence is something that is incorporated in human mental representations. therefore, it is very sense making problem area, to develop the basic ideas of content-based research in the context of human technology interaction.



This means that the contents of mental representations explain many types of psychologically relevant phenomena in investigating human technology interaction. An approach in psychology, which works to explain human behavior on the ground of the information contents in mental representations or on the ground of mental contents, can be called the psychology of mental contents or content-based psychology as the properties of mental contents form the explanatory basis of its



As the first step to analyze the presence in mental contents, it is essential to solve a number of problems. Firstly, it is essential to solve the foundational issues. For doing that, it is necessary to outline and to test previous approaches for analyzing presence in the context of the HTI. Then, we can explore how we can get data from mental contents, how we can analyze them and what is the logic of the empirical data analysis. And finally, we must consider how content-based way of thinking can be place among the many important alternative approaches. In this paper, we intend to solve the first part of these problems
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and to show how we can study the problems in case of the problems of presence.



of Thornson, Goldiez and Le (2009, p. 75) in which they have developed a set of factors to investigate and predict the strength of presence but left it for further investigation. Thus we presented to a number of students both questionnaires and studied to what degree we can predict presence in e-leaning on the ground of on the variation of the abilities to feel presence.



Some researchers have been exploring the possibility of explaining Presence by taking it as the “ability to feel it”. They assume that a person would feel presence if she has had “some training on some mental capacities”. Therefore, they take the topic of Presence as whether or not you would feel presence, but not “what are your mental contents of your feeling of presence”. The methods they had used have been based mainly on subjective questionnaires.



PRESENCE IN VIRTUAL LEARNING Online teaching and learning is well established issue in today educational systems and online learning environments continue to evolve. Thus, researchers working on e-learning already know that presence would be essential for designing course material, planning the teaching, and predicting learning outcomes. Their effort has already produced important theoretical models and sound empirical results.



Most of the subjective measures of presence are pencil and paper questionnaires with items with a limited number of responses (e.g. Thornson, Goldiez and Le, 2009). These methods assume that it is possible to use qualitative and ethnographic methods or those based on subjective measures of presence (see Gilkey and Weisenberger, 1995). Participants in the assessment of presence can be extensively interviewed, either individually or in a focus group, as to the nature of their responses. Although, these measurement methods may have a high level of validity, they do not measure the contents of the feeling of presence. For example, one inspection of the methods listed by ISPR (http://www.temple.edu/ispr/frame_measure_t.htm) shows that any of those methods measure contents of presence. From the content-based approach to presence, we want to know when and how people feel presence when interacting with technology.



Model of Presence in Virtual Learning Researchers involved in the so called “Community of Inquiry Framework” (http://communitiesofinquiry.com/) have developed the Model of a Community of Inquiry. The model proposes that the participants in virtual learning experience three types of presence (see Figure 1):



However, in our approach we propose that as long as we focus only on the ability to experience presence, we do not necessarily understand what the contents of presence might be. Therefore, we like to set the basic question also from the content-based point of view. This means that we are not only interested in the fact that people are presence, but we also want to know “what” they feel, when they are present and how we should understand that presence is incorporated in mental contents.



GENERAL LOGIC FOUR RESEARCH We decided to take very conservative position and begin with the existent empirical work. The question we wanted to address in this first part of our research is whether a questionnaire developed for measuring mental ability would predict presence in a virtual environment. We select e-learning as our virtual environment since there is much research done on the role of presence already. Figure 1. Dimensions of Presence according to the Community of Inquiry Framework.



We took two existing questionnaires developed for analyzing presence from recent studies that have given admirably clear empirical results concerning results and therefore they seemed to give us a solid connection to the existent investigation into presence. (Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Diaz, Garrison, Ice, Richardson and Swan 2008, Thornson, Goldiez and Le, 2009)..



1. Social presence is the ability of learners to project their personal characteristics into the community of inquiry, thereby presenting themselves as ‘real people.’



One of these questionnaires was the one developed by Thornson, Goldiez and Le (2009) who found that presence could be in factor analytic research divided into six important factors: Cognitive Involvement, Spatial Orientation, Introversion, Passive Cog. Involvement/Absorption, Ability to Construct Mental Models and Empathy. Some of the factors are here cognitive, part emotional or socio-emotional (see Appendix 1).



2. Cognitive presence is the extent to which the participants in any particular configuration of a community of inquiry are able to construct meaning through sustained communication.



The second one was the questionnaire developed by Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Diaz, Garrison, Ice, Richardson and Swan (2008) to measure presence in the context of e-leaning (see Appendix 2).



The questionnaire developed by Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Diaz, Garrison, Ice, Richardson and Swan (2008) tried to meaussure thos factors.



We decided to use these two questionnaires as they have their strengths. Our interest was to continue the theme of the study



A very logical continuation is to ask how well the factors of the first type explain the phenomena of the latter type. This question can be analyzed by presenting the two questionnaires



3. Teaching presence is defined as the design, facilitation, and direction of cognitive and social processes for the purpose of realizing personally meaningful and educational worthwhile learning outcomes.
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to the same group of subjects. In this kind of setting it is possible to investigate how much the six basic factors of Thornson, Goldiez and Le (2009) can explain of the variation in the study of Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Diaz, Garrison, Ice, Richardson and Swan (2008). In other words we ask, whether general properties of presence can predict the three types of presences in online e-learning.



RESULTS We run 10 regression analyses on the data, one each dimension of presence. The predictors were those proposed by Thornson, et al. (2009). The results are presented in Table 1. Table 1. Summary of the regression analyses.



A critical word is necessary here. From our point of view the concept validity of the studies is not optimal, as they are not directly focused on the mental representation but rather presence in action. The questions concentrate on how subjects have taken their action but not how they have mentally represented their action. The questions have thus little to say directly about mental contents. Questions like “The instructor clearly communicated the important course topics”, “The instructor provided feedback in a timely fashion”, “I felt comfortable in converging through online medium” or “ I can describe ways to test and apply the knowledge created in this course” do not directly analyze involved mental contents. Of course, the present way of designing the question is not in any way problematic for studying presence in context of action, but the answers provide us only with relatively external picture of the experience. Nevertheless, this means that we have to infer issues relevant for mental contents on the ground of actions.
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To investigate the possibility to predict the experience of presence, it is natural to construct a regression analytical setting. This means that factors of the first kind explain the variation of the factors of the second type. This kind of setting shows association between the items. In general, when we analyze mental contents involved in some action regression setting is logical way of investigating connections.



DP8



METHOD



Arbaugh et al. (2008) Dimensions of Presence are in the columns. The codes for those dimensions are: Teaching Presence (DP1 = Design and Organization; DP2 = Facilitation; DP3 = Direct Instruction); Social Presence (DP4 = Affective Expression; DP5 = Open communication; DP6 = Group Cohesion); Cognitive Presence (DP7 = Triggering event; DP8 = Exploration; DP9 = Integration; DP10 = Resolution). Thornson, et al. (2009) predictors are in files. The codes for the predictors are: P1 = Cognitive Involvement; P2 = Spatial Orientation; P3 = Introversion; P4 = Passive Cog. Involvement/Absorption; P5 = Ability to Construct Mental Models; P6 = Empathy. Betas for each significant predictor are in cells. The super index in each beta means the order in which they enter in the equation. The empty cells mean that the betas were not significant.



Participants Nine out one-hundreds and sixty students that took part in a course on Cognitive Ergonomics at the University of Granada, Spain volunteered to participate in the study. They take the course in the first semester of their third year in their studies for getting a B.A. in Psychology. They all used a Moodle platform during the course. This platform, called AGORA, is used by the Faculty of Psychology at the University of Granada for e-learning courses at both undergraduate and graduate levels. The main activities in AGORA are communication between teachers and students, among students themselves, exchanging of documents related toi course contents, and open discussion of those contents. The platform also allows students to exchange information about course organization and planning, and social and cultural events.
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Teaching Presence. Only the component “Direct Instruction” was predictable by some of the Thornson et al. (2009) variables. The important predictor was “Empathy”. The most emphatic participants seemed to be the ones that perceived and experienced most negatively direct instruction. Contrary, people with less evidently social orientations experienced instruction better. Presumably, emphatic and social people suffer from instruction made by computing devices.



Materials We used Thornson, Goldiez and Le (2009) questionnaire to evaluate six mental capacity factors found by the authors. The questionnaire developed by Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Diaz, Garrison, Ice, Richardson and Swan (2008) was used to measure presence in e-leanaing environment



Secondly, ability to construct mental models made subjects experience positively instruction. On the ground of concrete questions it is logical to argue that people appreciate direct instruction, because it helps them in constructing mental models. Information, which is given by a teacher, aids students in their attempts to comprehend the problems.



Procedure Participants received the questionnaires through AGORA and were asked to send them back to the second author personal email address. They were instructed to fill in the questionnaire thinking in their overall experience using e-learning environment during their three years at the University of Granada.



Thirdly, the less introvert students, i.e., extrovert, appreciated more direct instruction. This finding also makes sense. Students, who have social abilities and skills benefit more form
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example, when we cope with such abstract mental contents as electrons, possible, future events or infinite. However, in this case the experience is really combination of cognitive and socio-emotional factors, which explain how students experience the teaching.



the community and teaching instructions. Socially directed subjects benefit from community type work. Fourthly, subjects who are good at creating spatial representations find the instructions better. It is well known that computing presupposes mental images and therefore imagery ability is important for them (Saariluoma and Sajaniemi 1994).



Our results show some preliminary content types, which are relevant in analyzing e-learning courses. Firstly, there are a number of cognitive contents. Firstly, spatial knowledge is beneficial when we think the positivity of subjects’ experiences. Secondly, instructions, which help student in forming mental models, are important.



Taken these results we can say that direct instruction is positively related with mental ability to created mental representation of the learning situation, whereas it is negatively related with personality characteristics such as empathy and introversion. Social Presence. Group Cohesion was also predictable by Spatial Orientation. Participants with higher spatial orientation and ability were able to create a mental representation of group cohesion.



It is also interesting that socio-emotional contents play a role in forming the experience of presence. There is relatively little investigation so far on emotional and socio-emotional factors involved in e-learning (Juutinen and Saariluoma 2007). Nevertheless, their role is obvious.



This is again logical when we think that computer use is often based on images (Saariluoma and Sajaniemi 1994). This means that the subjects with most vivid images have best possibilities to make a mental representation of the group. It is a spatial network of people and being able to represent on one’s mental images.



One may ask here, how emotions can be mental contents or contents of mental representations. This question makes very much sense and it is important to answer to it. As a matter of fact, emotions have many important dimensions of thinking mental contents and mental states. Firstly, emotions have valence. This means that they are either positive or negative. Secondly, emotions have their themes so that fear differs from courage or joy (Lazarus and Lazarus 1994, Power and Dalgleish 1997). These types of action relevant emotional contents are important when we analyze human mental representations.



Cognitive Presence. Integration was predicted by Spatial Orientation ability and negative Introversion or simply extroversion. The most able in Spatial Orientation ability were the one that integrated the course material better. However, Introversion had a negative relation with this dimension. The most introverted students were less able to integrate the material. Presumably, communities are good for extroverted people.



If we think this study to be concrete, it is evident that the attitudes towards teaching instructions have their emotional dimensions. Students assess whether teaching was good or bad and this type of assessment is necessarily emotional.



Finally, resolution was predicted by Empathy, Spatial Orientation and extroversion Resolution measure how much the students could apply the knowledge acquired in the course to the solution of real problems related with the course. Spatial Orientation was the most important predictor. Participants with higher Spatial Orientation ability were more able to apply their knowledge. However, the less introvert, i.e., extrovert, and the less empathic were less able to apply their knowledge to solve real problems. This means that social orientation is a positive predictor for being able to participate to community courses.



If we think the notion of presence, it is defined as feeling of being there. Obviously, emotional contents make sense in this type of mental state and the respective mental representations, which underlie the experience. Good and bad feelings, for example, a must be seen in the prevailing action context. It seems thus that our preliminary results enable us to build a connection between mental representations of certain content types and the feeling of presence in e-learning. This means that the results encourage constructing more directly mental contents related analysis of presence in the continuation. At least, it is possible and logical to raise these questions from the existing presence research.



DISCUSSION The results do not directly open us involved mental contents as the questionnaires were not focused on these issues. However, we can find indirectly many important phenomena relevant to thinking mental contents, or the information contents of involved mental representations.
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A.4. FACTOR IV – Passive Cog. Involvement/Absorption



A.1. FACTOR I – Cognitive Involvement (Active – Games):



1. When involved with fictional characters in a TV show, movie, or book, I’m able to feel what they are feeling (anger, sadness, grief, etc.)



1. When I’m involved with the characters in a videogame, I momentarily ‘‘forget’’ that the characters aren’t actually real people.



2. When involved in a TV show, movie, or good book, it seems as if the world around me disappears.



2. I sometimes catch myself wondering about what will happen to the characters in a videogame.



3. When I’m watching something I enjoy, or reading a good book, I don’t seem to realize how quickly time is going by.



3. Even though I’m in one location, while playing a video game it can feel as though my mind has



4. When choosing a book to read (other than a textbook), I will choose fiction (science fiction, fantasy, mystery, etc.) over non-fiction (history, biographies, etc.).



4. When involved with the fictional characters in a videogame, I’m able to feel what they’re feeling (anger, sadness, grief, etc.) 5. When I play a videogame, it’s easy for me to imagine myself as an integral part of the action.



5. After I’m finished watching a TV show or movie, or have read a good book, I might think about the characters and wonder what’s going to happen to them now.



6. When involved in a videogame, it seems as if the real world around me disappears.



6. I do not enjoy spending time imagining possibilities. 7. I often played make-believe or role-playing games (house, war, etc.) as a child.



7. I often find myself physically reacting to something that occurs inside the game as if it were real.



A.5. FACTOR V – Ability to Construct Mental Models



8. When I’m playing a videogame, I don’t seem to realize how quickly time is going by.



1. As a child, I loved to pull things a part to see if I could reconstruct them.



A.2. FACTOR II – Spatial Orientation



2. When I was little, I spent hours building sophisticated designs with construction toys (blocks, Lego sets, etc.) or other materials.



1. I know I have a good sense of direction.
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3. I enjoy one or more hobbies related to making things (e.g., carpentry, arts, crafts, etc.)



Social Presence Affective Expression



4. I can usually draw a pretty accurate (to scale) representation of the rooms of a house or building that I know well.



14. Getting to know other course participants gave me a sense of belonging in the course.



5. If I’m trying to locate an office in an unfamiliar area of town, I prefer that someone draws me a map.



15. I was able to form distinct impressions of some course participants.



A.6. FACTOR VI – Empathy



16. Online or web-based communication is an excellent medium for social interaction.



1. Most people use the words warm, compassionate, and sympathetic to describe me.



Open Communication



2. Taking other people’s points of view into account is a top priority for me.



17. I felt comfortable conversing through the online medium.



3. Making sure that everyone gets along in my circle of friends is one of my priorities.



18. I felt comfortable participating in the course discussions.



4. I think I’m too tenderhearted and quick to forgive insults.



Group Cohesion



Appendix 2



20. I felt comfortable disagreeing with other course participants while still maintaining a sense of trust.



19. I felt comfortable interacting with other course participants.



Community of Inquiry Survey Instrument (draft v14) Teaching Presence



21. I felt that my point of view was acknowledged by other course participants.



Design & Organization



22. Online discussions help me to develop a sense of collaboration.



1. The instructor clearly communicated important course topics.



Cognitive Presence



2. The instructor clearly communicated important course goals.



Triggering Event



3. The instructor provided clear instructions on how to participate in course learning activities.



23. Problems posed increased my interest in course issues.



4. The instructor clearly communicated important due dates/time frames for learning activities.



25. I felt motivated to explore content related questions.



24. Course activities piqued my curiosity.



Exploration



Facilitation



26. I utilized a variety of information sources to explore problems posed in this course.



5. The instructor was helpful in identifying areas of agreement and disagreement on course topics that helped me to learn.



27. Brainstorming and finding relevant information helped me resolve content related questions.



6. The instructor was helpful in guiding the class towards understanding course topics in a way that helped me clarify my thinking.



28. Online discussions were valuable in helping me appreciate different perspectives.



7. The instructor helped to keep course participants engaged and participating in productive dialogue.



Integration



8. The instructor helped keep the course participants on task in a way that helped me to learn.



29. Combining new information helped me answer questions raised in course activities.



9. The instructor encouraged course participants to explore new concepts in this course.



30. Learning activities helped me construct explanations/ solutions.



10. Instructor actions reinforced the development of a sense of community among course participants.



31. Reflection on course content and discussions helped me understand fundamental concepts in this class.



Direct Instruction



Resolution



11. The instructor helped to focus discussion on relevant issues in a way that helped me to learn.



32. I can describe ways to test and apply the knowledge created in this course.



12. The instructor provided feedback that helped me understand my strengths and weaknesses.



33. I have developed solutions to course problems that can be applied in practice.



13. The instructor provided feedback in a timely fashion.



34. I can apply the knowledge created in this course to my work or other non-class related activities.
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ABSTRACT



THE AESTHETICS OF INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES



We are fundamentally social animals: we are geared to understanding each other; to gauging each other’s moods and states of mind; and we are very adept at judging each others personalities. This ability to judge personality can also be generalized to a range of interactive technology including web sites. We present evidence that judgments of personality of different genres of website are not only internally consistent but are also correlated with perceptions of the sites’ usability and aesthetics. It is proposed that this approach may be helpful in designing websites which are not only usable and attractive, but are also more predictable and better tailored to their target users. The vocabulary of personality traits should also support clearer communication between designers and clients



Although intrinsically complex, the term ‘aesthetics’ is widely used to describe features of our everyday life; architecture, interior design as well as people, most frequently with reference to physical appearance. Aesthetics can imply anything pleasurable to the senses, but most commonly it refers to our visual senses in how we experience and see things, and their impact on our emotions. Lindgaard [2] offers a comprehensive account including a host of definitions from various authors “…beauty in appearance” [3], visual appeal [4], an experience [5], an attitude [6], a property of objects [7], a response or a judgment [8], and a process [9]. The common thread is some idea of a feeling of pleasure towards something or someone. Further, aesthetics can be regarded as possessing a dual nature “On the one hand, it is being viewed as properties of objects, and on the other, it is regarded as human responses to such properties” [10].



Classification Keywords H.5.1.2 [User/Machine Systems].



There has been comparatively little reported research concerning the aesthetics of interactive technologies. The reason for this is unclear: however it may be related to reluctance by those in the field of computer science to compromise matters of substance and usefulness in favour of artistic merit. While technical and analytical aspects are typical of this domain, the less tangible aspects such as ‘look and feel’ are sometimes disregarded [11]. Literature in this area is renowned for its complexities, perhaps another reason why many researchers tend to take a wide a berth. The definition of aesthetics, as noted above, is contested. Nonetheless there have been a number of attempts to devise theories of aesthetics in this context.



INTRODUCTION It is now commonplace to look beyond usability in the quest for enhanced user satisfaction. User satisfaction is usually associated with quality in use, yet defining the quality of an interface is not a simple matter. Not only may quality be perceived differently by different people, but as observed by [1] ‘quality of use’ as a broad concept, includes “…aspects of pleasure, fun and emotion”, aspects which fall squarely in the realm of aesthetics. This paper concerns the aesthetics of web design. We approach this complex domain at somewhat of a tangent, drawing on research in the attribution of personality to people and consumer products. There is evidence that we can judge someone’s personality from a photograph of their face, that we can do that very quickly, and that this ability has value as a functional adaptation. Moreover, it has been established by design and product researchers that consumer products also have discernible personalities, that perceptions of product personalities may be described reliably and that specific personalities can be created by designers. There is also evidence that people may prefer products with personalities they judge to be similar to their own. We report the results of asking people the following question: if this webpage were a person, what kind of personality would it have?



Lavie and Tractinsky [3] established an empirically based classification of visual aesthetics for the web which adopts two dimensions, namely classical and expressive. Classical aesthetics are described as those steeped in history, which have reigned through changing trends. Properties include order, logical layout, and clear-cut design. Reference to classical aesthetics in interactive systems concerns properties such as colour, layout, and menu design, while expressive aesthetics on the other hand represents the judgments and feelings of the subject when interacting with the system; the user experience. The expressive dimension is associated with creativity and originality and shows little regard for design conventions. We can see that there are some contradictions between the two: indeed the authors themselves observe that “there is an intricate interplay between the cognitive and the emotional aspects of aesthetics”. In contrast, Lindgaard [11] takes a more cognitive approach, building on Berlyne’s work [12, 13], based on the concept that beyond a certain level of complexity, the arousal level of the user will drop, suggesting that an experience will become less favourable as complexity is increased – in short, simplicity is preferred over complexity. Thus extra design elements can create unnecessary design problems [14]. Apple’s ability to design simple products has established a reputation for straightforward,



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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(aesthetically pleasing) good design: a conscious effort to keep features out has allowed Apple to differentiate itself.



with strongly contrasting aesthetics and the customization features of mobile services. Perceived aesthetic quality dominated overall judgment of quality, even where substantial usability problems were also apparent, but this effect was reversed in a context of serious information seeking. Substantial individual differences were however noted: the authors speculate that “there may be subgroups of aesthetically sensitive and nonaesthetically sensitive participants”.



A more holistic conceptualization of aesthetics is presented by Petersen [15] who propose a Pragmatist framework to distinguish between approaches to aesthetics in interactive systems. They examine how aesthetics fits within our everyday lives. This approach implies that aesthetics involves a seamless integration of context, use and instrumentality. They base this on the premise that any artefact can possess aesthetic potential, but it will only be released through attachment to context and use. In this view aesthetics is not closely related to artistic properties. Rather, it is related to our experience of quality and value. The focus in the design of interactive systems shifts from promoting visual pleasure to fostering “everyday experiential qualities”. Croon Fors and Stolterman [16] also emphasise experiential aspects, arguing that “The sublime and beautiful dimension provides notions and concepts that can be used in order to frame this technology as an expressive form with an organic character…” They reject traditional boundaries of inside and outside such as those between object and subject. When describing the relationship between information technology and people, they see us as equally important participants of the design fabric as the technology itself. Technology is a mix of practical experience that occurs as one part of the composition of our life world.



To summarise, the definition and theorization of aesthetics is contested, both in general and in the context of interactive technologies, while the investigation of the role of aesthetic factors in the experience of such technologies is further confounded by issues of context and individual difference. However, as we shall see below, there is evidence about the way we can make rapid judgments of human personality traits which suggest it may be fruitful to treat the personality of a website as a convenient proxy for its aesthetic.



JUDGING HUMAN PERSONALITY TRAITS The identification and description of stable, reliable personality traits have long been a concern for psychologists. Milestones in include the work of Sheldon, for example, who linked personality to body shape [24], but the first fully systematic model was that of Cattell who developed a 16 factor model, operationalised as the once widely-used 16PF Questionnaire [25]. In work roughly contemporary to that of Cattell, Eysenck developed a theory of personality comprising two dimensions, extraversion-introversion and neuroticism-stability, each associated with component traits [26]. Later researchers have failed to replicate Cattell’s 16 factors, and the consensus model now has five factors – the so-called ‘Big Five’ – extraversion and neuroticism being completed by agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness, each again comprising a number of more specific traits [27, 28]. The Big Five are also viewed by many as causal dispositions, and have been shown to be crossculturally valid and reliable [29]. A brief summary of the five factors is shown in Table 1 below.



Zettle [17] offers yet a further slant, with specific relevance to the web: “Aesthetics is not an abstract concept but a process by which people examine a number of visual elements, and their reactions to them”. Krauss [18] adds further detail: “The aim of visual aesthetics is to induce the user to unknowingly, unconsciously, and unsuspectingly choose to become involved in the message and the website of concern. Here aesthetics is a communication mechanism. Empirically based studies of judgments of web aesthetics illustrate further the complexities of operationalising the concept. Park [19] report studies with both users and designers, intended to investigate “aesthetic fidelity’ – the degree to which designers’ aesthetic intentions are conveyed to users – concluding inter alia that user perceptions of aesthetics are subject to strong individual differences. Interestingly for the personality-based approach we explore in this paper, the 13 aesthetic dimensions identified by authors include tense, strong, popular, adorable and hopeful – characteristics that are strongly redolent of human personality traits. Lack of consensus in aesthetic judgment is also noted by [20]. This study used as stimuli web pages that had been selected as exemplifying high or low levels of visual appeal, although expert designers were unable to reach a reliable consensus as to the graphical properties underlying such appeal. While participants exposed to the stimuli were able to assess visual appeal after only about 50ms (microsecond) exposure, the authors conclude that understanding the specific design factors contributing to such judgments was “too hard to do”. Speed of judgment was also recorded by Robins and Holmes [21] who found that sites with a “higher aesthetic treatment” were judged as more credible than the same sites stripped of visual enhancements. Such assessments were made in an average time of 3.42 seconds.



Table 1. The ‘Big Five’ personality traits, after Costa and McCrae (1985). Personality traits



Characteristics



Extraversion



Sociable vs. retiring Fun-loving vs. sober Affectionate vs. reserved Soft-hearted vs. ruthless Trusting vs. suspicious Helpful vs. uncooperative Well organised vs. disorganised Careful vs. careless Self-disciplined vs. weak-willed Worried vs. calm Insecure vs. secure Self-pitying vs. self-satisfied Imaginative vs. down-to-earth Prefers variety vs. prefers routine Independent vs. conforming



Agreeableness



Conscientiousness



Neuroticism



Finally perhaps the most comprehensive treatment of web and mobile service aesthetics thus far is the work reported by Hartmann [22]. The authors propose a framework for user judgments of design quality based on Adaptive Decision making theory, arguing strongly for the task- and contextbound nature of such judgments. Using measures of aesthetics developed by Lavie and Tractinsky [3] and the attractiveness heuristics from Sutcliffe [23], participants evaluated websites



Openness
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from human personality scales with existing instruments from design and marketing studies designed to capture personality associations. These items were complemented by data from qualitative studies in which consumers were asked to describe a range of household products “as if they were a person”. The final scale items (aloof, boring, cheerful, childish, cute, dominant, easy-going, honest, idiosyncratic, interesting, lively, modest, obtrusive, open, pretty, provocative, relaxed, serious, silly and untidy) were found to be reliable in the attribution of personality to pictures of cars and vacuum cleaners.



Despite such consensus other factors continue to be investigated, as we shall see in the next section.



JUDGING PERSONALITY FROM FACES Among the stimuli for the current work have been empirical results suggesting that judgments of personality are made with exceeding rapidity from facial appearance alone, paralleling the rapid judgments of website appeal reported by [20]. Willis and Todorov [30] show that people can make a judgment about the traits of attractiveness, likeability, trustworthiness, competence and aggressiveness based on unfamiliar faces depicted in a monochrome photograph in less than 100ms. Similarly, Penton-Voak et al. [31] have demonstrated that people are able to make judgments of personality in terms of the Big Five traits from pictures of faces. More recently, accurate perception of extraversion has been elicited after 50ms exposure to photographs [32]. These inferences can be characterized, in the terms of dual-process theory [33] as “fast, intuitive and unreflective”. It has been further argued that such assessments are based on quickly extracted, rudimentary information which allows us to form rapid impressions by a process of analogy with people we already know [35, 36].



In the domain of interactive technologies, there is also substantial evidence that people often think of and treat interactive technology as though it was their friend, a pet or another person [e.g. 45, 46] and ascribe a broad range of human attributes including personality to interactive technology (e.g. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]). Designers also appear to be able to design products with specific personalities, although there are fewer reports here. As noted above, Govers et al. ([39] report that domestic irons designed by students to embody a range of personality traits were accurately recognised by respondents, while Desmet et al. [52] established that devices intended to have a dominant, elegant or neutral (tangible) interaction style conveyed these traits effectively.



Work investigating the perception of specific traits has shown that judgments of trustworthiness reflect the overall positive or negative valence of face evaluations [37] and this quality may be the subject of an automatic categorization process in the amygdala [38] which may in turn support the allocation of attention and the adoption of appropriate approach/avoidance behaviours. Of the Big Five personality dimensions, agreeableness (followed at some distance by extraversion) is the most prevalently attributed trait in open-ended judgments of people in photos, videos and face-to-face encounters [34]. The authors suggest this effect is grounded in peoples’ concern to anticipate the behaviour of others towards them and the associated need to structure relations accordingly. However, agreeableness is assessed quite inaccurately when compared to ratings made by the target subjects themselves and their friends and colleagues and to ratings of other Big Five traits.



Product Personality Preference The balance of evidence to date falls towards product preferences that mirror consumers’ own personalities. Jordan’s 1997 study suggests such a trend, based on participants’ selfrating of their own personality. This is also evident in Govers and Mugge [39], albeit using a 3rd party method where participants made judgements about the attachment of fictional consumers described in scenarios, to ‘extrovert’ and ‘conscientious’ toasters. Participants chose between statements such as “This toaster has no special meaning to Susan” and “This toaster is very dear to Susan” (sic). The more extensive study reported by Govers and Schoormans [53] investigates this trend in greater depth. Forty-eight participants first described the personalities of each of several variants of screwdrivers, coffee-makers, soap-dispensers and wines “as if it were a person”, then completed a questionnaire scale designed to capture the degree of perceived similarity between their own personality and that of the product and lastly a scale capturing the perceived quality, desirability and attractiveness of the product. Products which were perceived to be similar to the participant’s own personality were significantly preferred. Finally, we should note that Jordan [42] found no such relationship between participant personality and product preference, albeit using data from a workshop with only four participants.



ATTRIBUTING PERSONALITIES TO PRODUCTS Just as in the case of human personality, it has been amply demonstrated that people can readily attribute personality traits to consumer products based on their appearance alone. Three of the Big Five personality dimensions – extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness – were found by Govers [39] to be salient to products, while Jordan [40] showed that consumers were able to rate photographs of vacuum cleaners, alarm clocks, kettles and toasters according to the MyersBriggs Personality Indicator [41] dimensions: extrovert/ introvert; sensible/intuitive; thinking/feeling and judgmental/ perceptive. In a later small-scale study designed to elicit and apply personality descriptors which were more meaningful to the layperson, 17 dimensions – including, inter alia, authoritarian/ liberal, bright/dim and conformist/rebel – were used to assign personalities to irons, shavers, shaver bags, epilators, aircleaners, hair-dryers and coffee-makers, again depicted in photographs [42]. Similarly, Govers et al. [43] suggests that respondents could attribute happiness, cuteness and toughness to drawings of domestic consumer products, in this case, irons. The attributions made matched the personality traits intended by the product designers.



Personality and Design Qualities Although there is rather less extant work which links personality traits with specific design qualities, one such study is reported by Brunel [54] and Brunel and Kumar [55]. In this instance participants rated a range of products represented in black-and-white photographs – automobiles, telephones, TVs and wall-clocks – against the five brand personality dimensions identified in Aaker [56] – sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness, so far paralleling the procedure of many other studies. However, participants were also required to rate products against the aesthetic facets of recognition, simplicity, harmony, balance, unity, dynamics, timeliness/fashion, and novelty. A significant relationship was found between each of the personality dimensions and



Mugge [44] developed this approach further in the derivation of a product personality scale. Their work combined items 55
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evaluations of aesthetic facets. Excitement, for example was related to timeliness and dynamism, while competence was associated with dynamism, unity and novelty.



Comparing Retail Clothing Sites Table 2 holds the mean scores for the three retail clothing home web pages for the five personality traits. All are rated moderately positively (0 is the neutral point) for all traits except neurosis, which is rated negatively indicating its a relative absence.



JUDGING WEBSITE PERSONALITIES Thus, people are able to judge human personalities reliably and very quickly from visual appearance alone; such judgments can be credibly applied to consumer products; and people frequently treat interactive devices as if human.



Table 2. Mean scores for personality traits for clothing sites.



It is therefore hypothesized that people can make judgments about the ‘personality’ of websites from their appearance alone. Based on previous work, the widely-accepted Big Five account of personality is the most obvious candidate for this study. So, to amplify the opening question, “If this webpage was a person …”, our investigation will ask people to judge this ‘personality’ in term of the traits of extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and open-mindedness.



Method and Participants



Gap



Firetrap



Republic



conscientiousness



1.59



0.72



1.24



agreeableness



1.97



0.60



2.04



neurosis



-0.44



-0.98



-1.24



open mindedness



2.19



1.72



2.00



extraversion



1.13



2.06



2.56



Figure 1 is a plot of these results for the three websites. From inspection it is evident that the personality profile of each is similar.



A booklet was prepared comprising five questions reflecting the five personality traits. These were of the form: “If this web page were a person, I would judge its personality to be hard working and dependable (tick a box).”



Very conscientious +5



+4



+3



+2



Not very conscientious +1



0



-1



-2



-3



-4



-5



In addition to these questions, people were also asked to judge the attractiveness and usability of the page using the same scale. The participants in these studies were drawn from the second year undergraduate computing students at Edinburgh Napier University. The number of participants was 55 (38 male and 17 female) and this yielded 48 completed, usable questionnaires.



Figure 1. The ‘personalities’ of the Gap, Firetrap and Republic home web pages.



The data collection was conducted by a small group of postgraduate students at Napier as part of their practical work on the module ‘user experience’. These students chose both the website ‘genres’ and the instance of each – three clothing retail sites, namely, (www.gap.co.uk, www.firetrap.com and www.republic.co.uk); three news sites (www.bbc.co.uk, www.yahoo.com and www.msn.com) and three social networking sites (www.facebook.com, www.myspace.com and www.youtube.com).



Table 3 holds details of a series of pair-wise correlations between the judgments of conscientiousness, agreeableness, neurosis, open-mindedness and extraversion and usability, attractiveness and familiarity. The figures in bold indicate significant correlations, (p < 0.05). Both agreeableness and open-mindedness are positively correlated with attractiveness in all instances. Similarly conscientiousness and (not being) neurotic are significantly correlated with attractiveness in two of the three judgments.



The home page of each website was displayed in turn to the participants using a standard lecture theatre projector for 5 minutes each.



Usability is similarly correlated with conscientiousness for two of the three but otherwise there is no apparent pattern.



Results This section reports the results for each website genre. For each group of sites, we first provide the mean scores for each of the Big Five personality traits, then the correlations between individual traits and ratings for usability and attractiveness. We take attractiveness to be a simple indicator of aesthetic appeal. We also report data on the relationship between these qualities and examine correlations between usability and attractiveness. 56
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Table 5. Correlations between personality traits, usability and attractiveness for news sites.



Table 3. Correlations between personality traits, usability and attractiveness for retail clothing sites. Attractiveness conscientiousness agreeableness neurosis open-mindedness Extraversion Usability conscientiousness agreeableness neurosis open-mindedness extraversion



Gap 0.23 0.41 -0.40 0.41 0.07 0.12 0.24 -0.15 0.18 0.43



Firetrap



Republic



0.55 0.40 -0.14 0.41 0.04



0.76 0.61 -0.38 0.37 0.22



0.43 0.17 -0.17 0.36 0.28



0.47 0.19 -0.16 0.17 -0.01



Attractiveness



BBC



Yahoo



MSN



conscientiousness



0.16



0.43



0.06



agreeableness



0.00



0.59



0.56



neurosis



-0.35



0.13



-0.03



open-mindedness



0.44



0.54



0.71



extraversion



0.02



0.48



0.54



0.04



0.33



0.04



Usability conscientiousness



Comparing News Sites Table 4 holds the mean scores for the three news home web pages for the five personality traits. All are rated moderately positively (0 is the neutral point) for all traits except neurosis, which is rated negatively indicating its a relative absence.



agreeableness



0.06



0.52



0.45



neurosis



-0.20



-0.23



-0.11



open-mindedness



0.56



0.50



0.85



extraversion



0.12



0.17



0.55



Table 5 holds details of a series of pair-wise correlations between the judgments of conscientiousness, agreeableness, neurosis, open-mindedness and extraversion and usability, attractiveness and familiarity. The figures in bold indicate significant correlations, (p < 0.05).



Table 4. Mean scores for personality traits for news sites.



Again agreeableness is positively correlated (p < 0.05) with attractiveness for two sites, as is extraversion, while for all three sites open-mindedness is associated with attractiveness.



BBC



Yahoo



MSN



conscientiousness



3.06



1.81



2.76



agreeableness



0.35



1.37



0.90



In the news context, usability and open-mindedness appear to be related for all three sites.



neurosis



-1.23



-0.74



-0.69



Comparing Social Networking Sites Table 4 holds the mean scores for the three news home web pages for the five personality traits. All are rated moderately positively with only one negatively rated web page.



open-mindedness



1.00



1.22



1.55



extraversion



0.45



1.07



0.62



Figure 2 is a plot of these three websites. Again the sites are rated positively for all traits except neurosis. From inspection it again appears that these home web pages have congruent ‘personality profiles’.



Table 6. Mean scores for personality traits for social networking sites. FaceBook



YouTube



MySpace



conscientiousness



1.40



0.75



0.69



agreeableness



1.31



1.19



1.44



neurosis



0.32



-0.25



0.44



open-mindedness



1.79



2.81



1.47



extraversion



0.68



3.28



2.66



Figure 3 is a plot of these three websites. Inspection suggests that while the profiles of the sites are similar for conscientiousness, agreeableness and neurosis, YouTube and Facebook in particular differ on the dimension of extraversion – YouTube being the more extraverted, while YouTube is also perceived as being more open-minded than comparison sites.



Figure 2. The ‘personalities’ of the BBC, Yahoo and MSN websites.
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traits of their intended users. Further, if we can design for specific personality traits then we can design for personas, thus forging a direct link between website design, website aesthetics and persona-based design Thirdly, the use of this ‘personality profiling’ for websites may be a tool which could be used to differentiate between two designs of similar usability. Finally, designers of websites are often faced with the challenge of talking to their client about aesthetics without having a clear, common language – hence the extensive use of iterative prototyping and “enlightened trial and error”. However, in adopting this ‘personality’ based approach there is a readymade and completely comprehensible language which can empower designer and client alike.
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Figure 3. The ‘personalities’ of the Facebook, YouTube and MySpace websites. Table 7 holds details of a series of pair-wise correlations between the judgments of conscientiousness, agreeableness, neurosis, open-mindedness and extraversion and usability, attractiveness and familiarity.
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ABSTRACT



THEORETICAL POINT OF VIEW



Today the user experience covers areas such as usability, satisfaction and accessibility which are known as critical factors for success of user interfaces. However, studies about persuasion, relying on credibility of the product for instance, are less recognized. Our goal is to promote the introduction of persuasive methods in software elaboration through psychosocial theory, especially in the Business Intelligence area. Currently, we are proposing a criteria grid measuring persuasive dimensions in interfaces; this grid is being validated.



The first work using the persuasive power of technology took place in the 1970s and 1980s. It was about promoting behaviors related to health or to the improvement of the employees’ productivity. But the evolution of persuasive methods really started in the 1990s with the emergence of the Internet. At the moment, web sites are the favorite media for trying to change the attitude and behavior by its rich interactive possibilities. The main contributor in this discipline is Fogg [1] who proposes to create a science named Captology. This word is based on the acronym “Computer As Persuasive Technology”. The notion of captology has existed for several years (the 4th International Conference on Persuasive Technology will take place in 2009) and states a focus on behavioral change resulting from human computer interaction.



Keywords user experience, persuasion, credibility, criteria grid



INTRODUCTION



Definitions



Have you ever received spam in your email box that tried to sell a product or a service that you do not want? Maybe you have subscribed to an RSS feed and then regretted your decision after? Wouldn’t you want to have data that would help you convince your colleagues to take the decision you find the best? As you can see, persuasion is beginning to invade our technical systems, particularly in the area of social networks. Evidently, new problems are appearing in the field of computer ergonomics. It takes into account social dimensions and put user at the center of the man-machine relationship. Some authors have developed the concept of persuasive technology to emphasize HCI influence on social conduct.



We will define the persuasive technology and then present the framework for the analysis of persuasive elements. According to us, persuasive technology can therefore be seen as a vehicle to influence and persuade people through HCI. Fogg believes that persuasion technology works as both (a) a tool since the technology can help individuals achieve their objective, (b) as a media interaction which creates an experience between the user and technology and (c) as a social actor. The social characteristic deals with properties to use strategies of social influence. Our definition presents persuasion technology as an action to influence and persuade people through HCI. The impact of persuasion technology affects the fields of social work, psychology and ethics and obviously the social organization. Indeed, the technology becomes persuasive when people give it qualities and properties that may increase its legitimacy, reliability and perceived credibility. Persuasion technology is characterized by the fact that the intention of changing the attitude and behavior is subtle, hidden and sometimes pernicious. Persuasion technology is at the crossroads between ergonomics, social psychology, organizational management and of course the design of GUI.



The aim of our communication is to discuss the concept of technological persuasion, to note how useful it could be during the software evaluation or conception phases and to insist on the importance of ethics in this field. As a first step, we will define the contours of the theoretical persuasion technology. We will then propose a framework for the analysis of persuasive evidence as a tool for the design of interfaces, while discussing the ethical problems. Finally, we will conclude by referring to the prospects for validation of our proposed grid.



Forms of Persuasion



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Fogg [1] distinguishes between the macro and micro-persuasion. Macro-persuasion represents products whose main intent is to persuade. E-commerce websites clearly belong to this category since their main objective is to change the purchasing behavior of visitors [2]. The preventive health programs that seek to
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modify dietary behavior or sexual behavior also reside under this level of persuasion. Their goal is to improve the lifestyle of the people using them. The micro-level concerns all products whose primary purpose is not to persuade but which are using methods of persuasion in order to satisfy a different objective. For instance, edutainment software is designed to teach educational information to children. To do so, elements of micro-persuasion are used such as the reward system or messages of encouragement to increase the child’s motivation to continue to play and learn.



Static Aspects of the Interface In interfaces, some prerequisites are necessary to promote the acceptance of an engaging process. These criteria are based on the content of technological influence. Credibility of the Interaction Definition: Giving enough information to the user allows him to identify the source of information to be reliable, expert and trustworthy. Justification: Credibility affects use and is seen as a form of loyalty. Credibility is the combination of the perceived reliability and perceived expertise of the product [1]



Fields and Areas Persuasion technology affects many areas. Technology development also initiates a diversification of applications. The rise of ecommerce websites in recent years is propitious to the use of persuasive methods, both in the field of design and ergonomics, trying to change purchasing behavior. It explains why marketing is a beacon of persuasion technology. eBay is a good example of persuasive technology. Indeed, stars to assess the seller reliability are a confidence index and tend to alter the intentions and therefore the purchasing behavior of visitors. A major new field of research concerns the field of health, both in the prevention of risk, monitoring of disease and the promotion of sport. For example in New Zealand, a video game group has been created [3] as an aid to stop smoking. The game is aimed at the Maori population and is based on elements of the collectivist culture to change or prevent smoking behavior of young Maori.



Example: Presenting updated information and the date of the update. Legitimacy of the System Act Definition: Reassure the user by justifying the influence of interface elements and increasing the stability and understanding of the interaction goals. Justification: If the user sees the interface as legitimate, it will be easier for him to accept its influence [6]. Example: Famous brand could be perceived as a moral strength. Guarantee of Privacy Definition: Do not persuade the user to do something that publicly exposes his private life and which he would not consent to do.



Finally, whether in education, health, consumption, entertainment and especially work, all areas are affected by persuasion technology. It is therefore important to develop ergonomic practices.



Justification: Privacy is an important point about ethics. Respect for human rights must be respected by persuasive technologies [7].



PROPOSED CRITERIA The ergonomic computer has often produced grids used in the measurement of the ergonomic quality of goods and services [4, 5]. In this perspective, we seek to establish a grid to focus on the persuasive dimensions of interfaces and their effects; a grid that is robust, reliable, useful, relevant and easy to use for ergonomists.



Example: Private question about religion or politics orientation must be avoided. Suggestibility Definition: Present indirect and non-intrusive elements with incentives.



Organizational Principles of the Criteria



Justification: The suggestibility is to introduce into the mind of the user some elements that could affect them later [8].



Our proposal is based on a bibliographic analysis and draws up a grid that distinguishes forms and processes of social influence, respectively the static and dynamic aspects of the interface.



Example: Interface elements that induce incentives to perform an action.



Table 1. General Articulation of the Criteria.



Responsiveness



Static Aspects of the Interface



Dynamic Aspects of the Interface



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Credibility of the interaction Legitimacy of the system act Guarantee of privacy Suggestibility Responsiveness Social conformity Displaying format that may reinforce behaviors



Definition: Adapt the form of persuasion to the user to make it more likely that the user will respond in a desired way. Justification: Acting on a willingness to accept is a predictor of the internalization of the persuasive message [9] Example: Recognize the user and welcome him by his name. Social Conformity Definition: Social conformity provides information about other users in order to converge the views and behavior of the user.



8. Invitation 9. Priming, Initiation of the users 10. Commitment 11. Freely accepted compliance 12. Ascendency and possibility of addiction



Justification: It reflects a need for accuracy and confirmation of individuals. People tend to act in the same way as a person to whom they look similar [10]. Example: Emphasize the social bonds of trust to strengthen the adherence of the user.
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Displaying a Format that May Reinforce Behavior



DISCUSSION



Definition: Strengthening surface design and the presentation of persuasive interactive elements, while taking into account the perceptual and cognitive characteristics of the user. Prompt the user to do what is expected of him.



Ethical Preoccupation Our grid is under development. Validation results are in progress. Also, even without discussing its quality, its limitations and its interest in ergonomic practice, we want to discuss some points related to these issues in contemporary ergonomics.



Justification: Enhancing surface is related to the persuasive design. Controlling the physical elements of the interface and maximizing the visual impact can cause membership and create or reinforce a behavior [11].



Persuasion technology plans to change attitude and behavior, which naturally raises questions of individual freedom. It is a fascinating topic, but persuasion is not without mentioning acts of proselytism or propaganda in history, affecting among others the field of religion and politics. The technology itself, as a tool that can influence the masses, makes reference to some fears of manipulation embedded in the collective unconscious. Persuasion technology, like any persuasive method, is not unethical but depends in fact on its manner and use. Important work is being conducted among the young population, in terms of education or preventive health through persuasive games. But young people can be vulnerable towards attempts by third parties to disclose personal information, hence the importance of ethics in these type of interactions.



Example: The choice of colors as a reinforcement of the message.



Dynamic Aspects of the Interface Regarding dynamics, there is also a means to bring the user in a process of interaction to strengthen the progressive engagement of the user to the elements of its interface. Invitation Definition: To identify the profile of the user information in order first to suggest a personalized approach and more likely to correspond to its needs. Justification: Using the information given by the user allows for elements of hook and plan a sequence of engagement [12].



Rules To address these problems, 7 ethical principles of persuasive design have been proposed [16]:



Example: Display a welcoming message. Priming, Initiation of the Users



– The results of persuasive technology should never be considered unethical, if persuasion was undertaken without the technology or if the result would have occurred regardless of persuasion.



Definition: Triggering the first boot-engaging action of the user by creating a point of entry, stirring interest. Justification: In social psychology, the notion of commitment [13] is initiated by a first act which is inexpensive and is consented to be done.



– The motivations behind the creation of a persuasive technology must remain ethical even if it is to lead to a more traditional persuasion (i.e. not mediated by technology)



Example: A free way to subscribe to an offer.



– The creator of a persuasive technology should consider all sides and take responsibility for all results reasonably in its foreseeable use.



Commitment Definition: Continue commitment to involve the individual through a process of accession to the objectives of the GUI.



– The creator of a persuasive technology should ensure that it considers the privacy of users, with at least as much respect as if it were their own privacy.



Justification: Having accepted an inexpensive first step, it will be easier to accept the following steps each time increasing the persuasive force [14].



– A technological persuasion that relays personal information about a user to a third party must be subject to scrutiny with regard to personal information.



Example: Improve the frequency of the final behavior or attitude expected.



– The creators of a persuasive technology should disclose their motivations, methods and expected results, unless such disclosure would seriously undermine another objective ethics.



Freely Accepted Compliance Definition: Expanding spiral binding sequences increases their frequency and impact force. Maintain interaction and capture the user.



– Persuasion technology does not deceive in order to achieve a final persuasion not avowed or undeclared.



Justification: By segmenting the persuasive message, we follow the thinking of the user. Tunneling is how to assist the user during the process of persuasion [1].



In addition to these 7 rules, there is the golden rule of persuasion: “The creators of a persuasive technology should never seek to persuade one or more persons to do something they would not consent themselves to be persuaded to do.”



Example: Continue to catch his attention by frequent solicitation. Ascendency and Possibility of Addiction



CONCLUSION



Definition: Show engaging scenario completion, follow up its influence and control its evolution over time.



This communication allows us to explain 12 criteria divided into 2 dimensions – static and dynamic aspects of the interface – seeking to improve the performance evaluation of persuasive elements in interfaces. These criteria can also serve as guidelines or rules guiding the choice of design. This research also focuses on the social behavior of interaction with technology, the hidden dimension in nature. Moreover, classically



Justification: The last step is the culmination of the process leading to behavior and attitude initially expected. We can then speak of voluntary submission [14]. Example: The individual accepts information that he would not have accepted voluntarily.
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inspect ergonomics software is judging one’s ability to be effective, efficient, error tolerant, easy to learn and satisfying for its users [17]; persuasion is generally outside the scope of the inspection. However, the intrusive aspects, ethical handling of certain domestic or professional interactions cannot remain outside the ergonomic analysis, particularly as these factors affect the attitudes of users to technology. By applying knowledge about how humans work on the psychosocial level, our inspection schedule is therefore based on a normative approach of what is and what is not a persuasive technology related to a product. It presupposes the existence of a relatively generic model of the human. However, the diversity of users and situations of use belies this narrow conception of human. For this reason, the performance of inspection techniques may be minimal. In any event, they should be supplemented by other evaluation methods. Therefore, the validation phase of this grid is to be achieved.



[5] Nielsen, J. 1994. Heuristic Evaluation. In: Neilsen, J. and Mack, R. L. (Eds.). Usability Inspection Methods, New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. [6] Aldrich, H. E. and Fiol, C. M. 1994. Fools rush in? The institutional context of industry creation. Academy of Management Review, 19, 645–670. [7] Berdichevsky, D. and Neuenschwaner, E. 1999. Toward an Ethics of Persuasive Technology. Communications of the ACM, 42(5). [8] Madrian, B. B and Shea, D. F. 2001. The Power of Suggestion: Inertia in 401 (k) Participation and Savings Behavior, Quarterly Journal of Economics, MIT Press. [9] Joule, R. V and Beauvois, J. L. 1998. La soumission librement consentie. Presses universitaires de France.
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field, making the news production process faster and more efficient. Mobile phones also provide a potential means to retrieve up-to-date or contextual information through the mobile Internet or context-aware services. In addition, calendar, navigation and the obvious communication functionalities are examples of their usefulness to journalists. However, the adoption of these converged mobile devices by professional users for news reporting is still at the early phases in media organizations.



ABSTRACT Today’s mobile multimedia phones with broadband connectivity have brought novel ways for journalists to live out their hectic profession. We interviewed six forerunners in Finnish news organizations on mobile phone usage in news production. Here, we present our results on how and why they use mobile phones in news production and provide implications for design and development. Our results show that users are delighted to use mobile phones in journalistic work if they can gain personal benefits from it, like more efficient use of time. Participants were not satisfied with the audio quality of mobile phones or mobile text editors. However, they considered mobile phones suitable for capturing short Internet videos. One reason constricting mobile production is editorial processes that are not designed for receiving material produced with a mobile phone. This causes extra work both in the newsroom and in the field.



In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) Bellotti et al. [1] are one of the first to suggest that using handheld mobile devices, such as PDAs, could be useful for reporters due to the mobility of their work. Fagrell et al. [3] developed and tested a knowledge management system for PDAs to support the early phases of news-making in journalistic work in the mobile context. Furthermore, Hickey et al. [4] report on nine journalists’ experiences of using a mobile phone with a 1-megapixel camera to capture photos and videos for a web magazine. They conclude that the key to adoption is the higher quality of multimedia items than was achievable with the used device. In addition, the work flow with multiple devices and software when transferring material from the mobile phone to be published in a web magazine was found to be complicated.



Keywords mobile phone, journalism, experience, work



Categories and Subject Descriptors



Väätäjä et al. [7, 8] and Jokela [5] report a field study on the user experience of mobile journalists. A mobile phone with a 5-megapixel camera and a mobile journalism application was used by ten students of journalism and nine students of visual journalism for producing complete news stories with multimedia items and publishing them in a web publication directly from the field. In this study, the quality of the multimedia items was not found to be the only critical factor. For writing the text editing functionalities were found to need improvement, whereas for capturing photos and video clips more functionalities and adjustments were wished for. Among the most important things for sending were, for example, the reliability and performance of the network connections. Issues related to network connectivity and limitations in battery power have been discussed for example by Zhang et al. [9] and Sørensen et al. [6]. Sørensen et al. [6] also identified infrastructural issues related to mobile device interoperability, mobile access and file sharing as important for users.



H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



General Terms Design, Human Factors.



INTRODUCTION The work of news journalists and photographers is facing new challenges due to the requirement for multi-skilled professionals and developments in digital network technologies [2]. Furthermore, there is a need for increased speed in publishing in online and mobile media. The development of mobile phones with advanced multimedia capabilities and network connectivity has brought novel ways for journalists to live out their hectic profession. News stories, photos and videos can be produced or even published straight from the



In this paper we present results and implications for design from interviews with six professionals on mobile phone usage for news reporting. We first describe the study and continue by presenting the findings. We then present the design implications and conclude with a discussion on the results.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



PROCEDURE



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland.



We conducted six interviews to explore how and why mobile multimedia phones and applications are used in Finnish
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newspapers and what kind of experiences users have; for example what are the problems users have faced and what development needs they have. Our goal was to find implications to support the design and development of a novel mobile multimedia service for mobile news journalism.



Instead, camera phones are justified for authentic news journalism, such as accidents, when material is needed quickly but no other camera is available. In these situations quality plays only a minor role. One photographer describes catastrophe journalism: “It is always better to get a grainy picture of the actual explosion, instead of photographing the smoky ruins with a professional camera.”



We interviewed six forerunners of mobile news journalism from four large to medium sized Finnish newspapers. Two photographers, two journalists, one video producer, and one editor-in-chief were interviewed. Their work experience varied from 3.5 to over 10 years. We wanted to select participants who had used mobile phones for producing journalistic material and found these six by contacting managing editors and online desks of newspapers who suggested suitable interviewees. Despite the fact that the interviewees had experience in mobile journalism it was novel and uncommon in their organizations. The participants were one of the few or the only one in their organization who used mobile phones for reporting news in the form of text, photos or videos.



The users criticized the audio quality of video clips they had captured with camera phones. Camera phones were susceptible to background noise and had to be placed very close to the object to capture also the speech, almost “into the mouth of the interviewee” as one of the photographers expressed it. He said he would like to use different angles when capturing an interview video, instead of filming only a talking head, but that was not possible with the multimedia phone he had. If he moved any further from the object the camera phone could not capture the speech anymore. Other deficiencies in camera phones were a lack of manual settings and size. Small size and lightness are assets when carrying equipment, but make photo and video capturing unstable.



The interviews were semi-structured, lasting from 60 to 90 minutes. The interview themes covered for example the usage of mobile multimedia phones and services in a work context, experiences of usage, the editorial process in news journalism and general opinions on mobile journalism. All interviews were recorded. Five of the interviews were conducted in summer 2008 and one in fall 2008. The data from the interviews was analyzed by content analysis. We first transcribed the recorded data and then grouped it under themes emerging from the data using inductive reasoning.



A big problem concerning especially processing video files was the battery life-time of the mobile phone. Editing and submitting video clips ate a lot of battery power. Users said they had to recharge the battery every few hours when using a mobile phone for video editing or submitting videos. Text Two users had written articles, news items and columns using a mobile phone connected to an external Bluetooth QWERTY keyboard (Nokia SU-8W), which they found useful and functional. One did this regularly every week and another experimentally. The users described the Bluetooth keyboard almost as comfortable as a normal sized desktop keyboard. Without it, using only the T9 text entry method, they would write at maximum 200 character stories. They felt that the QWERTY keyboard was a must for any longer articles.



RESULTS Here we describe the results of the study. The results are presented based on different factors affecting usage experience (photo and video capture, text, submission, process) and users’ motivations.



Usage of Mobile Devices and Experiences of Usage



The limiting factor in writing text with a mobile phone was the display size. Users said they could write shortish articles of up to 2500–3500 characters using a mobile phone and external keyboard, but not any longer than that because getting an overview of the structure of the text would become too difficult. It was also difficult to notice spelling mistakes and other typing errors on the small display. A spell checker would be beneficial to help users correct misspellings and create text that is ready for publishing without proofreading in the newsroom.



All of the interviewees had used multimedia phones for taking photos or video and for sending this material from the mobile phone to the newsroom. Two of them had also edited videos with a mobile phone. Two of the interviewees had used a mobile phone connected to an external Bluetooth QWERTY keyboard for writing articles, one regularly and another experimentally. Different solutions were used in sending the material, varying from email and MMS (multimedia messages) to special submission software like Pro Reporter3.



Mobile devices lack text editors appropriate for journalistic work. One user had tried out several text editors designed for mobile phones, both free-ware and commercial, finding only one editor including the most important feature in the journalistic context: character counter. Mobile text editors that participants had used did not support text formatting, for example using headings or bolding.



Photo and Video Capture In newspapers, mobile phones’ multimedia capabilities are mainly used for video capturing. Camera phone quality was not considered good enough for still photographing but adequate for short video clips to be released on the Internet. This was the general opinion of all interviewees concerning photo and video capturing with mobile phones. One photographer (working for the biggest newspaper in Finland) was especially worried that the quality of videos captured with mobile phones does not correspond to the image of the newspaper he was working for: “It (taking photos and recording video with a camera phone) feels like we are cheating our readers. Our readers are used to high-quality journalism and expect a certain level of quality from us. It does not matter if the publication channel is print or web.”



3



Submission Material submission caused the users problems because of deficiencies in submission systems and inadequate capacity in the cellular networks that submission systems used. The cellular networks were simply too slow for transmitting one- to two-minute video files, especially if there was no 3G network available. Users said they often had to wait several minutes to accomplish submission. The problem became emphasized when submitting material from abroad, which took up to 30 to 60 minutes. A notable detail affecting uplink times is that HSUPA (High-Speed Uplink Packet Access) was not in



http://www.fromdistance.com/en/products/mobile-journalism/.
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journalists are not inspired by the possibilities of mobile technology the interviewees assumed the main reasons to be low technical skills and low interest towards technology. One interviewee reckoned that their colleagues can not see mobile phones as versatile as they truly are.



use in Finland when the study was carried out. Besides being slow, submission was also unreliable. Videos had disappeared on their way from the mobile phone to the newsroom, or they had become damaged and unusable. The submission systems participants had used did not offer sufficient information concerning the system state, i.e. if the submission was proceeding, finished or had got stuck. Therefore, users had to make a call to the newsroom to ensure material they had sent had arrived. Five of the six interviewees made a check call every time they had submitted anything from a mobile device.



Table 1. Motivations to use mobile phones in journalism. Photo and video capturing



Writing news stories and columns



- Fast publishing.



- Interest and eagerness towards new technology.



- Makeshift for unexpected situations when no other camera is available.



Process Using mobile multimedia phones in producing news stories often caused extra work because of undeveloped editorial processes. Editorial systems in newspapers were not designed for receiving material produced with a mobile phone. Material provided by a mobile phone had to be manually transmitted to the editorial system (independent whether the material was submitted via e-mail, MMS or a special mobile submitting application). Besides needing to be copy-pasted to the editorial system, material often needed editing or other manual processing like text formatting, converting videos into a different format, adding metadata etc. In addition to causing extra work in the newsroom, using mobile tools also caused extra work for the reporter in the field, who had to arrange a contact person in the office to receive incoming mobile material. Otherwise no one in the newsroom would necessarily notice that there is incoming material taken with a mobile phone waiting to be published.



- Order from the employer.



- Possibility to write in idle moments (e.g. between meetings or when commuting), which makes workdays shorter. - Lightness of tools, no need to carry a computer. - Possibility to write whenever and wherever inspiration hits. - Following news when out of the office. - Enjoying people see the user as a technological forerunner.



DESIGN IMPLICATIONS



It is essential to attach descriptive data to the picture or video, such as the names of the people in the video or picture, the date and location, and the photographer’s name. The submission systems that the participants used did not offer functional ways to attach this metadata, which was therefore often sent separately. For example, video was sent using a submission application and descriptive text as an SMS message. This also complicated the process in the newsroom because one story could consist of several elements sent separately, which needed to be put together in the editorial system.



In this section we have listed the design implications found based on the study to provide guidance in designing mobile phones and services for journalistic use. 1. Provide feedback concerning the submission state. Give user information on the state of submission; is it for example proceeding, waiting, or finished. 2. Support a fluent, straightforward editorial process. Material submitted from the mobile device should be automatically transferred to the right place in the editorial system/to the web/to the archive without any need for manual copy-pasting or converting file formats.



Motivations of Usage The reasons for using mobile systems varied from an “order from the employer” and more effective use of time to eagerness to try out new technology (see Table 1). Photo or video capture was used in urgent situations to capture a unique newsworthy event when no better camera was available (for example accidents) or when material needed to get published quickly (for example local elections).



3. Provide a possibility to attach metadata such as the reporter’s name, the photographer’s name, caption, time, date, and GPS coordinates to multimedia and text elements. 4. Provide a text editor for the mobile phone including the following features:



However, there was no aspect relating to quick publication in the background when mobile devices were used in writing text. In these cases motivations were more personal and brought personal benefits to the users, such as more efficient use of time and the possibility to write whenever and wherever inspiration hits. For example, the interviewee who regularly used a mobile phone for writing articles did this to make his work more efficient by making use of idle waiting moments for example when commuting, not because of a need for instant publication of the text. Also an interest towards new technologies and devices was strongly perceivable among those who used a mobile phone for writing articles.



a. Character counter. The length of journalistic articles is always predetermined. b. A spell-checker would be beneficial to help the user notice misspellings and reduce the number of errors. c. Compatible text formatting with the editorial system or publication platform makes it possible to finalize the text in the mobile device. The most important text formatting features for journalists are: heading, subheading, head-note, and bolding. 5. Using en external microphone would improve the audio quality of video clips and give more mobility in video capturing when the camera does not have to be placed “in the mouth of the interviewee”.



All the interviewees were strongly aware that as “mobile journalists” they represented a small minority among all photographers and writing reporters. When asked why all
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context and usage situation may overcome the potential limitations when technology is seen as a means to an end for completing tasks or pragmatic goals.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS We conducted an interview study for six journalists working in Finnish newspapers in 2008 concerning how and why they use mobile multimedia phones in news production. Based on the findings we presented a list of design implications for further development of mobile phones and services for journalistic work.



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS This work has been supported by the PALTI project (2007– 2009) funded by the Ministry of Education, Finland.



News production with mobile multimedia phones is at an experimental stage at the moment. There are ongoing trials in many news organizations. For example, Reuters and BBC have already discovered the potential of these devices and experimented with them in their news production. Today’s technology enables mobile production and even direct publishing from the field, but the underdeveloped integration of the mobile production into the editorial systems restricts mobile production from expanding. Extra work caused by mobile device usage does not encourage using these devices. Organizations that are planning to start using mobile multimedia devices in news production should not only create an effective and fast mobile work process but one coherent and flexible editorial process that takes into account that material can be produced using different devices (systems camera, video camera, mobile phone, computer), from different locations (newsroom, the field), and for different media (paper magazine, the web). This is also an important point for any other industry when increasingly moving towards mobile ways of working.



REFERENCES [1] Bellotti, V. and Rogers, Y. 1997. From Web press to Web pressure: multimedia representations and multimedia publishing. CHI ‘97. ACM, New York, NY. Pp. 279–286. [2] Deuze, M. 2005. What is journalism?: Professional identity and ideology of journalists reconsidered. Journalism, 6(4), 442–464. [3] Fagrell, H., Forsberg, K. and Sanneblad, J. 2000. FieldWise: a mobile knowledge management architecture. CSCW ‘00. ACM, New York, NY. Pp. 211–220. [4] Hickey, S., Rosa, C. and Isomursu, M. 2007. Evaluating the use of a audio-video mobile phone for web magazine reporters. Mobility ‘07. ACM, New York, NY. Pp. 503–506. [5] Jokela, T., Väätäjä, H. and Koponen, T. Mobile Journalist Toolkit: A Field Study on Producing News Articles with a Mobile Device. In: Proc. of MindTrek 2009, 30thSept. – 2nd Oct. 2009, Tampere, Finland. In press.



The next step in mobile production could be extending editorial systems to mobile phones. Then users could not only submit material from a mobile phone to the editorial system but also see the real layout i.e. how their text, photos, or video will appear in the publication. That would give more control to the journalist in the field over material (s)he has created, as final editing, like text formatting and layout positioning, could also be done in the field with the mobile phone.



[6] Sørensen, C. and Gibson, D. 2004. Ubiquitous Visions and Opaques Realities: Professionals Talking About Moible Technologies. INFO: The Journal of Policy, Regulation and Strategy for Telecommunications, Information and Media, 6(3), 188–196. [7] Väätäjä, H., Männistö, A., Vainio, T. and Jokela, T. 2009. Understanding User Experience to Support Learning for Mobile Journalist’s Work. In: The Evolution of Mobile Teaching and Learning. Ed. Guy, R., Informing Science Press. Pp. 177–210. Available at: http://books.google.com.



In news journalism, mobile phones are used mainly for video capturing, but also for writing articles and photographing, especially if no better camera is available. Using mobile phones gives benefits such as faster publication, as material can be sent straight from the mobile device to the newsroom. A mobile phone and external keyboard can be easily carried in one’s pocket at all times, which gives a reporter the possibility to write an article or column whenever and wherever (s)he gets inspiration. The limitations still present when using mobile phones related to battery power and the reliability and performance of network connectivity when submitting as well as embedding mobile phones into the editorial processes and work flows seem critical for the wider adoption and success of mobile phones in professional news reporting. However, the balance between the utility, convenience, suitability for the
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solving and decision-making processes of the learner [1]. Universities are implementing different types of technologysupported learning. This study will focus on web-enhanced courses only. Web-enhanced courses are traditional face-to-face course which include web-related materials. Web-enhanced courses usually adopt a course management system e.g. WebCT (Web Course Tools) [14].



ABSTRACT A lot of research has been carried out to assess web-based courses. In many studies the concern has been the students’ satisfaction and achievement in web-based courses and traditional face-to-face courses, and the comparison between the two. Other studies have focused on the development of web-based courses to meet the requirements of educational institutes. Studies about students’ cognitive styles may be important for the designers of web-based courses because of the potential to enhance learning. However, the relationship between the students’ cognitive styles and their satisfaction and achievement has not been researched fully and the implications are inconclusive. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between students’ cognitive styles, their satisfaction, achievement, and their way of using a web-based course. Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) by Riding and Rayner [11] was selected as the instrument to determine whether students were field-dependent or field-independent. Students’ attitudes toward using WebCT (Web Course Tools) were measured by a questionnaire specially designed for this intention. Students’ activities on WebCT were observed through the tracking system which provided information about students’ use of every tool and page on WebCT. The study does not provide data to support a relation between students’ cognitive style and their use of online learning environments such as WebCT. However cognitive style seems to have an effect on student achievements.



WebCT is an important application for higher education. It has been developed by Murray Golderg, a faculty member at the University of British Columbia [2, 16]. WebCT is an integrated set of educational and management tools and an important provider of e-learning programs. It is specifically used for the design and development of teaching and learning materials. WebCT is mainly used to create sophisticated World Wide Webbased educational environments either by creating entire online courses, or simply by publishing materials that supplement existing courses. Users of WebCT do not need a lot of technical expertise as all content is accessible via a standard Web browser [16]. Technology has the possibility to enhance and transform teaching, but it can also be used incorrectly or in ways that may interfere with learning so it is important to know how we can achieve effective learning online [13]. Different ways can be used to measure the effectiveness of web-based courses. Therefore studies in distance education differ in what they use as evidence of online course effectiveness. Wells [17] studied the effect of an on-line computer-mediated communication course, prior computer experience and internet knowledge and learning styles on students’ internet attitude.



Keywords



Other research [12] investigated the relationship between student perceptions of others in an online class and both affective and cognitive learning outcomes. They demonstrated the significance of student-student as well as teacher-student interaction in online classes. They highlighted the importance of instructor presence and interaction among students to attitudes about the class. They believe that interaction between students is an integrated part of the class and that instructor should encourage and support the interaction. Thought, facilitating interaction, is time-consuming and often demanding.



web-based learning, WebCT, cognitive styles, students’ performance



INTRODUCTION Most Most of the universities in the UK are using technology to develop courses that meet students’ educational needs and goals [10]. Technology features can enhance learning outcomes by facilitating efficient delivery of instructional strategies and by supporting certain activities such as cognitive problem-



Psychological studies have shown that personal beliefs/opinions about learning and environmental preferences affect learning behaviours. However, these learner characteristics have not been widely discussed in the web-based context [19]. “Cognitive style is seen as an individual’s preferred and habitual approach to organising and representing information” [11, p. 8]. For example some people prefer learning by being told (e.g. lecture); others prefer learning by exploration (e.g. searching on Internet).
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Research has been conducted to find the relationship between different cognitive style and web-based learning and design. Graff [4] investigated the interplay between cognitive learning styles and the effectiveness of online courses in delivering instructional content. Students were categorized on a range from wholistic to analytical. Wholistic learners view ideas as complete wholes and are unable to separate the ideas into discrete parts. In contrast, analytical learners are able to comprehend ideas in parts but have difficulty in seeing the complete picture. Along another axis, learning styles were arrayed from verbalizers to imagers. Verbalizers do well with text-based material, whereas imagers deal well with spatial data. The results showed that analytics performed better than the wholistics in the long-page format, which was 11 pages long with much content on each page. That is because Analytics were able to learn the content in parts, and could integrate the information. Also, imagers were superior to verbalizers on the recall test in the short-page format, which contained 23 pages of content with little on each page. The study concluded that Web-based learning environments should be matched to the cognitive style of the user.



and cognitive style analysis test CSA (Ridding). The age of respondents ranged between 18–20 years old.



In the same perspective Summerville [15] stated that matching cognitive style to teaching environments may be important because of the potential to enhance learning. However, at this time, the relationship between matching cognitive style and learning has not been researched fully and the implications are inconclusive, especially for hypermedia learning environments.



In this study, the level of Field Dependence has been investigated along the cognitive style dimension. Field Dependence can be measured by the number of instruments that have been developed such as the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) [18] and the Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) [11]. The CSA offers computerized administration and scoring. Therefore, the CSA was used as the measurement instrument for Field Dependence in this study.



Research Instruments A questionnaire was designed to measure students’ attitude toward WebCT. A five point Likert scale type of question was used in the questionnaire. The Likert scale is highly used in similar studies to assess respondents’ attitude as for example: [5, 17]. The questionnaire contained 25 statements to which students can show their agreement or disagreement. Information on students’ use of WebCT throughout term time was obtained from the tracking system. The tracking system provides information on how many times each student visited each page in WebCT and how much time they spent exploring it. Moreover, the module leaders’ approaches to using WebCT were explored by monitoring the web pages of their modules. These observations provided information about how they designed their modules, which tools they used, and how often they answered the students’ questions.



In another study, Jelfs and Colbourn [16] studied students’ learning approaches within a group and how this affected their adoption or rejection of the electronic medium. They found weak correlations between deep, strategic and surface approaches to learning and perception of Communication and Information Technology. They said that measures of the deep, strategic and surface approaches to learning indicate potentially interesting relationships. They also suggested that to improve student interest in the use of computer-mediated communication and to motivate students then it has to be relevant to their course of study and that teaching staff have to also be active in their use of the technology. Students will quickly lose interest if they think that teaching staff are not paying attention to their students’ contributions.



Procedure Students’ cognitive styles were determined using the CSA test instrument during the term time in one of their lap sessions. Statistical data about students’ use of WebCT was collected weekly. The statistical data was mainly in numbers giving information about how many times each student visited the web page for a module. Moreover, it provided records about how many times a student read or posted on the communication board. Also, it gave information about how many times they visited each page within a module and how much time they spent on them. In order to measure students’ attitude toward WebCT a questionnaire was submitted on paper to the students at the end of the lectures on the module before the examination period began.



One of the most widely investigated cognitive styles with respect to student learning is field dependence [3]. Field dependence refers to an individual’s ability to perceive a local field as discrete from its surrounding field [18].



The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between students’ cognitive styles, their satisfaction, achievement, and their way of using a web-based course.



Students’ general uses of WebCT were measured by the number of times each student accessed WebCT pages or used the discussion board for the observed modules. Students’ achievement was measured by their grades (coursework and exam). Students’ attitudes towards WebCT were measured by using the designed questionnaire. The questionnaire was submitted to the students during the term time in one of their lap sessions after they continued the CSA test.



RESEARCH METHODS



RESULTS



The study was conducted at Brunel University, UK. All undergraduate and taught postgraduate courses delivered by the School of Information Systems, Computing and Mathematics at Brunel University are supported by WebCT.



31.4% of the students found to be field dependent, 39.2% intermediate, 29.4% field independent.



PURPOSE OF THE STUDY



Differences were found between these three groups in terms of attitude and the way they used WebCT. Table 1 shows these differences.



Participant There were 72 students taking the observed module. 51 students (23 females and 28 males) respond to both attitude questionnaire
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Table 1. The mean of students’ attitude, use of WebCT in relation to their FD/FI cognitive style.



Attitude



Time



Read



Post



Assess ment



Content folder



Files



Total



CW



Exam



Field dependent



3.43



22.24



121.37



.19



9.00



117.19



184.38



56.00



63.19



49.06



Intermediate



3.49



21.89



178.00



.50



7.85



120.05



189.95



56.80



60.80



52.60



Field independent



3.44



31.75



73.13



.27



7.07



122.87



207.87



44.27



49.47



38.73



Total



3.45



24.90



129.39



.33



7.98



119.98



193.47



52.86



58.22



47.41



FD_FI



(Time (hours): overall time spent using WebCT; Read/Post: number of messages read/posted in the communication board; Assessment: number of times students practiced using the online tests. Content folders: number of time students accessed the lecture slides folder. Files: number of times students accessed available files such as study guide, coursework slides, and seminars questions and answers. Total: overall grades. CW: coursework grades. Exam: exam grades)



In orderto find out whether or not these differences are statically significant, an ANOVA test was carried out. Table 2 shows the ANOVA results for students’ attitude in relation to cognitive styles. The test results (as shown in Table 2 below) indicate that cognitive style does not appear to be a significant factor in students’ attitude towards WebCT.



The next analysis to be carried out looked at student achievement. Table 4 shows the ANOVA on the final exam, course work, and overall grades obtained by the students. The dependent variable is students’ cognitive style. There were significant difference fund between performance in the exam, coursework and overall grades (p < 0.05). Field dependent students got better grades in coursework and written exam than field independent students. However, in the coursework computerized test, filed independent students got better grades than field dependent students.



Table 2. ANOVA of the students’ attitude towards WebCT. Sum of Squares



df



Mean Square



F



Sig.



.037



2



.018



.114



.893



Between Groups Within Groups



7.780



48



Total



7.817



50



Table 4. ANOVA of the students’ grades.



.162



CW



The next analysis to be carried out looked at students use of WebCT. Table 3 shows the ANOVA results for students’ use of WebCT, number of times each students accessed WebCT and the total time they spent on WebCT. The results indicate that cognitive style does not appear to have a significant effect on students’ patterns of use when using WebCT.



Total



Between Sessions 2773.693 Groups



Time



df



Mean Square



2



1386.847 3419.406



Within Groups



164131.48



48



Total



166905.17



50



Between 998.787 Groups



2



499.394



Within Groups



15961.826



48



332.538



Total



16960.613



50



F



.406



df



Mean Square



F



Sig.



Between Groups



1677.257



2



838.628



3.969



.025



Within Groups



10143.371



48



211.320



Total



11820.627



50



1711.682



2



855.841



3.360



.043



Within Groups



12226.671



48



254.722



Total



13938.353



50



Between Groups



1575.906



2



787.953



4.163



.022



Within Groups



9086.133



48



189.294



Total



10662.039



50



Exam Between Groups



Table 3. ANOVA of the students’ use of WebCT.



Sum of Squares



Sum of Squares



Sig.



.669



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION



1.502



Based on the students’ responses to the attitude questionnaire the overall attitude of the students toward using WebCT was positive. This result backs up much research in the area; however, this study does not provide evidence that students’ cognitive style affects their attitude towards using WebCT.



.233



Field-dependent students were found to spend less time using WebCT than field-independent students. Although, fielddependent students used the communication board more than field-independent students, this could be explained by the [9]
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study which indicated that field-dependent students rely on others for information, guidance, and maintenance of attitudes. At the same time field-dependent students accessed the available files on WebCT more often than field-independent students.



and Information Technology? Journal of Educational Media, 27(1), 41–53.



The differences between the three groups (FD, FI, and Intermediate) are clear however they are not statically significant. This leads to the conclusion that cognitive style seems not to be a significant factor in students’ attitude toward WebCT. Furthermore, cognitive style has not been found to be a significant factor the in students’ way of using WebCT (the number of times each students visited WebCT, time spent, number of pages visited, and posted or read messages). These results back up the findings from studies such as [8]. Students’ Field Dependence does not have an impact on their learning performance in WebCT [8].



Burgess, L. A. 2003 WebCT as an e-learning tool: a study of technology students’ perception. Journal of Technology Education, 15(1) Fall, 6–15.



[3]



Chen, S. Y., Ghinea, G. and Macredie, R. D. 2006. A cognitive approach to user perception of multimedia quality: An empirical investigation. International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 64(12), 1200–1213.



[4]



Graff, M. 2003. Individual Differences in Sense of Classroom Community in a Blended Learning Environment. Learning, Media and Technology, 28(2), 203.



[5]



[6]



Lu, J., Yu, C. and Liu, C. 2003. Learning style, learning patterns, and learning performance in a WebCT-based MIS course. Inf. Manage., 40(6), 497–507.
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Mcleod, D. B. and Adams, V. M. 1979. The interaction of field independence with discovery learning in mathematics, Journal of Experimental Education, 48(1), 32–35.
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Developing a Rapid Questionnaire-based Metric for Experience of Form Ville Lehtinen1, Riikka Hänninen2, Ville Toivonen3, Antti Oulasvirta1, Sari Kuuva4, Pertti Saariluoma4 1



Helsinki Institute for Information Technology HIIT, Finland 2 University of Art and Design Helsinki, Finland 3 Helsinki University of Technology TKK, Finland 4 University of Jyväskylä, Finland rarely limited to only the form of the object. It is essentially situational and influenced by factors such as prior experience and the object’s inferred functionality. Creating methods for measuring this experience of product form is one essential part for solving this problem. Researchers in product semantics have created some methodologies aimed at effectively quantifying this experience by mapping emotions to different adjectives. Questionnaires and forms have usually been adopted for collecting the data from users for further analysis.



ABSTRACT In this paper we report on the process and results of creating a questionnaire-based metric for experience of form. The questions for the metric were chosen on the basis of an expert evaluation and short iterative pilot tests, with the emphasis on ergonomics and the usability of the metric for both the commissioner of the questionnaire and the subjects filling it in. Basic questionnaire design guidelines were applied for building a logical and understandable structure of questions and the process for the evaluation event. The metric was finally adapted for the evaluation of four everyday drinking glass designs and tested in a small field study with 20 subjects. The usability of the questionnaire was evaluated according to chosen parameters for speed, understandability, and subjective experience, while usefulness was evaluated in terms of how well the metric could highlight defining characteristics for the objects under evaluation. Overall, satisfactory values were received for all parameters defined, and the questionnaire did manage to bring out defining characteristics for the glasses in the context of a rapid implementation.



Our Objective The purpose of our research is to develop a useful and usable method for measuring how potential users perceive the overall form of a design in a setting corresponding to the pre-purchase evaluation of a product. By “useful” we suggest that the method should convey a clear understanding of how the design is perceived by the potential users with respect to what the designers meant to express and, more importantly, that the method can be used to qualify the differences between differing design solutions. By “usable” we suggest that the method should be easy and quick to use especially in the iterative beginning phase of product design and, even more key, that it will be both understandable and rewarding for the subject providing the evaluation. Our approach is to develop a questionnaire that corresponds to the aforementioned goals. In this paper, we report on the process of developing a questionnaire for a specific class of design – everyday drinking glasses – and on a small-scale implementation of the questionnaire using four different glass designs and 20 test subjects.



Keywords product semantics, questionnaire design, usability, ergonomics



ACM Classification Keywords H.4.m [Information Systems Applications] Miscellaneous.



INTRODUCTION Human emotional system is decisive when people decide what is personally important for them [9]. The effect of various factors, such as beauty, goodness, and usability, has been studied in relation to the user experience associated with objects, considering different weights of functionality and aesthetics [1, 2, 3, 11, 12]. Figure 1. The four glasses used in the study. From left to right: Iittala’s Kartio, Aino Aalto, Ote and Gcric, later referred to as glasses #1, #2, #3 and #4 respectively.



Different approaches, such as Kansei engineering [7] and the concept of emotional design [8], have been proposed for taking customers’ emotions into account in product design. “Mapping emotions” to an object is challenging because the experience is



Drinking glasses provide a very good case for studying emotional interaction as they are much used and relatively simple technical objects. Moreover, emotional appeal is a key goal in designing them. We wanted to emphasize the level at which the subject connects to the evaluated object. For this purpose, the four chosen drinking glasses provide for an interesting evaluation object: the approach allows the user to touch or even hold the item while performing the evaluation. Furthermore, the four drinking glasses used are fairly similar in both size and usage, increasing the challenge of bringing out
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meaningful differences among them. The four drinking glasses used for the purpose of this study (see Figure 1) were provided by Iittala, a Finnish design company specializing in housewares.



product aesthetics [1, 2], we decided not to limit the evaluation space of the methodology used to purely aesthetic adjectives but to include instead all kinds of relatable measuring dimensions that correspond to the experience of a product as a whole. Of course, in our case of everyday drinking glasses, the functional dimensions of the object are bound to be less relevant than, for example, in the case of previously studied Web sites [6].



A problem in developing a metric such as ours is that the experience of form is a complex, subjective matter involving emotions and previous experiences. It may be difficult to segment and express this experience in some measurable form in such a way that the results of several subjects can be collected and analyzed unambiguously. By carefully designing a questionnaire to include both a logical and comprehensive structure and clear and relevant questions, we potentially can reduce the problem of ambiguity. On the other hand, the questionnaire itself can have a strong effect on how the subject will form and segment the overall experience of the design. By emphasizing the presence of the object during the evaluation phase and encouraging the subjects to study and hold the object in the hands, we hope to lessen the effect of the questionnaire itself in forming the opinion in relation to the object.



THE PROCESS The approach in our study was to create a fast and easy-to-complete questionnaire for evaluating everyday drinking glasses and to test it by using a set of four glasses. A major challenge concerning the specific set of items evaluated was to find subtle differences among objects whose functionality, size, and context of use are relatively similar. For the purpose of speeding up the process of creation of the questionnaire, a short iterative questionnaire design process was adopted instead of the relatively frequently used semantic differential method used in the previously mentioned studies [4, 9]. Our process consisted of 1) building a master list of all possible questions, 2) reducing the list to a compact size by means of an expert evaluation, and 3) performing a short iterative pilot study. In comparison to an SDM-based method, we hoped to create a more comprehensive mapping of the experience of form by not restricting the question space to only semantic differential scales. In fact, a Likert-scale-type expression such as “The item makes me want to touch it” would be difficult to present via a single adjective, let alone to map to two opposites as would be needed for the valued semantic differential scale.



Another problem in evaluating the design of a product is the effect of predisposition to the evaluated design. As discussed by Karapanos et al. [5], the effects of social significance on experience of a certain design increase as the maturity of the released product approaches, in contrast to its other aesthetic qualities. In fact, two of the four drinking glasses in our studies were fairly well known designs for the targeted subjects, so the overall evaluation process for these glasses may have been very different. While our research setting was not specifically set for studying this difference, the results did show clear differences between the two pairs of glasses and offer some suggestive evidence of the magnitude of this effect.



A preliminary set of usability- and ergonomics-related target criteria were set for the questionnaire. The questionnaire was to be economical in that its completion was not to take more than 10 minutes for one glass, understandable in that at least 99% of the questions should be answered, comfortable to fill in (which would be measured by two feedback-type questions after filling in of the questionnaire), error-free (meaning that the users would understand the questions as designed), and useful, in that it would bring out differences between different glasses. More specifically concerning the last objective, at least two defining characteristics should be found for each glass, even though the designs in our study were fairly similar.



Previous Work In their study, Hsu et al. [4] used a semantic differential method (SDM) to evaluate different telephone design concepts with two different groups of subjects. The evaluation form was issued for both industrial designers and everyday users. It was found that the two groups of subjects evaluated the telephones differently and that some adjectives were, in fact, difficult to interpret for the normal users in the context of the given objects. The authors conclude that designers should adopt a user-centered approach in order to better understand user needs and preferences.



Mapping of the Semantics



Petiot and Yannou [9] for their part describe an integrated method for measuring product semantics, wherein the differences between different designs are mapped by means of adjective pairs and pairwise comparisons between the designs. The methodology is extended to cover the needs of an industrial design process from the evaluation of different existing products to the launch of a new product design process, although the suitability of the methodology for other product design and evaluation needs is implied. Although the basic needs for measuring product semantics in the aforementioned study, emphasizing practicality and usefulness, are similar to ours, the approach taken is also quite different. Essentially, our study places emphasis on the usability of the methodology and is meant as a lightweight approach for expressing the semantics, perceived usability, and the feelings associated with a design at a more integrated level. For this purpose, the evaluation event in our method concentrates on a single design at a time, reducing the possible crossover effects apparent in pairwise comparison.



The first step was to collect a comprehensive set of different questions and question types that could be used for expressing the experience of form. For this purpose, the results of an earlier study done in another project were used as a preliminary list. The list was then extended by means of a brainstorming session. After elimination of duplicate and clearly infeasible questions, we ended up with 150 questions. In view of known questionnaire-related practices, we also included five distinct question types in our preliminary list: Likert scale, semantic differential, rank order, checklist, and multiple-choices. The questions were then divided roughly into six categories: material, appearance, touching, aesthetics, and inclination to buy. A lengthy categorized list of these questions, along with a section on the different question types, was then evaluated by eight experts in the field of design and/or questionnaires Based on this evaluation, the most suitable and valuable questions were chosen for each category.



Iterative Testing



Also in alignment with studies on the effects of product aesthetics on perceived usability of an object [1, 2, 3, 11, 12], and the importance of social dimensions to the perceived



The questionnaire was tested in pilot tests with two students to ensure that the questions were understandable and that answering 74
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(only three items were left unanalyzed), which would suggest that overall understandability of the questionnaire was achieved. Finally the desired comfort level of the questionnaire was achieved, according to the two feedback items at the end of the questionnaire. A Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.93 was calculated for our metric signifying good internal consistency. It should however be noted that the scale of our metric is probably not unidimensional. The dimensionality of the metric was not investigated at this point of our study due to a low number of subjects in the testing of the metric.



them for the full set of glasses wouldn’t take too much time. One questionnaire took about five minutes; thus, the combination of all four glasses took about 20 minutes, which was considered acceptable. From the pilot test, a few further questions were removed from the list, on the basis of a verbal protocol for addressing the understandability of the questions. More specifically, the subjects had to briefly discuss each question in groups of 3–4 questions during the second glass’s evaluation.



Table 1. Observed usability of the metric. Criterion Speed Under standability Comfort



Figure 2. A subject filling our the questionnaire while holding one of the glasses.



Stress Usefulness



The Questionnaire The final questionnaire consisted of 45 questions for each glass, divided into 35 Likert-scale statements and 10 semantic differential adjective pairs. Additionally, some demographic questions were added to the front page along with brief instructions and two feedback questions for evaluating the questionnaire itself. All six of the categories originally identified were represented in the questionnaire. The adjective pairs mainly included questions in the categories of appearance and touching. The order of questions inside a questionnaire was not randomized but instead, according to found guidelines, was designed in such a way that the evaluation would progress from general aspects into more detailed aspects without skipping too much between the specified categories.



Metric Time taken per questionnaire per glass Percentage of questions answered Statement: “I could participate in a similar study in the future” (1–5) Statement: “Filling in the questionnaire was tiring” (1–5) Number of characteristics identifiable for a glass



Received average 3 minutes 20 seconds 99.9% 4.25 2.1 3.75



The usefulness of the questionnaire The usefulness of the questionnaire depends ultimately on its ability to pinpoint the subtle differences between designs. On the basis of our testing of the questionnaire with 20 subjects and four drinking glasses, the results were analyzed in terms of mean values, kurtosis, and variances. As the results of our study reflect not only the differences of the objects but also those of the subjects and their preferences, the variance and kurtosis values could also be expected to convey valuable information. One glass could, for example, split opinions regarding a certain aspect while the views on the other glass are unanimous. A general view of the differences can still be seen from a representation of the mean values for different questions (see Figure 3).



EVALUATION The final phase of the study was carried out in a spacious luncheon restaurant near the industrial school of design. The questionnaire on the four glasses was completed by 20 persons of ages 20–60 years, equally distributed by gender and familiar with the chosen manufacturer’s products. The four glasses were placed on different tables, and participants were to move between these in the order indicated in the questionnaire (four different sequences equally distributed between the subjects). The participants’ questionnaire completion times were measured. After filling in the form, participants received a small design candlestick from the same manufacturer as a reward. After the empirical study, the criteria set for the questionnaire were checked and results were gathered for further analysis of the profiles of the four glasses.



The usability of the Questionnaire All in all, the usability objectives for the questionnaire were well achieved. The results for the ergonomic criteria are listed in Table 1. The final speed of filling out the questionnaire for one glass ended up below three and a half minutes, since still in the pilot testing a value of approximately five minutes was achieved for the same questionnaire and same glasses. Almost every one of the 20 subjects also answered all questions in the questionnaire



Figure 3. A representation of the differences between the four glasses based on mean values for the 35 Likert-scale statements (1 = disagree, 5 = agree). As can be seen from the graph, the two groups of glasses can be clearly distinguished from each other. The familiar glasses,
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#1 and #2, are very close to each other for the general questions, towards the beginning of the questionnaire. Some differences can be seen for the more detailed questions, towards the end of the questionnaire. The second group, glasses, #3 and #4, diverged more – and, from the variances, these glasses were also more opinion-splitting. As a summary of the questionnaire as a whole, Table 2 shows the most visible characteristics that can be highlighted on the basis of our results. The questions corresponding to the characteristics were chosen for glasses where kurtosis exceeded a threshold of 2.0. Kurtosis signifies the so-called “peakedness” of the distribution. A high kurtosis value means that the subjects answered the question at hand in the same way, leading to a peak normally close to the mean value.



targeted usability metrics that were set for conveying the questionnaire for four glasses at a time were well met, and, above all, the subjects perceived the evaluation process in a positive way. As for the usefulness of the questionnaire, differing defining characteristics and statements could be found for each of the four drinking glasses, even though the designs of these everyday drinking glasses were initially chosen to be fairly similar in terms of size and usage.
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The two more familiar glasses, #1 and #2, were regarded more positively in general throughout the study. According to the analysis of variance and kurtosis, various questions were shown to manifest peaks usually for one or two of the four glasses. Examples of such items were “The object fits my hand well” and “The thickness of the glass is appropriate” of the Likert-scale questions and the adjective pairs “fragile–durable” and “classical–modern.”
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change blindness [4–7] especially when a change occurs during a visual disruption although such disruption is not always essential for the failure to occur [8].



ABSTRACT We conducted a field study at the British Transport Police (BTP) Control Room in London to evaluate three hypotheses: that operators in a command and control environment miss changes; that missing changing information affects Situation Awareness (SA); and that interruptions affect operators’ ability to detect changes.



Laboratory experiments have used a range of static stimuli ranging from simple shapes to more realistic photographs, dynamic simulations in aviation [9–11], combat [3] and driving [12] environments. In all cases, observers failed to notice changes that happened in their visual field. Relevance, expertise and familiarity with the scene reduce but do not eliminate CB. If the change was relevant to the task, detection rates increased. Expertise on the domain had a positive impact on detection but experts were still prone to missing changes [13]. Familiarity with the objects and scenes increased the rates of detection [14].



Our results showed that if a controller’s attention was drawn away, reading an immediately available log was sufficient for detection and understanding of relevant changes. Thorough incident logging in a well highlighted display was found to be an excellent recovery tool. However, a number of issues emerged about the operators’ integration of information and spatial understanding requirements to maintain situation awareness during these incidents. A hypothesis that emerged from this study is that change blindness could occur in environments with graphical-tactical interfaces as opposed to the text-based ones used by the BTP.



Theorists have argued that the first step toward good situation awareness (SA) is to notice objects and events in the surrounding environment [15]. Studies of Change Blindness (CB) and Inattentional Blindness (IB) have shown the importance of the role of attention in SA.



This paper suggests that BTP operators’ critical challenge is the integration of information and the need for spatial understanding to maintain situation awareness rather than the detection of visual changes per se.



We hypothesised that change blindness occurs in real-world operational environments. We hoped to use our study of the nature of operational change blindness as a basis for the design of interfaces that could tackle this problem.



Keywords



We needed access to a real-world operational environment that met the characteristics identified in the literature: high volumes of information, presented across several monitors with which operators need to multitask. We were permitted to conduct our study in the British Transport Police (BTP) Control Room in London, an environment which met all of these criteria.



change blindness, situation awareness, attention, CDM



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [User Interfaces (D.2.2, H.1.2, I.3.6)]; H.5.3 [Group and Organization Interfaces].



We evaluated three main hypotheses: (1) Operators in a command and control environment miss changes, (2) missing changing information affects SA, and (3) interruptions detrimentally affect operators’ ability to detect changes.



INTRODUCTION The literature suggests that Change Blindness (CB) could occur in operational environments [1, 2] especially those in which operators use several monitors and frequently may be heavily loaded with visual search, situation assessment, voice communications, and control display manipulation tasks that have to be performed simultaneously [3].



This paper examines these hypotheses, suggests that BTP operators’ critical challenge is the integration of information and need for spatial understanding to maintain situation awareness and not the detection of visual changes per se and discusses its implications for the HCI community.



Several studies conducted in laboratories and real-world settings have shown that observers demonstrate high rates of



CHANGE BLINDNESS AND INATTENTIONAL BLINDNESS
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There are two related but distinct phenomena that deal with visual lapses. Change Blindness refers to the failure to see changes that occur in our field of view during a visual disruption [16]. Inattentional Blindness has been described as the looked-but-failed-to-see effect and refers to the failure of seeing an unexpected event in the visual field when the observer’s attention is diverted to a primary task [17].



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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In the context of change blindness, change refers to a modification of the colour, orientation, or presence of a visual stimulus that is usually masked by a flash or a blink eliminating the signal that the change would have presented otherwise. Change differs from motion which is a variation referenced to location, while change is a variation referenced to structure [16].



any single organisation power over the entire police service. All regional forces are monitored by HM Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC). The BTP is the specialist, national police service for Britain’s railways. It is the national police force for the railways and also polices the London Underground, Eurostar, the Channel Tunnel Rail Link, the Docklands Light Railway, the Croydon Tramlink and the Midland Metro [21].



In a study that used a flight simulation, pilots were asked to detect changes in the movement or altitude of weather systems or aircraft traffic. Changes in heading and airspeed were detected 40% of the time, while only 12% of changes in altitude were noticed [11]. Failures in change detection were reduced but not eliminated if the change was relevant to the task.



As of March 2009, BTP operates two control rooms and one Call Handling Centre. The First Contact Centre is responsible for handling all routine telephone traffic. The Force Control Room – Birmingham (FCRB) is based in Birmingham – alongside the First Contact Centre – and is responsible for the East Midlands, West Midlands, Wales, the North West of England, the North East of England, the South West of England and Scotland. Finally, the Force Control Room – London (FCRL) is responsible for the Greater London area (including the London Underground and Mainline), London North and London South areas which are usually known as the Home Counties.



In a compelling real-world demonstration an experimenter asked pedestrians for directions. While the pedestrian was providing directions, two additional experimenters, carrying a door, passed between the initial experimenter and the pedestrian. During this brief interruption, a different person replaced the original experimenter. Even though the two experimenters looked different and had distinctly different voices, half the subjects failed to notice that they were talking to a different person [18]. IB focuses on the failure to detect unexpected stimuli. Evidence for inattentional blindness comes mostly from relatively simple laboratory tasks, but the phenomenon has many daily analogues. For example, automobile accident reports frequently describe driver claims that they “looked but failed to see” the other vehicle. Critically, the difficulty of the primary task in an inattentional blindness task increases the probability that people will miss the unexpected object [19]. In practical terms, the more people focus on aspects of their visual world other than the detection of unexpected objects, the less likely they are to detect such objects. Recent evidence suggests that talking on a cell phone dramatically increases the probability of missing an unexpected object while driving [20]. Many researchers have hypothesised that operators in environments with high volumes of information and rapid rates of changes could be susceptible to change and inattentional blindness and may miss time-critical information [1–3]. Previous research has suggested change blindness as a problem that could potentially affect complex critical operational environments. Durlach, for example, stated that “as process monitoring and control systems rely on humans interacting with complex visual displays, there is a possibility that important changes in visually presented information will be missed if the changes occur coincident with a visual transient or distraction” [2]. Di Vita et al. affirmed that operators of computer-based systems are often heavily loaded with visual search, situation assessment, voice communications, and control-display manipulation tasks that must be performed concurrently. These operators usually work with several monitors, and the process of shifting their attention from one display to another creates an opportunity for changes to occur on unattended screens and time-critical information may be missed unless the interface specifically draws attention to the changed information [3]. However, despite the theories, we have not found any papers that found this phenomenon in a real-world operational environment.



Figure 1. Map of England. The coloured areas represent the BTP FCRL operational areas. London North in light green, London South in dark green and the London Underground in dark blue. The FCRL’s goal is to provide seamless communications to the three policing areas of the mass transit system; London North, London South, and the London Underground, covering more than 10,000 miles of track. The FCRL physical layout is divided into four areas: call takers, radio dispatchers, CAD operators and the supervisors’ top desk. The monitoring and control of units is carried out in the dispatch area. This area is divided into three sectors mirroring the operational sectors: London North, London South and London Underground.



BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE There are 43 police forces in England and Wales. Some operate within specific geographical territories, while others have responsibility for particular areas of activity. This system aims to prevent political interference in policing and avoids giving



BTP operators work with three to five displays that provide them with access to the radio and telephony communication
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functions, the command and control system, GIS information, CCTV for the London Underground, and the Metropolitan Police Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System.



Table 1. Cognitive Probes for the BTP.



When a call is received, a call taker obtains details, determines the incident classification and its grade or priority. ‘Immediate’ incidents are graded as G1 and units will use their sirens. ‘Prompt’ incidents are graded as G2 and units are required as soon as possible but they cannot use their sirens. When it has been determined that an incident needs to be resourced, the information is sent to a radio dispatcher. The dispatcher’s task is to review the description of the incident, review available and assigned police units, and monitor ongoing incidents and outstanding jobs. The dispatcher may decide to change the priority classification. In addition, the dispatcher receives reports directly from officers in the field regarding new and ongoing incidents, which the dispatcher logs into the computer system. The dispatcher is also responsible for checking on officers periodically after they have been assigned to an incident. The CAD operators monitor the Metropolitan Police CAD system. The Metropolitan Police usually sends them messages with rail related incidents. If these incidents require police assistance, the incident is logged into the BTP system and send to the radio dispatchers. The CAD operators require a comprehensive knowledge of the Metropolitan Police region and incident-type codes which are different from those used by the BTP.



Our focus was on cue identification and situation awareness and assessment in order to be able to determine if change blindness could have a negative effect on operational performance.



RESULTS METHODOLOGY Missing Changes Estimation



The field study combined a number of different approaches that were used to triangulate our understanding of the operational processes, situation awareness and decision making. Field observations, job task analysis and in-depth interviews were conducted to determine scenarios in which CB could affect performance during critical incidents. Internal documentation and performance reports were also reviewed.



To form an upper bound on the number of changes an operator might miss, we counted the frequency of monitor shifts. Almost three changes of monitor per minute occurred during low/medium workload periods. According to previous laboratory research, this diversion of attention from one display to another should create opportunities for changes to occur on unattended screens, resulting in failure to notice time-critical information [2, 3].



We observed four radio dispatchers for 15 hours while they were working. We aimed to determine the frequency with which they shifted their attention between the different computer displays, and to assess the possibility that they could miss a visual change. We were not allowed to introduce any electronic equipment making it difficult to measure precisely the number of monitor shifts.



Being a dynamic environment, determining the qualities of a “change” for the FCRL was crucial for our study. The type of “changes” that we were looking for are events that could be presented visually and were relevant to the dispatchers’ work such as incoming calls, new incidents, incident updates, incident location, and unit locations.



We also carried out a series of in-depth Cognitive Task Analysis interviews using the Critical Decision Method (CDM) [22, 23]. Four radio dispatchers, two CAD operators, two call handlers and one supervisor were interviewed. The radio dispatchers and CAD operators had between 5 and 8 years of experience, the call handlers one year of experience, and the supervisor 15 years of experience in the control room.



From our observations and interviews, we infer that even though radio dispatchers work with several monitors and during high workload periods they are heavily loaded with visual search, they did not seem to be affected by change blindness. This might be because the interface specifically draws attention to the changed information.



The CDM is a retrospective cognitive analysis method that employs a set of cognitive probes to critical incidents that require expert judgement or decision making [22, 23]. The CDM is a knowledge elicitation method which concentrates on a memorable incident experienced by the domain expert. The set of probes used for this study are presented in Table 1. The interviewee describes a memorable incident in detail which the interviewer uses as a framework for eliciting knowledge, decision strategies and behaviours. The method has been highly successful in eliciting perceptual cues and details of judgment and decision strategies that are generally not captured with traditional reporting methods, although the memories for such events cannot be assumed to be perfectly reliable [24].



Information Systems Overview In general, the systems were easy to navigate and present adequate use of visual and auditory modalities. Important notifications were well highlighted or colour coded when necessary. Visual cues, notifications and alarms were considered a solved problem. Since operators are heavily loaded with voice communications, the radio and telephony communication functions are presented visually on a single operator touch screen that integrates the control of the communication subsystems. The command and control system (C2) supports operators in creating, monitoring and recording incidents. It is a text-based
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missing critical information. They keep their awareness by constantly screening their action queue and the tagging list.



application, but it seems to provide an efficient platform to establish the available resources required and coordinate the deployment of resources.



If a major incident was declared, the constant change in priorities, scale of operations, information sources, and systems being used affected operators’ situation awareness. Inherent in the definition of Situation Awareness (SA), but not in Change Detection, is a notion of what is important: “relevance of the elements may be determined by the spatial, functional or temporal relationships of elements to goals” [15].



The Metropolitan Police Computer Aided Dispatch System is used as a means of exchanging operational information with the Metropolitan Police. This system is a command line system that does not communicate with the C2 system used by the BTP. Finally, GIS information is obtained from two sources: the “Gazetteer”, an online tool, and the Blueworld mapping tool, which is connected to the C2 system. However, Blueworld is hardly used. Although all operators reported the importance of geographical knowledge, all confirmed that the mapping tool is extremely cluttered and therefore, difficult to use. None of them was familiar with it. They normally use the “Gazetteer” only if directions needed to be given.



Integration of Information Radio dispatchers often have to determine if multiple calls are from the same incident. They don’t want to tie up units unnecessarily in reacting to duplicated calls. Usually they wait for an officer to arrive to the scene to confirm such multiple incidents. The CDM revealed that the task of the operator is inherently spatial but the way that operators perform the task is currently non-spatial. Unit locations (Figure 3), availability, specialization and geographical specifications are listed in codes.



CDM Findings The analysis of the data collected with the CDM was divided in four categories: Cue Identification; Situation Awareness; Integration of Information; and Information Recovery. Cue Identification There are mainly visual and auditory cues that are important for their job. Among the auditory cues, call takers, radio dispatchers and CAD operators agreed that the voice of the caller will determine the urgency of the incident.



Figure 3. Schematic Representation of the “Resource List”.



Among the visual cues, the command and control system provides operators with several operational queues: the action queue displays incoming incidents that need to be resourced and colour-codes new incoming jobs in red and presents them first in the list. Incident updates are presented in blue for easy identification. The system also allows operators to label ongoing incidents into a ‘tagging list’ in order to facilitate search of immediate and prompt incidents (Figure 2).



Even though geographic knowledge is extremely important, operators hardly ever use their mapping tool. Instead, they use the lists provided by the C2 system to find units’ and incidents’ locations. Unfortunately, updating the location of police officers on foot is done manually. Police officers call radio dispatchers constantly to update their location requiring radio airtime. When an officer presses the emergency button, radio dispatchers are able to identify the individual officer but not the specific location. It then takes time to analyse where the officer has been deployed and where he or she may be. This analysis is all done using the lists provided by the C2 system. Additionally, members of the public could call railway stations by their local names. Radio dispatchers must be familiar with the name of the locations, their colloquial names, and critical places near the incident location. A map could help them to visualize locations and other critical information.



Figure 2. Schematic representation of the “Tagging List”. Operators constantly screen the queues for incident and units’ locations. If immediate assistance is required, it would be unacceptable for officers to go, sirens blaring, to the wrong location. Due to the possibility of traffic injuries, it is essential that they have the right location. Unit location, especially for officers on foot, is important because if an officer presses the emergency button, assistance needs to be sent immediately.



CAD Operators also have to integrate the codes used by the Metropolitan Police with the ones they use within the BTP. There is no standard for classifying types of incidents, geographic locations and unit specializations. Interruption Recovery If the controller’s attention is drawn away due to an interruption, detection of variations in the visual field was simply the case of reading the incident log that is immediately available to them. The “tagging list” provides them with an excellent tool to visualise rapidly the current situation.



Situation Awareness Radio dispatchers maintain their awareness by constantly screening the ongoing incidents even when they are doing a different task. Radio dispatchers maintain what they call “environmental awareness” by using their “control ears”. They are able to listen to what the call takers or CAD operators are saying so they know that something is coming to them.



CONCLUSIONS Based on the literature, we hypothesised that change blindness occurs in real-world operational environments, and by understanding how and when change blindness occurs in the real-world, we would have been able to inform design of interfaces that could tackle this problem.



When asked, none of the interviewees reported difficulties when recovering from an interruption nor did they report
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Contrary to our predictions, operators at the FCRL seemed not to miss critical changes. Our second hypothesis was rendered moot, because change blindness did not affect their SA. Finally, although CB could have occurred during interruptions, operators have developed a series of strategies to recover rapidly. Additionally, their system provides them with the necessary cues and notifications. Thorough logging gives them access on demand to the history of the incidents. The incident logging system provides BTP operators with an excellent tool to recover from interruptions and inform them about incident related changes that have been reported. In this case, unnoticed visual changes do not appear to be a significant problem. Operators do, however, need better support for SA. BTP operators’ critical challenge is the integration of information with the need for spatial understanding to maintain SA and not only the detection of visual changes. The incompatibility of the operators’ inherently spatial task and the rendering of this information could be improved by creating display designs that show the units’ locations, access routes and incidents’ locations rather than listing them in a table.
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This work has been an exploratory first step. It might be possible that change blindness could occur in a different operational environment, for instance, one that has a graphicaltactical display as their main workstation. A comparison with other similar operational environments would be ideal. Unfortunately obtaining clearance and access to such command and control centres is extremely difficult. Future work will include the evaluation of the hypotheses relating to the possibility of change blindness in graphical-tactical displays. The BTP’s text-based interfaces allowed a type of logging that seemed ideal for specifically drawing attention to changed information. However, change blindness might occur in operational environments more reliant on monitoring spatial displays.
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Collaborative Situational Mapping during Emergency Response
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mental image of the disaster area. Unfortunately, a situation map as such is often difficult to construct. Moreover, it is often the case that the scope of the incident is only understood after several days.



ABSTRACT During emergency response, individuals observe only part of the picture, sharing of information is needed to get the required complete picture. The aim of our study is to get insight in the collaborative mapping process in order to derive requirements for a map-sharing tool. First, we analyzed the domain to assess the mapping processes, to identify general problem areas of the assessed processes. Subsequently, we conducted a laboratory experiment to systematically investigate the indentified problem of collaborative map construction by individuals who observed an incident from different perspectives.



Geo-information technologies such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have the potential to provide critical support during disaster response. Situation-maps demonstrated to be an essential collaboration tool in crisis situations [1]. However, this technology is sometimes inefficient in supporting emergency response teams. Occasionally, wrong interaction modalities are used to convey information. For example, many current practices use verbal communication over the phone to describe geo-spatial information, which may result in misunderstandings and inaccurate positioning of objects and events. Furthermore, many geo-information technologies are too complicated to be used without prior training [2], and are usually designed without supporting collaboration in a team.



This paper discuss an experiment, which showed that the individual maps are sometimes better than the jointly constructed map, among other things due to the collaboration biases of unbalanced relations and uncertainty about oneself. Thus based on this experiment, the collaborative mapping tool should support joint map construction and help to prevent the identified collaboration biases.



We aim to investigate the possibility of constructing a shared situation map using a collaborative distributed mechanism. By supporting collaboration among distributed information-sources, it is expected that the first hand information can be easily collected, checked, and shared. Thus, eliminating intermediate communication chains, which in turn may result in faster and more accurate situation maps. The shared situation map can also be used as a communication tool among the actors involved.



Keywords collaboration, user-centered design, distributed, situation map, disaster response, emergency



ACM Classification Keywords



The setup of this paper is summarized as follows: first, we describe our field study by observing our users in their working environment and participated in disaster management exercises. Second, we describe our laboratory experiment setup in order to explore the idea of the joint situation map. Based on these things, we formulate guidelines for the collaborative situation map for emergency response.



H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces (D.2.2, H.1.2, I.3.6) – User-centered design, Prototyping.



INTRODUCTION The effectiveness of emergency response team heavily depends on their response speed, and on how well they can manage their resources. Their aim is to reduce the resulting damage and the impact on human lives. In order to react promptly, the emergency response team needs to have a reliable overview of the disaster situation. This may include accessibility of the road network, the condition of damaged infrastructures, and the status of available resources. This overview, usually provided in the form of geospatial information, is useful to get a clear



OBSERVATION IN THE SAFETY REGION OF ROTTERDAM-RIJNMOND, THE NETHERLANDS In the Rotterdam area of the Netherlands, the crisis and disaster management is organized by Safety Region RotterdamRijnmond. The participating agencies are municipalities, the fire service, the ambulance service, the medical emergency service, the police, the dispatch center, the Rotterdam port authority, and the environment protection agency.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



We observed the work of this team in their exercises, both at the regional level and nationwide. One of the recent exercises is ‘Waterproef’, a nationwide disaster exercise in which a flood situation in the Netherlands was simulated. This exercise was held from 30 October to 7 November 2008.



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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The scaling of incident or disaster is regulated by a national agreement called Coordinated Regional Incident Control Procedure (GRIP). GRIP stages regulate the structure of collaboration of the agencies, based on the scope of the incident. The two main groups are the Incident Command Post (CoPI) and the Operational Team (OT). The CoPI works at the location of the incident while the OT works at the command center in the World Port Center Rotterdam. The CoPI reports the development of the situation to the OT, and OT updates any strategy changes during the incident. The internal structure of the CoPI and the OT is similar, consisting of representatives from the agencies mentioned above.



km. Furthermore, in some cases, the members of the OT are heavily occupied with their business and forget to relay any geo-spatial information to the plotter, which can result in outdated information shown in the situation map.



Current Information Sharing Although members of the CoPI team work together closely and share information, they only report back to their own superior in the OT. For example, the leader of the CoPI reports to the leader of the OT, the police officer in the CoPI reports to his superior in the OT, and so on. The reporting is mainly done by phone. Any geo-spatial information received by the OT member is drawn on a paper map. These maps are collected by a plotter who draws and maintains a shared situation map that can only be shown among the OT. The information sharing of the team can be seen in Figure 1.



Figure 2. Problem with current information sharing several systems that were used by the plotter to support his tasks.



Figure 3. Error and correction on a paper map due to conveying geo-information over verbal communication.



Figure 1. The current information flow and sharing. The collaborative agents are not limited to the fire service, the police, and the ambulance service but including municipalities, the medical emergency service, the dispatch center, the Rotterdam port authority, and the environment protection agency.



Overall, the current information sharing is inefficient due to the many chains of information processing. This results in information sharing delays, and even unshared situation maps among the CoPI team and the OT. As it is clear that there are problems with current information sharing, there is a need for collaborative mapping among these teams. We assume that by targeting the collaboration activities will result in a more effectively shared map than the support systems currently in use [3, 4].



Problems with Current Information Sharing The plotter often encounters difficulties in putting these reports into the system. This is mainly caused by the complexity of the system. The system consists of several unconnected geoinformation technologies running on different terminals, as shown in Figure 2. The plotter needs several hours of training before he can use the system optimally, and it is hard to maintain his high performance level due to the infrequent use of the system. Thus, the use of this system in the field is considered as no option due to its complexity. Another reason is that many errors are made by other members of the OT, due to use of verbal communication to convey the geo-spatial information, which result in the need to constantly update the map. For example, as shown Figure 3, the location of the CoPI team on the paper map was first drawn incorrectly, and then a correction was made. It was an error in distance of around 2.75



EXPERIMENT Based on our observation at the Rotterdam-Rijnmond Safety Region, we are convinced that the distributed collaborative map has the potential to help this kind of user. By sharing information across organizations, both collaborating agencies in the field or in the command center can work jointly to overcome the system limitations. However, at this point, we still do not know how best to accomplish this goal. Thus we designed an experiment to get a better insight on the process of collaborative mapping. We were interested in gathering some observational data on how people collaborate in making a joint map. This first step can help us understand the basic characteristics
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of making a collaborative map. We would like to use the experimental results to explore potential problems in constructing joint maps.



Procedure We constructed an experiment in which two persons collaboratively made a simple map together. Each experiment lasted between 30 to 40 minutes. In the first phase, the two participants were shown different photo series of 20 pictures depicting an incident, where each picture was displayed for 5 seconds on the screen. Each photo series contained pictures taken from a different vantage point, thus some events were concealed from one of the participants, and vice versa. The photo series of the incident scenario were created by taking photographs of a miniature world populated with Playmobil toy sets. The Playmobil toys were chosen because they offered a good balance between simplicity and flexibility to be used for this purpose. After watching the photo series, in the second phase, the participants were asked to make their own sketch map of the depicted situation. Afterwards, as the third phase, they were asked to compare and discuss the differences in the maps they created individually, and then make a new joint map together.



(b)



Scenario The photo series used in the experiment describe an incident scenario in which the following events took place. (1) A child on a bike was talking on his mobile phone without paying attention to the traffic ahead (2) At the same moment, across the street, a postman was riding his bike towards a yellow postbox (Figure 4a). (3) A red racing car abruptly hurtled out of a repair garage while being worked on by mechanics. (4) The car ran over the child, and injured him badly. (5) After hitting the child, the car continued cross the street, hit both the postman and the postbox, and then it stopped. (Figure 4b) (6) Shortly thereafter, the police arrived and closed down the area of the incident. (7) An ambulance with two paramedics arrived at the scene of the incident a while later. (8) One of the paramedics treated the child with the help of a bystander. (Figure 4c) (9) While the other paramedic provided first aid treatment to the postman with the help of another bystander. (10) The child was then transported by the ambulance to the nearest hospital. (11) The postman appeared to have no serious injuries, and did not require further treatment. (12) Finally, the police cleared the incident area and opened the street again to traffic. (Figure 4d)



(c)



(d) Figure 4. The overview of the incident scenario used in the experiment, (a) before the accident, (b) the accidents, (c) the response, and (d) the completion. A is the viewpoint of first participant, and B is the viewpoint of the second participant. As mentioned earlier, the viewing angles were chosen in such a way, that some events were hidden or concealed from one of



(a)
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the participants. The goal was to stimulate the exchange of information, requiring them to collaborate in order to figure out the complete scenario. Examples of these scenes can be found in three pairs of pictures below (Figures 5, 6, and 7).



second participant’s point of view Figure 6. Scene of red racing car hitting the postman. The first participant could not see what happened after the car ran over the child, while the second participant clearly saw that the red car continued to hit the postman.



first participant’s point of view



second participant’s point of view Figure 5. Scene of red racing car hitting the child on a bike.



first participant’s point of view



In the scene of Figure 5, the first accident took place, where the red racing car hit the child. Both participants were able to see the accident, but the first participant had clearer view of the accident.



second participant’s point of view Figure 7. Scene of the child was carried into the ambulance. The first participant could not see what happened after the car ran over the child, while the second participant clearly saw that the red car continued to hit the postman.



first participant’s point of view
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The first participant could see that the child was loaded into the ambulance, but he could not see what happened to the postman. On the other hand, the second participant was not able to see that the child was taken by the ambulance, but he had a clear view of the postman being treated.



Table 2. Completeness of the individual and joint maps. Pair #1 Pair #3 Pair #4 Pair #5 Acti- Pair #1 vities a b ab c d cd e f ef g h gh i j ij 1
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V



V



V



V
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V



V



V



V
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V



V



V



V



V
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V



V



V



V



V



Results



5



V



V



X



V



V



In the third phase of the experiment, the collaboration phase, the participants were instructed to compare their individual maps and, based on their discussion, to construct a new map out of their combined recollections. However, choosing which detailed steps they needed to follow in order to achieve that goal was left entirely to the participants. By observing the collaboration phase in the five sessions, we noticed a pattern of steps being used repeatedly:
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V



V



V
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V



V



V



K



12



V



V



V



Participants In this experiment, we had 10 participants, who were divided in five pairs. The participants sample consisted of researchers and master students at the Delft University of Technology.



1. Telling each other their account of the scenario by using the individual maps they created in order to figure out overlaps and differences in their stories: a. They start by stating many landmarks and stationary objects such as: garage, playground, orange building, construction road, postbox, cones, etc.



In Table 2 above, the white boxes are events that were not drawn on any of the maps while the grey boxes refer to activities that were drawn on an individual map. Activities that were drawn on the joint map are represented by V. The red boxes X represent two types of activities. Those of which were wrongly drawn on the joint map even though they did not occur in the incident scenario, and the activities that were known to one of the participants but became unclear or less certain as a result of the collaboration. Finally, the yellow boxes K refer to activities that took place in the scenario and were known by at least one of the participants, so they could have been on the joint map but they were not.



b. Next was the orientation step, where the participants tried to figure out their relative positions on the map. c. Thereafter, they started to tell each other the events in chronological order. 2. Resolving differences and unclear facts. 3. Adding complementary information which were only known by one of the participants 4. Reaching agreement on the complementary information



We measured the performance of the collaboration by comparing the individual maps to the joint map as summarized in Table 2. A positive performance was achieved when the participant filled each others missing information, and thereby correcting wrong facts (depicted by the green boxes). While the negative performance is when the joint map was worse or less complete than one of the individual maps (depicted by the yellow and the red boxes).



5. Drawing the information of their combined accounts in a new map. Participants achieved that either by both drawing the map at the same time, or by allowing one of them to do the drawing while the other adding complementary information. Table 1. List of activities.



No



Activities



1



A kid on a bike was talking on his mobile phone



2



Across the street, a postman was riding his bike.



3



A red racing car abruptly hurtled out of a repair garage



4



The car ran over the kid, and injured him badly



5



The car crossed the street, hit the postman and the postbox



6



The police arrived and closed down the incident area



7



An ambulance with two paramedics arrived



8



One of the paramedics treated the kid



9



The other paramedic treated the postman



10



The kid was transported by the ambulance



11



Postman appeared to have no serious injuries



12



The police cleared the incident area and opened the street



K



Four out of the five pairs were able to correctly identify their relative positions on the joint map. The process of understanding orientation and relative position was important and necessary to ensure a smooth collaboration. The one pair that failed to complete that step correctly (Pair #5), faced considerable confusion in the discussion process. This hindered their ability to identify certain events in the scenario. As a result, they failed to draw these known events on the map. Two out of five pairs resulted in a positive performance, as shown in Table 2 (Pair #1 and #4). They managed to piece together all the events of the incident scenario and drew them on their joint map. In both cases, we observed certain collaboration elements that helped improve their performance. These elements include the participants’ mechanism of constantly re-checking the story facts, their willingness to listen and to learn from each other, the equality of their standing during the discussion process, and whether they have a prior history of collaboration.
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Below is a transcript of a conversation that took place during the experiment where the participants repeatedly re-check. B:



“actually, I saw there was this car, but I thought it was going to run over the kid, but then afterwards I saw a picture of the postman also being run over …, with the letters on the ground”



A:



”okay, the postman was also hit?”



B:



“yea, I think so, yea”



A:



“oh, hmm..., interesting”



Some collaboration biases could have been resulted of an unbalanced relationship between the participants, where a stronger personality or a more senior position can allow one participant to dominate the discussion process. These biases can cause some known facts to be discarded from the weaker participant. Examples of these biases are discussed one by one below. The red boxes X in pair #3 of Table 2, represent the introduction of doubt over events which were believed for certain to be facts before the discussion. In this case, the second participant saw two accidents while the first participant, who seems more dominant, only saw one of the accidents. The following conversation shows the second participant, who was right at the beginning, being influenced by the first participant and then becoming unsure about the two accidents, and consequently left the unsure facts out of the joint map.



A was being informed that the postman was hit by the car, and clarifying this fact



“what I remember there was this bike, from my point of view, cycling here” B:



“he eh, was it a kid?”



A:



“it was a kid”



B:



“yea I saw the kid too here on the bike”



In this discussion, participant A and B were verifying that the first victim was a child on a bike.



A:



“so it was a kid then on the bike, sure”



B:



“I think so”



A:



“and then there’s a car coming from the playground and that’s run over the kid”



B:



“well then the car runs over the both the kid and the postman”



A: “the green guy on the bicycle got run over by the red car coming from the garage, and the car then move crash into the thingy or something” B: “I think it was a postbox and a postman” “I saw two accident actually, one it hit this guy on the bike in the middle of the street cross, then he hits the postman near the postbox” A: “Yea that could be something, I didn’t see the postman getting hit, I thought he was still there at the end of the slideshow” B: “okay” “okay, But we are sure that at least one accident”



The conclusion of the discussion



A:



“wow, that’s impressive”



B:



“but the postman didn’t go to the ambulance”



A:



“okay”



“the second accident we don’t know” In the session of pair #5, a senior researcher was paired with a young master student. The student is represented in Table 1 as participant j. After viewing the photo series, she had almost all the events of the complete incident scenario drawn on her individual map. Unfortunately, the senior researcher (participant i) was uncertain of many facts. The discussion led to a worse joint map than the one originally drawn by the student. This was caused by her hesitation to speak up to the senior participant and being too polite to indicate that he was wrong. Therefore, many events in the student’s account did not come out during the discussion and were not drawn on their joint map. These failures are represented by the yellow boxes in Table 2, pair #5.



Collaboration provided negative performance in three out of five pairs (Pair #2, #3, and #5). From the observations. it seems that doubt about the observed events can cause hesitation in the collaboration process. In order to overcome the uncertainties, participants resort to adding extra information or omitting events they already had on their individual maps for the sake of reaching a consensus, as can be seen in the example below.



GUIDELINES



The red box X in pair #2 of Table 2, represent a faulty conclusion that resulted from their discussion. They concluded that there were two ambulances instead of one. The pair was indecisive in their discussion and took longer time to draw their joint map compared to the others. They often expressed their hesitation by using words such as ‘maybe’ and ‘probably’ in their conversation. Additionally, this was also caused by a mistake in one of the individual maps, where the ambulance was drawn in a wrong position. As a result, they were trying to overcome the confusion by proposing extra events that did not belong to the scenario. The conversation snippet below shows the part where an extra ambulance was added to the joint map.



Based on our field study observations and the laboratory experiment, we formulated our guidelines for collaborative situational mapping during the emergency response as follows: The system should be easy to learn and easy to use, which is necessary to support any time critical operation under chaotic circumstances. Time is a dimension that needs to be incorporated into the joint map. Both the chronological order of the events, as well as the time stamp indicating when it was added. All changes to the records should be kept as a history log that can be recalled when needed.



B: “you have the ambulance here, and I have the ambulance there”



The orientation of the agents working in the field should be recorded together with their headings in order to help other collaborating parties understand their relative positions and their viewing direction.



A: “maybe I’m a little bit fuzzy with that” B: “maybe there are two ambulances”
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standard design with a smiling face, photos taken of the incident model may need further editing to convey more appropriate emotions.



All information entered to the system should be accompanied by some degree of certainty. There should be a mechanism that evaluates the accuracy of the submitted information and protects information that is believed to be genuine from being overwritten.



ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We gratefully acknowledge the funding for our work from the IOP-MMI Programme that is run by SenterNovem, an agency of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs.



The system should provide a simple mechanism to continuously recheck whether the joint map is accurate and up to date.



CONCLUSIONS
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A collaborative joint map has the potential to support the disaster response team. However, the system should adhere to a specific set of requirements in order to take advantage of the submitted contributions. If not, then the system may result in the loss of invaluable data or introduce false events to the response team, and thereby hinder the rescue services rather than help them.
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ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION



This paper reports first results of analyses concerning emergency response (ER) activity executed as a joint effort of three agencies: fire services, ambulance services and the police. The challenge to be tackled in the study is to understand the cognitive, operational and collaborative demands that characterize on-site responding to a complex emergency situation. The concept of Common Operational Picture (COP) is used to indicate one of the distributed cognitive functions of the multiagency ER personnel. The process of the adopted usage-driven design approach is described, and some central methodical solutions explained. Tentative results concerning the formation of COP indicate that a communication-oriented (semiotic) approach provides a possibility to empirically analyse the formation of COP and to understand the cognitive patterns that actors, environment and artefacts jointly form for tackling unanticipated and complex situations.



The study is targeted to achieve significant improvement in command and control performance, reliability and cost of multiagency emergency response (ER) activity. This will be aimed at in EU FP7 funded research project called the Common Operational Picture Exploitation (COPE). The design-oriented study (design study) should achieve a step change in information flow both from and to the first responder in order to increase situational awareness across agencies and at all levels of the command chain. The development work in the project concentrates on providing support to the incident commander (IC) and his support personnel in complex emergency situations. Only partial success in the functionality and user acceptance has been achieved in previous attempts to develop technologies in support of first responders. One reason for failure appears to be insufficient understanding of the actual work of emergency responders. In addition, often times the involvement of endusers in the design process has been too sporadic. Hence, the leading principle in the COPE work is to accomplish a usagedriven design process in which technology developers, human factors specialists and end-users collaborate in a systematic way. The design process is driven by the demands arising from the ER activity.



Keywords emergency response, common operational picture, common ground, communication, usage-driven design



ACM Classification Keywords



USAGE-DRIVEN DESIGN APPROACH



H.1.2 Human factors, User/machine systems.



Three different human factors teams in three countries, together with end-user participants of the project, took the responsibility to accomplish the analysis of emergency response work and to discuss achieved findings with the technology developers. As a broad frame, a design model from Crandall et al. [1] was used. According to this model, a usagedriven design comprises of five knowledge creation functions that are supposed to provide specific human factors outcomes (indicated by the arrow below):



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



• Preparation => Domain understanding • Knowledge elicitation => Cognitive work challenges • Analysis and representation => Leverage points



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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• Application design => Design concepts • Evaluation => Impact estimates.



• that is meaningful in the context of emergency responder work. This initial definition was targeted to guide the design so that improved COP could be formed later. It was foreseen that the conception of COP would improve as a result of the analysis of the present emergency response practices and during the actual design work.



While adopting this frame we emphasize, first, that our usagedriven design focuses on analysis and design of the work system and its intrinsic constraints and demands. We find that focusing on singular users’ tasks and experiences is too restricted for design that aims at improvements in complex work. The work system perspective takes into account and portrays the global goals of work and the functions that are needed to their fulfilment, and to reaching outcomes. Portraying these global, and not immediately visible aspects of work, enables understanding the meaning of singular actions and operations that may otherwise appear to the observer as mere routines or even reflexes.



ACCOMPLISHING THE DESIGN STUDY Domain Understanding In the first preparatory phase of our design study the end-user organisations of the project played a central role in acquainting the human factors and technology experts with the emergency response domain. Several visits were paid to the end-user organisations and a number of discussions took place with substance matter experts from police, fire and ambulance services. As the study takes place in a European multicultural context, the challenge was to find a joint understanding of what is meant by the “Emergency Response” activity in each of the 7 countries participating, and could there be a shared conception of it. Equally problematic appeared in the beginning to find a joint understanding of how to define the focus of the study, i.e. which actors’ work the project’s research and design should support. The focus was decided to be is on the activity of the Incident Commander. IC is the person in charge of multiagency emergency operations in the accident site. From this position IC is in command of several multiagency first responder units or sectors and is reporting to possible higher level command units that operate in the headquarters. Figure 1 illustrates the ER activity under study.



A second specification that we make regarding the usage-driven design approach refers to how the design target is comprehended. We see that the system to be developed is a joint humantechnology system, sometimes called the “joint cognitive system” [2]. In a broader sense the joint system approach means that technology and human practices are mutually dependent on each other so that changes take place in both simultaneously. In more narrow sense the joint system approach means that the specific solutions that we are aiming at in the design are composed of coordinated functioning of both technical and human elements. In our study the joint system under design is the Common Operational Picture (COP).



COMMON OPERATIONAL PICTURE There is no single definition of Common Operational Picture. Originally the concept was used in military context to refer to an integrated information architecture infrastructure that supports interoperability of technology systems. But the concept is also loaded with human factors connotations. It can be linked to several notions that are used frequently today to characterise complex cognitive functions or patterns of real life decision making, so-called naturalistic decision making. Concepts like Situation Awareness, Team Decision Making or Team Sense Making may be mentioned [see e.g. 3]. The concept of Common Ground is a further notion that has attracted our attention. It focuses on communicational processes and denotes the need for shared basic assumptions and understanding of responsibilities as basis for coordinated activities [4].



Headquarters command level



Call centre



Field command level: Incident Commander



Sector or unit command level



In COPE project, Common Operational Picture (COP) was defined as follows: “COP is the description in time of the emergency situation that supports the emergency responders within and between different agencies to act appropriately.” We have taken the primary functions of the COP as: supporting the development and maintenance of common ground and the support of coordinated action across actors. We consider further that the COP is a pool of information



Figure 1. Multiagency emergency response activity (police, fire, ambulance services). The study takes the point of view of the Incident Commander.



Cognitive Work Challenges to Be Portrayed in User Requirements



• that is registered and stored in a database



The second phase of the usage-driven design process was the human factors data elicitation in the field. The aim was to identify the cognitive work challenges. The field work was accomplished in three countries, i.e. UK, Ireland and Finland. A joint method for data collection was designed.



• concerns past, present and expected future events • that is available for presentation in a user interface suitable for emergency responder work • the form of presentation of which is consistent and unambiguous, but not necessarily similar to all stakeholders



The interview method used in the studies was the Critical Decision Method [see 1]. According to the method the interviewer attempts to elicit so-called “lived-incidents” from the interviewees. A lived-incident means one that the interviewee was personally involved. In preparing the interview it is important to select the interviewee appropriately and to build rapport. The interviewee is explained that the intention is to



• the content of which is structured around operational processes of the emergency responder • that needs to be interpreted and acted upon by the emergency responders
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outcomes of either one are delivered. In the present project, working groups were formed within which human factors specialists dismounted to work with technology developers and to deal with the challenges of the four main design areas of the project, i.e. command and control systems, decision aids, first responder wearable technology and wireless sensor networks (WSN). In the following we shall refer only to the work that was accomplished with regard to the WSN. In this working group an attempt was made to concretise the idea of joint cognitive systems design in the specific design task.



understand the actors working environment, the challenges they face, etc, but it is not to evaluate or judge their actions. The interview process is described in terms of ‘sweeps’ or multiple accounts / iterations of the same incident, focusing on different levels and types of information each time. Four sweeps are identified: First sweep – Initial account: The interviewer asks the first responder to tell about a situation in which his skill as a fire fighter was put to the test. Second Sweep – Identify Events and Decision Points (DP) on a Timeline. In this phase the first responder is asked to describe the incident, identifying a concrete beginning and end to the incident, and all the critical events and decisions that he had to make.



Cognitive Work Challenges: Description of Humantechnology Joint Functioning in ER Activity When adopting a joint cognitive system perspective in design there is a need to make clear that both the target of design and the design practice need to be reframed. It may be claimed that the target is prior to the design practice, because it as an anticipated result, together with the constraints of reaching it, shapes the structure of the activity that produces it.



Third Sweep – Deepen on Each DP. The goal is to deepen DP ands to identify cognitive demands and patterns in the first responder’s professional practice. Questions like “What was your assessment of the situation at this point in time? What were you trying to achieve? etc. are asked.



COP as a Joint Cognitive System



Fourth Sweep – Technology Implications? The idea to get even more out of the interview, she/he is also asked to identify potential technology that would support in emergency response.



In our case the target of design is the joint function called the Common Operational Picture. Instead of focusing on the various task-based requirements of the IC we shifted our attention to the essential function of forming, via communicating and acting, a common ground and interpretation of the emergency situation. Above we have described the conception of COP that we held as a starting point. At this point a theoretical idea was added to interpret the COP formation process as a semiotic process. This idea was embedded in the empirical analysis of COP (see below) but cannot be developed theoretically in this short presentation (see for the theory the paper of Salo et al. in this conference). We chose to consider COP as a semiotic, or communicative phenomenon and an emerging cognitive structure that expresses and communicates meaning of the environmental signs. Via continuous perception -action cycles actors develop anticipatory structures which enable considering the effects of own actions and their possible outcomes. The environment, artefacts and actors are all part of the COP process.



The human factors work group accomplished 20 critical incident interviews among first responders. Observations and demonstrations of currently used artefacts were also made when visiting in the end-user organisations. The data was either recorded as field notes which were transcribed to incident descriptions. Part of the interviews were recorded and transcribed into written protocols for detailed content analysis (see below). Another very important source for understanding the first responder activity is the standard operating procedures. The procedures were in the first place used as description of the tasks, and tactical or operative decision making schemes of the first responders in different types of emergency situations. Later we found it necessary to revisit the issue of procedures. The analyses of the end-user interviews and of the standard operating procedures were constrained by the needs of the technology developers. According to the ideas of the usagedriven design, technology should not push development of work. Instead the human factors experts should deliver descriptions of user requirements which would help in finding meaningful ways of using technology and in steering technology development. The “design artefact”, typically applied here is the user requirement document.



We made an attempt to concretise COP in practice by analysing how COP is formed in the present practice of fire fighters who act in a multi-agency situation. Two types of empirical material were used. We first analysed the interview data elicited among Finnish fire fighters with the help of the Critical Decision Method. In the analysis of the fully transcribed data we focused on the way the interviewees described their decision making and how they conceived the role of different artefacts in the decision making. The analysis indicated, and thus verified some earlier results from the ER domain, that the first responders do not like to name specific decision making instances in the flow of response actions. The possible peculiar features of the situations were interpreted as “natural consequences” of the situation. The means of structuring the experiences were the learned routines that are schematised in the standard operating procedures. The interpretation of the environment and the division of responsibilities run smoothly with the aid of these routines. The role of Emergency Response Centre was emphasised in the formation of a picture of the situation and the role of a multiagency TETRA radio network, used in Finland among agencies, was the most important medium for communication. It was however interesting that the communicative role of some physical artefacts was also mentioned, e.g. one interviewee explained the important role of the water hose in communicating with the fellow fire fighter during smoke diving.



A standard type of a user requirement document was generated by the COPE human factors work group. In this report we defined the Incident Commander’s generic tasks in some detail and inferred a large number of requirements that the technology should fulfil in order to support accomplishing these tasks. It is clear however, that no list of requirements can be exhaustive, because activity does not lend itself of being captured in such a way that engineering purposes would seem to require. A real challenge for usage-driven design is to find further ways of making analyses of work useful in design. We believe that authors who have proposed the idea of so-called joint cognitive systems are on the right track. In this line of thought the unit to be designed is the joint system and its intelligent and adaptive reacting in different kinds of situations. Such a system needs to be designed in a dialogical way so that technological and human factors thinking meet and merge, and bring creative solutions. In the present design practice just the
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To gain more detailed empirical insights of the COP, and of the added value of the WSN, we conducted a design experiment at the Emergency Services College in Kuopio, Finland. Important for gaining insights of COP was that now we faced a particular fire fighting situation. It was a traffic accident in which three vehicles collide, one of them being a truck carrying hazardous substance, ammonium. The collision leads to a leak of ammonium that, mixed with extinction water, leaks into nearby environment, and in the form of an ammonium cloud spreads even further. The situation made it possible to analyse and model the aims and purposes of the activity, the first responder functions that are needed, and the information and resources that are available. The functional modelling approach we used does not prescribe a particular task sequence but makes explicit the possibilities and constraints of the situation. This model formed the background against which the actual actions of the first responders could be portrayed. Our analysis focused on the Incident Commanders work. In the analysis of the videotaped course of the incident and the voice recordings of the TETRA communication, which were transcribed to protocols, it was possible to construct how the COP was formed in this situation. In the analysis the following model of the COP process was used as a background (see Figure 2).



ACTION & AWARENESS of the Incident Commander



Designing joint systems assumes innovations in the design process. In our case the WSN designers and the human factors experts agreed to accomplish a design experiment in which the added value of WSN technologies was considered. Testing was accomplished in real-like environments to gain understanding of the feasibility of the technology and realistic view of a larger scale accident, the leak of hazardous substance. Three fire fighter units were involved and one ambulance unit. In this exercise at the practice field of the Emergency Services College 20 first responders were involved. They acted under the command of one incident commander. The specific innovation of the tests was the new testing scheme. It was called the Parallel Augmented Exercise. We organised two ER activities that were run simultaneously. The first one represented the “present practice” and was accomplished in complete form applying well learned methods (see also previous section). This activity provided a reference to the parallel second group, the “augmented practice” group. The task of two experienced Incident Commanders was to apply the WSN technology against the actual events, and to make on-line observations of the applicability of the WSN in the situation. With the help of this procedure we were able to create a design space where it was possible to observe and imagine changes in both the technology and the practices. After the tests the trainer evaluated the successfulness of the fire fighting in the “present practice” and the ICs of the “augmented practice” were interviewed about their experience of the new WSN technology.



Command Inform Question Perceive Inform Question Perceive Report



Perceive



OBJECT ENVIRONMENT Accident site,Surroundings Human resources, Tools and other Material resources



Design Practice Innovations



Perceive



DISCUSSION The communication-oriented analysis of the COP appeared a promising possibility to capture COP empirically. As this approach provides a possibility to connect human, environment and technology in a same structure it appears one possibility to define joint cognitive systems.



ACTION & AWARENESS of the executing personnel



Act
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Figure 2. The process of formation of Common Operational Picture from the viewpoint of the incident commander. The analysis revealed how, as a result of action-perception cycles the incident commander developed a COP. The participants in the communication structure became evident and also which parts of the environment and which media were involved. In the present practice it appears that the command vehicle is the overall locus of the COP. The IC did hardly leave his command position in the vehicle. Two forms of representation were dominant, the incident commander’s memory and the on-line dialogue with the command vehicle driver who remained in the vehicle during the incident and offered continuous help to the IC. The main communication medium was TETRA radio.
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be guided by a cost-benefit analysis, compromising between the desire to minimize cognitive effort (cost) and the desire to maximize the accuracy (benefit) [5, 8].



ABSTRACT In this study, a user experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of information presentation factors (modality and structure) on decision making behavior, using a time-limited task. The time constraint required subjects to develop heuristic strategies to substitute the defined normative strategy. The two presentation factors have been shown to significantly affect the decision making performance, assessed by time efficiency and accuracy. The modality factor mainly influenced the time efficiency, due to its impact on the efficiency of information perception. By analyzing the subjective reports and the error distribution, the structure was shown to influence the selection of heuristic strategies. Consequentially, it affected both the time efficiency and the accuracy of decision making. The interaction between the time constraint and the presentation effects was also observed.



Comparing the presentation of a dataset using tables and graphs, Speier [12] showed that graphs could better assist the acquisition or evaluation of precise data values, as well as the holistic analysis of data relationships and trends. This effect was especially strong when the task was complex. Schkade et al. [10] used numbers and words to present equivalent numerical information, and found that words required more processing effort than numbers. In addition, when words were used, subjects conducted more compensatory and arithmetic activities and less information search activities. Stone et al. [13, 14] investigated the effects of modality on risk-taking decisions. The risk of using a cheaper but less safe tire and a safer but more expensive tire were presented with different modalities. Results show that presenting risk information graphically (with images or graphs) as opposed to numerically (with numbers) increases risk-avoiding decisions, because images and graphs highlight the number of people harmed, thus enhancing the perception of risk.



Keywords information presentation, modality, structure, decision making, time stress



The spatial structure of the presentation also has been shown to influence decision making [2, 5, 10, 15]. A commonly investigated task is the multi-attribute choice task, which is to select one alternative from several, where each alternative has several attributes. Information can be presented by alternatives or by attributes, using a table or a list. Most studies consistently found that when information was organized by alternatives, subjects tended to process an alternative before considering the next alternatives; when information was organized by attributes, subjects tended to compare all alternatives on a single attribute before considering the next attribute. Schkade [10] shows that the decisions were made faster with the byattribute structure, and the accuracy was not affected. In contrast, the by-alternative led to more accurate and time efficient decisions in [15].



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] Multimedia Information Systems; H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – Human information processing.



INTRODUCTION The influence of information presentation formats on decision making processes has been an important research topic in various fields, such as human-computer interaction, user interface design, economics and marketing. Information presentations are neither only input signals to human cognitive processes nor only extensions of human memory. They guide, constrain, and even determine cognitive behavior [17]. It has been shown that decision makers tend to adapt their manner of information acquisition and their decision making strategies to the way the task is presented, such as the use of modalities and the spatial layout (structure) of the presentation. The adaptation is believed to



Previous findings were commonly obtained under a condition where no time limitation was set to the decision making task. However, decision making is very often time-limited in reallife situations. Studies on time-limited decision making behavior suggest that decision makers tend to focus on the general outline of the problem instead of in-depth analysis when time stress sets in [3]. Using the multi-attribute choice task in particular, a strategy switch was observed from being more alternative-based (depth-first) to more attribute-based (breadth first) [8]. In addition, decision makers are also prone to selectively use subsets of the information, adopt simpler modes of information processing and base their decisions on certain important ‘cues’ [4, 6].



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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In this study, a user experiment was conducted to investigate the impact of information presentation on time-limited decision making, when information can only be partially processed and heuristic rather than normative decision making strategies4 are applied. We used a multi-attribute choice task with a clearly defined normative strategy and outcome. On the one hand, the time limitation made the application of heuristic strategies necessary; on the other hand, the selection of heuristic strategies was constrained by the requirement of reaching the same outcome as the normative strategy. The task was embedded into a crisis medical rescue scenario in order to create a context motivating the time limitation. However, it was not our intention to have a realistic medical rescue setup, nor did we expect subjects to have knowledge about medical treatment. We intended to observe the effect of presentation modality and structure on the decision making performance, assessed in terms of time efficiency and accuracy. In addition, we were also interested in subjective perceptions of the different presentation formats, and the influence of information presentation on the subjects’ choice of decision making strategy. Finally, we looked into the effect of information presentation format on tasks with different levels of difficulty, where time constraints play a bigger or smaller role.



locations of injury categories varied. Figures 1–4 demonstrate the four presentations of an identical patient pair.



PRESENTATION AND TASK



Figure 2. A patient pair presented in the text modality and the by-severity structure.



Injury



Patient 1



Patient 2



Heart failure Blood loss Respiration obstruction Brain damage fracture



mild severe none none severe



severe mild moderate none none



Figure 1. A patient pair presented in the text modality and the by-injury structure. Severity



Patient 1



Patient 2



Severe



Blood loss fracture



Heart failure



Moderate



Respiration obstruction



Mild



Heart failure Respiration obstruction Brain damage



None



The decision making task was set up using an earthquake crisis scenario where the number of wounded people exceeded the capacity of medical resources (equipment and staff). Therefore, the order of treatment needed to be determined as fast as possible, based on the evaluation of the patients’ injuries.



Injury



Blood loss Brain damage fracture



Patient 1



Patient 2



Yellow



Red



Red



Yellow



Green



Orange



Green



Green



Red



Green



Presentation Materials A pair of patients was presented at a time. The injury condition of a patient was described by five injury categories (derived from [9]): heart failure, respiration obstruction, blood loss, brain damage and fracture. The first three categories were described as more threatening, and thus more important than the last two. The severity of each injury category was described at one of four levels (derived from [11]): severe, moderate, mild or none. The two presentation factors were modality (text or image) and structure (by-injury or by-severity), resulting in four different presentation conditions. In the two text conditions, the injury categories and severity levels were presented with English text. In the two image conditions, injury categories were presented by icon images of the affected organs (e.g. an icon image of a brain referred to the ‘brain damage’ item), and severity levels were presented by color rectangles (red for ‘severe’, orange for ‘moderate’, yellow for ‘mild’ and green for ‘none’).5 The injury information of two patients was organized in a table. The table could be structured by the injury categories or by the severity levels. When using the by-injury structure, the more important three injury categories were located on top of the less important two. The injury column was fixed for all tasks and the severity values varied. When using the by-severity structure, the four severity levels were ranked from high to low. A higher severity level was located more on top of the table. The severity column was fixed for all tasks and the



Figure 3. A patient pair presented in the image modality and the by-injury structure. The text of colors was added here to ensure the readability in a grayscale printing. Severity



Patient 1



Patient 2



Red Orange Yellow Green



4



5



Normative strategies apply a careful and reasoned examination of all alternatives and attributes. Heuristic strategies are simple and fast rules of thumb [8].



Figure 4. A patient pair presented in the image modality and the by-severity structure. The text of colors was added here to ensure the readability in a grayscale printing.



Strictly speaking, color rectangles are not images. However, in this experiment, we use “image” to generally refer to non-verbal visual modalities.
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eliminations and one final choice). The total number of EIPs (14) is only 56% of using the normative strategy (25). The unbiased heuristic strategy was introduced to the subjects in the introduction session as an inspiration. They were informed that they could freely apply their own strategies to reach the correct decisions in time.



Task The subjects played the role of a medical manager in the emergency medical treatment center. The task was to compare the injuries of pairs of patients and select the more seriously injured patients to be treated first. Based on a pilot study, the time limit for each decision was set to 20 seconds. A speech reminder was given after 15 seconds. The information was removed from the screen when time was up so that a decision was forced to be made even if the analysis was not yet completed.



Biased strategies might be developed for this task as well. For example, one might ignore the injury categories with the lower priority and only consider the most important three injury categories. One could also ignore the priority rules and treat all five injury categories equally. These biased strategies can reduce the calculation load but cannot guarantee a correct outcome.



The Normative Strategy The normative strategy evaluates the overall injury level of a patient by a linear utility function. The attributes of the function are severity values of the five injury categories. The severity level severe was described as three times as important as mild, and moderate twice as important as mild. Therefore, the severity values can be considered as 3, 2, 1 and 0 for severe, moderate, mild and none, respectively. Moreover, the attributes have different weights, because the more important three injury categories (heart failure, blood loss and respiration obstruction) were considered to be twice as important as the other two. Finally, the over-all injury evaluation of a patient was quantified as equation 1, where ‘Se’ refers to severity value:



Patient 1



Patient 2



Heart failure Blood loss Respiration obstruction Brain damage fracture



mild severe none



severe mild moderate none none



none severe



×2



Figure 5. An example of an unbiased heuristic strategy.



EXPERIMENT



InjuryNorm = 2 × Seheart + 2 × Seblood + 2 × Serespiration + Sebrain + Sefracture



Injury



Experimental Design



(1)



When comparing two patients, the one with the highest injury value should be treated first. For the patient pair in Figure 1, the injury value is 11 (2 × (1 + 3 + 0) + 0 + 3) for patient 1 and 12 (2 × (3 + 1 + 2) + 0 + 0) for patient 2. Therefore, the correct decision is to treat patient 2 first. To quantify the processing load of this strategy, the number of elementary information processing operations (EIPs, described in [8]) was calculated. This strategy requires 10 read EIPs (acquiring the values), 8 addition EIPs (summing up the values), 6 product EIPs (weighting operations) and 1 comparison EIP (identifying the larger value between two).



We used a within-subject 2×2 design. The two independent factors were modality at two levels (text or image) and structure at two levels (by-injury or by-severity). Therefore, all subjects performed four experimental trials, namely the ‘text & by- injury’, ‘image & by-injury’, ‘text & by-severity’ and ‘image & by-severity’ trial. The trial order was counterbalanced with a size 4 Latin Square. Each trial contained 12 tasks which were identical for all four trials but randomly ordered.



Dependent Measurements The decision making performance was measured by two dependent variables, namely time efficiency and accuracy. The time efficiency of a decision refers to the time interval between the moment when a task is presented and the moment when the decision is made (in seconds). A decision is accurate if it is identical to the outcome from the normative strategy. These two measurements can be retrieved from the log files of subjects’ mouse clicks.



Heuristic Strategies The 20 seconds time limitation requires subjects to be fully engaged in the task. In most cases there will be insufficient time to apply the normative strategy (equation 1). All intermediate outcomes of the calculation should be kept in the short-term memory which also increases the cognitive load of the normative strategy. Therefore, simpler heuristic strategies are likely to be applied. Various heuristic strategies with different levels of accuracy could be developed for this task. Unbiased heuristic strategies always lead to the correct outcomes, and thus are efficient and accurate decision making “shortcuts”. However, biased heuristic strategies might enhance the time efficiency but lead to wrong decisions.



Subjective experience was obtained by questionnaires. The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part asked subjects to perform four binary comparisons on the cognitive demand of the task as shown in Table 1. A sample of the four presentation conditions (Figures 1–4) was provided as a reference to the questions. The question was for example: “Comparing condition 1 and 3, in which condition did the task require less cognitive effort (was easier)?”



Figure 5 shows an example of an unbiased heuristic strategy which uses compensatory eliminations to reduce the amount of calculation needed. The method is to identify two injury items that 1) are from different patients; 2) have the same severity level; and 3) belong to the same priority group. Such two items have the same contribution to the comparison of the two injury values, and thus can be eliminated from the calculation. When all possible eliminations are done, the remaining items are calculated for a final choice. Note that “none” items have a value of 0 and can be ignored as well. In this example, the moderate respiration obstruction of patient 2 has a value of 4 (2 × 2) and the severe fracture of patient 1 has a value of 3. Therefore, patient 2 is the correct choice. In total, there are 10 read EIPs, 1 product EIP and 3 comparison EIPs (two



Table 1. The four binary comparisons on the cognitive demand of the decision making task. Comparisons Between modalities (Text vs. Image) Between structures (By-injury vs. By-severity) 98



Reference



structure = by-injury



Fig. 1 vs. 3



structure = by-severity



Fig. 2 vs. 4



modality = text



Fig. 1 vs. 2



modality = image



Fig. 3 vs. 4
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In addition, the subjects were also asked to indicate which presentation conditions they found the easiest and the most difficult. The second part of the questionnaire is related to the decision making strategies. Subjects were asked to orally describe the strategies they had used in each presentation condition. Those were written down by the experimenter during the description.



2. The structure factor has an effect on the decision making performance. The time efficiency and accuracy are both higher in the by-injury conditions than in the by-severity conditions.



RESULTS Due to the within-subject design, we applied repeated ANOVAs with modality and structure as two nested independent factors, on the time efficiency and the accuracy variable, respectively. The trial order was treated as a between-subject variable and was shown to have no significant effect on either of the two dependent variables.



Subject and Procedure 32 university students (graduate students and PhD students) volunteered to participate in the experiment. All of them were fluent English speakers and none of them had a medical background.



Decision Making Performance



The experiment contained three sessions: an introduction session, a training session and the experimental session. The introduction described the rescue scenario, the task and the four presentation styles, the normative decision making strategy and the unbiased heuristic strategy. In the training session, subjects practiced 20 tasks, 5 tasks for each presentation style. No time limit was used. Feedback on the decision accuracy was given after each decision was made, via speech. After training, subjects were required to perform four experimental trials of totally 48 tasks (4 × 12). A performance summary was given after each trial, announcing how many correct decisions had been made. After the four trials were all finished, subjects were required to complete the questionnaire. The time duration of the experiment was about 40 minutes.



Time Efficiency The average time spent on one task (in seconds) in each condition is shown in Figure 6. Subject performed the fastest in the ‘image & by-injury’ condition, and the slowest in the ‘text & by-severity’ condition. Repeated ANOVA results showed that 1) there was no significant interaction between the two factors, F (1, 31) = 0.38, p > 0.5. This indicates that the effects of these two factors on the time efficiency are independent from each other; 2) the modality factor had a significant effect on the time efficiency, F (1, 31) = 48.31, p < 0.001. Subjects performed significantly faster in the image conditions than in the text conditions, regardless of how the information was structured; and 3) the structure factor also has a significant effect on the time measurement, F (1, 31) = 27.84, p < 0.001. Subjects performed significantly faster when the information was sorted by injury categories than by severity levels, regardless of which modality was used. Thus, for both modality and structure our hypotheses regarding time efficiency were confirmed.



Hypotheses According to the cognitive fit theory [16], presentation manners that provide a better cognitive fit to the nature of the task can better assist the making of more accurate and less effortful decisions. The modality factor certainly has an impact on the information perception effort and quality. Regarding the representative strength, text is suitable for conveying abstract information, such as the relationships between events; while images are suitable for describing concrete concepts and information of a highly specific nature, such as concrete objects [1]. Therefore, the images of organs were expected to be more suitable than text for presenting the injury categories. Furthermore, shapes and colors have great salience to human information processors due to the sharp contrast they are able to create [7]. Compared to text, the color coding was expected to be better able to reflect the difference in the severity levels and assist comparisons. One key step of this task is to separate the two priority groups. Only when this separation is clear, the weight and the elimination method (Section: “Heuristic Strategies”) can be applied. When information is presented with the by-injury structure, this separation does not require any effort since the more important three injury categories are located above the other two. In contrast, the by-severity structure does not particularly support this priority separation, which consequentially complicates the application of weights and eliminations. Therefore, we expected the by-injury structure to be more cognitively compatible with the task than the by-severity structure.



Figure 6. The average time efficiency of four conditions. A post-hoc test (Bonferroni test) further revealed five significant pair-wise effects, as shown in Table 2. Significant differences in the time efficiency variable occurred between all pairs of conditions, except between the ‘text & by-injury’ condition and the ‘image & by-severity’ condition. One of them has the more suitable modality (allows faster performance) but the less suitable structure; the other one has the more suitable structure but the less suitable modality. For each of the two conditions, the disadvantage counteracts the advantage, leading to a comparable average time efficiency (see Figure 6).



We assumed that the cognitive advantage of a certain modality/structure over another is particularly pronounced when the decision making task is time-limited. Accordingly, the following two hypotheses were built: 1. The modality factor has an effect on the decision making performance. The time efficiency and accuracy are both higher in the image conditions than in the text conditions.
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affects both time efficiency and accuracy. The by-injury structure allows faster and more accurate performance than the by-severity structure. There is no interaction between these two presentation factors.



Table 2. Pair-wise comparisons on the time efficiency measurement by Bonferroni test (only significant results). Pair-wise effects Lower: Higher: Lower: Higher: Lower: Higher: Lower: Higher: Lower: Higher:



Text & By-Severity Image & By-Severity Text & By-Injury Image & By-Injury Text & By-Severity Text & By-Injury Image & By-Severity Image & By-Injury Text & By-Severity Image & By-Injury



Sig.



Factor involved



p < 0.001



modality



p < 0.001



modality



p < 0.001



structure



p < 0.01



structure



p < 0.001



modality & structure



Subjective Comparisons The results of subjective comparisons of the cognitive demand of the task under different presentation conditions are summarized in Figures 8–10. Generally speaking, these subjective judgments are consistent with the results of the performance measurements. The ‘text & by-severity’ condition was considered as the most difficult condition by 19 (59.4%) subjects and the ‘image & by-injury’ condition was considered as the easiest condition by 21 (65.6%) subjects (Figure 8). Twenty-six (81.3%) subjects found the task less demanding in the image conditions than in the text conditions, regardless of the structure factor (Figure 9). Twenty-two (68.8%) subjects preferred the by-injury structure to the by-severity structure, regardless of the modality factor (Figure 10).



Accuracy The average number of correct decisions made in each trial is shown in Figure 7. Subjects made the most correct decisions in the ‘image & by-injury’ condition, and the least correct decisions in the ‘text & by-severity’ condition. ANOVA results show that 1) there was no significant interaction between the two factors, F (1, 31) = 0.07, p > 0.5, indicating that the effects of modality and structure on the decision accuracy were independent from each other; 2) the modality factor did not have an effect on the accuracy measurement, F (1, 31) = 2.26, p > 0.1; and 3) the structure factor had a significant effect on the decision accuracy, F (1, 31) = 4.16, p < 0.05. Subjects made significantly more correct decisions when the information was structured by injury categories than by severity levels, regardless of which modality was used. Thus, our hypotheses regarding accuracy were only confirmed for the structure factor, but not for the modality factor.



Apart from the majority preferences, 4 subjects preferred text to image (Figure 9) and also pointed out one of the text conditions to be the easiest one (Figure 8). Further looking into their performance, we found that their decision accuracy was indeed higher in the text condition than in the image conditions (with the same structure). We noticed that three people out of these four have a daily research topic that is clearly text or speech oriented. Although lacking of solid experimental evidence, this observation still suggests that in addition to the generally applicable guidelines (such as ‘images are more suitable than text to present concrete information’), the professional background might also be a useful reference for the usage of modality, especially when the interface is designed for a specific user group.



Figure 8. Subjective reports of the easiest and the most difficult presentation conditions. Figure 7. The average decision accuracy of four conditions. One significant pair-wise effect was found in the post-hoc test. Significantly more correct decisions were made in the ‘image & by-injury’ condition than in the ‘text & by-severity’ condition. This indicates that when the more suitable modality and the more suitable structure were combined, subjects performed significantly more accurately than when the less suitable modality and the less suitable structure were combined. In summary, the two performance measurements reveal a significant modality effect as well as a significant structure effect. The modality factor influences the time efficiency. Image allows faster performance than text. The structure factor



Figure 9. Voting results of the cognitive load comparisons between a text condition and an image condition.
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eliminations. However, very often they could not completely finish so that the primary decision remained. This biased strategy (BS2) ignores the priority definition and treats all injury categories equally, as shown in equation 3. InjuryBS2 = Seheart + Seblood + Serespiration + Sebrain + Sefracture



(3)



Quantitative Analysis Based on the analysis of subjective report, we took one step further to look for quantitative evidence of these two biased strategies being applied. The attempt was also to further confirm the influence of the strategy factor on the development of strategies. First of all, we applied these two strategies to all 12 tasks. Results showed that each of them could reach 8 correct decisions out of the 12. Accordingly, we defined the following four task groups:



Figure 10. Voting results of the cognitive load comparisons between a by-injury condition and a by-severity condition. Figure 10 also shows that there are 5 subjects who preferred the by-severity structure instead of the by-injury structure. Again, their performance data shows that they indeed made more correct decisions in their favored structure than in the other (when modality was the same). Therefore, it seems that the subjective preference can very well reflect the decision making accuracy. As a part of the future work, we need to compare all subjective judgments with the associated performance data, aiming at identifying the correlations between them. On the one hand, we have generally applicable guidelines which can lead to a standardized optimal design for a majority of users. On the other hand, in cases where the task performance of every single user is critical (such as when crisis managers work with a realistic crisis support system), additional customized references might be needed in order to enhance the general guidelines. The individual subjective preferences seem like a promising direction to look into.



1. 2. 3. 4.



Second, for each presentation condition, we calculated how many correct decisions were actually made by the subjects within each group (in percentage). The average from all subjects is presented in Table 3. Table 3. The average percentage of correct decisions made within each group under each presentation condition.



Presentation Condition



Strategy Analysis Subjective Reports



Text & By-Injury Image & By-Injury Text & By-Severity Image & By-Severity



Most of the subjects were able to clearly describe how they processed the information to reach the final decision. Two general trends could be easily recognized from these subjective strategy descriptions. First, the normative calculation model was never applied, meaning that subjects all tried to apply heuristic methods to solve the tasks. Second, the unbiased heuristic strategy introduced to the subjects was generally accepted and applied. However, if the remaining time was perceived to be insufficient, subjects sometimes turned to biased strategies in order to reach a real quick decision. The development of biased strategies was influenced by the structure factor rather than the modality factor.



Percentage of correct decisions (%) BS1 Correct



BS1 Wrong



BS2 Correct



BS2 Wrong



91.4



64.1



80.8



85.2



92.4



63.5



84.4



83.6



82.4



71.1



87.9



63.9



83.2



77.3



86.7



69.3



Next, we compare the results between the BS1-Correct group and the BS1-Wrong group. According to the average values in Table 3, we can see that the difference is larger in the two byinjury conditions than in the two by-severity conditions. Results of T-tests further confirmed that when the by-injury structure was used, significantly more correct results were made within the BS1-Correct group than the BS1-wrong group (Table 4). However, no such effect was found when the byseverity structure was used.



In the by-injury structure, since the separation of priority group was clear, subjects commonly mentioned that they carried out a careful analysis of the high-priority group, and only if there was still some time left, then they also had a quick glance at the low-priority group. But in most cases, this quick processing didn’t change the decision. Basically, this biased strategy (BS1) bases the decision on the more important three injury categories only, as shown in equation 2. Since these three categories do contribute more to the overall injury value, the outcome has a good chance to be correct, but not always. InjuryBS1 = Seheart + Seblood + Serespiration



BS1-Correct group: 8 tasks BS1-Wrong group: 4 tasks BS2-Correct group: 8 tasks BS2-Wrong group: 4 tasks.



When applying the same comparison between the BS2-Correct and the BS2-Wrong group, reversed results were obtained (Table 4), indicating that significantly more correct decisions were made within the BS2-Correct group when the by-severity structure was used, but no effect was found in the by-injury conditions. A tentative conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that the decision accuracy was influenced by the application of BS1 when the by-injury structure was used and the application of BS2 when the by-severity structure was used. This in turn means that the structure factor indeed to some extent influenced the development of decision making strategies.



(2)



In the by-severity structure, realizing the complication to separate the priority groups and apply elimination method, subjects mentioned that they first had a look at the distribution of the injury items and compared which patient’s injuries were located more towards the top side of the table (the more severe side). Then started to carefully identify the priorities and apply
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As expected, in the relatively easy task group the performance was both more accurate and faster. There were only about 2% of errors among the easy tasks, and most of them occurred in the by-severity conditions. There was no significant modality or structure effect on accuracy. ANOVA on the time efficiency measurement did show a modality effect (F (1, 31) = 22.5, p < 0.001) and a structure effect (F (1, 31) = 16.2, p < 0.001). This indicates that when the time constraint was relatively weak, the decision accuracy was almost unaffected by the quality of presentation, since the subjects could take their time to make the correct decisions. However, the cognitive benefit of good presentations was still reflected by the time efficiency of decision making.



Table 4. T-tests result for identifying the application of BS1 and BS2 in all presentation conditions. T-test pairs Presentation Condition Text & By-Injury



BS1-Correct vs. BS1-Wrong p < 0.001



BS2-Correct vs. BS2-Wrong p > 0.1



Image & By-Injury



p < 0.001



p > 0.5



Text & By-Severity



p > 0.1



p < 0.05



Image & By-Severity



p > 0.1



p < 0.05



When the tasks were more difficult, the time allowed to make a decision was no longer sufficient to complete the unbiased but more demanding decision making processes, resulting in a general decrease of accuracy in all presentation conditions. In such a situation, the presentation factors showed an even stronger impact on the decision making performance, since they influenced both the accuracy and the time efficiency. When the presentation manner is more cognitively compatible with the task, the decisions are made faster and more accurate. In addition, it can be observed from Figure 11 (left) that the accuracy showed different levels of tolerance towards the increase of the task difficulty. The better the presentation condition is, the less the accuracy drops between the easy and difficult task groups.



Time Constraint: Low vs. High The results presented so far have already shown that the presentation factors, modality and structure in particular, had an effect on the time-limited decision making performance. However, we were interested in further exploring the interaction between different levels of time constraint and the presentation effects. Since our experiment setup did not include multiple levels of time limitation, this interaction cannot be directly investigated. However, the 12 decision making tasks were not identically difficult. The difficulty level of a task was assessed by the difference in the overall injury values of a patient pair (calculated by equation 1). The larger the difference is, the easier/quicker it is to identify which patient has more severe injuries. Therefore, the time constraint could be considered as weaker for easier tasks and stronger for more difficult tasks. In this case, if the time efficiency and accuracy are analyzed separately for tasks at different difficulty levels, we might be able to indirectly observe the interaction between the time limit and the presentation effects.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK In this study, we investigated the effects of information presentation on time-limited decision making, focusing on the modality and the structure factors. The decision making performance was assessed in term of time efficiency and accuracy. The subjective judgments of various presentation formats were also obtained. In addition, we also investigated the influence of presentation factors on the subject’s choice of decision making strategy. Finally, we looked into the interaction between presentation effects and the time constraint, by analyzing the performance of tasks at different levels of difficulty, where time constraints play a bigger or smaller role.



The 12 tasks were assigned into two groups. For the 8 tasks in the more difficult group, the difference between the two overall injury values is below 3. In the relatively easier group, the difference is between 5 and 10 for the 4 tasks. The time efficiency and accuracy were re-calculated respectively for the two groups (Figure 11).



Regarding the modality factor, our result is in line with the previous studies and confirms that modality has an impact on the decision making performance. Additionally, we suggest that the modality factor influences the time efficiency more than the accuracy. A suitable modality accelerates the decision making process by decreasing the effort and increasing the quality of information perception. However, this does not necessarily lead to a higher accuracy, because the selection of decision making strategies is not determined by the usage of modality. Generally, modality selection should aim at providing a cognitive fit to the perception task. When visual search among different types of objects is required, images are usually more suitable than text for presenting those objects. When different levels of severity (or urgency, importance etc.) need to be perceived, colors can be a very effective presentation option. The structure factor has been shown to have a significant impact on both the time efficiency and the accuracy of decision making. This is mainly because of its influence on the selection of strategies. When the time constraint does not allow the most accurate but demanding strategy to be used, subjects develop heuristic strategies in order to make a decision in time. When a structure does not provide a good cognitive fit to the task, more cognitive effort is needed to perform the task. Then, less effortful strategies are more likely to be chosen, which are



Figure 11. The accuracy (left) and time efficiency (right) calculated respectively for the easy and difficult task group.
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normally also less accurate. Therefore, the presentation structure should assist the application of unbiased decision making strategies. If several information items are required to be considered as a group, they need to be spatially clustered. If a table is used, locate the more critical information items more on the top. Regardless of the level of time constraint, the presentation factors always have an impact on the cognitive demand of the decision making task. However, this impact is stronger when the time constraint is stronger. In this experiment, for the relatively easier group of tasks, only the time efficiency was influenced by the presentation factors; while the accuracy stayed high. However, for the group of difficult tasks, both time efficiency and accuracy showed a presentation effect. The decrease of accuracy was less when the presentation format was more cognitively compatible to the task. Our future work involves three aspects. First, as mentioned in Section: “Subjective Comparisons”, the relation between performance measurements (especially accuracy) and subjective judgments needs further investigation. Second, in order to directly observe the interaction between the time constraint and the presentation effect, this experiment needs to be replicated without the time limit or a new experiment needs to be carried out with multiple levels of limits. Third, we noticed that subjects commonly didn’t make a full use of the 20 seconds that were offered to them. When the ‘5 seconds remaining’ warning was delivered, some subjects appeared very stressful and they made their choices immediately after the warning speech started. It seems that the level of time stress was perceived to be higher than it really was, and this perception was individually different. However, none of our measurements allowed the assessment of stress. Therefore future work is needed to obtain a deeper understanding of the perceived stress induced by the time constraint.
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control room work by relieving the operator of continuous manual actions. However, it has also been shown that automation can create a number of problems such as “out of the loop” performance problems, degradation of skills and inappropriate trust [1]. These effects all reduce operators’ ability to stay on top of their working situation and are directly connected to the design and level of automation applied in the technical system.



ABSTRACT This paper describes an empirical field study performed in a nuclear power plant simulator control room and presents how the use of an automatic turbine system (ATS) affects nuclear power plant turbine operators’ ability to stay in control during different levels of automation. The paper also presents how the operators cope with the automation interface and how their problem solving ability is affected by varying levels of automation. The Contextual Control Model (COCOM) was used to analyse the turbine operators’ work with the ATS. The aims were to investigate how the ATS design support the turbine operators in their work in terms of monitoring and controlling the turbine process, and to identify possible improvements in the ATS user interface design. Seven turbine operators were interviewed during the simulator training session. The results of the interviews point out that automation related problems such as out-of-the-loop performance and loss of skills exist in the control room setting. The use of COCOM as a means for analysis provided explanations to these results and implied that time for evaluation is an important factor for effective performance. Finally, improving the visibility of the underlying program logic was found to be the most important measure to enhance the ATS interface.



The purpose of this study was to examine how operator performance is affected by different levels of automation in nuclear power plant turbine operation. The aims were to investigate how the ATS design support the turbine operators in their work in terms of monitoring and controlling the turbine process, and to identify possible improvements in the ATS user interface design.



Keywords human factors, levels of automation, control room Figure 1. The Automatic Turbine System (ATS) interface.



ACM Classification Keywords



The automatic turbine system consists of a series of sequences that can direct the turbine equipment from an axis standstill to full operation, where the generator produces electricity to the grid (Figure 1). The automatic system can also be used in the reverse order to bring the turbine to a standstill. It is mainly used during turbine start-up and shut-down. This process takes place through seven main steps that contain approximately ten sub-steps each. The system can be utilized using three different levels of automation; manual mode, step-mode and fully automatic mode. Manual operation corresponds to separate control of each object in the sequences, whereas in step-mode the automation is used to perform sequences although the operator has to acknowledge each step. In full automation the operator only monitors the ATS user interface. Figure 1 shows a picture of the ATS interface and its placement in the nuclear power plant control room.



J.7 [Computers in other systems] Command and control; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



INTRODUCTION Automation technology has changed human activity in process control from manual work on the plant floor to distant supervisory control in control room environments. In the case of turbine operation in nuclear power plants, automation plays an important role. Automation offers many advantages in terms of stable control and production efficiency and it also facilitates Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



THEORY The human information process is usually described as a linear model starting with detection of signals that are processed and leads to a response action. Linear information processing models have many advantages, but they are incomplete since they
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depict human actions basically as a response to something that happens [2]. Many human actions are however performed due to expectations of future events, in the near or far future. This is not explicitly accounted for in sequential information processing models although a feedback loop from action back to perception is present. However, process control in general mainly consists of anticipatory actions to avoid unfavourable process states. Therefore, the contextual control model (COCOM) is appropriate when analysing human supervisory control. COCOM has its origin in Neisser’s perceptual cycle [3] and describes how current understanding determines what actions are taken to reach a specific goal. The action in turn produces feedback that modifies the understanding (Figure 2). A central concept in COCOM is time. According to Hollnagel and Woods [4], time is central to stay in control and can be used to model control performance. The main components to model control are; time to evaluate, time to select action and time to perform an action. The full set of time components can be found in [4].



reduces situation awareness, resulting in false expectations and makes shift to manual control difficult. Skill degradation refers to how operators tend to loose knowledge and manual skills in highly automated processes [5]. This increases the demands on adequate training and effective procedures to avoid problems in case of an automation failure. When simple physical tasks are replaced by automation and difficult tasks that are too hard to automate are left to human operators, the work becomes more demanding. Automation also makes it possible to handle more tasks simultaneously, which further increases the cognitive workload. Operators’ trust in automatic systems affects how and if automatic functions are used. [5]. If operator trust does not match the automation’s capabilities, problems with misuse and disuse can occur [6]. If the operator does not trust the automation to perform what is expected in an appropriate way, automation is likely to be abandoned and the advantages of the automatic system are lost. Over-trust on the other hand, occurs when the automation is believed to be more reliable than it actually is, resulting in complacent behaviour. To avoid these effects, trust has to be calibrated so that it matches the actual capabilities of the automation [7].



METHOD This study was performed using a field study approach, where seven turbine operators from a Swedish nuclear power plant were interviewed. The field study approach was chosen because it gives a realistic view of the working conditions in the control room [8]. The operator crews conducted two eighthour long training shifts during two days at the training facility. These shifts were divided into different parts where the studied simulator session was one part. The simulator session lasted for approximately three hours and included handling of the ATS as an integrated part of the problem scenario. The operators monitored and performed actions on the ATS at irregular intervals throughout the session as a part of their problem solving. The operators’ working experience varied from being under education to become licensed operators to more than twenty years of experience. Every less experienced operator worked together with an experienced operator in each shift team. The data collection was made using a qualitative approach since the study focused on the operators’ opinions and their collected experiences from working with the turbine automation equipment. The interviews were performed in a semi-structured manner after the completion of the simulator sessions. Each interview lasted for approximately one hour and was focused on the use of the ATS and how varying levels of automation affects the operators’ work and what automation related problems they had experienced. All questions used the recently performed training session as a starting point. The operators were then asked how they would have been affected by changes in the level of automation in the specific situation. This was followed by an individual description of difficulties and situations they had encountered while using the ATS in their daily work. After that, discussions followed regarding how the interface design supports operator work.



Figure 2. The Contextual Control Model (adopted from [4]). The description of control is simplified to four different control modes, ranging from scrambled via opportunistic to tactical and strategic control. Scrambled control refers to the state where control is practically lost and there is no correspondence between actions and situation. In the opportunistic control mode, planning may be limited due to lack of time or poor understanding of the situation. Opportunistic control is typically applied when mental models are inappropriate. The tactical control mode refers to situations where performance follows known procedures. In strategic control a longer time horizon is present and high level goals can be aimed for. A thorough description of the four control modes can be found in [4]. A number of effects arise when automation is introduced in human-machine systems. In this study, three typical automation related problems were found; out-of-the-loop problems, skill degradation and trust in automation. Out-of-the-loop performance problems are characterised by how humans find it difficult to detect automation failures and revert to manual control [5]. This depends upon a number of factors. Firstly, automation may reduce feedback from the process. The feedback that exists is also different from when manual control is used. Another factor is that automation puts the operator in passive observation of the process which puts higher demands on operator vigilance. Automatic control also means that the operator can engage and focus on other activities, which makes it even harder for the operator to observe all process feedback. Another cause for out-of-the-loop problems is that the operator has an inadequate mental model that gives false expectations. Altogether, the origin of out-ofthe-loop unfamiliarity comes from disrupted feedback that



RESULTS & ANALYSIS Manual Mode In manual mode, the operators perform actions without using the ATS interface. Instead, individual objects are manoeuvred according to written procedures to reach the intended process state. Procedures are available for both planned actions and
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trouble shooting situations and are used to ensure high reliability and to avoid human error. During normal situations, the operator usually has enough time to analyse the situation, plan actions and choose the appropriate procedure. The implementation of procedures then directs actions towards the intended goal. In manual tasks, the relationship between action and feedback is clear. Verification of the process response using the procedure is also easy since individual objects can be followed closely. This strengthens the operator’s knowledge and understanding of the systems functionality and enhances the feeling of control (Figure 3).



Figure 4. Step mode. When an anomaly occurs, the ATS interface indicates at what step in the sequence the automation has stopped. The operator then has to consult paper based logic schemes to identify the cause of failure. Due to the complexity of the program logic, the problem identification can be very time consuming and delay the restart of the automation. When the ATS is operated manually, the operators’ knowledge regarding how the automatic program sequences function is maintained. However, the use of automation degrades this knowledge – knowledge that is needed especially during extraordinary events. Figure 3. Manual mode.



Automatic Mode



During anomalies, the operator’s knowledge and experience is the foundation for understanding what type of situation that has emerged, although procedural support is available also for state recognition. In manual mode, the understanding of what has gone wrong in an anomalous event is facilitated by the clear relationship between previous actions and process response. The operator has been able to follow the process closely prior to the anomaly, with enough time to confirm that actions have been successful. When the series of successful actions is broken, it is easier to trouble shoot the problem compared to when using step- or automatic mode. However, the operators have to trade off the improved control to the relatively slow manual actions. Manual handling also requires intensive focus on the ongoing task which removes attention resources from the over all monitoring task.



In automatic mode, the turbine operator initiates the ATS program sequences and the program is executed without operator interference. It stops when it has finished its tasks, or if it encounters sequence conditions that are unfulfilled or when program orders fail to execute. Feedback on what sequences that are accomplished is continuously displayed in the ATS-interface, similar to the presentation in step mode.



Step Mode In step mode, the operators use the ATS interface to start automatic sequences and follow the actions until the sequence has been fulfilled. The operator then evaluates that the desired process state is reached before the next sequence is initiated. During normal conditions this cycle is performed until the intended process state has been reached (i.e. either the generator is producing electricity to the grid or the turbine axis has come to a standstill).



Figure 5. Automatic mode. The use of procedures is a cornerstone of nuclear power plant operations. Although actions are performed automatically, operators read the procedures to keep a high awareness of what is about to happen. Since the ATS processes information and executes actions much faster than human operators, it is very difficult to keep up to date with procedures in automatic mode. The operators feel that the automation is running away from them, which creates reluctance of using the automatic mode.



The current understanding part in Figure 4 is affected by the turbine automation since feedback is reduced when the automation performs the actions. The operator is thereby distanced from the process. The ATS interface only shows whether the sequence’s sub-steps have been successful or not, without any information on how the automation actually performs its actions (i.e. how the program logic conditions control the actions). If the operators can not easily see how the automation functions, understanding will be affected. In step mode, the operator can remain in the attended tactical control mode since he/she can pause to interpret, check and evaluate before initiating the next sequence. The available time to evaluate then compensates for the poor visibility of the program logic.



In the COCOM circle, the avoidance can be explained by the lack of time to evaluate each action that the ATS performs (Figure 5). Without time to check and think, the operator’s role is changed from active processing of information to passive monitoring which can create out-of-the loop performance problems. Similar to the step mode, poor visibility also makes it difficult to recover from failures leading to degradation of manual skills due to lack of practice.
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DISCUSSION



CONCLUSIONS



The use of COCOM as a framework for analysis proved to be useful as a tool for analysing supervisory work. The model provided explanations as to why operators stayed in, or lost control using different levels of automation by pointing to the important time aspects. In automatic mode, the lack of time for evaluation between feedback from the previous action and the initiation of the next action compromised efficient use of the ATS. COCOM also directs the search for solutions since solutions need to address the availability of time.



The results of the interviews regarding the turbine automation interface point out problems with out-of-the-loop, loss of skills and trust in relation to the use of the ATS. The use of COCOM as a means for analysis provided explanations of the results found through the interviews. Especially, time for evaluation was shown to be very important to the operators’ ability to maintain control in all three levels of automation used in the turbine operations. To support control and address the automation related issues in future designs will be a challenge since complex interdependencies have to be presented. Increasing the observability of conditions and underlying program logic would be one measure to reduce the problems identified. Relevant information concerning the ATS status has to be provided together with the history of the automation as well as future actions. This has the potential to improve how the turbine automation user interface supports the operators’ ability to take over control when shifting from automatic to manual mode in case of a failure.



The aims of this study were to investigate how the ATS design support the turbine operators in their work in terms of monitoring and controlling the turbine process, and to identify possible improvements in the ATS user interface design. To improve control when using the ATS, the time for evaluation is the most critical aspect to consider. To increase the time available for evaluation of the automatic actions there are seemingly two ways to proceed. The first obvious measure is to stop the automatic sequence to give the turbine operator time to evaluate the previous actions, as applied in the step mode. The advantage of this approach is that it allows the operator to pace his/hers own work. However, the problem with poor visibility of sequence conditions remains and neither is the ATS utilised at its full potential. Another measure is to improve the ATS interface by increasing the observability of the automatic actions. Showing how the sequence conditions affect objects in the process together with information on what is needed to fulfil a condition would improve the operator’s ability to quickly initiate trouble-shooting activity. A timeline that presents the past, present and future ATS activities would also strengthen the operator’s awareness of the process state. By connecting the timeline to classical process schemes, awareness of what is happening during automatic actions would be further improved.
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In a screen based automation interface, the use of a timeline together with an improved presentation of the underlying program logic could be combined to create an integrated automation interface that captures the advantages of manual actions and reduces the drawbacks of the opaque ATS interface. Using process schemes to indicate where automatic sequences are performing actions will enable the operators’ ability to recognize object functionality that will facilitate prediction of future actions thus reducing the feeling of the automation running away. However, displaying objects that are physically distant but active in the same sequence requires skilful interface design to avoid an excessive number of new screen images.
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effective manual take-over in case of a failure in the automatic system [7]. In the aviation domain, numerous examples have been described where automation related problems have led to severe accidents with many casualties [8]. Although medical devices are unlikely to kill as many people at once as an airplane crash, the severity of mistakes can have fatal outcomes – outcomes to which the design and use of automation is a potential contributor.



ABSTRACT This paper is a reflection on the role of levels of automation in medical device usability. The reflection is based on a comparison of results from two independent usability evaluations on dialysis machines (one newer and one older). Usability problems were found that could be traced back to the use interface design and automation level of the machines. The comparison showed that there was a difference in usability problem types at different levels of automation and a conclusion was that the usability aspect becomes even more important as the level of automation increases.



This paper is a reflection on the role of levels of automation in medical device usability. When the results from two independent analytical usability evaluations on dialysis machines were compared, interesting indications regarding the relation between level of usability and level of automation were found.



Keywords



THEORY



usability problems, use errors, automation



Usability Problems and Use Errors



ACM Classification Keywords



Usability of a device describes how easy it is to understand how the device works and how to make it perform its’ intended tasks [9]. Characteristics that make this difficult are described as a usability problem. Consequently, a usability problem is any aspect of the design that is expected, or observed, to cause user problems with respect to some relevant usability measure (e.g. learnability, performance, error rate, subjective satisfaction) and that can be attributed to the design of the device [10].



H.5.3 [User-centered design]; K.4.3 [Automation].



INTRODUCTION In today’s healthcare, the use of advanced and complex medical devices that offer better treatment and more functions is increasing. The importance of appropriate usability of medical devices to ensure safety has been emphasized in many publications [1–5]. The level of automation is also increasing and the devices now need less direct user involvement in the treatment, both from medical staff and patients.



As a result, usability problems in a device can increase the occurrence of use errors [11]. A use error is defined according to IEC (p 17) as an “act or omission of an act that has a different result than intended by the manufacturer or expected by the operator”. For medical equipment the prevention of use error is important since such errors can result in injury to the patient [12].



In other domains that utilize complex and advanced technology with a high level of automation, problems with automation have been acknowledged for a long time. For example, the use of adaptive cruise control in modern vehicles can cause automation surprises as the vehicle increases its speed when turning off a highway. This happens since the car no longer senses a vehicle in front of it, but is unable to define the situation as an inappropriate time to accelerate [6]. In process control, the use of automation can cause the operators to lose their manual skills since the skills can be left unpracticed for a long time. Difficulties of knowing what the automatic controllers are actually doing are also common in this domain, leaving the operators outside of the control loop. This compromises



In a usability evaluation of medical devices, where safety is the main objective, both usability problems and use errors are often investigated to achieve a more comprehensive analysis of the interaction.



Automation and Automation Problems The level of automation in a device or technical system is increased when tasks, both manual and cognitive, are transferred from the human user to the device. This transfer is made to increase efficiency and quality of the task/process and to make the task/process less restricted by human limitations. Since automation makes tasks easier to perform, the automation can be argued to increase the device usability.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



However, an increase of the level of automation also has negative implications for the human’s role in socio-technical systems. Automation changes work from manual tasks being actively performed to passive monitoring of the automation’s
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actions. This can create a distance to the controlled process, irrespective of whether it is an operator monitoring a nuclear power plant or a nurse taking care of a patient. A physical distance results since automation offers possibilities to centralize the monitoring work, where several units can be supervised at the same time. This can be positive since resources are freed and can be used more efficiently. On the other hand, the rich feedback that comes with physical presence is lost and the feedback becomes limited to the capability of the sensors of the automatic system and to how the information from the sensors is presented to the operator or nurse.



RESULT



Furthermore, the human being is not well suited to perform monitoring work. The vigilance of humans performing close monitoring has been shown to be significantly degraded after about 30 minutes [13]. Also, the amount of information that has to be taken into regard for safe operation of a complex technical system often exceeds the human information processing capacity.



The design of the new dialysis machine had thus implemented two main principles. The first, to transfer knowledge in the user’s head to knowledge in the world [17]. The second, to transform manual tasks to tasks performed by the machine with less user involvement. These two principles ought to increase the usability by demanding less knowledge and skill of the user.



Differences between the Machines In relation to the use and user, the old machine had fewer functions and a lower level of automation since tasks were handled manually and less help was given to the users via the interface. The new machine had more functions and a relatively higher level of automation since more tasks were executed automatically and help regarding the operating procedure was provided through the interface.



Usability Problems and Use Errors



METHOD



The identified usability problems in the old dialysis machine were foremost due to the need of device specific knowledge to operate it, because of hidden functionality and lack of feedback from the user interface. In the new dialysis machine, the main causes of usability problems were the text and symbols used in the display and on the device. These did not guide the user sufficiently. A usability problem found in both machines was inappropriate alarm messages. Due to insufficient information in the message, the users found it difficult to handle the alarm situation. The main presumptive use errors for both machines were action errors when connecting tubing lines and fluid containers.



Usability Evaluation The analytical usability evaluations were made on two types of dialysis machines. One old hemodialysis machine and one newer acute dialysis machine were compared in the study. A hemodialysis machine is used in dialysis wards on patients with chronic kidney deficiency, and an acute dialysis machine is used in intensive care units on patients with temporary kidney deficiency. The main aim of the evaluation was to detect and identify presumptive usability problems and use errors. This knowledge was then used to increase the safety of forthcoming dialysis machines. The methods used were Generic Task Specification (GTS)[14], Enhanced Cognitive Walkthrough (ECW)[15] and Predictive Use Error Analysis (PUEA)[16]. The two evaluations were performed independently with approximately a year in between.



Use and User As described earlier, there is a large difference in the user and use of the two dialysis machines. Although this was considered and compensated for when comparing the results, the users of the old hemodialysis machine need a relatively greater amount of knowledge to use the machine effectively compared to the users of the new acute dialysis machine.



In both of the analytical evaluations, the user played by the evaluator was a nurse (intensive care and dialysis nurse) with adequate knowledge in treatment and use of dialysis machines. However, in the evaluation it was assumed that the users had never used the specific dialysis machine before. In the evaluations, the identification of presumptive problems and errors was made in relation to the intended use and intended user. This information was gathered by user interviews in a preparation step of the evaluation. For example, the difference in domain knowledge of the users for the two dialysis machines was considered in the evaluation. The intended users of the hemodialysis machine had more knowledge about dialysis treatment than the users of the acute dialysis machine. Both the evaluations were performed with an intended user as part of the evaluation team.



ANALYSIS User Knowledge The first obvious result of this comparison is that it was easier and faster for novice users to use the new machine, since it was very self-instructive. These users never had to learn and understand how the machine actually functioned. In comparison, the users of the old machine continuously learned new things when using the machine since the machine was not selfinstructive and the users were forced to learn by doing, asking colleagues or consulting the manual.



Qualitative Comparison



Usability Problems and Use Errors



Some time after the second usability evaluation was performed; the authors discussed the relation between automation and usability. In the discussion, the dialysis machines came up as an example and this triggered a qualitative comparison of the two usability evaluations.



The characteristics of the usability problems found reflect the design of the user interfaces. In the old machine, many problems arise from the machine demanding specific knowledge to be used, while the new machine had its problem in guiding text and markings. The higher level of automation seems to have changed the character of the usability problems. In the new machine, the problems were related to the information given from the machine. An interesting aspect was that the character of the use errors had not changed in the same way. This is probably due to that the main manual tasks of the machines (connecting tubing lines and setting treatment), did not change their level of automation. The most common use errors in both



To begin with, the differences in the design of user interfaces were investigated. Secondly, the main usability problems and use errors were elicited and compared. Thirdly, the differences in the use and user of the machines were considered. Finally, these three aspects were analysed in relation to the level of automation.
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negative outcomes. For example, in the aviation domain, many companies encourage their pilots to fly manually from time to time to avoid loss of manual skills. In many process industries, fully automatic control is avoided because of the operators’ feeling of control being lost.



machines were the connection of connecting tubing lines and setting treatment.



Extraordinary Use As mentioned above, both machines had usability problems concerning insufficient alarm messages. When considering the user knowledge needed to operate each machine, a difference between the machines emerged in the extraordinary operating condition. When the device malfunctioned and caused an alarm, it was easier to cope with the old machine since the users had extensive knowledge of the machine’s functionality and the treatment. The new machine was instructive when everything was working normally, but during a malfunction, the information given from the device was insufficient. Further, the users of the new machine did not have the extensive knowledge of the functionality and the treatment that was needed to use the old machine.



The findings also resemble the left-over principle of function allocation [20], where the easy tasks are automated and the hard tasks that could not be automated are left to the human user to deal with. The rationale for using this principle is that automation can perform tasks faster, more reliably and precisely than humans can. However, this principle is only preferable if all conditions and situations that the technical system can encounter can be accurately predicted. This is rarely the case in human-machine systems that act jointly. Instead, the left-over principle often leads to deskilled users that have to deal with difficult situations. Here, the nurses using the new acute dialysis machine experienced a hard time performing adequately during extraordinary situations due to the normal tasks being automated.



Summary To summarize, the analysis showed a tendency that the higher level of automation in the new acute dialysis machine (compared to the old hemodialysis machine), made it easier to use in the ordinary case, but harder to use in the extraordinary case.



The comparison shows how usability problems relate to and worsen classical automation problems. However, when automation problems such as out of the loop symptoms and loss of skills are discussed in literature, usability is seldom mentioned. In all interaction with machines, usability is important to ensure understanding and ease of use, irrespective of domain. In the case of usability of automatic systems, such as the new acute dialysis machine, the usability perspective becomes even more important and there is a need to incorporate the effects of automation in a longer time perspective. The user needs to understand both the user interface of the machine and the functionality of the automation to be able to follow what the autonomous functions are doing.



This occurred since the users working with the acute dialysis machine usually had less knowledge of the functionality and the treatment. This is an indication that the users of the new machine are more dependent on the usability since they do not acquire in-depth knowledge while using the machine. The new machine is therefore more vulnerable to usability problems and use errors, since the users are dependent on the information provided by the machine’s interface.



DISCUSSION



If the user cannot understand the information presented through the interface the probability of committing use errors increases since the user may be acting upon incorrect beliefs. If the user does not understand the autonomous activities behind the interface, the probability of out-of-the-loop problems will increase accordingly. Therefore, for the ordinary case it is important that the machine present information that helps the user to stay in the loop and enable the users to gain knowledge and prevent loss of skill.



The comparisons raised some interesting issues. The effort made by the designers of the new acute dialysis machine to make it easier to use in ordinary tasks by using automation had some negative aspects. It made it harder for the users to understand whether the device was working normally or not, and it also made it more difficult to use in extraordinary cases. In contrast, the old hemodialysis machine required much more knowledge from the users, but they were better prepared to monitor the treatment and to handle any extraordinary case. This is interesting since the effort to achieve high usability in the common task, by applying automation, decreased the usability for the out-of-the-ordinary tasks that neither the user nor the machine were prepared for.



For the users of the dialysis machines to be able to cope with the extraordinary, it is essential that users during ordinary use receive information about the functionality and the treatment. This information enables them to gain the in-depth understanding needed to handle unexpected events. Furthermore, it is in the extraordinary case that the user is in the greatest need of good usability. The designer therefore has to anticipate what information is needed to help the user, and how it should be presented in an appropriate way.



The comparison of the old hemodialysis machine and the new acute dialysis machine show how automation can prevent knowledge acquisition. This knowledge is needed in extraordinary situations where in-depth understanding of machine functionality is required to predict the outcome of an intended action. This problem has similarities with the loss of skills and knowledge that is an effect of the user being “out-of-the-loop” [18]. In this case, the knowledge is however not lost in the sense that the user has acquired it and then lost it due to lack of practice. Instead, the automation prevents the learning of how to handle extraordinary events from taking place at all.



As the level of automation increases in medical devices, the usability aspect becomes even more important since the probability of automation-related effects such as out-of-theloop problems increases with the introduction of automation. Use errors can also become more severe at a high level of automation since an accurate understanding of the device and safe handling go hand in hand.



This could be denoted as a type of Bainbridge’s classical “Ironies of automation” [19] since the designers’ efforts to improve ease of use by providing good usability and automation, actually undermine the user’s ability to handle extraordinary events that fall outside of the automation’s capability. In many domains the problematic effects of automation has been acknowledge for a long time and measures are taken to avoid
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Mobile Air Ticket Booking Ivan Burmistrov Moscow State University, Department of Psychology 11-5 Mokhovaya Moscow 125009 Russia [email protected] Performing a booking task may well take tens of minutes on a full-fledged PC, it is taxing on attention and mental load, and requires considerable text input (especially when entering passenger data and payment details). These characteristics of the task themselves make their implementation barely suitable for a mobile device because mobile use contexts are not tolerant to long cognitively-loaded interactions and massive text input.



ABSTRACT Online air ticket booking is a cognitively complex task even on fully-functional internet-access devices such as desktops, representing a repetitive multi-parametric search in the flights database and then browsing long lists of flights found, consisting of different carriers, prices, dates and times, to create an optimal combination of outbound and inbound flights. We present the results of research into prospective users of mobile air ticketing, a set of domain-specific user interface design guidelines, and a wireframe design for mobile air ticket booking application.



In this practically oriented paper we describe our experience in developing mobile user interface for this highly challenging task, the analysis of target user characteristics, provide a list of domain-specific guidelines for mobile air ticket booking applications, and present a wireframe design for mobile air ticket booking system.



Keywords



THE PROJECT



M-commerce, mobile usability, air ticket booking, guidelines



The development of m-ticketing system for airline travel became a joint effort between one of the national largest mobile operators and popular online travel agency Bilet Online. The system was planned as not a standalone application but to become a component of a bundle of various mobile applications being marketed by the mobile operator to its subscribers.



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] User Interfaces – User-centered design; K.4.4 [Computing Milieux] Computers and Society – Electronic commerce.



The parties were aware that usability engineering would be the key to their system’s success and hired specialists from the Laboratory of Work Psychology, Moscow State University that had rich experience in online travel usability and conducted long-term research on multitasking and interruptions in humancomputer interaction, a field directly relevant to mobile usability. The expected deliverables from our participation in the project were: (I) the user interface guidelines for mobile air ticket booking, (II) a wireframe design of the user interface, and (III) usability testing of a working prototype implemented on a mobile phone. Below we present the results of stages (I) and (II)6.



INTRODUCTION Travel is by its very nature mobile, and “going mobile” is currently considered by many travel specialists as a central part of travel agents’ strategy for growth, even a do-or-die decision for travel industry [1]. Although proliferation of mobile applications in air travel is not so fast as expected by service providers and mass media, a number of airlines currently provide mobile solutions for such activities in the airline travel activity chain as checking flight status, flight schedules, mobile check-in, mobile boarding pass, seat availability and seat selection, and making changes for flights. However, applications for mobile air ticket booking are relatively rare as there are serious barriers to mobile airline ticket purchasing. First of all, the very nature of air ticket booking task makes its mobile implementation highly questionable.



Target Users From the very beginning the parties realized that a mobile air ticket booking system has no chances to become a mainstream, mass-market product to be used by everyone, so studious efforts had been made to define the target group of prospective users of the air m-ticketing system.



Online air ticket booking is a cognitively complex task even on fully-functional internet-access devices such as desktops and laptops, representing a repetitive multi-parametric search in the flights database and then browsing long lists of flights found, consisting of different carriers, prices, dates and times, to create an optimal combination of outbound and inbound flights.



Air travelers are generally classified into two groups – business and leisure travelers – with main difference between them that business travelers being primarily concerned with the exact date and time of travel and are less concerned with its costs while leisure travelers usually seek for the cheapest flights and are more flexible with dates. Other differences between these two groups include frequency of travel and therefore air travel experience, travelling mainly alone or in a group, and predictability of the moment and destination of the next travel.
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Unfortunately, by the time of writing this article we were not able to test our design with users in real use situations because working prototypes of the software were not yet developed by programmers.
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Market research conducted by the travel agent’s marketing department on their existing client base showed that in normal situations leisure travelers more than likely will use non-mobile channels of purchasing tickets (either online at an e-commerce website, via a phone call or alternatively at a physical travel outlet) and would almost never use a mobile phone (especially in the case of family vacation planning). This finding is in concordance with opinion expressed by travel market specialists that “while the capability obviously exists, there is not yet a universal demand for using a mobile to book the next family holiday” [1]. Alternatively, active business travelers seemed to be potentially more grateful users of the m-ticketing technology, for example, in situations of rush travel. However, business travelers noted as well that mobile alternative will only be used when PC internet is unavailable. A survey of passengers of two airlines in South Africa [11] showed that (1) respondents perceive more value in receiving information via their mobile devices than they do in making bookings, and (2) business travelers exhibited significantly more “mobile readiness” than leisure travelers.



The only GDS-powered solution was in fact 1:1 replica of a corresponding PC website transported into mobile device and obviously represented an inappropriate design decision to a mobile task. Among existing systems, only one has been designed by the usability specialists [8], so our work combining rich media, GDS access and usability engineering looked as a pioneering one.



The resulting prospective customer profile that guided further development of the guidelines and interface design looked as follows: (a) frequent business traveler, the moment of next travel sometimes unpredictable, (b) experienced in air travel and familiar with its peculiarities, (c) mainly travelling between limited number of familiar airports, (d) travelling mainly alone than in group, (e) high degree of technology self-efficacy individuals.



Define the Target User



GUIDELINES The guidelines below adapt general recommendations for mobile applications [6, 7, 9, 10] and recommendations for air travel websites [4, 17, 18]. These guidelines are oriented to regular mobile phones that account for the vast majority of the market: devices with a tiny low-resolution screen, a numeric keypad, a joystick or four-directional buttons, two soft-buttons below the screen, and the ability to run Java applications. Due to space limitations we mention only a subset of most general guidelines we developed.



Mobile applications strongly require a clear understanding of the motivations and circumstances surrounding mobile device use and adoption from the perspective of the consumers [16]. In particular, culture is an important determinant of mobile device use and adoption since different cultures developed different traditions for mobile services use. For example, in Japan on All Nippon Airways, 5% of all domestic flights are booked on mobile phones [2], and this high percentage is unbeaten anywhere in the world. The explanation of this fact is because of the length of their commute to work, people in Japan use a mobile to surf the web, making more surfing on mobiles than on PCs. Another interesting motivation for mobile device use, in the case of a major city in Thailand, was the fact that people are often stuck in their car due to frequent traffic jams [16].



Mobile Usability The most recent study of mobile usability published by Jakob Nielsen in July 2009 Alertbox [13] showed that mobile web user experience is still miserable, main usability problems remaining the same as ten years ago: small screens making almost all interactions hard; awkward and error-prone input, especially for typing; download delays, even with 3G service; and mis-designed sites not optimized for mobile access. Website use on mobile devices, even on touch phones that offer full-featured browsers does not offer PC-level usability [13]. In contrast to web-based mobile applications, devicebased mobile applications utilizing client side processing and location context are able to achieve objective performance and subjective usability measures comparable to those of the PCbased versions, despite the limited input and display capabilities of the mobile device [15].



This means that investigation into characteristics of prospective users, contexts of use and technology adoption factors must be a starting point in developing mobile applications for such a complex and specific task as airline m-ticketing.



Make Mobile Application a Supplement to a Website There are serious reasons to implement and market mobile version as not a standalone application but a satellite to the “main” travel agent’s website. Firstly, this will avoid heavy text input aspects of the air ticket booking task because the mobile application can use data from the user’s profile (passenger and payment information) entered via website and stored on the central server. Secondly, this will temper the user fears about safety of mobile transactions since no sensitive information will be transferred through mobile channels. Thirdly, close integration with the website will allow users to make urgent changes and cancel flights booked via the website thus seriously increasing the usefulness of mobile application to the user. Fourthly, the history of previous travel and user preferences can be borrowed from the central server to mobile in order to pre-fill the fields in the mobile interface with smart defaults thus minimizing text entry.



The decision not to use WAP and instead build on a devicebased rich media platform such as Java was not ours, but we appreciated it a lot due to a number of reasons. In particular, device-based mobile applications provide sophisticated interaction styles beyond the simple navigation model of web based applications. They also offer a more immediate experience since they are not so heavily bound by request/response cycles inherent in web based design [15]. Furthermore, device-based applications also give more opportunities for visual design aesthetics having significant impact on perceived usefulness, ease of use, and enjoyment, which ultimately influences users’ loyalty intentions towards a mobile service [5].



Existing Applications Our search for existing air ticket booking solutions revealed that a number of airlines offer WAP-based booking services, but it yielded only a few rich media solutions. All but one of these solutions were solutions for a single air company and not included search requests to global distribution systems (GDS) accumulating hundreds of air carriers, the case we dealt with.



Reduce Functionality to an Absolute Necessary Minimum The standard set of flight search parameters on a travel agent websites includes: (a) roundtrip/one-way flights, (b) from/to 116
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(h, j), flight summary and flight confirmation (i, k), booking and payment (l–n), purchase confirmation (o)7.



destinations, (c) departure/return dates, (d) preferred departure/ return time of day, (e) number of adults, children and infants, (f) economy/business class, (g) flexible dates, (h) direct flights only, and (i) preferred airlines. For a mobile application, we recommend to reduce the search options to (a), (b) and (c) only. When displaying the flight search results page, it is recommended to avoid cluttering the screen with redundant information except (1) date and time, (2) price, (3) number of stops for transfer flights, (4) next day arrival, and (5) operating carrier (the airline that uses its aircraft for the flight). (More detailed information on the selected flight may be presented on the flight summary screen.)
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h
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j



k



l



m
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Provide Support for Multitasking and Interruptions The nature of mobile computing requires user interaction design to pay special attention to multitasking and interruptions [11]. Mobile contexts are typically public and dynamic rather than private and stable, and mobile users must permanently switch back and forth between the mobile tasks and external sources, temporarily leaving the switched-from tasks on hold or slowing them down [14]. Tasks with interruptions take longer to complete on a mobile device compared to a desktop computer, due to a smaller screen, limited input interaction and high demands on attention [11]. A semi-naturalistic field study of users performing mobile web tasks while moving through typical urban situations [14] demonstrated the impulsive, fragmented, and drastically shortterm nature of attention in mobility. Continuous attention to the mobile device fragmented and broke down to bursts of just 4 to 8 seconds, and attention to the mobile device had to be interrupted by glancing the environment up to 8 times during waiting a web page to be loaded. Our earlier research [3] revealed that re-orientation in the main task after attention switch-away is mainly responsible for performance degradation in interrupted tasks, and this case requires the development of less attention-demanding user interfaces and support for quick resumption when switching back to the mobile task. Recommendations for the support of task switching include: (1) breaking the interaction into small pieces – typically one operation per screen, and (2) providing an attention cues enhancing recognition to direct the user to a place in the suspended task (for example, a highlight may be presented around a text box as an attention indicator for a specific point in a task) [11].



Make Application Location Aware



Figure 1. Booking process.



Location awareness is a clear advantage of mobiles over desktops. Even without using GPS sensors, there are technical possibilities to detect the user’s current location at least with geographical region precision and provide the user with relevant information and smart defaults to reduce text input.



Figure 2 presents the screen area organization and Figure 3 shows the “slide-push” transition between consecutive screens.



DESIGN Figures 1–3 present a wireframe design for the mobile user interface following the canonic scheme of online air ticket booking process: flight search (a–g in Figure 1), search results 7
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One may notice that our design in many aspects resembles the design described in [8]. However, we came to a similar design independently, borrowing only one idea from [8] – a push-left/right screen transitions between pages. Similar problems, similar solutions.
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Figure 2. Screen organization.
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Figure 3. Push transition.
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Towards Co-creation of Service Research Projects – A Method for Learning in the Network Minna Halonen
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order to innovate and develop succesful services for global markets, we need future-oriented and multi-disciplinary approach, which combines technological knowledge to e.g. behavioral, social and design sciences.



ABSTRACT How to combine research knowledge across disciplines is a challenge when studying and developing services in industry and public organizations. This paper presents a new kind of workshop process aiming at co-creation in a research network. We piloted the process at VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland during January – May 2009.



Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) has traditionally focused on the development and application of technology. One of its current challenges is to create a new line of research and development in the field of service business and service innovation research. This means developing new kind of expertise, and also combining knowledge in new ways. We had the opportunity to facilitate service science and business network through its first steps. In this paper, we describe the method we developed.



The originality of our approach is in combining the methods of foresight and developmental impact evaluation. Furthermore, the process builds up a collaborative network and its research strategy from below, from above and together with customers and collaborators. Our paper describes the pilot process phase by phase and the first results and experiences from the workshops.



We combined foresight and organisational learning methods, namely roadmapping and developmental impact evaluation. During the workshops VTT researchers and the management were enabled to create a shared understanding of service research strategy at VTT. The workshops were designed to facilitate dialogue between the users of the research, potential collaborators such as universities, the funding agencies and societal actors in the field of service science.



Keywords service research, co-creation, networking, workshops, foresight, organisational learning, roadmapping, developmental impact analysis, methods



INTRODUCTION In large research organizations there is a tendency that new research projects originate in research groups or in knowledge silos. Applied research faces specific challenges of how to consider the needs of the customers, scientific knowledge and societally relevant questions in the research projects. Large organizations may also have a communication gap between managers and employees. We claim that collaboration across “the silos”, across hierarchical levels, disciplines and different actors, does not emerge easily. New interdisciplinary research networks require tools and methods for iniatiating learning, synergy and collaboration. Services, both as a business and as a science, are a rapidly growing sector, and they have a remarkable influence on processes and operations in companies and other organisations. Although new service business opportunities are facilitated by ICT and other rapidly developing technologies, the development and implementation of services take place at a slower pace. In



Figure 1. Some of the participants at the end of the last workshop day.
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We developed a process called learning by foresighting and evaluating (LIFE). LIFE enables the management of futureoriented networking across organisational borders as a basis for continuous learning and innovation. The process is a potential embryo for a new kind of research culture towards learning in the network, shared and transparent planning of project proposals.
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We, as authors of this paper have complementary knowledge and expertise. The first author works currently in the field of technology foresight, managing and facilitating roadmapping projects. The second author has expertise on management and organizations, and has experience on developmental impact evaluation. The third author has studied the dynamics and development of research groups, and has conducted developmental impact evaluation process in two research communities. In the LIFE process all three of us were involved as facilitators and co-constructors of the workshops.



SSB-network: 5. työpajan ohjelma 26.5.2009 Siikaranta, Nuuksio
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METHOD
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VTT:n haasteet palvelututkimuksessa Kari Neilimo, VTT Palvelututkimuksen kalansaaliin perkaus 2:ssa ryhmässä (15 min/aihio) Pietarin kalansaalis? Sano muikku!



14:00



The method consists of four phases:



Kurkistus verkon saaliiseen Minna Halonen, Katri Kallio ja Eveliina Saari, VTT Palvelututkimuksen strategia ja palvelulaboratorio Jouko Myllyoja, VTT Ryhmätyö: Mitä jäi haaviin, miten kalastetaan jatkossa? Palveluinnovaatiot ja -muotoilu Katri Ojasalo, Laurea



16:00 17:00



1) Roadmapping the future challenges and directions of the service science research Figure 2. The programme of the last workshop held by the lake Siikajärvi (Lake Whitefish in English).



2) Developmental impact evaluation of two previous research projects conducted by VTT, which gives an opportunity to question the prevailing research strategy and its strengths and weaknesses.



The LIFE process is a potential embryo for a new kind of research culture towards learning in the network, shared and transparent planning of project proposals.



3) Conceptualizing the future vision and strategy of service science research with the help of lessons learnt from the previous projects and the horizon of the future challenges.



LEARNING BY FORESIGHTING AND EVALUATING (LIFE) PROCESS



4) Co-creating the first project proposals and roadmaps according to the new strategy.



Learning by foresighting and evaluating process derives from the theories and methods of expansive learning, Developmental Impact Evaluation and Roadmapping. Abbreviation LIFE characterizes also the vivid and interactive process between different stakeholders during the workshops. The process enhances new face-to-face contacts inside and across organizations and hierarchical positions. It creates new “life” for the research area, which is dispersed in the organization.



The workshops of the LIFE process were designed to help the participants to move forward in their zone of proximal development. (Engeström 1999). This term refers to a situation and terrain of constant ambivalence, struggle and surprise, when the participants are about to create the next actions for the future. In this terrain, the possibility of expansive transformations (Engeström 2001) or as we call creative shifts may take place. The workshops aimed at creating a learning situation, in which the participants were able to see their research in a wider perspective than before. This expanded horizon meant seeing research projects e.g. from the management’s, from the customer’s or from the research collaborator’s point of view. Although, the need for creating a research strategy in dialogue between different actors is often called for, it is rarely implemented and achieved in practice. Because learning and creativity flourish in the atmosphere of enthusiasm, our method pays special attention on how to create such inspiring workshops. Therefore metaphors and language of art were utilized to prepare the participants to co-create.



Figure 3. Learning by foresighting and evaluating -process. New bearing idea of the process was to bring people “outside of their boxes”. This was done e.g. by using art metaphors when building working groups. The groups were named after different art schools: symbolistists, cubistists, futuristists and so on. This measure turned out to be a good ice-breaker between researchers with different expertises. This new identity gave an inspiring and neutral starting point for the collaboration.



Expansive learning emphasizes the social nature of learning. Learning is not taking place only inside individual’s mind, but is embedded in the development of activity. It considers learning taking place between people and in the working environment, in its situations, actions, negotiations and using of material artefacts. Expansion refers to the phenomenon of exceeding the initially given context of specific problems and refocusing on the wider context that generates those problems. In the case of a research activity, this means perceiving the object of the research not merely as an opportunity to expand scientific knowledge, but as an integral part of the customer’s activity or as a part of a solution to a societal problem.



We cultivated art metaphors throughout the whole process with the exception of the last workshop which was held by the lake Siikajärvi (Lake Whitefish in English) in the national park of Nuuksio near Helsinki. At this point we switched the metaphor from art to fishing. The last workshop day was coloured by fishing metaphors starting from a picture of a local lake in the background of the day’s programme and finishing with a fish soft toy which participants threw from one to another during the final feedback discussion.



One key aspect of expansive learning is that the old way of acting has to be questioned and it is used as a starting point for finding new solutions and forming a new kind of activity. In LIFE process, the analysis of two past research projects and
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their impact evaluation is used as a tool for questioning. In our process we have brought the concept impact analyses to the level of researchers and research group. Traditionally the impact assessments have been made at the organisational level and reported mainly to the top management.



The Need for Change – the First Two Workshops In the first workshop the participants were gathered together to initiate the networking between them. The purpose of the workshop was to become acquainted with each other. The management proposed only one workshop session to create a service research network. However the participants realized that one workshop was not enough for creating either new insightful projects or long-term network to VTT.



The other approach used in the LIFE process is based on foresight, or futures studies, which explores alternative futures. It is used to improve decision making with long-term consequences, offering a framework to better understand the present and expand mental horizons. Roadmapping presents one practical and largely used foresight method. Roadmapping is a method for mapping alternative futures. It links the future to the present and helps the elaboration of a vision of the future. It is a participatory process where process itself is often more important than the result i.e. a roadmap, which presents the graphical output of a roadmapping process. In our process we have combined roadmapping to organisational learning methods to foster organisational development and the creation of horizontal networks. In this context roadmapping has been utilised as a method for triggering participatory, future-oriented thinking within the LIFE process with less importance given to the roadmaps themselves.



We described the phases of the LIFE process as a draft to the participants and the management. We explained that this was the first effort also for us as facilitators to combine foresighting and developmental impact evaluation. However, we had conducted these methods and processes separately in different research communities with promising results (e.g. Saari et al. 2008, Ahlqvist et al. 2008). We called the participants for piloting this potential organizational innovation together with us. Our invitation to co-create was received with enthusiasm and we agreed on conducting four workshops during four subsequent months. The purpose of the second workshop was to create a dialogue between managers’ vision of service research and concerns of the researchers. The task of the researchers was to listen the message at the management level and then ponder and compare their own ideas about the future developments and concerns relating to its implementation to their daily work. The discussion was facilitated by “a fish bone” team exercise in order to make participants’ viewpoints and concerns visible.



THE PHASES OF LEARNING BY FORESIGHTING AND EVALUATING (LIFE) PROCESS During the workshops circa 30 VTT researchers and the management representatives were gathered together to create a shared understanding of service research strategy at VTT and new multidisciplinary service research projects. In addition the workshops were designed to facilitate dialogue between VTT’s service researchers and the “outside world”: the users of the research, potential collaborators such as universities, funding agencies, and the societal actors in the field of service science. For every workshop we brought an outsider’s view to inspire the future research directions and alliances of VTT.



Figure 5. A group working on a roadmap during the second workshop. After the discussion participants were divided in two groups, both of which developed a service research landscape for the next 15 years. Through this first roadmapping exercise we explored opportunities and identified challenges, drawing ‘the big picture’ of the service research in the future. The aim was to expand mental horizons and acquaint the participants with the method. In the end of the second workshop we chose together with the participants which research projects would represent the past service research at VTT. These were to be used as objects for developmental impact evaluation.



Figure 4. Cycle of LIFE process. In the following, we open up the phases of learning by foresighting and evaluating step by step. The phases are introduced as they took place in the context of SSB network at VTT from January to May 2009. Methodological principles, such as how impact evaluation, organizational learning and foresighting complemented each other, are described in each phase. Figure 4 describes the method as a learning process or cycle.



Impact Evaluation of the Past Research Projects – the Third Workshop In the third workshop, two past service science research projects were evaluated from three complementary perspectives: scientific,
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societal and the customer’s. One of the projects’ customers, research collaborators and a representative of the funding agency were invited to the workshop to evaluate the impacts of the projects from their perspective. The researchers observed and analysed the speeches with a help of a conceptual tool. The main purpose of the evaluation was to question the old way of conducting research. In the end of the workshop, the groups created new research themes based on what they had learned from the past (impact evaluation) and the future (roadmapping). These themes formed the basis for the next workshop.



such an activity. Their high motivation was testified by active participation throughout the workshop process despite tight project schedules of the people involved.



Creating a New Model – the Fourth Workshop



In addition, the LIFE process itself is a promising service concept, which we may market as a service for recently established research networks. The first pilot proved how fruitful it is to combine the analysis of the past to the construction of the future in the same process. By combining these methods we create an opportunity for people to learn and move between these horizons – from past to the future.



However organizational learning is fragile; it takes time before a new vision constructed together becomes visible in actions. The LIFE process serves also as a management tool for planning and organising research and creating networks. In order to continue this way of learning in the networks, it needs to be adopted as a continuous way of planning and organizing research.



In the fourth workshop the participants were supposed to form new project proposals and action plans. The roadmaps (service research landscapes) produced in the second workshop were utilised as a basis for the brainstorming session. In this second roadmapping phase we had smaller groups and more focused themes compared to the first roadmapping exercise. The aim was to scan deeper into the future of service research by refining the knowledge and organising, designing and planning the real life actions. In the end of the workshop each team presented their project embryos. They continued writing of the plans as a real research proposals.



ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We thank the participants of the workshop process for their enthusiasm and broadmindedness in launching into this new, challenging experience. We want to thank the management of VTT for the trust, also in the form of financial resources, given to us facilitators and the network. We are grateful for the highly qualified scholars and professionals who accepted our invitation to share with the network their insights on service research and did it with an exceptional sense of openness.



Testing and Implementing the New Research Plans – the Fifth Workshop In the fifth workshop, the new research proposals, which represented the spearheads of the strategic focus areas, were introduced. We invited well known service experts to analyze and spar the proposals in this early phase.
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Exploring the Use of Humanizing Attributions in User Experience Design for Smart Environments Minna Kynsilehto, Thomas Olsson Tampere University of Technology P.O. Box 589, 33101 Tampere, Finland {minna.kynsilehto, thomas.olsson}@tut.fi taking initiative. In smart environments, users will not have manuals or tutorials in their disposal, in other words, users are required to think “on their feet” in order to understand and interact with the environment. Therefore, interaction methods have to rely heavily on intuitive, familiar processes. Humanhuman interaction is by far the most familiar and intuitive for people, and readily available.



ABSTRACT In everyday interaction with devices and technology, users tend to give human attributes to technology. They may react socially to technology as if it were a human or make guesses about its’ intentions, such as “the computer is plotting against me.” Smart environments, being highly ubiquitous and continuously evolving, incorporate characteristics and a new interaction paradigm that might actively trigger such humanizing attributions. Therefore, new approaches in design are required to accommodate the holistic user experience with smart environments, in ways which appreciate the human tendency to react to technology as it were human (i.e. anthropomorphism). We present an early research agenda for studying the phenomena related to anthropomorphism in smart environments. Based on a brief summary of background literature of anthropomorphism, smart environments and user experience, we propose few central research questions and problems how the phenomenon might affect the UX of smart environments.



What effect do human-like interaction methods have on user experience? If devices are capable of interacting with methods natural to human communication (voice, touch) what kind of expectations, beliefs and understanding users will have about technology? Anthropomorphism is generally understood as assigning human-like features to animals, computers and religious entities. Merriam-Webster online dictionary (www.mw.com) defines anthropomorphism as “an interpretation of what is not human or personal in terms of human or personal characteristics”. Researchers have given various accounts on anthropomorphism and suggested theories and explanations [5, 6, 11, 12, 16]. Four of these are presented in the following section, as they play a role in understanding the phenomena of anthropomorphism in human-computer interaction (HCI).



Keywords anthropomorphism, humanizing attribution, smart environments, user experience, research agenda



User experience (UX), on the other hand, is regarded as a comprehensive concept that describes the experience resulting from the interaction with a product or a service. In current literature, UX has been considered to involve both instrumental (e.g. utility, appropriateness, and usability) and non-instrumental elements (e.g. joy, appeal, aesthetics, social and cultural factors, as well as hedonic elements, such as identification and stimulation) [1, 2, 8]. A recent ISO standard proposal [10] defines it as “A person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service.” For this research, it is central to identify what elements and characteristics of the services affect the processes of anthropomorphism, and on the other hand how UX elements and user expectations become influenced by the human like characteristics.



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] User Interfaces – user-centered design; H.5.m [Information Interfaces and Presentation] Miscellaneous; H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – Human information processing.



INTRODUCTION Although most people have little or no experience on smart and ubiquitous environments in practice, those environments possess potential to provide rich and lively user experiences. Future smart environments will be embedded with technology that offers location-specific services and resources for ad hoc needs. The possibility to use and exploit the content and resources in our proximity creates a huge potential for building smart environments with adaptive context aware services and seamless interaction. Because of the temporally evolving nature of such services, the technology can act as an agent [15], actively communicating with users and even automatically



The purpose of this research is to investigate how anthropomorphism can help in making natural and intuitive UX and understanding such issues as trust, agency and the user’s expectations, for instance. Helping to make sense of functions, processes, and capabilities of technology seems to be a neverending quest; everyone can easily remember situations where they did not understand what their computer did or what it can do. Therefore, understanding anthropomorphism in smart environments and HCI in general is crucial for developing systems that allow intuitive interaction, utilizing knowledge of human tendency to attribute human like qualities to technology. In design, it is essential to understand, that users will anthropomorphize, be it accurate or not, and it’s the designers job to see that interaction patterns fits the users’ understanding. We believe that the design of future smart environments can drastically benefit from incorporating human like qualities and ways of interaction.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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attributions to computers can happen with minimal social cues (eg. such as labeling a computer a team member or giving it a female or male voice) and irrespective of the conscious realization that computers are not human. These studies showed how people are polite to computers, treat computers with male and female voices differently and that people like computers with imitating a personality resembling their own. Research [7] also indicates that the number of humanizing cues increases anthropomorphism in participants. Luczak et. al [13] maintain that those devices that were seen as friends or helpers, were treated in a more friendly manner than those seen as mere tools.



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND So far, users’ social responses to computers have been researched widely [7, 14, 16, 17] but the process of how people use humanizing models to make sense of technology functions has received very little attention. Some researchers have looked into whether people believe that there are more or less humane qualities to computers at least to some extent. From studies described by Reeves and Nass [16] it is clear that people do not consciously consider computers as social actors but instead react to certain kinds of cues automatically. The phenomena they illustrate, occurs when interacting with technology while doing a task, not when they are asked to reflect on the properties of technology. In addition, Farzanfar et. al. [5] state that the participants in their study of automated mental health care were not under the illusion of the machine having human qualities at any time during the study. Furthermore, Fussell et al. [6] present a study, which indicates that people differentiate conceptually what kinds of thinking humans and machines are capable of. According to Levin et al. [12] people differentiate human and computer thinking based on intentionality when considering the difference.



SEEK Model of Anthropomorphism Epley et al. [3] propose a SEEK model based on following determinants: Sociality, Effectance, Elicited agent Knowledge to explain the variance in the extent which people anthropomorphize non-human agents. They base their model on research done on social cognition (for a full review, see Epley, et al. [3]). The scope of the social cognition background literature is far too wide to address here, thus we present only the main points of Epley et al’s [3] proposal.



One explanation for anthropomorphism is treating computers and devices as proxies. According to proponents of this theory, users are thought to react and talk to the programmer or the builder of the device they are using. This kind of explanation has received very little support. For instance, Sundar and Nass [17] found evidence against “computer as proxy” explanation. In their study participants reacted very differently to a computer, when they thought were communicating to a programmer than when they were told they are interacting with a computer. If the proxy – explanation would be true, then the two conditions would have had very little difference.



Epley et al. [3] propose two motivational mechanisms, need for establishing social connections with others (sociality) and, desire for control over the environment (effectance) which have received support in further studies [4]. In both studies, those high on the need of effectance or sociality, anthropomorphized more. In addition, Epley et al. [3] also describe a model of cognitive process of induction applied from the work of Higgins [9]. The process of elicited agent knowledge comes about when people encounter entities that elicit anthropomorphic attributions. Firstly, it activates knowledge about humans, when assessing non-human agents. Second, the activated knowledge may or may not be corrected or adjusted to incorporate non-human knowledge. Finally, the possibly adjusted knowledge is applied to a non-human agent.



According to Reeves and Nass [16], anthropomorphism is a natural way to make sense of and understand the environment, and deeply hard-wired into human information processing. The processes of anthropomorphism come about unconsciously, regardless the conscious realization that the object possesses no such capabilities. Furthermore, Nass et. al [14] use term ethopoeia to describe this phenomenon of giving human attributes to nonhuman entities. Brief examples of Reeves and Nass [16] study results will be listed in chapter 2.1.



Our Approach to Anthropomorphism Concluding the aforementioned, anthropomorphism in our research is defined along the same lines as Reeves and Nass [16]; it is a human tendency to automatically attribute human qualities to technology according the cues it presents. Typically anthropomorphism occurs when the user is “thinking on their feet”, i.e. trying to understand what is going on, how to interact with or what to do with technology. Results by Luczak et. al. [13] support this line of thinking as they report talking more to devices when there’s a malfunction.



A related way of addressing anthropomorphism is to talk about mindlessness. Mindlessness refers to the state of not reflecting on your actions or environment but rather operating on automatic models and scripts. Johnson and Gardner [11] report a study, where users with greater experience anthropomorphized more than those with less experience. They explain the result with automaticity: the more experience, the more rehearsed and thus less conscious is the interaction process with technology. Not thinking leads to the use of over-learned human interaction scripts.



Taking together these lines of reasoning, ethopoeia, mindlessness, social cues and SEEK model, we conclude that the attribution process comes about as a combination of social cues, situational and personal factors.



In conclusion, in human-computer interaction context anthropomorphism is more than describing behavior of technology with terms used to describe human behavior. Anthropomorphism is a process of inference about unobservable characteristics of a nonhuman agent, rather than descriptive reports of a nonhuman agent’s observable or imagined behavior [3].



Social Cues in Antropomorphism In several experiments Nass and Reeves [16] show that people can treat computers as social actors. Assigning human
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•



Social cues mean any kinds of cues that suggest human qualities or functioning, such as apparent independence, male or female voice and similarity to the user.



•



With situational factors we mean factors that are related to context and use situation, such as hurry, experience or competition over attention resources.



•



Personal factors are trait-like, stable qualities that usually change only little over time, for example, cultural habits and personality traits, such as sociality and effectance.
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To elicit anthropomorphic thinking in users, sufficient cues will prompt human models, and situational and personal factors may affect the correction process in such a way, that the human model is applied without correction. Naturally, this is a simplified working model of the process, and following studies will hopefully shed more light on it.



RESEARCH AGENDA This research work produces data for a doctoral thesis work on anthropomorphism in smart environments. The high level research questions are as follows: 1. How people use knowledge of human behavior and thinking to understand and explain functioning of technology?



ANTHROPOMORPHISM AND USER EXPERIENCE IN SMART INTEROPERABLE ENVIRONMENTS



2. How people perceive agency and role of technology in smart environments? What expectations and beliefs it elicits? Practical goal of this work is to determine situations where and what users anthropomorphize, when it is fruitful to use underlying human patterns to enhance UX and when it is appropriate to underline the non-human nature of technology, in other words, to provide such cues that make users assess the nature of technology correctly.



Smart environments set both new and well-known challenges and elements for user experience. The scope of possible UX elements in smart environments in general is far too wide to tackle exhaustively in this paper. Thus we next mention only some salient and topical that might become affected by anthropomorphic processes. From our point of view such features of UX as predictability and control, affordance perception, trust and reliability and naturalness of interaction are central. Furthermore, automation and agency are implicitly present in smart environments, and cannot be neglected as topic of study in this context. In addition to the actual felt experience of the environment, also the expectations of it might become affected by anthropomorphism.



Explorative Qualitative Study The first stage in this agenda will be gathering empirical observations on how people apply anthropomorphic explanations on various technological phenomena. As users generally have very little user experience with smart environments and natural interaction methods, we begin with exploring anthropomorphic thinking with computers and other high-tech devices. Especially, we are interested in phenomena that are related to smart environments: agency, automation, control and trust. Main research questions will include the following:



Vihavainen et al. [18] has discussed issues related to automaticity, maintaining that automaticity is not always beneficial and can contribute to poor user experience or abandoning the service altogether. Automation should provoke strong anthropomorphic cues; it makes technology seem independent, taking initiative and making observations. Therefore, initiative and context aware agency solutions in UIs require careful design where anthropomorphic theories could be adapted. Nijholt [15] suggests that embodied agents are a useful way to provide user interface for ambient intelligence environments. Agents are strongly associated with anthropomorphism, and thus warrant inquiry of human-like features and effects of them in smart environments. From the agent point of view, considering anthropomorphic thinking about agents is particularly interesting when their apparent independence and initiative comes into play.



•



What are the most typical or frequent kinds of anthropomorphic thinking in technology use?



•



What is the function of aforementioned kind of thinking? What are the benefits and drawbacks?



Methods used in the study will be qualitative for the main part: interviews and projective methods. Interviews will be loosely or semi-structured, aiming for gathering qualitative data on how people make sense about technology and what kind of relationships they form with their devices. We seek to answer the following questions:



Of the UX elements we present here, predictability and control describe how much the user can determine the results of one’s actions and the user’s feeling whether s/he feels being able to control the processes in the environment. Control is in strong contrast with automaticity and visibility of the processes, and thus affects how the user sees the role and nature of the environment. In addition, trust and security issues are related to control and automaticity in many ways, for instance, allowing the environment monitor the user or knowing who has access to monitor data. Second, affordances, the interaction cues present in the environment, indicate to the user which actions and resources are possible or exist in the environment. Affordances awaken user expectations; what the environment can do or how to interact with it. Cues that indicate natural interaction methods, such as voice, touch or gaze, may prompt knowledge of human interaction and thus awaken expectations in the user.



•



How users perceive device agency? What kinds of assumptions are related to agency? Is it similar to human agency?



•



What makes users trust technology? What human-like features in technology might affect trust?



•



What kind of roles users assign to technology and how does this affect their thinking about it?



•



What human-like attributions users employ when interacting with and controlling the technology?



Participants to this study will be selected on the basis of technology experience, balancing for gender and age. As smart environments, as envisioned in the ubiquitous computing research agenda, are very rare, people have no or little experience of them. Therefore, we aim at recruiting users with high experience on mobile devices and services, virtual environments, or novel gaming devices. As we aim for rich qualitative data, the sample size will not be large. Estimated number of interviewees is 10.



Altogether, what all this means when combined with the knowledge of anthropomorphism, is that we need to consider the ways of human-human interaction when assessing reliability, trusting, understanding the intentions and qualities of others and transfer this knowledge into the UX design of smart environments.



The method of analysis will be discourse analytic, aiming to extract common processes and typical categories of anthropomorphic thinking. The main goal of the analysis is to identify the most frequent type of anthropomorphic thinking and the factors that affect the phenomenon.
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Further Studies The purpose of further studies is to assess the way humanizing cues affect anthropomorphism, especially users’ expectations and understanding of system functionality. Based on results from the first stage of this research agenda, some factors will be applied in consequent studies. Variable selection will be based on salience, relevance in terms of use cases, and research literature. Due to nature of smart environments, we believe that agency, automation and natural interaction methods will be among the factors in further studies. Factors are then measured in relation to the suggested variables that affect anthropomorphism: strength and quality of humanlike cues, situational and personal factors. In addition to more qualitative methods, the studies will include experimental setups, where UX factors will be measured in relation to variable quality and intensity. These results are used to understand anthropomorphism in HCI and in devising methodology for UX design.
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From the user’s point of view, smart environments open up huge possibilities but also pose several challenges. For instance, how does the user know what embedded information and services are available in the environment, and how to grab and control those? How does the user know which information s/he leaves into the space? Trust, control, and literacy of smart environments, among other issues, essentially affect user experience of smart environment and should be taken into account in the design of smart environments from the very beginning.



ABSTRACT This paper discusses human-centred design of technical infrastructures of smart environments. Smart environments make our everyday environments computerized by embedding information and communication technology in them. The design of smart environments includes to a great extent design of technical infrastructures that facilitate interaction within and with the environment. Therefore, human-centred design should be extended from individual services to focus already on the technical infrastructures that the services will be built on. This paper describes two project cases. The first case concerns the design of a technical infrastructure that facilitates interaction with the smart environment with personal mobile phones. The latter case reflects the design of a technical infrastructure facilitating interoperability of different devices and services for smart environments.



Human-centered design [5] is a well-established practice to the design of individual software applications. The approach aims at understanding the needs of users, specifying the potential contexts of use, and evaluating the design solutions against user requirements. Many application features are, however, not defined only in the application itself but by the underlying technical infrastructures such as device platforms, databases, middleware and interface libraries that are typically fixed before the application development takes place. Studying those system-level solutions and their effects at the end-user level is underlined with the coming of smart environments that constitute of different technical infrastructures on which individual applications and services are built on. Human-centred design of the technical infrastructures is needed to ensure that the environment will support such application features and interaction paradigms that provide successful user experience. This approach becomes even more significant when designing smart environments with rich and temporally evolving user experience



Keywords human-centred design, ubiquitous computing, smart environment, user experience



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



We present the approach of human-centred design of technical infrastructures for smart environments by reflecting two project cases, MIMOSA and DIEM.



INTRODUCTION In the close future, we will not only use and exploit single smart devices, applications, and services. Instead, we will enter and act in smart environments, in which the services and recourses all seamlessly interoperate with each other to benefit the user. For instance, in the vision of the DIEM project [2], devices, services and applications openly share their data to be utilised by other services and finally the user. The notion of smart environment is based on ubiquitous computing, which refers to computerisation of everyday environments – embedding information and communication technology in them.



CASE MIMOSA We started developing the methodology for human-centred design of a ubiquitous computing architecture [7] in MIMOSA project [10]. The project was developing novel microsystems solutions for wireless sensors and tags as well as a mobile platform that facilitates connecting those microsystems wirelessly to ordinary mobile phones and other personal mobile devices. The architecture (Figure 1) provides the applications with wireless connections to small tags and sensors, thus letting the applications utilize different identification, measurement and context data. Potential application fields include health care, fitness, sports and everyday consumer applications. The assortment of services facilitated by this system level solution is much wider than dealt with in the studies of software architectures [1, 3, 4, 8]. We involved potential users and application field experts in the design process to get information about the type and quality of applications that the architecture should facilitate.
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In MIMOSA project scenarios worked well as design tools. The rich scenario material ensured that the functionality of the architecture could be studied in different usage situations and with diverse use cases. Several common patterns were recognized in the scenarios. The systematic analysis of the scenarios made it possible to identify quite early and with moderate resources several important user and application requirements that had implications on the architectural design. Analyzing the user and application requirements into requirements for the MIMOSA platform architecture was not a straightforward job. Technical documentation did not help very far but several workshops were needed with architecture and component designers to fully understand the structure and functionality of the architecture, and the boundaries for design solutions. However, user and application requirements could be traced back to requirements for the architecture. The rich scenario material from the very beginning facilitated identifying common use cases that the architecture would need to support. User evaluations of the scenarios and proof of concepts gave insight how these use cases should work in practice.



Figure 1. The MIMOSA architecture. Human-centred design approach was applied in the MIMOSA project at two levels. Firstly, from the end user’s point of view the aim was to identify useful and acceptable application concepts as well as to define user requirements for these concepts both regarding the individual applications and the architecture. Secondly, application developers assessed the applicability of the architecture as a platform for different applications both from application and application development points of view. The objective was to identify the functionalities that future applications would need and to apply humancentred design to ensure that the architecture would enable those functionalities in a usable way.



CASE DIEM Based on the experiences of MIMOSA, the human-centred design approach of technical infrastructures for smart environments is being further developed in the DIEM project [2]. The goal of DIEM is to build new kind of smart environments that comprise of ecosystems of digital devices (Figure 2). The DIEM ecosystem is based on an interoperability architecture for devices, services, and information from different domains [9]. Digital devices and systems contain relevant information, physical and digital resources, and services for various purposes. Hence, by being able to extract, combine and integrate all this content on a common innovation platform, new services and applications can be created for ad hoc needs [9]. The possibility to use and exploit the content that can be made available from our proximity opens up a huge potential for building entire ecosystems and smart environments with novel services and seamless interaction. The project focuses on a variety of types of physical contexts: buildings as smart environments (mostly indoors: homes and offices) and public spaces (e.g. piazzas, parks, fitness-centers and marketplaces).



The human-centred design approach included the following, partially overlapping steps: •



Creation of usage scenarios on the selected application fields to clarify future possibilities offered by the architecture



•



Refining the scenarios based on feedback from users, application field experts and technical experts of the project



•



Evaluation of the scenarios with end users and application field experts to refine the scenarios



•



Analysis of the scenarios down to use cases and further into sequence diagrams to describe in details what kind of communication they indicated between the user, different parts of the architecture and external actors.



•



Building proof-of-concept demonstrators to illustrate key look-and-feel features in the applications and to compare alternative solutions



•



User and expert evaluations of the proof of concepts



•



Defining usage requirements for the architecture based on use case analysis and feedback from users, application field experts and technical experts of the project



•



Implementing MIMOSA first generation demonstrators



•



Evaluation of the demonstrators and their implementation process.



Figure 2. DIEM smart environment based on digital device ecosystem.



To identify the implications on the architecture, the use cases and related user feedback from scenario evaluations were analysed together with human factors experts and architecture designers. Special attention was paid on common usage patterns that were repeating from one scenario to another as they were potentially the core features of the architecture.



The challenges of interoperable smart environments for the user are somewhat different than in MIMOSA. First, the DIEM smart environment is dynamic and evolving by nature: new devices and users can join it, bringing their information content and services in, and then leave the environment. Application designers – also end users as designers – can test new applications, 128
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and simplicity of interaction should be designed at the most early phase to smart environments. Critical user experience elements are, for instance:



elaborate them, and then remove them. Second, interaction with and in the smart environment emphasizes the social aspects, as others can participate simultaneously, observe or prompt actions that ask for involvement. In short, the smart environment is characterised by open information sharing, gradual change and evolvement, and user involvement by producing content to the environment and easy innovation of new applications.



1) Attention division: the services in the DIEM environment need to grab and hold the user’s attention. Because there may be many other potential points of interests, competing tasks, other users and sources of distraction designers cannot rely on having the user’s undivided attention.



As the ultimate mission of the project is to create a concept and implementation of a generic and scalable smart space interoperability solution and platform, which then can be adapted to various domains and applications, it is critical to extend human-centred design to the architecture and platform level. A non-predictable number and type of applications and services will depend on the DIEM system level solutions.



At the system level: should there be implementation of priorities in which applications or information compete of the user’s attention – e.g., when listing available services or monitoring the environment for relevant data 2) Control & Predictability: Describes the user’s feeling of control, whether they feel being able to control the processes in the environment, starting new ones, interrupting them, and preventing those that they wish not to use. Predictability refers to the extent to which the user can determine the results of their actions based on their interactions with the system.



In DIEM, we apply human-centred design at the system level by collecting, analysing and interpreting user requirements for the functional architecture and platforms. An essential part of the process has been to identify the usage patterns enabled by the interoperability architecture. These abstract usage patterns form an analysis tool to help analysing the user feedback considering interaction with the smart environment down to the system level to support good user experience.



At the system level: should the architecture support or implement generic, systematic control methods or affordances for the application level to make user interaction more predictable and easy to learn.



The usage patterns have been identified in collaboration with the technical system developers of the project as follows:



3) Reliability & Trust: Reliability refers both to system functions as well as to validity of the information that the system offers to the user. A reliable system has little errors, behaves consistently over time and situations, and prevents leaks of information to unwanted parties. User trust in mobile services includes perceived reliability of the technology and the information and services provided, reliance on the service in planned usage situations, and the user’s confidence that (s)he can keep the service under control and that the service does not misuse his/her personal data [6]. The users need to be aware of the risks in using the product and must have reliable information to assess how much one can rely on the technology in different usage contexts and situations.



User-activated Usage Patterns LOOK AT AVAILABLE SERVICES: User enters the space and wants to see what services are available. GET DATA: User downloads data from the space PUT DATA: User uploads data into the space SYNCHRONISE: User asks device to synchronise its (certain) data (with other devices) USE SERVICE: User utilises available resource or service SUBSCRIBE FOR SERVICE/ALERT (TIME/EVENT TRIGGERED): User wants to have service or alert either at certain times or in a certain context



At the system level: should the architecture include methods to trace the source and check the reliability of information. For instance, reliability of information provided by userbuild mash-up applications may be a problem. Furthermore, should the architecture include methods to inform the user where the data s/he shares may end up.



UNSUBSCRIBE: User does not want any more the subscribed service/alert Automatic Usage Patterns ALERT/NOTIFICATION: User gets automatic alert (no subscribe needed beforehands)



During the project, the usage patterns will be illustrated in different ways and evaluated. At the time of this writing, the usage patterns are being illustrated as scenarios in the form of cartoons (Figure 3).



SITUATIONAL SERVICE: User gets automatic service (no subscribe needed beforehands) KEEP IN SYNCH: Device synchronises its data automatically (time/event triggered) GET SUBSCRIBED SERVICE/ALERT: User gets automatically service or alert that has been subscribed before MONITOR: Device monitors the environment looking for relevant data (or services) The abstract usage patterns form a framework to interpret user feedback considering the application level down to the system level. We expect to identify user feedback and requirements on critical user experience issues related to the core characteristics of DIEM smart environments (interoperability, multimodality, openness, and evolving nature). As interoperability may make it difficult to perceive where the information is from, how it is built up and can it be trusted, such issues as control, reliability,



Figure 3. DIEM scenario cartoon clip.
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In the scenarios the interaction methods, although multimodal according to the DIEM objectives, may not be innovative as such in purpose: the user attention needs to be directed to the quality of interaction and combinations of interaction (usage) patterns instead of novel interaction methods or tools, to facilitate the analysis of feedback on interoperability platform.
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Our next step is to analyse and refine the scenarios with end users and analyse the feedback, which based on the MIMOSA experience mainly concerns the application level, against the patterns. In the scenario evaluations, we will systematically gather feedback on different ways these usage patterns are represented as applications, and analyse the feedback to identify such core issues that should be implemented at the system level. These issues will be defined as user requirements for the interoperability platform. Our goal is to describe in details what kind of communication in the interoperability based smart environment promotes the most positive user experience.
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product development, technology use and their integration, whereas UID can provide user-focused guidance. Hence, ID and UID have complementary expertise.



ABSTRACT This paper examines the role of visual information in a remote help-giving situation involving the collaborative physical task of designing a prototype remote control. We analyze a set of video recordings captured within an experimental setting. Our analysis shows that using gestures and relevant artefacts and by projecting activities on the camera, participants were able to discuss several design-related issues. The results indicate that with a limited camera view (mainly faces and shoulders), participants’ conversations were centered at the physical prototype that they were designing. The socially organized use of our experimental setting provides some key implications for designing future remote collaborative systems.



In our experimental setup (Figure 1), both participants were equipped with high resolution cameras with adequate support of audio-video technologies. The cameras could show participants’ heads and shoulders. Both participants could adjust their camera views, if needed. Both of them had the same documentation and specifications about the design of prototype remote control, but only ID had the design materials to develop a prototype.



Keywords remote help-giving, awareness, common-ground, collaborative physical task, design



INTRODUCTION Computer-mediated communication (CMC) systems that involve collaborative physical tasks1 should support coordination of participants’ speech as well as their actions [2, 3, 6, 7]. Kraut et al. [7] suggest that in such a CMC system, supporting ‘mutual awareness’ and establishing ‘common-ground’ between participants are the two important issues. Here, visual information becomes a major resource of communication and a support to verbal exchanges between the participants. The visual information about the object in question and other relevant information (e.g. gestures) not only help participants maintain and gain up-to-date understanding about the current situation but also allow participants to establish a commonground during task performance.



Figure 1. Experimental setting of remote help-giving. In this paper we report an analysis of 9 design sessions with different IDs and UIDs captured on videos – approximately 40–60 minutes each. The videos show both participants interacting with each other in real-time. From the analysis, we show that by using gestures and showing relevant artefacts and by projecting activities to the camera, both participants established mutual awareness and common-ground.



In our project we focus on understanding the nature and the role of visual information as a resource for conversations in remote collaborative physical task. In the current phase we consider the aspect of ‘assisting’ or ‘help-giving’, in a task of co-designing a prototype remote control. Here, one of the participants uses different types of clay to design a prototype remote-control. We refer to him/her as Industrial Designer (ID). The second participant, at a remote location, provides assistance and guidance during this process without having direct access to the design material. We refer to him/her as User Interface Designer (UID). Here ID has knowledge about



In the following, first, we describe the results of our analysis using several examples. Next, we discuss some issues discovered and describe future work.



RESULTS Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



We found three types of visual information utilized by the participants for establishing awareness and common-ground: 1) use of gestures, 2) use of artefacts, and 3) projecting activities



1. A ‘collaborative physical task’ involves two or more people working together on physical objects in the real-world. [3]
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on camera. We will show how this visual information enabled adjustments in the design of the remote control prototype – allowing discussions of size, shape, interaction mechanisms and ways of using.



Animated Gestures Some of the aspects related to the prototype remote control were not easily describable in words or through showing the prototype only. We observed that participants used animated gesture to explain their ideas clearly. Figure-4 shows an example when an ID is describing a ‘sliding’ behavior to confirm with UID’s suggested mechanism. Here is a short excerpt of their conversation.



Use of Gestures Participants used gestures to make each other aware of the situation as well as to provide instructions for specific actions. Their gestures were mainly object-focused, i.e. referring to the physical prototype. Both participants used head movements and facial expressions to convey agreement, confirmation or otherwise. This was a quick way to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the other participant. We will describe some specific patterns that allowed more detailed communications.



UID : “Do you think you can make a sliding mechanism for the prototype as we had discussed in the last meeting?” ID : “You mean, like this…” (ID uses an animated gesture as shown in Figure 4 to demonstrate a sliding mechanism) UID : “Yeh, that way”



Pointing to a Specific Part On several occasions pointing to a particular part of the remote control was used to communicate ideas. For example, in Figure 2, this ID used pointing gestures to locate specific parts of the prototype and to describe position of buttons and screen of the prototype remote control. This kind of gesture was mainly used by IDs as they had direct access to the prototype. In order to make relevant design decisions, IDs needed to point to a specific portion of the prototype to discuss details. Figure 4. ID (left) uses animated gestures to make a design suggestion.



Use of Artefacts We observed that in combination with speech different artefacts were used by the participants for aiding mutual awareness, for continuous coordination and for directing participants’ focus of attention. These artefacts included the prototype remote control but also other artefacts like paperbased drawings and some hybrid coordination techniques – mixing gestures with artefacts.



Figure 2. ID (left) points to a part of the prototype to communicate with UID. Describing a Specific Shape



The Design Object



Since UIDs did not have direct access to the prototype, UIDs frequently used gestures to communicate shapes and size of the prototype, to describe interaction mechanisms and to explain ways of using the prototype. From the two examples shown in Figure 3, (a) shows a UID explaining the size and shape of a button, and (b) shows a UID using a two-handed gesture to demonstrate a flap-like interaction mechanism for the prototype remote control. A fragment of the conversation from example (b) illustrates how participants were able to discuss different design possibilities through visual information.



As the remote control prototype is the main source of the discussion, IDs have to continuously update UIDs by positioning it close to the camera, whenever needed. Here the temporality of the design object becomes very important. This temporality helps establishing a common understanding of the process. If the camera focused on the faces of the participants, the remote UID had to request to see the current state of the prototype by asking “show me, how does it look now?”, for example. Visual information related to the design object not only helped for establishing mutual awareness or commonground, it also improved conversational efficiency. For example, when a UID could see what an ID had done, he/she would confirm or intervene appropriately.



ID : “The bottom of the remote control could have a slider” UID : “Fantastic. Yeh, that’s my idea” UID : “I also like a flap window, like in the Motorola phones, you know” (UID poses as shown in Figure 3b)



Figure 3. UID (right) describes specific shapes using gestures to communicate with ID (right).
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ID : “Here?”(ID poses as shown in Figure 7) UID : “Ya…ya”



Figure 7. An example of material common-ground established by participants.



Projecting Activities on Camera We observed that projecting different activities towards the camera (i.e. showing actions in front of the camera) allowed participants to make each other aware of the start and the progress of a particular design activity. This was done only by the IDs since they had direct access to the prototype. Since both participants had a limited view of each other, at specific times an ID projects available clay materials, adjusts the camera view to focus on specific parts and also adjusts the position of the prototype remote control to keep UID aware and up-to-date about the ongoing activities. By projecting activities on the camera the information is intentionally made commonly visible which in turn makes the production and understanding of references (made during conversations) easier.



Figure 5. Different stages (a, b & c) of the remote control projected by ID (left) to UID (right). Related Materials We also observed that participants used other materials like paper based sketches and drawing diagrams in order to communicate ideas to each other. An example is illustrated in Figure 6. Figures 6a and 6b point to different time-frames. In this particular case, using a sketch, remote a UID assists an ID throughout the design process. This can be seen in the figures where the UID works on her drawing while simultaneously explaining her drawings to the ID. Here, the development of the physical prototype of the remote control (accessible only by ID) and drawing sketches (used by UID) go hand in hand.



As it can be seen in Figure 8, physical actions were projected so that the intended participant can see these actions and their meanings. Public visibility as a coordinative aspect has been echoed by many others [4, 8]. Especially, Robertson suggests that the public availability of different artefacts and embodied actions to be perceived by distributed participants in a cooperative process could enable their communicative functions.



Figure 8. Projecting actions on the camera. Figure 6. UID (right) continuously assists ID (left) using drawing sketch.



Available Materials We observed that in order to establish a common-ground, at the beginning of all design session ID shows all the materials available to him to UID. This enabled UID to better assist ID in the design process.



Hybrid Coordination There were specific coordinative patterns where participants used a mix of gestures and artefacts in order to establish common-ground. We observed several instances of these types of hybrid coordinative patterns. As can be seen in Figure 7, a UID (right) mimics the shape of the prototype remote control to be able to explain a specific position that needs to be readjusted. Both ID and UID play a role here in establishing a common-ground. A fragment of their conversation illustrates the importance of this.



Adjusting Camera Both ID and UID were able to adjust the focus of their own cameras as they were able to see their own view in addition to each other’s views. As shown in Figure 9, an ID zooms in to the prototype to show details. This kind of activities occur either when requested by the UID or when they both finish an aspect of their specific phase of design activity. It was also seen that sometimes an ID forgot to adjust the focus of the camera, which did not provide sufficient information to UID.



UID : “I think you could put the volume control there” ID : “Hum…?” UID : “Where your thumb is… ” ID : “Here?” UID : “No…here”(UID poses as shown in Figure 7)
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and creating common-ground through gestures. These provide a common frame of reference that supports awareness between remote ecologies and enables participants to align and integrate their collaborative activities. The richness of gestures, artefacts and projected activities allows participants to effortlessly make sense of the coworker’s actions, as these are really mundane and participants do not have to ‘decode’ any abstract representations. As shown in [5], the intersubjective intelligibility of the common spaces, which are built within two separate ecologies, help in establishing an efficient coordinative environment.



Figure 9. ID (Left) adjusts camera to zoom in on the prototype.



Design is an inherently ‘visual’ domain. Our previous study [10] shows that visual information like sketches, physical models and prototypes developed within different fields of design (e.g. industrial & product design, architecture) help in coordinating design activities. We were able to confirm this visual character of design.



DISCUSSION In this paper, we examined how participants coordinated the design of a prototype remote control in an audio-video mediated environment. We have collected different patterns of establishing mutual awareness and of building common-ground between participants. Echoing others [6, 7], our results demonstrate that help-giving during remote collaborative physical tasks requires complex coordination between participants. Participants have to decide how and when to provide instructions and how to align these with their conversations.



FUTURE WORK Our overall research goal is to develop technologies to support remote cooperative design. The experimental setting that is used in our study provides indications of how visual information could be critical in supporting awareness and establishing commonground amongst remotely located participants. We intend to apply more reliable ways of registering and interpreting these coordinative processes and to identify patterns. We also plan to expand our analysis to more than two participants, where we intend to have the system to perform real-time pattern analysis in order to support multiparty collaboration.



We found that collaborative design activities were facilitated by three types of visual information: gestures, artefacts and projecting activities on camera. In table-1, we list design activities that our participants carried out using these categories of visual information. This list should not been seen as a complete taxonomy but it reflects the importance of visual information in a remote coordinative physical task. Importantly, we observed how participants integrate and align their activities using both behavior and speech.



A following step will be to study design practices in real world. It has been evident from the past experiences of media spaces [5, 9] that because of the impoverished understanding of ‘collaborative work’, media space-like environments have not been very successful. Clearly, real world practices of designers are needed for understanding real-life coordination mechanisms.



Table 1. Different visual information and design- related activities they support. Gestures



Artefacts



Projecting Activities on Camera



• • • •



Describing shape and size Mimicking interaction mechanisms Pointing and describing a position Referring to actions required on a part of the object



• • • •



Transferring work-in-progress information Showing shapes (using a drawing sheet) Discussing planning mechanisms Setting knowledge landmark for future actions



• • • •



Showing available materials Status updates Making information publicly visible Directing co-worker’s focus of attention
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domestic life, to more technology oriented views which tend to focus on computational, rather than social aspects of domestic life [1, 2].



ABSTRACT A challenging topic for cognitive ergonomics and cognitive engineering is the development of smart applications and devices which apply some “intelligence” of the situations, i.e. commonsense knowledge about the occupants of the household, their individual and collective routines, their expected patterns of behavior. Most people spend more time at home than in any other place, including work places, but few studies have been conducted on how new context-aware technologies could support people in their everyday life. Spaces that subtly reconfigure themselves according to their occupants and use can cause rejection or acceptance, depending on how intelligently they are designed. In this paper we describe a descriptive framework for contextual activities that aims at supporting collective thinking about the design of services for the domestic users.



The approach we have adopted in the In-Situ project is to build heuristic descriptive models of contextual activities in order to provide a basis to support thinking about the design of services for the domestic users. The idea is not to provide a computational cognitive model of the contextual mechanisms held by the members of the household when coordinating their individual and collective activities, but rather to define: - An acceptable, semi-formal description of these activities with a special emphasis on particular dimensions. - A descriptive model, that is a descriptive abstraction of actors’ activities in their environment, which refers to the analyst’s understanding of this behaviour.



Keywords



- A transition towards the use of models for design, that is proactive models that can orientate and assess some design issues concerning the possible interest and impact of introducing contextual technologies in home settings.



scenarios, modeling of situations, design, contextual technologies



ACM Classification Keywords



The Section: “Background” describes the background of the framework and the notion of model-based evaluation and design at the center of the approach. Section: “General Approach” provides details of the model and focuses on describing the notions of viewpoints and cognitive equipment which are critical for the interpretation of context relevant information. Section: “Scenario Analysis Examples” describes how the model may be applied to the analysis of a domestic scenario and the type of results obtained. Section: “Discussion and Future Work” concludes the paper with a broader discussion of the implications of the model and gives our directions for future work.



H.1.2 [Models and principles (e.g., HCI)] User/Machine Systems – Human Factors.



INTRODUCTION Contextual technologies are said to help us manage different critical aspects of individual and collective situated activities in various social contexts. But meantime, it can be seen as a new source of complexity and a challenge designers have to face when introducing new services. The range of traditional issues have extended to new ones: for example what can we expect when moving information technology from the center of actors’ focal attention into the periphery and what are the likely consequences on the organization of cooperation between users and devices and between the occupants of households themselves. In the recent years many studies have been conducted in order to better understand the articulation between ambient technologies and the social organization of domestic activities. These studies show the variety of approaches currently used, from a mere description of domestic life through ethnographic studies which attempt to assess the impact and role of technologies on



BACKGROUND The increasing use of mobile interactive systems and pervasive and ubiquitous services available anywhere, anytime leads researchers and designers to question what is interaction and cooperation. Ubiquitous and pervasive applications have contributed to put the notion of incidental interaction [3] at the forefront of research on interaction and cooperation in “intelligent” environments. For example: a young child walks around in a kitchen (a potentially hazardous area) and incidentally this information is made visible to her/his parents in another part of the house; the music being played in a room adapts automatically when people within starts chatting; the heating system adjusts the thermostat to the occupants’ current activities.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



One critical design issue now concerns what contextual factors need to be incorporated into these systems and services. The general idea is that in order to enable meaningful interactions between the context-aware environment and its occupants, the



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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systems has to be aware of the occupants’ context of activities. But what value do context sensitive services create and what is the induced cost (in terms of expense, loss of control, privacy and so on)?



Defining Different Levels of “Contextual Ability” Environment, Context, Situation Contextual abilities are partly determined by the capabilities, or the cognitive equipment, that an actor has to interpret the situation. An actor uses perceptive and cognitive resources in order to recognise different events, to give them a meaning and then perform an action or not. These capabilities vary depending on the actor, for example an elderly person or a young child does not have the same perceptive and cognitive capabilities as a young adult. This means that the viewpoints of the actors will be different and hence the ability to perform an action will be directly affected.



Amongst the different approaches that may help to open the design space, we propose a framework based on the definition and simulation of different models of context processing. This approach to model-based evaluation uses a model of how an actor or a group of actor would behave in a particular environment in order to generate feedbacks by simulation of the model (be it a pen and pencil simulation or a computerized one). Like traditional model-based evaluation in HCI the approach presented here can be seen as a valuable supplement to more traditional evaluation (usability testing, user-based evaluation,…). But the main practical objective of this type of models is to inform the design process. It is intended to be used as a tool for helping us to conduct analysis of individual and collective situated activities in domestic settings. Additionally, the tool could help the design team to assess different artefacts or different implementations of context-aware systems for assisting the collective organization of activities in the household (including energy, comfort and safety management).



In order to take into account these differences of equipments and to apply this idea of “levels of contextual capability” in the context of designing context sensitive systems, we drew inspiration from a generic classification made by Quéré [5], who, based on Dewey’s seminal work, identified three complementary categories of “contexts”: environment, context and situation. • Environment An environment can be defined as a relatively stable structure composed of a location, and in which different objects are present. For example, we can speak of the kitchen as an environment defined by more or less precise physical boundaries and by the artefacts disseminated over this physical space.



The framework is grounded in the analysis of data drawn from the empirical study of several scenarios concerning various aspects of domestic life. One of these scenarios, concerning the management of lighting, is used in this paper to illustrate the approach.



• Context The context is the wholeness that enables meaning to be given to an event (a behaviour, a signal in the environment, etc.) and that enables the justification of meaningful actions. Broadly speaking, context can be seen as an “interpreted environment”.



GENERAL APPROACH Identifying Relevant Key Factors By analysing both the literature on empirical studies in domestic situations and different real-life scenarios, a set of relevant dimensions for defining a framework for analysing and modelling contextual activities has been defined [4]. The following identified dimensions have been included so far in the descriptive model:



• Situation A situation can be seen as an environment “ordered” by the experience through time and space of this environment. This “ordering” is made possible by configurations, that is walkthroughs in the environment, paced by actions involving available resources.



ƒ Routines as a resource for efficiently organising individual and collective activities at a low cognitive cost. ƒ The role of artefacts in the domestic situation. The interpretation of an artefact’s state at a given moment determines the local context of use. ƒ The role of the organisation of domestic space is a contextualised way of organising activities. ƒ Implicit communication between actors in the physical environment. These communications may or may not be related to the actions of the actors. ƒ The awareness that an actor has of others activities defines the context of activity for that actor. ƒ The dynamics of actor engagement. The actors may need to manage different concerns in parallel. ƒ The evaluation of an actor’s availability is an important aspect in defining the context for the actor and for other actors.



Let us consider the following example: “X intends to purchase an object O. She goes out of her place, but realizes that it is raining; she then goes back home in order to get an umbrella. In the stairs she meets one of her neighbors; she chats with him for some minutes. She then goes upstairs to her flat but has forgotten the reason why she came back. She goes out and notices a traffic jam in the street; she also realizes that she is late and therefore decides to take the subway.” We can see that X evolves dynamically in different environments (her place, the stairs, the street, etc.) that are populated by objects, e.g. other people, and in which different events may happen (rain, meeting someone, traffic jam, etc.). These different environments are interpreted in terms of background knowledge and practices and in relation with the actor’s current course of action (previous and future). This contextual set enables X to give meaning to the events that happen in the environment, and to generate relevant actions and, if needed, to justify them. For example, if there is traffic in the street, it is likely that it will be crowded in the whole area, so it is not a good idea to take the car as X is already late due to what has just happened; that is why X finds it more appropriate to take the subway.



This analysis has yielded important insights about the dimensions of domestic activities that are directly related to contextual thinking issues.
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ƒ “Epistemic” equipment Different kinds of knowledge may be required to correctly give meaning to a particular event. It may be general-purpose knowledge of the world in which the system or the agent moves. For example, by grouping sequences of actions into schemas we could plausibly infer an agent’s motives. It may be also specific knowledge about the local practices and routines i.e. the social context which gives meaning to and justifies the behaviours of the members of the group. For example, the usual organization of the household members’ activities during the preparation of the meal prescribes a mode of cooperative activity. This knowledge allows other human actors and smart systems to generate expectations about the actors’ possible actions.



This ordered experience in time and space, constituted by different episodes (expected and unexpected) that take place in a succession of environments, can be viewed as a “situation” (Figure 1), that is, a sequence of different contexts whose meaning or motive is given by the successive engagements and commitments of the actor, by the dynamics of her/his activity. Without this engagement, the sequence of contexts is just a set of unarticulated “contextual snapshots”.



ƒ “Historical” equipment The historical account of individual and collective experiences through time and space gives meaning to events in a particular environment. A specific previous episode of an agent can provide relevant clues to interpret the behaviour of this agent and to infer some aspects of his or her internal states. However, keeping a trace of all previous events is not enough; they must be organized in meaningful episodes.



Defining Different Points of View



Figure 1. Environment, context and situation.



Actors sharing the same physical environment may have different perceptions of the context. Similarly a context-aware device may have different levels of representation of the context of the occupants’ activities depending on the nature of its sensors, and the knowledge it can apply to interpret raw data acquired by sensors. To account for these different perceptions we introduced the notion of point of view, which describes the relevant context for an actor at any given moment. The idea is to compare the views of different actors at a given time and see to identify the consequences in terms of accuracy in the process of interpreting the situation. This may be used to inform the design process and, more precisely, to check to what extent a system equipped with specific contextual abilities (sensors and intelligent inferences) would be able to interpret a situation in a meaningful or at least useful way in order to act appropriately.



It is noticeable that a larger family of notions that stress the importance of the mutual constitutiveness of activity and context has emerged in the past years. For example the concept of “place” initially developed in the mid-nineties has recently gained interest in the HCI community. A place can be seen as a space invested with shared social meanings and expected behaviors; the space has to do with location even though the place has to do with activity. In a similar way, using the concept of situation is a mean (especially compared to the perspective stressed in the ethno-oriented studies) to reintroduce the actor’s point of view, that is the different manifestation of his/her cognition including his/her own private thinking. Concerning the underlying assumptions carried on when performing empirical analysis of activities in real settings, this kind of approach permits a switch in focus from approaches centered on the individual or on the collective toward approaches centered on the concept of situation [6].



Three points of view were identified: Actor, Analyst and System. The Actor point of view can be seen as a situated model of context when a person who is equipped with identified perceptive and cognitive abilities is engaged in a specific course of action. Different actors may interpret an action in different ways. Since the same context, as seen by an external observer, may vary for each singular actor it can be interesting to differentiate as many context viewpoints as actors present in the house. Most of the time the “context for the agent” remains an individual, situated experience of the world, which is only accessible by the agent him/herself. But the actor’s motive for performing an action may be publicly known if it has been made explicit, for example by a communicative act. However, very often there is no evidence for a motive or the internal states of an actor. The external observer therefore does not know the motive or has to infer it from perceptible manifest facts and background knowledge.



From an analytical point of view, this three layers framework makes it possible to make an explicit conceptual distinction between the three, often confused, terms. Furthermore, it provides a basis for the integration of the aforementioned critical points identified in the literature and gives an analytical foundation for the examination of real world scenarios. Technological Translation In order to better fit to a transition from human to technological contextual capabilities we have interpreted the distinction between environment, context and situation as sensor, epistemic and historical equipment needed to design a context sensitive system. ƒ “Sensor” or “environmental” equipment A human actor or a system can have an access to events in the world by means of different modalities (visual, auditory, olfactory, etc.). Unless he or she suffers a particular handicap, a human actor having the standard perceptive abilities would be able to capture a set of data in the environment in a predictable way. Similarly, some contextual data would be unavailable to an actor even with standard perceptive abilities: for example a human actor cannot detect a modification in the infrared spectra or a surge of power in the mains electricity supply.



The Analyst point of view may take different faces. It can be the sum of all actors’ points of view (providing that the analyst has an access to them). When data on one or several actors are missing, the analyst must refer to available issues (manifest behaviour, location in the house,…). The Analyst point of view may also be seen as a hypothetical, idealistic viewpoint. We can ideally imagine an omniscient, ubiquitous observer who could have a non-restricted access to all the events and facts in the environment, including the motives of the different agents.
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- Usual routine: turning on the light in the bathroom gives the extra light needed.



This kind of viewpoint is in some way close to, and may be seen as an enriched version of the “God’s view” used in simulation. The pragmatic interest of using such a viewpoint is that it provides a basis of reference to systematically compare the results of the application of different viewpoints to a theoretical optimum.



In order to understand correctly why F turned on the light in the bathroom while resting in the bedroom, one needs to know these different points or must be able to infer the third one rather than knowing (and recognizing) the routine. Understanding in real time the rational behind the decision to let the light on in the bathroom, or identifying a local routine may prevent a third part (member of the household or energy regulation device) to turn off the light. From a processing point of view the inferential process needs more resources than the routine identification process: some facts may require very specific situated knowledge about the household and its members.



The System point(s) of view refers to the different levels of contextual equipment designers may consider at a given time of the design process. At a basic level (environmental equipment level) the system viewpoint describes the set of events that happen in the physical environment as raw sensor data. It may include physical events (e.g. door bell, microwave signal, phone ring), behavioural events (e.g. opening the refrigerator, entering the lounge). The environmental point of view concerns tracing the state of technological artefacts and the presence of identified people in the different part of the domestic space. The scope of environmental events that a system has access to depends on its perceptive equipment (sensors) and whether it can have access to the event at a time t or not.



If we consider now the mother’s point of view, the potential problem here is that the coexistence of contradictory contextual viewpoints might lead to a misunderstanding (the mother might consider for example that letting the light on in the bathroom is useless and energy-consuming) and then lead to an inadequate (from the father’s point of view) action (i.e. turning off the light). But the background knowledge associated to this context of activity (the mother knows that the father applies this routine when he works in the bedroom and understands the rational behind it) prevents her from doing so. This example put into evidence that it is not enough to share the same environmental context (being aware of the location of the actors and of the status of the artificial light in the rooms) with an actor in order to act in a sensible way. Indeed it is necessary to infer the actor’s underlying motives (which may require a complex chain of inferences based on the available facts in the environment and on general knowledge or common sense of the situation) or to identify the presence of a routine associated to a particular action or non-action. Here, sharing a common ground with the actor may prove very helpful: it enables to quickly recognize a situation in which a local routine is applied and gives relevant meaning to a collection of events in the physical environment.



A more sophisticated version of the system can add background knowledge (commonsense, local knowledge on the routines of the household,…) to the system equipment in order to interpret the behavior of the occupants or, broadly speaking, to build a picture of what is going on in the home at a particular moment. Meaningful contextual information can therefore be derived from the raw sensor data. A step further, the designers may consider giving the ability to the context-sensitive system to keep a trace of the occupants’ commitements in order to build an historical representation of their activities. The underlying hypothesis being that this historical equipment may help the system to better interpret the motives of the human actors, and to better fit the occupants’ needs by automatically adapt its behaviour on context changes.



SCENARIO ANALYSIS EXAMPLES



ƒ



Micro/Qualitative Analysis



In this example the analyst has an access to the points of view of F and M and can therefore give an informed account of the context and of the rational underlying the behaviour of the actors. Would the mother have switched off the light, he could have similarly given an explanation of the context by referring to the difference in the actors’ points of view and subsequently to the expectation breakdown between M and F.



The aim of this section is to describe how a simplified version of the framework may be used to analyse context and to show what additional information is provided by taking into account different levels of context. The following excerpt of a real scenario comes from a large empirical study led in domestic situations. The chosen scenario concerns the implicit and explicit management of lighting by household occupants. For brevity we have extracted only a few minutes of the scenario:



ƒ



The System points of view



Let us consider different descriptions from the point of view of a sensor-based system (Table 1). The first one considers only the states of a pre-defined set of relevant artefacts (here the light in the different rooms).



The father (F) is engaged to sort some papers in the parents bedroom (18:43); the amount of light is to low, so he goes to the bathroom in order to turn on the light (18:44), then goes back to the parents bedroom (18:44:10). The mother (M) goes to the bathroom (18:47:00), takes something then goes to the bedroom and let the light on in the bathroom (18:48). Il we apply the viewpoint analytical framework, it is possible to describe the situation according to different points of view: ƒ



The Analyst’s point of view



The Actors’ point of view



According to the data drawn from verbal reports, the relevant contextual issues for the father can be summarized as follows: - F is engaged in an activity that requires a comfortable level of light. - The level of light in the bedroom is too low.
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left on in each room. The results from the reference scenario and the outputs from the « manual” simulation generated by the viewpoints 1 and 2 are shown in the Figure 2.



Table 1. An example of sensor-based system point of view. 18:43:00



The father is in the bedroom Results put into evidence that the first level of contextual capability and the associated actions induce a reduction of the time during which the light is switched on, and consequently some potential energy savings in most situations but the extreme case of managing the light in the bedrooms (Ctxt_sysENV-1). This later situation is in some way a bit artificial and must be imputed to the rather weak capabilities of the system (which in this version is only able to detect presence of actors in a place and the current binary status of the lights – on/off). It makes more sense here to consider that the light will be turned off in the bedroom by the occupants themselves before going to sleep (Ctxt_sys-ENV-2)). The gains are obvious in two types of cases: when a light has been left unintentionally on by a person (generally during a long duration when a light has been forgotten in a non visible area, and therefore remains on) or when a light has been left on intentionally during a short time; the rationale behind the decision being for example that the actor is expecting to come back quickly into the room, or that the light on may have a meaningful function even though there is nobody in the place.



The light in the bedroom is on 18:43:00 The light in the bathroom is off The father is in the bathroom 18:44:00



The father turns on the light The light in the bathroom is on



18:44:10



The father is in the bedroom



18:47:30



The mother is in the bathroom



18:48:00



The mother is in the bedroom



The sensor description listed above cannot enable a “simple” system to understand that the father intentionally switched on the light in the bathroom in order to work in the bedroom. A different level of description is needed to get a correct, meaningful picture of the situation. A “smart” device equipped with enough knowledge about daily events and individual and collective routines may correctly interpret the behavior of F and act in an appropriate way (in this example doing nothing…). In the context of the application of this type of viewpoint for design purpose (assessment of different services associated to specific tools and interfaces, for example), it is possible to define a set of “context for the agent” viewpoints that cope with the cognitive equipment different versions of a system have been provided with (the actors’ internal states may be not considered, or the tacit rules that govern one aspect of the collective organization of the household may remain hidden).



Figure 2. Results from the simulation of the light management scenario for two levels of context processing (environmental 1/2 and epistemic).



Macro/Quantitative Analysis The simple example discussed above put emphasis on the qualitative analysis of episodes of activities.



The second level of context processing adds to the “environmental” equipment, mainly based on simple sensors, a set of predefined general and local knowledge on the habits of the members of the household.



In order to better inform the process design, it may equally be useful to take into account some relevant criteria (energy savings, comfort, safety,...) in a more systematic way. To illustrate how the framework may be used this way, it was applied to a real-life scenario of domestic interaction concerning the collective management of lighting. The goal was to show how different contextual competences categories produce different results. The outputs in terms of energy consumption were compared to the reference scenario (real situation). These purely quantitative data are balanced by more qualitative considerations concerning the perceived comfort and the quality of the coordination between the actors.



The results show that, with the energy savings criteria, in most of the cases the performance of the epistemic equipment is weaker than the performance of the environmental equipment. Additionally the results show that, in some cases, the performance of the system is weaker than what can be seen in the real scenario. In some cases it can be due to the fact that the system observes some local rules in a stricter manner. For example the light may be left on in a hazardous situation according to a usual tacit rule (for instance when young children are in the stairs with the light off). In some other cases this output of the manual simulation can be explained by the fact that the system applies a local routine or rule (a place is used in a continuous way during a period of time, and may therefore be left on). This kind of general principle may be directly associated with a « comfort » concern: during some particular moments associated with specific activities, the light will remain on in some a room in order to avoid repetitive



The first criteria used to assess the effect of the two first levels of contextual ability (environmental and epistemic8) concerns the energy-saving management in the household during a particular period of time (from 6:30 pm to 8:30 am). More precisely we have identified the time during when the lights are 8



Historical capability was applied in a more complex scenario
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manipulations of light commands that may induce additional moves (when the commands are implanted in a non optimal manner for example) or unpleasant changes in ambient light.



DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK Currently we have used the model in a manual mode to analyze the implications of different levels of context. Ultimately we envisage performing computer simulations of the scenarios. However, one problem is that the analysis of contextual issues goes well beyond what can be implemented in a simulation tool. It is unlikely that a computer based analysis tool would ever be able to replace totally a human analysis. Nevertheless, it may be interesting to think about how far a computer based simulation tool could go towards helping a human designer analyze the situation. One promising approach is to use a multi-agent based system and to draw upon the work in the domain of agent-based social simulation (ABSS). The objective is to simulate collective behavior in a multi-agent simulation with an explicit « physical » model of places, facilities, tools, and a socio-cognitive model including human abilities and general or local knowledge (for example, patterns of activities, routines and social rules that governs the organization of the household). One of the main advantages of ABSS is that it gives the opportunity to explore emergent sociocognitive phenomena, see different viewpoints and experiment with situations, which we might not be able to do in real life. ABSS is similar to an experimental methodology: simulation model can be set-up and executed many times, varying the conditions in which it runs and exploring the effects of different parameters [7]. ABSS may produce a set of data that may provide a heuristic basis and a design guidance for different actors involved in a design project. This approach has recently been demonstrated in different works focused on the notion of « participative simulation » which aims at exploring different organizational and technological issues9 with multi-agents platforms [8, 9].
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ABSTRACT



METHOD



The aim of this study was to analyzing and modeling domestic activities (i.e. what people do in the home). The ultimate goal is to help to design ubiquitous technologies which are context sensitive and which really fit with our needs.



Participants Five households agreed to participate in the study. The composition of each household is as follows. Household 1: one couple with two children (3 yrs, 9 yrs); Household 2: one couple with three children (4 yrs, 14 yrs, 16 yrs); Household 3: one couple with three children (9 yrs, 19 yrs, 22 yrs); Household 4: one couple with one daughter (2yrs); Household 5: one couple with four children (13 yrs, 15 yrs, 16 yrs, 18 yrs).



Keywords activity-oriented approach, activity-centred design, modeling domestic activities, home, ubiquitous computing, course of action



Data Collection



INTRODUCTION



Two types of data were gathered: (a) continuous video recordings of the participants’ actions and (b) verbalizations during post interviews. Domestic activities were recorded with digital cameras six hours a day (continuously) during two week-days, and on weekends for each household. We looked for recording equipment that was not too intrusive (e.g., microcameras, tiny microphone, pocket digital recorders), did not require the presence of an observed during videotaping nor manipulation by the participant. Householders could also switch off temporarily the recording equipment with an ordinary interrupter. With their agreement, we recorded activities that take place in the following places: kitchen, lounge, office, bedroom, corridors, and hall. The verbalization data were gathered from collective self-confrontation interviews with the householders (i.e., adults, teenagers).



The design of ambient and ubiquitous technologies for the domestic environment has become an active area of research and generating a growing body of industrial initiatives [e.g., 3, 4, 7] Most of those works address to the design of future smart homes. Various computer-based interactive systems are developed specifically to be used in domestic settings. However, the design of such systems requires a model of domestic context which call for a better understanding of the everyday nature of domestic activities as they emerge in situ. Different ethnographic studies contribute to the exploration of domestic practices, technological potential of Ubiquitous Computing, and way in which it might be integrated into domestic setting [e.g., 1, 5]. Our study aims to improve, through an activityoriented approach, our understanding of collective activities in domestic settings. This deep understanding of householders’ activity will be placed later at the centre of design process. To reconstruct the dynamics of domestic activity, this study was conducted in reference to the course of action empirical research program [6]. According to the course of action theory, (a) every activity is situated, meaning that it cannot be dissociated from the context in which it takes shape, and (b) the interactions between actors and environments are an asymmetric coupling.



Data Processing The data are processed to grasp the meaning each householder gives to his or her own activity. First, the householders’ actions during the situation are described and self-confrontation data are transcribed verbatim. Second, Elementary Units of Meaning (EUMs) are identified. An EUM is a fraction of the activity that is meaningful to the actor in continuous flow of his or her activity. This discrete units, or EUMs, may be any physical actions, communication exchanges, interpretations, or feelings that can be shown, told, and commented one by one by each householder. Third, meaningful structures are identified for each householder by characterising the relations of sequencing and embedding between the EUMs. Fourth, the householders’ EUMs and meaningful structures were synchronized on the basis of the video recordings and verbalization transcripts. Finally, all householders’ EUMs and meaningful structures were compared at the same point in time in order to determine the coordination between them.
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environments. In: Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology. Paris, October 27–30, 2002. UIST’02. CHI Letters, 4. Pp. 121–130.



RESULTS & DISCUSSION Our results showed different characteristics of collective activities in domestic settings with implications for the design of ubiquitous technologies. First, householders have many preoccupations, the status of which changes dynamically. Second, the domestic activity is a multi-scaling activity with macro and micro coordination between householders. Third, the domestic activity rest significantly on dyadic coordination and potential networks. Finally, our results pointed that the same task or behavior can have different meanings (e.g., close shutters) which may themselves be subject to negotiation between householders. The analysis of the domestic activity allowed identifying different design proposals to explore. It seems important to design a computer-based system with the ability to: (a) manage interruptions in relation with the task priority (from the point view of the actor) and how it may change dynamically according to the situation, (c) support the dynamics of action, reasoning, and interaction of the householders at different temporal scales, and (c) handle the ambiguous context [2].
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move to a nursing home, people start facing a new lifestyle, and face the threat of losing the bond with their immediate family and friends, which might lead to frustration and loneliness ([10], [11]). Currently most of the social contacts in nursing homes are mainly visits of family and friends and based on explicit communication (scheduled visits and phone calls). Hardly any (technological) means are available or used to share spontaneous moments or exchange affections. For these people it is challenging to continue maintaining their roles as parent, partner, or friend. Davies & Nolan [11] found that in such circumstances, well-being is underdeveloped at the moment; ICT can play a valuable role to improve the feelings of connectedness between these families, and thus have a positive effect on well-being.



ABSTRACT Social connectedness is crucial to someone’s well-being. A case study is conducted to test whether the social connectedness of elderly people living in a nursing home and their family and friends can be improved through a photo frame. A SIM-based photo frame is used to keep the elderly people informed about the comings and goings of their loved ones. Eight elderly people living in a nursing home participated in this case study for 6–7 weeks. A content analysis of the photos revealed that the photos often were related to special events or holidays that happened in the past. Interviews indicated that the photos mainly served as food for talk, i.e. the photos initiated conversations between the elderly people mutually, with their family members and with the healthcare professionals. They all liked the photo frame and it didn’t serve as a means to exchange news, but as a catalyst to talk – mainly – about the past.



We want to maintain and enhance social connectedness for people who stay in a nursing home, and for their immediate social network. Our aim is not to develop new technology, but to use available technology for a new purpose. Therefore, we provide the elderly people in the nursing home with a SIMbased photo frame to which family members can send photos, to keep their elderly relative informed of and involved with the small things in life.



Keywords social connectedness, photo sharing, user evaluation



ACM Classification Keywords



Therefore, related work on social connectedness and digital photo sharing in nursery homes is described in the background session. Moreover, photo categorization is discussed as a way to analyze the photos for social connectedness. This results in the design of a case study. Eight elderly people used a digital photo frame for about 6–7 weeks. During that period, family members were able to send them photos. Interviews, questionnaires and a content analysis of the photos sent are used to evaluate the effect of photo sharing on social connectedness.



H.5.1 [Information Systems]: Information interfaces and presentation – multimedia information systems, evaluation/methodology.



INTRODUCTION Social connectedness is of crucial importance for someone’s health and well-being (amongst others [1], [2]). Social connectedness affects one’s happiness and contentment [3], and contributes to one’s social and psychological well-being [4] and to general health or disease [5]. It also provides a buffer against stress, enhances coping skills [6], and leads to higher levels of life satisfaction and self-esteem [7]. Good social supportive networks have a positive effect on personal well-being and health [8]. Low connected people view their surroundings as negative, hostile, threatening, and unfriendly [9].



BACKGROUND Being forced to move to a nursing home is a life event for both the elderly person involved and her family. The lives of people are brutally separated and people have to deal with this. They all face the threat of losing the bond with their immediate family, and experience frustration and loneliness. Kellett [12] identified four themes for families to pay attention to in maintaining a sense of attachment 1) engagement involvement –to create new ways of caring, 2) worth – ensuring their specialized knowledge of the elderly person is used for care, 3) concern – negotiate the boundaries between themselves and the staff, and 4) continuity – remaining involved and continuing to share a fruitful relation with the older person. The last theme aims at social connectedness, and is relevant for family and elderly persons to keep attached. In addition, the children of the elderly person in the nursing home provide an important link between the parent and the wider society [13], and especially grandchildren [10]. Other reasons for family members to improve the social connectedness are to enrich and enhance the



When people’s physical or mental conditions degrade to the extend that they are forced to leave their home and have to
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life of their parent. Positive peer relations and positive family relations are additional aspects, contributing to thriving of the elderly people in nursing homes [14].



location, time of day, light status, weather status and temperature, and events. They showed that the automatic collection of metadata is helpful in the organization of photo collections.



Photos and the Social Use of Cameras



Towards the Research Question



The photographs of loved ones are typically symbolic of a personal relationship. They provide a constant reminder of the emotional feelings involved at that particular moment of time when the photograph was taken. Photo frames are typically used to display these photos and highlight the value and importance of these static images. Photo frames are considered to be part of furniture or decorative objects that blend in the home environment.



Related work shows that social connectedness is recognized as an important aspect of the well-being of elderly people in nursing homes, particularly the social connectedness between the parent in the nursery home and her children and grandchildren. This connectedness not only relates to aspects of the life of the (grand)children, but also to keep in touch with the wider society. Therefore, this research aims to improve the social connectedness between the elderly parent in a nursery home and her children, and with the rest of the world. Therefore, the following research question is posed: “Does sharing of everyday things through photo frames have a positive effect on social connectedness between elderly people and their family?”



Recently, people are more and more using camera phones to capture images of life. In literature, taxonomies are available of why people capture such images. According to the taxonomy of Kindberg et al. [15] the intentions of people vary along two dimensions: social versus individual intentions and affective versus functional intentions. For studying social connectedness, the social part of this taxonomy is relevant. Of this part of the taxonomy, two aspects relate to a situation where people are remotely located, like in our context. The first is an affective category with photos intended for communication with absent family or friends. The second is a functional category with photos to support a task by sharing with remote family or friends (e.g. the photo of a choice of sandals is sent, and immediately after sending the selection of sandals is discussed by phone).



CASE STUDY DESIGN Wireless Internet is not available in the nursery home, so the only possibility was to use SIM-based photo frames. The Vodafone™ 520 photo frame with integrated SIM card was selected. This enables users to send photos through Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) as well as through a –personal password protected- Website. MMS provides opportunities for sending time related photos; sharing during the moment. The Website also provides opportunities to add text to photos.



In a follow-up study Kindberg et al. [16] examined the images that belong to precisely these two categories. This study showed a variety of ways in which camera phones are used to connect people. They used timelines and the aspect of common ground to study and discuss the images in these categories. Examples of the category ‘absent family or friends’ were sent at the moment of capturing in almost 30% of the time, in order to extend an experience to absent friends (e.g. reaching the top of a mountain) or to illustrate a shared history (e.g. familiar food just made). The photos sent later typically involve telling a story. In the functional category ‘remote task’ about half of the photos were delivered at the time of capture, hence timely delivery seems to be more important here. Several of the photos in this category were used to convey news. Others were used for discussion later.



Eight elderly people (one male, seven female) and their family members participated in this case-study. The elderly participants lived on one long stay department of a nursery home. Their ages varied between 50 and 89 (one person of 50 years old, the others on average 80 years old). They slept in rooms with up to three people, and during the day they all sat around tables in their communal living room. All eight people got a SIM-based photo frame, which were positioned on the table in front of their personal place. In this way, the elderly participants were not only able to see their own frame with photos, but also the frames of others. During a regular visit, one family member of each elderly person received a Nokia 5000 mobile phone with a 1.3 MP camera and a 25 euro pre-paid SIM. Other family members could use their own mobile phone with camera or Internet to send photos. Some elderly people have nine children who participated in this study, while others have only one child involved.



Photo Categorization Research on the interpretation and inference of the meaning from photos is not exhaustive. We are particularly interested in the role of photo sharing in social connectedness, i.e. what can the sharing of photos tell us about social connectedness between the sender and receiver.



As the elderly people spent most of the day in the communal living room, each photo frames was positioned on their personal place on the table. As a consequence, several photo frames stood on the same table, all positioned in a slightly different direction. The frames were positioned in the middle of the table, as the cords were rather short. Some of the elderly persons were able to touch and handle their own frame, i.e., delete, rotate and skip photos, others were too impaired to do this.



Nominal ways of categorizing photos are the common or default photo category lists that are used in literature and photo applications. These types of categories include lists such as vacations, special events, family and friends, art and fun [17] or the categories of Garau et al. [18] that are partly similar: travel, context (e.g. location, activity), portraits of people or animals, visual interests (e.g. landscapes, art), humor, media, events (mundane or special). A taxonomy for consumer photos which expands from the types of indoor and outdoor photos has also been created [19].



The case study started half December and ended at the second half of January (about 6 weeks). This is the Christmas and New Years period, a period of bank holidays and many events with family and friends, and also a time in which attention is paid to friendship, warmth and connectedness. The effect of receiving photos on the feeling of social connectedness is measured in several ways, i.e., data triangulation [14]. The applied methods were structured interviews, quantitative analysis of the photos sent and a content analysis of these photos. The set-up and the results of the content analysis are described in a



Lastly, by capturing and storing contextual data of the photos, one could categorize them based on contextual metadata. Naaman et al. [20] generated contextual metadata categories that are most useful for recalling and finding photographs. These include
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referring to a holiday “Scotland 1997” or a special event “Baptize of Henry”.



separate section. The interviews were conducted at three moments; pre-trial, during the trial, and post-trial. Ideally, the interviews should have taken place separately with the elderly people and their family members. However, some of the elderly people were not able to communicate by speech because they suffer from aphasia. Others were very emotional because of their cognitive decline. Therefore, the interviews were conducted by the elderly participants and a family member together.
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The pre-trial interviews aimed at identifying a kind of baseline of the amount and ways of social contacts and the feelings of social connectedness of both the elderly persons and their family members.
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Half way, the elderly person was visited and the health care professionals were asked how things are going, what their first opinions are about the photo frame, how they experience it, and whether they have any questions about using it. Contact with the family went through email. They could ask questions and help was provided to use the Website and the phone. When no photos were sent after one week, assistance was offered to the family.



Figure 1. Overview of amount of photos sent per person. We were also interested in the division of photos sent over time: do people send photos regularly, or all at once, or only in the beginning? When analyzing these aspects, it should be mentioned that not all family members started the trial on the same date. Some family members live far abroad and were not able to visit their mother or father earlier. Others encountered problems with MMS or uploading photos through the Internet and indicated that only after a week. Therefore, the starting date of each elderly participant differed. The first date someone sent pictures to the photo frame was taken as the start of the trial. In this way, some have only been involved for two or four weeks, and others for seven weeks. Figure 2 provides an overview of the amount of photos sent over time.



During the post-trial interview, questions were posed to identify whether the use of the photo frame has effected or changed something in the quantitative and qualitative aspects of social connectedness of both the elderly persons and their relatives. Moreover, the post-trial interview also focused upon the use, usability and possible extensions of the photo frame.



RESULTS In order to answer the research question: “Does sharing of everyday things through photo frames have a positive effect on social connectedness between elderly people and their family” the results are described in three sections. First a quantitative analysis is performed on the photos sent, subsequently the user experiences of the elderly and their family members are described, and finally the content of the photos sent is analyzed in relation to social connectedness.
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For each of the elderly, the amount of photos sent over time is counted. Moreover, the way the photo was sent to the photo frame was also analyzed (MMS or Internet). From the Internet photos it was not possible to see who uploaded the photos (generic account). Photos sent by MMS could be traced by the phone number. Each family got one mobile phone with camera and a pre-paid SIM. Of course, other mobile phones could also be used to MMS photos to the frame. However, none of the family members sent a MMS from another phone number. Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the amount of pictures sent per person, divided by MMS and Internet.
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Figure 2. Amount of photos sent over time. Figure 2 shows that sending or uploading photos takes place in batches. The peaks can be explained by family members uploading many “old” photos from previous holidays or special events via Internet. Often, many photos of the same holiday or Christmas diner were uploaded. Figure 2 also indicates that after a couple of weeks the amount of photos sent diminished. The freshness effect of the photo frame reduces, or many of the relevant photos are already sent. Another explanation is that four of the families started some weeks later with the trial, due to practical circumstances. As the counting of the weeks started at the moment the first photo was sent within one family, for this family, the trial took only 4–5 weeks instead of the 7 weeks on the X-axes of the figure.



For each of the elderly participants, most photos were uploaded by Internet. The main reason for this was that family members found MMS difficult to use (no one used it with his own phone), they did not like the quality of the photos of the 1.3MP camera, and many of the photos sent were related to events that happened a while ago (for more details, see content analysis section). Remarkably, on 10% of the photos, the elderly person was available on the photo. For one person, this was even 50% of the photos. Adding text was only possible by Internet uploads. In total, 20% of the photos contained text. This also differed a lot between the elderly persons (range 1–75%). Sometimes, text was added at the beginning of a series of photos, e.g. when
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the elderly person used or tried to use the buttons on the back of the frame to manage the photos, i.e., delete, rotate, skip, stand still, and text view. For some elderly persons, the buttons were too small or illegible, so they would prefer a remote control. Many people complained about the position of the photos on the frame, they were sometimes rotated, and turning them did not continue to have the desired effect during the next round the photos appeared on the screen. One family member indicated that he would like to have a USB port on the frame for uploading photos (SD port is available).



User Experiences of Social Connectedness; Food for Talk At the start of the trial, interviews were conducted with the elderly person and one family member together. Family members were enthusiastic of using photos to keeping in contact, especially because four of them have children or grandchildren living in a foreign country. Other family members – living in the vicinity – indicated to use the photos to keep the elderly person involved in their lives, and the lives of their (small) children. Two family members indicated that this might be a new medium to communicate with their mother who was not able to speak due to aphasia.



Many family members indicated that the Website did not work properly all the time. When uploading photos, many times an error message was shown, while nothing seemed to be wrong with the photos. Refreshing the page was a quick and dirty solution to solve this problem.



Also concerns were mentioned during these interviews. One elderly person was reluctant to use the photo frame because he does not like new technology. The family of another person indicated that they were afraid of the effort it would take; they are already busy with managing many aspects related to the elderly person. However, the elderly person was so enthusiastic that the family was convinced to try it.



Most family members found the trial period too short, especially to start using the mobile phone with camera. They were not familiar with MMS, and wanted to read the manual before using it. However, they indicated that they intend to keep using it when they are abroad and phoning is very expensive, or when communication by phone is impossible because the elderly person is unable to speak.



After the trial, all the families indicated that the photos served as food for talk! The elderly participants were all very proud about the photos they received, regardless the numbers of photos. Sometimes they even got very emotional – in a positive way – about the photos. The photos not only served as food for talk between the elderly people and their family, but also between all the elderly people in the nursing home, between the elderly people and visiting family members of other elderly people (“please look at my pictures?”), and between the elderly people and the health care professionals. Moreover, “it provides some diversion to my mother during the long days of sitting in a chair and reading books”. The elderly people who are able to talk elaborated on their photos (to every one). The elderly people who are not able to speak pinpointed on the photo what they meant, and drew attention to it. The family members of the elderly people with aphasia experienced the photo frame as an enriched communication mean “now, my mother sees things instead of only hearing”. The elderly people were now able to see the story at the time things were happening, instead of only hearing the stories afterwards. And, it is really true “A picture tells more than a 1000 words”, “now my mother has a new window to the world instead of watching the walls of the nursing home”. In short, the elderly people really enjoyed the photos. The main effect of the photos was not as intended initially: to provide the elderly people with information of everyday life of their family members. Their main effect was that they served as food to talk!



Additional aspects mentioned as an added value for the photo frame were: a battery instead of the relatively short cord. Also a remote control was mentioned as a welcome extension for the current population. However, it is the question whether such a control is wanted in a normal living room. The most valued aspect was to make the photo frame an interactive device; a response could be given to a (new) photo. For example, sending a receipt, sending a thank you, sending a message like “nice photo”, or another response



CONTENT ANALYSIS OF PHOTOS To analyze the photos that were sent a categorization was used that focuses on intentions of family and friends who took and sent photos to the person in the nursing home. This way aims to get categories that are meaningful for social connectedness. A similar categorization has been used before to analyze the photos sent by family and friends to people that temporarily (6–12 months) had to stay at the spinal cord lesion department of a rehabilitation centre [22]. The categorization is explained in more detail in [22]. The categorization used in this study is: 1. Message: “I tell you something with this photo or I will show you something new” 2. Greetings: “ I want to say hi to you” 3. Everyday life: “I want to keep you involved in the normal things and regular events in and around the house” 4. Special events: “I want to inform you about a special event” 5. Something funny or aesthetic: “I want to tell you that I think of you or I want to cheer you up”.



The family members indicated that they had sent the photos with certain goals. Some families indicated to have sent recognizable photos for the elderly person, e.g. birthdays, Christmas diner, special event, etc. While other families indicated only to have sent photos of non-confronting events, i.e. no photos of events the elderly person cannot attend anymore, but photos of just normal everyday aspects like the children playing, the dog, etc. Others indicated to having sent photos to keep in touch during their business trips, and others just have sent photos the elderly person liked, and photos that made them smile!



The first category contains photos that are meant for notification or discussion. Examples are photos of new things in and around the house. Photos in the second category show people greeting. A single portrait photo of a person or the first portrait photo in a sequence of photos sent within a short time-frame is categorized as a greeting. The photos in the third category are meant to keep the person in the nursing home informed about normal things in and around the house of their family. They typically contain photos of children, gardens and animals and photos of regular events (go to school/work, walk the dog). The photos of special events are meant to keep the person in the nursing home informed about and involved in special moments



Usability Aspects of the Photo Frame During the trial, both the family members and the elderly participants encountered problems using the photo frame, the Website and the mobile phone with camera. The most mentioned item of the photo frame was its stand. The stand was unstable and the frame fell down many times. Especially when 150
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smaller than for people who only left home temporarily but that it would only be one photo surprised us.



(holidays, trips, parties). This category is similar to one used by Okabe [23]: photos of events that are considered noteworthy. According to Okabe [23] photos in this category are likely to become the topic of conversation among family or friends. The photos in the last category show something funny or aesthetic or a photo of something the elderly person likes. They are sent with affective intentions, to cheer the receiver up and at the same time to tell him or her “I think of you and make some effort for you”.



Greetings: The percentage of photos in the category greetings is 8.2. Often these are photos of close relatives of the elderly person: their children and grown-up grandchildren. Only occasionally their (late) husband was on the photo, though most of the women were widows. If other people were on the photos they were often accompanied by a child of the person that received the photo.



This categorization is used to analyze the photos sent to the eight elderly people living in the nursing home. The elderly participants and their relatives and friends were not asked to do the categorization themselves. That would have been impossible for most of the elderly persons and too much of a burden for their family, especially when living far away or abroad. Instead, the authors of this paper independently categorized the photos. This resulted in two categorizations of the 450 photos, with an inter-rater reliability score of 0.56 (Cohen’s Kappa). According to Landis and Koch [24], this is a moderate agreement.



Everyday life: Only 21.1% of the photos were taken in the home environment of the family of the elderly or during regular events. Examples are photos of dogs, young children playing, people feeding their young children, the grandchildren or grand-grandchildren, relatives preparing and eating a meal. Also a small number of photos of regular events like people ice skating and a few photos with the elderly receiver on it together with relatives or friends belong to this category. Though second in size this category is surprisingly small considering it comprises all photos of small children and animals and people in their normal environment.



We analyzed the differences between the ratings. The main differences were caused by lack of knowledge of the location and situation where the photo was taken (cf. [22]). In this study an extra difficulty was the time dimension. It appeared that many people sent photos from events (birthdays, holidays, and wedding anniversaries) in the past. Many of these differences could be resolved by using texts that were sent along with the photos and by using knowledge from interviews that were held with the elderly persons and their relatives who were involved in the sending of photos.



Special events: By far the biggest category. 54.4% of the photos are of special events. Most of these photos (65.7%) were taken many years ago and show holidays of the elderly people, a trip to Lourdes, wedding anniversaries, and Christmas dinners. Funny or aesthetic photos: The category with funny or aesthetic photos contained 7.8% of the photos. In this category we find many photos of winter sceneries (it had been snowing and freezing during the period the photo frames were in the nursing home). Furthermore a few photos of nice old buildings, all without people on it.



One difference between the ratings occurred repeatedly. It concerned photos of people in a boat. One rater thought this was a normal thing of everyday life; the other rater thought this was a special event. This difference probably reflects a difference between the lifestyle of the raters: one of them owns a boat and lives there quite often during the weekends, the other one hardly ever gets on a boat. Because the photos of the boat reoccurred on the photo frame of this person we decided that for the sender of the photo this was part of everyday life (category 3).



Category unknown/undecided: In total 37 out of 450 (8.2%) of the photos were rated differently by the raters and the difference could not be resolved by the texts or the interviews. We analyzed these photos separately. In most of these cases it was not clear if the photo was old or recent. Furthermore, sometimes the location of the photo taken was not clear; old holiday photo, or recent photo of family living in a foreign country.



After the corrections the inter-rater reliability was 0.87; “almost perfect agreement” according to Landis and Koch [24]. The percentage figures presented below are from the corrected categorizations. The photos with remaining differences between raters were put in an extra category labeled “unknown”. The percentages of photos in the various categories (Figure 3) and the contents of each of the categories will be described in more detail below.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION Photos – sent by family members to a photo frame of elderly people in a nursing home – positively affect their feelings of social connectedness. Based upon literature (amongst others [13], [15], [16]), the postulation was made that especially sharing the small things of everyday life would contributed to social connectedness. However, the results of this case study revealed that sharing everyday things was not the most important effect of the photo frame. The frame was mainly used to send photos of special events that are meaningful to the elderly persons. These kinds of photos serve as food to talk between the elderly people, between the elderly people and family members and healthcare professionals. This is in line with Davies and Nolan [11] who studied the experiences of relatives of establishing a new role within a nursery home “contributing to community” through interacting with other residents, relatives and staff, taking part in social events and generally providing a link with the outside world. First, this discussion will focus upon various reasons for this.
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Figure 3. Overview of percentages of photos per category.



Sharing the everyday small things of life is normally not part of the relation elderly people (around 80 years old) have with their children. These children are adults and have their own life and share these things with their direct social context (cf. [22]). In normal life, children might share special events (e.g. birthdays and holidays) with their parents. Moreover, the small



Messages: This category only contains one photo (out of 450; 0.2%): a happy new year wish written on a photo with display of fireworks. We anticipated that this category would be
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things of everyday life (e.g. typical family food, new shoes bought, growth of seeded flowers in the garden) might not be understood by the elderly persons, because they did not take part in these activities at home any more. Especially, as moving to a nursery home is often not a sudden moment, but the end of a (long) period of mental and/or physical degradation.
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Two of the (younger) participants of our case study recently moved to the nursery home because of the disease Multiple Sclerosis. Their family members explicitly stated that they sent only “neutral” photos to their parents because they did not want to confront them with the typical small things in life that they miss at the moment, and probably have to miss for the rest of their lives. They do not want to evoke negative emotions with their photos. One of the reasons to choose for the photo frame in this case study was its MMS possibility. Family members were able to send timely related photos by MMS. However, MMS was not used very much. Family members indicated that they had usability problems using it, many 40+ people do not have camera phones [22], and a mobile phone is normally a personal device. On the one hand, these issues might be the reason for not using MMS. On the other hand, family members indicated that they wanted to send “old” photos of special events or holidays, to evoke positive emotions by the elderly person. In the pre-digital photo age, other kinds of photos were taken. Also the type of year might have influenced the results of the case study. The trial took place in December and January, a period of family events and typical weather circumstances. For the first time in 11 years, there was snow and ice. The focus of many photos was on these rather rare circumstances. Decades ago there was snow and ice every year, so it appeals to the “old winter feelings” of the elderly people. Therefore during the trial, less attention or time might have been spent to send normal photos.
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detail, will be obvious to everyone. In addition, the items identified as computers probably share certain characteristics which make them so recognisable – they will have a USB port, say, and a keyboard/screen arrangement which is unremarkable (there may be differences in keyboard layout, but such differences only emphasize the presence of the core components). Furthermore, as fashions change in the design/configuration of the machines then so too people will find their willingness to identify an artefact as a computer will change or develop – CRT displays have given way to flat screens; desktops have given way to laptops. And more types of machine (notebooks, PDAs) have become available. Yet for all this – a ‘computer’ is readily recognized as such, with attendant assumptions concerning basic functionality. They are ubiquitous in the sense of ‘being everywhere’ and ‘everywhere’ recognisable for what they are.



ABSTRACT In this paper we look at four different interpretations of the term ‘Ubiquitous Computing’ – many computers; people using them much of the time; embedded computers, and ‘invisible’ systems – and consider how the two more specialist interpretations are being undermined by the other two. We explain how the increased manifestation of computers in our environment alters the ways in which we should consider how to design ubiquitous systems. There are some specific implications for design of interfaces to artefacts containing embedded computers and these are discussed in the context of recent work on Projected Cognition.



Keywords embedded computers, disembedded computers, ubiquitous computers



The second interpretation of the term concerns the use of such machines, or devices resembling them. The impression or observation we seek to build on here is that people are ‘all the time’ and ‘everywhere’ using computers. To the casual observer it seems to be the case that many individuals are constantly wired up and/or wirelessly ‘connected’ to some resource or another (monopolising power sockets in cafés, airport lounges, etc., whilst ‘doing email’, or surfing the web, or indeed working). Here the sense of ubiquity is that of many people constantly using computers, in the colloquial sense (rather than, say, the specific scientific/mathematical sense). Indeed – with the distinction between mobile phones and other digital devices (iPhones, ‘Blackberry’ devices, various sorts of smart phones, iPods with wifi…..) becoming very blurred, the sense of being surrounded by ‘connected’ users is unavoidable.



ACM Classification Keywords H.5 Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI); H.5.2 User Interfaces – User Centred Design; H.1.2 User/Machine Systems – Human Factors.



INTRODUCTION The term “ubiquitous computing” is used frequently nowadays, but what do we actually understand by it? It is now too vague a term for sensible analysis of both artefacts and behaviours, since there are four different plausible interpretations with implications for understanding interaction behaviour. The first and most obvious is that computers are ubiquitous in the environment in the sense we have them at home, in offices, shops, libraries, cafés, surgeries, etc… recognisable as computers. The machines may have different/specialist operating systems and/or applications but they remain obviously computers and can serve, say, as a basis for dialogue between two or more people about material displayed on the screen (typically this can be (re)positioned to display to the person(s) other than the operator). The specific functionalities may be unfamiliar to non-operators, but the fact of functionality, and some coarse



For an individual, then, these two senses of ubiquitous computing are differentiated as i) encounters with many computers in many environments and ii) frequent use of personal computational devices/resources in any/all environments. These seem to be two aspects of the statement – ‘computers are everywhere’. Ubiquitous is not understood as ‘invisible’ in these senses or interpretations of the term. However, there are two other, more ‘specialist’, senses of the term ‘Ubiquitous Computing’ which don’t mesh so readily with the foregoing observations, especially with regard to assumptions about visibility. Weiser’s work – in the 1990s – led to the term ‘ubiquitous computing’, and he promoted a specific concept – that computational devices would be everywhere, providing invisible computational support, or a computational environment [1]. Others have pointed out that this conception is incomplete because users’ interaction with the computational resources requires separate consideration [2]. For example, the notion of a system model, or more generally a cognitive model of the computationally enriched
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and presented to the user as an interactional experience akin to using a computer. In one ‘early’ example (mid 1990s) of embedding a computational element – a sewing machine (see the Bernina 1080 illustrations: Figure 1 and Figure 2) – the fact of the computational element is visually prominent, despite the machine’s obviously ‘non-computer’ appearance and controls. In a more recent device – a washing machine – the user’s interactional experience is clearly informed by symbol conventions and selection behaviour found in the world of computers (see the washing machine (Miele W3622) control panel illustrations below, Figures 3, 4, 5, 6).



environment, is not readily addressed through the core concept of invisible ubiquitous computing. The fourth sense of Ubiquitous Computing is sometimes conflated with Weiser’s more abstract notion, perhaps by way of furnishing evidence of the emergence of such an environment. Artefacts – typically ‘white goods’ found in the home (washing machines, cookers, fridges…..) – have computers embedded in them for functional reasons. It is not the case, of course, that refrigeration is a computational problem – the issue is merely that control of a domestic appliance can be made easier, and perhaps more informative for the owner, if a computer (of some sort) is embedded in the artefact to provide more information, the option of programmability, or whatever. For the purposes of discussion here this sense of ‘ubiquitous computing’ will be termed ‘embedded’ computers. There is clearly a sense in which the computational resource or function embedded in the artefact is invisible – one simply doesn’t recognise that one’s washing machine or sewing machine has a computer in it. Indeed, this focus on artefacts provides some support for Weiser’s conception, and if one can extend the notion of artefact to include just about everything in a room (pen, paper, light-switch, chair….) and furthermore have these devices networked – then this sense of ubiquitous computing becomes Weiser’s without effort.



Bernina Sewing Machine Figure 1 shows part of the control panel of the machine. The user’s attention is drawn to the fact that the sewing machine has a computer inside it by the word ‘computer’ on the fascia. The control knobs behave as such things do, and the graphics or symbols relate to sewing, not to computing.



DISEMBEDDING COMPUTERS Since Weiser’s original work the environment turned out to look different. If we look around us, we see an environment in which all these sorts of ubiquity exist – many computers, lots of people using them much of the time, with some embedded and invisible, and some of those networked together. But we do have all of these, not the seamless, invisible computational mesh once envisaged as the ubiquitous future. The first two types of experience of ubiquitous computing noted earlier moved the debate in a different direction. Our claim is that these developments have served to disembed the computer and thereby undermine the ‘invisibility’ of ubiquitous computing. How did this happen? Firstly, it is possible that because people see so many computers around them they will expect to encounter them even more widely in their environment in the future (this was already discernable in the 1990s – see below). This has been encouraged by the spread of computer-like technologies such as touch/flat-screens for train information displays, ATM machines, etc. Indeed, computers as such are also becoming more variable in functionality, as DVD players and gaming machines, for example. Secondly, ubiquitous usage may well lead to expectations that artefacts will/should behave more like computers – the limited range of functionality offered by a machine with an invisible embedded computer may become irksome, leading to later generations of product becoming more complex. This is already discernable, arguably, in such things as washing machines (see below) and microwave cookers. Thirdly, complex artefacts with embedded computers are increasingly offering users an interaction experience reminiscent of computers – washing machines being driven through menubased displays, and not via push-button interfaces. Fourthly, an important aspect of the interactional experience with many computer systems is ‘tailorability’ or ‘personalization’ and this too is surfacing in complex artefacts with embedded computers.



Figure 1. Part of sewing machine interface. Figure 2 (below) illustrates another aspect of the interface – many buttons (the switch at the top reveals another 14 stitch types), lots of depiction, few dependencies, and some labels which reminds the user of the computer’s involvement.



EXAMPLES The outcome of the above influences on design is that in fact the embedded computer is becoming more often disembedded
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below the display; in fact 1600 is the maximum speed of the machine, and also the default for the selected wash).



Figure 5. Washing machine – set of washes. Figure 5 shows the selected ‘programme’ is merely a set of further programmes – shown as a menu in Figure 6.



Figure 2. Part of sewing machine interface: many buttons – few dependencies.



Miele Washing Machine The washing machine control panel is shown in four images (Figures 3–6). It has the customary rotary knob for selecting wash programme and some buttons for selecting other functions – along with a display giving textual information. One setting of the rotary control (Figure 5) actually is a pointer to a menu of possible settings shown elsewhere (Figure 6). Figure 3 illustrates the basic control knob. Figure 4 shows other controls. There is a small window on the panel, labelled ‘PC’, which is for optical communication with a PC used by a service engineer (for checking installed parameters, and adjusting them as well as updating programmes).



Figure 6. Washing machine control panel showing scrollable menu of further programmes.



INTERPRETATION We noted above our view that the embedded computer is becoming more often disembedded and presented to the user as an interactional experience akin to using a computer. We offer the two examples above as illustrations of this theme over the last couple of decades. The sewing machine uses its computer in a variety of ways incomprehensible to most sempsters and semptresses, so the front-panel mention of the computer is possibly as much for reasons of marketing (‘this sewing machine is modern’) as anything else – but that in fact makes the point drawn out earlier, that computers are known by users to be ubiquitous (and were, to product conscious consumers two decades ago).



Figure 3. Washing machine – basic control knob. Note the repeated use of switch position for temperature settings (30, 40, 60, 95 ºC), only one of which is labeled ºC.



The washing machine is clearly offering the user an interaction experience directly informed by widespread use of menus (indeed, the ubiquity of menu selection is as much the point as the ubiquity of the computer). This example, in our view, clearly brings out the computer as ‘disembedded’ and the device is ‘computer-like’ through its deployment of menus and its tailorability.



CONCLUSIONS Our concern is that if this observation is substantiated (and the more products one recognizes with ‘disembedded’ computers the more obvious the observation) then designers need to work explicitly with the issues raised. It seems inevitable that domestic appliances will come to be seen as controllable and configurable in ways not previously considered important; in particular, in providing opportunities for users who wish to



Figure 4. Washing machine – remainder of control panel. Figure 4 shows the remainder of the washing machine control panel for the wash selected in Figure 3. The highlighted spin speed shows this value to be variable (using the + and – buttons
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project onto those devices their own means of achieving outcomes previously designed into the artefacts in very limited ways. The washing machine illustrated earlier quite clearly provides pre-specified wash cycles, but the adventurous user can do two things to ‘take control’ and use the machine with intentions which they project onto the device. For example, they may decide after experience of various cycles that they prefer more water, or that they wish to configure the machine for more gentle washing generally (this can be done through a ‘settings’ menu), or they actually prefer to wash their cottons on ‘Express wash’, or whatever (one should not forget that intentional ‘mis-use’ of a machine is nonetheless intentional use of that machine). In other work we have termed this support for individual user expectations, workflows and preferences ‘Projected Cognition’ [3, 4].



users and engineers can configure appliances so that settings are not obvious without a full system check and printout. What appears much less obviously extendable from the status quo, and from pre-existing HCI work, is how to explore fluid and tailorable functional requirements for machines which previously had been considered essentially single-purpose. Washing machines, for example, are now so tailorable that it is a significant challenge to design for a user’s appreciation of the scope of tailorability in something apparently so simple as washing clothes. Washing machines, having trained users to deal with few options, now offer great variability – whilst still offering a simple repertoire for those who want it. This style of requirements analysis and subsequent redesign is unfamiliar in this setting and will pose significant challenges as computers continue to become more disembedded. We consider this to be an urgent issue in ubiquitous computing, a complement to the challenge of engendering and supporting a system image for something thought to be desirably invisible.



This is important, since specific implications emerge for designers following recognition of disembedded computers as prominent in the future of artefacts/machines: A) the functionality of the machine/artefact can no longer simply be assumed as obvious – task analysis and usability studies will become much more complex;
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ABSTRACT



ACM Classification Keywords



The motivation for the work presented in this paper comes primarily from user experience of video-conferencing (v-c) settings in real-life collaboration. The design issues in this context focus on making such settings interactive enough to support natural communication and collaboration. The initial assumption is that users in an interactive v-c setting should be able to navigate the remote space in order to establish clear reference by pointing to people and objects in it. Clear reference to parts of the context in which conversations take place (that is, deictic reference) is an important factor in effective commu-nication. With this aim, we enhanced the videoconferencing system with the ability to visualize abstract representations of pointers and investigated pointing gesture as a tool for collaborative referring. We thus designed a prototype that combines the communicative function of pointing gesture with a hybrid representation of real video and virtual objects (pointers) that identify particular parts of it. A game controller was employed for pointing and Augmented Reality (AR) for visualizing the referent in live video stream. Usability tests were run on two versions of the prototype using five common types of joint task. Evidence based on data from video recording, questionnaire, and interview, shows effectiveness of the system in mediating the communicative function of pointing. Test users adapted to the context of interpretation quickly. Feedback was provided for enhancing visualization and pointing technique. The method successfully captured relevant visuo-gestural and linguistic aspects of communication to inform design.



H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



INTRODUCTION Collaboration is a joint effort where participants, each in a particular role and location, focus on a common goal or topic. Conversation is a joint effort where participants take turns in contributing to it, and jointly carry responsibility for maintaining shared understanding in its course [4]. Communication and collaboration have therefore an inherently non-separable nature. Though there has been a lot of talk about locationindependent way of working, there is certainly no contextindependent way: when one component of a work situation changes, the whole situation changes accordingly.



Pointing as Problem in Videoconference People are attuned to face-to-face communication that relies on the presence of a communicative partner. Therefore, it is not surprising that in technology-mediated settings, our intuitive expectations at times fail. For instance, people may find themselves pointing to the remote site view on the video screen, though immediately realizing it to be a failure since the participant on the other side cannot see what they are pointing to: the pattern of co-located pointing does not work. People have particularly to learn to create an artificial sense of social presence at the remote site.



Keywords



The communicative function of pointing to a remote site object fails because ordinary videoconferencing systems fail to provide sufficient information about dispersed locations to see (& understand) what people at the far end are actually pointing to. The impact of such a failure is significant, because it is natural for people to use non-verbal channels in communication, in order to create and maintain shared understanding [12].



videoconferencing, communication, pointing, communicative function, deictic reference, shared understanding, common ground, remote collaboration, interface design
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In face-to-face situations, gestural and verbal modes are naturally integrated. Turn taking, for instance, is much easier compared with videoconferencing [9] where participants have to rely on poorer visual means that give limited contextual information. Yet, videoconferencing has become a commonly used resource for multiple types of meetings and education. In professional contexts, it is a way to reach such expertise that is not locally available. Therefore, there is a great practical motivation
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for the research in the gestural aspects of remote communication and collaboration, in order to enhance the cross-modal (both verbal and non-verbal) quality of communication and collaboration through videoconferencing.



POINTING GESTURE IN HUMAN COLLABORATION Role of Pointing



In a collaborative research project10, we summoned multidisciplinary knowledge background in Social Sciences (Linguistics), Architecture, and Computer Science, setting off to investigate deictic references in video-conferencing. The assumption was that multidisciplinary background would help us address the problem of pointing in videoconferencing, explore ways to mitigate it, and enhance by design the cross-modal quality of video-mediated communication and collaboration.



Deixis, the way of locating the referent of discourse, is typically communicated using different modes of communication, such as verbal utterances, pointing gestures, and gaze direction [11]. Deictic expressions (e.g. ‘that one’, ‘there’) rely completely on their context. Pointing and linguistic communication share the same social-cognitive and social-motivational infrastructures [17, 18]. Iconic gestures activate image-specific information about the concepts which they denote, and co-speech gestures modulate conceptualization [19]. Visual conduct, in concert with speech, is used to produce demonstrative reference; or, approaching from the opposite perspective: intelligibility of referential actions is grounded in the activities [10]. Deixis therefore bridges pragmatic and semantic aspects of discourse [13]: what is pointed at is what is referred to.



Structure of Paper In the following sections, we report findings from the IS-VIT project, where we developed a tool for pointing to objects located at the remote site in videoconferencing. Section: “Pointing Gesture in Human Collaboration” describes the theoretical approach to deictic referencing which was based mainly on cognitive (usage-based) linguistics. The approach takes into account cross-modal aspects of communication. It provides us with design requirements described in Section: “Conceptual Model for Remote Pointing”.



Deictic gestures make communication robust by disambiguating verbalization, more efficient by reducing a need for procedural utterances; they manage, to some degree, to enhance shared understanding even beyond language barriers. They can be synchronous to verbal expressions but often manage to convey a message, in concert with facial expressions and gaze direction, without any verbal utterances. In early life, they help us to express what we want by pointing towards the object of our interest, thereby appealing for others to get hold of it. And at old age, if our memory deteriorates, we can still manage quite a long way with a pointing gesture and demonstrative pronoun [13]. It is therefore no wonder that demonstratives go far back in the evolution of language and that children learn to use them early on [6]. In addition, demonstratives and interrogatives have similar pragmatic function of initiating a search for a specific referent [5]. Therefore, gestures and demonstratives can be regarded as very basic tools for human navigation in the world.



In order to test the feasibility of our conceptual model in practice, we implemented two versions of the prototype for usability evaluation. The first testbed application11 was developed for one-way pointing, the latter one had capability for two-way pointing. Both applications employed a game controller as a pointing device, and AR methodologies [1] to visualize on the screen the location of a referent. It provided the participants with a visual common ground for creating and maintaining shared understanding of what they tried to communicate to one another by pointing. Section: “Usability Testing” covers usability evaluation method and procedure. We ran usability tests on both the testbed applications to explore user experience (N = 20 + 23) and gain preliminary insights for further development of the pointing system. The findings were based on data collected from video recordings, questionnaire, and feedback discussion.



In face-to-face conversation, people rely on multiple modes of communication. They tend to pay more attention to the face and gesturing hand [16]. Cues, such as volume and tone of voice, gaze direction, facial expression, hand gestures, body position and orientation, regulate the flow of communication, facilitate turn taking, provide feedback, and convey subtle meanings [8, 11, 14]. Experiences from videoconferencing tell us that for instance turn-taking is not as fluent as in face-toface situations.



Main results from our usability tests are reported in Section: “Findings”. We tried to establish whether the pointing system is viable and whether it can support effective communication in a videoconferencing setting: whether the users managed to reach shared understanding of their deictic references through mediated pointing; whether the test users adapted to unfamiliar spatial context of interpretation. The feedback gained from the interviews with the users provided ideas for improving usability of the system.



A necessary component of deictic use is the ability to take perspective [7]. Thereby, two communicating perspectives necessitate a common ground for establishing a common reference in communication [3, 4]. Gaze direction and hand gestures are integral part of face-to-face communication. According to developmental psychology and usage based theory of language, joint attention plays a foundational role in communication [5, 18]. Joint attention implies a triadic organization: participants of the communication understand that each of them has a different point of view onto the focus of joint attention [5].



We conclude, in Section: “Discussion and Conclusions”, by providing three design implications for pointing systems and suggest topics for further research.



10



Attention manipulation comprises various communication modes. When people consciously direct others’ attention, they tend to take into account socio-cultural norms and conventions of context-appropriate behavior. That is the case for instance when listeners want to join in, or outsiders wish for to interrupt an ongoing communication.



IS-VIT (Interaction Space in Virtual IT Workplace) funded by the Academic Research Collaboration program between Germany (Wiesbaden University) and UK (RHUL).
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two-way pointing, i.e. both the local end and remote end participants were able to point to the opposite site. (In the following, we refer to the former as testbed A, the latter as testbed B)



Cognitive Perspective to Communication In order to study human communication, in particular its pragmatic and semantic aspects, we have to presuppose reciprocity of perspectives with a common ground bridging them. Human perspective has multimodal nature because people rely on both verbal and nonverbal modes of communication. Communication studies have pointed out a requirement to include verbal, gestural and structural aspects of the communicative situation in the analysis [15]. Our approach therefore takes into account inter-, and intrapersonal, multimodal, cross-modal, and dynamic aspects of human communication and collaboration.



USABILITY TESTING The aim of the usability test was to discover in what ways and to what extent (if any) the augmented videoconferencing facility helps the participants to communicate and collaborate effectively. We therefore designed a test situation where we could investigate the viability and usability of the pointing system. A pilot test and 3 series of tests were run on both testbed applications. Two additional tests were run on testbed A.



CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR REMOTE POINTING



Testbed A



We developed a conceptual model for pointing application, using scenario techniques for eliciting ideas of use. Based on existing literature and partly on own prior findings from observations of interactions within groups, we selected the scenarios for observing pointing gesture in videoconferencing in the context of realistic communicative situations.



The Wii Remote controller was connected via Bluetooth to a PC running the Windows operating system. With GlovePIE (Glove Programmable Input Emulator), the incoming and outgoing signals have been mapped to keyboard events for easy accessibility in common interface programming libraries. We used the OSGART library, which provides the functionality of the ARToolkit within the OpenSceneGraph framework, to implement a prototypical video conferencing application. Visual representations for different pointers have been developed by writing ‘Shader’ programs with GLSL (GL Shader Language).



Our aim was to investigate whether it were possible to mediate the communicative function of pointing gesture in videoconferencing in a successful way, employing Augmented Reality techniques. Does such a pointing system enable shared understanding of deictic reference over distance?



Several functionalities were mapped on WiiRemote, and organized into four different modes. Mode switch was operated by calling an ‘On-Screen-Menu’ via the remote controller.



The design instruction was to find a technical solution that provides an overlap of the visual (perceptual) fields of participants at both ends to provide common ground so that they can understand the meaning of pointing at a distance.



The system provided, firstly, functionality for ‘plain’ pointing. In pointing mode, different representations were available for pointing to human vs. to nonhuman objects. A representation designed for pointing to people had the appearance of an object of pointing being in a limelight. An arrow –representation was designed for pointing to nonhuman objects, as well as for indicating directions, and a ring-option to indicate and zoom for the range of an area. It was also possible to turn the direction of the arrow, even make it spin around, to add emphasis on the referent, or to alert (or even amuse) the audience.



The conceptual model was based on Bühler’s (1934) [2] views that the information a person articulates is always related to a specific point in (i) space, (ii) time and (iii) identity, i.e. the person’s I-Here-Now-Origo at the time of articulation. The information referencing such Origo (deictic centre) is called a deictic reference, and all information available to such Origo is called the Information Space. We interrelated communicating people’s Origos and Information Spaces, taking into consideration that each communication mode has their particular requirements, (such as range and scope of sight of communicating partners, lighting conditions, no obstacle in the line of sight, range and scope of hearing, reach of hand).



Apart from pointing mode, additional functionalities included an option to add short notes relative to the topic discussed, and a snapshot option: thereby the participants could collect a pictorial record (max. 4) of suggested alternatives, and retrieve them for show before concluding their common view. The snapshot option was furnished with a sound effect to provide shared awareness of each caption.



The application designer came up with an idea of providing the participants at both ends with identical views of live video stream that would provide them with a visual common ground; in this context, visualizing the referent would allow all participants to see and grasp who is pointing, and what is pointed at – provided that the target object of pointing was within the camera view.



Finally, there was a mode for prerecorded information to be retrieved relative to remote site participants or objects. The participants were given a role name and affiliation, which was inserted into the system and could be retrieved by pointing at the marker worn by the respective participant. This was meant to serve the chair of a meeting in a situation where s/he might forget the name of a participant.



Assuming that the basic concept was viable, we implemented a testbed application in videoconferencing. We employed Nintendo’s Wii game console controller for pointing. The system used infrared detectors for tracking the direction of the pointing relative to the video screen. The images shown in the videoconference were augmented with virtual imagery employing AR methodology in order to represent the location of the referent of pointing on the video screen. The application thus allowed the participants to navigate the remote space, using the AR pointers to focus on objects in it.



The functions were operated using the keys on WiiRemote. A few functions, such as snapshot and sticker notes, also required the user to rely on the keyboard of his/her PC. In order to ‘mute’ the pointing, the device had to be turned upside down, because this is an easy way to accomplish this ‘muting’ function as the user need not concentrate on pushing a specific button on the controller but interacts with it as a whole. That helped us to see how different ways of operating the controller worked in the test situation.



We implemented two versions of prototype: the first application was developed for one-way pointing. The latter version enabled
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one-way pointing setting, and at both sites in the two-way pointing setting, in a synchronous event.



We made several improvements, based on our mutual discussions and user experience, before commencing the tests. By then, a rumbling effect had been included to indicate when the direction of the pointer was going out of the screen frame, a spinning arrow to accentuate or alert, feedback (sound) to inform about snapshot caption, and feedback to inform how many snapshots had been captured to memory.



Testbed B Testbed B differed in four main respects from testbed A: Firstly, we omitted most functionalities and focused on plain pointing only. Another significant difference was that testbed B was furnished with automatic face detection: once the direction of pointing crossed the face on the screen, it automatically turned an arrow representation into a limelight one. Third difference was two-way pointing: testbed B allowed simultaneous pointing across the two sites. We could thereby pay attention to negotiation strategies and possible competitive situations. Fourth, people could point at both the local and remote site screen. We could then observe whether they point in a traditional way when indicating a local site object, or whether they primarily concentrate on the screen and communicate their pointing gestures using WiiRemote.



Figure 1. Test settings for the testbed A.



In testbed B, we used also color coding to distinguish between the two groups. The pointer representation was color coded according to the site which was pointing, and there was a similar color line around the respective side screen. If there were two arrows on the screen, you could know which of them represented the local site pointer, which one was from the opposite site. All the options were controlled by WiiRemote. Two different functions were mapped on the cross-shaped key, using its upand down arms a) for spinning the arrow clockwise and anticlockwise around the indicated object in the virtual space, and b) for zooming the size of the virtual pointer representation. Depending on which screen the user wanted to point, s/he had to go for either A-button or B-button on the WiiRemote. The design instruction preferred the option of pressing a key while pointing, but the design after all required the user to press the button twice (both for turning the virtual pointer on and off).



Figure 2. Test settings for testbed B. The settings for testbed B (two-way pointing) were mainly similar to those for testbed A: two desks were separated by a partition, two displays on both desks, showing the augmented live video from the local and from the remote site.



Settings Our test settings were influenced by Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) [3] when they studied referring as a collaborative process. Our settings consisted of a desk and two to three chairs for both communicating groups. There were two displays on the desk representing augmented video stream, one from the local site, the other from the remote site.



In the setting for testbed B, we had – because of the constraints of infrared detectors – to locate the displays a bit further away from each other than in the settings for testbed A. We positioned the camera between the two displays as this helped us also to track the changes in gaze direction.



In the test setting for testbed A, the camera was positioned above the display representing the remote site view. Only one WiiRemote was available for pointing in this one-way pointing experiment. Our observation mainly focused in this case on the ways users interpreted the referent and context of pointing.



Tasks The test battery consisted of such common joint tasks that involve pointing, such as 1. introducing people, referring to a person by 2nd person pronoun,



The two groups were separated from each other by a partition, so they could not see each other, but they had full audio presence. By this, we could disregard audio as a problem. In the settings for testbed A, the two computers were directly connected by a cable, so it was actually a simulation of videoconferencing. It was also a way to avoid video and sound delay caused by network latency problems in video- conferencing.



2. taking questions in a meeting (floor control, turn taking), 3. indicating an object by a hand gesture, 4. locating a destination/area on a map, and 5. instructing the way from place A to place B on a map.



The two displays with the video stream, augmented with virtual objects, could be controlled by the local end participants in the



We verbalized the tasks leaving plenty of freedom for the group to create their own interpretation of it, and thereby communicate and carry out a joint task. We also provided 164
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thereby create and maintain shared understanding of the deictic references during the session? Were there nods, voices uttered for confirmation, gaze following the line of pointing on a map, turning to look at a person whom the chair was pointing when giving the floor, marking a correct point on a map, and so on?



relevant artifacts in such a way that the dispersed participants were compelled to assist each other over the video link in order to complete the task. For instance, there was a floor plan in one end, and the opposite end participants had to participate in room allocation.



In addition, we paid attention to activity and attitude in pointing: who were active, and whether they were competitive or collaborative (in testbed B setting), and techniques of pointing: whether they were pointing to a tacit local object with a finger or preferred pointing with the pointing device to the screen, and how they managed to handle the pointing device. We also looked for indications of any affect response in an unfamiliar context of interpretation.



Tests Sessions Three series of tests were run on both applications in addition to pilot testing. On testbed A, two additional tests were run. The first test round was designed for a group of 2+2 participants (additional tests for 1+3). The usability tests on testbed B were for 3+3 participants. We had 43 test users in total. Though most of them were university students in their 20’s, there was a wide range of test users in terms of age, nationality, profession and familiarity with videoconferencing.



The recordings from the tests on testbed B allowed us to deepen our analysis as we could meticulously analyze gaze direction in co-occurrence with discourse and pointing.



The test groups had a chance to familiarize themselves with the application for a few minutes, after which they were asked to carry out five joint tasks. They were sitting on the opposite sides of a partition so that they could not see to each other’s side, though they had practically collocated audio-presence.



We built our findings on the evidence from video recordings as they provided us with a rich, detailed and spatiotemporally meticulous and analyzable source of data. In our experiment, we mainly wanted to find out whether the concept was viable at all, which did not require extensive testing. As we also wanted to learn user perceptions of the system, we had a questionnaire and a feedback discussion with the users straight after the test session. Data from questionnaires and comments in the feedback discussion provided preliminary indications of how the pointing system was perceived by novice users.



The test tasks were estimated to last around half and hour but in many cases took longer. All the sessions were video-recorded, and feedback was collected through a short questionnaire and discussion after the test session.



Analysis of Data The video recordings were analyzed using people-place-process framework. The designer of the test tasks and the designer of the application jointly watched all the recordings from the tests, identifying communicative situations, where people were pointing, for what purposes they did it, and what impact pointing had on communication if the pointing device was used. We looked for any indications revealing a success or a failure of the pointing system in supporting the group to carry out their joint task.



FINDINGS We found out from the tests that it is possible to ‘mediate’ pointing gesture in an effective way. It was surprising how quickly the participants adapted to a novel context of interpretation: they did not seem to have any difficulty in inferring deictic reference from the information provided by our enhanced videoconferencing. Furthermore, they seemed to go for the least effort option which shows that the threshold for adopting mediated pointing was low: for instance in the settings where they could choose whether to point to the map at their local site or to its representation on the screen, many users preferred pointing to the screen (Figure 3).



The focus was, on one hand, on pointing in the context of the utterances and actions, on the other hand on impacts on the audience: whether the communicating participants managed to understand ‘mediated’ pointing, and thereby, establish and maintain shared understanding of deictic reference during their communication. 1. What for / why was the person pointing in that particular context (identify an object, indicate a way, address a person, give the floor, take a question, etc.)? 2. How was the person pointing in that particular context (with a finger vs. with WiiRemote: using a local map vs. using a picture on the screen)? 3. What was the impact on the audience: did they seem to understand what the person pointing was trying to communicate? 4. What signs there were of shared understanding (e.g. gaze direction, nod, voicing, verbal confirmation)? The analysis involved replay of critical parts over and over again in order to get a better understanding of relevant aspects of that particular situation, and saving captions for pictorial evidence.



Figure 3. Pointing to a floor plan.



Effectiveness



We sought to identify the impact of ‘mediated’ pointing on the participants’ behavior, for instance: what kind of behavioral indication did our data provide to support our assumption that they were able to infer communicative function of pointing and



The findings from the tests support our initial assumption that the designed system would meet the requirement to mediate communicative function of pointing. The system was capable
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of supporting the establishment and maintenance of shared understanding of deictic reference. The tests showed in principle that videoconferencing can be enhanced with pointing gestures, using visualization techniques in connection with tracking the direction of the pointing hand.



having ‘grabbed’ the pointing device: she confirmed that she obviously did no more pay any particular attention to it; she seemed completely immersed and focused on the ongoing topic of a negotiation. This suggests the threshold to employing a mediated pointing device is hardly much higher than using a pointing stick.



We got clear evidence that people identified the deictic reference without difficulty. (As the system had been introduced to them before the sessions they knew that each site had identical views of both sites.) In the test sessions on testbed B, they might for instance point to a remote site object asking:



We got some findings regarding the type and size of virtual pointer representation. We used a color limelight representation for indicating people at the remote site. When used, it had an activating effect: people interpreted it as a call to take the floor, as a request to act. From the user comments we learned that the possibility of being pointed to, kept them focused on communication, and thereby concentrated on the task. Some other comments revealed that it was annoying if someone was playing with the pointing device while others focused on the task, so pointing was in that case perceived as noise. (This happened only in the settings for testbed B.)



What have you got over there? Oh, that one, it is (the name of the object). The video recordings show that people follow by gaze the path of the pointer representation on the screen, and at times nod cuing that they are following the communication. The immediacy of the response indicated that creating shared understanding of the referent was no big effort; for instance, when a lady pointed to the floor plan located at the opposite site in a negotiation of room allocation, saying:



If the virtual pointer was persistently on the person’s face in the video, s/he started to show signs of feeling uncomfortable. Yet, quite opposite perceptions were also mentioned: someone else found it pleasant to be in the focus of attention – as if feeling to be important. Visual appearance was a concern for some as they did not like the color (blue) of pointer representation on their face. An affect response was also captured when a (rather big) arrow approached a person’s face in the video: the person might winch as if avoiding a real object falling onto him/her.



I want my room here! There was an immediate protest from the opposite site: That is my room! Another type of clear evidence was caught from the floor control situation: if the chair was calling a remote site person to take the floor by pointing to his/her image on the screen and using the second person pronoun, the right person responded without hesitation. The person next to the person might turn, quite correctly, to look at the referred person.



When the participants for the first time saw the system in action, we spotted facial expressions resembling curiosity and inquisitiveness familiar from the children’s face when they try to figure out how something they do not yet understand, works, as if: what is the magic behind this? Even later on in the course of the test, if for instance the arrow was spinning in the video in order to accentuate a point in the ongoing discourse, there were exclamations such as:



Adaptation to the Context The combination of functionalities mapped on WiiRemote was in the pilot test too heavy for any novice user to employ them parallel with other activities. Therefore, we modified the test design so that the application designer was playing the role of the chair in the meeting. He could then provide best practice for others. We turned the focus of our analysis on how the audience responded to pointing over a video link. We also assumed that the person sitting next to the chair might end up using WiiRemote – which was the case in the following tests.



Wau – How did you do that?! The dispersed participants managed to carry out such cooperative tasks as for instance one of them remotely indicating where to locate a chair in the floor plan, and the other locally marking it for him/her. The person who was marking was checking in turns his/her local site screen for the referent of pointing relative to the position of his/her own hand, remote site screen for the person instructing, then drawing the mark on the floor plan behind him/her. The cooperation seemed pretty fluent.



The tests also showed that people adapted to the unfamiliar context of interpretation unexpectedly quickly. They got at times immersed to their tasks as if they were forgetting any difference. They even pointed to the remote site as if they were collocated, including the application designer himself – as can be seen in Picture 1. In one case, the person next to the chair, before she even noticed, pointed with a finger to the video from the remote site to show how the arrangement should be changed. When immediately realizing it, she burst out:



The feedback from the user experience was positive in terms of perceiving the system as a potential improvement for videoconferencing. However, mapping too many functionalities on WiiRemote was too heavy for a novice to start using all of them after only a few minutes familiarization. A simpler combination was needed in order to make the system easy to use. (Even the application designer found the tests pretty tiring in his chairing role. Yet, speaking a foreign language may have added a toll to his cognitive load rather than mere operating the functionalities on WiiRemote.) Another weak point in the first design was the lack of mute key option for pointing.



Oh gosh, I cannot show it! The chair then passed the WiiRemote to her by saying:



In the second application again, automatic face detection of the system did not always work as expected. The design instruction suggested that the virtual pointer would have been activated only as long as the user kept pressing the key, because pointing turns into noise as soon as its communicative function has been completed. Yet, in the test sessions ‘pointing noise’ was partly due to nonchalance of social norms: some participants simply could not resist a temptation to explore their new ‘toy’.



Yes, you can – with this! She started, however, to operate WiiRemote as if it were a cursor. This shows that she relied on a frame of interpretation familiar to her from using a mouse. Once the chair showed how to handle WiiRemote, she started to use it quite confidently. Later on, she just reached her hand to take WiiRemote from the chair’s hand when she wanted to show something. Afterwards, when showing the video clip to her, she did not remember
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As most of the tested people were ‘young and techie’, they were at times more than active in their contribution. As a result, competitive situations emerged between the two teams when they negotiated room allocation. On the other hand, they managed also cooperative actions across the two sites well, as seen in Picture 4, where people are negotiating room allocation with remote site partners. At times there were, in the video image, both two virtual pointers and one finger on the map; at times people just grabbed the pointing device from the neighbor to show something, at other times again they made it available for one another. They were cooperative to the point that they bent to give space for pointing to the area that was in shadow for the camera, as can be seen in Picture 4. The tests on testbed B provided rich data of the role of gaze direction: we could observe from the camera angle how keen a person’s gaze was going back and forth between the screens monitoring the overall situation and searching moment by moment for the most relevant object and focus of attention. Obviously the layout of the screens and the camera provided the communicating participants a successful visual illusion of social presence.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS Our findings from the usability tests of two videoconferencing pointing systems show that Augmented Reality enhances usability of videoconferencing.



Methodological Conclusions The findings are compatible with the results of the cognitive science research on the ways people create the common ground, where ‘audience design’ has been identified as a critical factor in joint action to establish mutual understanding. The assumption underlying the people-place-process framework applied in this experiment was compatible with the usage-based approach to language and situated approach to communication; it was particularly useful in taking into account cross-modal aspects of human communication and collaboration. The project yielded evidence for the significance of such framework in the study of mediated communication relative to the design of collaborative work environments. The method applied in the project was viable for obtaining scientific results about fundamentals of human communication, where technology is a research resource.



Design Implications Figure 4. Flexible adaptation to negotiation situation.



In order to make dispersed collaboration more natural and effective, workplace design has to provide



Some of test users very quite fluent, others clumsier in handling WiiRemote: if people had to indicate the way from place A to place B on a map, some managed to do it fluently, using even expressive ways such as zigzag movement to show where to cross the road, or rotating movements to emphasize what they were saying. In the opposite cases, the movement of the virtual pointer looked pretty wobbly and restless.



Navigation Strategies The users seemed to go for the least effort option which shows that the threshold for adopting mediated pointing was low: for instance in the settings where they could choose whether to point to the physical map on their site or to its representation on the screen, many users preferred to point to the representation on the video screen.



•



a visual common ground for dispersed groups to create shared understanding of who is pointing and what is pointed at,



•



pointer representations used for pointing at people have to be designed taking into account that people tend to be concerned about their visual appearances in a video image, and



•



the code of usage (‘protocol’) should follow the norms of appropriate behavior in co-located situations.



Further Research Both the findings and the limitations of the project give rise to further research. One limitation of our project was using only PCs. The following step would be to explore pointing mediated on large scale videoconferencing system. Another question is
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[9]



how people discern the deictic centre and referent of pointing, if more than two people are pointing at the same time. In our project the users had full audio presence and the delay in video was hardly noticeable. The impact of transmission delay on communicating pointing gestures is therefore a question for further research. Also a question for a multidisciplinary team arises regarding spatial reasoning when people adapt to an unfamiliar technology-enhanced context of interpretation.
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Field Observations of Therapists Conducting Virtual Reality Exposure Treatment for the Fear of Flying Willem-Paul Brinkman, Guntur Sandino, Charles van der Mast Man-Machine Interaction Group Delft University of Technology Mekelweg 4, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands [email protected], [email protected], [email protected] and 3% [17], and only 0.4% in a survey among young woman in Dresden, Germany [3]. This survey also found that on average their responders developed this fear at an age of 15 years old, which lasted around 6 years.



ABSTRACT Recent research suggests Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy (VRET) for the treatment of fear of flying as an important reliable technique for this phobia. This paper focuses on the role of the therapist during an exposure session. Six therapists were observed in 14 sessions with 11 different patients. Results show that in 93% of the observed sessions, therapists started with a similar flight pattern. Furthermore, a total of 20 errors were observed where therapists initiated inappropriate sound recordings such as pilot or purser announcements. Findings suggest that the system might be improved by providing the therapist with automatic flying scenarios.



Exposure in vivo, i.e. exposure to the real life situation, is regarded as the golden standard in the treatments of phobia and an extensive amount of research has been conducted in this area [6]. During this treatment, therapist and patient first develop a hierarchy of feared situations, and the goals a patient wants to achieve. The exposure starts with a situation less feared and is gradually increased to more anxiety arousing situations with prolonged periods of exposure until anxiety becomes extinct and habituation takes place. Besides its effectiveness, the treatment also has a number of drawbacks. First of all, therapists are not always in full control of the real situation. Also, arranging the exposure, e.g. flying as a passenger on a plane, can be time demanding, logistically difficult to set up and expensive especially as multiple exposure sessions are needed. Furthermore, the thought of being exposed to the situation they fear and normally avoid is so uncomfortable for some patients that they are unwilling to undergo treatment. Exposure in Virtual Reality (VR) is therefore seen as an alternative that might overcome these drawbacks, especially as recent metastudies [8; 13; 14] indicate that exposure in VR is as effective as exposure in vivo. VR exposure in the treatment of fear of flying is now seen as an important, reliable technique to be used in the treatment of this phobia [5]. Besides it effectiveness, patients are more willing to be exposed in VR than in vivo. In a survey [7] among patients 76% preferred in VR exposure over in vivo exposure and refusal rate dropped from 27% to 3%.



Keywords virtual reality, exposure treatment, task analysis, field observations, user interface



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2. [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)] Multimedia Information Systems – artificial, augmented and virtual realities – Evaluations/methodology. User Interfaces – Ergonomics, Graphical user interfaces (GUI).



INTRODUCTION In the industrial world flying has become an accepted mode of transportation. People fly to meet business partners, to attend conferences, to have holidays, and to meet friends and family. For some people however, flying comes with an undesirable amount of anxiety. Even so much that they avoid flying altogether or endure it with intense anxiety or distress. The fear of flying is categorised as a situational type of specific phobias in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR) [1]. In its diagnostic criteria the manual also states that sufferers recognise that their fear is excessive or unreasonable, and it interferes significantly with their professional or social life. Reports on the fear of flight affecting the general US population vary, with estimations of 13.2% [4]



Instead of focussing on the effectiveness of the treatment, this paper reports on how therapists conduct the Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy (VRET) in the treatment of fear of flying. A field observation is presented, analysing the interaction between therapists and VRET system, but also with the patient during an exposure session in VR. Before the field study is presented, the next section will give a brief introduction into the set up of the VRET system and the task of the therapist and the patient. The paper concludes with a number of design implications that are drawn from the observations.



BACKGROUND The Dutch clinic where the therapists were observed used a VRET system that was developed by Delft University of Technology in collaboration with the department of Clinical Psychology at the University of Amsterdam. Besides the flight simulation, the system also includes worlds for the treatment of acrophobia (fear of heights), and claustrophobia. Figure 1 shows the communication between the patient, the therapist and the VRET system. The functional architecture of the Delft VRET system [18] was based on a task analysis of the therapist and the
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facing the patient, with in front of them a monitor that shows what the patient is seeing and another monitor that shows the therapist console to control the VR simulation (Figure 2).



patient established by interviews and observations in an university setting [15]. As therapist and patient have different task goals, the system also needs to support them differently. The patients’ main goal is to get rid of their fear. To achieve this they follow the instructions of the therapist, however, they might occasionally try to avoid the feared situation to get rid of their fear only for the short term. Furthermore, they have to understand the treatment by asking questions about it. For exposure in VR to work, the patients need to have a feeling of being there (in the VR world), i.e. a feeling of presence. The type of display technology and locomotion techniques used in VRET systems can affect this feeling and patients’ anxiety level [10; 16]. Still, increase in presence does not automatically also lead to treatment improvement [10]. Presence is not a key factor for therapists’ task goal, which is to cure the patient. During the exposure session they monitor the patient’s fear level, which is often done by asking patients to rate their anxiety on Subjective Unit of Discomfort (SUD) scale [20]. Based on this information therapists need to control the exposure and answer questions about the treatment patients might have. sound



Figure 2. Set-up of VRET system in the treatment of fear of flying.



Patient posture patient



The design of the therapist user interface (Figure 3) was the result of a number of design iterations including usability evaluations [9]. Its main widgets are: Session information control (A) to enter session and patient information; Flight plan control (B) to set destination, time of day etc of the flight; Simulation control (C) to start or stop the simulation; Flight control (D) to set the stage of flight; Map control (E) to select the patient’s seat; Patient view (M) to monitor what the patient is seeing in the VR world; Free view (N) to monitor the patient projected in the VR world; Cabin control (F) to set cabin light, seat belt light, and open and close window shutters; Roll control (G) to tilt the airplane; Flight view (L) to see the current stage of the flight; Note/SUD score (K) to enter comments and to record SUD scores; Time (J) to set the timer of the SUD alarm; System status (I) to monitor network connection; and Sound control (H) to play sound recordings such as purser or pilot announcements, or bad weather recordings. The therapists interact with these widgets by using a mouse and a keyboard.



VR world tracker



HMD



Keyboard/ joystick/ mouse



Patient view (screen)



Computer system Speakers / headphone



VR world



System control (screen)
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Figure 1. Communication between therapist, patient, and parts of the VRET system, adapted from Schuemie [15].



METHOD



Therapists interact with the system using keyboard, joystick and mouse. Furthermore, they look at two screens: one displaying what the patient is seeing, the other screen (Figure 3) showing functions to control the system, such as patient information, flight plan, but also sound control and patient VR view. During the session patients wear a Head Mounted Display (HMD) with a six degrees of freedom tracking system. Furthermore, the patient sits in an actual airplane chair, which vibrates during the session to simulate the movement and trembling of the airplane. The vibration will increase especially during take-off, turbulence and landing. The chair is positioned next to a part of the airplane cabin. The therapists are positioned behind a table



In 2006 the VRET system was installed at a Dutch clinic. Two years later, however, news arrived that some therapists were uncomfortable using the system as it had malfunctioned on some occasions. The system was repaired, and to build therapists’ confidence again a researcher would be present in a number of sessions as technical assistant repairing the system on the spot if needed. It was soon realised that the researcher was in a unique position to make field observations of the interaction between on one side the therapist and on the other side the VRET system and the patient.
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Figure 3. Screen coding scheme of the therapist console.



Participants



Material



Six therapists working in the clinic participated in the field observations. One of the therapists was also a pilot. The clinic is specialised in the treatment of aviation related anxiety. The clinic not only treats fear of flying in passengers, but it also helps cockpit and cabin crew for all types of mental health problems. Both patients new to a VR exposure and patients with prior VR exposure experience were included in the observations.



All recordings were made with pen and paper and to ensure patient’s privacy even further, no identifiable references to patient identity were recorded. To facilitate the event sampling, a coding scheme (Figure 3) was created which uniquely identified the interaction elements of the user interface. Each interaction element received a letter, extended with a number in some cases to identify specific buttons. The coding scheme allowed the observer to quickly make a record of any observed interaction in his log. Besides the interaction events, the phase of the flight was recorded, the length of the phase, and the comments made by the patient or the therapist, include requests for a SUD score.



Procedure During the session the observer sat beside the therapist at the table with the two screens of the therapist console (Figure 2). During the session the observer made recordings of his observations, and when needed asked the therapist for clarifications after the session once the patient had left.



RESULTS Prior to the exposure, patients had an intake interview. Here the therapist also trained patients in a number of relaxation exercises which they could use during the exposure session. Similar to other reports [15; 19] in which the VRET system
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was used, at the start of the exposure session, the therapist introduced the patient to the VRET system, explained the use of the HMD and how to adjust the helmet for their head size, eye strength and position of their eyes. After this the VR world was started and calibrated with a joystick. A flight plan was then selected e.g. destination: Paris, time day: morning, Cabin density: moderate, pilot: Mame Douma, and purser: Milly Douma. Patients were often located at a seat next to a window where they could see the airplane wing. The window shutters were opened, after this the flight simulator was started with the plane in the standing still stage of the flight. During the simulation the therapists initiated the different stages of the flight (taxiing, taking off, flying, landing) and played various sound recordings such as announcements from the purser or the pilot, but also sound from the airplane (flapping wings, retracting landing gear), or caused by the weather condition (turbulence or storm). During the session therapists monitored the patients and their anxiety (e.g. tense muscles, crying), thereby with intervals asking for SUD scores. In some sessions patients were also asked to do their relaxation exercises during the exposure.



interaction with the VRET system. On average therapists made 45 (SD = 8.7) mouse clicks. Looking at the interaction therapists directly had with a patient either by asking a SUD score (M = 7.6, SD = 2.4) or making a comment (M = 1.1, SD = 1.2), this was significantly (t(5) = 13.8, p. < 0.001) lower than their interaction frequency with the VRET system. Although a high interaction frequency with the patient during an exposure might be undesirable as it might affect their feeling of presence, a high interaction frequency with the VRET system seems undesirable as well. This was also confirmed in the discussions with the therapists after the exposure sessions. They indicated that the system was at times demanding too much of their attention, and blame this on the design of the user interface, with its ‘extensive number of buttons’ as they put it. Asking for a SUD score with an average interval of 3.6 minutes was significantly below the often reported [2; 19] five minutes. However, the use of a two minutes interval [11], or a three minutes interval [15] have also been reported. As Figure 3 shows, the alarm is set to go off every two minutes, and none of the therapists seems to have changed this setting as the mean interaction frequency with the time control (J) was zero (Table 2). When the alarm was triggered the background of the screen flashed a number of seconds. However, the therapists were not aware of this. Most of them thought that this was simply a hardware malfunction of the screen. Furthermore, in a usability evaluation [9] conducted in 2002, participants also mention not to like the SUD reminder.



Data Preparation In total 23 VR sessions were observed. However, only 14 sessions were included in the analyses as four VR sessions were with acrophobia worlds, two VR sessions involved a VR simulation of an airport and not an airplane, and in three sessions the recording was incomplete. The 14 sessions included 11 different patients and six therapists. On average each session took 25 minutes. Some patients had two sessions immediately after each other. However, they always had at least a small break in between the sessions to avoid simulation sickness.



Table 1. Frequency of events and session time (average session results). Therapist



Figure 4 shows a part of the log recording. At 11:39 two buttons were pressed, H8 (turbulence) and H23 (pilot announcement of turbulence). One minute later at 11:40, the therapist asked a SUD score, which the patient replied with a score of eight. The patient also commented that he/she was very curious, and was looking around because he/she liked to know what was going on. At the same time the therapist moved the plane above the clouds (D5.4). Two minutes later, at 11:42, the therapist changed to a more or less cloud free weather condition (D5.1, flying fair) stage and gave the patient an exercise to relax the muscles and asked the patient to pay attention to his/her breathing. This and all the other written logs were coded and entered into spreadsheets for further analysis. ….
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Most of the interaction with the system involved playing sound recordings (Table 2). Followed by the interaction with the flight control, which is used to set the phase of the flight and allow the plane to fly below, in or above the clouds. Some elements were rarely used or only by a few therapists. For example, only one therapist used the roll control. This therapist was also a pilot, and probably had more experience in using more advanced options of the simulator, or had a more in-depth understanding of the aircraft’s behaviour. Furthermore, this therapist, with his 62 mouse clicks, had an interaction frequency far above the average of 45 mouse clicks.



Figure 4. Short part of the field-recording log (P: patient, T: Therapist).



Event Sampling Results



None of the therapists use the print option (I) as also no printer was attached to the system. This seems unfortunately as this function was previous rated as very useful [9]. None of the



Table 1 gives an overview of the mean number of events observed per therapist. Notable is the relative high level of
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therapists used the note taking facility. The therapists avoided using a keyboard during the exposure as the typing sound might distract the patient. Furthermore, as the system was stand-alone without a printer, therapist had also no access to the computer notes afterwards in their office. Instead therapists wrote their comments on the patient’s paper form. No interaction with the Free View panel was recorded. Although Schuemie’s guidelines [15] recommend that therapists should be offered this view, it might be more useful in VR settings were the patient actually moves through a virtual world for example in the treatment of acrophobia where patients walk up to an edge of a roof terrace [15].



therapist went from a landing phase to a stand still phase. Apparently, the landing was often regarded as the last phase, ignoring the fact the plane has to come to a complete standstill before, for example, the doors could be opened. However, this idea might not have been reinforced by the design of the system as in the flight control panel (D) the landing phase was at the bottom of the list (Figure 3). Table 3. Sequence of flight phases. Therapist



Table 2. Frequency of therapist interaction with VRET system. Screen element



Mean



SD



A- session info



1.0



0.1



B- flight plan



1.0



0.1



C- simulation control



1.0



0.1



D- flight control



9.2



1.1



E- map control



1.0



0.1



F- cabin control



1.2



0.4



G- roll control



0.3



0.6



H- sound control



22.7



5.6



H- flight control



5.1



0.9



H- crowd



1.1



1.2



H- bad weather



2.0



0.7



H- misc control



4.7



2.6



H- purser voice



4.1



0.7



H- pilot voice



5.8



1.0



I- system status



0.0



0.0



J- time



0.0



0.0



K (SUD)



7.6



2.4



K (notes)



0.0



0.0



N- free view



0.0



0.0



Total



44.7



8.7
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S T A O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L



B



S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F4 L



C



S T A O F1 F4 F3 F2 F1 L S T A O F1 F2 F3 F1 L



D



S T O F1 F2 F3 F1 L S S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L S T O F1 F2 F3 F1 L



E



S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 L S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L S T O F1 F2 F3 O F1 F2 F3 T O F1 F2 F3 L



F



S T A O F1 F2 F3 L T O O S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 L S T O F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 L S



Table 4. Similarity in flight phase patterns. Start pattern



Match



STOF



100%



STOFL



93%



STOFLS



14%



STOFLTO



14%



Figure 5 shows a transition diagram of the phases in a flight. Again pattern STOFL can be seen as the dominate path therapists followed in the sessions. The diagram also shows only a small number of variations in the phase transitions, for example, after flying (F) taking off (O) again, or going back to taxiing (T) and to taking off (O) again. This was observed in the last session of therapist E. In the previous session, the patient had shown a high level of anxiety during take offs. By exposing the patient multple times to this stage of the flight the therapist aimed at habituation of the fear situation resulting in a lower level of anxiety.



State Sampling Results During the observation a record was kept of the stages (phase) of the flight: standing still (S), taxiing (T), additional taxiing (A), taking off (O), flying (F), flying fair (F1), flying below clouds (F2), flying in clouds (F3), flying above clouds (F4), and landing (L). Examining Table 3 quickly shows a consistent starting pattern of standing still, taxiing, taking off, flying, and landing. If no distinction is made between taxiing and additional taxiing and in the different flying phases, 93% of the observations had a similar begin pattern of STOFL (Table 4). For longer patterns less similarity was found, with two observations that were extended with an additional standing still (STOFLS) phase or with a taxiing and taking off phase (STOFLTO). Interesting is that only in two observations the
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Table 5. Frequency of interaction events with VRET system, phase time, and interaction per minute averaged over sessions. Phase



Figure 5. Transition diagram of phases and the frequency of the phase transition observed (S – standing still, T – taxiing, A – additional taxiing, O – taking off, F – flying, and L – landing).
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Flying
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1.7



Flying fair



6.8



3.4



2.0



Flying below clouds



2.5



1.3



1.9



Flying in clouds



5.2



3.2



1.6



Flying above clouds



1.2



1.3



0.9



10.1



5.3



1.9



Landing



Errors The patterns of various flying phases were also analysed. As Figure 6 shows exposure often included the transitions from flying fair, to flying below the clouds, to flying in the clouds, to flying above the clouds, and finally to going back to flying fair. This was often followed by a landing phase.



In one of the updates of the system, a sound control panel had been added to the therapist user interface as a patch to extend the simulation with more sound recordings (e.g. flight safety instructions, and people talking at the background). To reduce redundancy the sound panel in the original user interface was hidden with a grey panel (Figure 3, right side of element D). However, the original user interface was designed with error prevention in mind. The system only allowed therapists to select sound recording that were appropriate for the current stage of the flight. With the new sound panel therapists could play sound recordings at any moment. Table 6 shows that during the 14 sessions, therapist played 20 inappropriate sound recordings. For example, on six occasions, they played the pilot announcement asking the crew to open the doors while the plane has not come to a complete standstill yet, or on two another occasions the pilot welcome announcement was played while the plane was taxiing. In reality, however, pilots are often occupied during taxiing for example communicating with the tower, and therefore will make such announcements before taxiing. Furthermore, in his welcome announcement the pilot also mentioned that the luggage was being loaded on board. This example clearly illustrates that there might be several reasons why therapist make these errors. First, they might not be aware of the content of the announcement. Second, they might not have an accurate mental model of a flight. Third, they might have an accurate mental model, however, they might have thought the flight to be in another phase, in other words a mode error [12]. Fourth, therapists might have problems with fitting a sound recording into the timeslot of the phase thereby overshooting the phase or by anticipating on this, playing the sound recording too early. Interesting in this context are the observations of the therapist who was also a pilot. Four errors were also observed in his sessions, for example giving height information (H22) while taking off. This makes it less likely that an inaccurate mental model of a flight can simply explain all errors. Still in all of this, it is important to consider that there were no indications that any of these errors had a negative effect on the treatment.



Figure 6. Transition diagram of flying phases and the frequency of the phase transition observed (F1 - flying fair, F2 - flying below clouds, F3 - flying in clouds, and F4 - flying above clouds).



Examining the therapists’ interaction with the VRET system per phase (Table 5), the flying phase had the highest level of interaction (M = 15.7) and made up the largest part of the exposure with an average of 9.2 minutes. Still, looking at the average interaction frequency per minute across the phases, this was below two per minute (M = 1.7, SD = 0.4).
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The observations also have a number of design implications. (1) Because of the consistency in the sessions it might be possible to develop a treatment oriented instead of the simulation oriented user interface for the therapist, taking the sequence of flight phases as a starting point. For example, in each phase, inappropriate simulation elements could be hidden to avoid errors. (2) To reduce system interaction frequency, to extent the variation in the flights, and to improve the realism of the experience, it might also be possible to provide therapists with several automated flight simulations scenarios (for example good or bad weather flight, short or long taxiing). In these scenarios the simulation runs automatically, applying the appropriate flying routines, but still allows therapists to control when to move to the next phase, or change to another scenario altogether if required because of the patient’s response. Furthermore, the system should also support therapists if they like to deviate from the standard flight sequence. For example, expose patients to multiple take offs if needed.



Table 6. Errors made by playing sound recordings. Phase



Voice Announcement / Aircraft sound



Standing still



ƒ



Purser- Flight safety instruction (H13) too early; is normally issued during taxiing.



1



Taxiing



ƒ



Pilot- Welcome (H17) too late; pilot too busy during taxiing to make announcements, also the pilot mentioned in his welcome that the luggage is being loaded.



2



Taking off



ƒ



Purser- Welcome (H12) too late; during take off purser is sitting down and will not make announcements.



1



ƒ



Pilot- Crew: door selection (H20) too late as doors should have been closed before take off



1



ƒ



Pilot- Crew: take seat (H21) too late as the crew should already been sitting



2



ƒ



Pilot- height information (H22) too early; plane is still climbing



1



ƒ



Landing gear sound (H11) too early/late; should be retracted while climbing after take off, or extended just before landing



1



ƒ



Pilot- Crew: take seat (H21) too early; should be issued just before starting the landing



2



ƒ



Pilot- Crew: prepare for landing (H25) too early; should be issued just before the landing



1



ƒ



Landing gear sound (H11) too early; should only be extended just before landing



1



ƒ



Purser- tax free (H14) too late; should be announced while flying



1



ƒ



Pilot- Crew: door manually open (H27) too early; should be announced after complete stand still



6



total



20



Flying



Landing



Freq



Based on the reported field observations, the therapist user interface is now being redesigned. Besides the automatic flight scenarios the redesigned user interface now also includes better support for notes taking, whereby therapist can select predefined comment flags that are placed on a single timeline overview of the flight. The automation might reduce part of therapist’s task load. Therefore, preliminary work has also started whether a therapist can simultaneously give multiple patients an exposure in VR. Still, with all these new research directions it will be important to keep in mind the lessons learned from these field observations about the dual task therapists are performing and that the system should be designed to avoid errors.
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ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION



Mixed reality, i.e. the integration and merging of physical and digital worlds, has become an integral part of the ubicomp research agenda. Often, however, in development of first technology concepts and prototypes, the expectations of potential users are not considered, and the development easily becomes technology-driven. To understand the expectations and needs of potential users of future mobile mixed reality (MMR) services, we conducted altogether five focus group sessions with varying user groups. We investigated the early impressions and expectations of MMR as a technology by evaluating various usage scenarios. Based on this initial study, we found relevance issues (what information to receive, how and when) and the reliability of MMR information to be the most salient elements that were anticipated to affect the overall user experience. In mobile and busy situations the MMR information content has to be something that is very important or useful for the user, especially if receiving the information or interacting with it draws the user’s attention away from the tasks executed in the real world.



The concept of mixed reality refers to the integration and merging of the real and virtual worlds where physical and virtual objects complement and interact with each other [3]. Broadly defined, mixed reality is understood to cover the extensive continuum between the two opposite, discrete ends of reality and virtuality [2, 20]. In practice, it is often implemented as augmented reality (AR), where the real world is augmented with digital (virtual) information, and augmented virtuality (AV), where a virtual world is augmented with realworld information. With AR, perception of the user’s environment can be enhanced, enriched and be made more transparent to the surrounding data (e.g. information, advertising and resources related to places, objects and situations). In this paper, we focus especially in mobile mixed reality (MMR), particularly with means of augmented reality on mobile devices. A central use platform of mixed reality is the mobile domain which expands the mixed reality services to cover a diverse set of use cases and scenarios in the mobile environments. Due to the rapid development of sensor and communication technology, mobile devices are becoming more and more aware of their environment, user’s context and information resources near-by. Hence, mobile devices have become a fruitful platform for creating and interacting with mixed reality objects and services. A predominant interaction paradigm in the mobile domain is the magic lense [2] where the user may browse the world via the camera view, and access additional information aligned on top of the view. Also data glasses and other headmounted displays can be used to create a highly immersive experience of the mixed reality environment. Although AR is very visual by nature, mobile devices can enrich the augmentation of real world also with auditory and haptic information (e.g. informing about information affordances in the environment by haptic cues [12]).



Keywords mobile mixed reality, augmented reality, context awareness, mobile services, user expectations, user studies, scenarios



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – user-centered design; H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems] – Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities; H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems] – Human factors.



For the last decade in HCI, there has been a prominent interest in studying the user experience (UX) of various products and services. It is regarded as a subjective and holistic concept including both instrumental (e.g. utility and usability) and noninstrumental (e.g. joy, appeal, aesthetics) elements that result from the use of a product [10]. The experience evolves over time as user’s previous experiences affect the overall experience of the product [10, 15]. If provided at the right time and in the right place, MMR information can assumedly offer the user rich, useful, delightful and positively surprising experiences. However, it is still to be studied how does the holistic, temporally-evolving and subjective user experience of
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MMR build up. In mobile contexts the use situations vary from safety critical, urgent and demanding tasks to free-form leisureoriented activities. Hence, it is critical to understand in which situations the user may be offered extra information, and in which situations the user must not be interrupted.



natural field of view. The mobile device tracks the user’s position on the site. The ARCHEOGUIDE system is able to compute the current view of the reconstructed objects by determining the viewing direction. Herbst et al. [13] present a mobile outdoor mixed reality game for exploring the history of a city in the spatial and the temporal dimension. The story of the game called Time Warp is based on the legend of the Heinzelmännchen of Cologne. The legend tells that one day these Heinzelmännchen disappeared and the goal of the game is to bring them back. The game aims to fuse real and virtual elements to create the illusion that users are present in the City of Cologne during different time periods.



So far the research on mixed reality has mostly focused on development of enabling technologies: various types of displays, techniques using eye-tracking, auditory, haptic and gesture-based interaction, as well as algorithms and tools for modeling virtual objects and mapping them on top of the real world view. Nonetheless, the user experience and acceptance perspective of mixed reality services has been studied very little. Such research has mostly focused on usability issues of individual demonstrators. The user-centered design approach is based on understanding the requirements of the user, context, and tasks, but the needs and expectations of the users have not been studied as a starting point of mixed reality. Furthermore, the application areas of the existing MMR applications have been mostly working environment (e.g. remote controlling systems in process automation or in design of 3D objects). The leisure and everyday mobile contexts have not been studied extensively. Being immensely rich by nature, the mobile context provides a basis for very diverse set of use cases where MMR technologies could be utilized.



Flintham et al. [7] describes two mobile games in which online participants collaborated with mobile participants on the city streets. The first one, Can You see Me Now? (CYSMN), was designed to be a fast-paced game in which up to twenty online players were chased across a map of the city, by three runners who were moving through the actual city streets. The main goal of CYSMN was to engage and excite the online players by giving them a sense of the runners’ experience of the city, and of how their online actions could affect events on the streets. In the second game, bystander, a local player takes a journey through the city on the trail of a mysterious person whose name and picture they have quickly been shown. An online performer collaborates as a partner with them and guides them in the search. Between them the two participants travel through the city streets at the same time and across an online map in search of the mysterious target person.



The context of our study is the DIEM (Devices and Interoperability EcosysteM) project, which aims at building new kind of smart environments that comprise of ecosystems of digital devices [6]. One of the key development areas of DIEM is MMR. The aim of our study was to understand the initial expectations of potential users of future MMR services: what content there could be, and in which kind of contexts it could be successfully used. Thus the study will help in projecting and assessing the early prospects of MMR application areas.



Brown et al. [5] present the co-visiting system which allows three people to visit the Interpretation Centre simultaneously, one physically and two digitally. The physical visitor is in the Interpretation Centre itself with special mobile equipments including location system. The virtual reality visitor uses 3D display with avatars representing the other visitors. The web visitor for one uses a standard web browser displaying several Java applets, one of which is a variant of the physical visitor’s map. The idea is to support looking at exhibits as a group of physical visitors, virtual reality avatar visitors and web visitors. These three kinds of visitors share an exhibition space represented via different user interfaces.



RELATED RESEARCH We first present a few studies relevant of MMR services and applications, and secondly introduce the theoretical background of user experience (UX).



Mixed Reality Systems We present related research on applications and system prototypes that utilize design ideas related to MMR. These systems emphasize characteristics of AR (augmented reality), not AV (augmented virtuality). Many of these applications are some kind of games or guide applications, but there are also other ideas of systems that can be useful in everyday life. Also other relevant concepts, e.g. related to context awareness and sharing information are presented.



Theoretical Background of User Experience User experience (UX) is often understood to cover more or less all the aspects that affect or result from end-users’ interaction with a technological product or service. Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [10] define UX as “a consequence of a user’s internal state (e.g. predispositions, expectations, needs, motivation, mood), the characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or the environment) within which the interaction occurs (e.g. organizational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity, voluntariness of use, etc.)” Furthermore, a definition by Kankainen [15] describes the temporally evolving nature of user experience: “[…] result of a motivated action in a certain context. User’s previous experiences and expectations influence the present experience; this present experience leads to more experiences and modified expectations”. Hassenzahl [11] describes user experience to further involve aspects such as joy, hedonism and ludic values, to complement the traditional utilitarian and pragmatic view present in traditional HCI research and usability. These have been complemented by introducing also social and cultural factors as elements that affect the overall experience [1, 4].



Ludford et al. [19] have developed a location-based reminder (LBR) system called PlaceMail. The system runs on a GPSequipped mobile phone. People use it to create and receive personal task reminders. PlaceMail utilizes the phone’s location-sensing GPS to deliver the message when the user is near the place. As people use LBRs, they generate local place data, like lists of places they go for everyday tasks (or place bookmarks) and reminder messages related to the bookmarked locations. Gleue and Dähne [8] present the ARCHEOGUIDE (Augmented Reality-based Cultural Heritage On-site GUIDE) project, which provides cultural heritage sites with archeological information. With a small mobile computer and a display unit visitors are able to experience the real site while appreciating visualizations of the virtual reconstructions integrated seamlessly into the 178
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Studying user expectations of novel technology gives an approximation of user experience before practical example applications exist and users will have actual experiences with them. Similar studies have been successfully conducted in related literature, and provided useful results for further development of the technology, see e.g. [12]. It is vital to identify what the users expect the user experience to be like with such technology, what needs could they fulfill with the help of it, and what kind of requirements do they have for interaction with the technology. Secondly, to provide early feedback of technology being developed and to facilitate the user acceptance process, it is important to involve potential users of the future services early in the user-centered development process [14].



Table 1. Background questions about participants’ technical orientation and communication habits (1 “I strongly disagree” – 5 “I strongly agree”) (N = 23). Question “I find technology useful in my everyday life.” “I am usually one of the firsts among my friends to get new technology.” “I like to help my friends and relatives to use technical devices.” “I like to edit information in Wikipedia or similar.” “I like to share information about me for example in Facebook or Irc-gallery.” “I would find it useful that my friends knew my location and what I’m doing.” “I’m worried about my personal information spreading in the web and getting in the wrong hands.”



OUR USER STUDY This section further specifies the goals of the study, and presents how we applied focus groups as a research method, as well as the background of participants and what kind of scenarios were used as stimuli.



Mean St. dev. 4.4



0.7



2.7



1.0



3.9



1.2



2.1



1.4



3.3



1.3



2.7



1.2



3.2



1.3



Focus Group Setup Each focus group session had two parts. First, a rather freeform discussion about potential use cases was initiated with a general introduction to the theme of augmented reality in mobile domain. Next, discussion continued around certain predetermined scenarios that involved various potential MMR use cases. These were presented as textual narratives enriched with visual illustrations. Finally, to gather more structured data for consolidating the explorative and subjective discussion data, the participants filled in an expectations survey that consisted of statements about certain assumedly important elements of expectations. The survey was completed in the end of the session. Altogether, the gathered data was qualitative by nature.



Study Objectives For developing successful and acceptable mixed reality services, it is vital to understand the potential users’ subjective needs with regards to that kind of services, as well as the expectations towards user experience of them. We set our focus on location-based mobile augmented reality information and services. We aimed at 1) identifying and innovating potential use cases for location-based MMR services, 2) finding out what kind of AR information users would value and need, and 3) inquiring the users’ needs and expectations (e.g. potential benefits and drawbacks) for MMR services. Hence, the study setting was twofold: evaluating existing (technology-driven) concepts, and identifying needs for new ones. As this was our initial study to deal with user expectations of MMR services, the research was highly explorative and by nature.



Each session lasted 1–1,5 hours and had 4–6 participants. All sessions were recorded and the recordings transcribed. The explorative data was analyzed with a thematic analysis approach – objectively and systematically identifying common themes and meanings from the data and further categorizing them at a higher abstraction level [23].



Study Methodology There are many definitions of a focus group in the literature, but aspects like organized discussion [16,17], collective activity [22], social event [9] and interaction describe the elements that focus groups have as a form of social research in the HCI field. We chose focus group as our research method as it is excellent for the generation and evaluation of early ideas and facilitating rich discussion. This was a suitable approach as the holistic picture of MMR requires clarification and diverse aspects have to be considered from the users’ perspective. Furthermore, one benefit of focus groups in studying early user expectations is their flexibility to adjust topics between sessions.



Narrative Scenarios as Stimulus Material We had prepared two textual scenarios describing potential use cases and contexts for MMR services: 1) a normal day in a familiar urban context, and 2) as a tourist in an unfamiliar context. Both scenarios were 600–700 words in length, and were divided in four sections to be more understandably presented to the participants. Each section was presented sequentially as a text on a paper sheet, and the context of the section was illustrated with the help of a data projector. Focus groups 1 and 4 discussed the tourism scenario and groups 2, 3 and 5 the “normal day” scenario. Figure 1 exemplifies one section of the “normal day” scenario (translated from Finnish), and Figure 2 presents an illustration of one of the sections.



Participants We conducted five focus group sessions with different types of user groups: 1) active travelers or tourists, 2) senior high school students, 3) technology oriented people, 4) wellnessoriented people, and 5) people with ecologically sustainable values. Most participants represented early adopters, as they were required to be at least somewhat interested in new technical products, and thus be potential first users for the MMR services. Incorporating various user groups in the study was intended to bring diversity in the user expectations and ideas. With such a small amount of users and representative groups we did not aim at drawing any conclusions of the differences between certain user groups. Participated users ages varied from 18 to 59, and 13 of the participants were male and 10 female.



“…Juhani steps into a bus and touches a digital info spot with his phone. This way he pays for his journey and also gets the bus company’s BusNews-bulletin and services provided in that bus. These services include music lists created by other travelers and different kinds of mobile games. Juhani activates an info sticker on the backside of the seat in front of him and this opens the BusNews bulletin contents list on his cell phone screen. The icons and texts on the sticker become downright alive when Juhani browses the information content in the sticker with his cell phone…”



Figure 1. An excerpt of the “Normal day” scenario.
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Focus Group Discussion Results In general, participants found MMR to be an interesting and versatile approach providing new ways of interacting with the information in the near-by environment. MMR services were seen to have the ability to provide richer, more relevant and even surprising information about everyday environments. Furthermore, MMR information that would not be otherwise acquired would be useful especially in unfamiliar contexts (e.g. while travelling). Overall, information for practical benefit was more desired than purely fun and leisure related information. The discussion focused more or less on augmenting the real world with visual information. The most interesting MMR information with regard to everyday life was seen to be information concerning weather forecasts, public transportation (e.g. schedules and routes of various transportation methods) and location specific information of services (e.g. suitable restaurants within radius of 500 meters). Receiving augmented information automatically for example about nearby attractions would be useful not only for tourist but for locals too. Also real-time locations of various objects as augmented information was considered very intriguing, e.g. finding out when the next bus is coming and where the bus is at the moment. Furthermore, the aspect of social guidance was seen salient in future MMR service. The services could be used for pointing out like-minded people or members of one’s communities in the surroundings and inform about the information they recommend. This aspect of social awareness and recommendations came up in the discussion regarding both everyday and unfamiliar contexts.



Figure 2. An illustration of one section of the Tourism scenario. Table 1 exemplifies various use cases presented in the two scenarios. Due to paper length limitations, not all use cases are listed. The scenarios involved also other than purely MMRspecific aspects, such as context awareness and automatic information retrieval, which made the use cases more credible in practice. The scenarios were used merely as stimulus for discussion. The use cases or scenarios as whole were not directly evaluated in a structured way by the participants. Therefore, also no comparisons were made. Table 2. Examples of use cases that especially bring out MMR aspects in the two scenarios. “Normal day” - scenario



Tourism scenario



Pointing the mobile device to the digital info screen and studying other bus options.



User could browse information signs, e.g. history of attractions and info shared by other visitors.



Activating an info sticker on the backside of the seat in front of him and this opens the BusNews bulletin on his cell screen.



Getting additional information about interesting targets just by pointing the camera viewfinder on them.



Pointing the mobile to the interactive wall of his office and looking at his calendar.



A virtual tour guide recognizing photo objects and suggests shooting from a different angle.



Scanning medication products to the mobile device display. The device compares the medicines and gives tips.



Downloading the menu of the restaurant from an information sign and seeing highlights on the specialties of the place.



“[]… I could just quickly browse what services there are within a few blocks” – Wellness oriented focus group Regarding unfamiliar contexts and situations the participants considered that MMR services could help and support in cultural issues (e.g. translating short text or providing information about unfamiliar technical devices). Also, participants brought up the idea that they could acquire information regarding their own interests and tagged locations, such as attractions and history of the environment. However, they did not want to acquire too much information about the traveling resort before actually travelling. They saw that they might lose the joy of finding and exploring, and thus the main purpose of the vacation would be disturbed. Instead, the user could select certain targets and objects as points of interest that would be explored when in situ. Using MMR services in the nature was also brought up. The service could show where people have walked and provide navigational cues, extra information about certain sights and plants. In time, MMR services could replace the current information signboards.



Projecting pictures of how a Activating movie posters with a mobile device to see virtual movie historical place has looked for example 10 000 years ago. trailers. The mobile device notifies about a Afterwards seeing statistics on spent calories and the ecological virtual graffiti message left by a friend at a wall of a near-by house. footprint.



As mentioned, the ideas for augmented information were mostly visual by nature. One participant’s idea was that MMR could serve as a tool in creating and visualizing 3D models on top of the real world information. Furthermore, the participants envisioned use cases for fitting clothes virtually with augmented garments. This was considered useful especially for physically challenged people. MMR could also serve as a tool for self-expression: augmenting one’s appearance with virtual hairstyles, makeup, or other adornment. Also, the idea of virtual house decoration and furnishing received much support (e.g. choosing colors or placing furniture in one’s apartment). Finally, most users expected the services to be based on maps (both indoors and outdoors), as the interaction with digital maps has become so prevailing in current mobile services.



Setting the mobile device to an User draws a virtual graffiti by drawing in the air with his mobile adventure mode, in which it automatically notifies about the device. places user has labeled beforehand.



RESULTS First, we report the results of the focus group discussion that followed the MMR introduction and scenarios, and second the results of the summarizing expectations questionnaire.
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Personalization and Information Relevance



Reliability and Sociality of MMR Information



Regarding user expectations, one of the key findings was the prominent need for personalizing the services. With this we not only mean personalizing the user interface but also personalizing the service features to be able to offer more relevant and meaningful information and services for the user. The physical devices did not have a big role in the discussion of personalization: the appearance of the device and user interface was not emphasized. Instead, the information content and interaction with it were considered more essential.



There was rather much discussion about reliability and credibility of information in MMR services. Probably the main reason for this was the fact that the information content was seen possible to be created by anyone – as in Internet. The participants tended to trust the information provided by public and official institutions and well-known vendors more than that created by other users. In general, it was considered useful that users would be able to create content and metadata (e.g. descriptions and tags) themselves. Other users’ comments especially on restaurants and other specific services were regarded as very useful and relevant information. Yet, users should be able to filter the other users’ comments, so that the user would not get comments from totally strange or dissimilar people. Moreover, all publicly available information was required to be up-to-date to be useful and trustworthy. Otherwise one would not base decisions (e.g. related to purchases) on such information.



“When starting to use any device, no matter whose it is, it would become personalized easily with your own information” – Technology oriented focus group Personalization was seen as a tool to help finding interesting and relevant services and people and automatically receiving information that one would not have been actively searching for. The discussion repeatedly emphasized the importance of being able to limit the amount and type of information that is acquired with the means of MMR. If personalization is not possible, information flood, dangerous situations, or frustration of use might take place. Especially in case of advertisements, the need for personalization was seen to become even greater.



“If a something has gone extremely well, of course you want to recommend it to others, and vice versa.” – Travelers’ FG Active updating was seen to raise the trustworthiness of the information. In addition, comments and feedback created by other service users are interesting and reliable only if there are enough commentators. Also, the comment is more trustable the more the user knows about the commentator. People would trust the comments of MMR services as much they now trust comments on Internet forums, where mostly numeric measures (e.g. amount of positive comments) can be used to determine the trustworthiness of information if the other users are unknown. One single comment would not be necessarily trustable, but for example several negative comments would probably influence decision on buying.



The relevance of the information was found to be highly dependent on the situation and tasks the user is pursuing. For example, during spare time and in unfamiliar environments one might like to receive lots of various types of information even automatically, whereas in repetitive situations or in hurry getting extra and irrelevant information would disturb and interrupt important tasks (e.g. commercials popping up automatically as the user goes to a place where s/he often visits). Hence, it was seen important to be able to set personal modes and filters (e.g. “shopping”, “meeting friends”) by which the amount and type of information would be determined. Still, several users pointed out that the user should have the possibility to get all the available data if wanted.



Privacy Concerns: User Status and Location Besides leaving comments, the participants were willing to share information about their current and future statuses. Users would describe what they are doing and what they are going to do and share the information with other users as well as with the service for it to be more aware of the user’s context. In the latter sense, the future status information was considered more useful. We interpret that the reason for such extrovert needs to be the current micro-blogging culture in Web2.0 services, such as in Facebook and Twitter.



“I’m willing to receive advertisements while in shopping mode” – Ecology oriented focus group In determining the relevance, also the recommendations from people like oneself were considered useful. The MMR service could be aware of what kind of users and events the user likes and in what kind of communities he/she belongs to, as well as what other like-minded unfamiliar people one considers interesting (e.g. celebrities, people with similar backgrounds as the user). The amount and the modality of presentation of the information provided by the service should follow the preferences of the user.



Sharing people’s locations divided opinions, as expected. On one hand this kind of services would increase social awareness, which was seen as positive thing, but on the other hand the participants would want to retain their privacy. Sharing location data would be especially useful for finding and meeting friends without arranging separate meetings at particular place and time. Another positive viewpoint on sharing location information was feeling of safety of one’s family or other significant people (e.g. parents knowing their children’s locations). Being aware of one’s own location would increase feeling of safety especially in foreign locations.



All in all, the concept of context awareness could be identified from several parts of the discussions. The service was seen to be aware of the user’s momentary needs, so that it could adapt and provide information depending on the user’s current context. However, also the problems related to this (e.g. the complexity of context as a holistic construct) were identified in the discussions. The context awareness could be personified as a personal agent, as one participant suggested, that predicts what the user wants and automatically offers interesting and relevant information. For example, another participant suggested that the service should recommend certain adverts for the user, which she/he might be interested in, based on his/her earlier behavior. The activities the user performs should then update and further specify the model of the user. Participants hoped that the service would learn the user’s types of interest and needs, e.g. based on location information.



”It would be nice to see that there are couple of friends near-by and a nice special offer on beer”. – Wellness oriented focus group. All in all, most participants were willing to share some limited amount of location information as long as the accuracy of the information is controlled by the user. Participants wanted to share their location only with selected people and for selected time duration. User should be able to choose who can see her/his movements and where she/he appears to be for other
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One of the most salient requirements was found to be the need to tag and bookmark the browsed information. This would both increase relevance of the service and make it easier to find and utilize the information again later on. Furthermore, the augmented information does not necessarily need to be virtual information but augmentation could also be used in highlighting the most relevant and critical things in the physical environment (e.g. approaching familiar people or dangers in the environment). One participant mentioned also that the augmentation could be hiding unwanted information with augmented graphical effects. Hence, MMR services could help the user to both observe the most important parts and hide the irritating or unnecessary of both the digital and real-world environment.



users. It was also suggested that location information need not always be specific – in some cases only accuracy level of the city district is enough. Also, the location could be shared anonymously (i.e. not revealing the name of the friend who is nearby) or revealed not before the user is in the vicinity of the other user. Interaction with MMR Services and Devices Due to the complexity and variety of mobile contexts, interaction with the MMR devices is a challenging topic. When hands are occupied by another task, traditional mobile interacting with keyboard or touch screen becomes impossible. The user’s attention is largely reserved to coping in the physical environment: for example while waiting for public transportation, people tend to engage only in such multitasking that does not hinder them from noticing their transportation to come. Therefore, also the interaction technique and paradigm depend, amongst other things, on the user’s current cognitive and physical capacity.



One of the most useful potential features of MMR services was seen to be the ability to truly create joint services: one would be able to interact with the augmented information and use other information services via them. For example, the scenario example where the user directly selects and buys a movie ticket from an MMR advertisement was much appreciated.



Participants brought out that when actively searching for information in new contexts, they would prefer browsing the augmented information smoothly and continuously by using data glasses instead of hand-held devices. On the other hand, when not actively acquiring MMR information or interacting with the devices, the user requires cues of the information affordances in the environment. Participants thought that visual cues are often not enough, but also audible or haptic cues would be needed, especially with regard to the most important information. However, when actively using and interacting with the service, visual cues would be preferred over other modalities. The actual interaction and browsing of the information content were regarded so intensive and mentally loading that the visual modality would be preferred in the interaction after the user has been informed of the existing affordance.



Expectations Questionnaire Results Here, we briefly present the results of the expectations questionnaires. Overall, the results based on focus group discussion supported and consolidated the results of the expectations questionnaire. The idea of mobile services with augmented reality or virtuality elements was regarded as intriguing, but at the same time the participants had doubts about the interaction with services, as well as privacy and information validity issues. MMR features were seen to bring added value, social aspects and liveliness to mobile services and increase one’s understanding of the surroundings. The questions and descriptive statistics are presented in Table 3.



What comes to viewing the augmented environment through a mobile device camera view, users said that it would serve this purpose rather well. In addition to the magic lense paradigm, the view could be utilized as a magnifying tool of 3D modeled information and as a window to alternative points of views (e.g. viewing the same environment as it was in antecedent eras).



Table 3. Expectation questionnaire concerning MMR services and devices (1: “I strongly disagree” – 5: “I strongly agree”), N = 23 (translated from Finnish). I believe that mixing reality and virtual reality in mobile services...



Overall, pointing objects with a camera view to receive an overview of additional information was considered as a highly intuitive way to get a holistic picture of the environment and its affordances. However, continuous pointing to and interaction with a certain physical object must not require continuous pointing towards the object. Additionally, participants brought out that it must be challenging to determine which object the user wants to interact with in the camera view. Instead of constantly pointing to an object, the user could, for example, take a photo of the view and continue interacting with that. Furthermore, in tasks requiring high accuracy, pointing could be done with one’s fingers or a glove.



Participants suggested also other means of interaction, such as small movement of wrist, to be considered as ways of interaction as well. Also, certain contexts let people perform actions that are significant only at that specific situation. Hence, awareness of the context could be used in determining the user’s mode and which input techniques are enabled in each context. The most futuristic discussions envisioned the device to be able to read input information from the user’s eye movement, or finally read it directly from the mind.
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… would bring added value to mobile services.



4.4



0.6



…would increase my knowledge concerning my surrounding environment.



4.0



0.6



…would ease controllability of mobile devices.



3.0



0.9



…would help me reach my goals via mobile services.



3.7



1.1



…would bring liveliness and continuously more content to mobile services.



4.2



0.7



…would stimulate me, i.e. would evoke memories and emotions, cheer me up and develop me.



3.7



0.9



3.8



1.0



… would demand much of resources concerning information processing, for instance attention and learning abilities. … would increase attraction of mobile services..



“One shouldn’t have to point with the device in his hand for example ten minutes continuously pressing some button”. – Technology oriented focus group.



Mean



4.0



0.7



… I could trust the validity of information I have received.



2.8



1.0



I believe that if services mentioned in this focus group interview would exist I would use them often.



3.5



1.0
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s/he is using the services. The user should be able to add some kinds of bookmarks and notes to the browsed MMR information. This would serve as a feedback tool for being able to further specify the relevance more specifically. Also, the recommendations from people like oneself were considered useful in determining the relevance. Therefore, the service should leverage other users’ recommendations and other knowledge of the users’ current social environment and the communities they belong to. Relevance also determines the amount of information provided in various phases of the use of the service. For example, in unfamiliar contexts the services should not provide too much information in advance so that one loses the experience of adventuring and exploring.



DISCUSSION Methodological Discussion Focus groups offer a rich setting for innovation as the input and comments from other people can instantly create new thinking among the participants. However, because of its highly social nature a focus group session has some deficiencies when the aim is to elicit users’ personal opinions and expectations. Considering issues of which the participants might not have a strong insight or opinion in advance, the discussion easily becomes directed towards a general consensus. Thus, individual opinions and needs that differ from the majority might not be disclosed at all. Regarding this study, it is challenging to conclude whether this affected our setup and results or not.



To support users’ trust for the service and the reliability of its information content, the information should always be up-todate, and one should see when and by whom the information has been modified. The reliability of the provided information can be an issue if the data is created by other users. For example in pharmacy users might want to get personal service from real personnel instead of trusting the augmented information.



In addition, it might be challenging for the participants to communicate or even identify one’s needs and expectations of such a futuristic topic. With such immature technology and little concrete solutions provided, it was challenging for the participants to picture the actual interaction and, for example, affordance perception issues that are often present when considering mixed reality environments. To minimize this effect of bewilderment from a futuristic technology we kept the contexts, tasks and users in the scenarios as present-day as possible, and only the technology and interaction with it were envisioned. Still, retrospectively thinking, we see that the sessions would have benefited from more concrete, visually described and detailed examples as stimulus materials.



The participants regarded augmentation of the real world not only as putting objects on top of the real world view but also as a tool to utilize the information in a more flexible way. The camera view of the device could also be used as a magnifying glass or seeing overviews of an area in the real world. Although the general opinion was that MMR services should not hide or distort the information from the real world, also contradictory use cases were discussed. The users might benefit from information diminishing instead of augmentation in situations where the real-world information is something that people might not want to see or hear (e.g. unethical issues, advertisements, content with adult only elements). One participants’ solution for this was to hide information in the real world by augmenting blur effects on top of the real world view.



Overall, with such an abstract and conversational research approach to a futuristic technology, the results are not strictly MMR specific – part of the results and ideas could be applied to almost any mobile and context-aware technologies. With such approach we could not investigate users’ thoughts regarding, for example, detailed interaction with the future MMR services operational, for example, how other interaction modalities than the visual modality could be utilized. We see that the visually focused stimulus material and use cases affected the discussion so that no ideas were presented regarding, for example, auditory augmentation of the real world.



All in all, the presented user expectations are based on a limited number of use cases and types of interaction and thus, the results should not be generalized to represent entire user segments. Still, they provide important information for identifying the potential in the UX of MMR services and what are the most salient elements that affect how the UX builds up. The first expectations can provide a basis and starting point for successful development of MMR technologies with good user experience.



Because of the various backgrounds of the participants there was rather big diversity in participants’ technical knowledge. Based on our experiences of various groups, we regard that with such a study setting it required the participants to be somewhat technologically oriented in order to understand the concept of mixed reality and to be able to innovate around it.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH



Design Implications



As the main contribution of the paper we present new insight regarding users’ expectations for mobile mixed reality services. We were able to elicit general level requirements and potential users’ needs related to information content, type of interaction and general user experience issues in various MMR environments. We found out that the relevance and reliability of information content are central issues in determining how disruptive or fluent the interactions with MMR services are considered. Relevance affects the overall UX by influencing the sense of utility of the service, as well as how entertaining or stimulating they are for each user. It is based on several contextual aspects: the user’s internal state, general-level user needs and the social environment the user acts in. The concept of personalization (e.g. user-set preferences) was also discussed largely as it was seen as a solution to determine what information might interest the user.



All in all, the focus group sessions provided us the “first contact” with users in regard to MMR service requirements. The understanding from this study serves as a basis in designing the features of early service concepts and prototypes, as well as the user experience provided by them. We received an extensive amount of expectations and design ideas, for example, with regard to relevance and personalization. The results related to information sharing and privacy complement our earlier studies (see e.g. [18, 21]). Most of the ideas were something to ease the everyday life, like location information and interpreting different languages in different surroundings. Next, based on the results we propose few implications for designing MMR services and discuss the validity and reliability of the results. In regard to determining the relevance of information, the service could utilize a personal agent, predicting what the user wants and automatically offering interesting and relevant information. This agent could improve and update the model of user while



Reliability of information was a momentous aspect in both utility and leisure specific use cases. However, regarding
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ARCHEOGUIDE Project. In: Proc. of the 2001 Conference on Virtual Reality, Archeology, and Cultural Heritage, Glyfada, Greece, Nov. 28–30, 2001. ACM. Pp. 161–168.



public information, the users tend to trust information created by trustworthy authorities, whereas regarding leisure and product information, the users mostly relied on comments and opinions of social network and other people similar as oneself. Furthermore, privacy issues, intuitive interaction, experiencing the real world itself, and the social nature of MMR services were also seen as important elements in MMR user experience.



[9]



[10] Hassenzahl, M. and Tractinsky, N. 2006. User Experience – A Research Agenda. Behaviour and Information Technology, 25(2), 91–97.



Despite the challenging nature of studying expectations of nonexisting services and applications, we regard this study to be an important move towards aspiring to understand the requirements for user experience when starting to develop MMR applications. The results serve as a basis for further exploring of the various factors that will affect the felt user experience of the technology prototypes and pilot services.



[11] Hassenzahl, M. 2004. The interplay of beauty, goodness, and usability in interactive products. Human-Computer Interaction, 19(4), 319–349. [12] Heikkinen, J., Olsson, T. and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, K. Expectations for User Experience in Haptic Communication with Mobile Devices. In: Proc. of MobileHCI 2009, Bonn, Germany, Sept. 15–18, 2009. ACM Press.



In future research, we will continue gathering requirements and expectations in real-context settings to gain more innovative and rich user data and use cases. The laboratory-like context in this study was not regarded to provide enough of stimulus for the users. Future research will also further specify issues such as personalization, filtering information, context awareness and proactive activity of the services. The study also pointed out a need for further research on map-based interaction and navigation in the user interface. Finally, the future target groups could be more limited to get more in-depth information regarding certain use cases or environments. We assume that the needs and expectations of users who do not represent “innovators” or “early adopters” would be beneficial to study, e.g. with more ethnographical research approaches.



[13] Herbst, I., Braun, A.-K., McCall, R. and Broll, W. TimeWarp: Interactive Time Travel with a Mobile Mixed Reality Game. In: Proc. of MobileHCI 2008, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Sep. 2–5, 2008. ACM Press. Pp. 235–244. [14] ISO 13407:1999. 1999. Human-centered design processes for interactive systems. International standard of International Standardization Organization, 1999. [15] Kankainen, A. 2003. UCPCD: User-Centered Product Concept Design. In: Proceedings of the 2003 Conference on Designing for User Experiences, ACM Press. Pp. 1–13. [16] Kitzinger, J. 1994. The methodology of focus groups: the importance of interaction between research participants. Sociology of Health, 16(1), 103–210.
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ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION



Function allocation in safety-critical systems is not a new research topic. However, there is a need for unifying what is separately done in engineering, human factors and organization science. In aviation for example, functions have been allocated on the flight deck and on the ground control stations, but very little has been done in between flight decks and ground stations. As we go forward, a multitude of machine agents grows and intertwined information flows become more important to understand information management by both individuals and organizations. This paper proposes a new approach to function allocation among human and machine agents based on the orchestra metaphor, where agents are considered as musicians. This kind of model requires a common frame of reference (the music theory), contracts (scores) must be appropriately initially and formally coordinated (the role of the composer), real-time coordination (the role of the conductor), and specific abilities to perform according to contracts (role and proficiency of the musicians). Contracts are seen as scenarios or storyboards, with an additional responsibility dimension. More generally, authority has become the central driving force of the model, where authority encapsulates both control and accountability. The understanding, which we commonly have of an orchestra, is extended by including authority trading that is based on negotiation among agents, as musicians. Examples are taken from the air traffic management domain currently under investigation worldwide. The Orchestra model is compared to previous related theoretical models of socio-technical systems.



Technology is now almost always equipped with layers of software that enable machines to interact like humans do, at least in very limited contexts. We commonly talk about human and machine agents (HMA). Human-computer interaction was traditionally thought as a person facing a computer as a one-toone relation. Today, there are HMA societies in the sense of Minsky (1985), i.e., an agent being a society of agents. Human modeling, often commonly thought as information processing (Newell and Simon, 1972; Wickens, 1992), progressively migrated towards multi-agent organization modeling (Hutchins, 1995; Boy, 1998). The cognitive function concept emerged as a useful representation to support such modeling of both individuals (i.e., an individual as a organized structure of cognitive functions) and organizations (i.e., a set of cognitive functions distributed among a set of agents). The multi-agent approach is a fundamental approach to modeling contemporary humanmachine systems. This paper proposes a new multi-function conceptual model that encapsulates basic organizational and cognitive processes that support the identification of emergent cognitive functions in HMA societies. It is based on previous work on cognitive function analysis (Boy, 1998) and function allocation work (Grote et al., 2000). This model was motivated by the introduction of new concepts of operations in air traffic management (ATM), such as task delegation from ground controllers to flight crews. This kind of transfer of authority will inevitably induce the emergence of new cognitive functions among the various ATM agents whether they are humans or automation. More specifically, the current hierarchical model of air traffic control (ATC), where authority is centralized on the ground, is evolving toward a distributed model of authorities that need to be coordinated among agents that are also evolving. This paper proposes the Orchestra model that suits well this kind of evolution where agents require a common frame of reference (a music theory analog), contracts (such as scores), and coordination (i.e., the role of the conductor). In addition, dynamic negotiation needs to be taken into account. Consequently, the paper proposes a methodology for the rationalization of cognitive functions during the life cycle of a multi-agent safety critical system.



Keywords function allocation, scenario-based engineering, human and machine agents, coordination, safety-critical systems, orchestra model
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FUNCTION ALLOCATION



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Paul M. Fitts edited a famous report on human engineering for an effective air-navigation and traffic-control system in 1951, where he and his colleagues drafted possible roles of the human operator in future air-traffic control and navigation systems. They developed principles and criteria to design and assess the division of responsibility between human operators
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are its role in the organization where it is involved, its context of use, and its resources that are required to implement it. A cognitive function could be defined recursively by a network of cognitive functions that may be distributed among various agents in the organization, and across various meaningful contexts of use, whether nominal or off-nominal. Anytime a new cognitive function is defined or moved from an agent to another, it is crucial to look for new cognitive functions that emerge from the various interactions in the related agent network. Technology-centered automation is often defined as the transfer of a cognitive function from a human agent to a machine agent. When this process is extended to the search for emergent cognitive functions, it can be called human-centered automation (HCA). For that matter, HCA is an incremental process where design, test, practice and discovery of the emergent cognitive functions are intertwined. This approach to automation is strongly based on operational expertise, development of scenarios, human-in-the-loop simulations (HITLS) and formative evaluations.



and machines, as well as among human operators themselves. They anticipated issues in decision-making, the nature of information, the form that information may take (i.e., encoding), the rate of flow of information, its storage, perturbation, redundancy, and related research problems. They mostly focused on visual and voice communication problems. Among other things, this report provided what is now known as the Fitts’s list of where humans appear to surpass machines and conversely. This preliminary work led to several lists of strengths and weaknesses of human operators and automated machines (Chapanis, 1965; Swain and Guttman, 1980; Sheridan, 1987). They were called MABA MABA, i.e., “Men Are Better At – Machines Are Better At”. This was an easy but very limited way to provide guidelines for automation design (Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens, 2000). Later on, Hollnagel and Woods (2005) based their approach on the fact that joint cognitive systems (humans and machines) are dynamic and therefore complex, and need to cope with this kind of complexity at both individual and organizational levels. This approach is descriptive and requires operational developments.



SCENARIO-BASED ENGINEERING



Function allocation cannot be only addressed from a static point of view; it can also be highly dynamic. It can be dynamic because underlying processes are dynamic; it would be better to talk about real-time function adaptation, even if this is often referred to as dynamic function allocation (Corso and Maloney, 1996; Hildebrandt and Harrison, 2003). It can also be dynamic because cognition is distributed (Hutchins, 1995; Wright, Fields and Harrison, 2000).



Scenario-based design (SBD) is not new. SBD changes the focus of design work from defining system operations, i.e., functional specifications, to describing how people will use a system to accomplish work tasks and other activities (Carroll, 1995, 2009). SBD elaborates a traditional principle in human factors and ergonomics, i.e., human attributes and requirements should be taken into account in design and development. SBD consists in describing usage situations as design objects. It starts with the involvement of appropriate domain experts. In our case, pilots and ATC personnel are the domain experts. During the early phases of design, envisioned scenarios are developed from expert knowledge and knowhow. Such scenarios are usually built as extensions of current observed scenarios in the real world. They may be designed as analogs of similar configurations and chronologies observed in other domains. Scenarios are constantly readapted to support humancentered design appropriately.



It is interesting to notice that the next generation of ATM systems will have to be designed taking into account principles and criteria for both static and dynamic function allocation. What drastically changes today is the magnitude of the air capacity, i.e., the number of aircraft is tremendously more important than in 1951. Consequently, the conceptual model shifts from a single agent approach to a multi-agent approach. It is no longer possible to analyze each agent in the system individually because the interrelations are far more important than before. Technology is information intensive and organizational setups need to be revisited. Furthermore, agents are no longer only human operators, but also automation in the form of various kinds of software agents dedicated to specific tasks. For that matter, function allocation cannot be thought as an a priori process, but as an evolutionary process. The separability of human-automation sub-systems has become a real issue. The overall ATM system is becoming like a multi-agent biological entity where complexity is as much in the links between agents as in agents themselves. This is why function allocation among a set of interconnected agents is a difficult problem.



In the context of function allocation for multi-agent safetycritical systems, such as the construction of commercial airplanes, the need for scenarios takes another dimension. Even if it is clear that scenarios are needed from the early beginning of the design process, they are also needed along the whole life cycle of the product. They are not only storyboard guides in human-centered design and development; they also provide an excellent framework for the rationalization of evaluation-test results, which in turn are used for re-engineering the product and improve its safety, usefulness and usability. For that matter, we move from SBD to scenario-based engineering as a support to function allocation during the whole life cycle of a socio-technical system.



In complex dynamic human-machine systems, it is crucial to know which agent does what and when. In addition, each agent should have the capacity to execute the task he/she/it has to perform, i.e., an appropriate cognitive function should be allocated to this agent. Each function allocation has a cost that should be carefully understood and eventually measured. Finally, each function allocation induces a level of confidence and trust in the agent (Campbell et al., 1997). When the agent is a human, this is characterized in terms of level of training and experience. When the agent is an automated system, trust can be characterized by several metrics such as reliability, flexibility and cognitive stability, i.e., the ability to recover from human errors or system failure (Boy, 2007).



A distinction is made between declarative and procedural scenarios (Boy et al., 2008; Straussberger et al., 2008). First, we deliberately choose the multi-agent model to support the development of scenarios. Scenarios are thought of in the same way as movie scenarios. Declarative scenarios describe the necessary objects and agents involved in the final product. These objects and agents are presented in the form of structure and function. Such descriptions necessarily lead to the way objects and agents interact among each other, and consequently to application use cases. Procedural scenarios describe chronologies of events and interactions among objects and agents. Such descriptions are stories and episodes that lead to appropriate definitions of such objects and agents. Declarative and procedural scenarios may be initially developed by different groups of people in isolation. These two types of



The cognitive function paradigm was chosen to support the multi-agent approach of the next generation of ATM systems in the French national PAUSA project (Boy et al., 2008). A cognitive function is defined by three kinds of attributes that 188
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Product maturity is strongly based on the quality of high-level requirements and on their constant adjustments to the real world during the whole life cycle of the product. Of course, if high-level requirements are not right or strong enough in the first place, chances are that designers and engineers will have to re-engineer the product many times in the future, and sometimes get rid of the product unfortunately. This is why starting right is the best advice that we could give to a design team. But what does it mean to start right? It means starting with the appropriate scenarios. In addition, it means that the product should be thought as a global entity and not a juxtaposition of pieces that will eventually be assembled later. This is another reason why human-in-the-loop simulations are crucial as early as possible during the design/development process. Finally, teamwork must be cohesive from the beginning of design to operations and obsolescence of the product. Following up on this analysis, there is a need for a conceptual model that could support function allocation, scenario-based engineering and maturity reaching; this model is presented in the next section.



scenarios are developed concurrently to improve completeness of both objects/agents and their possible interactions. They are incrementally merged into synthesized generic scenarios. Technical systems should never be looked at in isolation, but always as part of a bigger socio-technical system, which includes humans operating the system as well as formal and informal structures and processes within which they work. This is why scenarios are so important because they support the rationalization of the meaningful interactions in the sociotechnical system. There are situations that are very difficult and even impossible to predict before they actually happen. These situations are usually called surprises. For example, the 2002 mid-air collision accident at Überlingen, Switzerland, which has been extensively analyzed (Weyer, 2006), has shown the effect of the introduction of the Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS) as a deconstruction of order or even a regime change, which may be a gradual shift from central control to decentralized self-organization. Some accidents such as the Überlingen one highlight such evolution, and sometimes revolution, in the overall socio-technical system where coordination has become one of the major issues. This is why we deliberately choose a multi-agent approach, instead of a single-agent approach (e.g., the pilot facing a screen), to express function allocation. To do this, we need to develop a common frame of reference, task delegation, and information flows among agents. The evolution of ATM is seen as a shift from army to orchestra from recent experience-based investigations (Boy and Grote, 2009; Boy, 2009). This metaphor and its possible extensions support very well the ongoing evolution of the airspace multi-agent system. In this way, we expect that we will be moving from the design-and-surprise approach to a principled approach of design based on scenario-based engineering toward the development of more robust and resilient socio-technical systems. We argue that such a principled approach to design could have avoided the Überlingen accident, by recognizing that a connection between TCAS and ground-based STCA (Short-Term Conflict Alert) systems could have facilitated the controller’s situation awareness.



THE ORCHESTRA MODEL The Orchestra model requires the definition of the authority concept. It was designed over the years (Boy, 1991) and finally refined during a study carried out from 2006 to 2008 on authority sharing in the aeronautical system, the already mentioned PAUSA project. Authority is defined from two main perspectives, i.e., control in the engineering sense (i.e., who is in charge and competent for a given task and function), and accountability in the legal sense (i.e., we are always accountable to someone else, and accountability includes responsibility). Results were based on the definition of a scenario-based approach that supports the design of such HMA systems. We used the distinction between declarative and procedural scenarios. The main problem was to obtain meaningful and generic scenarios that would be the source of emergent cognitive functions during further HITLS, which range from very simple paper and pencil narrative simulations to the use of interconnected very sophisticated realistic simulators. Both involve domain experts.



During the last decades, human factors researchers tended to blame the fact that engineering waited surprises to correct ergonomics of products, i.e., structures and functions of products. There will always be surprises unfortunately. The main issue is to try to anticipate them as much as possible. It is difficult to imagine other ways than constantly developing deeper knowledge and knowhow from positive and negative experience using the product. Our technological society is developing very fast, tremendously faster than before. We do not take enough time to analyze our mistakes and generate syntheses, in the form of “golden rules” for example. Scenarios are good tools to pose questions such as Who, What, When, Where, Why, How and How much (5W2H): Who and What are the agents and objects and relationships among them along relevant dimensions such as time (chronology), functional and structural dependencies, topological organizations and so on; Why do they exist in terms of role, context and resources (i.e., cognitive functions); When and Where they are useful, active or potentially related to one another; How do they work or how can people work with them or use them; How much load is involved in user’s activity, in terms of workload, appropriate cost of any kind and so on. This is why maturity has become a field of research that is far from being mastered and “mature”.



In the beginning of a project of this kind, strong expertise and experience from operational practitioners is required to develop useful scenarios. In ATM, these practitioners are both pilots and ATC controllers (ATCOs), and also aerospace designers and certifiers. It is of course also important to motivate and carefully filter their inputs through creative designs in a reflexive way. However, testing will always remain the mandatory (long) step on which design and development processes will have to comply. No simulation can be purposefully and efficiently carried out without a conceptual model. In this scenario-based engineering approach to function allocation, the Orchestra model is an alternative to the traditional army-type model that supports a hierarchical decomposition of functions. Four categories of entities must be defined.



Scenario-based engineering should then look for maturity. The issue of maturity has been analyzed before (Boy, 2005). We know that we must focus on product maturity and practice maturity, i.e., what the product is for and how it is really used.
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•



First, the music theory that supports the various informationflows and provides a common frame of reference for all agents in the environment.



•



Second, the scores that agents are required to use in order to support their assigned functions during operations. Composers typically develop scores and articulate them among each other. These composers still remain to be identified correctly in the ATM case.
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•



Third, conductors who provide the operational timing patterns, and consequently will be responsible for the effective information flows, i.e., the overall symphony performance to take the orchestra metaphor.



•



Fourth, musicians themselves who are required not only to perform what their scores say, but also to articulate their own plays with the others’.



authority follows a transversal orchestra-type model, to the cooperation by mutual understanding model of interaction where authority follows a more-chaotic trade model (Figure 1). These interaction models are very useful to support the way cognitive functions are implemented in complex software not only from a human-computer interaction point of view, but also from an internal subsystem-to-subsystem point of view. In particular, they also provide an articulated way to validate large object-oriented software.



In an HMA organization such as an orchestra, agents are interrelated with respect to three kinds of interaction models (Boy, 2002). These models are distinguished with respect to the level of knowledge each agent has of the others in the organization.



AN AERONAUTICAL APPLICATION Authority sharing is one of the major themes of the next generation of air traffic management (ATM) system, flight deck automation in particular. The fact that we will have more aircraft in the sky (i.e., air traffic capacity increase), and we want to enhance safety, requires deepest research on the way various functions are being reallocated among the various agents. We need to better identify pilots’ information requirements and communication needs to perform tasks currently managed by air traffic control (ATC), which will greatly increase the needs for pilot’s awareness of the surrounding airspace, (human and system) failure identification and recovery, and unexpected-event handling in this dynamic and complex multiagent infrastructure.



(1) When agents do not know each other, the best way to interact safely, efficiently and comfortably is to be supervised. Supervision is the first interaction model. None of the supervised agents has the authority to decide what to do; a supervisor does it for them. (2) Mediation is the second interaction model. Agents have a common frame of reference (CFR) through which they are able to interact. They still do not know each other deeply, but they know that they can interact between each other through the CFR. In addition to the CFR, there are mediating agents who facilitate interactions. In WYSIWYG user interfaces in addition to desktop metaphors, there are mouse-sensitive help lines that pops-up on demand for example. In this model, the authority is distributed among the agents.



Therefore, we need to co-design and co-adapt both technological and organizational support. Avionics software is now highly sophisticated, enabling many machines to be considered as agents, i.e., having cognitive functions as humans have. Human and machine agents are more interconnected in the air space than before, and their inter-relationships are often crucial to understand, master and support. This evolving ATM multiagent world is highly situated and context identification is a primary concern. In particular, flight deck automation will have to be designed taking into account that pilots will gain autonomy thus changing the coordination requirements.



(3) The third interaction model is cooperation by mutual understanding. This is what people usually do when they interact with each other. This model assumes that agents are able to construct a mental model of the others in order to perform better in future interactions. Very simple instances of such a model have been developed and used so far on computers. For example, some pieces of software are able to learn user’s habits and are able to incrementally provide smart options or suggestions. This is the case of Microsoft Word that is able to learn user’s specific lexicon from frequent uses of words. Web browsers remember frequent URL, etc. In this model, authority is traded between the agents. In human-human interaction via machine agents, related technology should provide appropriate situation awareness means to enable sustainable and symbiotic communication.



Consequently, function allocation needs to be addressed during the whole life cycle of all ATM systems. Cognitive function analysis is typically used to support the analysis, design and evaluation of such function allocation. More specifically, cognitive processes, such as authority sharing, distribution, delegation and trading, must be addressed. While there are human cognitive functions that can be predicted during design, there are some that will only emerge from use. This is why scenarios should be extensively developed and HITLS carried out. We are currently working on the difficult problem of spacing and merging (S&M) in dense traffic to improve the sequencing of arrival flows through a new allocation of spacing tasks between air and ground. Today, ATCOs solely manage aircraft S&M in busy airspaces. They control both the sequencing decisions and manage the merging routes, airspeeds and altitudes, guiding each aircraft. Controllers are aided by today’s tools, which range from simple Letters of Agreement (LOA) and standard navigation aids, to more advanced systems like today’s GPS approaches and integrated Flight Management Systems (FMS). The new Required Navigation Performance (RNP) procedures are the latest improvement down the traditional path of providing the pilot with standard procedures and a more accurate way to follow them. While this approach is an important one, it alone will not solve the future problems of airspace congestion because it addresses only execution and does not address the major issue, which is coordination. Today, ATC is a centralized army-type decision point, i.e., all decisions must pass through this point and be distributed in a serial manner to all pilots within the managed airspace. This is a clear



Figure 1. Interaction models from no-autonomy to full-autonomy of agents. To summarize, there is a continuum from the supervision model of interaction where authority follows a top-down armytype model, to the mediation model of interaction where 190
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bottleneck that is highly dependent on the skill of the controller to analyze the situation, make decisions, and then communicate the required information to each aircraft as necessary.



when an aircraft will not make the exit and automatically signal the controller, elevating this burden from the pilot who is likely under high workload already. That same signal could automatically be sent to all the trailing aircraft. This kind of additional agent is expected to create more situation awareness among involved agents and therefore increase their common understanding of the situation (thus promoting the third interaction model). In addition, the ATCO, as a conductor, could make a single call confirming the situation and requesting reduced speeds. Each aircraft could acknowledge through their flight displays instead of using radio communications and ATCOs would see each response on their own screens. If this kind of solution seems to simplify the job of the various agents, it is mandatory to make sure that they are properly trained or fine-tuned, and use the right cognitive functions.



Pilots under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) have traditionally been “flying blind” with respect to other aircraft around them. Good pilots will build a mental map by listening to the radios (party-line) and piecing the scene together. Recently, TCAS and Automatic Dependent SurveillanceBroadcast (ADS-B) have started providing pilots with a little more awareness of their immediate environment. These technologies provide the pilot with a “second set of eyes” besides the controllers. This information allows pilots to make decisions of their own, but unfortunately it is not coordinated with ATC, which has resulted in unfortunate accidents, again highlighting the importance of coordination.



In these examples, we can see that cognitive function analysis using the Orchestra model enables the investigation of the various relationships among agents and the emergence of new cognitive functions, such as appropriate automation. Of course, any solution needs to be tested and further validated in HITLS or in the real world.



Future ATM systems will enable pilots to be more autonomous and consequently will require more coordination among agents. They will have contracts like musicians have scores. Consequently, these contracts will have to be coordinated by some kinds of planners, like the composers do. From this point of view, the main difference between ATM and a symphony is that contracts may change during performance, like the play of a Jazz orchestra. Authority trading will be a major issue. Situation awareness of each agent remains a central emergent cognitive function to investigate and identify during design and development. In fact, agent’s authority and situation awareness are intimately coupled, and their identification determines the type of interaction model the agent will have with the other agents that are relevant in the operational context. Sometimes, supervision is the only interaction model that is possible, and agents will need to refer to a conductor. In other situations, they will be able to interact via contracts (scores) and trust this mediating means. Finally, it will happen that they will perfectly understand what the others are doing, and therefore will communicate directly.



DISCUSSION Systems such as air-air surveillance capabilities (ADS-B) and cockpit automation (ASAS) are being designed to enhance authority sharing between the flight deck and the ground. The evolution between what is currently done and the next generation of air-ground environments requires carefully studying function allocation and keeping automation as simple as possible, in terms of flexibility for the actors. Aircraft S&M technology remains immature and requires further investigation and development. In terminal areas, S&M currently relies on air traffic controllers’ skills and experience and is affected by weather conditions, rates of runway use, ground congestion and other factors. In the perspective of authority delegation to the flight deck, new approaches to S&M need to be invented, especially in high-density traffic situations. They will rely on new kinds of automated technology and procedures. Obviously, whenever S&M can be anticipated en route, it would be a great gain of time and workload in terminal areas. It is now important to identify required functional evolutions and cognitive functions that emerge from this evolution, taking into account a representative environment with very high traffic. Referring to the Orchestra model, new approach procedures and terminal area patterns are part of the common frame of reference, i.e., a music theory analog. Generic contracts, as scores, needs to be defined according to cognitive functions that will emerge from both new automation and organizational rules, mainly coordination rules. Contract coordination should be both anticipated (composer role) and managed (conductor role). Finally, function allocation should be thought in terms of authority sharing in the sense that several agents share responsibility and control in context. It could be a priori defined, i.e., each function represented by a contract is allocated to an appropriate agent. It should also be dynamically defined, i.e., cognitive function may be allocated with respect to the ongoing situation. As already seen, dynamic function allocation requires appropriate situation awareness, i.e., there is a constant need to look for potential hazards and understand the perception and cognitive limits of the various agents in order to compensate with additional cognitive functions and maintain an appropriate cognitive stability. Such cognitive functions could be additional resources in the form of supervisors, mediators or automated links that provide a better common understanding. Of course, their implementation and operational costs should be evaluated with respect to relevant human and



Off-nominal situations are infrequent, but have a tremendous impact when they do occur. They typically induce dynamic function allocation, i.e., appropriate agents will have to be aware of the situation change (resulting in a different common frame of reference), contracts will have to be redefined and coordinated (composer role), and consequent operations will have to coordinated (conductor role). For example, it may happen that an aircrew would not be able to make it off the runway at the high-speed exit and take a full-length landing. In a congested terminal area, the following aircraft will have to perform a go-around maneuver. First, the aircrew must realize they are not going to make the exit (situation awareness cognitive function), they must manage the landing (safetyassurance and action-taking cognitive functions), and find time to let the controller know (coordination cognitive function). Consequently, the ATCO must inform the trailing aircraft and potentially all other aircraft sequenced on the approach (coordination cognitive function). All these cognitive functions must be implemented at the right time, which might not be the case taking the extra workload during this kind of operations. Information flows are highly dynamic and can only be managed by well aware and knowledgeable agents, possibly new technology. For example, the ATCO re-sequencing traffic may also find out that there is an aircraft that is low on fuel and requires an emergency landing. Creative decision-making is consequently the appropriate cognitive function that is at stake for the ATCO. On this very simple example, we see that authority must be timely shared among appropriate agents. One way of managing this coordination problem is to develop appropriate automation. Automation can be used to detect
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technological factors. The choice of their effective implementation in the real world depends on these evaluations.



We have already described this dimension in another paper by describing the time sequences developed by the various cognitive functions involved in the Überlingen accident (Boy and Grote, 2009). The specificity of the Orchestra model is to encapsulate both design and performance times, i.e., the time of the composer and the time of the conductor and musicians. Information flows are important to capture in the form of useful and usable contracts (scores) designed and developed by composers at design time, and in the form of coordination patterns emerging from performance and handled by conductors at operations time.



Other approaches, such as cognitive systems engineering/joint cognitive systems (Hollnagel and Woods, 2005), consider the growing complexity of socio-technical systems, problems and failures of clumsy technology, and the limitations of linear models and the information-processing paradigm. They also recognize the need for cognitive function (Boy, 1998) “in the mind”, i.e., processes that mediate responses to events. In fact, this anthropological approach of cognition was already started with the identification of situated actions (Suchman, 1987) and distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995). All these contributions emphasize context as the main research issue. In fact, people are both goal-driven and event-driven; they are opportunistic according to context. This is why context is so important to identify and take into account. “Situated activity is not a kind of action, but the nature of animal interaction at all times, in contrast with most machines we know. This is not merely a claim that context is important, but what constitutes the context, how you categorize the world, arises together with processes that are coordinating physical activity. To be perceiving the world is to be acting in it--not in a linear inputoutput relation (act – observe – change) – but dialectically, so that what I am perceiving and how I am moving co-determine each other” (Clancey, 1993).



CONCLUSION Since context is a major concern in the design of appropriate safety-critical systems, scenarios are very good tools to support the elicitation of emergent cognitive functions. Scenario-based engineering requires to be supported by a strong conceptual model. The Orchestra model was found a good conceptual tool to categorize cognitive functions in air traffic management problems, their allocation among human and machine agents, as well as the various relevant relationships between them. This paper presents a conceptual model for function allocation and scenario-based engineering in multi-agent safety-critical systems. This model takes into account the fact that allocation can be done a priori, but is also dynamic by nature. Indeed, relationships between agents are supported by contracts that are very similar to scores in music. In addition, when there are many agents to coordinate, these contracts (scores) need to be coordinated also; this is typically the role of a composer in music. Despite the initial planning, i.e., the coordination of contracts, there are always events that are not anticipated either because they are intentions from some of the agents that differ from the original plans, or unexpected external events. These events require dynamic re-allocation of functions, and therefore modification of initial contracts. This is typically the role of a conductor. Agents, as musicians, need not only to be competent to perform their functions; they also need to understand what the other agents are doing. This is why we need interaction models also. In the best case, they communicate between each other by common understanding, but they may require being supervised or mediated when they do not have acceptable situation awareness.



Context is an extremely difficult concept to grasp and identify since it is directly associated to the persistence of situations and events (Boy, 1998); some are long enough to be captured, and some others are too short to even be perceived. This is why a scenario-based approach carried out by domain-expert professionals is necessary. The Orchestra model is a metaphoric framework that enables handling context in a functional and structured way, since the cognitive function representation includes the context attribute by construction. The identification and categorization of the possible connections and interactions among agents through their cognitive functions enables to better understand various relevant issues of situation awareness. In fact the way we identify and categorize the world is crucial in the perception of context when acting. It is clear that all metaphors are very limited, and the Orchestra metaphor has limitations when we use it to describe socio-technical systems. However, it incrementally emerged as an acceptable model of the evolution of our software-immersive environment, and the ATM environment in particular.



As many other contributors suggested, new technologies and automation do not have only quantitative effects, but have also qualitative shifts (Dekker and Woods, 2002), induce the emergence of new practices (Flores et al., 1988), and even may alter the tasks for which they were designed (Carroll and Campbell, 1988). The Orchestra model provides a conceptual framework that supports the elicitation of this kinds of emergences.



As already described in a previous paper (Boy, 2002), the cognitive function analysis has many similarities with the activity theory, the Russian approach to cognition, which considers that people learn from their environment, and human activity is mediated by surrounding artifacts. The concept of cognitive function is very similar to Leont’ev’s functional organs (Leont’ev, 1981). “Functional organs are functionally integrated, goal-oriented configurations of internal and external resources. External tools support and complement natural human abilities in building up a more efficient system that can lead to higher accomplishments. For example, scissors elevate the human hand to an effective cutting organ, eyeglasses improve human vision, and notebooks enhance memory. The external tools integrated into functional organs are experienced as a property of the individual, while the same things not integrated into the structure of a functional organ (for example, during the early phases of learning how to use the tool) are conceived of as belonging to the outer world.” (Kaptelinin, 1995).
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Cognitive control is a key tool for adaptation in dynamic situations. Hoc and Amalberti [3] have developed a model of cognitive control in dynamic situations that is based mainly on studies of industrial process control and transportation. We applied this model to the study of BI drivers who had recovered from their brain injury and had been driving again for several years. As a matter of fact, adaptation to unexpected situations is a key feature of driving skills. Although attention is frequently addressed within this context [4], it is not sufficient to account for adaptation mechanisms. We will relate our results to the attention framework, before discussing some issues in terms of car-driving assistance.



ABSTRACT Cognitive control is a key tool for adaptation in dynamic situations. This paper’s main aim is to assess the relevance of a theoretical framework for cognitive control in dynamic situations, in order to understand brain-injured car drivers’ cognitive impairment. The framework bears on a cognitive control multimodality based on the crossing of two orthogonal dimensions: symbolic/ subsymbolic and anticipative/ reactive control. Brain-injured (BI) car drivers’ behaviour was compared to a control group (CTRL) during driving simulator scenarios. BI participants showed a more symbolic and a more reactive cognitive control than CTRL participants. Whereas CTRL participants succeeded in adapting to conflicting situations with a stable cognitive control distribution among the modalities (cognitive compromise), it was more costly for BI participants who had to change their cognitive compromise. In addition, BI participants were less able to process secondary driving subtasks. Some implications in terms of car-driving assistance are drawn.



THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK Hoc and Amalberti [3] defined cognitive control as a process of bringing into play the cognitive representations and operations required for adaptation, both in the correct order and with the appropriate intensity. In order to account for cognitive control dynamics, they considered two complementary aspects: the cognitive compromise and the notion of satisficing performance (borrowed from Simon [5]), which determines the former.



Keywords cognitive control, symbolic and subsymbolic processing, anticipative and reactive behaviour, brain-injured car-driver
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Brain injury often concerns young drivers and can result in an impediment to autonomy and mobility. After recovery, two questions are raised: how to evaluate driving ability and the possibility of rehabilitation. The present paper focuses on the first question. The population of BI drivers is heterogeneous. Frontal brain damage frequently occurs, bringing with it associated difficulties in terms of planning [1]. However, anatomical injuries can vary widely. Thus, the current research approach is functional. Some authors try to define driving simulator or real driving tests in order to identify the functional deficits related to and within the context of driving (e.g., [2]). A first experiment was undertaken that is in line with this approach and is particularly relevant for identifying cognitive control differences between brain-injured drivers (BI) and a control group (CTRL).
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Figure 1. Cognitive control dynamics. Cognitive control modalities are defined within a plane generated by two orthogonal dimensions (bottom of Figure 1). The first dimension contrasts symbolic control with subsymbolic control. Symbolic control bears on information interpretation, whereas subsymbolic control is directly based on the superficial (e.g., perceptive) features of information. The second dimension contrasts anticipative control with reactive control. The former bears more on internal information (mental models) and the latter more on external information (situational cues). However, within this context, control reactiveness has nothing to do with processing speed. Rather, it concerns the need to rely on external information. Some parallelism is possible between several control modalities (e.g., symbolic control supervising subsymbolic control, or reactive control correcting anticipative control). The distribution of control within this plane constitutes the cognitive compromise.
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Satisficing performance is the level of performance that is considered by the individual to be acceptable within a certain context (e.g., motivation, social acceptability, invested resources). Satisficing performance may have several criteria, with different levels of priority.



METHOD Participants The BI group comprised seven male drivers who had agreed to participate in the experiment. They had all recovered from a brain injury caused by a trauma and were aged between 35 and 50 years. They had had a score equal or below 8 on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) and a coma of at least 48 hours’ duration. On the whole, neuropsychological tests showed that they had difficulty in dividing their attention and that they had also experienced problems in planning and anticipation. Each of the BI participants had gained their driving licence at least two years before the brain injury occurred. All of them had recovered and were driving again. On average, they each had 11 years of driving experience.



At any one time, an individual tries to reach an appropriate cognitive compromise. The distribution of cognitive control among its diverse modalities enables the individual to achieve a satisficing performance at an acceptable cost in terms of invested resources (e.g., symbolic control is more costly than subsymbolic control). Resources include energy as well as cognitive processes, ranging from high-level to routine skills, and attentional processes. The dynamics of cognitive control for adaptation is determined by metaknowledge that enables the individual to evaluate anticipated performance and resources needed. If anticipated performance is lower than satisficing performance or/and anticipated resources need larger invested resources, there is a feeling that situation mastery is low. In this case, the individual can reduce the satisficing performance level or increase the invested resources. Then the cognitive compromise can be adjusted. For example, if the individual experiences a high rate of action slips (bad performance), there is a feeling of low situation mastery. The individual can then decide to invest more resources, exerting a more symbolic control of the activity.



The control group (CTRL) comprised six male participants with no impairment. They were recruited from within IRCCyN and were aged between 36 and 50 years. On average, they obtained a driving licence 23.6 years ago. All the participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and driving experience of more than 30,000 km.



Apparatus The driving simulator software, Sim2 (developed by the MSIS team at INRETS) was used, coupled with a FAROS fixed-base driving simulator. It was equipped with an automatic gearbox, a steering wheel fitted with force feedback, brake, accelerator and clutch pedals, and a speedometer. The visual scene was projected onto a screen (3.02 m in height x 2.28 m in width, which corresponds to a visual angle of 80° height and 66° width). A 3.5-km main road, forming a circuit, was simulated with traffic and with about ten bends of various directions.



One of the main methodological difficulties when attempting to identify the distribution of control among its diverse modalities is the use of non-invasive indicators. The importance of visual information in car driving allowed us to base our identification on some parameters of eye movements. However, other kinds of variables were recorded, such as speed, speed variability, and so on. Symbolic control needs deeper processing, as it is based on interpretation. This is consistent with the literature [6], which considers that symbolic control can be identified by a longer mean fixation duration than subsymbolic control.



An eye-tracker, IviewX (SMI), was used to investigate visual exploration. This eye-tracker consists of a hardly invasive, lightweight head-mounted camera that captures images of the subject’s eye and field-of-view.



Anticipative control can be identified by fixation distance, as is shown by an abundance of data on visual activity during car driving. Healthy and experienced drivers have mostly far fixations. Any near fixations are of quite a short duration and occur in straight lines [7]. In bends, they spend a large amount of time fixating an area around the tangent point, inside the curve. This is a way of anticipating the road curvature and the appropriate steering wheel angle [8, 9]. However, other distant points on the road can play the role of the tangent point in anticipation [10]. Thus, the fixation distance and position can be an indicator of anticipation when driving.



Procedure and Experimental Design Following a familiarisation stage, participants had to complete six laps. Two of these were base laps. These comprised simple scenarios, one without a car in the lane occupied by the participant, and one where a slow car was present to act as an incentive for the driver to slow down (or to overtake). Then, each participant had to perform four experimental laps, generated by crossing two binary and independent variables. For each lap, pedestrians were present on the road verge. The independent variables are as follows.



In this experiment, we investigated cognitive control and adaptation differences between BI and healthy drivers. This was carried out from within a context of arbitration between conflicting performance criteria in the driving situation, namely speed and safety. A speed or safety instruction is supposed to directly act on the driver’s definition of satisficing performance. Events occurring during the experimental scenarios are assumed to provoke conflict between performance criteria and possible changes in the cognitive compromise. For example, a fast-moving vehicle approaching to the rear may cause a driver to speed up, despite there being a safety instruction aimed to encourage the adoption of a low speed. In order to overcome such conflict, the driver has to invest more resources. The cognitive compromise may or may not be robust enough to allow the driver to do so. In the second case, the driver may simplify the definition of satisficing performance by relaxing some constraints or changing the cognitive compromise.



[1] Type of Instruction (INSTR). Half of the experimental laps were performed with a Safety Instruction (SAI: “imagine there is a child with you in the car and you must be very careful on the road”); the other half with a Speed Instruction (SPI: “imagine you have a very important appointment, for example a job interview, and you are late”). [2] Type of Scenario (SCEN). With each type of instruction, there were two types of scenario. In one of them, only the slow-moving car interacted with participants, acting as an incentive to slow down, thus defining a Safety Scenario (SAS). In the other scenario, when participants approached the slow-moving car, a fast-moving car caught them up. This car was visible in the mirror. It followed them for the remainder of the lap and was an incentive for them to speed up, thus defining a Speed Scenario (SPS). Two
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most important and then the least important driving performance assessment criteria: speed, regulation compliance and safety.



distinct but similar scenarios of each type (1, 2) were presented in order to avoid familiarisation. The order of presentation of the four experimental conditions was balanced over participants. Before the first lap and after each lap, a questionnaire was submitted to participants in order to collect their performance and situation mastery assessments (see below).



-



Situation mastery assessment. After each lap, the participant was invited to answer on a four-point scale from very low to very high.



-



Memory of pedestrians. After each experimental lap, two photographs were shown to participants. These showed part of the road and were taken from the driver’s point of view. In the first photograph, no pedestrian was present. The second photograph was then displayed, in which a pedestrian had appeared. The participant was invited to say whether the photograph was the same as had been seen before. In the case of a negative reply, the participant was asked to say what was different. Memory of pedestrians was analysed in relation to the number of gazes to pedestrians and to the mirror, in order to evaluate time-sharing skills within the driving task.



-



Perceived performance assessment. After each experimental lap and after the situation mastery assessment, each participant was invited to say which performance criteria was the most satisfied and which was the least satisfied (see baseline satisficing performance given above).



Data Recording and Analysis Within the restricted scope of this paper, only the main results will be presented. Thus, only some of the recorded variables will be defined below.



As usual, for numerical variables and comparisons with one degree of freedom, in order to conclude whether a sample effect (δ) is non-null on the basis of an observed effect (d), a Student’s t-test of significance was calculated. The t-tests were associated with an observed two-tailed threshold (p). However, to draw conclusions in terms of population effect sizes and go beyond a conclusion in the sole terms of non-null effects, a variant of Bayesian statistical inference (fiducial inference: [11, 12, 13]), which considers test power, was used. On the basis of a maximal a priori uncertainty, the technique enables the user to emit a probabilistic judgement on the population effect size. For example, if the observed effect (d) can be considered as large, then a conclusion such as: “there is a high probability (guarantee γ) that the population effect is larger than a notable value” is tried (P(δ)>a=γ; shortly δ>a). Conversely, if the observed effect is negligible, the expected conclusion is that “there is a high probability that the absolute population effect is lower than a negligible value”, (P(|δ|) .99).



Scenario Effects The effect of scenario on performance is not direct. It is mediated by whether or not conflict is generated between what actually happens and the satisficing performance, and whether or not there is an arbitration facility. However, the scenario type could have a global, if slight, effect on performance. Combination of Type of Instruction and Type of Scenario



Secondly, all the participants felt comfortable with the simulator. The situation mastery was always evaluated above 2 on the 4level scale. Furthermore, for the experimental scenarios, the situation mastery was equal to or greater than 3 for half of the participants from both groups. With the BIC index, there was found to be no difference between groups.



Table 1 sums up our expectations when combining the two independent variables. Table 1. Conflict between type of instruction and type of scenario. Arbitration between performance criteria. Speed Scenario (slow car in front + faster car to the rear)



Speed Instruction



Thirdly, for the CTRL group, the perceived performance was always clearly consistent with the instruction: participants (5 out of 6 for each scenario type, p < .02) declared that they had more than met the speed criteria in the speed condition and the safety criteria in the safety condition (5 out of 6, p < .02; and 4 out of 6, p < .11, respectively for the speed scenario and the safety scenario). Although the perceived performance was consistent with the instruction type for the BI group too, this consistency was weaker. Across the remaining laps, with the exception of the combined speed instruction and speed scenario, two or three BI participants said that they best satisfied the regulation compliance criterion. On the other hand, the CTRL participants, with one exception, did not choose this criterion. The difference in choices between groups was significant for two scenarios (BIC = 9.50 and BIC = 7.58 respectively for the null hypothesis and for the difference model). The results obtained for perceived performance are compatible with the BI group’s concern for regulation compliance.



Safety Scenario (only slow car in front)



CONFLICT between reality CONFLICT (slow car) and satisficing WITHOUT performance any WITH FACILITATION FACILITATION (faster car in favour of speed)



CONFLICT between reality (faster car) and satisficing Safety performance NO CONFLICT Instruction WITH FACILITATION (slow car in favour of safety)



The interaction between instruction and scenario is related to a possible conflict between the reality and satisficing performance. Conflict resolution can be facilitated by a particular property of the scenario in itself. Such a property can modify the satisficing performance in accordance with the instruction, with a possible change in cognitive compromise. This is the case for the speed scenario, whatever the instruction. The most difficult scenario to manage is the combination of speed instruction and safety scenario. Finally, there is no conflict when combining the safety scenario and the safety instruction.



Thus, subjective assessments have shown that all participants had the feeling that they achieved a satisficing level of performance. Consequently, it may be possible, later on in the performance analysis, to interpret group differences as an indicator of satisficing performance set by each group during the driving activity in a given scenario. Whereas no major criterion of baseline satisficing performance was detected for the CTRL group, the BI group did seem to be more concerned with regulation compliance. Furthermore, during the experimental laps, some of the BI group members stated that regulation compliance was the best criterion to be achieved. On the other hand, the CTRL group mostly gave the best criterion as being either time, safety or speed, depending on which of these was emphasised in the instruction.



Group and Interaction Effects In line with existing literature, BI drivers are expected to adopt more reactive control, in relation to their difficulty to anticipate and plan. As far as symbolic control is concerned, the question remains open. Possible differences between the two groups in terms of the effects of instruction and scenario could be related to differences in cognitive control. The question of adaptation skill is also open.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION First, we will present the results of questionnaires on performance and situation mastery. Then, we will briefly examine the instruction and scenario effects. Finally, this paper will focus on three main results related to cognitive control dynamics. BI participants appeared to be more symbolic, more reactive, less



Figure 3. Mean speed.
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(base and SAI/SAS). This means that BI participants can be more subsymbolic in conflicting situations (in all others).



Instruction and Scenario Effects Figure 3 shows that group performances in terms of mean speed were quite similar for BI and CTRL groups. As expected, the speed instruction produced a higher speed than in the base laps (d = 2.06 m/s; t(11) = 3.15; p < .01; δ > 1.17m/s), whereas the safety instruction lowered the speed (d = 1.95m/s; t(11) = 3.47; p < .01; δ > 1.18). Thus, the instruction had a clear effect on the satisficing performance. The speed scenarios induced a higher speed than the safety ones (respectively 18.23 m/s vs. 17.20 m/s; d = 1.03 m/s; t(11) = 2.86; p < 0.02; δ > 0.54 m/s). Thus, the faster car to the rear played a major role in the arbitration of satisficing performance than the slower car when they are used together (speed scenario).



Reactive Control The percentage of time spent in particular areas of interest for straight lines is presented in Figure 5. The CTRL group spent more time looking at the far area than the BI group (d = 25.14%; t(8) = 1.65; p < .14; δ > 3.83%). The main group difference relates to the near area; the BI group fixated more on this (d = 27.42%; t(8) = 2.98; p < .02; δ > 14.55%). In the curves, the CTRL group looked slightly more at the tangent point (d = 8%; t(9) = 1.95; p < .09; δ > 2.45%) than the BI group.



Symbolic Control The mean fixation duration times obtained by each group in straight lines are presented in Figure 4. The location of control on the subsymbolic/symbolic dimension, measured by mean fixation duration, shows some contrasts in straight lines and small differences in bends. Figure 4 shows that, in straight lines, cognitive control appeared to be more symbolic for the BI group since this group had a longer mean fixation duration (d = 98 ms; t(8) = 2.10; p < .07; δ > 32.81 ms). The location of cognitive control on the symbolic/subsymbolic dimension remained quite stable for all laps for the CTRL group (l = 18.64 ms; F(5,25) = 0.23; p > .95 ns; |λ| < 61.08ms). (λ is the quadratic mean, which can be interpreted as the fluctuation of the mean duration from one lap to another.) However, it varied for the BI group (l = 73.94 ms; F(5,15) = 1.08; p > .41 ns; λ > 64.47ms). Compared with the CTRL group, the cognitive control of the BI group was much more symbolic in the first base lap (d = 178.27 ms; t(8) = 2.02; p < .08; δ > 55.24 ms) and in the experimental lap containing the safety instruction and the safety scenario (d = 126.76 ms; t(8) = 3.31; p < .02; δ > 73.28 ms), contrary to all others (d = 71.16 ms; t(8) = 1.32; p > .23 ns; no gen.). So, the BI group’s cognitive control was always more symbolic than that of the CTRL group, particularly in the laps where the driving task was less demanding.



Figure 5. Percentage of time spent in particular areas of interest (see Figure 2) in straight lines. SP: Speed; SA: Safety; I: Instruction; S: Scenario. These results show that BI participants devoted fewer fixations than CTRL participants to anticipation areas. Such behaviour can be interpreted as more reactive, which was confirmed by the analysis of speed parameters. Figure 6 presents the percentage of time per lap that was spent looking in the near area in straight lines. It can be seen from this figure that the cognitive control reactiveness of the BI group was not stable over the laps. In comparison to the CTRL group, it decreased in the only non-conflicting experimental lap (safety instruction and safety scenario: d = 4.54%; t(8) = 0.63; p > .55; |δ| < 5.61%). This was the lap with the safety instruction and the safety scenario. It was stronger in all others (d = 32%; t(8) = 3.02; p < .02; δ > 17.19%). No other particular significant differences were found.



Figure 4. Mean fixation duration in straight lines with standard errors. SP: Speed; SA: Safety. I: Instruction; S: Scenario.



Figure 6. Percentage of time spent looking near in straight lines with standard errors. SP: Speed; SA: Safety; I: Instruction; S: Scenario.



The analysis showed that the group difference was negligible in bends (d = 1.86 ms; t(8) = 0.09; p > .93 ns; |δ| < 38 ms) with no particular effect in each lap (from the six comparisons: dmax < 60 ms; tmax(8) < 0.40; p > .68 ns; limmax: |δ| < 84 ms).



Figure 3 shows that the effect of the faster car to the rear is clear for the BI group. With the safety instruction, the BI group drove slightly faster in the speed scenario than in the safety one (d = 1.22 m/s; t(6) = 2.13; p < .08; δ > .39), whereas for the CTRL group this difference is small (d = 0.36 m/s) and non significant (t(5) = 0.49; p > .65; no gen.). Thus, the BI participants were sensitive (reactive) to the pressure of the faster car to the rear, modifying their satisficing performance in favour of the speed criterion.



The results in straight lines show that the location of the cognitive control along the symbolic/subsymbolic dimension, measured by the mean fixation duration time, remained stable for the CTRL group. On the contrary, it varied for the BI group, being always more symbolic (longer fixations) than for the CTRL group, particularly in the laps with fewer constraints 198
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The mean speed variability, adjusted by mean speed, was increased by the speed instruction (Figure 7), in comparison with the base laps (d = 1.09 m/s; t(8) = 2.02; p < .08; δ > 0.34 m/s). On the other hand, the safety instruction produced a small difference with the base laps (d = 0.06 m/s; t(8) = 0.22; p > .83 ns; |δ| < 0.49 m/s) and the effect of the scenario type was small (d = 0.26 m/s; t(8) = 1.13; p < .08; |δ| < 0.58 m/s). This result shows that the effect of the instruction factor previously detected in the performance analysis modified the reactiveness of the drivers’ cognitive control. Consequently, they became less anticipative with the speed instruction. Speed variability adjusted by mean spe



Figure 8. Percentage of time looking at the mirror (straight lines). SP: Speed; SA: Safety; I: Instruction; S: Scenario.
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Overall, all participants made at least one gaze at the pedestrian on the road verge. However, the control participants made more than twice as many gazes (3.21) than the BI group (1.54). The difference is significant and notable (t(10) = 2.25; p < .05; δ > 0.65). Half of the CTRL participants remembered having detected the pedestrian on the edge of the road. However, none of the BI participants stated that they had detected the pedestrian. This difference is quite significant (Fisher exact probability: p = .07). Thus, the BI participants seemed to be less able than the CTRL participants in detecting an unpredictable but relevant event, such as a pedestrian on the road verge. This result is consistent with the difficulty in processing information acquired from looking in the mirror.
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Figure 7. Speed variability adjusted by mean speed. SP: Speed; SA: Safety; I: Instruction; S: Scenario. Moreover, the mean speed variability was slightly greater for the BI group (d = 0.55 m/s; t(8) = 1.48; p > .18 ns; δ > 0.03 m/s). This difference was mostly due to the laps where a safety instruction was given (d = 0.64 m/s; t(8) = 1.58; p > .16 ns; δ > 0.07 m/s and d = 0.71 m/s; t(8) = 2.02; p < .08; δ > 0.22 m/s respectively for the speed scenario and the safety scenario). This result is in accordance with a more reactive (less anticipative) cognitive control for the BI group. This was particularly the case when the safety instruction was introduced, where the BI group did not reduce its reactiveness to the same extent as the CTRL group.



CONCLUSION To sum up, five main results can be gathered from this experiment. 1.



BI participants favoured regulation compliance, whereas CTRL participants did not express any priority among the performance criteria. This could possibly be related to the BI participants’ feeling that there is a risk of losing their driving license by breaking the rules. BI participants evaluated their situation mastery as positively as CTRL participants. Thus, the participants considered that their adaptation to the instructions and scenarios was acceptable. They also considered that their satisficing performance was reached. The participants found their perceived performance consistent with instructions, but BI participants were less affirmative than CTRL participants. Overall, the actual performance can be interpreted as the satisficing performance and adaptation was successful, leading participants to situation mastery.



2.



Instruction and scenario types produced the expected effects on the satisficing performance. Thus, participants succeeded in modifying their satisficing performance to adapt to these factors. Although the main BI participants’ baseline satisficing performance criterion was regulation compliance, they were able to give priority to speed when needed.



3.



BI participants adopted a more symbolic control, especially in easy situations. However, in order to adapt to more difficult situations they needed, but also showed their ability, to change their cognitive compromise toward a less symbolic control. CTRL participants were able to face every kind of situation with the same cognitive compromise, with less symbolic control than BI participants. Thus, on this basis, CTRL participants’ cognitive compromise appeared to be more robust.



Time-sharing In straight lines, the CTRL participants looked in the mirror more (d = 5.66%; t(8) = 4.52; p < .01; δ > 3.91%) than the BI participants. This can be interpreted as a weaker ability to switch to a secondary part of the task. As we can see in Figure 8, the time spent looking in the mirror was higher in the experimental laps than in the base laps. However, the percentage changed from one lap to another more for the CTRL group (l = 6.68; F(5,25) = 5.91; p < .001, λ > 5.60%) than for the BI group (l = 1.80%; F(5,15) = 1.56; p > .24; ns, |λ| < 3.11%). That is to say, the CTRL participants looked in the mirror more during the speed scenario (d = 7.86%; t(5) = 4.70; p < .005, δ > 5.40%) compared to the BI participants (d = 1.14%; t(3) = 1.05, p > .37; |λ| < 3.12%). This result suggests that the BI group was less able to process a secondary part of the task, especially when it was necessary to check on the behaviour of the faster car to the rear.
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4.



BI participants were more reactive than CTRL participants in several respects. They spent more time looking in the near area. They were also more sensitive to the car in the rear than to the safety instruction. The observations show that this was not the case for CTRL participants, although without generalisation. BI participants adopted a more variable speed. They were able to reduce their reactiveness (near area fixations) in the lap where there was no conflict. In other words, BI participants were less adaptable in terms of reactiveness than in terms of symbolic processing. Again, CTRL participants showed a more robust compromise from the reactiveness point of view.



5.



BI participants were less able to process secondary subtasks within the driving task (looking in the mirror and at pedestrians). Multitasking is a typical feature of driving. The drivers must navigate (find their route), control the trajectory in the medium term, handle various pieces of equipment inside the cockpit, converse with passengers, and so on. However, the trajectory control task is composed of several subtasks. The main subtask is maintaining the car in the lane, as far as possible. Many other trajectory control subtasks are also implied; for example, those related to managing interaction with traffic (pedestrians, traffic to the rear, etc.).



another possible explanation for the fact that BI participants relied on symbolic control more than the CTRL participants could be that the former have suffered from a decrease in processing speed. This is incompatible with an over-reliance on routines, but is acceptable for symbolic processing. The BI participants’ reactiveness is clearly related to frontal damages, which are correlated with planning and anticipation deficits. The BI participants’ difficulty to manage multitasking could be related to divided attention difficulties; however, it could also be a direct consequence of a symbolic and reactive control. A new research program has been established in order to find answers to these questions. A better understanding of these mechanisms is needed if one wants to derive implications in terms of rehabilitation. In the short term, some implications can be drawn in terms of driving assistance. Trajectory control support devices are currently being developed [15] for longitudinal (e.g., Cruise Control) as well as lateral control (e.g., Lane Keeping Warning or Assistance Systems). They are designed not only for comfort but also for safety, and in such a way that they are also useful for normal drivers. Car manufacturers are interested in equipping vehicles with driving assistance devices that are relevant to all drivers, not just those that are disabled. Apart from rehabilitation training sessions, the type of assistance currently in use, both under development and under study, could be of interest for BI drivers.



BI participants showed a more symbolic and more reactive control. This result has a theoretical value because it validates the model put forward by Hoc and Amalberti in which two orthogonal dimensions are considered. Symbolic control is not necessarily anticipative; it can also be reactive. The BI participants’ difficulties in multitasking can be explained by their cognitive compromise. Symbolic control is costly in terms of cognitive resources, and slow. Reactive control implies frequent information-gathering for the same subtask. These two features can explain why BI participants were confronted with difficulties in multitasking.



For whatever reason, if BI drivers need to exert a symbolic control of the trajectory, and consequently are confronted with multitasking difficulties, driving assistance could improve the situation. For example, a Lane Keeping Assistance System can correct the trajectory automatically, saving processing time for the driver, and allowing the driver to manage other subtasks such as interaction with the traffic. Another research program should be devoted to the evaluation of “normal” driving assistance for this type of driver. Today, elderly drivers are frequently used for the evaluation of driving assistance devices: such evaluations could be extended to include other populations.



Another validation of the model is the dynamic feature of cognitive control when adapting to various situations, especially conflicting ones in terms of satisficing performance. BI participants were able to modify their cognitive compromise in terms of symbolic/ subsymbolic tradeoff as well as in terms of reactiveness. CTRL participants kept their distribution of control along the symbolic/ subsymbolic dimension more stable than BI participants. Overall, the participants were able to change their satisficing performance in order to adapt to experimental situations. However adaptation could be more costly for BI participants than for CTRL participants, because it also implies a change in cognitive compromise.



Besides, there could be some commonality of functional impairment among various populations, including: the elderly, BI people, and Alzheimer and stroke sufferers. In this case, driving assistance devices could be of interest for several populations. This is one of the reasons for comparing BI drivers with young drivers and elderly drivers. The other reason is to gain an understanding of the role of metaknowledge in adaptation. Young drivers are not skilful at driving, as a more symbolic control of the task is needed before developing routines. In addition, they do not have a rich metaknowledge and cannot avoid situations where they perform poorly as drivers. Elderly drivers could also be more symbolic, for similar reasons to BI drivers, but with the addition of metaknowledge. It could be relevant to identify to what extent BI drivers have metaknowledge of their impairment and implement coping strategies. This point could be of importance in designing rehabilitation sessions.



Although attention was not directly addressed in this study, albeit globally through psychological testing, some discussion is needed. Following the approach made by James [15], we consider attention as a filtering resource to manage the information bombing we experience in order to process the most relevant part. There are three main attentional processes [4]: selective attention (the main filtering process), divided attention (the ability to filter distinct parts), and sustained attention (the duration of the activation/inhibition process). From our point of view, attention is not cognitive control but a resource for cognitive control.
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The symbolic feature of BI participants’ cognitive control could be related to selective attention difficulties. BI participants could have deliberately invested more resources in the processing of information from the main subtask, in order to avoid being distracted by signals coming from their surroundings and to counter difficulties in receiving relevant information. However,
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tasks has improved. New technologies support the navigational work and add ease, speed and accuracy.



ABSTRACT In this paper we investigate how technology can help the navigator to a better performance. We use three examples based on observations onboard three ships to show, how technology can support the work of the navigator and thereby enhance the performance. Our analysis is based on the paradigm of distributed cognition. The analysis shows that information persistence and information availability are essential parameters in optimization of the performance. Therefore the designer of maritime equipment could benefit from identifying need for persistence and need for availability. Some information which could be a great help to the navigator could in fact already be present as data in the cognitive system, but because it has not yet been processed, transferred, recorded or displayed in the right way it is not persistent enough or not available when needed for the navigator to use it and take advantage of it.



Another important work task for the navigator is to avoid collision with other ships according to the international set of rules for prevention of collision at sea – in daily terms called colregs. In order to prevent collision the navigator needs to know where other ships in the surrounding area are (their position) and where they are going (their route). This task is also facilitated through new and advanced technology. The navigator should also be able to communicate with navigators onboard other ships about positions, routes and intentions. This communication is important in the prevention of collision. It is possible to communicate about intentions and plans for the route and thereby to take necessary precautions well in advance in order to prevent collision. The technological development in navigation has grown in parallel with the increased speed of ships, growing intensity of traffic, higher focus on safety and demands for operation in weather and visibility conditions which in earlier days of navigation would cause delays. Technology is developed to assist the efficient and safe navigation, and the availability of the technology will open up for higher speeds, less delays and operation with smaller safety margin. The technology will thereby assist the navigator in the optimization of the route and manoeuvres. Navigation and prevention of collision are as mentioned two of the most important work tasks of the crew on the bridge of the ship. And they are – with some variation – the same for all kinds of ships: Fishing vessels, ferries, cargo vessels, naval ships etc. Hutchins has in his book “Cognition in the wild” [5] made a comprehensive analysis of the work tasks of the crew on the bridge of a naval ship. The analysis is based on the paradigm of distributed cognition.



Keywords distributed cognition, cognitive system, maritime technology, information persistence, situation awareness



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – human factors; H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – human information processing; H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] Group and Organization Interfaces – theory and models.



INTRODUCTION It is in the navigation of a ship important that the navigator on the bridge of the ship knows where the ship is (the position) and where it is going (the route). It is also in some cases important to know where it has been (the track). Calculating the position of the ship, the route and the track is among the most important work tasks of the navigator. Throughout the history of navigation means and methods used in these work



We are in this paper looking at work tasks within navigation and prevention of collision. This work is performed by the navigator on the bridge of the ship. The question we would like to answer is Q1: How can technology help the navigator to a better performance? We will answer that on the basis of empirical examples. Through the analysis of these examples we will try to answer the following question Q2: How can new maritime technology be designed in order to support the work tasks of the navigator even better? Our answer to Q2 is based on the analysis of the examples in Q1 and our findings in this analysis. The analysis points at two important features or functions in technology, which are essential for the enhancement of the performance and the optimization of the operation.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



The examples used in this paper are by no means exhaustive. We could make more observations and find a lot of other examples. But the examples are illustrative and the analysis of
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prevention of collision. In relation to the concept of situation awareness we have the cognition of the navigator in focus, and look from the perspective of the navigator on how cognition is supported by technology. The difference between the distributed cognition perspective and the situation awareness perspective is that technology is viewed as a part of the system in the first approach while it is viewed as an aid to the navigator in the latter approach. Sharp, Rogers and Preece [12, p. 130] describe the distributed cognition paradigm as follows: “This way of describing and analyzing a cognitive activity contrast with other cognitive approaches, e.g. the information processing model, in that it focuses not on what is happening inside the head of an individual, but what is happening across a system of individuals and artefacts”.



the examples points out two important features or functions which are important to take into account when designing new technology for maritime use. We took advantage of the paradigm of distributed cognition and the concept of situation awareness because it helped us in the analysis and on our way to the conclusion. The focus of the paper is three specific problems related to navigation and prevention of collision. For each problem we have looked at how technology is or potentially could be used to compensate for the problem. We are thereby looking closer at three different technologies on the bridge which supports safe and efficient navigation and prevention of collision: Electronic chart displays, AIS and the VHF replay function. The effect of the technologies is illustrated by the three empirical examples. The electronic chart display helps the navigator in the precise manoeuvres and navigation involved in a search and salvage operation, and the AIS and VHF replay function helps the navigator prevent collision while still maintaining optimized manoeuvres and routes. A common theme in all three technologies is information related to the past, present and future in navigation and prevention of collision at sea. It is as mentioned important to know where the ship has been (the past), where it is (present) and where it is going (future). It is further important to know where other ships in the vicinity have been, where they are and where they are going. The electronic chart provides information about where the ship has been in the past. This information is used by the navigator to plan for the future. The AIS provides information about present positions, speed and course of other ships. This information is used by the navigator in the planning of future manoeuvres. And the VHF replay provides information about what has been said by other ships in the past about future intentions and choice of route. This information can be used by the navigator to plan own route and optimize according to routes and choices made by the other ships.



Since the work onboard a ship in most cases is a team performance by the crew, and since the crew is interacting with other people such as for example the pilot and crews on board other ships, the distributed cognition approach seems to be well suited as instrument for the analyses. Further the crew usually works with a wide selection of equipment, technology and artefacts. The equipment and technology can be designed and produced by different companies and therefore utilize different user interfaces. The introduction of new equipment on board old ships can result in a mixture of old and new equipment covering a very broad range of user interfaces. Having a situation far from “one person, one computer” the distributed cognition approach is expected to have a better explanation power when used in the analysis than approaches based on for example the traditional information processing paradigm [12]. The distributed cognition approach describes a cognitive system “…which entails interactions among people, the artefacts they use, and the environment they are working in” [12, p. 129]. The people are in this study the crewmembers on board the ship as well as the crews on board other ships in the vicinity. Crewmembers on board the ship communicate directly verbally and using internal communication systems and mobile radios. Communication with crews on board other ships is maintained through VHF radio and using signalling horn. The open channel 16 on VHF radio is often used for short announcements. The advantage is that messages sent out on VHF can be heard by all ships in the nearby area. It is not dedicated to one ship or person only such as for example mobile phones. Further, actions performed by crews through manoeuvres of the ships can be viewed as a sort of communication. The manoeuvres can be observed directly visually – if the weather and visibility permits – or indirectly by the use of radar or AIS. A ship can for example indicate that it will give way to another ship by performing a turn which is large enough to be observed visually and on radar and AIS. On radar the turn is indicated by a vector showing the speed and direction of a target ship. On AIS the same information is shown by numbers changing or – if AIS-information is transferred to electronic charts or radar – graphically on the electronic charts or radar screen. The artefacts the people use are the ship and the equipment, technology etc. on the ship. The crew use different equipment and technology on the bridge. In this paper focus is on electronic charts, AIS and VHF. Electronic charts are used for navigation. Own ship’s position is shown on the electronic charts screen and it has different functions for navigational support. AIS is used to identify other ships and show information about them; for example their course and speed. VHF is used for verbal communication with other ships, pilot stations, harbour authorities and other land bases stations etc. The environment the people are working in is the area in which they navigate their ship. Parameters in the environment are weather, visibility



We have analysed each of the three empirical examples from the perspective of distributed cognition. The analysis of the cognitive system is also discussed in relation to how the need for information persistence and information availability is handled by the system. In addition to that we are also discussing how the technology supports the situation awareness of the navigator. The examples show how the introduction of certain technologies in the cognitive system has the potential of improving efficiency and safety by compensating for problems in the performance of the task. It also shows how the technology support the situation awareness of the navigator and how it support the need for information about past, present and future and thereby assist the navigator in the planning of future manoeuvres and routes. From the analysis of the examples we conclude that persistence and availability are important parameters when it comes to the design of new technology supporting the work tasks of the navigator. By adding information persistence and information availability the navigator is helped to a better performance.



Theoretical Background The examples we have collected in our studies are primarily analysed on basis of the paradigm of distributed cognition. These analyses illustrate the effect of adding a new technology to the cognitive system. We have also analysed our examples in relation to the concept of situation awareness. Distributed Cognition In the distributed cognition approach we take a very broad view of the entire system involved in navigation and
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and current, other ships in the area (other cognitive systems), ports and other topographical elements. It can be discussed if the ship itself is an artefact or a part of the work environment. Since the ship is manipulated and controlled by the crew (under influence from weather and current) we have in this study considered it to be an artefact.



one observer has – apart from the MSc in psychology – certificates and experience as captain including work on ferries. The other observer has not a commercial seagoing background, but he has gained extensive domain knowledge through field studies on board 23 different ships (ferries, fishing vessels, cargo vessels etc.) conducted from 2000-2009. Apart from that he has in the same period been teaching as instructor on human factors and ship simulator courses for crews from several ship-owners. He also holds Danish certificates as Yacht Master of 3rd, 2nd and 1st class and has 25 years of sailing experience with pleasure crafts. The work onboard a modern ferry or container ship is very different from pleasure craft sailing, but the basic principles of navigation, the waters in which they navigate and the rules for prevention of collision they have to obey are the same.



The interactions in the cognitive system are described “in terms of how information is propagated through different media” [, p. 130]. Information can for example move from artefact to people when they look at a display, or it can move from people to artefact when something is written on paper. This process where information is transformed is in the paradigm of distributed cognition referred to as changes in representational state. In this paper our focus is on the identification of the elements in the cognitive system and the analysis and description of how information is transferred and transformed between these elements.



The collected data is notes taken by the observers and photos taken during the observations. The study is based on observations on board ships in normal operation. Even the presence of the observer on the bridge of the ship is part of normal everyday routine: The crews reported that they very often have visitors to the bridge talking and discussing with the crew. It can be discussed if the reliability is high or low. Can the observations be made again? On board the same vessel? On board other vessels? To test for this we asked the crews how they evaluated the scenarios we had observed. Was it something they had never ever experienced before or was it seen very often? The examples used in this paper are all evaluated by the crew as being very common on their particular ship in the specific operation. It can still be discussed – even when the scenarios are evaluated as being very common – if we can generalize from them. We actually do not know if our observations are special for the specific ship in that particular pattern of operation. This discussion is from a scientific viewpoint very relevant. It is also relevant when it comes to the discussion of technological support for the task. Are the observed problems frequent on many ships or are they limited to very few ships? The commercial interest in development of technological support could vary depending on this. But for our purpose – to demonstrate the role of the three different technologies in cognitive systems – we only need the three observed scenarios which we have used as illustrative examples. The power of our findings could of cause be enhanced by adding more observations and examples, but this goes beyond the limitations of this paper. To express it in another way: We only need to see one example to know that it exists. From that we can not conclude how common it is, but we can conclude that it exists. When it comes to validity, we claim that the ecological validity of our study is high: We have made our observations on board real ships, in everyday situations, with real crews etc. The setting is realistic and naturalistic, and the observations can therefore be characterised as naturalistic rather than experimental. The result is a high ecological validity.



Situation Awareness The concept of situation awareness has been studied by – among others – Mica Endsley [2]. She developed the so-called SA-model describing three successive levels of situation awareness. The model is often illustrated like this: Behaviour Situation



Level 1 Situation Awareness Perception



Level 2 Situation Awareness Comprehension



Level 3 Situation Awareness Anticipation



Feed-back loop



Figure 1. The traditional way of illustrating the SA-model. The model has three successive levels of situation awareness: Perception, comprehension and anticipation. And a feed-back loop from behaviour to situation. This means that the behaviour will change the situation (making it a new situation) and new situation awareness on level 1, 2 and 3 needs to be obtained. The model and the concept of situation awareness have been used by many authors. It has for example been used to explain nuclear power plant accidents [3] and in maritime risk analyses [14]. But it has also been subject to critique. Sarter & Woods [11, p. 45] says that situation awareness is a ubiquitous phrase and that a commonly accepted definition is missing and Dekker [1, p. 49] explains that “…situation awareness remains ill defined”.



METHOD The method used in this study is inspired by the work by Margareta Lützhöft and Ed Hutchins. Both authors use onboard interviews and observations as resource for data collection. Hutchins methods are described as “anthropological” [5]. The method used by Lützhöft is described as “problem-oriented ethnography” [8, p. xi]. The observer’s domain knowledge is important according to Hutchins: “Ed Hutchins emphasizes that an important part of doing a distributed cognition analysis is to have a deep understanding of the work domain that is being studied. He even recommends, where possible, that the investigators take steps to learn ’the trade’ under study and become an accomplished pilot or sailor (as he has done himself in both cases).” [12. pp. 394–395]. The observations in our study were made by two of the three authors. Both observers have an MSc in psychology. With respect to domain knowledge



THE OBSERVED PROBLEMS AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS We were in our observations able to identify three very specific problems related to specific work tasks. Technology can be used to compensate for and solve these problems and thereby support the work of the navigator and enhance the navigator’s performance. This can lead to general enhanced efficiency and safety of the operation. In the two first examples we observed the use of the technology. In the third example we observed a situation where technology available on the market (but not on the particular ship) potentially could have been used. By looking at these specific examples we see how technology can support the work of the navigator and help the navigator to
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(1) Electronic nautical charts, (2) AIS and (3) the replay function on the Sailor RT-5022 VHF radio. We will also – on the basis of the examples – discuss how the technologies in focus support the situation awareness of the navigator and how the technologies contributes with persistence by recording past events or assist the navigator in the prediction of future events.



improve his or her performance. Apart from that we also identify the most important features or functions in the technology. From that knowledge it is possible to find directions on how technology should be designed and what really matters. In the first example the problem is to know exactly where the ship has been and where it has not been in a search and salvage operation. On some vessels it is extremely important to know exactly where the ship has been in the past – the track sailed – and where it has not been yet. The obvious example is mine sweeping where the track can be considered clean from mines and thereby open to navigation of other vessels. But also on board fishing vessels it can be important to know exactly where the ship has been. If the fishing net is destroyed or lost due to contact with some kind of underwater obstruction (such as a ship wreck) it could be of high value to the captain of the ship knowing exactly where that happened in order to avoid loss of fishing nets in the future. In our study we have observed a special purpose vessel searching for lost chain on the seabed and the use of an electronic chart display for this task. In the second example the problem is that the crew wants to optimize the departure from the port by coordinating it with the other ship leaving port at almost the same time. This is difficult because the line of sight between the two ships is obstructed by buildings on the quay. It is therefore not possible for the crew to see when the other ship starts moving visually or on radar. In this case we observed how the crew used the AIS-system to compensate for the problem. In the third example crossing traffic announce intentions and choice of route on VHF-radio in advance so that ferries can prepare and take precautions. The problem in relation to that is that the announcement is not persistent and therefore there is a risk that it is forgotten, and it is difficult to have the message repeated if it is misunderstood. Further there is the risk that the crossing traffic deviates from what is previously announced – by mistake or if plans are changed in the last minute. In this particular example the crew could have taken advantage of using the replay function in the Sailor RT-5022 VHF-radio, but this device was available on the ship we observed. We are not claiming that the three problems we have identified so far are the only problems present on board the ships we have observed or on ships in general. There are indeed many other problems. We are also not claiming that the three problems are the most important problems. The identified problems should be seen as illustrative examples on the basis of which the function of and elements in the cognitive system can be analysed and discussed. The problems illustrate how and to which extend work tasks are supported by technology on the bridge. Knowing about the problems we can discuss if available technology could be improved in order to counteract or compensate for the problem. And we can discuss how this should be done. Better understanding of the tasks and problems related to them can help manufacturers of maritime equipment in the development and design process of new technology for navigation and prevention of collision. Eventually this could lead to more efficient and safer operation.



Example 1: M/V Poul Løwenørn The special purpose vessel M/V Poul Løwenørn operated by The Royal Danish Administration of Navigation and Hydrography serves as a buoy maintenance vessel. When the observations took place, the vessel was – among other things – engaged in search for lost anchor chain from buoys on the seabed. Lost anchor chain on the seabed could be an obstruction especially in relation to fishing vessels, and the chain is valuable because it can be used again. The chain can for example be lost if the buoy breaks loose and the rest of the chain sink to the seabed. The search was performed by dragging an anchor in a chain (a grapnel) over the seabed in order to catch the chain. The captain had to manoeuvre the vessel around in the area in order to drag the grapnel. The search was supported by electronic equipment including an advanced 3D seabed scanner and high precision GPS navigation equipment. The chain with the grapnel went from a winch on the deck over the rail in the starboard side of the vessel and down to the seabed. A crewmember on the deck held his foot on the chain to feel if the grapnel got hold of an object on the seabed. The search for lost chain was made in two positions. It did not give any result in the first position, but in the second position, the grapnel caught a chain on the seabed, and a significant amount of chain and concrete blocks (used as anchorage of buoys) was salvaged. The operation was a success. The task itself could be compared to “finding a needle in a haystack”. The sea surface looks the same, and when manoeuvring around in the area it is without special equipment almost impossible to find out if the search covers the area or if it is only done in the same spot over and over again.



Figure 2. The electronic chart display showing the track of M/V Poul Løwenørn in the search and salvage operation. The captain manoeuvring the vessel needs assistance in the question “where have I already done my search?”. From the answer to this question, the captain decides where to search next. Information about the past is in this task important for decisions about the future. The task could be compared to for example the task of mine sweeping at sea. It is also in mine sweeping important to collect information about where mines have been swept and where it has not been done yet. The captain is therefore using an electronic system showing on a map display the exact track of the search (see Figure 2). Using this system, he is able to see where he has already searched in the past and from that decide where to search next.



THE THREE EXAMPLES We have made observations on board in total 23 ships over a period of nine years, but for this study we have chosen specific scenarios from observations on three of these 23 ships: (1) M/V Poul Løwenørn – special purpose vessel, (2) M/V Mercandia IV – ferry on route between Helsingør, Denmark and Helsingborg, Sweden and (3) M/V Mercandia VIII – ferry on same route as Mercandia IV. We are going to use the three scenarios to illustrate and discuss the effect of three different types of technologies when they are introduced in the cognitive system:
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electronic chart presents data with high accuracy. It is also important that the system has a high update frequency. Otherwise the track will be less detailed. Both the high accuracy and the high update frequency differentiate the system from traditional methods where calculation of position and the plot of positions in a nautical paper chart could be a time consuming process with high potential for errors and lack of accuracy. The system we observed on board Poul Løwenørn had sufficient speed and accuracy for the purpose according to the crew. The electronic chart supports the need for persistence in the cognitive system. The information about where the ship has been in the past is lost if only GPS is used, but with the electronic chart it can be recorded as a track showing where the ship has sailed in the past. The electronic chart can be considered as a tool for preservation of information about past positions. This information is used by the navigator in the decisions made about where to go next. The information on the electronic chart is used to plan the future manoeuvres. Without this tool the operation in relation to the specific task of searching for lost chain would be much more difficult. It is also assumed that it would suffer from less efficiency and success. The electronic chart supports situation awareness at level 1 because it makes it possible to perceive the track of the ship. This track would – without the electronic chart – be invisible for the human eye. The improved situation awareness on level 1 could contribute to improved comprehension of the entire search for chain situation and thereby put the captain in a better position when he anticipates the remaining search procedure and decides where to search next (situation awareness level 3).



Analysis of the Example The elements in the cognitive system in this particular task are: (1) People: The captain, (2) Artefacts: Electronic nautical chart based on GPS information (and also 3D seabed scanner, but this is not in focus in the analysis of the example), and (3) Environment: The area and the seabed. If we look at how the information about the past is managed in the cognitive system we see that the electronic equipment is of great importance. Without the electronic display it would be practically impossible for the captain to get information about where he had already searched, and this could make search much less effective by adding the risk that the same areas are searched multiple times and that there are “blind spots” in the search. The information on the electronic display about where the ship has already been matches in this case the captains need for information in that specific work task perfectly. In the case of searching for lost chain it is important that the captain have information about what has happened in the past (where and how he has already searched) in order to make decisions about what to do in the future. The information is available through an electronic system, and it is transformed from this system through a graphical representation on a display to a mental representation. The critical component in the cognitive system in this particular task is the graphical display. The position can be calculated by navigational techniques – even traditional techniques without electronic equipment. The position is much more precise with modern electronic navigation such as GPS, but in theory it is also possible to calculate the position using techniques from traditional navigation. If the position is calculated and recorded repeatedly when the ship is moving, the set of positions form a track. To get a precise track you need to calculate and record positions with a high frequency for example using GPS. Basically the GPS is only showing where you are at a given moment in a system of co-ordinates with latitude and longitude. The GPS system delivers the coordinates for the actual position with good and adequate precision and with a high frequency. The position can be transferred manually by the navigator to the nautical paper chart. This takes some time and therefore the position set out in the chart has some delay. When sailing ocean voyages over large distances this small delay is not critical, but when manoeuvring with high precision e.g. in the search for lost chain on the sea bed it could be very critical. The position can also be transferred electronically to an electronic nautical chart on a display. Then you can immediately – without having to set out the position in a paper chart and without the risk for delay and possibly lack of precision (or making errors) – see the position of the ship in the chart. Without the electronic chart display information was transferred from the GPS to the navigator’s mental representation and from that to a representation on a cognitive artefact (the nautical paper chart) and from that again to mental representation of the location of the ship. Introducing electronic chart displays in combination with GPS the information of the position is transferred directly from the GPS to the graphical representation and from that to the navigator’s mental representation. The introduction of new technology in the cognitive system – in this case the electronic chart – makes the work task easier for the navigator and enhances the performance. Now information is automatically transferred to a graphical display. Beforehand this task has to be performed manually by the navigator. Or it was not performed at all making the search less effective. The electronic chart makes the information about the present position persistent by recording it graphically on a display. The recorded information represents the track sailed in the past. And having this track available it becomes easier for the navigator to make an efficient search. It is of critical importance that the GPS and



Summary of Findings in Example 1 The electronic chart presents data recorded from the GPS on a display in a way that they represent and illustrate the track sailed by the ship. This is done with high speed and accuracy compared to older and traditional methods. The speed and accuracy of the system assist the navigator in efficient and successful search for lost chain on the seabed because it makes it possible for the navigator to monitor where the search already has been done and where there are areas not yet searched. It is essential that the system both record and present data. It thereby supports persistence: Data about the track is kept on the display (until deleted by the crew). By making the in the environment invisible track visible on the display it contributes to the captains situation awareness on level 1.



Example 2: M/V Mercandia VIII The ferry Mercandia VIII sails between Helsingør in Denmark and Helsingborg in Sweden. Three ferry companies and a total of 7 ferries are operating on this route. For the ease of the passengers departure times from the two ports are often set to times like XX:00 or XX:30 making it easier for the passengers to remember. This means that up to three ferries are leaving the port at the same time. The departure is coordinated in that way that the first ferry announcing departure on a special radio channel called the K-channel has the right to leave port first etc. This is done to avoid congestion at the harbour entrance. Having a short crossing (about 15-18 minutes) crews on board the different ferries tries to optimize and save time. This means that they do not waste any time at departure but manoeuvre in a way that they follow right behind the first ferry out. The problem here is that there is a time delay between when the intention of leaving the port is announced on the K-channel and when the action is performed. It takes some time for the ferry to handle mooring equipment and leave the quay, and it takes some time from when it has left the quay and until it has gained speed and is sailing out of the basin. This problem is illustrated
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by a situation observed onboard the ferry Mercandia VIII. Just before Mercandia VIII was leaving the port of Helsingborg, and before Mercandia VIII had announced departure on the Kchannel, the other ferry Siletta announced departure. According to the rules agreed between the three ferry companies this means that Siletta had the right to sail out of port first and that Mercandia VIII should follow. The crew on board Mercandia VIII had interest in following Siletta close to optimize crossing time. They also had the experience that it usually takes a few minutes from the announcement that Siletta is leaving port until it is actually sailing out of the harbour entrance. The visual sight between the berth of Mercandia VIII and Siletta is obstructed by large buildings. It is therefore not possible for the crew on Mercandia VIII to see visually when Siletta has started moving. Since the buildings are also creating a so-called radar shadow it is also impossible to get this information from the radar. Having only observations based on visual line of sight and radar, the crew needs to wait for Siletta to show up behind the buildings before they start their own departure procedure. Even though Siletta has announced departure they can not be sure exactly how long the departure procedure takes for Siletta, and they are not able to predict for certain when Siletta is moving to the harbour entrance and thereby when it is safe for Mercandia VIII to start. The relatively (compared to for example radar) new technology AIS is used to identify ships and show specific information about them such as course and speed. The advantages of the system include the ability to “see” ships without being in direct line of sight for example near a river bend or in ports where buildings can obstruct the direct line view necessary for visual observation or observation by radar. In the case of Mercandia VIII and Siletta the AIS system can be used by the crew on Mercandia VIII to see when Siletta starts moving, and where in the harbour basin Siletta is in order to optimize their own departure. Without AIS the crew should wait for visual observation (or observation by radar) before they could start the departure procedure. With AIS they can start the departure procedure when they by use of the AIS observe that Siletta is moving and on the way to the harbour entrance. In that way they can potentially save a few minutes because they do not have to wait. A few minutes do not sound as a big deal, but in a crossing of about 15-18 minutes every minute counts. The example is not unique. We also observed that when leaving Helsingør Harbour crossing south bound traffic could be hidden visually and from radar behind the buildings of the castle Kronborg. Also here the crew made use of AIS to find ships hidden behind the castle. These ships should according to the rules give way to the ferry, but because of the geography of the area (narrow strait) the crew on the ferry prepared the departure and tried to plan it in a way that not would bring the crossing traffic in a difficult situation at that spot. If ships were hidden behind the castle there was a pretty good chance that they would be right outside the harbour exactly at the time when the ferry was sailing out of the harbour entrance. By knowing this in advance the crew would have the option to adjust the exact time of the departure, adjust the first course when leaving the harbour or adjust the speed.



other ships support situation awareness on level 1 because it makes something in the environment perceivable: It makes it possible for the navigator to see the movements of Siletta even before the movements are visible on radar or visually in the environment. Thereby it helps the navigator in the prediction and anticipation (situation awareness level 3) of the future manoeuvres of Siletta. The navigator can for example predict exactly when Siletta is leaving the harbour or exactly when Siletta will show up behind the buildings and act accordingly. This new information provided by the AIS helps the crew in optimization of the departure. Without AIS they had to wait until visual observation or observation by radar was possible, and this would make the performance less optimal. AIS information about the present status and actual manoeuvres of Siletta is used by the navigator on Mercandia VIII to plan the departure and time it according to the departure of Siletta. The example illustrates how the crew in a particular situation can benefit from the use of AIS technology. Summary of Findings in Example 2 The AIS present data about other vessels movement even if the other ship is not in line of sight. By making the – in the environment and on radar invisible – movements of other ships visible on the display, it contributes to the navigator’s situation awareness on level 1. The new information provided by the AIS helps in this particular example the crew in optimization of the departure. Having the new information the crew can do something they could not do without this information. The conclusion we can draw from that is that the crew can benefit from having more information available when it is relevant in the work task. In this case they used the additional information provided by the AIS in their optimization of the departure. The AIS function they use in this particular situation is that AIS is able to transmit information about position, speed and course. This information is available locally delivered by the GPS on one ship (cognitive system), and it is transmitted to other ships (cognitive systems) in the area by the AIS system.



Example 3: Mercandia IV The ferry Mercandia IV is the sister ferry to Mercandia VIII and it is operating on the same route. The route they sail is busy with up to 7 ferries running at the same time. The route also runs across The Sound which has intense north and south bound traffic. The Sound is the strait between Denmark and Sweden and thereby one of the entrances to The Baltic. When crossing The Sound the ferries have to pay attention to the crossing traffic and navigate according to the rules in order to prevent collision. In praxis this means, that they when they are eastbound has to give way to traffic from the south and when they are westbound they have to give way to traffic from the north. This is the general rule, but from time to time they agree on VHF-radio about deviations from this rule. The ships – especially those with local pilots – sailing north or south in The Sound are aware about the intense ferry traffic. It is therefore common practice that they announce their intentions and choice of route. For example southbound ships often announce in advance which one of two possible routes they take: East or west of “Disken”. By the announcement of that they help the ferries in their route planning. When the navigator on the ferry knows if a ship takes the eastern or western route he or she can prepare and take the necessary precautions and by the adjustment of course and/or speed ensure that collision is prevented. The crews onboard both the Mercandia IV and VIII reported in informal interviews that they actually used the information from crossing ships about intentions and choice of route in their planning. The information from the north/south



Analysis of the Example Since there are two ships involved in this example it makes sense to talk about two cognitive systems: One system for each ship. The components in the cognitive systems are: (1) People: The navigators on board the ship (Mercandia VIII and Siletta), (2) Artefacts: AIS, and (3) Environment: The port of Helsingborg, the buildings obstructing the view. The AIS makes information available that was not available before when only visual observation and radar could be used. The information from AIS about the present situation and status of
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bound ships is given verbally on the VHF-radio. It is often given well in advance. This means that there could be up to several minutes between the message on the VHF and the manoeuvre described in the message. Messages given on VHF are not persistent. This means that they disappear immediately [6, 7]. There are some ways in which the information can be stored or recorded (and preserved). It can for example be recorded using pen and paper (cognitive artefact). Another option is to use the replay function in the Sailor RT-5022 VHF. This function makes it possible to play a message received on the VHF again if it was not heard the first time or simply to repeat the content of the message if it has been forgotten. None of the two ferries in the study had this type of VHF. Depending on availability of technology the information can be stored using different elements in the cognitive system. It can for example be stored the navigator’s memory. Storing information in the navigator’s memory is not necessarily safe and efficient – especially not if there is a time delay between the broadcast of the information and the time at which it is to be used and especially not in an environment where disturbances and disruptions could affect the memory of the navigator [4, 9, 10, 13]. The use of cognitive artefacts such as pen and paper or technology such as the replay function in the RT-5022 VHF radio is more reliable. During the observations it happened several times that a north or south bound ship announced intentions or choice of route on the VHF, but particularly one example is especially illustrative. The ship M/V Valtellina was on a southbound route through The Sound. Mercandia IV was westbound and therefore they had to give way to Valtellina according to the international rules. Well in advance the choice of route east or west of Disken was announce from Valtellina. Two navigators were on the bridge of Mercandia IV. One of them said to the other shortly after the announcement on the radio: “Didn’t he say west [of Disken]?”. He thereafter expressed that it could be necessary to call Valtellina on VHF to have it confirmed, but that was never put into action. A few minutes later Valtellina passed east of Disken. The situation was not even close to be critical, but it illustrates quite well that storage of information about other ships intentions and choice of routes in the cognitive system could fail. If the RT-5022 VHF had been available it could in that particular situation have been at some help to the crew because they easily could access the message from Valtellina and hear it again. The example also illustrates the problem about “saying and doing”. What if Valtellina actually had announced that they would sail west of Disken by mistake? Or what if they changed their mind in last minute and forgot to inform other ships in the area about that? The example where the message is misunderstood and east and west is confused is not unique. We have in our on board observations also seen examples where ship names are misunderstood or confused. For example, if a group of ships is south bound in The Sound some of them could announce passage east of Disken while others announce passage west of Disken and others again make no announcement at all. In that case the risk would be that some ships are confused with each other.



Disken. This message is received on Mercancia IV and other ships in the area. Even when received the message is not necessarily perceived by the crew on Mercandia IV. In this example the message was misunderstood, and the only possibility they had – given the available equipment on the ship – if they would correct it, was to call Valtellina again and ask. The problem is that a message – a piece of information – normally disappears from the cognitive system right after it has been broadcasted on VHF unless it has been recorded in the memory of people in the system and perhaps transferred to a cognitive artefact such as a piece of paper. The replay function in the Sailor RT-5022 VHF automatically records the message, and the information is thereby persistent for a while. When the information is persistent, the crew can have it replayed and thereby transferred from the VHF to their memory if the transfer was obstructed (for example misunderstood or not heard) in the first place. This process is much easier than calling the other ship again. In this particular example the crew could have made use of the replay function and have the misunderstanding solved without calling and involving the other ship. They could then have used the information about the route of Valtellina in their optimization of the route if necessary. Another problem – apart from the misunderstanding we observed in this example – could be that the information is transferred well in advance; sometimes even many minutes in advance. The longer the time is between the transfer of the information and the time when it is to be used, the greater risk is that the information is forgotten – that it disappear from the memory of the navigator and thereby from the cognitive system on the ship. To counteract for that information can be recorded other places in the cognitive system for example on a piece of paper. This is often more reliable and less vulnerable to disturbances and disruptions than human memory. The replay function of the RT-5022 provides automatic recording of information in the cognitive system. Thereby the information becomes persistent for a while. RT-5022 provide information persistence, and the information persistence supports the work task especially when it comes to the anticipation of the manoeuvres made by other ships – so-called level 3 situation awareness.



Summary of Findings in Example 3 Information about future actions is transferred between ships (cognitive systems). The verbal information is – unless it is recorded manually or automatically – not persistent in itself. The VHF replay adds information persistence to the cognitive system. Using the replay function it become possible to retrieve information about what has been said as verbal messages by other ships in the past about their future intentions and choice of route. This information can be used by the navigator to plan own route and optimize according to routes and choices made by the other ships.



CONCLUSIONS Our observations and examples illustrate the effect of the introduction of new technology in the cognitive systems constituted by the crews, the technology and artefacts they use and the environment. Our first question was Q1: How can technology help the navigator to a better performance? We have seen how performance in a search and salvage operation is improved by the introduction of an electronic chart display. We have seen how performance in the departure of a ferry is improved by the introduction of AIS. And we have described how performance in route planning potentially could be improved by the introduction of the VHF replay function. Information persistence and information availability is essential



Analysis of the Example Since there are two ships involved in this example it makes sense to talk about two cognitive systems: One system for each ship. The components in the cognitive systems are: (1) People: The navigators on board the ship (Mercandia IV and Valtellina), (2) Artefacts: VHF radio (and also AIS and radar, but these are not in focus in the example), and (3) Environment: The water between Helsingør and Helsingborg and other ships in the area. The captain on Valtellina sends out a message about his intentions regarding route east or west of
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in our examples. Both the electronic chart system and the VHF replay function add persistence to the cognitive system when they act as storage for information. And the AIS system makes new information available in the cognitive system; information which is not available trough other information sources. It is interesting here that both electronic chart, AIS and VHF replay improve the cognitive system not by adding new information from new kinds of sensors but simply by transferring, processing and/or displaying information already available in the cognitive system provided by other technologies and types of equipment. The electronic chart is based on information from the GPS, AIS information is based on a technology where information from GPS on other ships is received through radio link, and VHF replay is a simple recorder of transmitted verbal messages. Improvement of performance and support to the work task of the navigator could as shown through our examples simply be a matter of how data is processed and presented, how information is recorded and displayed. Our second question was Q2: How can new maritime technology be designed, in order to support the work tasks of the navigator even better? The conclusion we draw in that respect is, that our examples show the importance of information persistence and information availability. Both persistence and availability could be important parameters in the design of new supportive technology. Therefore the designer could benefit from identifying need for persistence and need for availability. Some information which could be a great help to the navigator could in fact already be present as data in the cognitive system, but because it has not yet been processed, transferred, recorded or displayed in the right way it is not persistent enough or not available when needed for the navigator to use it and take advantage of it. Finding and identifying these potentials is not a desk top exercise. It can only be done through comprehensive on board studies. Our studies show some examples on how this process can be approached, and the paradigm of distributed cognition could appear to be as valuable for the designer as it have been in our analysis.
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power plants [12]. Although in transportation control systems there has been work to analyse safety and human error [1], the application of cognitive system analysis for predictive display design has been neglected. Electrical control rooms in railway are no exception.



ABSTRACT Recent technological advances have led to more complex control rooms and several ergonomics research studies have focused on understanding this complexity and the consequent roles of the operators [4,6,8].Many of the key aspects of behaviour in cognitive systems are not easy to assess, these include reasoning, problem solving, prioritising, etc. This study is the first in a programme to examine the human factors of remote condition monitoring (RCM), and particularly the knowledge requirements to support successful strategies for operators to diagnose, prioritise and initiate action. Alarm handling in an Electrical Control Room is the focus of this study. In this paper the data collection, analysis, and interpretation are reported only as they inform and provide insight into the work of the ECRO and their handling of alarms and the consequences of this. The aim of this paper is to identify the artefacts associated with alarm handling and to conduct an exploratory contextual investigation of alarm handling.



Alarm handling is one of the main responsibilities of electrical control room operators. Poor alarm handling may lead to critical accidents such as the Milford Haven explosion in 1994 [13] or the Channel Tunnel fire [3]. This study is a first field investigation of rail Electrical Control Room Operators (ECROs), specifically their handing of alarms. Because relevant behaviours are not easy to observe or for an investigator to explain, care was taken over a methodological approach which drew from features which have been defined previously as of significance for a JCS. This study is the first in a programme to examine the human factors of remote condition monitoring (RCM), and particularly the knowledge requirements to support successful strategies for operators to diagnose, prioritise and initiate action. There are three reasons for focusing on alarm handling in this study: 1- it is a particular example of RCM in place at the moment (as opposed to the potential future system which are being proposed); 2- it is a good medium through which to investigate the skills, knowledge, expertise and strategies of this group (ECROs); and 3- it is an important and under-studied topic in its own right.



Keywords cognitive system engineering, rail, alarm handling, electrical control rooms



ACM Classification Keywords



One additional element to the work carried out was to examine different cognitive models as a framework for all our investigations into the performance and information support of people interacting with RCM systems. In human factors various forms of model have been proposed for understanding the cognitive activity in control tasks: the classic Stimulus, Organism and Response model (SOR), Rasmussen’s’ decision ladder [11], Knowledge Acquisition models [12], Joint Cognitive Systems [6], and Bainbridge’s human information processing model [2] are a few examples of such models and theories. According to Bainbridge, models that represent human information processing can be categorised into sequential and contextual models. “Contextual models focus on the overview, the temporary structure of inference built up in working storage to describe the task situation and how this provides the context for later processing and for the effective organisation of behaviour ([2], p. 352).”



H.5.1.2 [User/Machine Systems].



INTRODUCTION Recent technological advances have led to more complex control rooms and several ergonomics research studies have focused on understanding this complexity and the consequent roles of the operators [4,6,8]. However the diversity of activities in control rooms can impose a severe challenge for understanding the work of the operators and designing effective systems within complex socio-technical environments. One route to such understanding is to treat and study the work system as a joint cognitive system (JCS). In such studies it is essential to understand operators’ (in rail, controllers and signallers) behaviours while interacting with complex supervisory systems in a real setting. Similar work has been done in domains such as nuclear power plants [10] and conventional



Sequential models on the other hand model the cognitive processing as a sequence of processing stages. Rasmussen’s decision ladder is one such model. Every thought is directly followed by an action through context free strategies. Decision ladder and SOR models are considered to be sequential models whereas Knowledge Acquisition models are contextual models.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



The full study has involved assessing different analysis routines to work within Bainbridge’s [2] alternative models, i.e., sequential and contextual, and this explains some of the data collection and particularly analysis approaches taken.



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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Priority 1Æ extra highÆ not applicable in ECRs yet, Priority 2Æ HighÆ Red, Priority3Æ MediumÆ Pink, Priority 4Æ LowÆ Brown, Priority 5Æ Extra LowÆ for future use, Priority6Æ System alarmsÆ Light grey, Clearing alarmsÆ Green



However for the purpose of this paper the data collection, analysis, and interpretation are reported only as they inform and provide insight into the work of the ECRO and their handling of alarms and the consequences of this. The focus of this paper is to identify the artefacts associated with alarm handling and to conduct an exploratory contextual investigation of alarm handling. Field study generally, observational checklists and video recordings were applied as the main techniques to collect the data.



Any unacknowledged alarm appears on the alarm banner, the panel can contain up to seven alarms and if there is more than that at one time an arrow will be displayed at the right hand side in the colour of the highest priority alarm not displayed. Number of alarms varies in different hours and not all of them require operator’s intervention. Figure 5 shows the number of alarms generated in Lewisham ECR in one week from 29/01/2009 to 05/02/2009 which totalled to1884 alarms. Alarms and operator actions are shown in different hours of the week; 168 hours in one week. Normal alarm/operator actions are around 3 alarms/operator actions in one hour, whereas the actual average of the alarms/operator actions in the observed week are around 10 per hour.



ELECTRICAL CONTROL ROOMS Rail Electrical Control Rooms (ECRs) in the UK were originally integrated from a number of adjacent Railway Traction Power Supply Systems. Since 1932 Electrical Control Room Operators (ECROs) are responsible for remotely opening and closing equipment, instructing staff on the operation of manual switches and leading the maintenance and fault finding on electrification distribution and DC traction equipment. Lewisham ECR (Figure 1) has three workstations with similar information available to all three. Two ECROs are active at one time and the third workstation is used for emergency situations. Apart from dynamic information displays on their desks there is a static board covering one wall of the ECR. This board shows the links and platforms of the area under control. Although the board is out dated, some less experienced operators use this to familiarise themselves with the area. According to Network Rail’s “Specification for remote control equipment for electrical distribution systems” handbook [9], control displays in ECR are human machine interfaces which display either a mimic diagram operated through physical keys and push buttons or full graphic visual display units operated through keyboard and mice. Figure 2 shows the information layout on the operational displays in ECR. The screen layout of the high resolution graphic VDU displays is: Alarm banner, Menu bar/area, System information bar (including date, time, operator log in identity), Command/error message bar, Picture display area, System overview and Detailed operating /outstation page or general/system-wide pages (e.g. index pages, lists, event logs, trend displays, data communication network and status page, Current alarm log or AC system overview)



Figure 1. Lewisham ECR.



There are three displays on each of the workstations and they are normally arranged as below (Figure 3): Left hand screenÆ supply system overview Central screenÆ Operational display (Figure 4) Right hand screenÆ alarm information or AC overview (where supply system is DC) The operational display as its name suggests is to apply procedures. The other two displays are used to identify and interpret the problem. Figure 2. operations screen configuration.



Alarms are important features of control systems. They provide the stimuli to attract operators’ attention towards abnormal situations. One of the features of alarm presentation on ECR displays are their priorities. ECR alarms have priorities between one and six. System failures are priority six and the rest of alarm priorities are engineer configurable. Alarm priority is shown by its colour.
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Figure 3. ECR workstation.



Figure 4. Operational display.



Actual



Figure 5. Alarms/operator actions in one week.



Figure 6. Dynamic and static artefacts.
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diagnostic or other information (high information and low information respectively). Note that these levels of complexity did not eventually cause any major issues since all of the alarms were cleared in time.



METHODS Field Study Many of the key aspects of behaviour in cognitive systems are not easy to assess. These include reasoning, problem solving, prioritising etc. There are also more general aspects to understand within human factors study, such as expertise and mutual support. Therefore this first field study was exploratory and without pre-conceptions.



During the 18 hours of observation 22 alarms occurred, half of them were due to the maintenance work and the operator was informed beforehand, these are referred to as ‘expected’ alarms. Since no diagnostic procedures are required for these alarms they are used as base cases for analysis. The rest of the alarms occurred unexpectedly; referred to as ‘unexpected’.



In order to support the completeness and validity of acquired data it was necessary to apply more than one qualitative method. Field observations (including operator commentary), video ethnography [5] and semi structured interviews were applied for the purpose of this study. To support observation techniques Lipshitz [7] suggests checklists of behaviours which require fewer judgments on the part of the observer and also recommends focusing on a small portion of the problem at a time. In this study a spreadsheet was developed to provide a checklist to log by eye observations of operator alarm handling.



In this paper the first phase of the data analysis is presented, addressing three main questions: 1) What is the difference between expected and unexpected alarms in terms of use of artefacts? 2) What is the relationship between system complexity and operators control? 3) What is the association between applications of different types of artefacts? The non-directional hypotheses and variables are: H1: There is a significant difference between the use of artefacts unexpected and expected alarms.



Semi-structured interviews were conducted to familiarise the researcher with the ECR and its associated tasks. Operators were asked to explain the tasks they perform throughout a shift and their main responsibilities as well as the artefacts they use to conduct those tasks. These interviews also enabled the operators to get to know the researcher, helping build the relationship between the two and easing access for field observation to become less obstructive.



Independent variable: type of alarmÆ expected and unexpected. Dependent variables: Number and type of artefacts used Æ dynamic (telephone, face to face communication, alarm banner, menu, display area, page button, overview displays); and static (board and paper). H2: There is a significant difference in use of artefacts between high information and low information.



Lewisham electronic control room near London was observed for the purpose of this study. A pilot study was conducted to brief the ECROs and for the researcher to familiarise herself with the control room. This pilot study was followed by four observational sessions of 4.5 hours each at different times of the day to reduce the temporal bias. Two of the sessions occurred during the day (one early morning and one mid day) and the other two sessions occurred on the night shifts. It was believed that the number of alarms increases during night time due to maintenance operations on track. A total of 18 hours of observation enabled the study to collect introductory information regarding the ECRO tasks and to identify the artefacts they use.



Independent variables: Type of complexityÆ high information and low information. Dependent variables: Number and type of artefactsÆ dynamic (telephone, face to face communication, alarm banner, menu, display area, page button, overview displays), static (board and paper). H3: There is a significant difference in operators’ control over the alarms between various complexity types. Independent variables: type of complexityÆ high information and low information.



In observation studies there is inevitable interpretation bias on the part of the investigator. To reduce bias, video recordings were taken and operators’ comments and behaviours regarding the task were used as the basis for interpretation. Furthermore operators were asked to describe some parts of the problem solving (talk aloud) when they had time.



Dependent variables: controlÆ combination of three factors: time, knowledge and resources (see below).



Observation Checklist A Microsoft™ Excel spreadsheet was designed to structure the results obtained from field studies and to address the objectives of this study. Table 1 shows the columns of the spreadsheet. A JCS approach views the cognitive system as a result of humancomputer co-agency rather than human computer interaction. Hence what matters is the performance of the whole unit rather than the individual. In other words a JCS is not defined by what it is but it focuses on what it does. Features of significance in the JCS approach are said to be the use of artefacts, control and complexity [6], although here the definition of control is modified to fit the context of the study.



A Sony camcorder was used to record alarm handling. Alarm handling was recorded from the moment the alarm was generated until it was cleared. The aim was to capture detailed information such as the artefacts used, the screen the operator is attending to, time spent thinking without clicking on any of the buttons, etc. Furthermore the operator’s comments regarding the alarm during and after handling the alarm were recorded. Operators were asked to explain the procedure they followed afterwards and give comments regarding the complexities they were facing while handling the alarm. These comments were then used for categorising alarms into two groups: those where any complexity in handling the alarm comes from high levels of information (i.e. alerted in several different ways) and those where any complexity may come from an absence of



Artefacts are assessed by the number of times the operator attends to them during alarm handling. The other two JCS features, control and complexity, are assessed through the interpretation of various data.
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Table 1. Observation checklist. JCS feature



Artefacts



Control



Categories



dynamic



Assessment



Quantitative assessment: the number of use for each of the artefacts



Static



Time



Complexity Resources



Knowledge



Qualitative assessment: scaled by low, medium and high and assessed through the field study.



High information



Low information



Qualitative assessment: Filed study and direct questioning



alarm priority on the alarm banner and how busy the operator is while the alarm is generated.



Use of Artefacts “An artefact is a device used to carry out or facilitate a specific function that is part of work ([6], p. 66)”. Understanding the artefacts used by operators will provide the designer with a guideline of how these artefacts should be presented in the system. In an ECR, artefacts can be classified as dynamic or static. Table 2 presents static and dynamic artefacts in ECR (shown in Figure 6).



Resources are defined as the information available to the operators to assess the alarm; this is not only the information presented through the display but the operator’s knowledge of the area under coverage as well as the information obtained through communication with track workers and other ECROs. Knowledge refers to how well the operator knows the cause of the alarm (the why). Operators’ comments regarding alarms were used for assessing this factor. Tables 3, 4 and 5 respectively show examples of comments and illustrate reasons for the assessment of time, resources and knowledge levels.



Table 2. Dynamic and static artefacts.



Complexity This is when the operator faces multiple channels of information which require continual allocation and division of their attention and this will consequently cause complexity [6]. The amount of information to specify one problem can be more than enough, for example if an operator gets alerted to an alarm through a siren as well as a phone call and flashing buttons on his display; this is ‘high information’. On the other hand some of the alarms have no indication at all, for example alarms known as ‘ghost alarms’ occur without specific reason and neither of the displays shows any indication of what caused it; this is ‘low information’. Operators were directly questioned to determine if they were dealing with a case of ‘high information’ or ‘low information’.



Every 15 seconds artefacts that were used were counted and the total use of that artefact for each of the alarms is the total number of times they have been counted for each alarm. Control According to Hollnagel and Woods, [6], a human operator is in control if four conditions are satisfied: time, resources, knowledge and competence. He/she should have sufficient time to diagnose the problem, enough experience and information to anticipate the future events and to recognise the present state of the system. Moreover the operator should be competent enough to choose clear procedures. As one of the operators in Lewisham ECR commented:



RESULTS Expected and Unexpected Alarms Independent sample t-test was used for the statistical analysis. Telephones and display area were found to be significantly different depending on the type of alarm. There was a significant difference between the number of times operators used the telephone in unexpected (Mean = 0.131, SD = 0.340) and expected alarms (Mean = 0.592, SD = 0.050); t (86) = -5.044, P < 0.01. Also there was a significant difference between the number of time operators attend the display area in unexpected (Mean = 0.524, STD = 0.503) and expected (Mean = 0.222, STD = 0.423) conditions; t (86) = 2.721, p < 0.01.



“You can really fall into it when you have too much information on your displays... I know the area and what is wrong on our displays, majority of our emergencies are main concern, and we have to decide there and then and you don’t get much time planning and you have to be 100% correct”. In this study three of these factors were taken into account: time, knowledge and resources. Competence was left out since ECROs who participated in this study were all experienced and competent according to Network Rail’s training procedures. Time, resources and knowledge have been interpreted as low, medium or high based on the observations. Time is not defined as the alarm handling duration, but as the time that operator thinks he/she has to assess the alarm. It can vary based on the



Figure 7 shows the mean frequencies of the artefacts used in unexpected and expected alarms. Use of face to face communication, menu, display, page button, overview and paper increased in unexpected alarms whereas use of phone and alarm banner was more in unexpected alarms.
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Table 3. Sample of time level assessment. Time Level



Actions and comments



Low



Operator was conducting his weekly testing when a high priority alarm was generated. Only two seconds after the first alarm another alarm was generated. There were two things that he needed to keep in mind, first to attend the alarm and second to remember how far he was in the testing, hence he wants to finish the alarm clearance as soon as possible and return to the testing before he forgets the last tested circuit.



2



Medium



A high priority alarm was generated. It took the operator 3 seconds to start handling and he seems to have sufficient time, however he had to go to another page on his operational display and the system took 4 seconds to load, he mention that this wait in some cases can increase up to 30–40 seconds and there is nothing that you can do about it.



3



High



Operator is monitoring the display when a high priority alarm occurs. Since he is free when the alarm was generated, he seems to be attending it without any rush.



Alarm no



1



Table 4. Sample of resource level assessment.



Alarm no



1



Resource Level



Low



Actions and comments Operator cannot figure out the alarm because the display is lacking some specific information as mentioned by the operator: “computer lost indication and it does not know whether it is open  or close and that why it actually displaying a question mark on the breaker”  He reaches the point that he can only fix the alarm with trial and error since he could not  enough information to deal with it properly. 



2



Medium



3



High



The operator cannot find the reason from the display, he go to the event log to find more information and he is successful. The operator can easily assess the alarm; he has all information required at hand.



Table 5. Sample of knowledge level assessment.



Alarm no



Knowledge Level



1



Low



Actions and comments This is an alarm which he cannot figure out, the first procedure was not useful so he keep  murmuring  the  codes  and  site  numbers  in  a  puzzled  voice,  he  spent  nearly  15  seconds  staring at the screen and trying to figure out why it has failed the second time.  The operator is guessing:



2



Medium



“for some reason, the computer lost indication of that circuit breaker there and generate an  alarm what is probably caused it is that when this circuit breaker is open is probably sitting  next  to  that  one  and  the  vibration  moves  something  in  the  generator  and  that’s  why  it  generated an alarm”.  But his action cleared the alarm.



3



High



The operator completely knows the cause of the alarm and start applying procedures right away.
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Complexity Types Artefacts In order to investigate the difference of application of artefacts between high information (Mean = 0.38, STD = 0.49) and low information (Mean = 0.84, STD = 0.37) an independent sample t-test was applied; the results revealed that the display area attendance are significantly higher in alarms due to high information; t (59) = -3.63, p < 0.01. Figure 8 shows the mean of application of artefacts in different complexity types. Control From the total of 11 unexpected alarms, 6 of them were high information and 5 of them were low information. Figure 9 shows the scale (low, medium, high) of the control factors in different complexity types. A Mann Whitney U test was conducted to investigate the difference between the two complexity types. No significant difference was found between the complexity types.



Figure 9. Control and complexity.



From a total of 915 seconds of observed alarm handling, 630 seconds of it were due to alarms with high information and 285 seconds of it were alarms with low information (Figure 10). From the total of 11 alarms, complexity types was spread fairly, 5 cases of low information and 6 cases of high information. This difference suggests that the alarm handling duration for cases with high information is more than cases with low information.



Figure 10. complexity and alarm duration.



DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK An exploratory study was conducted in Lewisham ECR to investigate ECROs’ alarm handling cognitive processing. This is the first of a set of investigations conducted in the rail ECR; the aim is to apply field based data to develop an information processing framework for understanding supervisory control systems in rail of particular relevance to remote condition monitoring. Figure 7. Artefacts in expected and unexpected alarms.



Results regarding the difference between the expected and unexpected alarms are interesting. Operators used the phone more when they were attending to an expected alarm and attended to the display area more when they were dealing with an unexpected alarm. Also they used paper more while assessing unexpected alarms; this can suggest the limitation of the display which cannot provide alarm indications in one page. Hence operators are required to write indication codes from, for example, an event log and switch back to the display area to complete the alarm assessment. ECROs’ control seems to be similar in both high and low information types of alarm complexity. This might be due to the fact that all of the alarms during the study were cleared and operators’ definition of high and low information was not extreme enough to be counted as complexity. Also the artefacts used in low information are mostly within the operational display which suggests that operators knew that the information required is somewhere in the system whereas they mostly used phones and papers while attending high information and looked over the overview display to organise the high amount of information and assess it. Laboratory-based studies and more rigid quantification of these factors are recommended to investigate this in more detail.



Figure 8. Artefacts in different complexity types.
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Furthermore use of artefacts also varies between the two cases of high information and low information. In high information situations, operators used the overview displays and paper to organise the required information, whereas in cases of low information they spent most of the time exploring the display area to find an indication for the alarm. Once more, since the cases with low information are less time consuming, it suggests that artefacts associated with these alarms are more straight forward and easy to follow.
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High information seems to be inevitable in today’s control rooms; however the findings of this paper strongly suggest that this should be avoided as much as possible. Information requirement assessment is one of the major steps in system design, however in complex control rooms such as ECR, it should be not only to identify the required information but also to identify the sufficiency level for information.
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This paper is the first phase of a cognitive system analysis, the next level is to apply the context specific findings of this paper to identify operator’s strategies and provide guidelines to support the operator’s preferred strategies and their associated information types.
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The perspective we have adopted to investigate familiarity draws directly on Heidegger’s work and that of one of his most respected commentators Hubert Dreyfus. However before we launch ourselves into the world of hermeneutic phenomenology we should take a moment to consider other views of familiarity. What is striking is that very few researchers have actually considered it directly. Aside from treating familiarity as a narrowly cognitive phenomenon (e.g. prior knowledge or ‘perceptual set’) which fails to capture the breadth of the concept, there are very few directly investigations of it (in truth we could not find any, but to say there are none is tempting fate). However there are a number of theoretic perspectives which seem close to Heidegger and Dreyfus’ descriptions. Perhaps Polyani’s [1] description of tacit knowledge does appear to be a close synonym for familiarity. Tacit knowledge or “know-how” involves learning and skills which cannot easily be quantified except through their articulation. Riding a bike, for example, is best learned through direct experience, by closely observing others, or being guided by an instructor. Familiarity also appears as learned perception or “know-how”. Wartofsky [2] has shown that perception can be thought of as an historical process (as opposed to a purely cognitive one) and one which is an expression of individual or group familiarity. He argues that perception is a functional aspect of the interactions between animals and their environments, observing like Gibson that there is a reciprocal relationship between the animal and its environment. The perceived world of the animal may be internalized as a ‘map’ while the animals senses are themselves are shaped by the purposive interactions which the species has with the environment. Extending this argument to human-made worlds, Wartofsky, writes, “Rather, the very forms of perceptual activity are now shaped to, and also help to shape an environment created by conscious human activity itself. This environment is the world made by praxis – nature transformed into artefact, and now embodying human intentions and needs in an objective way.” Examples of ‘nature transformed into artefact’ can be found in Bucciarelli [3] observations about the perceptions of different kinds of designers: “…consider this page in front of you. […] A naïve empiricist would sense its weight and estimate its size; another reader might note its colour or texture; a chemist on the design team would describe its resistance to discoloration, its acidity, and its photosensitivity. A mechanical engineer would be concerned with its tear or its tensile strength, its stiffness, and its thermal conductivity. An electrical engineer would speak of its ability to conduct or hold a static charge. All of these attributes of the object, the same artefact, are understood within different frames of reference, and they might all contend in a design process….” (p. 71).



ABSTRACT Heidegger describes familiarity as the readiness or preparedness to cope with the world, the equipment it comprises and other people. However, and more usefully for the current discussion, Dreyfus extends this and argues that familiarity comprises “know-how” and involvement which is a proposition susceptible to empirical testing. In our qualitative study of 21 regular mobile phone users we find evidence of “know-how” in the form of a range of cognitive heuristics which people use to make sense of how to use their phones and (when asked) to explain how it operates. We also found evidence of involvement which we understand to mean comportment, that is, an orientation towards the technology. To our surprise peoples’ comportment was largely confined to the phones’ ease of use rather than its aesthetics or brand. We were also able to distinguish between the phone as an artefact and the phone as a means to an end and some suggestion that this distinction may be age related. We conclude that familiarity offers a coherent conceptual platform from which we might reason about how people use, conceive of, feel about and select interactive technologies.



Keywords heidegger, familiarity, involvement, know-how



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.1.2 [User/Machine Systems].



INTRODUCTION A discussion of familiarity with mobiles phones, indeed any kind of interactive technology, promises to be prosaic. Such an expectation is a consequence of simply understanding familiarity to mean knowledge of, or acquaintance with, something. But familiarity is more complex than this. So with what are we familiar? We are familiar with the world, people and their practices; with technology and equipment; with the affordances the world provides; we are familiar with human-made worlds of plumbers, carpenters, academics and designers (cf. communities of practice).



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Further evidence of Wartofsky’s observations can be found in, for example, Goodwin and Goodwin’s [4] study of operational staff at an airport. Their study demonstrated how perceptions of flight information displays, and so forth and their perceived properties or characteristics are shaped by the histories of both the personnel involved and the artefacts themselves. Expert
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chess player also show evidence of being able to see patterns of pieces which the novice cannot (e.g. [5]); and the tennis pro is able to predict the direction of an opponent’s serve better than a novice [6]. Turner et al. [7] have also reported changes in perception in a longitudinal study of seniors learning to use a personal computer. Changes in their perceptions of the technology they were using were evident with their growing experience (familiarity) with it. For example, information technology was initially perceived as alien and having a language of its own but became a means of warding off or at least delaying many of the effects of aging (loss of mobility, contact with the outside world, communications with friends and relatives) with growing familiarity.



of being” [10 (5)]. Understanding of being is embedded in human activities and shows up with them, “we understand ourselves and our existence by way of the activities we pursue and the things we take care of” [8 (159)]. Our understanding of being is embedded in human activities because it is fundamental to our ability to do things, our skills. We use these skills to cope with the world which, according to Heidegger, has three key characteristics. Firstly, it comprises the totality of inter-related pieces of equipment. Each piece of equipment being used for a specific task – hammers are for driving nails into wood; a word processor is used to compose text. The second ‘component’ of the world is the set of purposes to which these tasks are put. Of course, while we cannot meaningfully separate out purposes from tasks in these (nonCartesian) worlds we can recognize that the word processor is used to write an academic paper for the purpose of publication and dissemination.



HEIDEGGER ON FAMILIARITY Central to Heidegger’s examination of the nature of being is the observation that a fundamental characteristic of human being (which he calls Dasein) is it being-in-the-world. Dasein is neither outside the world, nor is it next to it, “There is no such thing as the ‘side-by-side-ness’ of an entity called Dasein with another entity called ‘world’” [10 (55)]12. Further, Dasein does not enter the world but is always already in it. In defining being-in-the-world, Heidegger begins as follows [Being and Time, 54]:



Finally, in performing these tasks we acquire or assume an identity (or identities) as designers, academics and so forth.



Involvement as Comportment Involvement is a fact of our being and is not susceptible to further analysis. It is perhaps best understood as comportment, that is, an orientation towards. It is fair to say that involvement with, in this instance, is significantly less well understood as compared with “know-how”. While involvement and engagement tend to be used inter-changeably in the human-computer interaction literature, our reading of Heidegger suggests that involvement is primarily social in character. Thus we also believe that comportment comprises a repertoire of social activities and awareness. Comportment is then observed as various forms of engagement which may or may not be explicitly social but have, nonetheless, their roots in the social. This is the position we have adopted for the purposes of this investigation.



“In stems from innan-, to live, habitare, to dwell. “An” means I am used to, familiar with, I take care of something. It has the meaning of colo in the sense of habito and diligo. We characterized this being to whom being-in belongs in this meaning as the being which I myself always am. The expression “bin” is connected with “bei”. “Ich bin” (I am) means I dwell, I stay near… the world as something familiar in such and such a way. Being as the infinitive of “I am”: that is, understood as an existential, means to dwell near… to be familiar with.” The way of being of human being is to inhabit a world, i.e. to dwell in practices and their equipment and to be familiar with them. Familiarity is the readiness to cope with people, technology and situations. For Heidegger, familiarity is not a body of knowledge or a capacity; to be familiar is to be constantly accommodating or adjusting to the situation or use of technology.



We also make a further distinction, namely, between voluntary and involuntary involvement. The presence of voluntary involvement can be inferred from explicitly people taking pleasure in, liking (aesthetic appreciation), finding easy to use, fun and playfulness. Involuntary involvement or throwness to use Heidegger’s terminology refers to our unwitting participation in a situation. When we find ourselves thrown into a situation we cannot, for example, choose not to understand our native language; in the context of a meeting most of us cannot let a clearly incorrect assertion go by without objecting to it; we cannot help jumping at scenes in scary movies. All of these examples illustrate the fact that we cannot help but be involved in certain situations. This is not to suggest that we cannot ‘tune’ out, direct our attention elsewhere and be voluntarily involved.



Heidegger describes this readiness as “the primary familiarity, which itself is not conscious or intended but is rather present in [an] un-prominent way” [11 (189)] and in his Basic Problems of Phenomenology [8] he calls it the “sight of practical circumspection […], our practical everyday orientation” (163). Instead of adopting un-interpreted Heidegger we have found Dreyfus’ exposition of familiarity to be both tractable and testable. For Dreyfus [9] familiarity comprises understanding and involvement and it is a discussion of these two concepts to which we now turn.



We now consider the empirical evidence for familiarity.



Understanding as “Know-how”



THE EMPIRICAL STUDY



Understanding, he suggests, should be interpreted as ‘knowhow’. Dreyfus notes that “This know-how … is more basic than the distinction between thought and action” and describes human beings as “We are such skills”, thus directly equating humans with our know-how. This know-how is not to be found in knowledge, i.e. it is not to be found in what we think but in what we do: “We always conduct our activities in an understanding



12



Twenty-one people (11 men and 10 women) were recruited for this study. Their ages ranged between 20–58 years. The participants were told in general terms the purpose of the study (“what people think about their phones”) and gave their consent to the use of the interview data for research purposes and subsequent publication. The participants were interviewed individually by the authors. An audio recording, using a Sony DAT recorder, was made of the interviews which in turn was processed using Audacity



The figure in parentheses is the section number in that particular volume.
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signal, and the signal is a wireless signal which allows you to communicate through the air without any sort of connection to the mast. The mast is then connected by wired or wireless system to the normal telephone network, the normal telephone network being the systems of phones that are connected via cables and non-wireless technologies or any intervening such technology. And now, what you do is, you tap in the number as in a normal phone, I should probably describe to them what a phone is anyway, I mean, the only difference between a wireless and a wired phone is the transport medium between the handset and the receiver. In a normal wired network, it obviously goes down a cable, and with a wireless phone the only difference is the cell idea. A telephone allows you to communicate with someone by picking up the phone and dialing a unique number, which identifies them in this region. Telephone numbers are split up into regional codes and then there is a hierarchy of regional codes, then there’s categorization by country, so for example if I wanted to phone someone in the U.S., first of all I would have to call there country code, then there area code and then there local code after that, and that’s all there is really to it”



(www.audicity.com) to create a .wav file which in turn was converted into an MP3 file as this is easily manipulated using iTunes™. The MP3 file was then transcribed into text. The interviews themselves varied in length with some lasting as long as 40 minutes. The interview procedure was designed to constrain the interviewee as little as possible and started with the question, “Your mobile phone – what’s the story?” The participants were also prompted to discuss: 1. 2. 3.



how they thought their phone worked; how they selected it; and what they used it for.



Subsequent prompts of the form “go on” were used as required. Our approach was based on Payne’s approach [12] to the qualitative investigation of the mental models used to understand the operation of automatic tellers.



Evidence of “Know-How” Our definition of “know-how” was based on our earlier work [13] where we found that people surprised us by talking about their personal technology in a wide variety of different ways. In all we found evidence that peoples’ “know-how” exhibited as fragments of propositional knowledge, mental models and the occasional use of anthropomorphism, that is, treating interactive technology as though it was a ‘friend’. This last point is discussed in Section: “Anthropomorphism”.



Participant 6 Anthropomorphism Reeves and Nass [17] were among the first to recognize that the way in which we treat interactive technology, television, and other new media is essentially social. In their The Media Equation, they show in a surprisingly wide variety of ways that the apparent blurring of real and mediated life is commonplace. They have presented evidence that we interact with media in the same way we respond to other people, using the same rules that govern face-to-face interpersonal interactions.



Propositional Knowledge We regard fragmentary items of factual information regarding the operation of the technology as being evidence of propositional knowledge, for example, in answer to the question “What is in a mobile phone?”, we find:



In these data, some of the interviewees used anthropomorphism as a causal explanation:



“Many things, circuit boards, chips, transceiver [laughs] battery … a camera in some of them”



“I suppose ‘cos because the phone... The phone is always checking in with the network, so, it’s always sending something back and forward… and it has to keep it internal clocking things running… and I’m sure it has some other business to attend to, when it’s sitting there… if it’s getting styling



Participant 413 Mental Models Mental models [12, 13, 14] are proposed complex cognitive representations which mediate the use of interactive artefacts. These models are very diverse and include systems (e.g., our knowledge of banking), devices (e.g. the operation of pocket calculators), physical forces (e.g., the nature of electricity), and concepts (e.g. the administration of justice). HCI mental models also have had the dual role of being used to reason about how to create an interactive system and as a means to represent people’s understanding of a particular interactive device or system. Along with other researchers we infer their use by our participants from coherent narrative accounts of the operation of devices. Again in answer to the question “How do you think your mobile phone works?”, we find:



Describing the use of anthropomorphism as a cognitive heuristic seems legitimate enough but it may also be evidence of the overlap between “know-how” and involvement. This is an issue which requires further investigation. However, we now turn to the evidence for involvement.



Evidence of Involvement Evidence of involvement follows into two categories namely the social and the ludic. Evidence of predominately social involvement with mobile phones we have recognized as the phone being treated primarily as a ‘means to an end’. This is not the Heideggerian description of the inter-relatedness of the equipment, which comprises the world (e.g. hammers are for driving nails into wood in order to hang a picture etc). Instead it is, as we have suggested, the social basis of engagement. This in turn which brings us to the evidence of engagement itself, for example, people reporting that they took pleasure in (their phones…), liked their phones, had fun with…, and found them easy to use and so forth.



“Well eh [long pause] I would explain to them … that the cell phone, well over here it is called the mobile phone but in the U.S. it is called the cell phone and I think the American version of the name really gives an indication to how it works. The … eh eh from now on I will call it a cell phone, the cell phone allows to communicate with other individuals that are attached to the generic phone network but while you move. The cell phone works by locating you within a cell, a cell is a geographic location, which are mapped out by masts, which send out an electromagnetic 13



Means to an End What follows are a series of extracts under the broad heading ‘means to an end’ where the phone is not being described in



We use an ellipsis to indicate a pause in the interview.
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alarm clock, which is what I use. And an alarm clock is just... you know, my texts, I can make my phone calls and… The rest of the features that it has like games and all these extras, and Internet access... I got it but I don’t use it, ‘cos I don’t see the point.”



turns of its remarkable functionality or quality of design but in a matter of fact manner. “I got a pay as you go, it’s orange and I’m being with the same... I got the same number since I first bought the first mobile 12 years ago, or something like that, and I... I was... I’m very happy with my orange pay as you go, I’m very... I’m reluctant to change it (…) I’m quite happy with what I got. I think phones should be just the phones, you know.”



Participant 15 Interestingly from the above quotations, is that when people reach a certain age (perhaps around 30 yrs), the mobile phone stops being a gadget or a toy, and becomes a means to an end:



Participant 15



“That’s what the phone is for. That’s why it’s a mobile phone – it’s a phone to call and nothing else. The name of it just tells everything. It doesn’t have to make you a coffee or anything like that. It’s a phone.”



People demonstrated a remarkable disinterest in a phone’s additional features such as a camera: “[Interviewer] Do you regret it doesn’t have a camera, or any other options?



Participant 12



No I wouldn’t be interested. That’s the reason why I went for the cheaper one, with very less options. Just to phone, text and that’s it.”



Aesthetic Appreciation We recognized a recurring tendency to express considerable appreciation of the aesthetics of their mobile phones, particularly among younger participants. In 7 out of 21 interviews the appearance of the phone: its shape, its feel in the hand and its styling in general were described as the primary reason for its purchase. All 7 were under 30 years old and were the youngest members of the sample.



Participant 14 “Ok. First of all, the simplest model as possible. No extra features. If it’s... nothing extra... funky tunes or anything. Just simple brick if possible. Because at least I won’t lose it I will feel it in my pocket I have phone... eh... like... the simplest thing. I have a Samsung – the cheapest ever, because it’s a normal screen, no camera, or anything. No mp3 player, because I have my own. Plus the sound from those kind of mobile phone mp3’s is not as good as others, so, with my sound background and knowledge about electronics I don’t believe everything in one device is a good thing because you lose your mobile phone you lost your mp3 player as well. If you lose your phone you have an mp3 player in your pocket anyway. So you see, there you go – advantages and these are advantages of it. Eh... simplest. No cameras, no extra features, no games, never use the pictures, never them. That’s it. I can show you mine – it’s really very basic… Yeah sure... the problem is, it’s very hard to find a phone without extra features”



“Because it’s incredibly small and it looks like a calculator [laughs], and it’s nice, and easy, and very unusual because of the shape, and nobody else has this kind of phone, so it makes it special. And because it’s so small you can fit it to the purse.” Participant 3 “It’s nice, it’s sexy, it’s thin, and it’s got a big screen and big buttons and I liked the way it lights up … and the way it flips open and it’s black, and that it’s really tactile, the buttons, the buttons are metal and so it’s the case, so it feels nice in your hand it doesn’t feel plastic – y like, like the new ones.”



Participant 12



Participant 1



“Uuuum, ok. Because... I don’t I don’t know. Because it’s something else that I would have to get to use and then become dependant on it and I actually don’t need it. So it’s almost like using something, and then creating a need for it, from it when actually I don’t need it. I don’t need it. If I wanted a camera I would carry a camera, surely. But I mean, and I have, the phone I had previously did have a camera in it and yes I did snap pictures on it. I never look at them and I never download them. So actually, did I need to take them? Because if they meant anything, I would have used them. And so they don’t. So there’s a lot of extraneous, meaningless umm Use... of... phones .”



The look and feel of the phone, however important, does have to be complemented with functionality and this balance of features was a frequent requirement expressed by all the participants. “Eeee… [pause] touch screen basically... I would say it’s because of touch screen, … and… it’s because it looks… lets say, when I’m choosing a phone I probably base it more on looks than functionality… but I wouldn’t sacrifice functionality just for looks, so, it has to be some sort of balance” Participant 2 A very similar attitude is evident in the following quote from participant 16:



Participant 13



“No, no not primary not, because most of them, most of them have camera, so no it wouldn’t be a primary selling point. I think for me it would be... it would be if it counts, the primary point for me would be how many features you get for your money. So, if there was a phone that was probably cheapest but still looked good, [laughs] you always want it to look good, it’s like, you know, something that is quite small, these little silly thinks like I like the ones with the top flips out… I don’t know, with no particular reasons I suppose, I think they cool, that’s, you know... so, that’s probably what it looks like like it’s probably more important then whether it has a camera or



“Eee... because... they have got lots of unnecessary things. I don’t need the access to internet, that’s why I don’t have it with this one, because I’ve got my computer in the house. I don’t need really need the camera, even though it has one, because I have got a digital camera. And am... I do have an mp3 player, you know... this has radio which I don’t use. I think these days this mobiles have too many things that are probably not necessary for me. A phone has to be just functional. Oh, it doesn’t appeal to me at all. Because I don’t think I would use the extras. And am..: It would just make the phone very, very confusing for me to operate. And I got in this one everything that I need, which is my 224
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not… You don’t want something that looks… you know... I wouldn’t like something that would look like you know the size of I don’t know a brick, and those pink for example [laughs]”



Simplicity and Usability There is also evidence of mobile phones are treated like a ‘necessary evil’ (see also the next section). While expressing negative opinions about them they were also appreciated as playing an important role in their everyday live:



Participant 16



“I hate those devices is the... to be honest with you, I’m using my phone only to phone somebody, or receive the phone, send message or receive. Nothing else. I hate those extra features that all those kids are looking for and... Camera, never use it and I never will. I have a special digital camera to make a photos. I hate mobile phones, I despise them.”



Fun and Playfulness Again, primarily among the younger participants, there were interesting examples of the enjoyment derived from ownership of the mobile phone. This sense of fun appeared to be predicated on a considerable interest in the ‘additional’ features present of their mobile phones. The following extracts illustrate these points



“Yes, I certainly do have a phone because like I said, it is useful thing but just for sending messages. I don’t need to send a picture to somebody – I can always... describe it. I hate texting them – it takes far too long. I don’t understand people sitting, walking and texting. My wife does it all the time. Just bought something and texting. To me it’s... I don’t know.”



“Eh, well…, it’s a walkman phone so that’s what I actually use it most for and then I use at as a phone second I’d say probably, and then texting, that’s pretty much it really… It’s got other uses but I really don’t bother with them, it’s kinda (sic)…” Participant 3



“Disable mobile phones! I know they are useful devices and for emergencies they are fantastic, and for communication, yes but let’s not make it … big deal out of it. Phone is a phone, you use it. Why normal house phones do not have games or anything? They are used just for phoning people, yes? Why mobile phones cannot be like that?”



“Other than calling, I use the phone for obviously SMS; I use it for Internet access umm... I use a variety of things there I use it Very much as a portable media device. I... I use it as a walkman, basically. Umm, and it’s also got GPS antenna in it so I use it for tracking where I am, so, umm... So I don’t get lost. … Umm... Technical features. I’m familiar with ahh... Well, I mean... that’s... it its pretty much my hobby is various bits of gadgets and kit so umm... Yeah, I like it. I... I know all the details about it. Umm... What it can do and how well it can do it. I know that it’s the second version of the same phone umm... the N95 original version was... had very poor battery life and so on... so this is a much better quality phone. Oh yea, and it’s also got a very good camera on it, which I do use.”



Participant 12 Participant 14 expressed similar sentiments but less emotionally: “All right... eeee.... ok.... where we start... mobile phones are good. Sometimes. They are not good sometimes, because when you want to relax, when you want to nap... they make a lot of noise and then you wake up, whatever, but in general it’s good because you can.. The latest mobile phones you can eee... kind off keep on track on what’s happening, what events, you can do the... you can mark your appointments, you can play some games,... you can go on the Internet, so...I don’t know, that’s about everything… My relationship with my phone... em... I can’t stay without a mobile phone, because I feel just left out. But as I said to you, sometimes it’s like a wee bit too much...”



Participant 7 “It had a nice feel to it in my hand, I’m a very touchy-feely person and… its pink… I was feeling girly” Participant 20 On the other hand however, as was already visible from the quotation above (participant 7), for some of the participants, especially those technologically oriented, the idea of having the appliance itself was already a source of strong enthusiasm. This can be also seen in the quotation below:



Participant 14 The usability, simplicity and functionality of the phone were the features that seemed to be most important for number of participants. Again, these comments were made by the older participants in this study. Usability issues included external features, like button size, for example:



“I have an O2 XDA, which is manufactured by a company called HTC, which manufactures these smart phones for various manufacturers around the world, well for phone companies around the world. It’s a classification of a, uh well it’s a type of phone called a smart phone, which basically runs an operating system [pause] along the similar lines to an operating system you would find on a computer. So the so-called smart phone will allow you to synchronize with your operating system on your computer at home, and will allow you to play movies, will allow you to play songs eh that kind of thing. I use my phone every day and I use it for a number of purposes, I use it to keep in contact with friends, it acts as a memory device so if I need to remember to do a task then it goes in there. Eh, it acts as a diary, so if I have an important appointment it will tell me where I have to go and when I have to be there and hopefully beforehand as well, oh and it also wakes me up in the morning.”



“Right, ok. For me, numbers. The size of the numbers on the keypad because I was having to sort of pull it away from me to type it in and once I typed it in it was gobbledygook because I hadn’t actually seen the letters and umm... so for me it was the numbers. I needed to see the numbers on the keypad really clearly. So what else did I like about this phone that I’ve got now? It’s simple, it’s not too complicated uuhhhh, very basic... yeah, numbers I think. The size of numbers.” Participant 13
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Simplicity was an essential quality stated by every participant in this group:



all the time, so we don’t waist the money when we could use a land line, if I’m in the office instead, or that kind of stuff.”



“It’s the simplicity and it’s cheap. And I wanted something pay as you go which is not so expensive, so I went for this one.”



“Yeah, I was given the phone. I fill out form, saying I need a mobile phone and whatever, the cost etc, this sort of thing and then so many days later the phone arrives in the post. I don’t have any choices to what type of phone it is”



Participant 14



Participant 16



Functionality was frequently mentioned in conjunction with the price:



A third group of people succumbed to peer pressure:



“[Interviewer] Ok, what phone do you have and why this one?



“No, seriously, because I was generation that didn’t grow up with mobile phones. In the 80’s they were these huge things and only sort of yuppies had them in their sort of VW Golf GTI’s hanging out with this sort of huge elbow of a phone and so I didn’t grow up with that and so... and I found them quite intrusive and so I didn’t really want one and I fought it for a long time and then through work... I ended up needing one because other people I was connecting with had them and it was like “what’s your mobile phone number?” “I don’t have one” “why not” and I was tired of explaining it so I got one and then I became dependant and my phone is... the basic idiotproof Nokia with large numbers so I don’t have to put my glasses on to text. Umm... I do carry it with me. I don’t carry it in my pocket because I’m also prey to conspiracy theories about microwaves and should I have it near my kidneys.. Or should I... I shouldn’t tuck it in the brim of my hat, it might fry my brain. I don’t listen... I don’t speak too long on it, and, yeah. So I’m kind of an antiquated user, but it’s alright”



Why, the one I’ve got is... I got am... (wonders, and is looking for a phone in her locker) what I have... I don’t remember now what the handset is... I got it because it does everything that I need, and it’s cheap, and it works fine. [Interviewer] And what does it do that you need? Well, I don’ t... it has camera which I don’t need, and I don’t use because I have my digital camera, but ..Am.. I mean for £30 that costs me, you know... em... I needed basically for texting more than anything, because I use, ... I use my landline for most of my phone calls anyway.. [Interviewer] So, how did you chosen this phone I went to Carphone Warehouse and I looked for what they have available and... am... this is a Sony Eriksson, and am... it was only £30, and... It works fantastically well, so... I’m quite happy… I chosen it basically because of the price. Because I don’t believe in paying for very expensive handsets.”



Participant 13



Participant 15



DISCUSSION



Involuntary Involvement: Throwness



“Familiarity consists of dispositions to respond to situations in appropriate ways”.



The involuntary use of mobile phones is also a recurring theme in these interviews. Examples of throwness often centered around the question of ownership. Ownership has been imposed by others14 or prevailing circumstances:



[9, p. 117]. Heidegger would have us believe that familiarity is the means by which we make sense of the world and the equipment its comprises. Being familiar with the world is a necessary condition or consequence of being-in-the-world. And we necessarily make sense of the unfamiliar by relating it to the familiar.



“Umm, it was given to me as a present, so I didn’t choose it.” Participant 5 “No, actually, well, it’s a present from my son, for my Christmas actually, so but my wife knew exactly what I want. No extra features, just the simplest thing ever. And she knew that I hate gadgets and I don’t use phone for anything else. Just to phoning. So, that was no??? I did not consult anybody or anything. I just wanted the simplest thing. The simpler, the better.”



The phenomenological roots of familiarity means that there is no psychology of familiarity as such but this does not preclude its empirical exploration. At the beginning of this paper we set out to examine whether familiarity does indeed comprise, as Dreyfus has suggested, understanding (as “know-how”) and involvement (as comportment).



Participant 12



As we expected analysis of our interview data revealed evidence of know-how as a mixture or collage of cognitive constructs including propositional knowledge and mental models. We also found evidence of what we might describe as cognitive heuristics, namely, the use of anthropomorphism. It is likely that the use of anthropomorphism, that is, ascribing human attributes to the technology by our interviewees may be the source of Norman’s observation about mental models being “unscientific and exhibiting “superstitious” behavior [16].



For others it was a work necessity: “My job currently also means that I travel a lot, which is obviously one of the reasons why I have my mobile phone. The phone I have is a company phone, and, emm, I’ve had that phone really ever since I’ve had the job, which is about 6½ years. In those 6½ years it’s only the second phone that I’ve ever had... eee... it has a limit on it so, that am.. I’m not using it 14



Contrary to our expectations, evidence for involvement was less clearly defined. We had expected a fairly clear split between, “know-how” as cognition/mental models and involvement/comportment as aesthetics, fun, pleasure. But the data do not support this simple, perhaps even naïve split. Instead we found that for most people comportment centered around usability. People liked their phones because they were easy to use; and preferred a particular brand because it’s



A day after the interview, one of the participants who had described having been bought a mobile phone by her daughter reported the following. She had been out to lunch with her daughter who berated her for not using the phone the daughter had bought her. The mother excused herself in a variety of ways (“it is sitting on the kitchen draining board”) until the daughter accused her mother of being selfish in that had the daughter suffered an accident she would be unable to call her mother for help!
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functionality. However one third of the participants (exactly 7 of the 21) did express aesthetic, playful and fun-oriented comportment in addition to remarks about the devices’ usability. These participants were the younger members of our sample (< 30 years)15. This (suspected) age horizon also manifested in terms of older people (30+ years) consistently expressing a preference for mobile phones with fewer features. Older people saw the technology as merely being a ‘means to an end’, that is, for making calls, keeping track of children, do their jobs. While this is not to suggest, that anyone over the age of 30 is incapable of appreciating the aesthetic (or whatever) of a particular phone, but does seem to point at what the neoHeideggerian philosopher Albert Borgmann calls the device paradigm [18, 19]. The device paradigm is an account of technology use in which people treat it purely instrumentally, that is, as merely a means to an end (and with little regard for the means). Technology, for example, makes the procurement of goods “instantaneous, ubiquitous, safe, and easy” [18, p.41]. As part of this discussion he also distinguishes between commodities and things, a commodity is a context-free entity isolated from traditions and customs. A thing, in contrast, is capable of engaging and connecting with us. So, for example, a hamburger bought from a chain is an example of a commodity, whereas a home cooked dinner is a thing. Hamburgers are seen to be uniform, safe, reliable and quantifiable (though may be seen to be contributing to the homogenization of society); while a home cooked dinner relies on the skill of the cook, the availability of ingredients, time, effort and is an experience not easily susceptible to quantification. One is packaged and delivered (often in an opaque wrapper) while the other is open to inspection, modification and even participation. In the context of interactive technology we now buy and use mobile phones and other consumer electronics which are known to be safe, reliable and usable without necessarily having the faintest of ideas of how they work.
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Further Work There are two lines of further work at which this current exposition points us. The first is to investigate whether there is indeed an age related divide between those who buy a mobile phone for its ‘looks’ and those for its utility. Another Borgmann’s concept that of ‘technological horizon’ might guide us here. Everyday exposure to technology also establishes a ‘horizon’ a technological horizon which is the baseline of our familiarity with it. So, for example, shopping has traditionally involved going to a store, selecting goods and so forth. This practice is one which many of us will see as natural, authentic and, of course, familiar. This everyday practice establishes our technological horizon for shopping. Shopping at a dotcom is quite a different experience, which may, in its own way establish the technological horizon for the current generation.
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Secondly, Heidegger tells us that our identity (or identities) as designers, academics or being the coolest kid on the block are a consequence of how we exploit or use the equipment of which the world is comprised. From this Heideggerian perspective we are defined by our skills. This too is worthy of further consideration.
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The one exception to this in our data was one individual who had chosen a pink mobile in order to be ‘girly’ specifically recognizing that such phones were designed for young and teenage girls.
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User Testing when Test Tasks are not Appropriate Sirpa Riihiaho Helsinki University of Technology P.O. Box 9210, 02015 TKK Finland [email protected]



The increasing mobility and ubiquity of devices make predicting the context of use, and thereby its usability, more difficult. For example, Scott claims that usability testing must be mobile, modular and contextual, and should also employ user-driven tasks to be accurate and relevant [23]. Also other practitioners (e.g. [20]) and researchers (e.g. [5]) suggest that usability evaluation methods should provide room for the user experience and their arguments, reflections or intuitions about a design. Contextual walkthrough and informal walkthrough methods that are presented in this paper try to respond to these challenges.



ABSTRACT This paper presents two usability evaluation methods called informal walkthrough and contextual walkthrough. Both the methods are intended for situations where specific prepared test tasks are not appropriate either for the use context or the goal of the evaluation. Informal walkthrough is intended for evaluating novel systems whose concept is familiar to the users and whose intuitiveness is of major concern, for example gaming slot machines. Contextual walkthrough, on the other hand, is intended for evaluating systems that cannot be separated from their real use environment and use context, for example call center applications. In addition to presenting the methods, this paper will give some examples of their use, and assessment of how effective they would be in testing ubiquitous systems.



Although the need for new evaluation methods is recognized and admitted, the trend in developing the methods is decreasing. For example, Barkhuus and Rode [1] analyzed trends in the approach to evaluation taken by CHI papers in the last 24 years. They chose papers from five years, about six years apart, starting from 1983. They were primarily interested in how big a portion of the papers included a usability evaluation and of what type. They classified papers whose contribution was primarily an evaluation method in their own category. They found a clear linear decrease in the percentage of these papers ending in zero in year 2006. Hopefully, this paper helps in recovering this research area.



Keywords usability evaluation methods, user testing, usability test



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – ergonomics, evaluation/methodology, usercentered design.



BACKGROUND We have been doing research and given courses on usability evaluation at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) since 1993 [12]. During these years, we have evaluated nearly 200 systems in our research projects and course assignments. The evaluated systems have included desktop systems for professional use, gaming slot machines, virtual worlds and smart products such as heart rate monitors and televisions. The goals of the evaluations have varied as well as the systems, so we have needed a wide range of user testing methods to reach our goals.



INTRODUCTION Traditional usability testing methods are strongly based on carefully prepared test tasks that the test users are asked to perform in a very controlled conditions (e.g. [15]). Thereby, all participants perform the same tasks under as similar conditions as possible to make gathering of quantitative data easy and reliable. These methods are appropriate for settings with wellknown tasks and outcomes, and are highly effective for influencing decision making in organizations, but they are limited in their ability to gather data on true user tasks, task flows, user profiles and context of use [19]. As Greenberg and Buxton [6] state, quantitative empirical evaluations give us something that appears to be scientific and factual instead of expressing opinions.



Our usability research and teaching at HUT is strongly based on iterative user-centered product development process presented, for example, in the ISO 13407 standard [10] (see Figure 1). Our research projects are usually done in cooperation with companies, and the course assignments contribute either to the research projects or are commissions from the companies. Therefore, the methods that we teach and apply in our research projects always try to influence the development of a certain product and are tied to a certain phase of a product development process.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



The goals of our evaluations fall into two major categories:
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1.



Finding usability problems in a product under development to make it better before releasing it.



2.



Finding problems in products already in use to get ideas for improvement in the next releases or new products.
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communicating the results to the development team. Hansen [7] gives ten steps for a successful usability testing: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



Get the background information about usability evaluation. Make a test plan. Design the test. Arrange a test environment and equipment. Conduct a pilot test. Recruit participants. Set up the test room. Conduct the test. Compile and analyze the results. Recommend changes.



10 steps for Conducting a Test Session



Figure 1. Iterative user-centered design activities.



Conducting a test session is a subtle task and requires respect to the users and their effort on improving the system. Gomoll [4] gives ten steps for conducting a session of user observation, such as user testing:



We divide the usability evaluation methods into two categories by the extent to which users are involved: those that require users’ attendance, i.e., user testing methods, and those that can be used without the users, i.e., usability inspection methods (see Figure 2). On each assignment we use multiple methods: usually one or two inspection methods (typically a heuristic evaluation [15] and a cognitive walkthrough [25]) and one or two user testing methods supplemented with interviews and questionnaires.



1.



Set up the observation: the tasks, the participants and the context of use. 2. Describe the purpose of the observation in general terms to the participants. 3. Tell the participants that they may quit at any time and still get the fee that has been agreed. 4. Introduce the personnel and the equipment in the room. 5. Explain how to think aloud. 6. Explain that you cannot provide help during the test. 7. Describe the tasks and introduce the product. 8. Ask if the user has any questions, and then begin the observation. 9. Conclude the observation. 10. Use the results.



Figure 2. Two categories of usability evaluation methods. The aim of my research has been to give usability experts and system developers a set of usability evaluation methods, especially user testing methods, wide enough and flexible enough to offer a suitable set of methods for each situation. As for example Nielsen [15] and Gould [5] present various methods for different phases in the product development cycle for the usability practitioners’ methodology toolbox, my research has focused on variations of usability testing in laboratory conditions or in the field. The other methods we have applied mostly as they have been presented in the literature.



It is very important that the participants know and remember that it is the product that is tested, not the users. Other main ethical considerations include that everything is ready before the participants arrive, and the participants are informed about the state of the system and of the confidentiality of the results [15].



INFORMAL WALKTHROUGH Informal walkthrough is a mixture of usability testing, thinking aloud, observation and interview. The most significant difference to traditional usability testing is in the test tasks: in an informal walkthrough, there are no specific, pre-defined test tasks. Instead, the test moderator has a list of features that the users should walk through in their own pace and order [16].



For example, in situations where prepared test tasks have not been suitable in user testing, we have developed methods called informal walkthrough and contextual walkthrough. The methods are not precise and do not give detailed steps for interacting with the users, but they present the atmosphere that the test sessions should have and the goals that they are intended to. This paper will give a brief description of the methods, give some examples of their use, and assessments how suitable they would be in testing ubiquitous systems.



Compared to the ten steps given by Gomoll [4], the informal walkthrough method differs mainly in step number 7, during which the purpose of the system is explained in general level instead of giving specific tasks or presenting the system in detail. Pre-defined test tasks are only designed for those features that are of special interest in the evaluation, and they are given to the users only if they do not spontaneously use these features during the walkthrough. Sometimes, use scenarios are used instead of test tasks to lead the users to these features.



USABILITY TESTS Both the informal walkthrough and the contextual walkthrough methods have been developed from the traditional set up of a usability test. Therefore, the phases of traditional usability testing and traditional usability test sessions are presented briefly in the following to ease the comparison of the methods.



In informal walkthrough sessions, the users are asked to explore the system in the way they would if they were alone, and to think aloud while exploring the system. They are also encouraged to comment the system at any time. The test moderator may interrupt the users for questions, but mainly just observes them. With some systems, such as gaming slot machines or multi-user games, the setting is more natural and more relaxed if there is a pair or a group of users exploring the system at the same time instead of a single user.



10 steps for Usability Testing Usability testing starts from determining the test goals, proceeds to designing the test, conducting the test sessions and analyzing the tests and their results, and ends to reporting and
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experimenting new things, in addition to having various needs and expectations for the system. Therefore, the test moderator should let all the users behave in their own way and proceed in their own order without disturbance. This way, we get realistic results of how easy the system is to learn, what features the users easily find, which ones they use first and what features they long for. The users are asked to think aloud and comment the system as much as possible. Therefore, the method is not recommended to measuring efficiency or effectiveness. Instead, it is a very good method to evaluate how intuitive, easy to learn and easy to navigate the system is.



History of the Method We developed the informal walkthrough method as we were evaluating the usability of a news-on-demand service running on a television [16]. The system was on the level of a functional prototype and it could be operated with the television remote control. The main goal of our evaluation was to study how intuitive the news-on-demand system was, i.e., how good an affordance it had. In addition, we wanted to assess how well the users noticed and spontaneously used a new feature we added to the system. The problem with traditional usability testing in this kind of a situation is that the given tasks indicate that the system provides the features required for the task, and the users are gently “forced” to use the features. The system we studied was meant to be entertaining and self-explaining needing no manuals. Therefore, we wanted the users to find the essential features themselves and to figure out their meaning. If some parts were not found, this would indicate that these features are not wanted or they have a poor affordance.



Informal walkthrough method can be used both in the laboratory settings and in the fields. If the system is still on the level of first prototypes and needs complicated settings to function, it is better to keep the testing environment controlled and focus on finding the biggest obstacles in its use as well as the most enjoyable and rewarding features. In addition to its openness to the test environment, informal walkthrough method does not restrict the number of test users in a test session. Instead, it is recommended to let the users act as they normally would, i.e., alone, in pairs or in groups.



We wanted the users to explore the system and to test the features they were interested in. Therefore, we did not give them any prepared tasks in the beginning of the test. Nevertheless, we wanted to hear all the users’ comments about some features that we expected to have problems based on our own inspections, and on the new features that we had added to the system. Therefore, we made a list of all the features the system included and marked the ones that we wanted every user to visit (see Figure 3). As the users explored the system, the moderator of the test marked the visited features. We used three types of markings: “X” for the situation where the users found the features themselves, “A” for finding the feature by accident and “–” for missing the feature. After the users had explored the system, the moderator checked whether there still were some features that had to be visited. If the users had not yet found some compulsory features, the moderator started to ask questions that guided to these features or gave specific, pre-defined tasks.



An Example of a Typical Use We have often used informal walkthrough method in evaluating gaming slot machines, because the concept of the machines is familiar to the users, and because the interpretations that the users make of the machines and the games have been of main interest instead of performance times. Since the slot machines are quite often used in pairs or in groups, we usually include one or two paired-user sessions to the set of single user tests. Other researchers have used informal walkthrough method for example to usability evaluation in real context involving participants with cognitive disabilities [13]. To ensure that the users try some interesting functions, we prepare scenarios that lead to situations involving the use of these functions. For example, we may tell the users that their bus is about to leave in a few minutes. This means that they have to finish their games, collect their wins and possibly cash the sum they did not have time to spend in gaming. These subgoals are not specified, but left for the users to decide.



CONTEXTUAL WALKTHROUGH Contextual walkthrough is a combination of usability testing and contextual inquiry. In contextual walkthrough, the real context and real tasks are essential as in contextual inquiry, but in contextual walkthrough, the goal of the observations is to reveal usability problems in the evaluated system instead of gathering ideas for new development projects and understanding the work as a whole. Usability experts conduct the walkthroughs instead of designers, and the analysis of the results resembles more the analysis of usability testing than analysis of contextual inquiry.



Figure 3. A checklist of the system features. The compulsory parts have been encircled.



Requirements and Guidelines for Use The informal walkthrough method requires a finished product or a functional prototype. The product concept must be familiar to the users so that they are able, willing and as relaxed as possible to explore the product. If the product is evaluated in such an early phase that there is only a partly functional prototype available, we recommend that the system developers participate in the tests. The early prototypes are not very steady and the developers are usually the only ones who know how to fix the problems quickly. In these situations, extra care should be taken to keep the developers and their opinions in the background during the test sessions.



Compared to the ten steps given by Gomoll [4], also the contextual walkthrough method differs mainly in step number 7. The tasks arise from the use context and the product is usually already familiar to the users and need no introduction. Also step number 1 differs in that respect that in contextual walkthrough the context and tasks are authentic instead of set ups. Explaining how to think aloud (step 5) is only made if thinking aloud is appropriate in the use situation. We have applied contextual walkthrough, for example, in evaluating the usability of call center applications. These applications are used while talking to a customer on the phone,



Since the users do not get any specific tasks, each session is unique. All the users have their own ways of learning and 230
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Ethnographic studies are used to understand the patterns of life and culture that people have. They require longitudinal studies and usually imply only a few participants. Contextual inquiry is originated from ethnographic studies but concentrates on the work involving the systems that the customer company is developing instead of the lives of the employees.



so thinking aloud is not appropriate. The call center assignments have differed in whether the operators have had enough time to review the calls between the calls or only later during a brake with the help of the video recordings.



History of the Method and an Example



As contextual inquiry goes one level lower in the goal of observation compared to ethnographic studies, contextual inquiry and informal walkthrough go even lower: they concentrate on the usability of the system to be evaluated. In contextual walkthrough, the evaluation is made in the real context giving the opportunity to assess the role of the system in the big picture of the work or tasks at hand. Informal walkthrough can be conducted both in laboratory conditions and in the fields. Table 1 summarizes these differences between the methods.



We developed the contextual walkthrough method during an assignment, in which the customer wanted us to study the efficiency of a new application and to measure the operators’ performance times also in the low-level actions in the call center. Therefore, we studied the use of GOMS [3] in the beginning of our work and decided to apply the method in analyzing our observations and videotapes. As we went to the call center and observed the operators’ work, we soon realized that the performance times of the low-level actions in the application were irrelevant compared to the other tasks that the operators typically did during the calls and especially after the calls. Therefore, we gave up on the use of GOMS and decided to observe the operators as they worked, and switch more to contextual inquiry [2], [8]. The operators’ work cannot be interrupted as they talk with the customers on the phone. Therefore, we could not apply contextual inquiry as such. As Beyer and Holtzblatt [2] suggest, we observed the operators quietly during the calls and waited for the moment when the operator could explain the contents of the call and the consequences it had. We recorded the sessions on videotape, but we did not review the tapes with the operators.



Table 1. Some methods for usability studies classified according to the aim and object of the study. Aim of the study Object of the study Suitable methods



Understanding



Requirements gathering



Life, culture



Work



Leisure time



Ethnographic studies: observations, interviews, questionnaires



Contextual Inquiry



Probes, use diaries



Usability Evaluation Tools, systems



Products, services



Usability tests Contextual walkthrough



Informal walkthrough



The usability evaluation methods also differ in the way that they resemble the real use context and the authentic use situation. Observation and ethnographical studies are usually conducted as longitudinal studies observing the participants for a longer period of time instead of a session lasting about an hour or two. They get a “glimpse of the real world”. Contextual inquiry lasts only one working day or less, and the participants sometimes try to reveal only their “better side” to the observers leaving some “boring routines” behind. Contextual walkthrough and informal walkthrough in the real use context have this same constraint, and they concentrate on the use of one system instead of the work (or a hobby) as a whole. Evaluations with predefined tasks or in laboratory conditions miss most of the factors that real context and authentic tasks include. Figure 4 shows some methods according to their analogy to the real use context.



The operators took the calls just the same way as normally. After the calls, they gave a short summary of the call and explained what they had to do next. When they had finished the tasks, we talked about the task for a while. At this point, we could confirm our findings with the user and ask further questions. The day we visited the call center was quiet, so the operators had also time to present their work beyond the calls. For example, they dug up some reports they had to check and fill in with the new application just to explain that part of their work to us. Contextual inquiry is intended to gathering information about the users’ work for the basis of design work. Our initial goal was not to study the users’ work but to study the usability and especially the efficiency of an existing application. If we had just measured the performance times of the tasks that operators did with that specific application, we would have missed the findings that the view of contextual inquiry revealed. Although the application had some usability problems, they were irrelevant in the work overall. The biggest problem in the operators’ work was the need for several separate applications and the physical location of these applications instead of the usability problems of the new application.



COMPARISON TO OTHER METHODS The usability evaluation methods can be classified in numerous ways. Some attributes for division include: • Goal of the study (understanding the work, requirements gathering or usability evaluation of a specific system) • Object to be studied (culture, work or leisure time, or systems or services) • Environment for the study (laboratory or fields) • Number of participants (single, pair or group) • Type and origin of the tasks (pre-defined tasks, only goals or informal).



Figure 4. Methods according to the level that the research situation resembles the authentic use situation.
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of the controls of the game. The users intuitively sat on the chairs that had the sensors required for controlling the table, and they also realized that they could control the table, but they did not immediately realize how to call for the sheep. Especially the kids first tried grabbing by hands instead of tapping with a finger on the table. The users also had difficulties in understanding the range of the “whistle”, since the call had no auditory or visual feedback, and only calls made near one’s own sheep had any effect. If the game had been demonstrated or even just explained to the users, this information about wrong interpretations would probably have been lost. The scenario of having the game available in a trade show worked well, and the test moderator acting as a janitor ready to help in technical problems was quite a natural role in the situation.



Other researchers have made similar attempts in developing the evaluation methods. For example, Savioja, Norros and Salo have created an evaluation method called Contextual Assessment of Systems Usability (CASU) that aims to evaluate both the information content and the presentation of the information in the systems [21]. They use real contexts in evaluating complex systems in nuclear power plant main control rooms as in contextual walkthrough, and they leave certain degree of freedom to the definition of the tasks in their experiments as in informal walkthrough, but they still use simulated process scenarios instead of authentic ones for the experiment in studying new designs, as is certainly necessary for safety reasons.



EMPIRICAL DATA FROM RECENT USABILITY TESTS



The informal setting also revealed many positive features in the system. For example, both the children and adult users enjoyed especially the learning phase of the new game and finding its features. The kids enjoyed the game itself, whereas the adult users liked more the concept of the multiuser touch table and its features than the game. Playing the game and trying out the new concept awoke numerous ideas for next versions of the evaluated game, as well as ideas for quite new games, just as we had hoped for.



To get a better idea of the methods, I shall present a few examples of how we have applied the methods in our recent studies on the course assignments last spring. This time, we applied informal walkthrough to evaluating a game played in a group on a touch screen table, and to a web application supporting the use of a heart rate monitor. The contextual walkthrough method was applied in evaluating a web service for getting a building permit.



Case 2: Informal Walkthrough to a Web Application



Case 1: Informal Walkthrough to a Game This spring, we used informal walkthrough method to evaluate the usability of a multi-user videogame called Shepherd. The game is built on MERL DiamondTouch table, which is a touchand-gesture-activated screen for small group collaboration (see Figure 5). As the concept of the multi-user touch-table is quite new to our research group, we were interested in getting ideas for its use in other games as well as in getting ideas for improving the present version of the Shepherd game. Therefore, we let the users explore the game quite informally on their own and interviewed them afterwards for their comments on the game and ideas for improvements and new games.



To evaluate the usability of a web application supporting the use of a heart rate monitor, we conducted informal walkthroughs in real use contexts. The development team was interested in the problems that the users might have in getting the application and in transferring the data from the monitor to the application. Analyzing the data was left to little attention, because it had been studied in previous assignments. To motivate the users to transfer and analyze the data, we gave the users the monitors about a week before the tests, so that they could use them in their own exercises and collect data of their own. To make the situation as natural as possible and as easy for the users to attend as possible, we conducted the tests at the users’ homes. In the test sessions, the users were asked to transfer the data they had collected with the monitor to the evaluated application, and to study the results. The setting was not thereby totally informal, but it did not include any instructions of the required phases or subtasks as in traditional usability tests. As only the goal of the data transfer was given to the users, the setting was almost as in an informal walkthrough. The tests revealed serious gulfs between the subtasks. The data transfer and analysis required four subtasks: loading the application, installing it, transferring the data and analyzing it. The users had quite little problems inside these subtasks, but they did not get enough feedback or instructions to proceed from one subtask to another. If the tasks had been given in pieces, as in traditional test settings, this problem would probably not have been found. The real use context – in this case the users’ homes – also revealed problems in the software requirements of the application. The application required that the computer had programs that all users, especially non-technical computer users, do not have on their home computers. Still, the application was directed especially for these non-technical users. Some functions were also dependent on the type of the operating system and the browser. In laboratory conditions at least the operating system is fixed, but sometimes the user can select at least the browser to be used.



Figure 5. MERL DiamondTouch table with four users. The Shepherd game is developed for four simultaneous players. The idea of the game is to gather one’s own sheep to their stall. All the sheep are wandering in the fields at the beginning of the game, and each shepherd calls for his own sheep by whistling that is simulated by tapping on the table with a finger. The setting of an informal walkthrough with no instructions on how to play the game revealed some problems in the interpretation
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Case 3: Contextual Walkthrough to a Web Service



4.



Conceptual Models (predictability of application behavior, awareness of application capabilities, and vocabulary awareness)



Contextual walkthrough method was applied to evaluate the usability of a web service for getting a building permit. Contextual walkthrough was used only to study the use of the expert users, and the novice users’ actions were studied in traditional settings with pre-defined test tasks.



5.



Interaction (effectiveness, efficiency, user satisfaction, distraction, interaction transparency, scalability, and collaborative interaction)



6.



Invisibility (intelligibility, control, accuracy and customization)



7.



Impact and Side Effects (utility, behavior changes, social acceptance, and environment change)



8.



Appeal (fun, aesthetics and status)



9.



Application Robustness (robustness, performance speed, and volatility).



The test sessions of the contextual walkthrough method were conducted in the real context, i.e., at the users’ work places. They were asked to use the evaluated web service while we were there and to use it for their own projects. Observing and interviewing the expert users helped the evaluators to understand the use of the system, and to create credible tasks for tests with novice casual users. Observing the expert users also revealed, that all the terms in the system were not familiar even to the experts used to the terminology of the traditional application forms. Finding the right place for a piece of information that needed to be modified was also difficult even for the expert users. In addition, the expert users wanted more information about the application after it was sent to the officials: how does it proceed in the bureaucracy, how long does it approximately take to get feedback of the results of the application, and does the system support tracking the process.



As we have not yet applied informal or contextual walkthrough methods to ubiquitous systems, I can only present my considerations of how the methods would find information about these areas on the basis of the results in our previous studies with the methods. It seems, that most of the areas would be covered by using real use context with users that already have some experience with the evaluated system or similar systems, as in the case of contextual walkthrough. Thereby, the users already have some basis for making interpretations of the usefulness of the system and the side effects it may have.



The real context made the test sessions more natural to the users: they could use their own computers with their own browsers. As they also could do their normal real work instead of faked projects, they could at the same time assess the usefulness of the system and compare it to the traditional way of filling in paper forms and delivering them to the officials in office hours.



If the system is and its concept are quite new and thereby have only novice users, some of the areas, such as adoption, trust, impact and side effects and even the invisibility would probably require multiple sessions for contextual walkthrough, between which the users should be let to use the system on their own. This way they would have a chance to assess the usefulness of the system in their own work or life.



VALIDATION OF RESULTS



In informal walkthrough sessions, we have got information about the users’ attention, conceptual models, interaction and appeal quite easily along with other information about the users’ behavior. The invisibility, i.e., the integration of the system into the user environment, has not yet been studied but seems possible if the method is applied in the real use context.



The informal and contextual walkthrough methods do not provide quantitative and comparable results, but they give lots of qualitative data about the user experience, the users’ expectations and interpretations. In this way they resemble ethnographic studies, and thereby also include only a few participants, usually about five users and a pilot user testing the test settings.



DISCUSSION



To validate and to ensure the reliability of our results, we always use several methods in our evaluations. This triangulation usually includes one or two inspection methods (at least a heuristic evaluation, and quite often a cognitive walkthrough for a selected part of the system as well), and interviews and questionnaires with the users. When the results of all these methods indicate the same problems and the same strengths in the system, the results and our suggestions for improvements lie on a pretty safe ground.



Although the methods presented in this paper are no longer new [16], [18], they have again become topical due to changes in the type of evaluated systems, their use and user population. This subsection discusses some of the demands that have been presented in the literature, and the way that informal and contextual walkthrough methods try to respond to these challenges.



Room for Various Interpretations?



ASSESSMENT OF USE IN UBIQUITOUS ENVIRONMENTS



Users make various interpretations of the systems based on their previous knowledge and experience. Different users make different interpretations and the interpretations they make may change in time. Sengers and Gaver [24] give three levels of users’ interpretations:



Scholtz and Consolvo have developed a framework for evaluating ubiquitous computing applications that they call the framework of Ubiquitous Computing Evaluation Areas (UEAs) [22]. The areas and their metrics (metrics in parenthesis) include: 1.



Attention (focus and overhead)



2.



Adoption (rate, value, cost, availability and flexibility)



3.



Trust (privacy, awareness and control)



1. 2. 3.



What does this do; how do I operate it? What good is it for me; how can I use it in my tasks? What value does it give to my life and social status?



Sengers and Gaver document how design and evaluation strategies shift when we abandon the presumption that a specific, authoritative interpretation of the systems we build is necessary, possible or desirable. For evaluation, they suggest
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ethnographical studies, dynamic feedback by giving the collected information back to the users to interpret, and longitudinal studies for understanding users’ changes in interpretations especially on the high level. They remind the readers that short-term studies and methods only catch a single snapshot of the many interpretations that users may develop across time in using the system.



states that we need methods that can anticipate and account for unexpected and continuously changing contexts of use [23]. She is also worried about the problem of selecting the contexts of use for studies. On the basis of the study by Kim et al. [11] the use contexts of Mobile Internet, on the other hand, are of a concentrated type rather than being widely diverse. They studied the use contexts of Mobile Internet by categorizing the contexts by eight parameters including the reason to use the system, emotional status, one or two hands used, moving or staying still while use, visual and auditory distractions, number of people around and the level of interaction with others.



Although informal walkthrough and contextual walkthrough methods imply short-term studies, especially contextual walkthrough can be used to collect data and user experiences of systems after they have already been used for a while for real tasks, and the value of the systems has been tested in real settings. Contextual walkthrough is more intended for the evaluation of the second level interpretations instead of the basic level interpretations about how to operate and control the system. Also informal walkthrough method seeks to get information about what the users want to do with the system: which features they look for and try out, and which ones they notice but leave untouched.



Their results showed that just 2 types of use contexts out of the 256 possibilities covered over 20% of the 1552 reported use sessions, and just 14 contexts covered over 50% of the sessions. The most common use context (14,6% of the sessions) was for a hedonic goal, in joyful mood, only one hand used, legs not moving, in calm and quiet environment, having only few people around and involving only low interaction with others. The second most common context was otherwise the same but the goal was utilitarian. They also noticed that 39 of the 256 possible contexts (38,7%) were never used.



Positive Findings Neglected? Traditional usability evaluation methods focus on negative (e.g. [6]) although the impact of the results improves if the positive results are also presented. Molich [17], for example, suggests that one positive finding should be presented for three negatives to keep the designers motivated to make the suggested improvements.



The study by Kim et al. cannot be generalized to all systems, but still shows that some contexts are probably more common than others with all the systems, and are thereby worth more attention than others both in design and in evaluation. This also implies that for example contextual walkthrough can be used to cover a substantial portion of the problems affecting the usability of a system, if the most common use contexts are discovered and tested.



In our experiments, informal walkthrough has proven to be an effective method in gathering positive findings. As the users get relaxed and are able to explore the system on their own, they have time to make interpretations on various levels, including the level of usefulness. The informal walkthrough also leaves room for the user experience and users’ arguments, reflections or intuitions about a design, as Greenberg and Buxton [6] claim for.



CONCLUSIONS The line between contextual and informal walkthrough is indeterminate. Informal walkthrough can be carried out both in the laboratory and in the fields, whereas the contextual walkthrough requires the real context, as its name implies. In both the methods, the test tasks emerge from the use context, the real work or the scenario presented to the user.



Context of Use: a Problem or a Possibility? The International Standard ISO 9241-11 defines usability as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use [9] (see Figure 6). Thereby, the context of use has great relevance to the usability of a system.



One of the most significant differences in the methods is in the attitude towards the studied system: contextual walkthrough is usually applied to systems for professional use in certain working environment, whereas informal walkthrough is usually applied to free time applications emphasizing the user satisfaction and appeal. Especially informal walkthrough method leaves room for the user experience and various interpretations, and contextual walkthrough, on the other hand, can be used in such a situation that the users have already have time to test the system and assess its usefulness in their own work. Both the methods can be used in real use context to discover the problems and the strengths that the real use context brings to the use of the system.
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ABSTRACT



been almost non-existent. In the few studies available it has been found that users with a learning-centered work orientation have been found more willing to learn new uses of technology even when it can be hard, than users with a performance-centered orientation who are willing to learn only if learning is easy [2]. In addition to the learning vs. performance orientation, in a mobile phone context, evidence has been found that users can also be segmented into different kinds of adopters whose inventions of use are different [7]. Cyclical perception-action models of appropriation processes have also been presented [6].
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It is common to state that inventions of new purposes of use arise in social interaction with other technology users. Social aspects of appropriation have subsequently received a lot more attention than individual users’ characteristics in appropriation research. To remedy this imbalance, this paper presents a preliminary analysis of a web survey that charted aspects of digital camera use and individuals’ photography orientations and used them as predictors of digital camera appropriation. Gender, technology understanding and exchange of ideas with others proved tentatively the best predictors of appropriation.



2



However, these studies have ignored the question what individual characteristics are important for appropriation. This paper addresses this question by focusing on one easily appropriable technology – digital cameras. In addition to compact and singlelens reflex (SLR) cameras, also mobile phones are nowadays often equipped with cameras that have a reasonable picture quality. The versatility to take photos with these technologies has provided a fruitful basis for ingenious uses, eight of which have been used as a measure of appropriation in this paper. The goal of this study was to identify user characteristics that could statistically predict such uses.



Keywords appropriation, web survey, user characteristics



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – human factors.



INTRODUCTION



RESEARCH APPROACH AND MODEL



During the past two decades, it has been increasingly recognized that information systems, like any tools, are not only used for purposes specifically designed for them, but that they are appropriated for purposes that can surprise their designers. The inventions of new purposes of use are called appropriations. The reasons for appropriations are both social and individual. The social processes contributing to appropriations have already attracted enthustiastic attention in the research community. The question who decides how technology should be used (e.g., at a workplace) has been addressed in science and technology studies [1] and management studies [5]. Another often-studied topic has been how appropriations are promoted and adopted by certain people at a workplace [3, 4].



The research approach described in this paper is different from many of the previous studies on appropriation. Compared to the sociologically oriented studies in which the focus has been on charting the complexity of the phenomenon and aiming at a holistic picture, the approach here is focused, narrowly defined and aims for measurable results. Appropriation is here interpreted as an invention of a new purpose of use, previously unknown to the user.



Antecedent Factors of Appropriation No theory has been presented that would attempt to list the possible antecedent individual user’s characteristics that contribute to appropriation. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, a set of tentative antecedent constructs related to digital camera use were generated by researchers. These were:



However, an individual user’s role in the invention process has been a lot less studied topic. In particular, research on the role of cognitive processes and individual user’s characteristics has



• Setting up personal Goals for one’s photography activities (e.g., personal projects or directions of improvement).



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



• Reflection of one’s practices by evaluating one’s shots. • Having a comprehensive and correct Mental Model of how a camera works and what its functions are. • Curiosity of trying new ways of photography.



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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• Taking photos spontaneously and in Ad Hoc ways, in a spur of action, without always thinking before acting.



the set of uses was fixed to the eight uses listed above, to gather a homogenous dataset of answers.



• Having a broad understanding of the surrounding technology Ecology; e.g. how photos can be edited or used in other media.



The questions in the web survey about each appropriation were tree-structured. The starting question addressed the respondent’s familiarity of using any digital camera in the given way (e.g., as a mirror). The scale ranged from 1 = “this use has never occurred to me before” and 2 = “I have know that this is possible, but I have never done so” to 6 = “This is one of my established uses for a digital camera”. Later questions addressed the accuracy of the memory of the first time when the use was learned, and the actual person who did the invention in the situation.



• Awareness that a digital camera is an easily appropriable tool and thus a potentially useful in many situations. • Social Construction: learning new ways of use from others through teaching, observation or exchange of ideas. The purpose of this construct was to evaluate the importance of some of the previously studied factors of appropriation.



From this eightfold set of tree-structured answers the measure for individual’s appropriation was calculated using the familiarity variable. For each of the eight uses, two new dichotomized variables were created, one having value “0” if the respondent replied with an answer coded as 1 (see the values above), and “1” otherwise, the other having a value “0” if the respondent replied with an answer coded as 1–2, and “1” otherwise. Thus, one variable expressed whether a user was familiar with an appropriation or not, the other whether he or she had ever used it or not. Summing these binary variables over the eight uses yielded measures for the overall degree of appropriation (Total Degree of Appropriation Familiarity and Total Degree of Appropriation Employment), respectively, both ranging 0–8. The use of two measures was deemed important since the purely imagined use (i.e., answer coded as 2) was a common choice in the data, gathering on average 21% of all the familiarity answers. It was important to know whether its exclusion from the appropriation degree would change the results considerably.



Because the constructs were not drawn from existing theories, the nature of this study was exploratory and proto-theoretical. It was also conceptually organized in a top-down manner. Each construct was divided into sub-constructs, and phrased as a statement that could be answered on a Likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). For instance the Mental Model construct was represented of the following sub-constructs: • Learning camera’s functions comprehensively (“I have familiarized myself with more or less all the functions in my camera or cameras”. • Understanding cause and effect (“I know how to tune the camera settings to capture photos with good quality”). • Knowing the good and bad aspects of one’s cameras (“I know which are the most important strengths and weaknesses of my camera or cameras”). All in all, 35 Likert scale statements were generated to represent the eight constructs. The constructs and their wordings were improved iteratively by organizing two pilot studies. On the other hand, it was admitted that the set of constructs could not be complete, leaving a possibility that another set of constructs could be a better predictor of appropriation.



THE STUDY The Likert scale statements about the antecedent constructs as well as the tree-structured questions about different appropriations were part of a web survey in Finland between November 2008 and January 2009. The survey contained also other items, the most important ones from the point of this study being the demographic details (gender, age, education among others), camera use experience (expressed as years of film, digital and phone camera use) and camera use frequency (asked separately for each type of camera, ranging from daily to terminated use). Each respondent was also asked to assess whether she or he considered herself or himself as a beginner, novice, snapshot taker, amateur, expert/professional, or other kind of actor in photography. The questionnaire could be answered anonymously. Two pilot studies were organized before the actual survey.



Measuring Appropriation To evaluate the tentatively postulated antecedent constructs, a measure was needed for appropriation. To start with, the following eight uses were defined as signs of appropriation: 1. Mirror: pointing the camera toward oneself, in order to see e.g. how one’s face looks like. 2. Map: taking a photo of a map, and using that photo as a replacement of a paper map. 3. Note-taking device: using the camera for note-taking when the content is very visual, e.g. when shopping clothes.



Due to the mundaneness of a digital camera as a consumer technology, reaching a high number of responses was deemed more important than a strict probability sample of respondents. Invitations to participate were distributed to authors’ social circles, camera-related web forums, and camera clubs. By buying keyword-based advertisements from a large Finnish search company, the survey was also visible at different pages in the web. Respondents could also invite their friends by providing their email addresses. These addresses were not archived in the database. A raffle of fifteen 20 EUR gift coupons was arranged between those respondents who had completed the survey.



4. Scanner: storing printouts and texts as images with a camera. 5. Memory card: plugging the camera into a computer like an USB memory stick (does not work with all models equally). 6. Lamp: exploiting the camera as a light source. 7. Instructing device: using a sequence of photos to provide step-by-step instructions. 8. Periscope: inspecting places that are otherwise inaccessible to human vision.



The survey reached N = 2388 of complete answers from digital camera and/or phone camera users. The distribution of values in the self-reported expertise variable shows that the recruitment from camera clubs resulted in high number of answers from amateurs: novice (8.7%), snapshot taker (36.2%), amateur (47.9%), expert/professional (5.5%) and other (1.7%). Genders were equally represented in the data (males 53.3%).



This list of uses was also researcher-generated. During the two pilot studies, respondents were asked to provide their own suggestions for unconventional uses. However, the suggestions received could be subsumed in already listed uses, or their meanings were conceptually unclear. In the final questionnaire,
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• Self-concept (items in Reflection construct related to one’s tendency to analyze oneself as a photographer): Users scoring high on this dimension display an increased sense of selfcritizism regarding their photography and camera use skills. To evaluate internal consistency of the constructs, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were calculated, attaining values between .76 (goals) and .89 (technological knowledge), which was interpreted as a strong support for the synthesized scales



How Appropriators and Non-Appropriators Differ



Figure 1. Distribution of how many of unconventional uses the respondents were familiar with, plotted separately by the different photography expertise levels.



Are Appropriations Invented Alone? Two questions precede an analysis of individual users’ characteristics: 1) whether the eight unconventional uses are rare enough to be informative of appropriation, and 2) whether they are learned individually and not only from others). In light of the data, the answer is clearly “yes” to both questions. Regarding the first question, as visible in Figure 1, the variance of values of Total Degree of Appropriation Familiarity is large, meaning that people exhibit appropriation to different extents.



For each of the eight appropriations, analysis was carried out to see how users that (a) were familiar with an appropriation (i.e., whose dichotomized familiarity value was 1 or above) or (b) had ever employed an appropriation (i.e., familiarity value was 2 or above) differed from users that were not familiar (i.e., whose value was 0) or had never employed an appropriation (i.e., values 0–1), respectively. The intention was to reveal those basic user characteristics that can potentially distinguish appropriators from non-appropriators. U-tests, t-tests, and Chi-Square tests were used to assess the differences between those groups. The analysis provided an overall proof that appropriators can be set apart from non-appropriators in basically all construct dimensions. In addition, people that were familiar with the eight uses also displayed differences regarding age, gender, as well as camera use history duration and use frequencies. In general, appropriators (i.e., those familiar with and using appropriations) had higher mean scores in all constructs, except Self-concept, which was associated to appropriation only for the Instructing device, Periscope, and Memory card use purposes.



To answer the second question, on average 54% of the respondents familiar with a use could remember the moment of learning “very well” or “partly”. Among these people, inventing the use alone, without a help of others, was the most common context of invention (39%), learning from others being the next (21%). Appropriation by an individual is therefore common enough to warrant a study of its antecedent factors.



Appropriation, as measured by familiarity level, was generally more common among men, except for the Mirror and the Lamp appropriations, both of which seem more general purpose or more valuable to women as well. Also, familiarity was on average more wide-spread among younger users.; however, not always in terms of the actual employment into use. In fact, users familiar with the Instructor appropriation proved on average older than others. Finally, appropriators seemed to be on average more active digital and phone camera users, and also had longer experiences with using digital camera devices.



Scope of Analysis in This Paper In the following analysis, the focus has been limited to snapshot takers only (N =. By this decision, the results are less susceptible to a possibility that active photographing turns out to be the underlying reason for appropriation Such a biased result is less probable in a snapshot taker data. Due to this scope, the results are preliminary and will be extended in future work.



Basic User Characteristics and Constructs as Predictors of Appropriation In order to test for a statistical significance of user characteristics as predictors of the total degrees of appropriation (regarding both familiarity and employment), hierarchical, stepwise multivariate regression analyses were used. The purpose was to identify user characteristics that can well explain the overall variability in appropriation among users.



RESULTS The reliability and validity of the antecedent constructs were evaluated for discriminant validity and internal consistency. For discriminant validity, a confirmatory factor analysis for the Likert statements was carried out. Based on the results, some of the initial constructs were combined into larger ones, and Awareness was dropped because of poor factor loadings. These changes yielded the following constructs for the actual analysis:



In a first block, the fundamental person variables (gender and age) were entered as regressors, followed by the five improved constructs (i.e., Goals, Social construction, Technological knowledge, Exploration and learning, and Self-concept), and finally by the remaining basic user characteristics (durations and frequencies of use for film, digital, and phone cameras). The research interest was to find out 1) which predictors are yielded as significant, and 2) how substantially each of the three regressor blocks increases the strength of the prediction model.



• Setting up personal Goals (unchanged). • Social construction (one item dropped). • Technological knowledge (Mental Model and Technology Ecology combined). • Exploration and learning: (Curiosity with parts of Reflection and Ad Hoc photography style added): Users scoring high on this dimension display increased motivation to actively discover best use practices and learn from experiences.



Since the analysis presented in the previous section had shown that basically all user characteristics were related to one or another appropriation, a decision was made to enter all variables into the initial regression model specification. For the Total Degree of Appropriation Familiarity, SPSS developed through
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Many questions remain for future work, however. Why Exploration and learning was not rendered as significant predictor warrants future research, as well as whether the findings hold also among the more experienced users such as those who considered themselves amateurs or professionals.



hierarchical stepwise regression a prediction model in five steps. The resulting predictors were given as gender, age, Technological knowledge, Social construction, and frequency of phone camera use. Calculating the regression with these predictors only, yielded a model with R2 = .24, F(5,691) = 44.02, p < .001, with gender (b = .23, t(691) = 6.49, p < .001), and Representation (b = .22, t(691) = 5.79, p < .001) the greatest predictors.
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DISCUSSION The regression analyses point towards a tentative conclusion that Technological knowledge and Social construction are important factors contributing to appropriation, at least in a digital camera use context. That is, to generalize, acquiring a good understanding of how digital devices work, which functions they have, and on the other hand, exchanging ideas about their use with others, seem to be aspects that should be particularly supported when attempting to design easily appropriable technologies.
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industry and academia, user experience evaluation has gained increasing attention in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [6], [9], [11].



ABSTRACT We present a questionnaire called Attrak-Work to support the evaluation of user experience of mobile systems in the context of mobile news journalism. We discuss theoretical background of the questionnaire and describe the development process including the field study within which the questionnaire was developed. The presented questionnaire assesses user’s perception of the pragmatic (usability and task and goal achievement) and hedonic (stimulation and identification) qualities and an overall judgment of appeal. We used the questionnaire as part of a field study to corroborate and expand the findings of observations and interviews. We found the Attrak-Work questionnaire a useful tool to be used in this manner especially for the evaluation of the hedonic qualities.



It is still unclear what the appropriate methods and metrics are for assessing user experience. This is partly due to the fact that there is still not an agreed definition for user experience, although standardization work is ongoing. There are for example methods for assessing person’s momentary emotions or emotional trajectories [1] during interaction, which provide interesting information for content developers such as game narration designers or movie directors. Not all products are designed to trigger a specific emotion, however, but to provide valuable and meaningful experiences in a broader sense [2]. For example, a mobile journalist might aim at generating a certain story experience for the audience, but the text and image capturing and editing tools that s/he uses are not targeted to raise specific emotions. A work tool is often primarily seen as a means to an end, having instrumental value. Not surprisingly, the evaluation of user experience with questionnaires in mobile work context has concentrated mainly on usability aspects with a few exceptions reaching beyond it [10], [15], [21].



Keywords user experience, evaluation, work, mobile phone, journalism



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Theory and methods, Evaluation/ methodology; H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Evaluation/methodology.



The field work of news journalists and photographers has always been highly mobile. Advances in mobile technology, with converged devices, interoperability and fast mobile and broadband network connections enables journalists and photographers to use mobile tools for news reporting from the field. These tools can be used for capturing of photos or videos, creating stories, and submitting or even publishing them directly from the field. Instead of a van full of equipment, light tools such as a laptop or even a mobile phone can be used for producing the stories. Journalists and photographers do not necessarily return to the newsroom to deliver their stories but for example email them to the newsroom or even publish them right from the field [20], [22]. The ad-hoc and timely nature of mobile reporting brings a new flavor to journalism.



General Terms Measurement, Theory, Human Factors, Design.



INTRODUCTION There are many well-established ways to evaluate the usability of interactive systems including questionnaires (e.g. [17]), but evaluating experiential aspects such as fun, meaning, or beauty is a much less covered topic. Focusing on user experience and evaluating the experiential aspects helps for example maturing industry sectors to differentiate from competition and gain a loyal customer base. Without means to evaluate user experience, it is impossible to manage experience related aspects. As the need for systematic user experience evaluation is high both in



We conducted a field study with a mixed methods research design [18] to explore user experience with a mobile journalism system. Nineteen participants used a multipart mobile system based on a mobile multimedia phone for submitting and publishing news items to an online publication on two project days. One of the goals in the study was to create a questionnaire for assessment of users’ perceptions of mobile system qualities and overall judgment of mobile systems used in the context of mobile news journalism. Our intention was to use the questionnaire for corroboration and expansion of the results from the qualitative data and to build a tool to be used in the evaluation of user experience in our future studies in the context of mobile news journalism.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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We chose Hassenzahl’s model of user experience [5] as a starting point for the questionnaire development. We started by analyzing the collected observation and interview data with Hassenzahl’s model as a guiding theory. Based on the findings we refined the model and developed the Attrak-Work questionnaire. Questionnaire was conducted at the end of the field study as one part of an online survey targeted at the participants of the study. In this paper we present the theoretical background and the phases of the questionnaire development as well as exemplary results of using the Attrak-Work questionnaire. We also discuss critically many of the limitations in the development of the Attrak-Work questionnaire, which reflect the challenges of fitting questionnaire development into a relatively short period of time.



Figure 1. Key elements of Hassenzahl’s model of user experience from the user perspective. Source: [5]



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND



Hedonic quality focuses on aspects of stimulation, identification, and evocation [5]. Stimulation is related to personal development, that is, to curiosity, personal growth, development of skills and proliferation of knowledge. Identification addresses the expression of self and the user’s personal values to relevant others through objects and is therefore social. An example of this in the context of journalism is a photographer’s systems camera and the big camera case(s) he carries with him, which serve as symbols of his profession. Evocation refers to the product’s ability to provoke memories such as important past events or relationships.



Questionnaires are frequently used in various types of user studies in HCI. A variety of questionnaires have been developed for evaluating users’ emotions. The affect grid [14] assesses emotional states with a 9 x 9-matrix that is surrounded by eight adjectives describing different emotions. A Semantic Differential Scale [13] is a type of a scale with which users can rate the system based on bipolar word couples. For example Mehrabian and Russell [12] have used the Semantic Differential Scale with 18 adjective pairs for emotion assessment against valence, arousal and dominance. Instead of words pictures have been used in emotion assessment questionnaires to avoid language difficulties [3], [8].



According to Hassenzahl, the subjective perception of the product character leads to consequences such as judgments about the product’s appeal, goodness and beauty [4], [5], as well as emotional and behavioral consequences. As examples of emotional consequences Hassenzahl discusses satisfaction and pleasure [4], [5]. Based on the model, Hassenzahl presents two versions of AttrakDiff questionnaires, for assessing the attractiveness of products [6], [7]. The first version, AttrakDiff includes two attribute groups, that is, one group for pragmatic and another for hedonic, as well as one group for the judgment of appeal [7]. The second version, AttrakDiff2, separates the hedonic attribute group into two groups, one for stimulation and the other for identification [4], [6]. In addition, evaluative constructs such as goodness and beauty have been included in subsequent studies [4]. AttrakDiff questionnaires use a Semantic Differential Scale to assess the pragmatic and hedonic attributes as well as items in judgment of appeal and the evaluative constructs.



Emotion assessment is not the only way to evaluate user experience. When we aim to improve a system or want to gain an understanding of the user experience, we are also interested in users’ perceptions of the product’s qualities and their overall evaluative judgments of it. To be able to reach beyond studying the instrumental aspects, practical tools that support the assessment of user experience are needed. One approach is to include hedonic aspects in the measurement, like in the HED/UT scale [16], [19] or the AttrakDiff questionnaires [6], [7]. These questionnaires aim to assess users’ perceptions of the product or system qualities. AttrakDiff questionnaires are based on the user experience model presented by Hassenzahl [5], which is illustrated in Figure 1. We chose this model as the basis for the development of the tool for user experience evaluation in the context of mobile news journalism. Hassenzahl’s model enables a relevant approach to studying aspects of user experience in work context, since the theory covers not only pragmatic (utilitarian) aspects, but also hedonic (non-utilitarian) aspects. For professionals not only the functional aspects of the used technology are important, but also how it relates to being stimulating, supports and enables creativity and, on the other hand, what kind of symbolic value it possesses.



Although AttrakDiff questionnaires have been used by several researchers in studying user experience, we decided to use the original model as a basis for questionnaire development instead of using the AttrakDiff questionnaires. This decision was made, since when we used Hassenzahl’s model as a guiding theory in analysis of the data, our findings on hedonic aspects differed considerably in their representation from the attributes in AttrakDiff questionnaires. Therefore, we used our findings in the development of the questionnaire. In the following sections, we first present the study and continue by describing the development of the questionnaire within it.



Hassenzahl’s framework is based on the assumption that product character can be described by two attribute groups, namely pragmatic and hedonic attributes [5]. Each person constructs her own personal version of the product character based on the product features and on her personal standards and expectations. Pragmatic quality is instrumental and related to the product’s usability and utility when the product is used for tasks. On the contrary, hedonic quality is related to the user’s self, such as autonomy, competence, relatedness to others, or security [4], [5].



STUDY We used the case study approach [23], which was carried out with a mixed methods research design [18]. Data was collected during a field trial by qualitative (semi-structured interviews, observations) and quantitative (questionnaires) methods. Questionnaires were used in the research design to corroborate and expand the results obtained from observations and interviews. Data was collected before, during, and after the usage of mobile system.
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Figure 2 illustrates the data collection methods used in different phases of the study.



was to familiarize with the field of the study, participants’ usage of mobile phones, prior experiences of using mobile phones in news journalism, expectations as well as attitudes. Results were used in the development of a pre-usage questionnaire, which was conducted as a paper questionnaire right before the training. All 19 students answered the questionnaire which was used to collect background information of the users, their prior usage and experiences of mobile devices and services, and expectations and attitudes towards upcoming project.



Figure 2. Data collection of the study.



Observations were made on two project days, on two planning sessions a week before each project day, and on two wrap-up sessions a week after each project day. Three researchers were involved in the field trial during the first part of the study and four researchers in the second part of the study. A total of 85 hours of observations were made both in the mobile context (journalists and photographers working) as well as in the “newsroom”. Researchers made hand-written notes and took photographs when observing the work. Within three days of the first project day eleven participants and during the second project day four participants were interviewed. Interviews were semi-structured lasting from 60 to 90 minutes. All interviews were recorded. Interviews covered various user experience related themes as well as users’ perceptions on the suitability of mobile phones in journalism.



Study was made in conjunction with a graduate level university course on web publishing in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication at the University of Tampere, Finland. Data collection centered around two project days, when the students produced short news stories and videos for a web publication using a mobile journalism system based on mobile multimedia phones. The mobile system consisted of a mobile multimedia phone (Nokia N82), a wireless Bluetooth keyboard (Nokia SU-8W) and a mature prototype of a mobile journalism software application running on the mobile phone. Application enabled the creation of news stories with text and multimedia items (photos, audio and video clips) on a mobile phone and submitting of these stories to the publication platform. During the two project days graduate students worked as journalists and photographers creating news stories to the publication from the field. University course was chosen as the context of the field study, since the mobile system was a prototype. It was not feasible to set up a trial in a news organization at this phase, since potential problems encountered may had disturbed the work of the professionals considerably. Researchers did not influence the decisions on the type of stories or how or for what purposes the participants used the system. The publishing process therefore was similar to the one which is used in real news organizations with editorial meetings (here planning and wrap up sessions) and with the roles of editorial staff (online producer and art director) included. See for example [20], [22] for more details on the study.



The post-usage questionnaire was conducted as web survey with a deadline for completing it within ten days of the second project day. Participants of the study were sent an email asking to complete the survey two days after the second project day. A reminder was sent by email two days before the deadline. The questionnaire consisted of several parts, of which one was the Attrak-Work questionnaire which began from the second question in the survey.



Analysis The data from the observations was written into electrical form for further analysis and the interviews were transcribed. Interview and observation data were analyzed by content analysis. Specifically for the case of developing the questionnaire, data analysis was guided by theory to identify themes and attributes related to pragmatic and hedonic aspects (stimulation and identification) of the mobile system usage. For this article we used Cronbach’s alfa for testing the internal consistency reliability of the scales and nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test for identifying statistically significant differences between the user groups on their perceptions of the system’s qualities and overall judgment of appeal.



Participants Participants of the study were graduate students of journalism and visual journalism who were taking a project course on web publishing. All students had practical experience in journalistic work either full time (1–15 years, median: 1 year) or part-time (0–4 years, median: 2 years). Most of them were working as freelancers in parallel to their studies. The students of visual journalism had used mobile phones (Nokia N93) earlier in their studies for video capturing and editing, whereas the students of journalism had no prior experiences of using mobile phones in their studies. From here on we refer to the students on journalism as journalists and to the students of visual journalism as photographers.



DESIGNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE The process of developing the user experience questionnaire for mobile news journalism included several phases: first, gaining an understanding of the factors affecting user experience with exploratory, qualitative methods. We used Hassenzahl’s model of pragmatic and hedonic product qualities as a guiding theory in the analysis phase. We then built a framework for the instrument development from our findings and based on earlier theories [5], [11]. Finally, we developed the questionnaire based on our framework and on the findings from qualitative data. This section gives an overview of these phases.



The number of participants in the study was nineteen (10 journalists, 9 photographers). The number of respondents to the online survey, which included the Attrak-Work questionnaire, was fifteen (8 journalists, 7 photographers). All interviewees and respondents were given as a compensation a ticket to movies.



Data Collection As can be seen from Figure 2, data was collected using multiple methods at various points during the study. The study centered around two separate project days in the spring 2008, which were five weeks apart. Pre-usage interviews were arranged three days before the training of the mobile journalism system for two groups separately, one for two students of visual journalism and one for three students of journalism. The goal



Findings from the Qualitative Data In this sub-section we present a short overview of the findings related to the pragmatic and hedonic aspects of using the system based on the observations and interviews.
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Pragmatic Quality



Evaluative Judgments – Appeal



Themes that were emphasized by several participants regarding pragmatic aspects of the mobile journalism system were for example ease of use, learnability, reliability, intuitiveness of use, performance and effectiveness. Support for the task, work process-related themes such as effect on working, and, in particular, reaching higher level goals of news journalism were discussed. On the mobile system level, these themes addressed the features and functionalities of the used mobile system as an entity or its sub-components, such as the keypad, camera or the mobile journalism application. Users described the usabilityrelated aspects for example with words like easy, intuitive, cumbersome, unreliable and fluent. Furthermore, the themes related to carrying out the tasks or achieving goals covered for example effect on working and on the speed of publishing, support for working and the efficiency of the system.



As exemplified above, we found both pragmatic (utilitarian) and hedonic (non-utilitarian) themes and qualities related to the use of the studied mobile journalism system in mobile news journalism. The perceptions of these qualities are subjective, and they are related to a person’s overall judgments of the mobile system. Based on the findings from qualitative data, there is a difference between the two user groups of the study, journalists and photographers, regarding the perceived hedonic qualities and appeal. Based on the observation and interview data, journalists were more positive than photographers towards the mobile system. On the individual level, there are, however, large differences in users’ perceptions and overall judgments.



Description of the Attrak-Work Questionnaire As described in Section: “Theoretical Background”, we chose Hassenzahl’s model as the starting point in the development of the questionnaire. We first created a model from our findings and earlier theories for the questionnaire development. The created model is presented in Figure 3, and it presents two groups of user perceptions of product characteristics, that is, the perceptions of pragmatic and hedonic qualities. Mahlke [11] refers to these as components of user experience and uses the terms utilitarian and non-utilitarian instead of pragmatic and hedonic. In our model, the user’s perceptions of the pragmatic and hedonic qualities affect the overall judgment of the system, which in the Attrak-Work questionnaire is measured as appeal [7].



Hedonic Quality – Stimulation In addition to pragmatic aspects, participants mentioned several aspects related to the hedonic qualities of the system and its usage. Participants described the usage of the system as interesting, (un)motivating, spontaneous, liberating, enchaining, exciting, frustrating and restricting. These aspects were clearly related to the user’s own self and his or her experience of using the system for capturing the material and for making the publication. Journalists took a very practical stand to using the mobile system, whereas photographers were more negative and reserved towards the system. Participants also emphasized that technology is essential for photographers to do their job. Due to the limitations in the technical capabilities of the mobile phone, photographers expressed that it restricts or even enchains their expression and creativity, and they found it nonmotivating not to be able to achieve what could be achieved with “proper” tools. On the other hand, some photographers commented that using a simple device with limited capabilities was also in some sense liberating for them. However, both journalists and photographers expressed that using the mobile phone for capturing videos gave them new possibilities for news making and it was therefore found interesting and motivating for the specific purpose. Hedonic Quality – Identification



Figure 3. Model of user experience components in the development of the Attrak-Work questionnaire.



Themes of hedonic identification that were emphasized in this study were related to communicating profession and status. For photographers, the systems camera, besides being a practical means and an important enabler of their job, is a symbol of their profession in a social context. It communicates professionalism both to the interviewees and other outsiders, including other professionals. Photographers and journalists also talked about the reactions of outsiders to using the mobile phone for multimedia capture. Participants described the reactions of outsiders to vary from neutral to surprise and disbelief. References to outsiders addressed two different groups, that is, the people they were interviewing and shooting photos and videos of, and other outsiders, either ordinary people or other professionals that were present in the usage situation.



The evaluative judgments of the system are separated from the other consequences since judgments are related to the used system directly. As discussed earlier, in our view the perceptions of the pragmatic and hedonic qualities, the evaluative judgments of the system as well as the other consequences are contextdependent and relative to the usage situations. Contextual dimensions [22], their elements and the actual usage situation affect the user’s perception of the pragmatic and hedonic qualities and his or her overall evaluation of the used system. The pragmatic attribute group in our elaborated questionnaire covers usability, and the hedonic attribute groups cover stimulation and identification. We also included a second group of pragmatic attributes related to task and goal achievement, since this is an important aspect affecting the user’s judgment when the system is used as a work tool. Appeal was included as a fifth theme for assessing an overall evaluative judgment of the studied mobile system. We selected the Semantic Differential scale for assessing a rating for attributes. Each of the attribute groups contain seven or eight pairs of words or short statements (items) presenting opposites of qualities on a bipolar scale. We used a five anchor scale for the



When using mobile phones, in this study both photographers and journalists expressed that interviewees who were laymen and may had never been interviewed or photographed before by the media were more at ease with the small and everyday like device than with a systems camera. Participants felt that interviewees were also less reluctant to be interviewed and photographed. Participants therefore reflected on outsiders’ reactions and comments as well as anticipated reactions and attitudes towards mobile phone users.
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PQ-TGW-4 Hidastaa julkaisua kentältä-Nopeuttaa julkaisua kentältä, Speeds up publishing from the fieldSlows down publishing from the field



rating of the items, ranging from -2 to 2 when we implemented the questionnaire as part of the online survey. It should be noted that the presented model is not intended to be a comprehensive model of user experience including all the aspects related to the phenomenon. It is a simplified model including components we used in the Attrak-Work questionnaire for measuring components of user experience. We did not for example include emotions in this model, although they could be included. However, the model presented in Figure 3 includes examples of themes related to the consequences of user experience that were found in our study and that have also been discussed in earlier literature.



PQ-TGW-5 Laatua alentava-Laatua edistävä, Lowers quality-Enhances quality PQ-TGW-6 Työprosessia estävä- Työprosessia tukeva, Obstructs the workflow-Supports the workflow PQ-TGW-7 Työskentelyä hidastava-Työskentelyä nopeuttava, Speeds up work-Slows down work Hedonic Quality – Stimulation (HQ-SW)



In the following sub-sections we describe each attribute group in the Attrak-Work questionnaire. All attribute groups have been modified based on our findings from the observation and interview data. They therefore differ from the original items presented in AttrakDiff questionnaires, but also some of the original items are directly included in the Attrak-Work questionnaire. The items were created based on our findings, and they reflect how participants talked about the system and how they described its usage.



For assessing stimulation as an aspect of the hedonic quality of the system, we used the presented model as the starting point for developing the items. In our study, participants described several different types of stimulation-related aspects, as described in Section: “Findings from the Qualitative Data” that seemed relevant to be assessed with a questionnaire. However, these themes were not covered in the AttrakDiff 2 questionnaire, and we therefore redesigned the items to fit the context of the study. The seven created items are presented in the following:



Pragmatic Quality – Usability (PQ-UW)



HQ-SW-1 Kahlitseva-Inspiroiva, Restricting-Inspiring



As a basis for the users’ assessment of the pragmatic quality of the mobile journalism system we used the attribute group used in AttrakDiff questionnaires [6], [7]. There are altogether seven items in this group, of which two are directly from the original AttrakDiff (PQ-UW-1=PQ_2, PQ-UW-4=PQ_6). In addition, two items are related but not completely identical to the items in AttrakDiff (PQ-UW-2~PQ_7, PQ-UW-3~PQ_4). The selected items, modifications and new items reflect the findings from the qualitative data. For example, a new item on reliability was included, since reliability was strongly emphasized by the participants as one basic usability-related aspect that was essentially important in the work context.



HQ-SW-2 Turhauttava-Innostava, Frustrating-Exciting HQ-SW-3 Lannistava-Motivoiva, Discouraging-Motivating HQ-SW-4 Oppimista estävä-Oppimista stimuloiva, Stimulates learning-Prevents learning HQ-SW-5 Luovuutta rajoittava-Luovuuden mahdollistava, Limits creativity-Enables creativity HQ-SW-6 Kehittymistä rajoittava- Haasteita tarjoava, Restricts development-Offers challenges HQ-SW-7 Ammatillista kunnianhimoa rajoittavaAmmatillisen kunnianhimon mahdollistava, Constricts professional ambition- Enables professional ambition



PQ-UW-1 Monimutkainen-Yksinkertainen, Complicated-Simple



Hedonic Quality – Identification (HQ-IW)



PQ-UW-2 Vaikea-Helppo, Difficult-Easy



Similarly to the case of stimulation, we used the presented model as a theoretical background when developing the items for identification as the second group of hedonic quality. During the study, participants expressed various issues related to this theme. One item is identical to an item in the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire (HQ-IW-1=HQI-3). The other items have been created based on the themes found in the qualitative data.



PQ-UW-3 Hankala-Vaivaton, Challenging-Effortless PQ-UW-4 Hämmentävä-Selkeä, Confusing-Clear PQ-UW-5 Epälooginen-Looginen, Illogical-Logical PQ-UW-6 Epäluotettava-Luotettava, Unreliable-Reliable PQ-UW-7 Arvailua vaativa-Intuitiivinen, Needs guessing-Intuitive



HQ-IW-1 Harrastelijamainen-Professionaalinen, Professional-Amateurish



Task and Goal Achievement (PQ-TGW)



HQ-IW-2 Epäuskottava-Uskottava, Unconvincing-Credible



We created a separate attribute group related to task and goal achievement, since this is an important aspect affecting the appraisal of the system in the work context. Whereas the first pragmatic attribute group is related to usability, this second pragmatic attribute group concentrates on the effect and support of the product or system on working. The items in this group were created based on the themes that were found in the qualitative data. PQ-TGW-1



HQ-IW-3 Luottamusta vähentävä-Luottamusta herättävä, Raises trust-Lowers trust HQ-IW-4 Haastateltavia tai kuvattavia epäilyttäväHaastateltavalle tai kuvattavalle kynnystä alentava, Increases suspicion in interviewees-Lowers the threshold of interviewees HQ-IW-5 Ammatillista imagoa laskeva-Ammatillista imagoa kohottava, Lowers professional image-Promotes professional image



Työskentelyä hankaloittava-työskentelyä helpottava, Makes work harder-makes work easier



HQ-IW-6 Ammattilaisten silmissä väheksyttäväAmmattilaisten silmissä arvostettu, Undervalued by professionals-Valued by professionals



PQ-TGW-2 Tehoton-Tehokas, Inefficient-Efficient PQ-TGW-3 Kompromisseihin pakottava- Tavoitteita tukeva, Forces compromise-Supports goals
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HQ-IW-7 Vähentää työn arvostusta-Lisää työn arvostusta, Lowers respect for the work-Enhances respect for the work



EXEMPLARY RESULTS FROM ATTRAKWORK QUESTIONNAIRE



Appeal



In this section, we present and discuss an example of the results when the Attrak-Work questionnaire was used within our study. Our findings from the qualitative data indicate clearly, that the photographers perceived the mobile system more negatively than the journalists especially regarding the hedonic qualities. We were therefore interested in whether we could find a statistically significant difference in the perceptions of the pragmatic and hedonic qualities and overall judgment between the user groups by using the responses collected with the Attrak-Work questionnaire. However, we want to stress, that even if we cannot find a statistically significant evidence for an emerging theme or finding in the qualitative data, it does not mean that it is not important or it does not exist in real-life. Care must therefore be taken when interpreting the results and not to overweight the meaning of the questionnaire results in comparison to the qualitative data, which in this case study has the main emphasis.



Attribute group APPEALW in the Attrak-Work questionnaire comprises of aspects discussed by the participants that were related to the overall appeal of the system. Appeal is included also in the AttrakDiff questionnaire (2000), comprising of eight items. We included three of these items in the Attrak-Work questionnaire (APPEALW-1=APPEAL1, APPEALW-3=APPEAL2, APPEALW4=APPEAL5). In addition, we included from the group of pragmatic quality in the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire the item of practicality PQ_3 (APPEALW-8), since in our view this is more an overall evaluation related to appeal. The other new items reflect the findings in the field study data as well. The eight items are as follows: APPEALW-1 Epämieluisa-Mieluisa, Unpleasant-Pleasant APPEALW-2 Yhdentekevä-Tärkeä, Insignificant-Important APPEALW-3 Huono-Hyvä, Bad-Good



For getting an overall evaluation of the mobile journalism system, we used the five attribute groups (PQ-UW, PQ-TGW, HQ-SW, HQ-IW, APPEALW) as scales. First, to gain a scale value for the perceived qualities and appeal for each respondent, we calculated the mean of the ratings for items (attributes) within an attribute group. We then tested the internal consistency reliability of the scales with Cronbach’s alpha for all five attribute groups. We selected the items for the scales based on the corrected item-total correlation values (≥ 0.3) and Cronbach’s alpha value (> 0.7). The scales PQTGW (α = 0.886), HQ-SW (α = 0.870), and HQ-IW = (0.845) include the seven original items presented in the previous section. For scale PQ-UW we removed two of the original seven items, that is, PQ-UW-3 and PQ-UW-6 (α = 0.809). In addition, for scale APPEALW we removed two of the eight original items, that is, APPEALW-2 and APPEALW-6 (α = 0.819). We then recalculated the scale values.



APPEALW-4 Vastenmielinen-Houkutteleva, Unattractive- Attractive APPEALW-5 Vakava-Rento, Serious-Relaxed APPEALW-6 Tylsä-Kiinnostava, Dull-Interesting APPEALW-7 Hyödytön Hyödyllinen, Useless- Useful APPEALW-8 Epäkäytännöllinen-Käytännöllinen, Impractical-Practical Issues on Developing and Administering the Attrak-Work Questionnaire The questionnaire was pre-tested by one researcher at two occasions during the questionnaire development. She was involved in the collection and analysis of the qualitative data, but she was not involved in the development of the questionnaire items. She was asked to point out items that were not clear, if they were not reflecting the findings, if the anchors for an item were not appropriate or if there were duplicates. The final questionnaire was pre-tested similarly by two other researchers, who were not involved in the study. Due to the tight schedule of the ongoing field study, which involved data collection, transcribing and analysis before creating the items for the Attrak-Work questionnaire, we were not able to involve outsiders, such as the participants of the study, or other professionals working in news journalism in the pre-testing.



To test if there is a statistically significant difference between the perceptions of the journalists and photographers on the perceived qualities and appeal we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. We first calculated the arithmetic mean of the scale values for both user groups. We then calculated the Mann-Whitney U test using the professional role (user group) as a grouping variable. The results of the significance test for each scale are shown in Table 1. The results show that for perceived hedonic quality of identification (HQ-IW), we found statistically significant difference between the user groups (U = 8.5, p < 0.05). For perceived pragmatic qualities PQ-UW and PQ-TGW as well as for overall judgment APPEALW, we did not find statistically significant difference. For perceived hedonic quality of stimulation HQ-SW (U = 11.5, p < 0.1), we found a trend, but it cannot be interpreted in strict statistical sense showing significance.



For the questionnaire scale we selected the Semantic Differential Scale for assessing the participants’ ratings on the items (attributes). We used in this study a five-point scale ranging from -2 to 2. The Semantic Differential Scale is known to be sensitive to selection of the anchors. Selecting a “wrong” pair has an effect on the responses and the reliability of the results. As described earlier, by pretesting we aimed to find these problems. However, we consider developing a second version of the questionnaire, which uses a Likert-scale instead of the semantic differential scale. Regarding the administration of the questionnaire as an online survey, each group of attributes was evaluated separately in the order presented in Section: “Description of the Attrak-Work Questionnaire”. In the future studies we will group the pragmatic qualities into one group and mix the items, and do the same for the hedonic items as well.



Table 1. Results of the Mann-Whitney U test for scales with professional role as a grouping variable. PQ-UW PQ-TGW HQ-SW HQ-IW APPEALW MannWhitney U



22.0



18.0



11.5



8.5



13.5



Exact. Sig.



.536a



.281a



.054a



.021a



.189a



a. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)], not corrected for ties.
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discussed themes are compared to the ones that are discussed more. Third, we can use the tool in our further studies in the same field and also for example compare results from different case studies with different participants.



DISCUSSION Developing a questionnaire is tricky. Phases of the development include for example selecting or developing a framework or theory or using earlier findings as the basis for development, operationalizing the chosen theory and concepts, preparing the questions, selecting an appropriate scale and pretesting the questionnaire. In addition, when developing a questionnaire one has to consider carefully the goal of the development and consider the context it is intended for.



There are several limitations in the development and testing of the questionnaire. Pre-testing was done with researchers, since the study was fast-paced and there was no time to involve outsiders into the development process. The use of an expert panel consisting of outsiders who preferably work as photographers and journalists would give feedback on the wording of the items and help in finding the correct anchors for each item therefore improving the validity of the items. In addition, using external experts working in news journalism would give feedback from a wider audience and improve the validity of items. A recommendable way of obtaining feedback would also be to involve the participants of the study to comment the questionnaire, its themes and individual items after filling it.



The primary goal of the questionnaire development in our study was to develop a practical tool for assessment of user experience in a work context, specifically in mobile news journalism. We developed the questionnaire to corroborate and expand the findings from observation and interview data in a field study. In addition we aimed to develop a tool for our future evaluations of mobile systems in the context of mobile news journalism. In the field study graduate level students of journalism and visual journalism used a multipart mobile system during two project days to publish an online publication directly from the field. The system consisted of a mobile multimedia phone, a wireless Bluetooth keyboard and a mobile application developed for creating stories and submitting or publishing them directly.



Another issue that can be seen as a limitation to the validity of the questionnaire is that the items (attributes) in the AttrakWork questionnaire were created based on the findings from the observation and interview data. They therefore reflect this particular case study and the subjective views of its participants on the mobile journalism system and its usage. However, similar themes and attributes have arisen in our other case studies, with differences in the emphasis of themes depending on the group of participants and their backgrounds. We therefore believe, that for the context of mobile news journalism, the created questionnaire reflects well especially the hedonic aspects related to the mobile system use.



When developing the Attrak-Work questionnaire, we used Hassenzahl’s model of user experience (see Figure 1, [5]) as a guiding theory in the analysis of the observation and interview data, but also looked for other related themes. Based on the findings we refined Hassenzahl’s model by including task and goal achievement as a second attribute group for the assessment of the pragmatic qualities. The created model (see Figure 3) separates the evaluative judgments of the product, such as appeal and satisfaction from the other consequences, such as acceptance, motivation to use and intension to use. The findings from the qualitative data were used in the development of the items for the five groups of attributes, that is, for 1) pragmatic quality – usability PQ-UW, 2) pragmatic quality – task and goal achievement PQ-TGW, 3) hedonic quality – stimulation HQ-SW, 4) hedonic quality – identification HQ-IW and 5) for overall judgment of appeal APPEALW.



Although the current version of the Attrak-Work questionnaire is context specific especially regarding the attributes for hedonic quality identification, the themes included that are reflected by the individual items can be used as guidance when generalizing or targeting the questionnaire to another field of mobile work. Furthermore, the questionnaire can be applied to also any other type of mobile work tool in the context of journalism, be it a systems camera, laptop, audio recorder, or even pen and paper. As a conclusion, we found the questionnaire to support our goal of corroborating and expanding the findings of the qualitative data and especially useful for capturing the perceptions of the hedonic qualities. In the future studies we are considering choosing one of the validated usability questionnaires to assess an evaluation of the pragmatic qualities either as a reference for attribute groups in AttrakWork. In addition, we will carefully analyze the attribute group for appeal to identify possible needs for changes.



The developed Attrak-Work questionnaire was used at the end of the field study to assess the perceived pragmatic and hedonic qualities and the overall judgment of appeal of the used mobile journalism system. Attrak-Work questionnaire was administered as part of an online survey targeted to the participants of the field study. The qualitative data shows a clear difference in the perceptions of the hedonic qualities related to stimulation and identification as well as appeal between the photographers and journalists in the study. As an exemplary result for using of the developed Attrak-Work questionnaire we found statistically significant difference for the hedonic quality identification HQIW (U = 8.5, p < 0.05).
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We found the Attrak-Work questionnaire to be a useful tool in an exploratory study of user experience for several reasons. First, since it is often not possible in a field study to observe or even interview all the participants, it provides a way of accessing the perceptions of a wider set of participants. Second, using a questionnaire means that all the respondents answer the same questions, and therefore we are able to get views on each item from all respondents. Therefore, themes that may not come up in the majority of observations or interviews can still be included to the study. However, one improvement related to this could be to ask the respondents to weight or order the importance of the attributes to find out how important the less
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and including technical methods, typically for reducing the frequency of alarms [9]. Improvement to the human-system interaction can be made by addressing the design of the alarm system interface, develop adequate training and provide alarm handling procedures [8, 21]. For example, Papin and Quellien (2006) [24], emphasize the relationship between the design of the human-system interface and the operator performance and reliability. Reduction of the number of alarms can be made by e.g. including filtering or suppression techniques [3, 26]. Both these approaches use existing alarm system problems as a starting point with attempt to reduce the effects of the problems. However, to design usable alarm systems, designers should not only avoid well-known problems. It is important to understand which alarm design and management factors that facilitate for operators to detect, understand and manage changes in the operational environment and unanticipated events [19]. Also, it is of great interest to realise how the alarm system can assist the operator in taking corrective measures to process anomalies whilst staying within the safe envelope [6].



ABSTRACT This paper summarises good practice regarding alarm system design and management. The results have been derived from a number of studies from different process control domains. A discussion is made concerning the need of studying good practice rather than focusing on solving existing alarm system problems, in order to design safe, efficient and resilient alarm systems. Factors contributing to successful interaction with the alarm systems are described and principle examples of new alarm system presentations are shown. The results can facilitate for control room designers to take the operator’s perspective into account in alarm design projects, and thereby increase the operators’ ability to handle unanticipated events which in turn improve process safety and efficiency.



Keywords alarm systems, process control, safety



The need of studying success factors is an emerging awareness, partly due to the introduction of resilience engineering. Good practice and lessons learned have been available for many years, but they have primarily been derived from existing alarm system problems. By applying the approach of resilience engineering, the focus is shifted towards understanding successful management rather than solving alarm system design and management problems. Resilience engineering represents a new way of thinking about safety proactively, e.g. by trying to enhance the ability of organisations to create robust and flexible processes in operational contexts, to monitor risks, and balance safety, production and economic requirements [18, 30]. A failure does not stand for a breakdown or malfunction of a normal system in resilience engineering. Rather, a failure represents an inability of the system to adequately adapt to cope with the real world complexity. Thus, success is the ability of the system to monitor the changing risk profile and make necessary adjustments so that the system can sustain operational. The adjustments can be made either prior to or following changes and disturbances. Further, resilience engineering could facilitate for operators to manage unexpected situations.



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Graphical User Interfaces, User-centered Design].



INTRODUCTION Alarm systems play an important role in maintaining safe and efficient operation of process control settings. The alarm systems are essential parts of the operator interfaces and should provide vital support for the operators in order to handle process variations and avoid or manage incidents and disturbances. Well-designed alarm systems facilitate safe operation, whereas deficiencies can contribute to incidents. Furthermore, poor performance of alarm systems can result in financial losses, environmental consequences and hazards to people [3, 25]. Research regarding alarm systems has mainly been divided into two approaches; improving the human-alarm system interaction,



A resilient system must have the abilities to:
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−



respond, quickly and efficiently, to regular disturbances and threats,



−



continuously monitor for irregular disturbances and threats, and to revise the basis for the monitoring when needed,



−



anticipate future changes in the environment that may affect the system’s ability to function, and the willingness to prepare against these changes even if the outcome is uncertain.
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By using the resilience engineering approach together with more recent developed user interface design approaches, for example ecological interface design [4, 14], the possibility for the operators to safely and efficiently manage situations characterised by novelty and change has dramatically improved. To facilitate for alarm system designers to pro-actively design wellfunctioning alarm systems, it is beneficial to use experiences from different industry sectors regarding alarm handling success factors.



regarding the individual studies used to analyse different alarm systems is presented in Table 1. Table 1. Summary of the studies included in the analysis. Studies Industry



sector



OBJECTIVE AND GOAL The objective of this paper was to summarise results from a number of studies concerning alarm systems in process control domains, performed during the 2000’s by the Human-Machine System research group at Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden. All studies have been carried out in order to understand the operators’ interaction with existing alarm systems, the hazardous situations they need to manage and how the environment and organisation affect the operators’ work. The goal with the summary is to identify factors contributing to successful interaction with the alarm systems, as well as good practice regarding alarm system design and management. The results can facilitate for control room designers to take the operator’s perspective into account in alarm design projects, and thereby increase the operators’ ability to handle unanticipated events, which in turn improve process safety and efficiency.



METHOD The industrial sectors studied were nuclear power, pulp and paper, oil refining and heat and power. Furthermore medical care and aviation were also included. All studies have been performed at Swedish facilities and with Swedish users. In all settings, experienced users with more than 5 years of practice participated. The primary methods used to gain an understanding of the operators’ work were in-situ observations in control rooms and simulators, and interviews with operators, suppliers and system designers. Furthermore, hierarchical task analysis (HTA) [13], applied cognitive task analysis (ACTA) [20] and scenario analysis [11] were used to describe the operators’ work. The operators’ mental workload was assessed by NASATLX [7]. Risk analysis was performed to predict and assess human error using PHEA [2] and HEART [5]. Information



Number of cases



Nuclear power



7



Pulp and paper



4



Oil refining



3



Heat and power



4



Medical care



Aviation



Subjects



Methods



observations interviews operators task analyses & system NASA-TLX designers HEART ACTA operators observations & system interviews designers operators observations & system interviews designers observations operators interviews



References



[12, 23, 27–29]



[12, 22]



[10, 12, 22] [1, 22]



3



nurses patients



observations interviews PHEA ACTA



[2, 12, 15–17]



3



pilots



observations interviews



[12, 22]



The results from the different industry sectors in Table 1 were accumulated and compiled in a standardised format, derived from the system model presented in Figure 1. The description of the system, its goal and characteristics regarding the technical alarm system, the user interface of the alarm system, and the organisation and environment were compiled for each sector. Further, assessments regarding the operators’ interaction with the alarm system were performed. From the results, advantages and success factors were identified. After summarizing the results from each domain, an overall analysis was performed to specify critical alarm design criteria independent of industry sector.



Figure 1. System model of factors affecting alarm management. 252
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are closed or not. The important conclusion is that the classical user alarm interface, which often is focused on detailed information on component level, needs to be complemented with other information representing the status of the functional purpose, the causal relationships and, in addition, make the information relevant on system and subsystem level.



RESULTS AND ANALYSIS The references presented in Table 1 demonstrate deeper descriptions regarding characteristics of the different industry sectors control room settings and the operators’ interaction with the alarm systems. The overall results show that in order to obtain successful management of alarms, the alarm system user interface, the technical alarm system, the organisation and the environment need all to be attended to. How well the design of the user interface, the technical alarm system, the organisation and the environment meets the conditions set by the process and operators define how successful the interaction is.



Consequently, the role of the operator is very important for the operator’s behaviour and the processing of information. To meet the operator’s varying needs, the alarm system should provide complementary information on different abstraction levels and levels of detail. Thereby the operator can choose relevant information in a specific work situation. By adding information on system level and with higher degrees of abstraction, the operator is also more likely to make sensible decisions regarding the prioritisation of the work, since the overall process status is more easily perceived and understood. A typical problem in e.g. oil refining is that the operators could get stuck on specific alarms and problems, and therefore miss the overall picture.



The following results are considered as general for all sectors.



Alarm System User Interface The results from the studies show that depending on the operational mode (e.g., full-power, start-up and shutdown) and the work situation (e.g., normal operation or disturbance), the operator’s role and the operational goal change and thus the operator’s need of information varies. For example, in fullpower operation the operators try to optimise the process and needs detailed process information, whereas in large disturbances the operators want to ensure safe shut-down.



A key factor for successful performance is that the operators get continuous information and feedback of the system’s status. The operators need feedback regarding the results of their measures, automatic sequences and they need information regarding critical process data. For example, safety-critical alarms should be spatially dedicated and continuously visible, which provide pattern recognition. Given this, the operator can quickly detect variations in the system’s status. Further, visual aids to enhance detection of process changes should be implemented.



A simplification to illustrate the differences is to use the abstraction hierarchy and part-whole decomposition (Figure 2) [4]. In steady-state full-power operation, the operator is interested in detailed information regarding individual components, e.g. the capacity and the component’s relationship to other objects. This means that the operator needs information regarding the physical function on a component level (lower, right corner in Figure 2).



The operators included in the studies try to manage the process by being aware and pro-active. They actively monitor key parameters to be able to early detect deviations. To facilitate for evaluation of parameter values, the value should be presented together with the set-points and/or alarm limits. When designing an alarm system user interface, special concern should to be taken to ensure that the design is consistent with other equipment and control systems within the control room concerning phrasing, abbreviations etc. To facilitate interpretation of alarms, the alarm should be presented within a clear frame of reference, e.g. the alarm limits. Some type of indication of the parameter’s trend is also helpful and enhances correct interpretation of the alarm and helps the operators whith prioritising their work. Further, a user interface that guides the operator’s initial response contributes to successful alarm handling. Figures 3–4 present examples of how the alarm system user interface can be improved to facilitate for the operators to detect anomalies, to detect and handle individual alarms, and to identify and take corrective measures in disturbances. Figure 3 illustrates an example from a modernised system of a limited subsystem of a nuclear power plant, i.e. the modernised alarm system should function together with the existing alarm system in the control room. Figure 4 presents a generic example of improvements in the visual design of alarms in heat and power industries.



Figure 2. Combination of the abstraction and part-whole hierarchies [4]. In disturbances, the operator’s main interest is to control overall process status on a system or subsystem level. However, this simplification is only partly true. To be able to ensure e.g. a safe shut-down, the operator needs to check the status of individual components as well, for example if valves
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Figure 3. Improvements of an existing alarm system user interface (nuclear power plant).



Figure 4. Principle example of new alarm presentation for heat and power application. To evaluate each alarm that is implemented and ensure that it requires a response from the operator is one of the most efficient strategies to keep the alarm rate low. With computerised alarm systems it is very easy and cheap to implement alarms, and therefore the number of alarms within the systems has increased dramatically in many industries. An alarm system in aviation was found to be the most technically efficient. It included a very low rate of alarms in total, about 200 alarms which can be compared to process industries which could



Technical Alarm System The results indicate that the alarm systems today primarily are used in steady-state full-power operation and in minor disturbances, due to too high amount of alarms in off-normal operational modes and large disturbances. To improve the use of the alarm systems and make them useful also in off-normal operation, technical functions such as reduction of alarms and prioritisation of alarms should be evaluated.
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the work between them in a way that is suitable for the specific situation, since both pilots usually share the same type of education and knowledge. The operators in nuclear power, oil refining, pulp and paper, and heat and power can regulate the workload within the shift team to maintain high overall performance. The operators regulate their workload by prioritising tasks according to available time and resources. They use external cues to decrease the workload. The shift supervisor in nuclear power has an important role in maintaining a manageable workload level for all operators in the team, by distributing the tasks between them. For future alarm systems, it is important to implement support functions for the operators to create and use external cues e.g., possibility to define personalised alarms and write comments in connection to objects and/or alarms. Furthermore, external cues can reduce the need for the operator to recall information when moving from one operation to another in a task sequence. In addition, training should be provided that helps the operators to support each other in different operating modes and process situations.



present up to as much 20 000 alarms. Aviation use modedependent prioritisation and suppression and alarm flooding is very seldom possible. However it is impossible to compare the situation in an airplane cock-pit with the control room in a large process plant, but the idea of careful selection of alarms and prioritisation is very beneficial independent of industry, and one of the most excellent strategies when designing wellfunctioning alarm systems [3]. Proper prioritisation of alarms enhances the operator’s ability to focus the attention correctly. This is especially important for less experienced operators and applicable to situations which can be foreseen. In nuclear power, the experience of an operator had no significant effect on the decision making process. Instead, the level of experience affected which type of information the operator perceived. The experienced operators were more likely to use multiple sources of information to verify information and they also had a good ability to foresee possible outcomes of different situations. Thus, the experienced operator has advantages in assessing situations correctly. On the other hand, if the less experienced operator is supported in the perception of information by checklists and procedures, he/she is very likely to reach the same decision. This indicates that a main task for the alarm system is to reduce distracting stimuli and to guide the operator towards the important information by using checklists in deviations and implement techniques for alarm prioritisation and alarm suppression.



One important aspect to consider is that the work performed in the studied control rooms is not the result of the performance of an individual operator, but the result of the operators working together. A central issue for the alarm system is therefore to facilitate for natural collaboration in the control room team. For example, a main shared overview display should be provided to support the operators to have a shared understanding of the situation. Clearly, an important factor for the management is to assess and appoint a proper staffing level.



Resilience engineering and ecological interface design both emphasize the need of supporting the operators in situations characterised by novelty and change. It is important that the operators can handle unanticipated events, but it is also significant that frequent tasks and anticipated high-risk situations can be managed efficiently. Thus, special attention should be given to classic task analyses and other methods that focus on evaluating operator awareness, operator reliability and task performance for anticipated tasks and events. By analysing the operative goal in the specific mode and/or work situation and the operator’s need of information and support, an alarm system with a more effective design can be developed. Further, alarm prioritisation and suppression specially adapted to different operational modes, e.g. start-up or shut-down, can be very efficient to reduce the amount of irrelevant alarms and distracting stimuli.



Another key aspect in successful development of alarm systems is that the organisation advocates a culture of improvement. A newly commissioned alarm system is not fully developed, but needs improvements. Further, to identify the need of improvement, there must be a plan for recurrent review of the alarm system with alarm system measurements and targets. The usefulness of procedures can be debated depending on industry sector. Some operators assert that procedures are useful for almost all types of tasks, whereas other operators say that procedures cannot be developed for all tasks and process variations. The more stable a process is, the more easily can procedures be developed and the procedures are also more likely to be correct. In such a context it can be beneficial to have procedures for many tasks. If the plant process is characterised by process variations, it is not likely that the operators will use the procedures since they will be difficult to apply to the different situations. However, procedures for anticipated disturbances are useful since they facilitate for the operator to manage the situation and reduce the mental workload, which can be very important in a dangerous situation. Thus, the operator is also more likely to detect if anything out of the normal disturbance procedure occurs.



An operator who feels in control and understands the process will be more successful in his/her work. One of the largest advantages with computer based technology was, according to operators, the higher degree of integration of information and links between process objects, procedures and parameter settings. For example, instructions integrated in the interface were experienced as a good support. In conclusion, factors to attend to regarding the technical alarm system are primarily; proper prioritisation of alarms, alarm system adapted to the operator’s differing roles dependent on system status and operating aim, and reduction of distracting stimuli, i.e. possibilities to suppress/eclipse multiple alarms or block irrelevant alarms, typically from equipment under service.



Training is a factor that should not be underestimated. With proper training, the operator has sufficient knowledge and proficiency for dealing with various work situations. Thorough training gives the operator the needed skills, knowledge about the alarm system and also provides the operator with handling alternatives. The environmental design of the studied control rooms was satisfying. The operators worked in a good thermal climate, with sufficient lighting and physical ergonomics. However, these factors are also important to consider during the design of the control room since they can have an impact on the operator’s ability to detect, read, listen to and respond to alarms.



Organisation and Environment One of the most common mentioned resilience enhancing factor and success factor identified in the studies was the ability of flexibility within the control room crew. Clear responsibilities but knowledge about each other’s tasks and assignments facilitated collaboration and the ability to support each other. For example, in the cockpit, the pilots can divide



To conclude, organisational and environmental factors that contribute to successful alarm handling are; possibility to 255
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regulate and distribute workload, continuous monitoring and improvement of alarm system performance, emergency operating procedures in stressful situations, and proper staffing levels in order to handle anticipated transients.



CONCLUSIONS The following conclusions have been found about operator performance and design of alarm systems:



DISCUSSION The factors presented in the result section are examples of good practice identified as important for all industrial sectors included in the studies. The results indicate that there are several success factors and good practice that could be considered as generic. However, the number of case studies in the included industry sectors varied as well as the extent of the interviewed operators. Process industries, and especially nuclear power control, have been investigated more thoroughly than sectors as aviation and medical technology. The applicability of the success factors should be considered as generic, i.e. they are applicable independent of type of industry sector and type of alarm system development project (ranging from a minor modernisation with an add-on system to the complete development of a new control room with control and alarm system). However, adaptations are of course necessary and the importance of the factors can vary between industrial sector and project. For example, in minor modernisation projects it can be more important to be consistent with the other control and alarm equipment in the control room, than to follow specific design guidlines. One of the most important factors when developing alarm systems is to consider the whole system and the various working situations that might occur. If only the design of the alarm system user interface is focused, the overall system performance is likely to decrease, since the consistency between the technical alarm system, the organisation and the environment will be insufficient. Furthermore, since the different sectors have realised their alarm system design and alarm management strategies differently and with varying success, the need of exchanging experiences and knowledge is prominent. However, rather than to address alarm system problems in the knowledge exchange, it is most important to exchange good practice in order to obtain useful, efficient and safe alarm handling.



−



The operator’s various roles in different operational modes are very important for information processing and thus the alarm system interface design. Future alarm systems should be adaptive and/or present information on multiple abstraction and detail levels. The design should take the modes of operation, the role of the operator, and the aim of the operator into consideration.



−



Consider the entire system and design the technical alarm system, the alarm system user interface, and the organisational and environmental aspects in connection to each other.



−



Workload regulation is very important to maintain high overall performance. The operators regulate their workload by prioritising tasks according to available time and resources. They use external cues to decrease the workload. The supervisor has an important role in maintaining a manageable workload level for all operators. A situation with high temporal demands does not necessarily imply high mental demands. The use of emergency procedures is one example of how the mental workload can be decreased.



−



Prioritisation of alarms is one of the most efficient technical functions to enhance alarm handling.



−



Fast detection and interpretation of anomalies and alarms are important to improve process availability and safety. Pattern recognition is efficient for safety-critical alarms and visual aids (e.g. mass balances and object information in a frame of reference) enhance detection of process changes.



−



Ensuring that every alarm requires a response is an efficient strategy to keep the number of alarms down.



−



The operator’s decision-making is very much influenced by the perceived information and not so much dependent on the operator’s level of expertise. The alarm handling can be made more efficient if the operator is supported by: o o o o



The combination of the approaches of resilience engineering, ecological interface design (EID) and classical design approaches and methods are most useful to provide operators with safe and efficient alarm systems. If only the approaches of resilience engineering and EID are used, the operators might be able to handle new and unanticipated events, and they will easily detect anomalies and predict how they affect overall system performance. However, frequent tasks might be inefficient to perform and interaction with objects can be illogical. The aim of the EID approach is to identify how component resources map functionality to purposes. For example, task analysis can provide information regarding which activities that are needed and facilitate for users to achieve particular goals [4].



Emergency operating procedures Alarm prioritisation Reduction of distracting stimuli Suppression of irrelevant alarms.



−



Improve the alarm system’s ability to guide the operator’s initial response to the deviation. Action lists should be considered as a future feature of alarm systems.



−



Combining design approaches focused on managing new and unanticipated events with traditional design approaches focused on task efficiency, will probably provide the best overall result and alarm management performance.
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guidance to maintain or restore stability as a first goal. Later experiences of major accidents, especially Chernobyl, brought up another issue, that of safety culture. Appropriate procedures and adherence to them was thereafter one of the measures of good safety culture.



ABSTRACT This paper reports results of a qualitative analysis of procedure usage in NPP process control. The data was gathered in a test series that was conducted at the training simulator of the Fortum Loviisa nuclear power plant (NPP) in autumn 2008. The aim of the research is to construct understanding of the role of operating procedures in process control on a general level. In addition, the role of emergency operating procedures in structuring the activity in a specific accident scenario is studied. To demonstrate the methodology and to analyse in detail the role of procedures in one accident situation, the results concerning one run and one crew are presented.



Both safety culture and procedures have dominantly been dealt with as organisational phenomena, which they certainly are. Actual practices of personnel’s ways of using procedures, which both manifests the organisation’s culture and creates it, has not been studied as broadly. The present study focuses on the usage of procedures. The specific context of the study is the modernisations of the information and control systems (I&C) that are currently ongoing in both of the Finnish nuclear power plants. During these modernisations old analogue technology is replaced with digital automation and human-system interfaces (HSIs). In one of the plants, i.e. in the Loviisa plant, the modernisation started by replacing some of the original analogue human-system interfaces of control rod position indication and control systems, some preventive functions and nuclear water treatment systems with new digital HSIs. A couple of years before starting the modernisation of HSIs, the implementation of new symptombased procedures for handling emergency situations took place. Our intention in the present study was to analyse at a full-scope training simulator the use of the new emergency operating procedures (EOPs).



Keywords emergency operating procedures, process control, qualitative analysis



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – Human factors.



INTRODUCTION The use of operating procedures is a basic issue when dealing with the work in complex safety-critical environments. Designing procedures for various operations is a challenging task because design cannot only rely on engineering knowledge. It also requires understanding of how the system is operated. Gaining of operational experience has therefore had a significant effect on the number of available procedures, their role in the daily work of the personnel, and also on the type of procedures. After the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 the nuclear community awakened to strictly require procedures, new eventbased procedures were developed, and adherence to procedures was strongly insisted. At the same time it became evident that when operators face an unexpected situation procedures written to pre-defined disturbance classes or situations are not optimal. Hence, it would also be necessary to develop procedures that are focused on identifying signs of change from stable state. The symptom-based procedures emerged. These should offer



Some recent international studies have also drawn our interest to the issue of procedure usage. These studies report of changes that take place in operator responsibilities and tasks in connection to implementing new procedures.



BACKGROUND Earlier Findings A large number of empirical analyses on the use of emergency operating procedures have been accomplished by Electricité de France in a series studies already in the 1990’s [1]. Conceptions of operator activity and operators’ application of procedures were drawn from more than a hundred tests in simulated nuclear power plant operation contexts. These studies provided a basic understanding of how procedure usage was, and how it probably should be understood in the NPP domain. Dien [1] discusses how the general agreement of the need of using procedures is interpreted by different stakeholders, i.e. regulators, designers, and operators, and whether operator use procedures as designers require or assume.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Different Conceptions of Procedures From the point of view of the regulator procedures are a legal requirement and, consequently the nuclear regulator insists that the utility demonstrates the existence of appropriate procedures



ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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and collaborators studied thoroughly the usage of procedures by the operators of N4 plants. Filippi [3] synthesised their findings by defining the psychological characteristics of procedure usage in incident and accident situations. Our interpretation, which may also be supported by other authors’ work [4, 5], of these characteristics is as follows:



and their competent use. The availability and correct use of operating procedures is an important factor contributing to plant safety. The designers’ task is to create a system that operates effectively and safely in all operating situations. Designers need to anticipate possible problem situations and design means to handle them. From their point of view operators may endanger safety by committing errors. According to this view, errors can be avoided by following procedures that are pre-planned for difficult situations. Dien [1] maintains that the designers’ basic assumptions of the internal characteristics of operator work activity are, however, inadequate and, hence, false expectations of the role of procedures and of the ways of their application arise. According to the designers’ implicit model 1) an operator is “a guided” being who should follow instructions literally; 2) the situation in which operators use procedures is a series of chronological actions that must be carried out in a particular order; 3) operators are considered as “average operators”, hence personal and cultural differences in work are devoted only minor attention. The message of Dien is that this view of operator activity is rather mechanistic and non-dynamic. Operators themselves who have experience of the dynamics of the process feel the need for procedures as help in diagnosing problems and maintaining the process under control. According to Dien’s [1] findings it is rare that operators withdraw from using procedures in accident situations. The author states, however, that non-use of procedures still takes place. According to his studies the major reason has been that operators have not been able to immediately connect the procedure to the plant situation. The problems in connecting procedures and the situation were due to either procedure design or previous operator errors. It was also found that almost in all test runs there were small deviations from the prescriptions of the procedures which, however, did not have effect on the quality of the end result. Sources for these deviations were needs to respond to events and detailed conditions that are not included in the procedure descriptions. Procedures describe situations in a rather straightforward way and do not include minor additional failures in typical event scenarios. Finally, procedures assume a particular, implicitly in-designed level of competence. Naming a required action may be described in very many levels of detail, and in reality, depending on operator competence, the needs for level of details are different.



−



intelligent use of procedures which is portrayed in a balanced combination of procedure guidance and operator competence especially in identifying the situation, whereby an ability to maintain control over own action is required



−



connecting the situation with the procedure which requires the operator to create a context for interpretation, i.e. to make the procedures meaningful in the current situation and a relevant framework for action, which requires cognitive effort



−



maintaining coherence in acting despite of interruptions that require changes in attention and maintaining unfinished tasks active for retrieval; the interruptions are often induced by other team members which requires anticipation and control of other persons’ acting



−



organising efficient collaboration and coordinating with other team members according to the prescriptions of the procedure which typically require parallel independent acting with occasional joint updates between the team at prescribed phases



−



developing trust in automation and procedures is important for the development self-confidence and professional identity which have effect on operators’ the ability to act in uncertain situations [6, 7].



Procedures as a Human-system Interface Procedures are a relevant issue for the NPP operators’ work also because they act in a role of an interface to the process. This aspect of procedures has gained relevance in I&C system digitalisations at NPPs, in which connection also the computerisation of procedures is considered. Studies in which computer-based procedures (CBP) are compared with the traditional paper-based procedures (PBP) are of interest to us because in these studies the role and functions of procedures in operator work are discussed. In many studies on procedure design the focus is more on specific issues of the format without connection to the functions of procedures.



The conclusions Dien [1] draws on his studies is that operators are not able to, and that it is not reasonable to require that they should, follow procedures literally. Instead operators are required in their procedure application to “make up their oversights”, i.e. complete procedures to fit the demands of the situation. They must also compensate the static nature of a procedure, by which the author denotes the fact that the dynamics of the process situation are complex and do not result in exactly describable courses of events. These features correspond to what Dien calls “intelligent application of procedures”. This notion refers to kind of compromise between the designer and operator view, i.e. a strict adherence to procedures is required as long as these are adapted to the situation. In other words operator competence is required to realise when the procedure descriptions divert from reality.



Drawing on own work and a literature review O’Hara et al. provide good basis for comparing paper-based and computerbased procedures [5, pp. 4–2]. According to the authors the two types of procedures share many basic elements, both in format and in contents. O’Hara et al. maintain that, rather than the procedure format, a more significant difference between paperbased and computer-based procedures is the functionality. Originally procedures were designed to support planning of response to process deviations. While PBPs do support response planning, they are less helpful in such tasks as monitoring, situation assessment, and implementation of operations. Also, the computer medium gives procedure designers means to improve the layout and salience of information as well as to provide better support for procedure managing.



Psychological Demands of Acting with Procedures



PBPs and CBSs have also been compared with regard to their support for team collaboration. In [8] implementing computerised procedures was found to have some effects on communication and collaboration. Because the new CBPs offered plant parameter data, the need for low-level communication between shift supervisors and board operators was reduced. Because the board operators did not have to serve as the “eyes” of the



Despite of the insight of procedure usage the issue actualised again at EdF when implementing computerised procedures to the N4 NPPs. According to Perin [2], in the connection of implementing computerised procedures to N4 EdF’s own top managers expressed concerns of introduction of probably a too high level of guidance of operators [2, p. 217]. Later Filippi
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supervisor their cognitive resources were freed somewhat. Although the reduction of the need for low-level communication can be seen as a positive thing it had also some negative consequences: there were occasions where operators failed to inform the supervisor of some significant events, and the common understanding of the situation among the crew members was weakened. Also, there were complaints about a narrower field of view provided by CBPs and difficulties in “looking ahead”, i.e. seeing next steps in advance.



individual and collective behaviour. It is also evident that routines are recurrent. Even when routines are rarely if ever executed, e.g. routines for evacuation a building, they may be considered as such because they are rehearsed. Becker also states that essential to routines are that they are shared in a community, not just individual ways of acting. Problems may arise if people do not act according to expectations built on these shared routines. An important further observation is that routines are typically dealt with from an “ostensive” point of view, i.e. routines label or name a particular task e.g. emergency operating. A “performative” point of view is less usual. It relates to actual analysis of how routines are practiced, i.e. how emergency operations are accomplished. Finally Becker points out that routines change according to past experience and that changes take place incrementally and locally.



Pirus [9] considers procedure-based control as an aspect of process automation. He studied operators’ reactions to different levels of automation of procedures in a situation where operators had a chance to select the level of automation of procedures they preferred. His observation was that more experienced operators accepted higher level of automation because they were able to anticipate and maintain understanding of the events that take place in the process. Less experienced operators preferred less automated procedures which enabled keeping themselves in the loop.



Becker’s analysis supports our idea that routines are an intrinsic part in the structuring of action. Habit is the notion that has been proposed to express the way the organism is organised to meet the changing and unexpected features of the environment. The concept was first proposed by the philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce as a fundamental principle of human thinking and action [12]. According to him human actors connect themselves to the possibilities of the environment by continuous action-perception cycles, during which the outcomes of action are observed. As a result, an initial state of doubt about the environment is turned into a state of belief about the environment. These beliefs are habits that embody meanings related to certain situation or objects. The fundamental role of habit is to enable interpreting the cues of the environment and anticipating the effects of own acting. Hence, habits are a corporeal mechanism of anticipation. They are repeated due to being meaningful and as such they also may express style or ethos of acting. Habit enables general conclusions but as corporeal phenomena they do not assume use of symbols.



The idea of Pirus to consider procedures as a form of automation draws attention to the tight connection between operators’ activity, automated operations, and procedureguided operations. All these forms of operation function together to provide an appropriate process control performance. Operators, procedures, and automation form of a system that can be comprehended as a Joint Cognitive System [see further on the concept in 10] that is expected to act in an intelligent and adaptive way. It becomes evident from Pirus’s results that a shared awareness of the system’s performance is assumed by the human operator to anticipate the behaviour of the process and trust the joint functioning. On the basis of the literature we may raise three major issues to be guide further research and design in procedure development, paper-based or computerised. These are: finding an optimal level of guidance and a way of using procedures so that 1) operations are tuned to situation specific constraints, 2) a possibility to anticipate process phenomena is supported, and 3) communication among the operators is assured.



Peirce also proposed that habits have a semiotic structure. Habit expresses the principle of human thought, which allows some thing to be in some way substituted or represented by another thing. Signs, the form of which is heavily dependent on the technological medium applied, are used to represent objects, and understanding of this relationship becomes evident in an action, thought, emotion, or another act or behaviour. As a structure that communicates meaning habit enables organising other actors’ behaviour, too. The semiotic structure of habit may be used in the analysis of communication processes that result in shared understanding of the states of the environment. Procedures are crystallised forms of habit and their function, as that of habits, is to draw attention to significant signs and connect them to interpretative actions.



Theoretical Approach of the Study In the previous sections we have already referred to studies that in a relevant way describe the psychological demands that procedure usage assumes. As indicated, we agree with these ideas. We feel, however, that in these studies procedures have still been considered as clearly separate from expert acting. Our idea is that expert acting in complex and changing environments rely fundamentally on routines which may be corporeal and internal structures or also expressed in the form of external artefacts. Hence, procedures are one type of routines. Further forms of routines are the behavioural schemes or habits operators have developed for coping with the demands of their work. If we take this position to procedures, we need not to confront procedure-based and expertise-based acting. All acting relies on routines, and the challenge is to understand how routines are incorporated in experts’ acting. Strong guidance by routines is not a negative feature as such, but it is necessary that actors comprehend how procedures relate to process phenomena and that also acting is constrained by the same features of the environment, the process, as the procedures.



Research Questions Our first research question is targeted to understanding the role of procedures in operator work on a generic level. As cited earlier, according to Dien [1] different stakeholders have diverse conceptions of why procedures need to be used. In this research we are interested in how operators themselves see the role of procedures in process control. 1. What is the role of procedures in process control in general? Secondly, we also study procedure usage in practice by analysing how the role of procedures in operator work comes apparent in a specific situation. Also, we want to find out if same kind of effects of implementing new procedures as reported earlier (e.g., [3, 8]) can be identified.



Becker [11] has reviewed the role of organizational routines in a way that has relevance to our attempt to understand procedures as acting. The author distinguished several features that define acting with routines. The most salient feature is that routines are patterns or regularities that may be identified in
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of the simulator run which is as complete as possible with the recording methods used.



2. What is the role of EOPs in the construction of activity in a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)?



Based on the functional situation model we selected some important episodes which were then carefully analysed from the course of action description. In this analysis a semiotic model of the structure of habit (Figure 1) was used. The model connects an object, its sign, and the interpretation. It can be used in analyzing activity on a micro level. We used the model in analyzing what signs of environment (the control room) the operators observed and how they interpreted these signs in their actions and communications. By carefully analyzing these action-perception cycles we were able to identify the objects to which the actions were directed, and thus reason about the meaning of activity.



METHODS Collection of Data The data used in this study was gathered in a test series that was conducted at the training simulator of the Loviisa nuclear power plant (NPP) in autumn 2008. The plant is owned by Fortum and is of PWR type. The aim of the whole test series was to generate baseline data to be used in the forthcoming control room evaluations. This was done by measuring performance and by recording the ways of acting in the present control room before the current hybrid control room with analogue panels and desks and process computers will be changed into a fully digitalised environment. In together 12 crews participated in the test series by running three accident scenarios. In this paper we concentrate on a small part of the test series data. The intention is to demonstrate the analysis methodology that was developed while carrying out an in-depth analysis of one run by one crew. The developed methodology will be used in the future for the analysis of the rest of the data. Because of the small amount of data used in the analysis so far the results cannot yet be used for the evaluation of procedures or HSIs, but requires the analysis of a larger sample of the runs. The data used in the analysis that is presented in this paper consists of: −



orientation interviews of the operators (all 12 crews)



−



video recordings of the run: one overview video and three head-mounted camera videos showing what each of the three operators was looking at.



Figure 1. The semiotic model of the structure of habit.



RESULTS Role of Procedures in Process Control



Analysis of Data



When the operators were asked about the role of procedures in process control different kinds of conceptions emerged. The answers could be classified into two qualitatively different classes. Below they have been labelled as “procedures as protection” and “procedures as basis of all process control”. The classes will be further elaborated below.



Analysis of Interview Data



Procedures as Protection



All the orientation interviews were transcribed and a qualitative analysis was carried out. We looked specifically at the questions concerning procedures, but noted also if procedures came up in answers to other questions. The different conceptions concerning the role of procedures were identified and collected, as well as the conceptions concerning good procedures.



When procedures are considered protection, operators refer to them as help and support in difficult situations. Answers in this class claim that procedures are good because they provide help when one does not remember something and that the procedures are used only when rare operations are conducted. Also the notion that procedures are not used in normal process control belongs to this class.



We have had in use also a description of the scenario given by a simulator trainer, the emergency operating procedures used in the scenario, and process computer logs.



Analysis of Video Data



Characteristic for this class of conceptions was that procedure usage was contradicted with professional skill. This interpretation is supported by individual statements that claim e.g. that procedures are important for less experienced operators, and that procedures reduce operating errors and that they reduce operators’ responsibility.



In this study the performance of one crew in one emergency situation was analyzed from the point of view of procedure usage. As a first step of analysis the emergency situation was considered and a functional situation model was constructed. This model depicts the generic functions of nuclear power production in the light of the specific emergency situation. The model also has a temporal dimension and it describes the main operations the operators are supposed to conduct in the situation. In the model the operations are connected to the functions. Thus the model describes the meaning of the operations. It makes visible what people do and for which operational purpose.



Procedures as Basis of All Process Control Another distinctively different class of conceptions was that of considering procedures as a basis of all process control. There were statements from the operators saying that all process control is conducted with the guidance of procedures and that procedures are used although they are not held in hand or looked at all the time.



At the same time the video data was transcribed into a chronological worksheet. All the communications, operations, and sources of detection, movements etc. of the crew during the run were transcribed and written on to a worksheet in correct order. This sheet provides a course of action description



Also the operators claimed that the role of procedures is to unify operating activity and that the use of operations guarantee the safety of operations.
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It seems that the conceptions considering procedures as a basis of all process control claim that using procedures is something very fundamental to process control and that it is part of the professional skills to know the procedures and how to use them.



Table 1. Communication and activities in Episode 1. Time Communication 00:00 Alarm sound 00:02 SS: “Whoops!” RO: “Well!” TO: “What’s happening?” 00:08 SS: “How come PP has not launched?” 00:09 RO: “II”.



The Role of EOPs in the Construction of Activity in a Loss of Coolant Accident



Description of activity All operators are looking at the alarm/event lists on their PMS monitors. SS opens up a primary circuit process display on his PMS monitor. RO stands up.



SS wonders why plant protection signals have not launched yet. SS looks at the PP panel. RO and TO look at their PMSs. RO notices the II criterion display on his monitor and notifies SS of it. SS does not respond at once (it is unclear if he has heard) but opens up a trend on his PMS. RO takes the II criterion procedure and TO the scram procedure. 00:15 SS: “The SS informs others of the change in a process pressurizer level parameter. RO turns gaze on a trend on his is dropping a lot”. PMS monitor and then looks at the PP panel. 00:16 SS: “II”. SS looks at the II criterion procedure and tells the operators that II should be taken into use. 00:22 SS: “A leak”. SS is suspecting a leak. SS turns around to take the II procedure folder. RO is looking at the PP panel and TO the scram procedure. 00:35 SS: “Wait a SS opens up a display showing the second!” containment. TO stands next to the SS’s table and waits for SS to give him the II procedure. RO is looking at the QDS. 00:45 SS: “Go on, SS looks at RO and gives him a command to scram the release scram. RO pushes the scram button reactor”. and starts verifying the scram. TO returns to his place and starts verifying turbine scram. TO and RO perform verification operations 00:48 SS: “And verify scram” according to the scram procedure. SS places … the II procedures on his table. 02:00



For understanding the actual practice of using procedures we carried out an in-depth analysis of the performance of one crew in one emergency situation. The analysed run simulated a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) with an additional failure of a plant protection signal. In this kind of accident the use of emergency operating procedures is mandatory. A simplified scenario description is written below: In the beginning of the scenario the plant is running on full power. Some minutes after the start of the scenario there will be a leak of 50kg/s in one of the six primary loops. The level of the pressurizer will drop quickly. The leak endangers the mass balance on the primary circuit side of the plant. Signal PP16 will go off but fails to release a plant protection chain that is related to the automatic isolation of the containment. Very soon plant protection signal PP21 goes off and starts auxiliary pumps to compensate the loss of water in the primary circuit. The operators should detect the abnormalities in the process state and perform appropriate actions to verify that there will not be further damages. PP16 signal is a criterion for taking the incident identification procedure II into use and PP2 for taking the accident identification procedure AI. After detecting that the process is not in a stable state and that shutting down the plant is required the operators can perform scram (and verify automatic shut down) on the basis of either shift supervisor’s decision or II, or, if they have not released scram before noticing the PP21 signal, on the basis of AI.



The data of the first episode shows that the operators are quickly able to create a good understanding of the situation and to take correct counter measures. This takes place without the direct guidance of the II procedure. Already from the first signs SS is able to anticipate the launching of plant protection chains which shows that early on he understands that a fairly serious event is going on. Information search and constructing understanding of the event is a collective effort, in which SS takes the leading role by announcing the initial diagnosis of a leak, and by commanding the first operations. It has to be noted that at this point of time the operators cannot be completely certain of the type of the event since the initial symptoms can refer to for instance a primary loop leak, a steam leak, or a primary-secondary leak.



Identification of the accident situation is performed with AI, which then leads the operators to the AL primary circuit leak procedure. With AL the crew runs the plant towards a safe state by cooling the primary circuit and by manually releasing the PP16 signal that finalises the isolation of the containment. The episodes presented in the following subsections were selected on the basis of the functional situation model of the scenario. For the purposes of this paper we aimed at choosing episodes that show the connection of procedures to crew’s situation awareness, and procedures’ role in structuring activity. In the episode descriptions some abbreviations are used: shift supervisor (SS), reactor operator (RO), turbine operator (TO), CR (control room), PMS (process monitoring system, that is used for monitoring but not for committing operations), PP (plant protection system), and QDS (qualified display system, that is used for example for monitoring the position of control rods).



The crew does not need the II procedure for making the diagnosis or for deciding about the first actions, but detecting the release of the II criterion and their knowledge of the contents of the II procedure (in which one of the first actions is to release scram) strengthen their diagnosis and confirm that the plant needs to be shut down. The crew has a common understanding that there is an “II situation” going on. In this episode the II procedure supports the creation of situational understanding although not any of the crew members has held it in hand yet.



Episode 1 The first episode (Table 1) covers a time frame from the detection of the first signs of failure to the point of time when SS makes a decision of first actions.



We analysed the first episode by utilising the semiotic model of the structure of habit (see Figure 1). Table 2 shows the signs that were identified by the crew and the interpretations they made of these signs in their actions and communications. Based on the functional situation model of the scenario we identified the objects to which the actions were directed. 262
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Already in the beginning of the episode SS anticipates that the PP16 plant protection signal should soon go off. When this happens RO looks towards the PP panel but fails to notice that while the PP16 lamp is burning, the lamps below it are not burning: therefore, the automation has not released the plant protection chain and the containment isolation is not fully completed. This is a failure in the automation system. PP16 signal is an initiation criterion for II emergency operating procedure. The activation of PP16 is a sign for the crew that a fairly severe incident is going on and that II procedure should be taken into use. After seeing the PP16 signal the operators should also verify the functioning of the automatic plant protection chain, but this meaning is not communicated. From this point forward the crew’s understanding of the situation is slightly impaired. The crew seems to assume that automation is working as it should although this is not the case. In several occasions the crew checks various PP signals, also PP16, but fails to notice the unreleased chain. When RO turns the PP1116 keys according to the AL procedure he does not verify the realization of the operations by looking at the signal lamps. At this point he actually releases the protection chain but seems not be aware of it. RO turns the keys because the AL procedure says so, but does not think of the meaning of the operation.



Table 2. Signs, interpretations, and objects in Episode 1. Sign Alarms (e.g. ice condenser hatches) Interpretation Single process parameters (e.g. pressurizer level)



Searching for more information Object



Plant protection signal PP16 = II initiation criterion goes off, II criterion display opens



II procedure taken into use



Process situation is not stable



Scram



There is an incident A leak, more cooling needed



Episode 2 During the second episode (Table 3) the crew should identify an “out-of-the-scenario” failure, i.e. a failure that is not caused by the loss of coolant accident. In this scenario there is an additional failure in the automatic release of one plant protection chain PP1. The episode lasts over 15 minutes starting from the activation of the PP1 signal and ending when the PP1 key is turned and the protection chain is manually launched.



Although checking the release of PP16 signal is an action point both in the II criterion release procedure and in the II emergency operating procedure, the crew does not detect the unreleased PP16 plant protection chain. In the AL procedure the wording “PP11, PP13, PP14, PP15 and PP16 manual release keys are turned to horizontal position ON” does not seem to communicate the meaning of the operation: making certain that the containment is completely isolated by securing the functioning of automation.



Table 3. Communication and activities in Episode 2. Time Communication 00:09



Description of activity SS looks at the PP panel, but the PP16 lamp is not burning yet. SS anticipates the activation of the PP16 signal. 00:12 RO: “II”. RO notices the II criterion display emerging on his monitor (due to the activation of PP16). He notifies SS and takes the II criterion procedure. 00:15 RO turns to look at the PP panel. Now the activation of PP1 is visible and the lamp burns, but not the lamps below it that would indicate the automatic release of the protection chain. RO does not seem to detect the failure. 02:04 RO takes II into use and starts to perform checks. It is one of the first tasks in the II procedures of RO and SS to check the PP16 signal. RO notices PP21 signal (that starts AP 02:16 RO: “There are auxiliary pumps) which is an initiation AP-pumps criterion of the AI procedure. The attention running” of RO and SS turns from II to AI. 03:07 SS goes to the PP panel to check the PP21 signal according to the AI procedure. 03:47 TO reads AI and looks at the PP panel. He is checking a group of PP70 signals according to the AI procedure. 06:43 RO: “Plant RO informs SS that he has checked the plant protection system protection system according to AI procedure checked” (signal PP21, and some others). 09:54 SS double-checks the plant protection system. 15:52 RO walks to the PP panel reading the AL procedure. He immediately turns the PP11 key, then reads his procedure, turns key PP13, reads the procedure, and continues the same way with keys 14, 15, and 16.



The sign the crew detected and the interpretation and object related to it are marked with black colour in Table 4. It seems that the crew assumes the automatic plant protection is functioning (object), but they do not think of what the plant protection is supposed to do in this situation. Also it seems that they turn the PP keys only because the procedure says so (interpretation). Grey colour marks the sign the crew did not detect, the interpretations the crew might have made and the objects they might have pursued on the basis of this sign. Table 4. Signs, interpretations, and objects in Episode 2. Sign PP16 signal goes off PP16 signal goes off but the protection chain not launched



Interpretation Turning of PP keys when following the procedure Object Manual backup of automation following the procedure



Automatic plant protection



Manual release of the protection chain



Automatic containment isolation A leak, containment isolation needed
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Episode 3



Table 6. Signs, interpretations, and objects in Episode 3.



In the third episode (Table 5) the crew should detect that the situation is deteriorating; the leak is so large that the auxiliary pumps start to compensate the loss of water. The situation turns from an incident to an accident.



AI criterion display opens up



Sign



Interpretation



Table 5. Communication and activities in Episode 3. Time Communication Description of activity 02:16 RO: “There are While following II, RO notices that PP2 lamp in the desk is blinking. PP21 signal starts AP-pumps pumps that feed more water to the primary running” circuit. RO turns towards the left side panel and then towards SS. RO informs SS. 02:19 SS: “AP?” SS asks confirmation. 02:20 RO: “Yes” RO answers and looks at the II procedure. 02:21 SS: “Is it SS asks RO if PP21 has gone off. PP21?” 02:22 RO: “Yes” RO confirms. 02:23 SS: “OK. Let’s SS tells the operators that AI procedures will be taken into use. PP21 is an initiation take AI into criterion of the AI procedure. TO is talking on use” the phone and is not listening. 02:25 SS takes the AI procedure folder from behind his table. 02:44 SS: “Hey!” SS tries to get the attention of TO. TO walks towards SS’s table. 02:45 SS: “PP21” SS tells TO why the AI procedure was taken into use.



Plant protection signal PP21 goes off



AI procedure taken into use



Auxiliary systems (AP pumps) start



Verification of the diagnosis of the emergency situation



Object “AI situation”



More severe situation, a large leak



Episode 4 In episode 4 (Table 7) the operators come to the end of AI which leads to AL. The episode illustrates how operators perform actions steps and make decisions based on the procedure. Table 7. Communication and activities in Episode 5. Time 10:31 10:32 10:36



In the beginning of this episode the crew is performing checks according to the II procedure. When RO is returning from the front panel to his place he notices that the PP21 signal lamp in the desk is blinking. Immediately he turns to look at the left side panel where the AP pump symbols are displayed. Checking the PP21 signal or the pumps are not required in the II procedure which is an indication that RO is performing also other monitoring tasks than only those written in the procedure.



10:41 10:48



10:50



The going off of PP21 signal, which is an initiation criterion of the AI procedure, is a clear sign to which the crew reacts by swiftly taking the AI procedure into use. RO and SS are making the interpretation of the situation together, and SS also informs TO of the reasons of the decision. Having understood the situation the crew concentrates on performing the procedure. Starting of AP pumps (emergency auxiliary water) should tell the operators of the imbalance of mass in the primary circuit: the leak in the primary circuit is so large that as a consequence more cooling is needed. However, at this point of time the operators discuss very little about the nature of the event. Neither do they say aloud that the event has grown more severe i.e. turned from an incident into an accident.



Communication SS: “And five minutes have passed” RO: “Yes it has” SS: “And PP31-37 have not come through.”



Description of activity SS checks an action step in AI. 5 minutes have passed since scram. RO confirms SS is holding the AI procedure



SS walks to the PP panel to check the signals again. SS: “Have not, pressure SS reads aloud the action steps: is under yes” PP31-37 signals have not gone off and primary circuit pressure is under 110 bar. He has asked RO about the pressure earlier. SS: “Let’s take AL into SS gives a command to take AL use.” into use.



SS reads aloud the action steps in the AI procedure and reaches the end of the AI procedure. He does not ask the operators if they have come into the same conclusion about where they should proceed next (from AI to AL). Reaching the end of AI means that the emergency situation has now been diagnosed: it is a loss of coolant accident. SS does not say aloud this conclusion, nor does he say what the next objectives are. This is maybe because the operators have already in the beginning come into the same conclusion of the situation and the SS sees it unnecessary to repeat it. At this point of the scenario procedure usage seems to be quite mechanical. Each operator performs independently the actions required by the procedure and communication is limited almost only to those points where the procedure literally requires it. Table 8 presents the signs, interpretations, and objects in the episode.



It is likely that at this point of time (about 3 minutes from the start of the scenario) the crew’s diagnosis of the situation is already quite accurate. In the AI procedure the diagnosis phase comes considerably later. At about 11 minutes SS reaches the end of AI and has thus completed the identification of the emergency situation: the situation is not a primary-secondary leak or a steam leak, but a leak in the primary circuit (LOCA). Table 6 presents again with black colour the signs, interpretations, and objects which came true in the episode. Grey colour marks signs, interpretations, and objects that could have realised. The data shows that right after detecting PP21 the crew focused strongly on performing the procedure. They did not bring up the goal of AI (making a definite identification of the emergency situation) or consider the severity of the situation.
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The first episode shows an example of “intelligent use” of procedures (the term “intelligent use” explained in 2.1.2). The operators’ competence and procedures’ guidance combined well: the operators identified the process changes by themselves and the procedure supported them. The operators were able to maintain control over their own actions: they themselves dictated the course of actions, not solely the procedure. Also reactor operator’s behaviour in the second episode shows proof of intelligent procedure use: his actions were not limited to those required in the procedure, but he continued observing the overall state of the process and detected the change in the situation.



Table 8. Signs, interpretations, and objects in Episode 4. Sign Actions steps lead to AL Interpretation Parameter values indicate a large leak in the primary circuit



AL taken into use Object Cooling and containment isolation



“AL situation”



In the first episode the operators were able to connect the situation (PP16 going off and other signs of failure) correctly with the procedure (II). However, they failed to notice the additional failure in the PP16 signal which they might have detected if they would have verified the functioning of automation and thought of the endangered functions in a loss of coolant accident (one of which is containment isolation).



Stabilization of the plant to a safe state



Conclusions Based on the Episodes In the beginning of the scenario, in episode 1, the crew was able to form an initial diagnosis and carry out correct actions without the direct help of procedures. Instead, the ability to make the identification was based on their knowledge and experience. Noticing the opening of the II criterion display and knowing the first action in the II procedure is releasing scram probably strengthened the operators’ own reasoning about the nature of the situation, its severity, and the required actions. The operators acted according to the II procedure even though they did not have the procedure in their hands yet. Episode 1 shows the procedures supported decision making and that taking procedures into use did not interrupt the course of activities.



Episodes 1 and 3 show the shift supervisor’s skills in organising efficient collaboration and procedures’ positive effect on it. Detection of the initiation criteria of procedures supported the shift supervisor in deciding what to do, and the operators could start performing required measures quickly. Episode 4 and the remainder of the data bring up some deficiencies in collaboration and in the coherence of acting later in the scenario. The reactor operator and the turbine operator were a little faster in going through the procedures, and due to falling behind with doublechecking the shift supervisor carried out some of his tasks quite hurriedly. Also, he was sometimes interrupted by the other operators with notifications of completed action steps, and was not always able to remember what the other operators had already told him.



After taking the II procedure into use, in episode 3, the crew detected signs (PP21 signal and the starting of auxiliary pumps) the II procedure does not directly refer to. This indicates that at this point of time the operators’ behaviour was well adapted to the situation and that in addition to performing procedures the operators were able to concentrate also on overall process status observation. It seemed that the operators’ had already quite an accurate understanding of the situation, except the PP16 signal they had not noticed even though checking it is an action step in II (see episode 2). The crew had probably been able identify the type of the emergency situation before they had reached the diagnosis phase in the AI procedure. It is shown that constructing understanding of the situation does not go completely hand in hand with the progression of the procedure. However, the AI procedure probably provided them support for example in locating the leak. Detecting the initiation criteria of the AI procedure however drew the operators’ attention, and without discussing much the nature of the situation or the reasons for changing procedures they went forward on using AI.



DISCUSSION According to the results of the orientation interview the operators had differing conceptions of the role of procedures in process control work. It should be studied if these lines of thought are shared also by other groups in the plant since the conceptions influence e.g. procedure development, training, and HSI design. We see that using procedures should not be contrasted with professional skills but rather mastering them should be seen as an inseparable part of craftsmanship. It should be carefully thought of how the role of procedures is considered in training. According to the design philosophy of symptom-based procedures it is not required that the operators make an exact identification of the situation but that they carry out operations procedure developers have defined. Also the aim is to standardise the ways of acting of crews. Our results indicate that the studied crew indeed carried out all action steps. According to an expert evaluation the overall performance level of the crew was good indicating that the crew succeeded well with the symptombased procedures. The results show that in the beginning of the event the crew was well adapted to the situation and that procedure usage fitted seamlessly to the course of operator activities, i.e. procedures’ level of guidance was appropriate. However, the results showed also that cooperation deteriorated somewhat when the situation evolved and that even though the crew used procedures they did not detect all important information. Although goals are mentioned on each page of the procedures, it seems that the procedures could have directed operators’ attention even better to the endangered plant functions and to the meaning of operations.



In episode 4 and in the remainder of the data (not shown in the selected episodes), it seems that when using AI and AL the crew focused more and more on performing procedures i.e. the procedures became their object. Operators worked separately and communication took place when required by the procedures. At certain points of time the operators however considered together the situation. This took place for example when the operators had to wait for some process parameter to reach a certain limit before continuing. These kinds of stops in the flow of actions are important from the point of view of constructing common understanding, and they provide a possibility for synchronising activity. It would be important to make use of these situations to orient to the goals and next actions. In the case of the studied crew this was not always done for example when turning procedures’ pages.
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basis and human factors review guidance. Technical Report No. NUREG/CR-6634. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC.



In this paper we present the result of the analysis of one crew’s behaviour in a simulated emergency scenario. Based on this material it is not yet possible to evaluate the quality of the procedures or to make conclusions of the procedure usage of all crews. In the future, the same usage-based methodology will be used for analysing more runs and for evaluating the procedures and HSIs.
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persistence. In the post-release analysis one additional problem was identified: The problem about disruptions caused by incoming calls. This paper describes the findings in the design process and the post-release analysis. The whole process can be considered a learning process where knowledge about the device, the users, the work context and the use of the device gradually is building up. One very important consequence of this learning process was the invention and development of the replay function. The paper is focused around the findings and analyses regarding the replay function, but other improvements and inventions in the design such as the dual-display interface could have been subject to similar analyses. The objective of this paper has been to present how the outcome of detailed ethnographic studies of a work task in combination with psychological knowledge can be used in the design of a communication device that contributes to increased safety (decreased error potential) in that work task.



ABSTRACT This paper illustrates how knowledge from field studies, domain knowledge and psychological knowledge was combined in a design process leading to the invention of a new function in a maritime communication device. The function compensates for cognitive problems and limitations related to perception, memory and attention which are relevant in the interaction between the user and the device and in the given context of use – the bridge on a ship. It is shown how this has a positive effect on safety by reducing the potentials for error.



Keywords design process, cognitive psychology, perception, persistence, disruptions, attention, prospective memory, post-release analysis



ACM Classification Keywords



The Maritime Work Domain



H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – human factors; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] User Interfaces – user-centered design.



Practically all merchant and navy vessels and many fishing vessels have at least one VHF-radio on the bridge of the ship. The VHF (Very High Frequency) is used for communication between ships and between ships and land based stations such as pilot stations, harbour authorities and Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) centres. VHF-radios can also be used for internal communication on board the ship e.g. between crew working on the bridge and the crew working on the deck of the ship. The VHF-radio is one – but very important – piece of technological equipment among others such as radar, electronic charts, echo sounder and gyro compass. It is used for communication about ships interaction (e.g. how to manoeuvre in situations when there is a danger of collision or how to interact with tugs), about weather and sea conditions, fishing banks, navigational problems, taking pilot on board, going in and out of harbour, passing bridges, negotiating passage of other vessels or superstructures, and a number of safety related issues such as emergency situations, dangers, coordination of search and rescue operations etc. It has also been used for social conversation and through land stations for telecommunication with people in land. This particular use has lately decreased dramatically: The VHF has for this purpose more or less been replaced by the mobile phone. There is an in intensity variable stream of calls on the VHF. Some of them are important or even urgent seen from the perspective of a specific ship. And some of them are more or less just “back ground noise”. Common to all is that they – except from the calls made by the crew themselves and the replies to these – appear uncontrollably, however sometimes expected or anticipated. The crew can mute the radio to prevent disruptions and disturbances by



INTRODUCTION In 2005 a new maritime VHF-radio was launched to the market, and it is now used on board ships world wide. The radio had a brand new function: The possibility of replaying an incoming message in the case it was not heard the first time. This function was the result of a design process where knowledge from field studies, domain knowledge and psychological knowledge was combined. The idea with the new function was that it should improve usability and enhance maritime safety. This was to a wide extent based on the scenario that the user missed a call, did not hear all of it or was unable to record (on paper) or recall (from own memory) important information from the call. The new function was used as one of the key arguments in the marketing material for the radio. During the design process two problems were identified: (1) Problems related to perception and (2) problems related to Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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incoming calls, but in practice this is normally not done because then there is the risk of missing an important call. Apart from using the VHF for communication the crew on the bridge has a lot of duties to perform. They will navigate the vessel safely, avoid collision with other vessels, control the maintenance of their vessel, maintain and keep record of the cargo, passengers etc., fight fires when necessary, perform work such as fishing, under water construction work and administrative duties on board the ship. The scene of the ship’s bridge can be reproduced with high levels of realism in a maritime full mission simulator. The whole bridge layout including instruments and equipment is reproduced in a scale 1 to 1. The view out of the windows of the bridge is reproduced as computer generated graphics on big screens.



Figure 2. The designer (right) interviewing the captain (left) on the fishing boat Shannon about the work context in general.



The crew on the bridge of the ship and their interaction with the available technology has been subject to studies in the combined paradigms of psychology, technology and safety. Examples are Lützhöft [19], Lützhöft and Dekker [20] and Schager [27] studying the crew’s use of technology on the bridge and Porathe [26] studying one particular type of equipment – the electronic sea charts – and the psychological implications involved in the use of this type of equipment. Hutchins has in the book “Cognition in the wild” [13] studied cognitive processes related to the operation and navigation of ships, and Van Westrenen [31] has made intensive studies of the maritime pilot at work with special focus on the pilot’s mental workload. There is in other words a tradition of safety related research in both maritime work and the interaction with maritime user interfaces, and parts of this tradition are based on psychological knowledge, theories and methods. This paper follows the tradition by looking at the design of the VHF and how the design relates to psychological factors and maritime safety.



Figure 3. Captain on the supply-ship Skandi Fjord talks about tactile feed-back and shows how he is using existing VHF-equipment. The design process included all the traditional components: (1) Data collection through ethnographic field observations and informal interviews with end users (see Figures 1, 2 and 3), technicians and salesmen (corresponding to section 7.2 and 7.3 in ISO 13407 [14]), (2) analysis of data from the data collection and development of a preliminary design (section 7.4.2), (3) development of a mock-up and a set of use scenarios for usability testing (section 7.4.3), and (4) the iterative process of usability testing using the mock-up, use scenarios and a verbal protocol (thinking aloud) (section 7.4.4) and adjustment of the design accordingly (section 7.4.5). The testing was made partially in a maritime full mission simulator. Further, in relation to (1) and (2) a design seminar for all participating parties was planned. The objective of the design seminar was to give the participants fundamental knowledge and insight in relevant theories and methods from the human factors and usability disciplines; a common platform for discussion and – through a ship simulator scenario where the design team members acted as navigators on the bridge (even though many of them did not have any maritime education) – a common experience with the maritime work domain and context of use of the VHF-radio.



THE DESIGN PROCESS The process of designing the new maritime VHF-radio was based on the assignment formulated by the Danish producer: To develop a new product with the highest focus on usability and improvement of maritime safety. The design process was planned with inspiration from the ISO 13407 on “Humancentred design processes for interactive systems” [14]. The producer engaged a Danish design company with industrial designers and a Danish human factors specialist, a psychologist with knowledge and experience from maritime human factors. The designers and the human factors specialist formed the design team together with product developers, engineers, software programmers, salesmen etc. from the producer’s organisation. The configuration of this team was therefore compatible with the objective in section 5.5 in ISO 13407 [14].



Perceptual Problems and Problems Related to Persistence The analysis of data from the data collection process indicated a number of safety problems related the use of the VHF and showed that there was error potentials related to the situation where an incoming message was not heard due to background noise, inadequate sound quality or language difficulties. This was mainly related to human senses and perception – and to the finding that the work environment in which the VHF is used can be rather noisy and the sound quality for different reasons can be poor. These problems are also described in [17]. Since



Figure 1. The design team made interviews with end users on board small and large fishing vessels, ferries and supply ships. Captain on board the shrimp trawler Nelly explains how he is using his VHF-radio. 268
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is rather short – only a few seconds in duration – a number of messages are stored in the memory, and it will typically be possible to replay the last 10-20 messages. Old messages are overwritten by new from the principal of first-in first-out. The replay function can be used for two purposes compensating for the identified problems related to perception and persistence: (1) It can be used to repeat messages making it possible for the radio user to control environmental variables affecting the perception (for example move closer to the radio, adjust the volume, and eliminate background noises) and (2) it could act as non-human phonological loop and as an effective cognitive artefact and thereby enhance the performance of the radio user. It can therefore – if used – have a potential positive effect on safety.



the message could be important or urgent e.g. a navigational warning or an emergency call from another vessel or it could just be relevant for the safe navigation of the ship for example messages from tugboats, pilot boat or other vessels in close encounter situations, these perceptual problems could in worst case lead to safety problems. Further, situations were identified where the message was heard but there were later problems recalling (from human memory) or recording (on paper) information from the message. These problems are related to persistence as described in [17]: The information in the message is transient – it is only present while the message is broadcasted in the radio. After the broadcast has ended it only exists in the memory of the listener or perhaps on paper if it was written down. The problems related to recalling or recording information from the message is of course only significant if the information is relevant or important for the specific ship.



Validating the Design Part of the design process was a validation of the new design and the replay function. The aim was to identify possible adjustments and improvements of the design through a user test.



Even if the message is heard and the content stored in the memory of the listener it is not guaranteed. Information kept in the human memory is not permanent and the memory has limited capacity. The memory of messages broadcasted on the VHF can be described using Baddeley’s theory of the phonological loop. Behind the theory of the phonological loop lies Baddeley’s working memory paradigm for understanding memory. This paradigm is still strong within cognitive psychology. This memory system has three components: (1) A modality-free central executive resembling attention, (2) an articulatory loop (known as phonological loop) that holds information in speech-based form and (3) a visuo-spatial scratch pad (now called visuo-spatial sketchpad) that is specialized for spatial and/or visual encoding [3].



Figure 4. The primitive mock-up made of a print of the front design glued to a piece of cardboard. Changes in the display during interaction were illustrated through exchangeable display cards (the pile to the right in the picture).



The phonological loop is a slave system for the central executive and must when receiving a spoken message on the VHF radio preserve the order of the words and the content of the message. If the auditory message is kept in memory long enough and if the amount of information in it is limited it can be recorded by writing it on paper. Notepads, pieces of paper, post-its etc. used for this purpose can be called cognitive artefacts [25, p. 17]. The use of cognitive artefacts affects human cognitive performance: By writing down information from the message the performance is improved because the information content is less vulnerable; it can be kept for a longer time without deterioration or loss of information – of cause as long as the piece of paper remains intact and available.



The design team made a very simple cardboard mock-up (see Figure 4), and the use of the replay function was tested through realistic use scenarios (based on data from the data collection and general domain knowledge) in a maritime simulator using the verbal protocol of thinking aloud (see Figure 5). The method corresponds to the method used by Kjeldskov and Stage [16] when they tested a mobile device for communication. They used a more sophisticated mock-up, but they also used a ship simulator, the thinking aloud protocol and trained maritime officers (ibid. section 6.2). A total of six experienced captains participated in the evaluation of the VHF design, and the input from the sessions were analysed and considered in the adjustment of the design.



The Replay Function These two findings, the perceptual problems and the problems related to human memory and persistence, indicated that the user could benefit from a replay function where it was possible to replay a message in case it was not heard, only heard partially or if important information from the message could not be recalled later or was not recorded for example on paper. The replay function should compensate for the potential problems. It was therefore proposed as a new function by the human factors specialist and integrated in the design by the rest of the design team. The replay function was developed not on the basis of user input but on the basis of the combination of psychological knowledge, domain knowledge and knowledge from field studies. The philosophy behind the function was to increase maritime safety by reducing error potentials. The idea was that it in a very simple way was possible to replay the last incoming message but also that it was possible through a menu to replay older messages based on their time, channel number and duration. In total 90 seconds of incoming messages is stored in the memory in the radio. Since each message usually



Figure 5. The mock-up is mounted on the bridge in a ship simulator. The captain standing to the left and the designer are discussing the design.
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emption. One possible explanation for this is that auditory onsets are inherently (and biologically) attention-grabbing (newborn babies can turn their head in the correct direction of a sound). Another reason for the tendency for auditory preemption is the limitation of the working memory. This limitation is thought to prompt people to deal with an auditory message or communication immediately when it arrives. In order not to forget it (lose it from their working memory) they will keep their attention directed towards it until it is completed [18].



The response from the four test subjects was that they found the function very usable in situations where an incoming message was not heard or where information from a message was lost due to the lack of persistence. Other safety related issues and usability issues of the new design was tested in the simulator together with the replay function, and the feedback from the subjects indicated where to make adjustments in the design in the next iteration. The conclusion from the usability experiments was that the replay function had a safety enhancing potential, and it was therefore integrated in the final design launched on the market in 2005.



Interruptions can be described as “an external intrusion of a secondary, unplanned, and unexpected task, which leads to a discontinuity in task performance” [4]. Many studies have examined the effects of interruptions and found them to be disruptive to the performance of a primary task [11, 23, 24, 30]. No comprehensive theory of interrupted task performance currently exists but Altmann and Trafton [1] propose the goalactivation model stating that disruption is greater the longer the duration of the interruption and the less a person rehearses the primary task during the interruption. Further more, the timeline of an interruption can be seen as: primary task – alert for secondary task – starting on secondary task – end of secondary task – resume primary task. Interruption lag is the time between the alert for the secondary task till the officer starts to work on it and resumption lag is from the end of the secondary task till the primary task is resumed [29].



The marketing material presented the VHF-radio with emphasises on the replay function as a new and revolutionary function with great potentials for improvement of safety and usability: “As a world first, the SAILOR RT5022 VHF introduces the Replay function for improved communication and safety at sea. Push the Replay button and the SAILOR RT5022 VHF will replay the important messages you may just have missed.” [28].



POST-RELEASE ANALYSIS The story about the replay function could stop here with the conclusion that (1) the combination of psychological knowledge about perception and memory combined with observations from field studies and domain knowledge about the work environment in which the device is used had lead to (2) the invention of a replay function which was (3) validated through normal usability studies in a maritime simulator, and which had (4) potentials for enhancement of maritime safety. However this is not the end of story or the conclusion. We have now – when the device has been on the market for more than 3 years – made a pilot study like post-release analysis of the replay function. Post-release analysis is for example described in the previously mentioned ISO 13407 under the headline “long-term monitoring” [14]. Our analysis had two components: (1) An analysis based on concepts and theories from cognitive psychology and (2) interviews with end users of the VHF-radio. In the analysis we have focused on problems with the VHF-radio related to the disruptive or disturbing nature of incoming calls.



There are many sources of auditory disturbances on the bridge of a ship such as alarms, telephones, faxes, guests on the bridge and of cause calls on the VHF-radio. One way of reducing the disturbances from the VHF is to turn it off. But then there is the risk of missing important or urgent information. Another option is to listen to the messages – not at the time when they come in, but at a time when it is appropriate taking the other tasks performed on the bridge into consideration. The replay function makes this last option possible to some extent. When the crew on the bridge of the ship is disturbed or interrupted in a work task it can cause certain cognitive problems – and thereby compromise safety. Here we will look at the problems related to attention and prospective memory.



Attention Knowledge of attention and performance limitation is of great importance. The literature tells us that attention is referring to selectivity of processing. Early in the history of psychology William James described attention as “...the taking possession in the mind [...] of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects... [...] Focalisation, concentration, of consciousness are its essence” [15, p. 403–404]. His point is that attention not necessarily has to be conscious or that the operator of a VHF radio can be more or less conscious of a certain stimulus. There is a difference between listening to or noticing a call on the VHF- radio and actually hearing what is said or part of what is said (understanding the message partly or fully). Baars [2] gives the example: “We listen in order to hear” (p. 364) – an important distinction between selecting an experience and actually being conscious of the selected event. Selecting a channel of the VHF for monitoring is not the same as being conscious of all that is being or has been transmitted on that channel!



Disruptions and Disturbances on the Bridge Prioritizing tasks (task management) correctly in a complex scenario can be critical to the safety. Inspired by the so called ANCS hierarchy [32] we can say that the priority of tasks in the safe operation of the vessel at sea is dependent on giving each task the right priority in the following order (1=highest priority): (1) Handling the vessel (including keeping it afloat), (2) navigation (getting safely to the desired destination) and (3) communication (coordination with the system outside the vessel). Analyses of aviation accidents and incidents have shown that safety is compromised when tasks of higher importance are superseded by those of lower importance (ibid.). This is exactly what happens when a VHF radio call is interrupting – and thereby disturbing – a primary task – where the primary task for example can be turning the ship or giving way to another vessel according to the rules.



Attention can be divided in focused attention and divided attention. Researchers studying people presented to two or more stimulus inputs at a time while instructing them to respond only to one (focused attention) and people presented to two or more stimulus instructed to attend to all stimulus inputs (divided attention) have found differences in individual processing limitations [10, p. 141-186]. Findings justify that attention as a construct is divided in focused attention and



It is worth noting that analyses in aviation often shows that (3) communication often interferes with (2) navigation which is primarily a visual task. Generally visual monitoring has been found to be extremely vulnerable to interruptions. Many studies of interruptions of pilots where an ongoing task is terminated by the arrival of a new task have been made [5, 7, 9, 22]. There seems to be a general tendency for auditory pre-
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searches for the laminated paper with the ship particulars in order to find the air draft. While doing this the ship passes the critical turning point.



divided attention. The focused attention of an individual can further be studied auditorily or visually while divided attention is dependent on task similarity, task difficulty and practice. Most studies have been made in the laboratory under reasonably controlled conditions (control of confounding variables) (ibid.).



In this case we will argue that the officer has his attention focused on the primary task which can be seen as the safe navigation through the waters including calling the VTS. The officer must monitor the VHF radio while performing this primary task. His divided attention registers the call from Great Belt VTS. He chooses to respond to this call and the time he spends on this secondary task is the taken from the primary task. As Trafton et al. described this period of time it includes interruption lag and resumption lag [29].



To better understand how these constructs are at work when the VHF – radio is used in “a real world scenario” we have included the following example which is based on true experience. Example 1: The officer of the watch is getting ready to meet 16 with the pilot boat at the pilot embarkation position . He is manually turning the vessel to head a certain course when at the pilot station. According to instructions the container vessel must also make a certain speed through the water when at the pilot station. The officer is therefore turning the rudder to get the right turn rate while reducing the speed of the vessel by reducing the engine revolutions. At this very moment he hears his vessels name spoken of the VHF radio. He hears nothing else than the name of the vessel meaning that there is a potentially important message for him. He decides to finish his manoeuvre and when the container vessel several minutes later is at the pilot station steering the right course and doing the right speed he uses the replay function on the VHF to find out who called him. He finds out it was the pilot and call him back.



We have now seen two examples dealing with the attention of the navigator. In the first example attention was managed and kept on the primary task. He ignored the disruption by the VHF. In the second example the disruption from the VHF interrupted the performance of the primary task and resulted in a potential dangerous situation: The ship passing by a critical turning point. The replay function could in both examples enhance safety: In the first example, where the call is ignored, the replay could help the navigator repeat the call and thereby determine if it had importance or was urgent. The risk of loosing a potential important call is thereby reduced. In the second example the replay function could have been used in a similar way: The navigator could (having the replay function in mind) have kept focus on the primary task – commencing and executing the turn at the turning point – and postponed the processing of the incoming message a few minutes.



In this example the experienced officer takes measures to buffer the primary task of manoeuvring his vessel safely from any negative effect of interruptions. The primary task is then (his choice) to manoeuvre the vessel safely so that it steers the right course and proceeds at the right speed when at the pilot station. Monitoring the VHF radio and responding to a call can be seen as a secondary task. The officer makes the decision to follow his manoeuvre safely through (primary task) before checking the VHF radio. In this example the officer knows his limitations and executes the primary task before attending to the secondary. This protects his execution of the primary task. The interruption never unleashes its error potential. This is an example of successful task management.



Prospective Memory Prospective memory (PM) is the ability to recall a previously formed intention at a specific time or in response to a specific cue in the future, without being encouraged to recall the intention [21]. PM is often playing a central role in safety critical domains. The consequence of failure of PM can be a so called human error. PM is about forgetting to do something in the future [12]. Many historical examples of severe consequences of failure of PM are known. In 1991 an aircraft controller positioned a commuter aircraft at the end of a runway and later forgot to move it to another location. The aircraft was still there when a cargo transport aircraft got clearance to land on the runway. The inevitable collision took several lives. It is estimated that in five out of the 27 major U.S. airline accidents between 1987 and 2001, in which the NTSB found crew error to be a causal factor, inadvertent omission of a normal procedural step played a pivotal role [8, p. 909]. And such inadvertent omissions are a form of prospective memory failure (ibid.) Dieckmann et al. [6] has described how PM failures is a threat to patient safety in hospitals – another safety critical domain. PM is vulnerable to disturbances and disruptions. If the navigator is disturbed – for example by a call on the VHFradio – there is a risk that an intention (e.g. turning the ship at a turning point) is forgotten or that it is executed in a wrong way or at a wrong time. The replay function can be used to eliminate the disturbing effect incoming calls normally can have on prospective memory. The navigator can safely ignore incoming calls – without the risk of loosing an important or urgent message – in the time between the intention and the execution of the intention and thereby reduce the risk of prospective memory failure. Incoming messages can then be replayed after the execution of the intended action.



But what if the VHF radio interrupts the officer resulting in an unsafe and error prone situation? Let us consider another example. Example 2: A container feeder vessel is approaching the Great Belt Traffic VTS area from the south. Great Belt VTS is established to assist, monitor and to some degree control the traffic through the Great Belt. Shortly before entering the traffic separation scheme the vessel has to call the VTS at a certain position and give information about ships name, call sign, destination and cargo, etc. As the container feeder approaches the calling point the officer of the watch is getting ready to call the VTS. Knowing this is a potentially safety critical part of the navigation in this area he is well prepared. He picks up his prewritten calling info. He calls the VTS on channel 11 and transmits his message. He leaves the VHF radio and checks his position to see how far away he is from the critical turning point. The vessel is now at the turning point and the officer has to start the turn. At this moment the officer receives a call from Great Belt VTS saying that the officer did not report the air draft of the vessel in his previous message (the total height of the ship; important for VTS to know because they want to make sure that the vessels are not too high to pass under the Great Belt Bridge). The officer replies that he will look up the air draft. He leaves the VHF radio and



16



A pilot is an experienced navigator with comprehensive local knowledge acting as a consultant to the ship’s crew.
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own ship’s name mentioned even though he is not paying full attention to the message.



Interviews with Users The analysis has so far illustrated that the disruptive and disturbing nature of incoming calls can lead to two safety critical problems: (1) Attention related problems where the attention is drawn from the execution of a primary task to the call on the VHF and (2) prospective memory related problems where the call interferes with an intention of doing something important. We have asked 12 potential users both captains, pilots, harbour masters, navigation school teachers and salesmen questions about their experiences using the RT5022 VHF. Some of them had experience using the RT5022 and the replay function while others had general experience using VHF but no experience using the RT5022. The last group answered according to fictive scenarios where they – based on their experience from sea – evaluated the replay function. The method was semi-structured interviews, and we presented the respondents for the transcriptions in order to validate it. When asking the users, they describe scenarios where a primary task e.g. manoeuvring the vessel has first priority and messages on the VHF is considered later when they are not disturbing the performance of the primary task:



“The captain who is busy bringing his 70000 tonnes ship to the quay is not always able to answer calls on the VHF. He is listening what the crew on deck is reporting on the handheld radio. But he is nevertheless able to detect that the ship’s name has been mentioned – then he press replay to hear who made the call.” (Interview with salesman and navigator, dealer of the VHF, January 23, 2009) Sometimes the primary task can be communication using VHF. A second call on another radio channel at the time when communication already is going on one channel can disturb the ongoing communication: “A classic situation is that you are busy communicating on one of the VHF-radios and someone calls on the other channel which the other radio is set on. With the replay function I can continue my communication and then later on listen to find out whom made the call on the other radio.” (Interview with pilot, January 22, 2009) “We have had it [the VHF-radio] on the harbour office for long. … The ships call the harbour often, and at some times on different channels at the same time. With the replay function no information is lost.” (Interview with harbour master, January 22, 2009)



“On a tug, you often need to keep attention fully on the work task [manoeuvring], and you can not take your hands of the handles to find paper and pencil to write down important information and positions. …The alternative to the replay function would in situations like these have been that you later on should call Lyngby Radio [land based radio operator] to have them repeat the message or wait having the information until it is broadcasted again. …When you know that you have the replay function you can continue your primary task. You do not need to get distracted by the message on the VHF. You can just notice that it has been there, and you do not need to use energy trying to understand or remember it in a stressful situation. You only need to remember, that you should listen to it using the replay function later.” (Interview with former captain on a tug boat, January 21, 2009)



Incoming calls on the VHF-radio is one of the major sources of disruptions and disturbances on the ship’s bridge. The attention and prospective memory of the navigator are two important cognitive functions related to safety. When attention and/or prospective memory are compromised due to disruptions from incoming calls it can eventually and possibly lead to serious safety problems. Evidence from the interviews with users shows how the replay function can be used to counteract for these problems. Knowing that the message can be repeated later using the replay function the navigator can keep full attention to the primary task e.g. manoeuvring the vessel. The replay function reduces the need for attention to incoming messages when this will disturb the execution of a primary task. Thereby the risk that the call interferes with prospective memory leading to PM failure is also reduced. We have not found examples in the interviews showing how the replay function directly is used to protect prospective memory, but we have found examples showing that it is used to protect focused attention on a primary task.



The captain in the example above describes how he can be so engaged in a work task (focused attention) that he is not even able to find paper and pencil to write information down. The reason for this is also that the manoeuvring of the vessel requires intense manual control keeping both of his hands busy. Use of paper as cognitive artefact is under these circumstances not possible. The replay function here serves the purpose as a cognitive artefact. When the captain knows that it is possible later to get access to the information in the message he does not need to pay attention to its actual content – just keep in mind that there has been a message. The statement from the tug boat captain is further supported by a navigation school teacher:



LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSIONS This paper describes a design process where knowledge is acquired at different stages and at different levels. Knowledge about the maritime work domain, maritime safety, psychological theories and methods, use of VHF-radios etc. was brought into the process through the competences among the members of the design team. Further knowledge about the VHF and context of use was acquired during the data collection process through the on board observations and interviews and in the simulator scenarios used in the design seminar for the design team. This knowledge resulted in the replay function as proposed by the human factors specialist in the design team. At this stage it was still unknown how the user’s response to the replay function would be. It was therefore tested in a usability test where also other design solutions were tested. The result was new knowledge about the user’s evaluation of the function. This knowledge was used in the adjustment of the design, and eventually the final design was produced and released on the market. In



“The function [replay] is especially useful at reception of emergency, urgency or safety calls because you do not need to abandon all other work – for example if you are in the middle of turning the ship – to write down call name and position. And if you do not write it down it is gone. You can not get this information again unless you call and ask: Who called about this and that?” (Interview with former radio operator, now teacher in GMDSS and radio courses at a Danish Navigation School, January 23, 2009) He is here talking about persistence, that the information is gone if not recorded and that the disturbing nature of incoming calls is reduced because it can be replayed at a later time. Another respondent describes how a combination of manual control manoeuvring the vessel and communication with the deck crew together can form the primary task that needs full attention. He also describe that it is possible to hear and detect
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overall the design process could be viewed as a learning process where knowledge is collected at all stages and gradually build up in the design team. The design team has learned about the use of maritime equipment, about problems and constraints in the maritime work domain and about the cognitive aspects of the use of VHF-radios. The team members have learned about technology, users and use contexts. This knowledge has been used within the design process and is further more anchored in the design team for reference in future projects.



decrease to a critical low level. Some of these problems can be solved through technology. Putting more memory in the device will increase the amount of available calls stored in memory and it will become less likely that an important message has been deleted by new messages. Potential negative effects of the replay function can be identified through field studies, observations and interviews, and they should be considered in the overall evaluation of the replay function. It should also be evaluated to what extent the negative effects are minor compared to the positive and safety enhancing effects. This could be subject to future studies and work.



Now – when the device has been on the market for more than 3 years – we can analyse the replay function in the device once again using new psychological concepts and theories in combination with collection of further domain knowledge and knowledge about the use of the device through interviews with users, and thereby acquire new knowledge about the user interface, the use context, the impact on safety etc. We could now take it one step further: We could make field observations on how the replay function is used in real life scenarios or even look for situations and examples where the use of the replay function played a key role preventing accidents. We could thereby acquire further knowledge which for example could contribute to further development of the function; in later versions or new products. The knowledge could also be valuable in the development of instructions for use, guidelines and procedures and work practices. The design process seems to be a never ending process. Going back to the marketing material describing the function as quoted earlier in the paper we could ad that the replay function can be used both (1) in situations where a call was missed by accident (unable to perceive) and (2) in situations where another task requires full attention and the processing of incoming calls therefore with benefit can be postponed. The result of the analysis shows that the new replay function supports usability of the radio and maritime safety in general to a far wider extent than anticipated in the design process and reflected in the way the radio is presented in marketing material. The apparently successful invention of the replay function came from the combination of psychological knowledge, domain knowledge and field observations. It was not delivered by users in a user-centred design process. It was derived from knowledge about users and the context of use.
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Diversification of control room functions follows the development of technology. Traditionally, control centers and industry control rooms are built by bringing the needed interface and communication equipments (e.g. control panels and consoles, radiophones) to a room space that is specifically dedicated for this purpose. In conventional control rooms based on analogical technology the monitoring and controlling activity was done by observing and manipulating the control panels and consoles. In this kind of setup the whole control room environment and its elements (e.g. structures, walls and objects) was taken advantage of and the entire room space constituted a comprehensive interface for monitoring and controlling the complex system.



ABSTRACT This paper reports an ongoing work carried out in a project Tilava (Spacious). The aim of the project is four-fold: 1) to study how the control room as a space/ environment enables operators to understand and control the system under their supervision; 2) to examine the possibilities to improve the control space’s ability to communicate the process behind by better acknowledging the control room’s physical, social and virtual space qualities and how these qualities could be supported through the introduction of new technology; 3) to create a future control room concept and 4) develop methods for early expert user involvement in design and elicitation of user requirements.



There is an increasing use of new information and communication technologies (ICT) in control room environments. Technology development and the digitalization of control rooms have not only made it possible to collect but also more widely represent information from the process that is controlled. Consequently, the controlled system has extended due to the increased amount of information and the possible interplay between the different elements of the system. Nowadays it is possible to produce a more diversified and richer picture of the controlled system for operators. Overall, the effects of digitalization have been considered positive but at the same time these changes are challenging, and they have deep impacts on the control room and operators’ work practices. For example they challenge operators’ abilities to process the amount of data that is made available and the ways how they are used to navigate within the information system. It has also been argued that because of the digitalization of the old analogical systems operators more likely face a so called keyhole effect. The control room space has in a way vanished inside the display based control system and only a small part of it can be observed at a time. Instead of feeling of being inside the controlled system it is observed outside through a small hole. The interaction with the control room environment has come more passive and maintaining situation awareness has become a focal problem. One reason for these problems is that the control room space, the interface elements and the work activity by itself are designed separately. This makes the integration of the control room’s functions and physical facilities more challenging. Also changing the functional roles and structures that were once designed into the control room environment might be difficult.



Keywords control room environments, control and monitoring activity, expert user involvement, user requirement elicitation, situation awareness



ACM Classification Keywords H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces – user-centered design, interaction styles, theory and methods.



INTRODUCTION The control room is a space / a place that is typically designed for monitoring and controlling of a particular process [5]. Thus, the control room can be seen as a comprehensive human system interface, which provides process information and from which the process can be controlled. The control room design has predominantly been focused on technically fulfilling control room’s process monitoring and controlling functions (e.g. detecting and managing disturbances). Over the years new functionalities has however evolved and additional dimensions of control room functions has been introduced (e.g. information sharing within the whole organisation and data management). Thus, a larger variety tasks are conducted through and allocated for the control room in addition to the previous ones. [9, 10]



These open questions have lead designers and developers to seek ways to improve the information presentation and operators possibilities to better “grasp” and feel being control of the system. Developments of ICT based interface technologies has brought about the possibility to integrate and update the spatial qualities of earlier control room designs in new designs and in this way facilitate more intuitive representation and control of the process. Multimodal (e.g. integrated use of visual-, audio-,
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speech- and tactile-based information) interfaces can be developed in order to support operators’ interaction through various communicational channels. This makes it possible to mediate more qualitative information and so called “weak signals” without overburdening vision. We think that these kinds of environmental cues that human partly subconsciously perceive by acting in an environment might play an important role when creating awareness of the prevailing situation. These space related interaction qualities should not be undervalued in new control room designs.



connection control room space. Next it is discussed how the three introduced space qualities can be interpreted from control room environment’s point of view. The physical space quality of a control room is often thought to be related to the physical structure of the control room (i.e. walls, roof, objects), but it also includes aspects that supports operators’ physical activities and control operations. The constant interplay between the physical control room environment and operators’ physical actions affords some actions while hinders the others. Our assumption is that users’ physical action possibilities is an essential element of maintaining situation awareness. In control room design it is important that solutions promote physical interaction as well as provides users rich alternatives for such interaction within the control room environment. It is supposed that this kind of active involvement with an environment supports memory (e.g. embodied memory) and teams’ cooperation and communication (e.g. mediating the meaning of movement and operations) [1].



This paper describes our attempts at applying activity driven design approach in the design of control room spaces in order to be able to better address all aspects of interaction in the design of control room environments. The paper is organized as follows. First, meaning of the situational understanding of an environment is discussed. Second, three space qualities present in control room environments are introduced and discussed. Third, three control room metaphors are created by combining these qualities in order to conduct case studies about the form and meaning of interaction that takes place in a control room. We end up with a discussion and implications of the study for the design of control room applications.



Virtual space quality deals with an idea that the control room is a representation of the complex object of an activity. Therefore the control room should provide the operators with a realistic and an understandable picture from the prevailing process state. Digitalization of the control rooms has a certain extent thought to bring operators apart from controlled process. By utilising technological solutions that supports and make use of the virtual space quality users can be provided with a new kind of views to the controlled entity. The object of control activity (e.g. power plant) could even be brought centre of a control room space for team’s common review [3]. With the help of new technological solutions it is also possible to perceive and explore objects that earlier were out of reach of operators (e.g. reactor core in nuclear power plants).



TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR SITUATION AWARENESS From the process control point of view it is important that the operators of the process have a feeling of being control of events and the situation, and, that they have a clear picture of the situation constraints and their own possibilities to take control actions. A term situation awareness (SA) is used for describing this generic operational purpose [2]. Situation awareness is defined as the degree to which human operators are aware about what is happening and how their own situation is related to the surrounding context. Many human actors take part of the process control and monitoring activity and therefore the establishment of a common ground of understanding is essential to support through control room designs.



The social space quality of the control room is created through the crew’s cooperation and communication. The different actors in the control room as well as in the entire plant complement each other in order to achieve the goals of the activity. The control room environment can be considered as a framework in which the activity and cooperation takes place and through which the operational information is mediated. In the control room space the social space quality plays an important role in the process of creating shared understanding of the process state and in the coordination of the crew’s activity and control operations. When the operational monitoring and control of the process is performed by using digital display based systems crew’s old cooperation and collaboration strategies are challenged. The variety of work tasks that the crew is responsible for are done through operators’ individual work stations. Therefore it is not so easy to be aware about the other crew members’ activities within the control room space which may influence the crew’s ability to maintain shared understanding of the control room activities and the effect of all separate operations as a whole. Also the role of the personnel that works in a main control room and the ones that are on the field is changing. Since operators are not necessarily working alongside at one room space, different kinds of computer-assisted teamwork and communication tools are needed in the control of complex systems. Overall, it has been paid too little attention to the communicative function of tools and physical spaces in the control room design [8].



Another concept that is used for describing the action possibilities of a control room is the concept of affordance that rises from the field of ecological psychology. The term was introduced by James Gibson and according to him the term affordance refers to the complementary and interaction between an organism and an ambient environment. It is used to describe those things that an environment offers or furnish to an animal through interaction [4]. For Gibson, a key to understanding behavior was an analysis of the ecology. In the context of complex process control the control room environment is perceived directly by means of what kind of possibilities it can offer to operators’ actions. With the technological solutions, for example the use of novel interface techniques can be influenced on what action possibilities are perceived in a control room space, in which case the ability of the control room to support and promote operators activity and understanding of the process is closely connected to the variety of the views that the room space offers for users to observe the process and availability of diversified space modalities.



CONTROL ROOM AS A SPACE



ACTIVITY-DRIVEN DESIGN OF CONTROL ROOM ENVIRONMENTS



Three space qualities are introduced in order to better understand the design of control room environment. These three qualities are physical, virtual and social space quality. They can be used as a basis for analysing affordances embedded in spaces, in this
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By combining these three space qualities in diverse sets of pairs we created three control room metaphors: Interactive-, Intuitive- and Boundless control room.



other words how human operators create a picture and attain situation awareness of a certain process. Secondly, to examine the possibilities to improve the control space’s ability to communicate the process behind by better acknowledging the control room’s physical, social and virtual space qualities and how these qualities could be supported through the introduction of new technologies. These space qualities and possible supportive technological solutions are explored and tried out in a small scale design workshops together with users. Thirdly, the project aims to create a future control room concept, and fourthly develop methods for early expert user involvement in design and user requirement elicitation.



Research Questions The questions that emerged at the beginning of the project were following: 1. How users distinguish and experience the challenge of maintaining situation awareness in different kind of industrial control centre settings? 2. How new interface elements and solutions that are brought to the control room space influences to the joint functioning of the human – environment system as a whole? And how they contribute to attaining the situation awareness? 3. In what degree and way the expert users should be involved in the design of new control room applications? And, how their operative knowledge could be best employed to the design process?



Figure 1. Space qualities and control room metaphors combined in diverse sets of space quality pairs. Interactive control room metaphor is a combination of the physical and social space qualities. In Interactive control room case the focus is on possible use of different kind of interactive surfaces in control room environments as a crew’s cooperative tool. For example, in a digitalized control room the control operations are done by using mouse control. Thus, the place of execution and the physical form of control operations (physical space quality) has changed when compared to the conventional analog control room setting where the control operations were done through the control panels and desks. Operators have reported difficulties in monitoring other operators’ activities when there is no specified execution location or gestures involved (social space quality). This makes it also harder to reflect others activities in relation to own activity and realize what their control operations (gestures) are referring to. The control room space should be able to mediate, by choice, automatically information about the development of the situation and operators’ activities within the control room. Our assumption is that through innovative use of interactive surface technologies (i.e. multi-touch displays, digital tangible objects and large screen displays) in control room environments, the control room’s physical and social space quality can be promoted.



Research Approach and Methods Traditionally, the control room and interface elements in it are considered from the point of view of a variety technical equipments that are needed for the process control and monitoring. The mainstream interface development has been technology driven. However, in this project the control room space is thought to be an integrated wholeness in which all components and human actors are interrelated to each other. The elements of the control room environment can merge differently depending on what activity it is strived for. Similarly, the tasks carried out and the ultimate goals of the work as well as the quality and performance demands that are imposed on the activity affect how well the control room space functions and support operators’ situation awareness. [11] The control room space constitutes a kind of information ecology in which the human – machine interaction takes its place and form. [6] In Tilava project we are trying to find suitable combinations of control room elements for human – technology joint functioning.



In Intuitive control room the physical and virtual space qualities are combined in order to explore how complex and sometimes even invisible object of control activity could be made understandable and perceivable for human operators. The challenge that arises is how information is presented to the operators. Control room space can be seen as a representation of a complex process behind. It should mediate an overview of the status of the process in understandable and intuitive way. Operators should be able to obtain a picture from the object of their supervision and follow the progress of the process even in some processes the area of supervision is extensive or the observed magnitudes might not be visible. In order to be able to better illustrate the relationship between pieces of data and the supervised object new kind of digital pictures representing the state and the nature of the process situation has to be developed.



Exploring the Space Qualities of the Control Room Our assumption is that making broadly use of the space qualities (physical, virtual and social) in control room designs it is possible to develop control room settings that facilitates users to maintain situation awareness. In Tilava project we combined these three space qualities in diverse sets of pairs and build around them three case studies to be explored together with the expert users in design workshops. The idea in these workshops is to discuss with the users the meaning and essence of the three space qualities in control room environment and test new interface technologies in order to assess their potentiality to support such qualities. Our aim is to not only to study the applicability of some specific technological solutions in control rooms as such but also more generally the meaning and the role of different space modalities for situation awareness.



In the last case study, Boundless control room, the combination of the virtual and social space qualities are explored. Controlled entities are becoming increasingly complex in size, dynamic and functionality with the advent of new technological advances. Nowadays, it is possible to collect and more widely represent information from the controlled process. However, in order to enable this amount of specified process information more local and detailed data from the process
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needs to be collected. This challenges the cooperation and communication between the personnel in the main control room and the ones working in the field. It can be said that the control room in a way spreads over the whole supervised area and employs actively recourses in the field. In this kind of setting it is essential that the control room functions as a mediating surface between the operative parties and helps them to maintain a shared understanding of the current status of the plant and its relation to potential future states. As a result, the control room space comes flexible and it can adapt its functions and structures according to the prevailing process situation and the needs of the human operators.



the insight gained from the involvement of operators can also open the eyes of the designers to see the hidden interaction elements of control rooms.
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A FUTURE CONTROL ROOM CONCEPT It is expected that based on the design workshops a concept level description of the future control room and the elements interplaying in it will be formed. This future concept of operation creates a ground for activity driven design of ICTbased tools and control room environments. It is important to understand the functioning of the control room environment as a whole in order to get a better idea of the technological solutions and the functional elements that the future control room designs should be built upon. Our assumption is that by involving expert users and employing their context knowledge it is possible to define more detailed what the future control room should look like. In a research that aimed to study the use of large screen displays in a control room environment one of the outcomes of the study was an operation oriented large screen display framework to help developers to define the usage requirements for the coming large screen application. [7] The framework pursues to describe what the purpose of use of large screens is in control rooms in different usage situations, which user group large screens are for, how they are used and in which form the information should be presented on it. Similarly, the outcome of this project, the concept level description of future control room environments addresses the essential underlying structures and functionalities that need to be paid attention in the new designs.



DISCUSSION AND CONTINUATION OF THE PROJECT An activity-driven, user-centred approach to design deepens the understanding of the operators – control room functioning as well as the tensions that create incitement for change within this system. We believe that a thorough discussion and description of the elements and form of activities within present control room environments is an essential first step to understand in what form the activity could take place in the future. It is also important to involve expert users to the design process as early as possible. Their operational knowledge and experience is an important resource for the design of tomorrow’s control room environments. After the organized design workshops the continuation of the project is to analyse and try to generalize the meaning and essence of the spatial qualities of the control room spaces. Further, we believe that
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Outcomes of implementation



Development plan



New model of activity



Figure 1. Development Radar.



Introduction of the tool for workplace development may remediate between the learning network and the single workplace of a participant, but the tool may also mediate the emerging identity of an in-house developer in one’s work community. There is variance among the participants of the learning network regarding the readiness to cultivate and enrich the tool in use; will this also tell something about the potential of learning and co-configuration on the workplace and network levels? The analysis is based on the longitudinal study of the regional learning network and the discursive data gathered in its networkshops, which offers possibility to focus both on the collective and the individual actions of cultivating and enriching the radar tool.



ABSTRACT The implementation of a tool is a crucial phase of the design process and sets the challenge to the users to learn. It is the process of transforming the artifacts to instruments of activity [2] through an expansive integration [7] that is supposed to expand the object of work [5]. We want to explore this regarding the tool ‘Development Radar’ that was designed to support learning in the network project on workplace development. This study is a continuation to the analysis, in which we looked into the co-configurative ways of designing the learning tool. After the successful implementation [14], how did the in-house developers perceive and modify the tool; did they manage to integrate it to their work and development practices by cultivating and enriching the tool in use [9]?



Keywords



In the activity-theoretical terms, by cultivation and enrichment a new tool creates new mediation of the work activity. Mediation, however, has multiple dimensions and meanings.



activity theory, developmental work research, tools, development radar, learning networks, multiple mediations



INTRODUCTION Development Radar as such – hadn’t it that possibility to return without losing face, the whole experimentation sector would have to be taken away. Because experimentation is never complete. (In-house developer, 2008)
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When carrying out learning-interventionist research in work life networks we often need to reconsider methods and practices approved in the development of single organizations.
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This is, briefly, the background for designing the tool we call Development Radar. We researchers designed it to support our instruction activity mainly by redesigning concepts used in our learning network. Simultaneously, we offered the radar tool to the participants as the tool for learning work development methods in a network setting and managing their workplace projects [14]. This kind of interaction may lead to mutual learning that Pascal Béguin [1] terms ‘activity exchange,’ a dialogical process between users and designers mediated by temporary design outcomes, “whose use in action reshapes, enriches, or shifts the characteristics of the object currently being designed” ([1], p. 715, italics added). The opening citation by an in-house developer clearly demonstrates this by reshaping the characteristics of the tool or even the development activity itself, a possibility to return without losing face, with a message not necessarily crystallized by instructors: experimentation is never complete.



Development was designed as a part of the learning network of the South Savo region [13]. By applying the Developmental Work Research (DWR) [6], the aim was to invite workers from workplaces of the region to study the concepts of work development, learn together and from each other, and become “in-house developers” qualified to carry out projects in their work communities. One of the core concepts of DWR is the cycle of expansive learning that is redesigned in the center of Development Radar (see phases 1–6 in Figure 1). The cycle and other DWR-based concepts discussed in the data are briefly presented in order to make the analysis understandable. The processes of DWR are carried out to trigger cycles of expansive learning based on the historical understanding of the change in collective work activity, its past, present, and projected future. The ultimate motive for change and, therefore, learning is in the collective need and effort to expand the object of present activity, to find the solution to the developmental contradictions experienced and analyzed in it. The steps or phases are: charting and questioning the present situation, analyzing the present activity and the developmental contradictions, modeling and analyzing the new activity as the solution to the present contradictions, experimenting and piloting with the new, consolidating, generalizing, and reflecting on the new activity. In the Forum’s work, we wanted to apply the dynamics of the cycle of expansive learning on two dimensions, a) by organizing the series of 1,5 years workshops along the steps of the cycle, and b) by guiding the in-house developers to carry out their workplace projects according to the steps of the cycle. The trajectory of the Forum’s work in this paper covers the phases from the analysis to the reflection.



All this hints that, from the point of view of learning, there are many dimensions of design to be examined. Prost et al. [11] have elaborated on the approach mentioned by using dimensions of crystallization, plasticity and development as suggested by Béguin (2007, according to Prost et al., [11]). We want mainly to contribute to the last one, the development. As the authors point out, development perspective to design implies that the use of tool always results in re-inventiveness on given artifact. Moreover, the design strategy should simultaneously foster both the re-design of the tool and the examination and change of the users’ and designers’ activities. This is closely related to the notion on co-configuration [15; 3], by means of which we analyzed the invention phase of Development Radar [14]. Our exploratory concepts to analyze the actions of design-asdevelopment are cultivating and enriching contributing to the process of co-configuration of the radar tool. Cultivating and enriching may lead to a redesigned and refined tool, but equally interesting for us is the way, in which the cultivating and enriching episodes cross-light and potentially expand the object of activity, the object being the in-house development work taking place on multiple levels (see levels in Figure 1). The relationship of a tool with the object of activity is that of mediation [16]; the introduction of a new tool therefore creates new mediation or re-mediation of activity [8]. Users’ uses of a tool may be expected or unexpected, seen from the perspective of designers, but in the developmental activities it is only through the implementation and use of a tool that the “expected” use may be revealed. The tool is cultivated to explore its use potential at its best leading to enrichment of the tool as well as enriched insight into development activity.



The basic tool for analyzing activity is the conceptual model of the activity system, usually called “the triangle,” as appears in the discussion excerpts in Section: “Analysis”. It is composed of systemically interacting elements the object, subject, tools, rules, community, and the division of labor. The triangle model was most important for the in-house developers of the Forum. It was used to help the participants analyze and realize the focal topics of development in their workplaces. In addition to the cycle and triangle models, a central concept discussed in the data of this article is the mirror material, derived from the DWR-based Change Laboratory approach [4]. Gathering data from the work activity, first to manifest the need for change and later to reflect on the experimentation of the new, was one of the recurring themes of the Forum and the participants’ “homework.” It is most demanding, often laborious requiring iterative rounds of data collecting to serve the intended developmental purposes. One source of mirror material is a problem log that the workers are asked to keep during a defined period of time to write down the disturbances experienced at work.



In this paper, we first discuss the methodological issues, in chapter 2 the educational approach Developmental Work Research (DWR) [6] applied in the case of the learning network, and in chapter 3 the data and the methods of analysis. Chapter 4 analyzes the discursive actions of cultivating and enriching in a chronological order. Finally the notions on analysis are discussed in chapter 5 and the results summarized in chapter 6.



Glossary of Learning Network



EDUCATIONAL APPROACH



Here are the explanations of the central concepts of the empirical research case. The term in parentheses is also used in the text. Capital initial letters emphasize the special use of the term.



Developmental Work Research (DWR) We agree with the discussion of this workshop of ECCE 2009 conference, that the capabilities required in the working life more and more involve mastering the future-oriented representations of change and work development. These capabilities are not only assigned to specialized designers, but also will be expected from so-called ordinary workers. This was one of the starting points, when the Forum of In-house



Learning Network of South Savo (Learning Network) is a regional network and one of the projects financed by the Learning Network program of the Finnish Workplace Development Programme TYKES. Learning network of South Savo is a composition of five forums of work life development coordinated by a regional Anttolanhovi rehabilitation and research center.
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The unit of observation is a discussion episode, in which Development Radar is the topic taken up, discussed, and closed.



Forum for In-house Development (Forum) is one of the forums. The first Forum from February 2007 to May 2008 (discussed in this paper) had participants from six workplaces, five work-life consultants as local tutors, two researchers as instructors, and the project coordinator. The main work took place in Networkshops of Forum. Extended networkshop invited the managers of workplaces to discuss the projects. The last session was called Learning workshop.



Table 2. Data analyzed. Date/ Workshop



In-house Developer (Developer): Participating workplaces or organizations sent 1–4 representatives to Forum to learn methods of workplace development and become in-house developers capable to conduct developmental projects in their work communities and enhance boundary-crossing and networking. Workplace project: The central part of Forum’s work was based on the development projects the in-house developers started in their work units. Local tutoring is a mediating level between the workplace project and network. The workplace projects were grouped in pairs coached by three local tutors. One tutor took care of a group of in-house developers from two workplaces. The meetings were held in the intermediate phases of Networkshop meetings. Development Radar (Radar, the radar tool) is the tool developed by the researchers to manage the multiple phases and levels of the Forum. The core is formed by the cycle of expansive learning and development. The data for analyzing its use is drawn from the meetings of Forum, based on the discourse and visual representations in the collaborative working called Radar round and Learning Paths Gallery.



Data is from the workshops of Forum. Table 1 shows all workshops of the analyzed period – including topics, tools and methods not explained in this paper. (The evaluation of the methods is beyond the focus of this article [12]). After the introduction of the Development Radar tool in August 2007 [14] we organized the “Radar rounds” whenever it served the tasks of the given session, in order to learn about its usability for the participants. This happened in two sessions, in October and February. In addition, the radar model was used in some of the participants’ presentations in September 2007, and April and May 2008, and briefly discussed in a couple of other situations during the analyzed period.



Radar round answers by all six participating workplace projects



February 2008/ Network shop 5



“Radar round” (Project-based small-group discussion 30 min and shared round 25 min/project) (1) Where are we going on the cycle of expansive learning? (2) What intermediate goals have been reached? (3) What kinds of developmental tensions have occurred?



Radar round answers by five out of six workplace projects



“Learning-paths gallery” (Small-group discussions, preparation of a Learning Path poster, gallery presentations) Analyze your own development in relation with the material and phases of the project - What has been challenging? - How has your thinking changed? - Do you see turning points? - How do you see your development as in-house developer from now on?



Gallery presentations by two in-house developers who used the radar tool



8/17 discussion episodes



6/17 discussion episodes



3/17 discussion episodes



We framed out brief episodes that did not reveal additional information of the use, other than confirming the fact that the radar tool was used by the in-house developers beyond our workshop assignments. In this way we ended up to 17 discussion episodes of the workshops in October 2007, February 2008, and May 2008, from which the excerpts in the following analysis are drawn (Table 2).



Table 1. Forum for In-house Development, meetings 5–11. Main tools, methods 5 September 2007/ Modeling the objects Models of Networkshop 2 of development DWR 6 October 2007/ Planning the mirror Development Networkshop 3 material collection Radar 7 November 2007/ Planning the first Sparring-group Networkshop 4 workplace workshop work 8 February 2008/ Modeling the present Development Networkshop 5 phase of project Radar Implement. platform 9 March 2008/ Mirror material Video projector Networkshop 6 workshop 10 April 2008/ Presentations to Project Extended Networkshop workplace managers portfolios 11 May 2008/ “Me as in-house Project Learning workshop developer” portfolios Learning groups Learning-paths gallery Date/Workshop



Data/Radar episodes/excerpts



October 2007/ “Radar round” (Project-based small-group discussion 10 min Network and shared round 5 shop 3 min/project) (1) Phase of development plan? (2) Phase of mirror material? (3) Schedule of workplace workshops; what has been planned with management?



May 2008/ Learning workshop



METHODS AND DATA



Task and working method



Main topic



The tasks and methods in Table 2 give the context to the discussion episodes, whereas the space of this paper does not allow the detailed description of the pedagogic process. All Radar-related assignments addressed the workplace development projects that the in-house developers were expected to carry out while learning the methods in the workshops and in tutor groups. It is noteworthy that the introduction to the foundations of the work development and the implementation of the workplace projects were intertwined throughout the process, and the use of Development Radar was to support both. Evidently the way of dealing with Development Radar and the questions addressed varied qualitatively from one workshop to another. Starting by relatively simple questions concerning the schedule and the phase of the workplace project (October 2007), then combining the tool with the use of another tool and
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addressing more complex questions (February 2008), and, finally, observing the voluntary use of the tool for the personal reflection (May 2008) will presumably produce the variety of observations on the cultivation and enrichment of Development Radar. In order to keep the developmental logic, the observations are narrated and analyzed chronologically.



Cultivating: Non-use In one case out of six workplace projects we observed non-use. Regardless of the “Radar round” assignment, the “Development Project Portfolio” was preferred to Development Radar. It was a tool of a table format displaying the pool of developmental tasks, one row of the table for each, designed by the in-house developers of the given organization.



Transcription conventions in the excerpts are: [text in brackets] = clarifying addition; (--) = talk has been cut out; (text in parentheses) = incompletely audible; underlined = stress by speaker; bold text = key expressions.



Enriching The concluding discussion after the Radar round produced two episodes that opened up enriching options for using Development Radar in Forum’s work. This means that Development Radar was evaluated and reflected upon concerning its further usability.



ANALYSIS October 2007 Radar Round



Enriching: Pendulum between the steps



The first Radar round was carried out as a warm-up of the session, primarily to test the usability and usefulness [10] of the new Development Radar tool. To give an idea, this is how one of the in-house developers answered (questions on Table 2).



The pendulum as an enriching aspect grew out of an episode during the Radar round, reported as ‘Cultivating: Following developmental steps.’ The need of returning to a previous phase of the development cycle was discussed further.



Excerpt 1 Developer 1: [Question 1] We have proceeded so that on this radar [holding the Radar figure] we are in the modelling and piloting phase. Next Monday we will have this modelling finished and presented to our personnel. But simultaneously we have expanded our task a little bit, as we have this big organizational change (--). It causes us quite many breaks, sort of, so that we do not know who is supposed to take care of what. [Question 2] So last week 25.10., we decided to start to keep a problem log, so, in a sense, we went back to the collecting of mirror material. And they [the notes on the problem log] are discussed weekly in our short meetings and we will agree on further actions. Altogether, on the one hand we have proceeded, on the other hand returned back [gestures the movement on the cycle]. [Question 3] And about this management question, I had an opportunity on 8.10. to present this project to the management board even by showing one triangle [model]!



Excerpt 2 Developer 2: About that moving on and getting back, I somehow think that the more one is proceeding on this Radar, the bigger the risk, or wish, or desire to return backwards. Then the pendulum just broadens, or rather I am – I’m sure I may speak for [my colleague] as well – we are strongly prepared to move back and forth. Enriching: Comparison between the workplace projects Another question addressed more directly the usefulness of the Radar round and the usability of Development Radar. One of the in-house developers phrased this issue as the possibility to compare the proceeding of the workplace projects, which helps evaluate one’s own pulse of development. Excerpt 3 Developer 3: Well it [“Radar round”] is useful, it gives a mirror to one’s own project, that “oh, those guys are already on that phase, I wonder what they have done differently, or should we possibly act in a different way…” But, on the other hand, the understanding here is that, as we deal with different development topics, also the rhythm of development differs. So I find it most interesting to hear where each of us is proceeding – even though we seem to be the last! [Laugh, joking who else felt being the last.]



The episode above reveals many of the observations we made on the early use of Development Radar. Cultivating Cultivating: Calendar use Using Development Radar for marking critical dates was typical to all project presentations. It was the usage that we researchers expected to take place and what we ourselves did when implementing the radar tool [14].



February 2008 Radar Round The second Radar round was held three and a half months later. In between there had been one Forum workshop in November and a lengthy pause in the turn of the year. Now the assignment and working with Development Radar tool was carried out more in depth (Table 2). Moreover, to provide sufficient space for presenting the workplace development project we gave two tools, Development Radar to model the process on different levels, and Implementation Platform. The latter one has been used in some other DWR projects meaning the expansive cycle with space for making notes on the achievements, outcomes and plans in each phase. In this tool, the steps of the cycle are exactly the same as in Development Radar, but the articulation is different – one of the numerous variants of the cycle typically designed for different purposes.



Cultivating: Following developmental steps The steps of the expansive cycle in the middle of Development Radar (steps 1–6, Figure 1) were used to articulate the present phase of the workplace development project, partly in an evaluative manner. Some comments took up the development dynamics of the expansive cycle more strongly than others, as demonstrated in excerpt 1: “On the one hand we have proceeded, on the other hand returned back.” Cultivating: Administrative use The discourse in this phase of Forum’s work had a shade of organizational formality, which we identify as an administrative use of the development tool. The language of planning, not surprisingly considering the assignment, and slight targetgroup thinking characterizes this type of use. “Next Monday we will have this modelling finished and presented to our personnel” (excerpt 1).



We did not give any detailed directions to use each of the tools. Of the representatives of five projects present in the workshop, four used both tools and moved easily from one to another. The fifth, the previous non-use case, used both the tools offered and their own Development Project Portfolio. 284
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for me. I will then go and “clatter” [at the responsible person] when the deadline is at hand, asking what has been done.



Cultivating Compared to October, the discussion episodes reveal much more multifaceted image of the use of Developmental Radar. Development projects are discussed on two levels, the workplace and the local tutoring. The administrative use exclusively on the workplace level is not observable, but references to the workplace variants of Development Radar are heard. The nonuse case continues the successful cultivation of own tool.



Enriching One of the enriching episodes concerned the pendulum between the phases of development, as discussed already in October’s workshop. Another addressed the new development activities arising in the workplaces. The third enriching episode discussed the possibility to use Development Radar for seeing the outcomes and the impact of the change. All enriching episodes were associated to the emergence of the pilot groups on the workplaces, and how the radar tool might better serve them, not just the inhouse developers in the Forum’s work.



Cultivating: Calendar use Development Radar was continuously used to put down the critical dates and events. Now the calendar notes moved between the levels of workplace and local tutoring. In the case of excerpt 4, the workplace level seemed even to include two emerging “levels,” departments A and B.



Enriching: Pendulum between the steps Pendulum in October was discussed mostly in the “in-house developer driven” manner, as the need for returning, for example, to collect more mirror material to specify the development task (excerpt 1). In February, it focused on the tension between the development process of the in-house developers and the rest of the workplace community, especially the pilot groups, participating in the implementation of the project (excerpt 6).



Excerpt 4 Developer 4: On the workplace level we have met intensively (--). And the first local tutoring we had in the turn of August and September (--), and the 28th of February we are going to meet again. (--) And then we will have a critical situation in 20.2. when we present this project to Department B. How we are going to start to work with Department B on this same issue that we have been working on with Department A (--).



Excerpt 6 Developer 6: In some sense, we are having the phases of two processes; this group [of in-house developers] has already processed it and gone pretty far, and now, in a sense, we have to return backwards when starting the pilots.



Cultivating: Following developmental steps We may observe the similar way of reporting on moving along the phases of the workplace project as in October. This time it was explicitly asked (according to assignment, Table 2), whereas in October the comments arose more spontaneously.



Enriching: Cultivating multiple versions



Cultivating: Workplace variants



This enriching episode grew out of the discussion on one of the workplace projects, where the piloting phase was to be distributed across two working units (see excerpt 4) having different methods and schedules of implementation. One of the in-house developers put forth an idea of cultivating many Development Radars, one for each group.



The participants had not brought any examples of Development Radars from their workplaces. Two references were made to different variants that may be paralleled to the calendar use, the expected cultivation of the radar tool by “filling in” different contents. Examples were a calendar with critical events, and a resource plan. The latter was addressed to the management board of the workplace presenting the resources needed for the workplace project. (Bringing the developmental tool to the workplace to be used in communicative tasks of various kinds may alternatively be interpreted as an enriching action, which needs further examination.)



Excerpt 7 Developer 4: …it came to my mind right now, that, as we have these multiple models – Developer 3 [same workplace] has one filled-in model, I have one – so it came to my mind that we could have one Development Radar model for us in-house developers, we could have one radar to our coming pilot team [Department B]. (--) And one radar in Department A. Because we all are on very different levels. (--) Then we would have two, three radar models to reflect on.



Cultivating: Non-use One workplace project was consistently cultivating and enriching its own tool, Development Project Portfolio. In the Radar round presentation, the in-house developer showed both Development Radar and Implementation Platform, but did not discuss them. In the discussion that followed, the participants of Forum were interested in the portfolio tool and strongly encouraged these in-house developers to keep using the tool natural to their organization and its working culture. Moreover, it was agreed that the portfolio tool will be sent to the Forum participants, in case others would find it usable (which was the case at least in one project). Excerpt 5 gives an idea of the cultivation of an alternative tool and the development logic involved.



This idea gained support from the participants. It was elaborated by the local tutor who guided the in-house developers in question. His comment links the emerging development activities to the enriching-as-pendulum; not only pendulum for the in-house developers, but pendulum as the asynchrony of development of participating groups (excerpt 8). Excerpt 8 Local tutor 1: Using different points of the radar for different groups would show this asynchrony, which is true. (It may be that) for the manager or management or for some outsider, the project looks very advanced in some respect, but then a new group emerges, the pilot group, for example – it’s anything but self evident that it will question the old activity. It may be happy with the old, and if the cycle of expansive learning won’t start, the whole community won’t get anywhere. Those who are active will progress on their cycle, but the next one will always start from the beginning.



Excerpt 5 Developer 5: That first version was just a table with the title row, but now this has started to grow, as we write down, for example, in the last meeting, “Create the procedures and principles of supporting training,” we agreed that “the training (pool) will be printed out for managers’ information during this year before the next appraisal interview.” And here we have put down the responsible person. (--) And here we make notes and give instructions, and this is really a good tool
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Enriching: Making change impact visible



Radar, but the levels of the in-house developer, work place, and the instruction of Networkshops (Figure 1) are identifiable in a new form.



The presenter of this enriching aspect suggested adding a dimension into the radar tool that would display the outcomes of development. The play with words cannot be literally translated (kehittämis – kehittymis). Basically the present Development Radar was strongly associated with planning and implementing deliberate development actions – how the things are to be developed. Developing Radar would reveal the change and the outcomes of development on different dimensions – how things have developed and what is the impact of change.



Excerpt 10 Developer 3: This picture is the picture of my in-house developer. It is from Radar, but it is a part of a pendulum clock. That pendulum clock is [our work organization]. And this machinery keeping the pendulum in motion is the theory instruction we have got. On the pendulum, there sits a happy in-house developer with a triangle [model] in hand, that she will never lose grip of. The pendulum motion is not going one direction, but it is possible to come back, a little bit, and it’s not a bad motion. And again forth and back. That’s how it has been. We have tried and come back and tried again. Of course we want to go ahead, but I’m sure that when the spring loosens a little bit, it will be wound up, and then again we start to move back and forth with some new project. But it is safe to sit there, smiling, and swing.



Excerpt 9 Developer 7: It is actually quite interesting, I think, now that we have this Development Radar, we would put here Developing Radar, put something inside it, the change, for example, and see the change, how it works in different dimensions, and how the impact of change – somehow depict it here. So that those in-house working groups that are designing new services [in their workplace project] could recognize the change. To see the dimensions of talk(?), somehow, and the impact, on what level it moves, maybe to see the change.



Cultivation and enrichment: Following developmental steps Developer 8 had a sketchy radar model by means of which he discussed the importance of seeing the phases of development activity. (In fact the phases are graphically weakly represented whereas the circles for the levels are visible.) Like Developer 3, also Developer 8 associated the use of the radar tool with the self-confidence resulting in good development outcomes.



Researcher 1: Feel free to modify that as far as you can, even though I know that it is a little bit inflexible. Developer 7: I’m fascinated by the idea of making that dimension visible.



Excerpt 11 Developer 8: This depicts my in-house developer. When I joined the learning network of South Savo, I felt insecure. So much theoretical knowledge available, but somehow I couldn’t structure and internalize it too well. (--) But then this Development Radar was extremely important for me, something that clarified my learning process. From it I could clearly see what we had achieved, where we are now, and what should be addressed next. That’s when I had a light bulb moment, in a way; and what followed was our development workshop in February, that made me nervous in beforehand, whether it will succeed and how it will go. But then it really succeeded well, the results were good and we made really good [products developed in the workplace project], that were implemented in April.



May 2008 Learning Paths Gallery The last episodes are from the learning workshop, in which the participants were asked to make visual representations of their learning paths during the 1,5 years process. Two in-house developers, Developers 3 and 8, used Development Radar for this meaning making, one building on the idea of pendulum, the other emphasizing the developmental steps. Taking the radar tool into use for reflecting personal learning, as an inhouse developer, represents simultaneously both cultivation and enrichment (Table 3). Cultivation and enrichment: Pendulum between the steps Developer 3 redesigned Development Radar by replacing the radar metaphor with a pendulum clock. A pendulum metaphor does not support the idea of levels designed in Development



Table 3. Cultivating and enriching Development Radar – summary. Use Cultivating



October 2007



February 2008



● calendar use



● calendar use



● following developmental steps



● following developmental steps



May 2008



● following developmental steps



● administrative use ● non-use



● non-use ● workplace variants



Enriching



● pendulum between the steps



● pendulum between the steps



● comparison between the workplace projects ● cultivating multiple versions ● making change impact visible
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features of the development itself and changed the participants’ perspective to their assignment. For the in-house developers, it seemed to be a commonly shared enriching insight that development of work activity does not always mean moving onward; progressing is also returning to the steps already left behind. Whether this insight formed a divide between the users and “non-users” of the tool remains to be evaluated through the follow-up study. For us researchers this movement may have been known on the academic level, but we gained insight in the significance of this dynamic and in the ways of mediating this to the students of workplace development.



DISCUSSION The findings of the analysis on the cultivation and enrichment of the radar tool highlight both pedagogical and design issues. One question of pedagogical concern for us researchers as “learning-interventionists” runs: Why is it that our presentation of the cycle model as the basis for the development projects had not the effect comparable to the reception of Development Radar? The dilemma is that when the radar tool was taken into use, it was often used like the developmental cycle (moving on the workplace level only). “On Radar we are situated…” might often be replaced by “on the developmental cycle.” The effects of displaying the multiple levels may now be reflected on in the light of this analysis.



Paying attention to the cultivating and enriching episodes revealed some asynchrony of the researchers’ expectations and the actions and outcomes produced by participants. The levels displayed on the radar were considered focal by the researcherdesigners, whereas the in-house developers’ needs were mainly on the workplace level and gradually expanded to the level of local tutoring. The cultivation of a tool made the reality of development more visible and provided common ground to discuss the expectations and needs.



Our data (beyond this analysis) shows that the theoretical contribution of Forum was questioned by the participants in Networkshop of September 2007, between the introduction of Development Radar in August and the Radar round in October. It was difficult to combine the theory instruction with the workplace development projects; specifically, the phase of the instruction in Forum was not in synchrony with the phase of one’s workplace project. Development Radar may have directly responded to this dilemma by crystallizing [11] the inhouse development activity. First, the recognizable levels gave perspective to the context of the in-house development and made the model “our tool” in the eyes of the in-house developers, whereas the cycle model represented the “difficult theory” offered by researchers. Secondly, by seeing the levels the in-house developers could realize the asynchrony of development; asynchrony that was not only necessary but acceptable and dynamic. This came out in the notion of pendulum as will be discussed in Conclusions. The third point resides in the change of the visual design of the cycle giving space to movement, which is analyzed in our previous paper [14].



The findings of a longitudinal analysis suggest that both cultivating and enriching actions evolved towards diversifying perspectives on the in-house development activity. This arose primarily from the evolving workplace projects and their growing complexity, which was mediated by the radar tool and observable in the workshop discussions. The transition from the charting and analyzing phases by the in-house developers to the experimentation phase to be carried out by the pilot groups at workplaces (phases in Figure 1) was interestingly represented and articulated in the use of Development Radar, particularly in the enriching initiatives in the February workshop. We are going to discuss the findings in terms of the multi-mediation of learning facilitated by (the use of) the tool. These are tentative notions:



Another question is related to the contentual design of the levels of the radar model. Why didn’t the in-house developers explicitly question the levels designed by the researchers, in view of the fact that they clearly expressed the need for enriching the levels of the workplace project? Lacking the workplace-level data (we hope to gather in the follow-up of the learning network) we cannot assess to what extent the in-house developers actually modified the radar tool to match with their needs, and whether Development Radar had plasticity [11] allowing to do so. It was not until carrying out this analysis that we realized the enriching initiatives of the participants, mainly emphasizing the pendulum between the steps, cultivating multiple versions, and making change impact visible. While



Mediating horizontal learning: Comparison of projects, knowledge of workplace variants and reversely even the non-use of the given tool are examples of the cultivation that mediated peerto-peer and workplace-to-workplace learning typically associated to the network learning. Mediating change: As already discussed, the notion on the pendulum and asynchrony of development and learning on different levels of activities provides powerful evidence of the process, in which the cultivation of a tool may lead to an enriched perspective on the dynamics and challenges of the inhouse development. Mediating emerging levels: Emerging new levels of activities gave impetus to the tool-enriching episodes indicating the progress and growing complexity of development in the work communities and networks, which the users wanted to “include” in the tool.



considering how we can elaborate on these, we are planning to carry out a new type of Radar round in the coming Networkshop of Forum. This time we are going to ask the inhouse developers together with their appointed local tutors to examine the levels of Development Radar and re-design them according to the levels emerging in their workplace projects. The group of in-house developers is other than the group analyzed here, but some of the local tutors are previous inhouse developer participants, which may strengthen the continuity of cultivation and enrichment of the radar tool.



Mediating the in-house developer’s “changemaker” identity: An open-minded experimentation on development tools produces surprising outcomes, such as linking the in-house developers’ tool use with the feelings of safety, self-confidence and optimism amid turbulence on workplace projects. Learning and development are fundamentally intertwined presupposing each other in the Developmental Work Research projects. In the empirical applications there is a risk of focusing on developmental outcomes and even on external time constraints of development while leaving the dynamics of and reflection on learning on the background. The co-configurative design and use of developmental tools may expand the dialogue of educational settings by making learning materially visible.



CONCLUSION Cultivating and enriching Development Radar tool in the learning process of in-house development gave the researchers and participants interesting knowledge of the qualities and potential of the tool that was designed to facilitate the development activity. The use of the tool also revealed new
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ABSTRACT We investigate the nature of the effects of technological changes on forest work activity, focusing on the effects on forestry professionals’ tools and object of work. The analysis is based on the activity theoretical approach. The forest work has transformed into a technology mediated work, and the entire concept of the wood procurement process is in transition phase, accomplished by several independent companies operating in close co-operation and using shared on-line computer systems for coordination and planning of the process. Our case proves the need of more holistic and object-oriented design approaches in technological changes. There is a need to understand the activity of the entire network, and the changes in the object of work of the actors in that network in order to enhance new operating concepts and practices that the new technology would enable.



Figure 1. Real per unit cost development of logging and proportion of logging method in Finland. The analysis is based on the activity theoretical approach, which suggests that collective work activities are motivated and defined by the object and the outcome of the activity [3]. As a case example we use procurement process and its socialtechnical environment. The data for the analysis is mainly collected from a developmental intervention in a wood supply district in Middle Finland, where we collectively investigated the changes in wood procurement together with the different actors in the process.



Keywords technological change, change of work, wood procurement, forest work, activity theory



INTRODUCTION



It is precisely the information technology that has enabled major organizational changes in wood procurement – among others the new division of work between the actors in the process. Technological innovations are often considered as a source of efficiency by being an improved tool for the activity. However, some technologies have the potential to start changing the whole logic of activity. In the presentation, we will focus on the effects of technological changes on forest professionals’ tools and object of work through three cases, namely the work of the forest machine operator, the harvesting foreman and the forest entrepreneur. We will describe how, due to the new information technologies, the forest worker’s traditional object of work – cutting and hauling the logs – has transformed into a technology mediated work, in which, besides operating the forest machine that incorporates highly advanced wood processing technologies, generating and processing of data for the collective information system has become a central part of the work. Also, we will show how the work of harvesting foreman has changed from face-to-face supervision of work and order giving out in the forest to computer-based production planning and management, which is mainly carried out in the office, and finally, we will depict how hierarchically supervised contractors have became professional entrepreneurs.



At the beginning of the 20th century, there were the man, the horse and the axe. At the beginning of the 21st century, there are the man, the computer system and the harvester, as part of the wood procurement network. What is the nature and significance of the many technological changes that have happened during the last few decades in the forest work? Development based on mechanization and rationalization of work processes has happened in a couple of distinct technological cycles and decreased the cost per unit of timber (Figure 1). The most recent technological cycle includes the use of information technology, which has increased drastically during the last decade. What has mechanization brought to the industry besides increased efficiency? In this presentation, we investigate the nature of the effects of technological changes on forest work activity.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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goal-directed actions. The subject’s interaction with the object is mediated through signs and tools (including material artifacts and concepts and theories), rules, community, and a division of labour. These mediators carry cultural meanings and historical development within them and thus offer stability to the system.



DATA AND METHODS The Case and Intervention The data was collected in a development project called "Developing the concept of wood procurement process – supporting the model of regional entrepreneurship and enhancing the wellbeing of forest machine operators" in 06/2008–03/2009. The project was organized as a Change Workshop intervention. A Change Workshop is a space for collective analysis of the shared work practices with the help of external interventionists, whose role is to support the learning process and not to provide any ready-made solutions. In this case the process included five 3-hour sessions. The first four of the sessions were organized at intervals of two or three weeks and the fifth one, which was an evaluation session, after three months experimenting period, during which the participants tested the ideas generated in the workshop in practice. The Change Workshop is an application of the Change Laboratory® method [2].



The elements of an activity system are in constant interaction reshaping each other. Because every activity is connected to other activities, for example those of the customers, new elements and requirements can enter an activity system causing disturbances and deviations from the customary scripts of the activity. The innovations through which the new situations are managed start then to reshape the ways of working. Thus the activity system should be considered a dynamic entity that interacts with other activity systems. The wood procurement process was analysed as a network of activity systems connected to each other by the overarching object of the entire network. tools, signs



The intervention was based on the activity theoretical idea that in order to resolve an aggravating contradiction in the activity system (which manifests itself in problematic or unfeasible situations in everyday work) in an expansive way, the actors need to question the old activity, analyse the historical roots of the emerging contradiction, reinterpret the object of their work and build new concepts, tools, forms of collaboration and division of labor to support the new object. A central element in a Change Workshop is the concrete case material that mainly the participants but also the interventionists collect from the participants’ daily work to be analyzed in the sessions. The participants were given assignments between the sessions to collect data especially about, on the one hand, the problematic situations in the work, and on the other, the innovations they have made to cope with or to overcome these problems. In the sessions we offered the participants (theoretical) models and representations (e.g. the activity system, see Figure 2) to help the participants to reorganize the concrete data and observations about the work, to see problems and dilemmas in a new light and to generate qualitatively new solutions to the problems. The participants also depicted the central elements of their work first in 1998 and then in 2008 using the activity system model. The idea was to make the changes, which often gradually sneak into the daily work, visible and more concrete. During the experimental period the participants discussed development proposals and planned the selected development tasks, and then tried the ideas in practice.



object



subject



rules



community



outcome



division of labour



Figure 2. Model of the activity system [1].



TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT TRENDS IN WOOD PROCUREMENT PROCESS The technological development can be divided in three main paths. First, developing the haulage of the logs, which meant replacing horses with tractors and lorries, and later, with specifically forestry designed vehicles like forwarders and timber trucks. Second, developing the logging methods and tools from manual to motor-manual devices, and finally, to the single-grip harvesters with their high-tech tools and devices and ergonomic design. The third line of development concerns the information processing and flow of information in the wood procurement process, from oral instructions of the foreman about the desired log dimensions and thinning methods to the current detailed and on-line data flow between all the participants of the process – crossing the organizational borders of the wood processing mills and the harvesting and long-distance transportation enterprises, as well as the in-firm boundaries of managers, production planners, field officers, foremen and workers.



There were 10–15 participants in the workshop, a regional manager, a deputy regional manager and 6 field officers representing the forest department of a nationwide forest company, three harvesting and long-distance transportation entrepreneurs and three timber truck drivers/harvester operators. The data consisted of interviews and discussions in the workshop that were recorded and partially transcribed, visits to the to the regional forest department of the forest industry company and to a harvesting and long-distance transportation enterprise, as well as memos of the sessions and a report that were commented and checked for validity by the participants.



Periodically, these development paths are overlapping, having also effects on each others’ progress. In Finland, the period of the ascendancy of frame saw and axe, as well as horses, reached its end in the beginning of 1960s (see also Figure 1) when hand tools were superseded by chain saw and horses with farm tractors. The second milestone was in the middle of 1970s when forwarders became more popular hauling technology than farm tractor based ones. The third milestone was the breakthrough of the single-grip harvester technology in the middle of 1980s. Only then became the harvesting by machines more effective than manual work by lumberjacks (e.g., in Finland the mechanization level of felling was only 16% in 1985, however reaching 46% at the end of the decade). Nowadays, practically all harvesting is carried out by singlegrip harvesters and forwarders. The usage of information



Object-Oriented Approach to Understand the Technological Changes We used the activity theoretical approach and the model for activity systems (Figure 2) [1] in the analysis of the data. The core of the approach is that human activity is always objectoriented. The activity system forms a collective context and the shared object a durable motive for the more short-lived and
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mobile phones. This radically released the resources of harvester foreman to be used in other tasks than travelling from stands to stands. Their work profile changed from face-to-face foreman on the fields into production planner with duties of short term planning and reporting, mainly accomplished using computer system within offices.



technology can be seen as the forth milestone in the technological development, starting already in 70’s with measuring techniques and management of crosscutting as first applications. Utilization of information technology was one of the key factors that enabled the success of the single-grip harvester, and today’s shared information systems and on-line connections with up-to-date data concerning e.g. log information (dimensions, quality, quantity), transport possibilities, and digital maps of stands marked for cutting offer radically new possibilities to organize the wood procurement process. [6, 7]



The new technology has significantly affected also the work of harvester operators. In addition to harvesting and hauling, crucial work tasks include now also worksite planning, quality assurance, and feeding and processing data as well as sending it further to the information systems of the wood procurement network. This means more independent work with enlarged responsibilities concerning especially quality of work and accuracy of information. The object and target of work changed from being merely timber piled on roadside into the raw material with specific destination mill and information on that raw material to be used in the further phases of procurement process, and even in the production planning of the destination mills.



EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES ON WOOD PROCUREMENT PROCESS AND WORK In this chapter, we will focus on the effects of technological changes on forest worker’s work activity. We will show how harvester operators’, harvesting foremen’s and forest machine entrepreneurs’ work and tasks have transformed into a technology mediated information work with data processing as an essential part of the wood procurement process.



At the same time, due to the new flexible way of organizing the work the information technology offers, the role of entrepreneurs in the wood procurement process has step by step changed from contractors who worked under close hierarchical supervision of the foremen of the forest company into professional entrepreneurs. They used to take care only of the execution of harvesting and hauling, and maintenance and transportation of the forestry machines. Nowadays they also do the fine scheduling of process, including both the planning and the execution of harvesting, hauling and long-distance transportation (depending of the scope of their business). A key prerequisite for this is the shared information system of the procurement network, as all the important data concerning stands marked for cutting, short term plans and schedules are available also for the entrepreneurs. As entrepreneurs, they are also responsible of quality and quantity requirements of their assignments. The procurement process is, thus, accomplished by several independent companies operating in close collaboration and using shared on-line computer systems for coordination and planning of the process.



Organizationally, the forest industry companies used to take care of the entire procurement process from forest to the factory. The forest departments of the companies bought the stands marked for cutting, planned the harvesting schedules, and organized both the haulage in the forest and the main log haul to the sawmills, pulp mills etc. industrial users. The forest workers were employed by the forest industry companies and the forest machinery was owned by contractors who worked under close hierarchical supervision of the foremen of the forest company. During the last decade, there have been major changes in the organization of the wood procurement process, especially concerning the division of tasks and responsibilities of the actors in the process. The major driver of this development has been the implementation of IT systems and mobile technology, which have formed an integrative planning, control and information network covering the entire wood procurement process from forest to the mills. This change into a networkbased co-operation can be observed in the changed tasks of harvester operator, harvesting foreman and entrepreneur, all closely connected to each other.



DISCUSSION Though the effects of technological changes on work practices are largely acknowledged by the actors in the procurement process, many of the changes have been so gradual that it is hard to recognize the entire range and intertwined consequences of effects. For example, the participants of the workshop described many easy-to-see changes of their work, like increased use of computers in all tasks. Also, problems related to changes were connected to specific actions and work tasks rather to entire operation mode. As an example, the field officers of the forest company felt that the new technology-related reporting tasks hindered them from executing their field work in the forest.



Until the end of the 90’s, the main tasks of harvester operators and forwarder drivers were timber harvesting and hauling. They got the instructions for work from harvesting foreman of the forest industry company, usually face to face at the worksite. The work resulted to cut-to-size logs piled at roadside landing. Though during the decades the tools developed form axes to chain saws to first mechanized felling machines, the main tasks and targets remained basically the same. The new tools did make the work more efficient and safe, and improved ergonomics diminished especially the physical workload. The first applications of IT concerned measuring techniques of timber, and were used e.g. to support decision making on the most valuable combinations of log length and thickness, and thus improved the economic results of the harvesting. Still, those applications did not change the division of tasks in the forest work. [5]



The activity theoretical analysis, however, showed a significant expansion in each stakeholder’s responsibilities in the process and an increase in more autonomous planning and decision making regarding the tasks. The analysis gave a deeper meaning and practical content also for the dimensions that depicted the major lines of changes. It also made the participants to realise that even though the work that they do today is quite different from the one they did ten years ago, the interpretation of what they “should be doing” still rested on the old idea of each participant’s work and professional identity. This realization gave them justification to let go of the old responsibilities and start to develop their work practices based on the new idea of work and the possibilities it offered.



The mobile and on-line information systems were intensively developed, and since the beginning of the 21st century, they allowed more and more work and interaction to be done via information systems. For example, all the instructions, information and maps on stands and worksites were transformed into the harvester cabins via telecommunications connections, and, when needed, the harvesting foremen gave clarifying instructions by
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We claim that the entire concept of the wood procurement process is in transition phase as depicted in the Figure 3. It is precisely the information technology that allowed the major organizational change – the new division of work in the procurement process. Many tasks and responsibilities were shifted “downwards” in the hierarchy, which had started to dissolve the old hierarchical organization of work that was based on direct and personal supervision of the foremen. The material activity had already changed into network-like technology supported collaboration. But, their orientations were lagging behind in ‘work in the forest’ orientation. This is shown in the transitional conception where the actual lack of time was a result of the misfit between materially existing form of network collaboration supported by the technology, and the old orientation. There was a general agreement that such a change from the work in the forest to a technology supported network-like collaboration is going on. However, some participants were concerned of the possible negative consequences saying that they anyway prefer to have social relations in their work.



[9] that the design should focus on the level of activity and systems instead of action and tools. They emphasize designing systems in usage, i.e. designing practices. This is especially important in case of information technology. Our case well proves this need of more holistic and object-oriented design approaches. It is not enough to design user-friendly interfaces on the bases of current work actions; instead, there is a need to understand the activity of the entire network of, e.g., wood procurement process, and the changes in the object of work of the actors in the network that the technological developments bring about in order to enhance new operating concepts and practices that the new technology would enable.
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ABSTRACT



innovations are more often co-created in the interactive learning processes in the multi-actor networks [2].



As the concept of innovation has extended to cover social, organizational and system innovations, traditional innovation theories based on technology push or market-driven approaches are challenged. In this paper, we describe a research and development approach called societal embedding of innovations. It has been applied as an evaluation, research and development method in innovations which have been provoked by societal needs, such as health care, energy and environment. We present its main principles and ponder its future challenges.



We open up the approach of societal embedding of innovations from the perspective of learning. We use the concepts and ideas of cultural-historical activity theory [3] to ponder the agency and object of a system innovation. In addition, the role of models and visual representations is perceived significant in facilitating learning in the innovation network. Finally, we explain how the role of a researcher-developer changes along the innovation path and in its different phases.



Keywords



ROOTS OF SOCIETAL EMBEDDING OF INNOVATIONS



system innovation, societal embedding, learning, methods



Societal embedding of innovations is a research and development approach, which aims at facilitating and initiating new sustainable innovations in a multi-actor network. The approach has been developed at VTT from the mid 1990s to promote the societal quality of potential innovations and facilitate the distribution of e.g. medical ICT solutions for wider use [4]. Typically these innovations needed new kind of collaboration between public and private sector in order to become sustainable. Since 1995 the concept of innovation has broadened to cover social and organizational aspects besides technological. At the same time industrial firms have gradually expanded their delivery from products to services. Innovation researchers realized that innovations, which were launched for the public sector, needed knowledge and understanding of political, legislative aspects as well as technological and social. The innovation network involved in the development process covered multiple actors from policy makers to potential users and service providers.



INTRODUCTION Concern for availability of high quality services at reasonable cost in the future has strengthened the need for sustainable change in health care system in all Western societies. In Finland, however, in spite of public policies and programmes encouraging system change and abundance of local experiments, innovations tend to reach only local scale. This paper explores how scaling up of innovations can be enhanced. Widening the scale of innovation from local experiments to a national level system innovation is a challenge which calls for initiating new kind of agency in the network of researcher-developers, service providers, users, and policy makers of various levels. In this paper, we present a method called societal embedding of innovations. The method has been used as a research, development and evaluation approach in studies related to innovation that has been provoked by societal needs. We ponder to what extent researcher-developers can enhance the innovation process. They may play a part in reconfiguring or extending the network of actors who promote the innovation. They have also been said to activate processes of knowledge production and organizational learning [1]. Innovations are increasingly developed in complex multi-actor networks, and the role of R&D is becoming more dynamic and interactive. Knowledge is not just a part, which you buy from an R&D supplier and implement in the innovation process. Instead,



Multi-level perspective to study long-term technological and societal changes presented in transition management literature [5, 6] offered a broad framework for understanding the dynamics of system innovations. The perspective stresses that technological systems change as the interplay between landscape, regime and niche levels. Socio-technical landscape refers to relatively stable, slow-changing factors such as cultural and normative values, long-term economic developments and societal trends. Sociotechnical regime refers to the semi-coherent set of rules carried by different actors such as users, policymakers, scientists, and public authorities. Niches represent the local level of initiatives and activity.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



Transition management emphasizes both top-down and bottom-up processes [7]. On the one hand, it stresses the importance of defining common visions by the government. On the other hand, the approach emphasizes the need for diversity and experiments [6]. The scaling up of experiments has been pointed out [8] to be a critical phase in system innovation. We argue that widening the scale of innovation from local experiments to a national level system innovation is a challenge
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which calls for initiating new kind of agency in the network of service providers, users, and policy makers of various levels.



activity or routine which should be solved. This pre-phase of creating an innovation benefits from workshops where the prevailing activity and its problems are made visible to all actors; users, providers, developers, and policy makers. A researcher-developer may show ethnographic analyses of the prevailing activity and provide statistical data about processes and their defects to trigger the problem-solving and questioning of the “old way of doing”. Another important task for the researcher is to gather the innovation network together, and build and maintain interaction within the network.



When developing a sustainable innovation, multiple values and perspectives should be involved. The following figure is a simplified representation of the main actors and their main perspectives to innovation: (1) Providers: efficiency of service production process, (2) Users: usefulness and value to individual users (3) Purchasers: cost efficiency and correspondence with local needs, and (4) Societal actors: correspondence with substantial societal needs e.g. in terms of relevance and wideranging implications. Ensuring the societal quality calls for collaboration between different actors and stakeholders.



A key question is to create a constructive dialogue between the different actors and give them a possibility to create a shared understanding of the elements of the solution. Different interests of the actors may become incompatible if they do not see the problems and its solution in a wider perspective than their own. Designing a locally attractive solution which could be scaled up is a challenge for the innovation network.



The societal value of the system innovation is co-constructed in a multi-actor network. Researchers’ role relates to identifying and articulating the different perspectives of the actors who participate in development of the innovation who have something at stake, or who indirectly influence its development. By opening up the perspectives of the different actors we aim to produce mutual learning.



Designing a New Model and Its First Local Experiments



FACILITATING LEARNING BETWEEN ACTORS ALONG THE INNOVATION PATH



After gaining a shared understanding of prevailing activity and its problems in the multi-actor network, the researcherdeveloper may help the actors design a new model of the process, service or product to solve its problems. In this phase of innovation, the visualised plan is materialized into local experiments.



Societal embedding of innovation is a research and intervention method, which varies depending on the phase of the innovation process. In the following, we present a rough model of developmental phases of a system innovation and how researcherdevelopers could promote its development in each phase. The phases have been inspired by theory of expansive learning [3] and Dewey’s model of reflective thought and action [9].



Learning from these local experiments between users, providers, developers and societal actors may be facilitated by a researcher-developer. Moving from the first experiments to the wider use of the solution is often critical. Common workshops of the innovation network may produce collective agency or help identify the dedicated actors to promote the innovation from the first experiments to its wider distribution.



From Single Perspectives to Shared Understanding of the Problem In order to create a new idea of an innovation, actors have different perspectives of the main problems in the current



3. Purchasers/payers Cost efficiency, correspondence to local needs



1. Providers Efficiency of production



Societal quality of innovation



2. Users Health value, usefulness



4. Societal actors Societal relevance and wide-ranging implications



Figure 1. Key actors in societal embedding of innovation.
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CHALLENGES OF THE APPROACH IN INITIATING SYSTEM INNOVATIONS



Expanding of the Experiments Transferring a potential innovation into wider use is not a straightforward process. Often a new model of activity cannot be used as such in a new environment. The researcherdeveloper may help the actors identify which elements of the innovation embryo can be generalized and which parts need to be re-invented. New services and organization models consist of human activity, and should be adopted by a new local development network in order to be implemented.



Expansion of the Object in the Innovation Network and the Role of the Facilitator According to cultural-historical activity theory, human activity is object-oriented [11]. The object is to be understood as a project under construction, moving from potential “raw form” to a meaningful shape and to an outcome. In science and technology studies, actor-network theory has analyzed innovation trajectories in which both the innovation itself and the network constructing, developing and distributing it, is transformed [12]. When we study and develop system innovations, e.g. new organizational forms between public and private health care, which are extended over single organization borders, the object of development is constructed by a complex and changing network of actors. The actor-network theory emphasizes the significant role of an innovation champion in promoting an innovation. Activity theory, in turn, considers learning, complementary knowledge, and actors’ expertise essential in the development of an innovation. We see that both political measures and grass-root level experiments are needed to develop a system innovation. Today, the role of researchers faces new challenges [13]. Researchers are becoming developers or facilitators, who construct new communities and dialogue across different actors and organizations during the innovation process. However, constructing a new kind of collective object and motive is not constructed overnight; it needs a systematic and planned intervention process.



The Figure 2 shows the developmental phases of an innovation as a learning cycle. In each phase, the multi-actor network of developers, purchasers, providers, users and societal actors are facilitated to have a dialogue on three aspects: What is the object we are developing? Who should be involved in developing it? How does this development object solve the prevailing problems and societal challenges?



Consolidation of the New Model and Evaluating the Impacts of Its Wider use In this phase, the spread of the innovation can be evaluated and its societal impact can be analyzed with the help of local examples and larger scale evidence. Researcher-developer may facilitate developmental impact evaluation workshops [10] in which different perspectives of the multi-actor network are voiced. It is significant to evaluate how the innovation solves the current problems of the activity from the perspectives of the user and society, besides provider, purchaser and developer. This kind of pondering generates often new innovation ideas and the innovation cycle may start again.



Consolidation of the new model and developmental impact evaluation



Change of the societal situation and crisis of the old model of activity



Analysis of the current activity and defining a shared problem to be solved Expanding of the experiments



Design of a new model and its first local experiments



Figure 2. Societal embedding of innovation as a learning process.
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Visual Representations of the Innovation as Tools for Reflecting and Developing Visual and conceptual representations of the work processes have been stated to help the employees reflect on their work and make changes in it. In the multi-actor innovation network the researcher-developer has the expertise to construct new tools to materialize the new model of activity. The developer may make the motives of the different actors visible and make the development network realize the phase of the innovation. The participants need to have insight and make their own interpretations about the data, which has been collected e.g. from the prevailing problems and obstacles of the current model of activity. The developer provides the participants with both conceptual tools and the data in a learning occasion. In activity theory this is called a dual stimulation method [14].



The Evolution of the Agency in the Innovation Network Innovation processes may take several years, even decades, from an idea to a feasible outcome. And the network and actors change along the path. Therefore, the researcher has an important task as a messenger and modeller of the innovation process, and thus serves the progress of the innovation. In our projects, we have noticed that local level actors involved in the pilot phase of the innovation shift their positions, and become even entrepreneurs for spreading the innovation [15]. Consecutive workshops may generate “collective agency” for carrying the innovation embryo from one phase to another. The researcher-developer may also give a voice to those actors in the development process who do not usually have much power in prevailing working routines and models.



We have presented an overview of a method to enhance societal embedding of innovations, which emphasizes considering of societal values and sustainability of the innovation throughout the evolution of an innovation. We would like to see the researchers’ role as a more active interventionist in the future. However, the researcher-developer becomes not the owner of the innovation. Her role is more like a significant bridgebuilder in the fragile and critical phases, when a development project ends and a new one is not established, yet. She is responsible for creating an optimal learning process to support the innovation path, and the network constructing it.
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Strategic partnerships offer potential to public sector organizations, in which partnering activity in general is a new phenomenon.



ABSTRACT In addition to the application of traditional expert competences, practitioners in service-intensive public organizations today must develop new skills for dealing with collaborative service concept development and various user-driven and customerorientated participative work practices. This paper discusses an example case in which a design approach was applied to boost the innovation process in a knowledge-intensive public organization.



The public sector is seen as bureaucratic and reluctant to change, [4] which makes it a challenging environment for renewal and innovation. The image of public services is still very often hierarchical, slow, isolated, and customer unfriendly. Public services, organizations and their practitioners are being challenged to become innovative, i.e. open to everyday-life customer initiative and user experiences. This calls for a new type of expertise, expert identity, and attitude change among public sector practitioners. Isolated, abstract and theoretical knowledge is no longer enough. Instead, more networkorientated, collaborative, service-like and co-creative identities and competences are needed [5].



Keywords public services, prototyping, design workshop, partnership, cocreation, collaborative learning, activity theory



Thus a major transformation is taking place in many companies: instead of manufacturing and selling products to customers, the objective in service logic is “assisting customers in their own value-creation process” [16 pp 257]. Many innovative organizations today are advocating co-creation. Windsor [17] describes co-creation as a deep engagement with the internal team or engagement with customers and the culture in which they live. Successful co-operation and co-creation requires trust and engagement. Trust can be created through e.g. a process of negotiating common goals and values, realizing and organizing the network, communicating goals and identifying the roles of different players [9].



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.0 Information Systems, Models and Principles, General



INTRODUCTION Public organizations today are faced with using design competence for public innovation. During the 2000s, the debate on innovations and innovation environments has expanded from technological, closed intra-organizational or controlled network environment towards social, service-orientated, user-driven, open environment innovation [e.g. 8]. The rise of service industries has also opened up discussion on the need for innovations in traditional public organizations, in which new hybrid forms of service production are increasingly taking place.



The building, nurturing and management of collaborative relationships are becoming an invaluable competence and a prerequisite for co-creation. But how does a traditional expert organization become a collaboration-intelligent community? For top management this does not yet seem to be a relevant question: strategy is the guide, middle management is the implementer. We propose that a designerly approach can support and drive both the strategic and everyday-life collaborative processes in organizations and networks. In this article, we aim at contributing to the development of new competences by discussing an example case in which a designerly approach was applied to boost innovation processes in a knowledge-intensive public organization.



Strategic collaboration in R&D and the co-development of products and services with key customers are increasing. Advanced firms actively engage in strategic partnerships, i.e. strategic alliances [7], joint ventures [6] or regional networks [11] for various reasons, such as to acquire skills, to purchase or to obtain access to critical external resources, to gain benefits from another organization without owning it, to reduce risks, and to adapt to rapid technological or market changes.



CASE CONTEXT Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



We will briefly discuss a case in which design expertise was applied as a catalyst for exploring a phenomenon that was novel and unfamiliar to the organization. The Finnish Institute of Occupational Health (FIOH) is a public research institute which has recently undergone major organizational restructuring and renewed its strategy. It is a multidisciplinary organization that employs nearly 800 experts and has regional facilities
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around the country. The target of FIOH’s new strategy was to move towards the explicit interactive model of developing and implementing innovations through various modes of activity in close collaboration with partners and customers.



are applied to consider particular features, to facilitate collaboration and to provide a hands-on feeling of the future product. The idea of building a strategic partnership, however, is a highly ambiguous whole when compared to traditional physical products. Kelley [10 p.36] advocates, “You can prototype just about anything – a new product or a service, or a special promotion. What counts is moving the ball forward, achieving some part of your goal.” While prototypes concretize thoughts, and make them visible and debatable, they also foster playful exploration to get the feeling of things [13].



The new strategy created a major challenge for the development of expert competence and identity compared to traditional research expertise. It became a considerable learning challenge to both the management and personnel of FIOH. The management raised the question of how to organize, in practice, activities for innovation. How could they enhance and accelerate innovation within the new organizational structure? They came up with an idea of a kind of venture organization within FIOH. Two pilot venture units were established at the beginning of 2006, both of which already had considerable accumulated knowledge and permanent contacts with the main players in their sector. The units aim to make a major, novel contribution to the solution of particular needs or problems within the society, i.e. the solution is to be used by relevant societal partners and customers as part of their practices. The units can be interpreted as purposeful, time-pressured innovation pilots. That is, innovation can be deliberately enhanced and accelerated, at least partially, by managerial actions. The strategy plan included four broad phases: (1) planning (idea formulation), (2) start-up, (3) piloting and experimentation, and (4) customer-driven redesign and sustaining of the innovation.



Early design phases are often characterised as ‘fuzzy’ and ambiguous. The challenging questions are: what are the concrete moves to be made, what do the activities mean to the team and to the organization, and what concrete results can these yield. Designing is about identifying alternatives which are discovered through exploring problems and solutions that are strongly intertwined. Similarly, the collaborative mockupping of a complete process aims at discovering the elements of the process and helping to outline the actions to be taken. Thus, the objective of the workshop in this case was to give form to a process.



PARTNERSHIP WORKSHOP The process mock-up workshop features three parts: contextualization, action, and reflection. Contextualization develops a shared understanding of why the workshop is organized, what the overall situation is, who and which organizations are involved, and what the aims are. During the action phase, workshop participants are encouraged to apply their knowledge, communicate, act, make quick decisions and produce a common understanding of the alternative solutions. The workshop activities are captured on video, which is used to facilitate reflection on the process and the decisions that were made. The experience and the video material support the team in planning the actual project.



The context of designer intervention, which we called the partnership mock-upping workshop, is associated with the Good Indoor Environment Quality venture unit. It is a multidisciplinary unit led by the Director (MD, professor). The group was comprised of two originally separate groups within FIOH and included 22 highly educated people (many of them PhDs), including several natural scientists and engineers. In order to accelerate innovation, a variety of expert competences were used for the benefit of the units. At the beginning of 2006, FIOH’s Head of Research (first author of this paper) organized a small workshop in which external design experts (the other two authors) introduced methods and techniques for exploring and understanding user needs and user experience for product/service development. The Director was impressed, and later asked the same experts for help in planning how to approach one of the identified, most important (yet anticipated) partners of the unit. This organization, entitled here "the Properties", can be seen as one of FIOH’s significant and strategic partners.



The aim of the workshop organized at FIOH was to explore and develop strategic partnership. The workshop followed the idea of a user-focused collaborative prototyping of a process, which was piloted in concept design projects [1]. The planning of the workshop was built on the design experts’ earlier experiences of user-centred product concept design projects, but was customized for this particular case in negotiations with the organizations’ representatives.



However, several questions arose. The potential common interest or practical target as well as the form of collaboration between the company and the venture unit were difficult to envision. How to get the firm interested in collaboration, how to present the unit’s competences to the firm, how to open the negotiations and with what kind of ideas? How to engage the whole group in customer-orientated thinking and acting? It was decided together with the design experts that a workshop for exploring the matter was needed in order to provide a safe setting in which the group can experiment and learn the collaboration-building process together. The workshop took place during the start-up phase in autumn 2006. Its aim was to explore what the strategic partnership could consist of and what form it could take.



The objective of the workshop was to make the first move from visionary words to a real life action plan. The organization and team members did not really have expertise in user- or customercentred design mindsets or tools. The team realized, however, that it had to learn new strategies and practices in order to achieve a partnership with the key player. It had to be more than an expert institution; it had to be an attractive partner. The workshop’s objective was thus to uncover what a partnership could be about, what the process of identifying and encountering the partner would be, how to maintain the partnership and furthermore, what shape the collaboration could take, what products, tools and methods would be applied. Team-building also needed support since the unit had only recently been established. The Head of Research and nine team members, including the Director, actively participated in the workshop.



COLLABORATIVE PROTOTYPING



The overall principles in the arrangements of the workshop were:



Kelley [10] characterizes prototyping as acting, exploring and perhaps even failing before finding the answers. Prototyping is applied for idea generation, communication and testing [14]. Mock-ups, i.e. low-fidelity prototypes enable exploring and sharing the form, scale and appearance of an idea. Mock-ups



1) An authentic-like project organization is to be established, i.e. some participants were given specific roles such as Mr H, Project Manager and an evaluator (entitled financier)
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2) Authentic-like deliverables must be created in every phase, i.e. abstract discussion has to be turned into actions, documents and solutions



to create a new process mock-up to collectively evaluate the experiences of the current collaborative project and to invite the actual partner organization’s representatives to co-explore potential ways in which to proceed.



3) Situations are to be explored by acting them out, and all roles should potentially be based on “real” characters, such as the development manager of the partner company



DISCUSSION For designers, prototyping serves as a framework for the application of design competence in organizational change, which is still a rather unfamiliar arena for them. Designers are skilled in moving flexibly from one topic to another and applying knowledge, tools, theories and ideas from various fields of their work. However, it was realized that it is extremely useful to know and be able to communicate the reasons for utilizing the design approaches and processes in order to convince and motivate the stakeholders, and moreover, to translate the process and methods for the novel usages. In addition, the designers need to be sensitive in identifying and interpreting novel phenomena outside of their previous expertise. For example, the prototyping material consisted of human interactions, not plywood or foam, and one of the design components that had to be discussed was body language in role-playing.



4) All activities are to be constrained by strict time limits in order to force intuitive action 5) Strategic decisions must be argued for in front of a critical ‘financier’, and a refined focus must be articulated during all reviews, i.e. exploration must be turned into solutions and the reviews must allow iterations. 6) Reflections are to be discussed with the help of the video documentary of the workshop and real plans are to be outlined based on these i.e. the reflective discussion enables the team to open up the experiences for analysis and iteration. The structure of the workshop was roughly the following: 0) introduction 1) warm-up, 2) forming the project plan, 3) context study 4) review, 5) envisioning the future, 6) review of results, 7) reflection. The director explained the overall situation of the unit and the purpose of the workshop during the introduction. He also briefly described the approach that would be taken throughout the day and emphasized that they were all in the same situation, facing this novel challenge. Then the design experts explained the day’s agenda and the materials for the workshop (e.g. hats for role-playing). These pre-warm-up explanations aimed to create a motivating context and to positively affect the participants’ expectations of the workshop.



We suggest that in addition to the application of traditional design competences, designers need to develop new skills for dealing with social practices, intangible processes, and complex systems. For the participants, prototyping serves as a collective learning activity [15] for the building of new expert competence and identity in organizational change. In the workshop, the experts faced an unfamiliar situation. They had to leave their analytical, individually-bounded expert identity and “civilized” meeting room behaviour and throw themselves into a collective role-playing and exploration mode. They even had to reveal that they didn’t always understand what they were supposed to do. They needed to learn something that did not yet exist, in activity-theoretical terms; to move in the zone of proximal development [3] of the new expertise. Design process and the mode of ‘fuzzy’ exploration can feel chaotic for someone unfamiliar with design, as Kelley has also noted [10]. Based on the team’s feedback, facing the confusion and surviving with insightful results was rewarding. Going through this process fostered “out of the box thinking”, and being open to new opportunities and analogies.



The video documentary of the workshop day was reviewed the next day. It created a vivid basis for a discussion on insights and potential ideas for the actual process. Immediate feedback revealed that the day had served its purpose well. The participants pointed out that through the process they had gained a clearer picture of the potential partnership, and considered this necessary for their progress. They also developed initial experiences regarding the possible tools and methods that might be employed during the next phases. Some of the methods that were tried out at the workshop, such as visits to the partner’s environment, interviews of the relevant actors, and observations of the work, could be implemented immediately.



THE NEXT STEP In 2007, FIOH and the Properties launched a development project in order to assess how health and safety aspects could be more effectively integrated into real estate management. The Properties has even defined indoor environment as one of their most important targets for development. The development phase began in 2008 and was implemented by using participative workshops. The co-operation between FIOH and the Properties in this project will continue until at least 2010. Although the experimented relationship has now been realized in practice, the realistic future level of partnership, as well as the future of the unit, remains to be seen.



The role-playing, and the process of producing deliverables at a fast pace were part of the ‘fuzzy’ exploration. Despite some confusion, the experts adapted to their roles easily and the whole workshop in fact proceeded as a play in which the participants improvised their lines by stating their status e.g. “From the perspective of the Properties’, I would like to point out …” This attitude was already created at the beginning by the Head of Research acting as the financier, and the two “representatives” of the Properties. Success was also partly because the key persons played along and inspired others to join the game. Most importantly, the Director learned as part of the team, as a genuine member and not as somebody who knows best.



The workshop built the participants’ confidence as regards working with the anticipated partner organization. It was, however, only the first mock up of the partnership. Perhaps the most obvious evidence of the value of the workshop is the fact that the unit has expressed interest in organizing a new workshop to tackle the situation that they are currently facing. They now have a good start with the partner but are hesitant about how to move beyond the current level of collaboration. In the forthcoming new workshop, the participants would like



The workshop was part of a series of events meant to encourage innovative activity. The top management expected remarkable results from the venture unit. The participants were motivated to try out the design process. Since they were highly educated experts, they were also able to quickly observe the key elements, make outlines and translate some of the designrelated assignments into a language that was closer to their own field of competence. Although we do not expect that such expertise is always needed, personal motivation and motivating
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the team in different ways is necessary. The Director and the Head of Research played crucial roles, both of them highly engaged in the workshop activities and, moreover, in the unit’s overall goal of achieving successful results. Product design mock-ups are tangible. In this exercise the concreteness was achieved by the casting of roles, the seeking for meaningful situations, functionalities, and human to human interaction in everyday life. In addition, the team was guided to concretize, make sense and communicate through visualizations and acting out situations. During the exercises, the team learned to design the process together, “got the feeling” of the context, and through being engaged in different roles, exercised a human-centred approach that is extremely valuable in building trust and partnerships. Finally, the video documentary of the day serves as a reminder of the collaboratively created mock-up of the partnership process. Based on our experiences, we suggest that the design approach helps represent complex collaborative processes and strategic partnership-building as concrete practice. It encourages management to perceive collaboration as a multi-level activity which is performed by real-life people and groups at all levels of organizations and networks [15]. It can be used intentionally to help participants nurture partnership as a temporal, stepwise activity in which mutual learning needs to take place. Learning may concern the co-creation of a target and mission of partnership; its means, tools, rules, and working patterns, as well as emerging future forms of collaboration.
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patterns and practices through the use of the tool. Second, the aim is to discuss the developmental nature of this model and the possible functions of historicity (changes in time) in developmental design. At the end, we figure out features for models representing changes in work for developmental design purposes. We hope to contribute to the concept of ecological system design that investigates the multiple human-environment relations focusing especially on human practices [6].



ABSTRACT Representing long-term qualitative changes in work activities and practices is increasingly important for design. By drawing on activity theoretical understanding on representation and models, this paper shows how a model representing activity-level changes of work was designed and used in a developmental intervention. Features of developmental models to represent changes in work are discussed. The case example aims at contributing ideas for ecological system design in depicting functions of historicity in the models for developing human practices.



CLASSIFICATIONS OF REPRESENTATIONS



Keywords



The tools of an activity give a societal meaning and structure to individual perception and experience. Marx Wartofsky [13] suggests a three-level of hierarchy of artifacts used as tools in human activities. Primary artifacts are used on the operational level where the subject is mostly unaware of the means he or she is using. Secondary artifacts are internal of external representations which we activate when we think on the nature and use of tools – sort of reflexive embodiments of actions where primary tools are used. Blueprints and manuals of software are examples of secondary artifacts. Further, Yrjö Engeström [4] divides secondary artifacts in two types. Howartifacts are the ones that tell us how a certain object shall be handled with a corresponding artifact: they can be rules directly guiding the use and formation of primary artifacts. A procedure of an ergonomic analysis can be a how-artifact. Why-artifacts, in turn, are more general, giving us an idea of why an object behaves as it does, and thus justifies the selection of primary artifacts. They can be eg. explanatory models of cognitive or ergonomic phenomena.



models, representations, changes in work, developmental interventions, design, activity theory



INTRODUCTION As work becomes more complex, and as different tasks and responsibilities are increasingly distributed and recombined, the representations of work and its changes become crucially important for design and managing work practices. Changes in work both urge the need for design, but they also reveal the nature of work activities. Launis and Pihlaja [8] describe different types of changes in work, as experienced in five different work organizations. One type of change is a sneaking one - a bunch of gradual changes affects substantially the everyday work but these changes are not consciously and collectively examined, and thus work is still carried out with old practices. Another change type is the implementation of a new information system which affects the whole work organisation much more than anticipated. Interestingly, the authors find that almost all types of changes, as experienced by individuals, were connected to large-scale, fundamental activity-level changes going on at work.



Wartofsky [13] proposes still another category of tertiary artifacts. They give overarching perspective to activity formations, but still are more autonomous and more detached from the practical activity. Socio-political visions, scientific paradigms and religious creeds are examples of tertiary artifacts [4].



To start with, we describe two classifications of representation from the activity-point of view. The aim of our paper is, first, to give an example of how a representation of changes in work was designed and used in a work setting of collaborative local food trade. Design is thus on two levels: first on designing a developmental model or tool, and then on designing work



Representations of changes in work can be related to a classification of work orientations, which mean collective and individual models or patterns of thinking and which steer and regulate work. Engeström [3] distinguishes five types of orientation models: 1. Spontaneous models appear as experiential or figurative prototypes, eg. case examples of a phenomenon. It is often difficult for a person to consciously analyze spontaneous models.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.



2. Anticipatory analyzers are static models in which an object or a phenomenon has been divided into parts or categorized, listed or formed a hierarchy of it by some common and distinctive features.
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3. Algorithms are process descriptions or prescriptions for the performance of duties that proceed in phases. They do depict movement in time, but are unable to consider interactions and feedback.



phases. In the first phase, the researchers interviewed and followed the work of the case for preparing suitable data and methods to be used in the intervention. The second phase was the joint intervention meetings, the actors and researchers together, to discuss the history, state-of-the-art and future of the company, and to design a developmental experiment. The third phase was carrying out the experiment, and the fourth phase was the evaluation of the intervention and the experiment. The model we present below was created in the first phase and used in the second one. Because of the limitation in the length of this paper, we cannot explain here all the intervention methods and tools, which can be found elsewhere ([2], for this case; [5], in general).



4. System representations are models delineating feedbacks, interactions and changes taking place in the whole system. Often they turn to be complex and balanced descriptions of phenomena. 5. Germ cell models aim at portraying simple internal relations within a system as contradictory ones. The contradictory nature of these relations makes a need for development and change (development meaning a qualitative change in the work system).



THE DESIGN AND USE OF THE MODEL



The germ cell model is the most developmental type of orientation models. Showing the contradictions of a work system creates a tension that has importance from the point of learning and development. Besides activity theory, also other learning theories emphasize discrepancies or tensions in promoting learning [1, 9].



How the model was designed. How the changes that had happened in the company should be discussed, and what type of model could be designed for promoting fruitful dialogue about the organizational design? It was first necessary to understand the general work of a wholesale activity. A reference from marketing literature was a list of important central operations: ordering, deliveries, sales promotion, product development, and networking. This list was a basis for structuring the work of the company as well as for designing the intervention methods and the model.



A representation basically means “a picture or image” of an object or a thing. Wartofsky [13] links representations, through perception, as part of human doing and making (communication and production). Following Knuuttila [7], we rather speak about models, in order to emphasize their use-character in two respects: how they are produced, and how they are used in developing work activities. Later, we will evaluate the model in the light of these classifications.



The interviews and the ethnographic work of the first phase helped understand the history and the main challenges experienced by the suppliers, buyers and the company partners.



In the following, we first present our case and its intervention. Then, we describe, how the model was designed and used, and how the developmental effort continued after its use.



Previously, the company had supplied food products mainly to regional buyers or to some other specialized small wholesalers or retailers, by using trademarks of each of the supplying producer. In 2006, the company had bought a new, national brand by which it obtained multiple new suppliers and also strengthened its trade with two main big retailers. While the company was carrying out simultaneously both old regional and new national forms of trade, the question of sales promotion became acute: should the producers promote their own trademarks as part of the company, or should efforts be put into joint promotion of the new national brand? Another challenge for company's internal collaboration was the ordering. Actually, the ordering is partly done by the company, but also individual partners do ordering, to their own customers, as well. These two challenges could be crystallized in a four-quadrant framework (Figure 1). The theoretical idea of the tensions in the object of activity guided the understanding of these challenges and the making of the model.



THE CASE OF LOCAL FOOD Introduction to the case. The gap between small and craft-type of food enterprises and their large-scale and increasingly centralizing buyers is a problem in the fluency when trading the local food products. Therefore, an intervention study for promoting the collaboration and well-being between producers and buyers of local food was carried out in 2006-2007. Our case example of the study was a small wholesale company owned by three farmer families as partners, whose main idea was to deliver local food products to various buyers, mainly to big retailers, but also elsewhere. The company supplied food products of about ten other small food enterprises as well. Before founding the company, the partners were individual farmers producing and trading their own local food products, having only occasional collaboration with each other. After the company was founded, the company marketed the products of the partners with their initial, enterprise-bound trademarks. Later in 2006, the company bought an existing brand, the trade of which was limited to two biggest Finnish retail chains. Together with this new brand, the company got many new suppliers and strengthened its trade with the big retail chains. The company had to invest in a new ordering software. Simultaneously with the trade with the new brand, the company was still trading the original trademarks of the partners. Moreover, each partner still had also individual trade, outside the company, of the products of their farm enterprises. The intervention. The intervention was based on activity theoretical ideas of Developmental Work Research [5, 12] in which tensions or contradictions within activity systems, especially within their motivating objects give rise to learning challenges [11]. Roughly, the intervention consisted of four



Figure 1. A model of the developmental transition going on in the company.
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The basic contradictory relation, as embedded in the model (Figure 1), was thus between individual-enterprise tasks, and joint ordering and sales promotion efforts of the company. Depicting and discussing all three orientations, including the oldest, still existing orientation would have been useful to understand better the basic contradictory relation and developmental challenges of the company. Questioning the old and new orientations the partners had in their every day work – whether to work individually to benefit their own enterprise, or to support the joint company – would have perhaps been difficult for the company partners, but it would have given broader perspectives towards the role and meaning of the company. In general terms, the historical patterns and orientations serve also as a mediator for understanding the linkages between tasks of individuals and the changes in collective work.



How the model was used. The model (Figure 1) was used in an intervention meeting together with the partners of the company. For its introduction, the history of the company was first discussed, as well as customers’ and suppliers’ expectations towards it, and the actual state-of-the-art of the company’s activities. Also, the central operations that the company should take care of were discussed (ordering, delivery, sales promotion, product development and networking). For being able to have trade with the big retailers, the company had made relatively big investments in ordering technologies, which would allow and need much bigger sales volumes than the actual volumes. Then, the model (Figure 1) was shown to participants. Where is company now, and where it wants to go? These questions were posed together with the model. As a result, the actual (A) as well as the desired situation (B), as seen by the company partners, were placed in the framework (see Figure 1). The newly bought ordering software was crucial in having moved horizontally from left to right in the model. Sales promotion was desired to be the most important operation of the company.



The model (Figure 1) representing changes in work can be taken as linear guide to a given, unidirectional goal, or a framework showing various alternatives. The fact that different orientations maintaining certain independence exist in the model reveals its open character: it is possible for the actors to go what ever direction, even to the old orientations. Still, the overall frame gives a hypothesis of the wanted direction. Activity-level developmental models of change may, of course, take also other forms of visual representation than the fourquadrant frame in our example.



How the intervention continued: The possibilities for enhanced sales promotion were discussed in the following meetings. Later on, an experiment of marketing a new product was carried out, which also produced guidelines of how initial sales promotion for big retailers should be made in the company.



THE DEVELOPMENTAL NATURE OF THIS MODEL



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION Based on this case, we want to draw some general features for creating and using developmental models about changes in work. They necessarily require that the models representing changes are constructed in collaboration between practitioners and experts (designers and researchers).



The axes of the model (Figure 1) suggest that the developmental tensions of the company were: 1. to distribute or to join the ordering functions, and 2. to have common sales promotion with the newly bought joint brand, or to put sales promotion efforts to individual products and their brands. In the classification by Engeström [4], the model (Figure 1) can be considered as an initial germ cell model, because it shows a hypothetical basic contradictory relation of the evolving wholesale trade activity. In the model, there is tension within one dimension as well as between different combinations of the two dimensions. The use of the model showed the current situation (A. common ordering, sales promotion distributed between products and individual partners). Also, the future wanted situation was found and discussed (B. Joint activity with the common brand, Figure 1). The model helped understand the gap between the actual pattern of work and the new envisioned form of work activity.



As the use of the model aims at enhancing a useful dialogue with actors, the models need to be close to practical contents of work and to practitioners’ existing orientations towards it. In our case, both the empirical study (eg interviews and ethnography) and the literature reference (list of operations) were necessary to create a practically oriented model depicting major changes in work of the company. To push forward the concrete developmental efforts, we need to make a link between these models and the tasks of individual participants. It is often in the individuals' tasks and experiments where creative agency for collective developing of work should be enhanced [12]. And, in order to enhance participants' agency in developing their work, the models need to be open to various alternatives. An influential way of connecting these models to tasks was the experiment carried out during the intervention. The preferable tasks or individual actions to be developed are not directly seen or derived from the models, but the model may offer a structure that helps in selecting relevant experiments. The model may also be of help in assessing the realization of the experiments.



Within the hierarchy of artifacts [13], this model, based on its use in the intervention, is a secondary artifact. It was used both as a how-artifact [4], for designing future experiments, and as a why-artifact for overall reflection of the development of the work. In the latter sense, it could have been used as a reflective framework for depicting different orientations [3] the company and its partners can have in managing their trade. The actual and the future desired orientations are depicted as A and B in Figure 1. But, if we consider even an older historical phase, we can depict an orientation where farm-enterprises marketed the products and did the ordering themselvels, independently of the company. Remarkably, the partners of the company still continue with the individual trade of their brands and products – this third oldest orientation clearly affecting the company is still present (C individual ordering and sales promotion, in Figure 1). The model does not only show these orientations, but give an idea or a hypothesis about their transformation in time.



An analysis of the changes in time is a basis for understanding the actual state-of-the-art [10] as well as for finding future developmental alternatives. We think that efficient developmental models representing changes need to include a tension to motivate questioning and reflection. In our case, changes (history) in work were used to create this tension. The crucial developmental point was to show how the old and the new were both present in the actual activities. Depicting tensions are useful for collective developmental design, but revealing the historical origins of the tensions of the work system may better help in managing changes and open insights for developmental organizational design. Further investigation about this is needed.
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To conclude, the history, or depicting the path of changes, has many functions such as managing changes and designing for the future, creating a tension for developmental efforts and for connecting the work of individuals to the collective activities.
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Being Virtually Everywhere: An Exploration of Teachers’ Multitasking in a Hybrid Ecology of Collaboration Rikard Harr, Victor Kaptelinin Department of informatics Umeå University Sweden [email protected], [email protected] 2, 3]. With some notable exceptions [4, 5, 14], the main focus of multitasking research has been on how people manage their individual tasks (e.g. [2, 3]). This perspective is undoubtedly important, but not sufficient for understanding multitasking as a real-life phenomenon.



ABSTRACT Collaboration mediated by digital technologies is typically considered an alternative to face-to-face collaboration. However, in real-life settings “virtual” and “physical” collaboration are often complementary, rather than mutually exclusive. This paper reports an empirical study of a hybrid physical/virtual ecology of collaboration at a senior high school in Sweden, a massively collaborative environment featuring different concurrently used groupware. The study focused on teachers’ collaborative multitasking, that is, management of multiple collaborative activities. The findings indicate that the use of groupware in the setting presented a significant challenge for the teachers, who experienced collaboration overload. To keep themselves updated on current developments in their teams and projects, the teachers developed a variety of strategies for monitoring several collaboration spaces and switching between different technologies. The identified problems and strategies of collaborative physical/virtual multitasking are discussed in relation to existing research and design of supportive technology.



Work in modern organizations is increasingly performed by flexible configurations of collaborative units, such as projects, groups, or teams. This trend, combined with – and fueled by – the widespread use of information technologies, has transformed a wide range of work practices and has contributed to a proliferation of work contexts where individuals are commonly involved in several projects running in parallel [3, 6]. Multitasking in modern work settings is, essentially, collaborative multitasking, i.e. managing several threads of collaborative activities. Collaborative multitasking is associated with a number of specific problems and challenges [14]. When an individual takes part in several collaborative projects, the amount of information and interaction one has to deal with may become massive. Richness of interaction and information sharing within an organization, which, on the one hand, is known to facilitate work processes [7, 8], can, on the other hand, cause ‘information overload’ [9] and ‘interaction overload’ [10].



Keywords multitasking, groupware, information overload, interaction overload, physical/virtual collaboration



To better understand challenges and solutions of the technological support for collaborative multitasking, the scope of research should be expanded from individual technologies to whole real-life contexts, in which multitasking is taking place. There is a growing trend in HCI and CSCW to analyze the use of technologies as contextualized in ecologies of people and artifacts [11, 12], including hybrid physical-virtual ecologies [13]. This paper aims to contribute to this research by reporting a study of collaboration among teachers at a senior high school in Northern Sweden. The setting featured a variety of groupware used in addition to traditional collaboration support and, therefore, can be described as a hybrid physical/virtual ecology of collaboration. The focus of the study was on the main challenges faced by the teachers when managing their multiple collaborative activities, the strategies employed by the teachers to achieve productive work, and how information technologies were used in the setting.



ACM Classification Keywords K.4.3 [Computers and Society] Organizational Impacts – Computer-supported collaborative work..



INTRODUCTION A characteristic feature of the modern way of working, as well as life in general, is multitasking. Increasingly, people have no choice but constantly juggle several tasks, roles, and commitments. In human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) multitasking has been attracting significant attention and has become a key object of study [1,



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give a brief overview of selected relevant work on multitasking and information overload. In the two sections that follow we describe, respectively, the method and the findings of our empirical study. Finally, in the last section we present the overall conclusions and suggestions for further research.



Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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reported little hope for improvements in the future. There are even some reports (e.g., [25]) that information overload may have a persistent psychological effect by causing the development of the attention deficit trait (ADT). According to Mulder et al. [22], individuals who develop this trait find it difficult to structure their work, manage time, set priorities, and are constantly feeling a moderate level of guilt and panic.



MULTITASKING AND INFORMATION OVERLOAD Multitasking The term “multitasking” generally refers to situations, where several tasks are performed in parallel or immediate seriatim [17] and significant attention has been assigned to multitasking in previous research [3, 14, 15]. Some studies indicate that multitasking is associated with positive outcomes, such as increased productivity [16], while other studies suggest that multitasking causes less positive effects, such as reduced performance and increased level of stress [15, 17].



EMPIRICAL STUDY Research Site The senior high school in which we conducted our study is located in Northern Sweden; in 2008 it had around 1100 pupils and employed approximately 140 teachers. Every teacher belonged to one workgroup that included all teachers involved in a certain educational program. In addition to belonging to a workgroup, each teacher was also a member of other constellations such as a workplace issues group, subject groups (which included all teachers teaching a particular subject), or less formal units, such as a marketing group or an anti-bullying group.



Traditionally, studies of multitasking in organizations focused upon managers i.e. how managers arrange their working hours and spend their time [18, 19, 20]. These studies provide compelling evidence that managers are indeed continuously involved in numerous concurrent activities. Sproull [18], for example, shows that managers spend 80% of their time in different kinds of interactions and that their work is consequently best described as multitask processing. Hudson et al. [19] found that managers are constantly looking for uninterrupted periods of time but at the same time acknowledge interruptions and multitasking as a natural part of their work. A study conducted back in the 1970s [20] characterizes the work of CEOs in terms of “brevity, variety and fragmentation”.



Method Informed by ethnography [28] the study employed observations, interviews, and document analysis as data collection techniques. The study started out with a three-day observation of a teacher, followed by interviews and analysis of several documents. The interviews were conducted with seven teachers and two technical support persons (TSPs) (see Table 1).



More recently, multitasking research has also included other categories of workers. González and Mark [3], for instance, studied multitasking in various groups of information workers, including not only managers but also analysts, and software developers. Their study confirms that information work in general is very fragmented and that respondents: (a) normally spent three minutes of working on an event before moving on to work on another one, (b) spent an average of two minutes using an electronic tool, paper document or application before switching to another tool, and that (c) an average of eleven and a half minutes was spent on continuous work on a theme or a project before switching to another theme or project.



Table 1. Background data of respondents (Y.O.P: years of practice).



Information Overload Projects, themes, or tasks that information workers face in their everyday work are usually associated with vast amount of information resources, such as reports, advice, or proposals. Participation in numerous parallel activities thus has the potential of creating a situation, where the individual is overloaded with information and interaction. A term used for describing this situation is “information overload” which, according to Eppler and Mengis [21] is often used to express the notion of receiving more information than one can handle. Other related terms have been used for describing similar experiences of not being able to cope with a situation, such as cognitive overload, communication overload etc. Inspired by the range of definitions that are used within existing research, Mulder et al. [22] suggest the following definition (also adopted in this paper): “Information overload is the feeling of stress when the information load goes beyond the processing capacity” [22, p. 245]. The negative effects of experiencing information overload are described as feelings of stress [6, 21, 23], anxiety [9, 21], and reduced or threatened productivity [9]. LaPlante [24] reported in the Computerworld magazine on a survey study of managers in the U.K, the U.S., Singapore and Hong Kong. The study found that 25% of the respondents experienced negative health effects (e.g., headaches and depression) due to the vast amounts of information they had to manage in their work. Even worse, 94% of the respondents



Name



Role



Age



Gender Y.O.P. IT- experience



Robin



TSP



-



M



-



-



Kim



TSP



-



M



-



-



Fredrik



Teacher



35–45



M



0–10 Above average



Nils



Teacher



45–55



M



10–20 Above average



Martin



Teacher



45–55



M



10–20 Average



Sara



Teacher



55–65



F



10–20 Above average



Eva



Teacher



55–65



F



30–40 Average



Elisabet Teacher



45–55



F



10–20 Above average



Jonas



25–35



M



0–10 Above average



Teacher



The TSPs were involved in the process of implementing a new learning management system (LMS), Fronter, at the school. They also provided us with several documents describing administration work and the use of IT at the school. All interviews were conducted at the respondents’ workplaces and lasted between 45 to 90 minutes. The teachers were interviewed individually, while the TSPs were interviewed together. The teachers were asked about their everyday work in general with a specific focus on collaborative processes and the use of IT, while interviews with the TSPs focused on previous and current IT-support for collaboration at the school. All interviews were recorded and later transcribed by one of the authors. In order to preserve the integrity of the respondents, their real names are substituted in Table 1 with fictional names and information that could reveal their identity have been blurred in
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the figures. In addition, information about age and years of practice is presented in intervals to further protect respondents’ identities. All teachers were given the opportunity to review the transcripts of their interviews before the analysis phase was initiated.



Technology Use at the School The main systems used by the teachers were FirstClass (or FC) (Figure 1), an Intranet (Figure 2), and Fronter (Figure 3).



Figure 1. Screenshot of a specific teacher’s FC interface.



Figure 2. A screenshot of the school Intranet.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of a Fronter room used by physical education teachers.



communication (e.g. messages, chat, and discussion), learning and teaching, administration, and publishing. Even though the system provides numerous tools for collaboration and communication, only a limited subset of these tools have been applied in the school. The figure above (see Figure 3) displays the fronter room of physical education teachers. The tools that this formation made use of for collaborative purposes was links in which its participants could add URLs they consider valuable, forum in which discussions could take place, calendar in which reservations of resources was displayed, various folders in which course material and meeting protocols were stored, and messages that served as a channel for informal communication and notifications.



Phones were rarely used: due to teachers’ mobility the usefulness of stationary phones was limited, while the use of cell phones was restrained by school policy. Before the implementation of Fronter, FC was the main system used for collaboration among teachers. The system consists of a suite of integrated applications supporting communication, collaboration, and knowledge sharing within an organization. It includes different components such as email and instant messaging, collaborative workspaces, calendars and file management. At the time the study was conducted the system was however mostly used as an email client. Before Fronter was introduced, each teacher group had one or several conferences in FC (see Figure 1), which were used for interaction, file sharing, and setting up agendas. Conferences were also used by other formations such as various interest-based groups and for topdown distribution of information. A feature in FC that was highly appreciated by many was how a red flag was displayed in connection to a conference if new posts had been made by one of its participants. This enabled teachers to, with little effort, get an overview of recent changes and added information.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Interviews conducted within the study were transcribed and then individually analyzed by two researchers. Observational data and documents collected in the setting were also used in the analysis. A combined set of highlighted user quotes and researchers’ comments was organized into key themes during collaborative interpretation sessions. A version of the affinity diagram technique [29] was used and four key themes were identified: (a) deployment of a new LMS system (i.e. Fronter), (b) information and collaboration overload, (c) coordination of physical and virtual collaboration in the setting, and (d) individual strategies for handling multiple collaborative activities.



Another system used at the school was an Intranet (see Figure 2) that was mainly employed for distributing general information (concerning the municipality, schools in the region, or specifically the school we studied). The Intranet was only used for information dissemination and was not employed to support teachers’ collaborative activities. In spring 2007 the Fronter system (see Figure 3) was introduced to provide a more advanced support for course administration and communication between various groups of users.



Deployment of a New Technology In 2007 the school deployed Fronter, an implementation based upon the result of an analysis of administrative processes and available computer support conducted in 2006. The analysis reports stated that the use of two information channels at the school, the intranet and the FC system, caused stress and fear among teachers to miss important information. The report



Fronter is a learning management system (LMS) designed based upon a room metaphor, which allows collaborating individuals to design and structure their shared workspaces. The system provides various tools for collaboration (e.g. shared calendars and tools for voting and resource booking) and
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created for very different kinds of informal and formal units, ranging from a teacher and his or her students, to two teachers wanting to share course material, to a group of individuals with a common interest, such as union issues or the physical work environment. According to several respondents (Sara, Fredrik, Martin, Eva) the introduction of Fronter and the decreased use of FC resulted in a confusing information flow. Martin, who dubbed the ensuing situation “a communication crisis”, observed:



recommended ensuring an integrated information environment for all school related activities and stated: The stress can be avoided if the information flow is properly restructured so that the user can find all information in one place. (“Basis for requirement specification, 2006”, translated from Swedish) According to our respondents, the vision expressed in the statement above never came true. While Fronter was intended to be the only portal for information sharing within the school, several respondents (Martin, Fredrik, Eva, and Jonas) reported that FC continued to be an important tool that was used on a daily basis. Email handling in FC was for instance considered more suitable for one-to-one interaction than the room metaphor applied in Fronter. Using email for collaborative purposes is reported as important for teachers. One respondent (Martin) mentioned that email was his “main tool” and that he use to send between 30 and 50 emails every day. Even in situations where there were several recipients, email was sometimes preferred over using communication functionality in Fronter. Sara, for instance, mentioned creating a mailing list including email addresses of all teachers in her work group. Fronter as used in the school did not support email, instead teachers needed to share the same Fronter room to be able to send messages to each other.



[…] it became so confusing that it was demoralizing. People started to be absent from meetings in a way not seen before. […] That is what is most difficult, that you have so many engagements that you sometimes feel you have to be in two places at the same time, it is very important that communication works. Eva reported a similar experience and mentioned that with Fronter as the main collaboration support tool it was difficult to develop some sort of overview, i.e. ensure that no relevant information was missed (in FC a red flag signaled that a conference contained new information and disappeared once the information had been read). In general, using several information channels available on different technological platforms presented a serious challenge for the teachers.



Physical/Virtual Collaboration



In addition to the continued use of FC as the email tool of choice, school management reopened a conference in FC. The conference, named “staff info”, was before the deployment of Fronter actively used for all kinds of formal and informal discussions, but as a Fronter room replaced the conference conversations died away. According to Fredrik, the same thing happened to a conference assigned to discussing labor issues. Jonas commented that his workgroup avoided using Fronter for discussions; they preferred to have discussions during physical meetings and use Fronter for other aspects of collaborative work.



No respondent mentioned any instance of school collaboration on a group level that was solely conducted through groupware, and only one respondent (Eva) mentioned a group that was not using groupware at all. Most instances of collaboration were of a physical-virtual nature, where physical meetings were combined with the use of Fronter and FC. Some tasks were predominantly dealt with through physical collaboration, while others were typically completed through the use of groupware.



The use of the Intranet did not change to any large extent through the implementation of Fronter and continued to be a key tool for top-down information dissemination.



Eva considered socializing an important aspect of meeting with colleagues in her workgroup. She felt somewhat isolated in her everyday work and really appreciated the informal conversations taking place during the meetings. When participating in one of the meetings we noticed that all teachers were willing to exchange information on current events with each other; they freely expressed their frustration, happiness, concerns, and ideas. According to Sara, this rarely happened in virtual collaboration. Jonas also thought that Fronter did not provide a proper support for discussions and while acknowledging that Fronter does help people make concrete, well-formulated contributions, he added:



Tasks Managed through Physical Collaboration



Information and Collaboration Overload All teachers except Sara stated that there was too much information to handle. When describing their daily use of IT, they mentioned the need to browse not one but several different information/collaboration spaces (e.g., email, intranet, Fronter). Managing numerous information and collaboration spaces was reported as being an especially demanding task due to a lack of knowledge about where to find which information. Elisabet mentioned the lack of consistency when it comes to where to look for certain information: “[…] you can find information in different corners of the world, and it creates insecurity and stress.” When following Elisabet at work we overheard her inform a puzzled colleague that information related to a certain issue had been moved over from a conference in FC to a room in Fronter. Sara mentioned that she had to inform a colleague, who apparently had been browsing, in vein, various Fronter rooms to make a reservation of a computer lab, while that type of reservation was supposed to be done by using a physical binder placed outside the teachers’ coffee room.



[…], it is easier to have [face-to-face] meetings and talk, that’s how it is, Fronter is no discussion tool. It is no system through which you discuss, it is about sending information. According to our respondents, a common approach adopted by many workgroups was to mainly use physical meetings for discussions and dividing labor. Sara described a project in her workgroup, which started with an initial discussion at a physical meeting, where Sara and a colleague received the task of looking into available options. The work on the task was reported to the group and a decision was made at a follow-up (physical) meeting. Jonas described a similar arrangement in his workgroup:



Before Fronter was introduced, virtual collaboration took place in a limited number of conferences in the FC system. When Fronter was introduced, much of virtual collaboration moved to Fronter rooms, where it became more fragmented. The number of Fronter rooms to which a teacher was connected soon reached the current level of 10 to 30 rooms. The rooms were



There have been six of us working actively and three who have contributed with their opinions. Then we [at a physical meeting] decided who should do which part, there are different parts in the exam, different areas, and then you take your part and finish it.
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In Fronter I check the notifications, if you have not made a notification then I will not see it. […] You cannot add a new document in a room without flagging it, that is not writing a new message, and then it is your own fault if no one reads it. It doesn’t work, you cannot go into every room to see if something new have happened.



Tasks Managed through Virtual Collaboration According to our respondents, some collaborative tasks were preferably dealt with through virtual collaboration. Such tasks included, for instance, announcing appointments and publishing schedules. Elisabet gave an example of a schedule of group meetings posted in the group Fronter room. Sara provided a similar example of a document, containing information about shared time between teachers on a program (something that was first discussed at a physical meeting), being subsequently made available in a Fronter room. Nils, who considered virtual collaboration spaces appropriate for sharing awareness information on current events, observes: “you can leave short messages such as, during the hour that I had the group we did this and that”. This is an example of explicit information sharing, but there are also examples of more implicit information sharing in the virtual collaborative spaces, for instance, through notifications that are automatically sent to all members about changes that have been made in a shared document.



The most common strategy of how to use IT to handle information and interaction was to dedicate fixed time slots for these tasks. Several respondents (Jonas, Eva, Sara) gave quite specific descriptions of when they do this. Given the overall layout of a teacher’s workday, allocating specific times for activities in the virtual space is hardly surprising. When giving lectures it is difficult to collaborate with individuals other than those present in the classroom. Eva was an exception in how she managed virtual collaboration during lectures: […] I have time to start the lecture and then I log on and see if there are any messages, in the email. I use to go into Fronter as well and check if there is anything special, and then I rarely use it [i.e., the computer] during the day. […] Then when the day is over I check again, my email, filling in attendance and so on.



Teachers also made use of Fronter for sharing course materials. Jonas described the work of developing a new course in his subject group and reported that they used Fronter for sharing material such as exams, key answers, lectures, presentations, etc. Nils gave a similar example of how he and his colleague invited each other to each others’ Fronter rooms for sharing lecturing materials.



Implications for Design Exploring the design space of more advanced collaborative technologies was not an objective of our study. However, our findings appear to have some, if rather general, implications for design. In particular, they indicate that:



Individual Strategies for Handling Multiple Collaborative Activities



• There is a need for a more advanced cross-tool monitoring (cf. [30, 31]). To get updated on recent developments in a technology-based workspace, users typically have to actually login to the environment, which might cause significant overhead. Users should be provided with a possibility to monitor the most important developments in several virtual places without the need to actually “visit” them.



Different strategies were developed by the teachers in order to manage their participation in numerous instances of physicalvirtual collaboration. Nils employed the strategy of never reading minutes from workgroup meetings, even from the meetings, which he did not attend (and he regularly missed meetings due to only working part time), this in order to avoid being overloaded by too much information. He explained that if there was something that concerned him, it was likely that someone of his colleagues would inform him about that.



• Various levels of collaboration should be supported by collaborative technologies. Virtual collaboration as opposed to physical meetings does not necessarily mean that all participants pay their undivided attention to all tasks, discussions, documents, etc. For some participants less relevant information could be filtered out to make sure the information that really matters is salient enough.



Jonas adopted another strategy for dealing with information overload, the strategy of only paying attention to information that in a direct way concerned his students or colleagues, if this was not the case he threw it away. He said that if the information he filtered out was important, the information was likely to eventually reach him again in some other way.



• Since the participants are likely to frequently switch between various tasks, it is important to provide efficient task selection/ contextual clues to help the participants identify the tasks, which require their immediate attention, and restore task contexts as quickly as possible.



Another common strategy was to only monitor certain information spaces. When teachers were asked to describe how they browsed the available systems and information spaces, almost everyone was able to give a thorough description of where they were looking for updates. Most teachers (all except Jonas) visited their Fronter rooms on a regular basis and several teachers mentioned that they sometimes look through parts of the Intranet. Eva however seemed to be avoiding the Intranet altogether and only went there to log on to Fronter, while Sara described her daily routine for information browsing as follows:



• The design of technologies analyzed in our study indicates little or no deliberate effort to provide support for integration of physical and virtual collaboration spaces. Since people do combine physical and virtual collaboration within the same project, providing tools and functionality for such an integration appears to be a promising direction for developing more advanced technological support for collaboration.



CONCLUSIONS



And then some time every week I might go further down into the folders and look if there are any new documents, on the Intranet. I look through the places that I find important.



The main focus of our study was neither on evaluation of one particular technology, nor on comparison of computer-mediated and face-to-face collaboration. Instead, our aim was to gain a broad insight into key challenges associated with multitasking in a real-life massively collaborative physical-virtual setting, as well as the strategies used by the participants in the setting to deal with these challenges. A general issue that emerges from



Jonas reported a strategy of only heeding to information that was flagged by a notification. (No other teacher claimed to have adopted this strategy but Jonas talked about it as it were the most natural strategy.) Jonas explained:
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our findings is a causal link the widespread use of technological support for virtual collaboration and the increasing fragmentation of modern work practices.



from learning about others’ experience of dealing with similar problems, and from a more systematic and coordinated adoption of collaboration strategies and solutions.



Bell and Dourish [32] observe that we live in “yesterday’s tomorrow”: much of what 10–20 years ago was considered a remote future has actually come true and became a reality of our everyday life. But, as Bell and Dourish argue, the reality has a tendency to differ from the original vision. Envisioned as a smart solution to making our lives easier, technology often causes fragmentation and messiness. Bell and Dourish specifically discuss ubicomp, but their general conclusions – as testified by the findings of our study – appear to be applicable to CSCW, as well.



It should be noted that our study was conducted in a specific organizational and cultural context, and therefore our findings cannot be directly generalized to other environments. More research is required to establish how collaborative multitasking is embedded in different types of physical, virtual, and organizational contexts, and what technological support is needed to help people deal with the specific challenges of collaborative multitasking.
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Reconceptualising Clinical Handover: Information Sharing for Situation Awareness Stephanie Wilson, Rebecca Randell, Julia Galliers, Peter Woodward Centre for HCI Design City University London Northampton Square London EC1V 0HB, UK steph, rebecca.randell.1, jrg, [email protected] and often unpredictable distributed cognitive systems that include people, information technologies, equipment and procedures. Care transitions are most evident here because hospital patients generally require frequent monitoring and regular treatment interventions. These continue across boundaries of time (the transitions of responsibility that occur as healthcare professionals change shift) and boundaries of space (the transitions of responsibility that occur as the patient progresses from one clinical setting to another, for example from Accident and Emergency (A&E) department to admitting ward). However, taking a holistic view, care transitions actually occur across a person’s lifetime, in both hospital and community settings.



ABSTRACT Clinical handover, associated with the transfer of responsibility for patient care, is usually regarded as a single point of transition. Drawing on data from ethnographic studies of handover undertaken across a range of clinical settings, we suggest it may instead be useful to reconceptualise handover as a process that occurs over a period of time. We discuss the implications of this view and how it is compatible with construing the purpose of the information sharing that generally accompanies handover as being to promote good situation awareness in the distributed cognitive system of the clinical setting.



The transfer of responsibility for patient care at each of these points of discontinuity in time and space is commonly referred to as clinical handover (but see discussion in section 4). Clinical handover is generally regarded as a single point of synchronous transition, where responsibility for the system is simultaneously relinquished by one party and accepted by the other. An implication of this is that all information necessary for continuous safe care is passed and received at that point in time. In practice, this has been manifest in the staff who are handing over (primarily medical and nursing staff) preparing a handover document and/or giving a verbal summary to the receiving staff. The recent proliferation of work on “minimum data sets” for handover, i.e. the minimum information that should be communicated at every handover, has tended to reinforce this view of handover as “passing the baton”. Our aim in this paper is to revisit this view and suggest that it is time to consider an alternative. Drawing on some of our recent studies, we propose a reconceptualisation of clinical handover as a process and suggest that the challenge of improving handover can then be construed in part as one of improving situation awareness.



Keywords handover, situation awareness, distributed cognition



ACM Classification Keywords K.4.3 [Computers and Society]: Organizational Issues – Computer-Supported Collaborative Work.



INTRODUCTION A common characteristic of many work systems, particularly many critical systems, is that of continuous operation. Work must continue twenty-four hours a day, every day of the year. This requirement for continuity necessitates a series of transitions between the human operators who are responsible for specific roles in the system, for example, the transitions of responsibility that occur between controllers in the domain of air traffic management. For the last few years we have been investigating continuity of work in the healthcare domain. In this case, the concern is continuity in the provision of patient care across transitions in responsibility. Effective transitions are reported as contributing to a safe patient journey; or, from another perspective, poor transitions have been implicated in incidents of poor patient outcomes, patient harm and ineffective work [7], [17].



BACKGROUND For many years, clinical handover attracted relatively little attention from either healthcare professionals or researchers and, while transitions of responsibility obviously occurred, the practice of handover varied considerably. This has changed. Clinical handover and its contribution to patient safety have attracted substantial interest over the last few years, not least because of investigations such as [7] where poor handover was reported as a serious shortcoming. The importance of effective handover is also suggested by studies such as [9] which reported an increase in adverse events during cross-coverage (where a patient is temporarily assigned to a covering doctor who is not primarily responsible for their care) due to poor information transfer and [8] in which a survey at two teaching hospitals revealed that trainee doctors perceived problems with handover as the reason for 15% of mistakes. A further impetus to focus on handover has been changes in the organization of



It is in hospital settings that care transitions are most evident. Care for patients in hospital is provided by complex, dynamic Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ECCE 2009, September 30 – October 2, 2009, Helsinki, Finland. Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-596-3/09/0009…$5.00.
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healthcare work: both the increased specialization of medical work and the increase in shift work resulting from the reduction in working hours for junior doctors in the UK and elsewhere have led to more frequent transfers of patients. These changes mean more handovers and greater cross-coverage.



HANDOVER AS IT HAPPENS We have undertaken substantial, ethnographic field studies of clinical handover in hospital settings over a two year period and these are still ongoing17. We have studied different kinds of handover, primarily involving nursing and medical staff: nursing shift handovers, medical shift handovers (including to night teams), temporary delegations of responsibility and transfers between settings.



While continuity of care across transitions in responsibility is the primary goal of handover, this does not necessarily mean that the care is unchanged: a patient may be transferred to another setting precisely in order to enact change in their care. Handover has also been reported as achieving other important outcomes beyond the continuity of care for individual patients. For example, Wears et al [13] reported how shift changes in the Emergency Department can be a time for identifying problems in care provision and recovering from failure, while we previously discussed how handover provided an opportunity for developing treatment plans, checking that work had been completed, educating junior staff and promoting social cohesion [14].



In this paper, we draw on data collected in six of our field studies undertaken in varied hospital settings in the UK. The six field studies are summarized in Table 1. Two of them were undertaken in a District General Hospital (DGH): an Emergency Assessment Unit (EAU) where patients are transferred temporarily from A&E prior to either discharge or transfer to a specialist ward and a general medical ward where patients under the care of physicians stay on a longer term basis. The other four studies were undertaken in large, inner city teaching hospitals: a relatively small paediatric surgical ward which looks after children before and after elective and emergency surgery; a specialist ambulance transport service which transfers critically ill children from local hospitals to paediatric intensive care units; a high-dependency unit which looks after patients who require continuous electronic physiological monitoring (telemetry) and a Medical Assessment Unit (MAU) which is a short stay unit for patients arriving from A&E or EAU who are to be admitted to other wards. The studies took the form of non-participant observations recorded as field notes, audio recording of verbal communications and informal interviews with staff. We gathered examples of artefacts used to support handover and took photographs of the settings. In total, we undertook 660 hours of study in these six settings. Research Ethics Committee approval was obtained for this project and informed written consent was obtained from all staff and patients.



Much of the current focus is on shift handovers, on the information communicated at handover and on improving handovers through standardization using mechanisms such as minimum data sets and standard operating protocols. For example, the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) in the UK undertook a review of published work on medical record keeping standards and a substantial consultation exercise, resulting in a suggested minimum set of data items to be included in medical documents for handover [11]. Other work, recognizing that what may be suitable for one setting is not necessarily appropriate for another, has tried to define the content and structure of handovers at a higher level. For example, the Australian Commission for Safety and Quality in Healthcare recommended the ISOBAR protocol (Identification of Identify, Observations, Background and History, Assessment and Actions, Responsibility and Risk management) in its recent guide [1]. The form and use of artefacts (e.g. see Figure 1) to support handover have also been examined through studies of current practice [10], [12]. However, a recurrent, implicit assumption in all this work seems to be that handover is a single, clearly defined episode in time.



These studies have yielded a corpus of data distinguished by its breadth and depth. It is informing our work on understanding current practice in handover and the design of technology to support handover. We analyzed the data (as summarized below) to understand handover as it happens at present. However, it is not the purpose of this paper to report these results; rather to reflect on how undertaking the analysis caused us to face a number of questions about handover. Following the data collection, a “cognitive landscape” was written for each setting. This was a narrative account of the setting, describing the physical environment, people, organisation and processes of work and, importantly, the cognitive artefacts that supported the work. Following this, a qualitative data analysis tool was used to index the data, identifying all handovers that were observed. The data for each setting was then analysed individually using a grounded theory approach so as to allow themes that were unique to each setting to emerge from the data. The field notes and audio transcripts for the handovers were firstly read and then coded. We paid particular attention to what was occurring and in what order, what was being accomplished and what strategies were used to achieve this. We identified the types of handover, duration, location, participants, artefacts, information communicated, structure, purposes and strategies. Differences across settings and types of handover became apparent.



Figure 1. Example artefact to support handover: a “handover sheet”.
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Table 1. Summary of six handover field studies. Hours of field study



Handover types



Unit description



Emergency Assessment Unit (EAU)



172



Medical shift handovers Nursing shift handovers Transfers



28-bed, short stay ward in District General Hospital (DGH) Patients transferred in from A&E or by direct referral from a General Practitioner (GP). Patients transferred out to appropriate wards or discharged.



General Medical Ward



104



Nursing shift handovers Transfers



20-bed general medical ward in District General Hospital (DGH). Mostly elderly patients.



Paediatric Surgical Ward



92



Medical shift handovers Nursing shift handovers Transfers



11-bed paediatric ward in large teaching hospital, catering for elective and emergency surgical patients. Patients under care of a range of surgical teams (e.g. orthopaedic, neurology).



High Dependency Unit



29



Medical shift handovers Nursing shift handovers



13-bed ward in large teaching hospital, for patients who require continuous telemetry monitoring and coronary care patients.



Ambulance Transport Service



111



Transfers



Service staffed by medical and nursing teams, transferring critically ill children from DGHs to paediatric intensive care units in other hospitals.



Medical Assessment Unit



152



Medical shift handovers Nursing shift handovers Transfers



28-bed, short stay ward in large teaching hospital. Patients admitted from A&E or EAU prior to transfer to another ward.



This process led us to question what we meant by “handover” through confronting questions such as “where are the handovers?”, “when does the handover commence and when does it end?” and “what information is shared?” and ultimately to reframe our definition of handover in order to arrive at a definition that encompassed and adequately characterized all the episodes that we might intuitively consider to be handover.



handover given in [5] emphasizes the exchange of information as being the defining characteristic of handover (“handoff”) while limiting the scope to information exchanges where there is also a change in control or responsibility: “the exchange between health professionals of information about a patient accompanying either a transfer of control over, or of responsibility for, the patient”.



CLINICAL HANDOVER: A REFRAMING



A Process



The field studies highlighted the extent to which episodes referred to as “handover” by healthcare staff differed from one setting to another. The term “handover” was generally used to refer to a collaboration between two or more people, accompanying a transfer of responsibility, in which information was communicated in verbal and/or written form. People would talk about “taking” or “giving” the handover. Handovers were responsive to the context in which they occurred. They varied in terms of structure, information content, supporting artefacts, participants, location, duration etc. Local practice, while informed by guidelines and standard protocols, has generally evolved to satisfy local needs. Even within a given setting, the handovers varied depending on contingent circumstances. For example, when a patient was transferred into the EAU from A&E, the standard practice was for the A&E nurse to pass information directly to the EAU nurse who was assuming responsibility. However, if the EAU nurse was unavailable for any reason, the A&E nurse did not have time to wait and would instead pass the information to another EAU nurse who would later pass it on to the responsible nurse.



As a starting point, and as mentioned in the introduction, we consider handover to occur when there is a transfer of responsibility for some aspect of patient care on a permanent or temporary basis. This means that we do not consider there to be a handover when one healthcare professional updates another without any change in responsibilities, but we do include temporary delegation of responsibility and resumption of responsibility. We view clinical handover as a process that occurs when there is a transfer of responsibility for some aspect of patient care from one party to another (and note that many healthcare professionals may have responsibility for a patient at any point in time, each responsible for a specific aspect of care). This view distinguishes “handover” from “transfer”: it is not the transfer of responsibility itself, but the process within which responsibility is transferred. The handover process occurs over a period of time. It is not a single point of transition. For example, while there was a formal handover meeting at medical shift change in several of our settings, the outgoing doctors may well start to update the oncoming staff on a less formal basis prior to the meeting and continue to do so afterwards. Likewise, oncoming staff might read handover documentation or medical notes prior to a handover meeting, as is evident in this excerpt from field notes for the general medical ward:



Yet this everyday sense of handover as a collaboration, reflected also in much of the literature, does not altogether match the more formal definitions. A widely accepted definition of handover offered by the British Medical Association in collaboration with the National Patient Safety Agency in the UK [4] equates it with the transfer of responsibility: “The transfer of professional responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects of care for a patient, or group of patients, to another person or professional group on a temporary or permanent basis”. The Australian Medical Association has adopted the same definition [2]. In contrast, the definition of



The outgoing nurse says that the patient is ‘for echo’ but the oncoming nurse disagrees. The outgoing nurse says that the patient is for ‘repeat echo’ but still the oncoming nurse disagrees. To resolve the issue, they get the patient’s medical record out of the trolley. In it, the Specialist Registrar has written a note saying that they
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have agreed that a repeat echo is not needed. The oncoming nurse knows this from having looked through the medical notes before the handover.



ward, with responsibility automatically transferring to the oncoming nurse. On the paediatric surgical ward, a written document with details of all patients on the ward, the “doctors’ list”, was passed at medical shift change. This was accompanied by a verbal update that usually covered just those patients who might need to be seen or for whom there were outstanding tasks to be done.



(Field notes, General Medical Ward, nursing evening shift handover)



In some cases, the duration of the handover process may be very short (for example, in our studies, the handover process that occurred when a patient was transferred into the EAU from A&E was generally brief); in others it may be more prolonged (for example, in the ambulance transport service, the handover from a local hospital started with a phone call to the service and later continued when the ambulance team arrived at the hospital to collect the patient).



[On call Senior House Officer] only tells [night Senior House Officer] about one [paediatric surgical] patient… bloods need to be chased… [On call Specialist Registrar] handed over one [paediatric surgical] patient the patient with the distended tummy. … [On call Senior House Officer] hands over the [paediatric surgical] patients. This takes about thirty seconds. He looks at the doctors’ list for the paediatric surgical ward and says “There wasn’t anything really. [Patient name]’s orthopod. Orthopaedic patient, liver patient, nothing for us to do” (as he points at the different names on the list). When she comes back, [night Specialist Registrar] asks what she has missed. [On call Senior House Officer] says about [ward name], there’s nothing to do.’



This reframing of handover as a process arose from the fact that, having set out to study handover, we were often confronted with the questions of when a handover had occurred and whether a particular information exchange was a handover at all. Rather than seeking an explicit identification of a moment at which the baton of responsibility was passed, which was almost inevitably not the same moment at which information was communicated, we concluded that it was more appropriate to look at the overall process within which both responsibility and information were transferred and define this as the handover.



(Field notes, Paediatric surgical ward, medical shift handover from on-call to night staff)



Perhaps surprisingly, the relinquishing and acceptance of responsibility is not always a clear, synchronous transition. There was sometimes an ambiguous intermediate state where responsibility was temporarily passed to a person or persons who would not ultimately be responsible for this aspect of patient care. For example, we observed nursing shift handover meetings where an outgoing nurse would ‘handover’ information for his/her patients to the oncoming team as a whole but responsibility for individual patients would only be assigned to staff at the end of the meeting.



Components of the Handover Process Secondly, we conceive this handover process as consisting of three components: • • •



The passing of responsibility The acceptance of responsibility The sharing of relevant information.



Passing and Accepting Responsibility



In identifying the passing and acceptance of responsibility as two distinct components of the handover process, this reframing explicitly acknowledges the role of the person receiving handover. In current practice, the recipient is sometimes a passive participant in the process, particularly with regard to the acceptance of responsibility. We found little observable evidence of the acceptance of responsibility: as described above, the acceptance of responsibility at shift change and in inter-setting transfers was largely enshrined in the work practice. An exception was the ambulance transport service, where the consultant physician had to agree that the transfer could go ahead before the patient could be moved from the DGH into the full care of the service. This is an area that warrants further work to investigate mechanisms for more explicit acknowledgement of the acceptance of responsibility and their impact on safe patient care. In contrast, the recipient of a handover was more frequently an active participant in the sharing of information. Verbal handovers were not merely a one-way passing of information, they were dialogues where the recipients played an active role in ensuring they had acquired sufficient information to enable them to care for the patients. For example, in this excerpt from a shift handover we see the oncoming nurse not just accepting the information but asking questions of the outgoing nurse in order to connect disjoint pieces of information and form a bigger picture of the situation:



We distinguish handover from other collaborations in the clinical setting by the fact that there must be a transfer of responsibility as part of the handover process. This transfer consists of the passing and acceptance of responsibility. The transfer of responsibility in our settings was often implicit in the organization of the work. For example, at shift change one person would leave work and another would start, without any communication or other token exchange between them. When a patient was transferred by a porter from one ward to another, the patient’s departure from one location and arrival in the other denoted the relinquishing and acceptance of responsibility. In these situations, the transfer of responsibility occurred irrespective of whether or not there was any additional, explicit indication. Sometimes the change in responsibility was less apparent (at least to us as observers). For example, when the ambulance service arrived at a DGH, they received information from the local medical staff about the patient and started to care for him/her. It was unclear whether responsibility had now passed to the ambulance service or whether this only happened when the patient was moved into the ambulance, their “space”. It seemed that, in practice, there was a gradual passing of responsibility, with the ambulance clinical team starting to accept responsibility while the patient was still in the care of the DGH and its clinicians.



Outgoing nurse: he’s had a CT scan, I thought we’d stopped his clexine, yep, and he is to go for a bronchial scope today.’



In other situations, particularly in more critical and rapidly changing situations, there was more visible flagging of the passing of responsibility, usually through verbal and/or written communication between the two parties. At nursing shift change on the general medical ward, an outgoing nurse would give a handover to the oncoming nurse and then leave the



Oncoming nurse: ‘That’s why he’s nil by mouth?’ Outgoing nurse: ‘Yeah, nil by mouth for that because um [consultant] cancelled his clinic for the scopes yesterday
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so he’s got all of yesterday’s patients and whatever’s built up today, so it could be anything up to 10 o’clock.



during their shift, come into contact with patients that they had been given information about.



(EAU, nursing shift handover)



Another variation on information sharing was evident in the ambulance transport service: in this case, there was explicit sharing of information, but it happened in stages. The service would receive an initial handover of information about the patient during a first telephone referral from a DGH. This was followed by a face-to-face handover when they arrived at the DGH and information may also be shared at other points as it became available.



This was active participation in information sharing was particularly striking in the case of the ambulance transport service: the handover of information from the DGH would begin with the DGH doctor providing an overview of the case, but would gradually progress to the doctor and nurse from the ambulance service asking questions: Ambulance doctor: What’s the blood pressure?



As regards what information was shared, the details of this varied considerably depending on the setting which was related to factors such as how much was known about the patient, the nature of their complaint, what had been done so far and what needed to be done, the staff and their experience etc. As has been reported previously [3] [14], the information shared during the handover process is not just about specific patients but more generally about the status of the work system, e.g. the medical shift handover to the night team on the EAU would highlight the patients to be seen and the order in which they should be seen, while the nursing shift handovers that we observed on the paediatric surgical ward always began with a discussion of staffing issues before progressing to sharing information about individual patients and concluding with a summary of anticipated admissions. It was also common to share information about possible future changes to the status of individual patients or the system as a whole:



DGH Anaesthetist: The last one, nineteen four over sixty three, the previous one I saw was one oh five systolic. Er his capillary refill is still sluggish. Ambulance doctor: Alright. DGH Anaesthetist: But better I think than it was. Ambulance doctor: How much? Two? Or three? DGH Anaesthetist: I couldn’t quantify it… (Ambulance transport service: handover from anaesthetist at DGH to ambulance service)



Information Sharing The third component of the handover process is information sharing. This fits with practitioners’ everyday sense of clinical handover and yet is not mentioned in the definition given in [4]. In some cases, the information sharing may be minimal even (in current practice) non-existent, though it is not at all clear that this is desirable in any situation.



Having gone through the patients, [outgoing charge nurse] tells them about the expected admissions. She gets this information from the ward book. ‘You’ve got two coming in but you’ve got one bed.’



As mentioned earlier, recent literature tends to promote a view of clinical handover as a distinct event and seeks to identify the set of information that should be shared at that point. This is particularly evident in the work on minimum data sets. Our field studies revealed that while the information sharing that occurs as part of the handover process does sometimes happen this way, it also frequently occurs in a variety of other ways and there are a number of (mainly practical) reasons for this. There was variation in when information was shared and what information was shared.



(Paediatric surgical ward, nursing evening shift handover)



Finally, we deliberately use the term “sharing” to connote that the information flow in the handover process is not just oneway, a fact also reported by others such as [3]. We observed incidents where a person receiving a handover appeared to know as much about the patient as the person giving it: Outgoing nurse: ‘category not stated… slept quite late last night, about half past one, because she said she slept all day.’



The information sharing may be removed in time from the transfer of responsibility. It sometimes occurs in advance, as in the case of patient transfers from the EAU where the sharing of information happened by phone and in advance of the patient being physically transported to an admitting ward. Alternatively, information may be shared some time after the passing and acceptance of responsibility. For example, on the general medical ward, no passing of information from the ward medical team to the on-call or night team was observed but those teams implicitly accepted responsibility for the patients when they came on shift. If a member of the on-call or night team was called to the ward, one of the nursing staff would provide information about the patient.



Oncoming nurse: ‘I think that leg looks horrific… she needs dermatology review.’ Outgoing nurse: ‘They stopped IV fluid… they did a blood culture… she’s going to a nursing home.’ Oncoming nurse: ‘On Saturday.’ … The outgoing nurse says the name of the next patient on the list, to which the oncoming nurse responds, ‘I can’t believe he’s still here. He was in tears. How was he Monday night?... Have you seen his toes? They’re black on both feet.’ (General medical ward, nursing shift handover)



This example also highlights that in some situations there was no sharing of information. Transfers of responsibility to on-call teams were an obvious example but there were other cases as well. In the medical shift handovers in the EAU and paediatric surgical ward, information would be shared about only those patients that were likely to deteriorate or for whom there were tasks to be done. However, responsibility was assumed at the beginning of the shift for all patients, regardless of whether or the staff had received information about them. Doctors may be called to see a patient whom the outgoing doctor did not give them information about. Alternatively, doctors might not,



[Oncoming Specialist Registrar] says that the patient has periods of vomiting/diarrhoea but [outgoing Senior House Officer] says he didn’t know anything about this. (Paediatric surgical ward, medical shift handover)



Information is distributed around the cognitive system of the clinical setting, in external cognitive artefacts and in the heads of the staff (and patients). In some cases, the information sharing that happens during the handover process is a “push” as those passing responsibility proactively bring some of this
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information to the attention of those accepting responsibility for patient care: they highlight the information they judge the accepting party will require. In other cases, the information sharing is a “pull” as staff assuming responsibility seek out the information they require. Mostly it is a combination of the two. The information push or pull may happen before or after the passing of responsibility or both; it may happen verbally during a handover meeting or by reference to external cognitive artefacts or both. Either way, the sharing is impeded when the information captured in these artefacts is incomplete, out-ofdate or inconsistent, and this happens frequently. This should not be surprising when one considers how effortful it is to maintain artefacts such as nursing and medical notes. It can be difficult to know where to locate information across the range of different artefacts and there are often gaps: some information is simply not captured in a tangible form, for example information about the setting as a whole or about social issues such as what the family have been told or that a patient is upset or aggressive.



dynamic environments in which they operate and which support their decision making [6]: “Situation awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.” In the handover process, clinicians perceive visual and verbal elements in the environment, comprehend what they mean for individual patients in terms of their status and what they mean for the setting as a whole, and project how things might change. They use this situation awareness to organize and prioritize their work. It is a basis for making decisions about practical issues (such as bed management, staffing and transfers) as well as contributing to care and treatment plans for individual patients. This was particularly evident in the Medical Assessment Unit where a “board round” in front of a ward whiteboard was a forum for passing on information and making these kinds of decisions. Considering the purpose of the handover process as being not just to transfer responsibility but also to promote good situation awareness, we take two implications for our work. Firstly, we suggest there is an opportunity for removing the reliance on a single point of information sharing during the handover process. In at least some clinical settings there are opportunities for the information sharing and construction of situation awareness to take place over a longer period of time. Second, we believe that the first part of the definition of situation awareness points to one of the primary obstacles for healthcare staff establishing good situation awareness: the difficulty they experience in perceiving relevant elements in the environment.



In summary, we do not equate handover with just the transfer of responsibility or just the sharing of information; instead we define it as a process that comprises both elements. Reworking the phrasing in [4]: “Clinical handover is the process by which professional responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects of care for a patient, or group of patients, is relinquished by one person or professional group, accepted by another on a temporary or permanent basis, and in which relevant information is shared between the two parties”. This conception of handover allows us to limit our analysis to just those episodes where there is a relinquishing and acceptance of responsibility irrespective of how protracted they are and whether or not there is a sharing of information.



Technology Implications Finally, we conclude that this reframing has implications for the design of work practice and supporting systems, including IT systems, to support the handover process. The work of the clinical setting needs to be captured on an on-going basis and made visible in a way that is accessible to those who will eventually assume responsibility. Healthcare staff need to be able to produce and consume this awareness in a non-effortful way.



IMPLICATIONS Reframing handover as a process offers a more holistic view of the role handover plays in the distributed cognitive system. The process view removes the emphasis from a single communication of information. Instead, we see the communication of information as an ongoing process of information sharing that promotes situation awareness.



This is not just an issue for the handover process. Our observations across the varied field settings consistently showed that, outside of specific interventions with patients, healthcare staff spend a vast amount of their time maintaining their own and others’ situation awareness: by asking questions, by answering questions and by “telling” each other things. The following snippet from a handover to the night team on the paediatric surgical ward gives a sense of the importance of verbal communication for the work:



We previously reported a study of medical shift handover [14] [16] in which we suggested that, in preparing for handover, doctors were creating their own mental representation of the “state-of-the-ward”. In the subsequent handover meeting, the doctor giving a verbal summary would use this representation to pass on the information he or she judged to be relevant – the information that would enable oncoming staff to create their own representation of the state-of-the-ward. We identified that one impediment to effective handover was the lack of a readily available, up-to-date physical representation of the state of the ward. Consequently, medical staff preparing for handover would have to glean the information from a variety of sources including colleagues, ward whiteboards, medical notes, previous handover documents etc. Extending this in line with the process view of handover offered here, we consider that clinicians have an ongoing awareness of the state of the system, including the patients for whom they are caring. If those assuming responsibility in the handover process have a good ongoing awareness of the state of the system, there is less onus on one point of information assimilation and transfer. Likewise, if those passing responsibility have ongoing awareness, preparations for transfer will be less effortful.



… [On call Specialist Registrar] handed over one patient – the patient with the distended tummy - saying that the [ward] Senior House Officer came and asked him to see the patient but then he got called to A&E so he didn’t go. He says that the paediatric consultant has been to see the patient but he doesn’t know the outcome – he tells [night Specialist Registrar] to check the notes and see if the consultant wants anything done, although he says that the consultant would probably have called if he did. (Paediatric surgical ward, medical shift handover to night staff)



Much of this maintenance of situation awareness is achieved through verbal communication, which is easy for those concerned to accomplish but which leaves no trace for others to benefit from. The information does not persist other than in the heads of those who heard it and this is therefore one factor that makes it difficult for others to perceive relevant elements of the environment. Other factors connected to with external cognitive artefacts have



These ideas fit with the concept of situation awareness as used to describe the state of knowledge that workers have of the
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explored in future work, it has been fruitful to view the purpose of the information sharing in the handover process from this perspective. Finally, the goal of improving information sharing in a non-effortful way across the handover process is driving our current work on investigating technology for the handover process.



already been mentioned (incompleteness, inconsistencies and inaccuracies). Because handover has been seen as a passing of the baton, much of the recent work on providing support for handover has been concerned with either general guidelines (e.g. hold handover meetings in a dedicated space, at fixed times, with no bleeps), or with providing specific templates to capture the data sets [11] that should be passed on. This is reflected also in the IT systems to support handover, many of which are implemented to support local practice and have evolved from paper-based systems. They support the construction and sharing of a data set but have not been designed to promote ongoing situation awareness, although healthcare staff do sometimes use them in this way, referring to them and updating them outside of the handover process.
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In previous work [15], we described a research intervention to introduce a large projected display into a handover meeting in order to improve information sharing. However, while this was a shared representation, its role was to support a relatively short-lived process: information sharing and decision making within the immediate setting of the meeting. In line with the reconceptualisation offered here, we are now looking at how technology can support handover as a process and how shared displays have a role in this. This is particularly relevant when the handover process is protracted, as in the case of the ambulance transport service, or when there is the opportunity for staff to build up situation awareness over a period of time, as on the general medical ward where the throughput of patients is slower than in the other settings that we studied. We are now developing these ideas in collaboration with the ambulance transport service. Our aim is to develop an technology intervention that supports information sharing between the distributed team: the clinical staff who travel in the ambulance to a DGH to stabilize and move the patient; the more senior clinical staff who generally remain at the base and, ultimately, the intensive care unit who will receive the patient. We have identified two distinct aspects of situation awareness that are important in this setting: knowledge of the current status of retrievals (e.g. where the ambulance team is at any point in time) and knowledge of the medical status of individual patients. Our system aims to capture this information on the fly, with minimal effort on the part of the ambulance team, because it is apparent that the significant effort required to create some external cognitive artefacts is a major factor impacting their utility. The information is then distributed to the staff at the base and the intensive care unit where shared displays make it readily available. Our expectation is that this will improve information sharing across the work as a whole, altering how information is shared in specific handover episodes and promoting better situation awareness. We have already collected baseline data and postintervention evaluation studies will commence in the near future to investigate these issues.
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ABSTRACT



Current research on technological negotiation support is carried out in different areas, primarily in management science, electronic commerce and Artificial Intelligence [1, 14, 21]. It is hard to find studies in this area that include human factors [11], which is surprising since NSS are a type of interactive systems that offer rich possibilities for researching and designing humancomputer interaction. However, different problems such as reaching optimal solutions and bids, formal descriptions of negotiations, the extraction of user preferences or problem representations remain the major foci of research efforts.



Negotiation support systems (NSS) can enhance humans’ performance in negotiations. Much research in this area focuses on finding optimal bids. However, there is little research on human factors in technological negotiation support. We believe an in-depth analysis of the task involving experts and users is needed to build a new generation of NSS focusing on man-machine collaboration. We describe a scenario-based approach to gathering requirements for such a system. We wrote five scenarios containing part of the envisioned functionality in the most important use situations, e.g. face-toface negotiation, on the phone, collaborative or mobile preparation. We used claims analysis to clarify our design decisions. To evaluate our claims we organized focus groups including six general and six job negotiation experts. The filmed scenarios were used together with two claims each to guide the discussion. Based on the data analysis we constructed 12 design guidelines for NSS.



As formulated in [2, 19], NSS research concentrates on technological solutions, but the social problems that they intend to solve are secondary or even completely neglected. More in particular Swaab and colleagues [19] argue for a careful analysis of social and psychological processes in order to design good NSS. They claim that the success of an NSS is not only dependent on technological feasibility but also on the understanding of the activity that the system will support. These authors attempt to inform the design process of NSS.



Keywords



However, they primarily look at two aspects that influence the outcomes of negotiations positively, namely common (cultural) identity and shared cognition. In this sense NSS can help by providing information to the opposing parties to establish a common understanding of the problem and possible solutions. Their studies show that the nature and representation of the information can influence negotiation outcomes. Another effort to emphasize the importance of social and also emotional issues in negotiation and their consideration for NSS has been made by Bui [2]. In his article the author points out problems that evolve from the fact that empirical research focuses only on the rational aspects of negotiation. For instance, the negotiation models that are implemented in NSS assuming strict economic rationalization ignore that people also take decisions based on social acceptability of different means to achieve a deal. Adding reasoning based on ethical and social norms to negotiation models will allow them to better represent the real life negotiation processes. Bui explores socio-emotional aspects such as conflict awareness, thoughts, emotions, intentions, trust and norms and their impact on negotiation. He creates a general list of aspects that NSS should help users with, such as identifying controversy, clarifying issues/criteria, equalizing parties or finding solutions and simulating impacts of potential decision. These can be seen as more generic guidelines for the functionality and design of NSS. Both cases [2, 19] refer to shared NSS used either collaboratively by all parties or as mediators. This is only one type of nss with special requirements.



decision making and problem solving, decision aiding, humansystem interaction, design approaches



ACM Classification Keywords H.4.2 [Types of Systems] Decision support.



INTRODUCTION Background Existing Negotiation Support Systems (NSS) can enhance the human performance in negotiations and increase the number of win-win outcomes if the negotiation space is well-understood [9, 10]. This is because computers are good at coping with the computational complexity involved in calculating offers. However, there are a number of issues inherent in real life negotiations that are difficult to deal with using classical Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches alone. These issues mostly relate to the interpretation of the social setting. Therefore, NSS are required that take into consideration the
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An interesting research area where social aspects are actually considered is group decision support [e.g. 13]. However, also in those cases the focus is on collaboration and verbal
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communication between the participants rather than aspects like thoughts, emotions, trust etc.



negotiation from domain experts. In order to get a structured overview of the situations and the ways our NSS should support users, we decided to organize a number of focus groups with experts. As will be explained in more detail below focus groups offer an interesting way to discuss first ideas due to their dynamic group element.



In this paper we focus on the challenges of developing a system that is used only by one party in the negotiation and takes into account the human factors occurring in negotiations. Our aim is to extract detailed guidelines for this negotiation setting that extend the generic guidelines presented in [1].



To be able to gather useful data we decided to guide the group discussions by using filmed scenarios of use situations of an NSS. Not only did we want to show our ideas about parts of the envisioned functionality but also get feedback on possible use contexts. Use contexts are determined by the different phases of a negotiation as well as the situation and conditions in which the negotiation takes place. A first brainstorming session with seven researchers of our project group helped to envision related functionality and situations in which different phases of the negotiation take place. This group of researchers is interdisciplinary consisting of HCI researchers with foci on psychology, emotions and user-system interaction as well as researchers from the fields of computer science and Artificial Intelligence. All researchers are familiar with classical negotiation literature. A first selection of feasible ideas was written separately on post-it notes which we clustered. Based on those clusters we generated, in close collaboration with a negotiation coach, five distinct use contexts that together cover all negotiation phases and types of system use (e.g. open, hidden etc.). The contexts are: face-to-face negotiation, remote negotiation (phone, internet etc.), preparing collaboratively for an upcoming negotiation and preparing for a negotiation with time constraints while being mobile (e.g. on the train). Each of these situations offers characteristics that influence the acceptability as well as the functionality of the NSS.



We explain our scenario-based approach for finding such design guidelines. The second section presents a thorough description of our qualitative method using scenarios, claims analysis, videos and expert focus groups. The data analysis is presented in the third section, followed by the results including the design guidelines in section four. Finally, we give a conclusion about our work in section five.



Research Goals Our project goal is to build an NSS that supports one party in a dyad negotiation thorough all phases of the process (preparation, begin, analysis, bidding, closure). Since all negotiations differ and the domain of the negotiation has a major influence on the process, our project focusses on two example application domains: housing and job negotiations. To achieve a good interaction between our system and the user it is essential that both explicitly share a generic task model. In order to implement such a model, we need to find out what task we will support and understand that task in depth. Furthermore, as pointed out in the background it is important to consider social, psychological and emotional aspects in the design of NSS. However, only a few researchers [2, 19] investigated such aspects and they focussed on broad social science concepts and their implications on negotiation. Therefore, the design guidelines that can be extracted from their research are generic. We believe additional in-depth analysis of negotiations is necessary to create specific guidelines that will inform the design process of the next generation of NSS. In addition to studying theoretical research from negotiation and social science literature, it is important to explore negotiation practice in the real world. We used a scenario-based design approach [6] involving general negotiation experts and job negotiation experts. Our primary research goal is to construct a number of design guidelines for NSS considering real life practice from an expert perspective. To reach that goal we have a sub-goal of understanding the users’ task in context, as well as their behaviours and needs.



Scenarios



SCENARIO-BASED APPROACH



Scenarios are useful in the design process since they capture the consequences and trade-offs of designs [5]. The narrative nature of scenarios enables users, experts as well as designers to imagine the use situations and contexts of new or existing technology. For each of the five use contexts we wrote a scenario presented here in summary. Italic text is taken from the original texts of the scenarios. We chose to write two scenarios illustrating a job negotiation, two with real estate content and one about buying a car. We included one scenario set outside of our application domains in order to investigate how a completely different domain can influence the devices’ role and functionality. All scenarios were checked by a professional negotiation coach to make sure that they were sufficiently realistic. Each scenario is briefly discussed below.



Overall we follow a user-centered design approach within this project. Our target users are people with different negotiation skill levels. As shown in the literature [20] most people are not very good negotiators although it is an almost daily task. Whereas users might not be able to explain themselves, negotiation experts and trainers have a good grasp of the common practice, mistakes and support that is needed. As pointed out by other researchers, a participatory design methodology making the user a co-designer from the beginning might not be sensible when the user knows little about the domain and is supposed to be taught about it by the software. We therefore adopted the informant design framework suggested by Scaife and his colleagues [15] that proposes to involve various participants at different stages in the design process. By this we can maximize their input and advance the development. The participants can be users as well as experts depending on the kind of data needed in certain design stages. At this early stage we will aim at gaining knowledge about



Mobile Preparation with Time Constraints. Preparation is one of the negotiation phases stressed in the literature, e.g. [8]. In this scenario we describe a preparation situation with special constraints. The job applicant Martin is already on his way to the interview. Therefore he has limited time to prepare himself. In addition, the mobile setting constitutes another constraint, namely limited resources. Both constraints require special regard when it comes to the functionality of the device. Just before getting on the train to the interview Martin has received a NSS on a pocket device. He uses the device’s speed preparation function to prepare himself in the short time he has left. Among other functions the device allows him to receive knowledge about the job negotiation domain. He wonders how much money he could ask for. He chooses ‘expert opinion’ on the interface and types in ‘salary’. The PN suggests a website that has a forum where you can discuss current average salaries for IT consultants with an expert in the field. After reading through the forum Martin has a quite good idea what he can ask for
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insist on their own wishes without even communicating the underlying reasons in detail. In this case our device takes on a proactive role and interrupts the couple to give advice on how to handle the conflict. The NSS senses the noise and the angry voices in the room and assumes an argument. On the screen the VA appears and says “it became very loud in the room. Are you arguing?” Since the device does not get any attention a red LED starts blinking and a beep sounds. Both Mary and Piet stop talking and look at the NSS. Mary answers the NSS’s question with yes. The NSS suggests calming down […and…] prompts them to put in an emotional value on a scale from ‘I don’t care at all’ to ‘I would die for this’ for each variable they have different preferences on.”



with his kind of educational background and experience. With that knowledge he feels more secure and relieved. Later in the scenario Martin makes use of the training module of the NSS which enables him to go through a simulated interview. He receives on-the-fly advice about his and the opponents’ actions. The scenario ends with a more relaxed applicant, who knows what to expect in the upcoming negotiation. Face-to-Face Negotiation, Secret Use. The situation described in this scenario is a negotiation between an employee, Bianca, and her boss. Bianca is using a pocket device with a NSS. She is hiding the fact that she has such support by telling her boss he is using her device to take notes.



After having sorted out all their preferences they start looking for houses. In the last scene of the scenario the couple visits a house and takes advantage of the NSS’s feature of taking pictures and storing them together with other information about the house in a database.



Bianca has been working for a big telecommunication company in The Hague for 2 years now. Today her annual evaluation with her boss is due. Her boss is known as a quite friendly person, who hardly ever becomes aggressive or ill-tempered. However, he is very worried about his department’s performance and likes to know exactly what his employees are doing. Bianca wants to take this meeting as an opportunity to renegotiate some parts of her contract. Since her husband got a new job in another city, they decided to move further away. Therefore she wants to discuss with her boss about opportunities to handle the new situation. She knows that she worked hard and well in the last year and should get what she wants, but she does not consider herself a good negotiator. Therefore, she recently got the NSS and prepared herself for this negotiation with the device.



Negotiation on the phone. A negotiation in which both parties are not situated in a face-to-face setting, but are distant from each other offers different design challenges for a NSS. First of all one party does not see the other party and therefore the use of a NSS can take place without each others’ notice. Especially in real estate situations, e.g. when buying a house another aspect to consider is that the negotiation is split into a number of phone calls. This gives the user time in between the calls to use the system in each step of the negotiation. In our scenario a couple has decided to buy a house. Before the wife starts the negotiations with the real estate agent of the seller, the couple decides on a price. They use the NSS to download information about prices of similar objects in the same region to know what to expect. Furthermore, the PN has downloaded housing domain knowledge, such as contracts and legal issues and the prices of similar houses in the neighborhood to take into account. Before Mary came to work this morning she had decided with Piet to set a first bid around 450.000 Euro.



Throughout the negotiation described in the scenario Bianca receives help from the device. Several functions are described in this scenario including e.g. affect management, generating new options, and giving behavioral advice. Bianca presses the button ‘opponent concerned’. The NSS advices her to uncover the reasons for Mr. Smith’s worries and show sympathy. Bianca asks: “May I ask you what your concern is?” Mr. Smith replies: “We always have a lot of spontaneous meetings to decide on how to proceed, which you will be missing if you were not here and since you are one of the main developers I think you should attend such meetings.” “I really understand your worries, Mr. Smith. However, the welfare of my family is very important to me. But I am sure we can find a solution that considers both our concerns.” The scenario ends with a deal in which both parties gain something and are satisfied with.



At work Mary calls the agent and starts negotiating. Before and during the phone calls she uses the NSS on her laptop to receive advice about different steps in the negotiation, e.g. the NSS advices her to not start the negotiation with offering a price, but instead talk about other issues and options… The bidding goes on for a while and the NSS shows a visualization of the bids in the outcome space based on the preferences of Piet and Mary and the estimated preferences of the agent. After a while the NSS detects that the bidding is not reaching a win-win situation. After finding new variables to include in the negotiation to reach an agreement that suits both parties they finally close a deal.



Collaborative Preparation. Negotiation involves a lot of emotions on both sides of the bargaining table, but also within a party, e.g. between a couple buying a house together. In this case the first step is to merge the demands and preferences of both partners before starting a negotiation with the opponent side. Our scenario describes a couple that is planning to buy a house together and uses the NSS during the preparation to sort out their preferences and to download domain knowledge about real estate. They both sit close to each other on the sofa and look at the screen together. Mary starts the NSS and a virtual agent (VA) welcomes her. “What would you like to do?” he asks. Mary types in ‘merge my partner’s preferences with mine’. The ‘collaborative preparation’ module starts up. After a short introduction the NSS asks each of them to put in their preferences for a house separately. Since they also have the NSS software installed on their laptop they put in their preferences in parallel. From both preference profiles the NSS creates a matching profile and shows the clashes of their preferences. It advices the couple discussing the clashes and trying to find trade-offs between them that suit both. During this process of compromising the couple gets into a quarrel in which both



Face-to-Face Negotiation, Open Use. We decided to include another scenario that has a face-to-face setting, but showing an open usage of the NSS. This scenario is about a couple buying a car. Our belief is that the car dealer’s setting enables people to use the NSS more openly. When buying a car it is usually not necessary to stick to one specific car dealer. No long-term relationships need to be considered. Therefore, the couple in the scenario openly states that it will be using the device and explains what they can do with it. The focus of the scenario lies in the advice of time-outs at strategic points during the negotiation. During the process of looking at cars and refining their preferences for the new car, they enter information about the state of the negotiation into the NSS. They receive strategic advice on how to proceed and when to take the time to recapitulate.
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He [the car dealer] shows them a range of more sporty looking family cars and the couple chooses their favorite. They enter that into the NSS. The NSS advices them to take a time-out and check whether they have considered all their preferences and whether all the information they need has been disclosed.



scenario based on our hypothesis. Due to space limitations we cannot list all the claims here, but only give examples. The first claim was written for the face-to-face scenario and the second for the negotiation on the phone scenario: Advice claim: the NSS gives generic advice for different negotiation phases in a text-based form (e.g. ask for reason of concern, be sympathetic, and maintain the relationship).



After they have found an interesting car the bidding starts in the car salesman’s office. The NSS assists the couple by comparing prices with similar cars online. They disclose to the salesman that the market price is lower than his offer. The salesman drops his price. They negotiate about a few extras and finally leave with a new car and a deal they are satisfied with.



+ Even though the user might know of such things due to a good preparation, the NSS’s advice serves as a reminder during the negotiation process.



Storyboards and Videos



- The user might not be able to put the advice to practice or the way he tries to do so is not effective. Graphical representation claim: the NSS shows the current status of the negotiation graphically including all variables etc.



Due to their illustrative strength scenarios are a good means to communicate design ideas within the project team as well as to users or experts in the field. In order to exploit that strength even more we decided to visualize the scenarios. First we created a storyboard for each of the scenarios For the collaborative preparation scenario see Figure 1. These storyboards then served as a basis for the shooting and editing of short (about two to three minutes) videos (for an example video see http://mmi.tudelft.nl/video/scenario2/). Using videos we were able to present the use contexts of our NSS very well. Much of the functionality of the NSS was kept open for interpretation to avoid limiting the discussion about the functionality. The videos were used in the design process as described in the focus group section. In the future they will also be used alongside a questionnaire on users’ acceptability of an NSS in different use contexts.



+ The variables and their influences on the negotiation process are shown, so that the user can understand the process better. + The user can recapitulate and learn for future negotiations by looking at the current status and the influences of the variables. - The number of variables and influences is high and the user finds it hard to learn from the graphical representation. - The graphical representation is not understood by every type of user.



Focus Groups Focus groups [16] have been widely used in marketing to exploit the dynamics of group discussions in order to receive attitudes towards ideas or products. Bruseberg and McDonaghPhilp [3] have shown that focus groups are also useful during the design process of new technologies. They help the participants to articulate their ideas and provide the researcher with inspiration for the design process. Lately, HCI researchers have adopted the method and refined the techniques used to stimulate the discussion. As for instance, Goodman and colleagues [7] found out, it is profitable to use visual help such as pictures and also scenarios in focus groups. Furthermore, tasks can start up a discussion. Based on these findings we used the previously described scenarios in form of videos in the focus groups.



Claims Analysis Due to the scenarios’ narrative nature many things are left implicit. Often causal facts and relations underlying the actions described are not revealed. Therefore it is useful to enumerate such causal relations separately. This can be done through claims analysis [5]. Each claim underlying a certain action or design feature in the scenario is listed together with its tradeoffs. We used the claims slightly different, as proposed by Neerincx [12], namely in order to test our hypothesis about functionality and use contexts in the focus groups discussions with the experts. We wrote down four to six claims per



Figure 1. Collaborative preparation scenario.
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contribution positively to negotiation outcomes. The qualitative data explains the rationale behind these positions and provides additional ideas.



In total we had a number of 12 experts divided into three focus groups. We divided the experts into different focus groups according to their expertise. As explained by a number of researchers, e.g. [16], the homogeneity of the group plays an important role. The more similar the group members are the more likely they are to voice their opinions. Therefore, we formed one group with general negotiation experts, such as negotiation trainers, lawyers, a judge etc., and two with job negotiation experts, such as human resource employees and labour union representatives. In the beginning participants were introduced to each other and the project was described. Every participant received a questionnaire that contained two claims from the claims analysis (see previous section) per video. The claims, however, were reformulated into statements that allowed the experts to specify their level of agreement with. The two claims named in the previous section were presented as the following statements:



Focus groups provide large amounts of qualitative data, due to the dynamic nature of the group and the contextual setting. As discussed in detail in [4, 16] the data analysis of focus group data is delicate. Researchers have to be aware that focus groups are not meant to find consensus within the group and that empirical generalization from the data is not possible. However, according to Sim [16], the data from focus group can provide theoretical insights with sufficient level of universality to be projected to comparable contexts. For the analysis of our data we used a method similar to interpretative phenomenological analysis [17], which is a bottom-up method often used in psychological qualitative research. The idea is to go through the data from one focus group to gather emerging themes from the text. Themes can be recurring ideas, thoughts or feelings from the participants. These themes are then clustered together and superordinate concepts might emerge. This process is repeated for the other focus groups and finally, the superordinate themes are compared and converged to final themes or theories, i.e. in our case transformed into design guidelines.



Statement: General tips and strategic advice [e.g. try small talk, show sympathy for your opponents concerns] is more useful for the user than specific behavior- and decision-advice. Statement: The NSS should focus on helping the user to understand the bidding process [e.g. graphical representation of the bidding including history of bidding] rather than proposing the next bid.



We analyzed the sessions separately on the basis of the notes by at least two researchers. The recordings from the sessions were only used in case the notes were not clear enough or incomplete. Every idea or attitude was written on a post-it note. Repeated ideas were not written down again, as we were not trying to get empirical generality and furthermore, in groups people tend to agree with or repeat thoughts and ideas.



After watching each video the participants individually specified their level of agreement on a 7-point Likert scale, and provided comments. We chose this method to give everyone a chance to think about their own attitudes and opinions in silence. As pointed out by e.g. Carey [4] less confident members may be encouraged to disclose more when having written down their views in advance. Once every member finished writing the moderator started a group discussion, by asking the participants in turn to react to the claims and discuss their ideas with the others. The moderator stimulated the discussion without enforcing any existing views from the project team. The discussion was taped for later analysis. In addition, two researchers in every group took notes. Taking notes is important since simple audio-recording cannot always capture what is happening between the members of the group.



To define the general themes that can be transformed into design guidelines four researchers independently clustered the post-it notes. We intentionally included one researcher unrelated to the project. Therefore, we could compare unbiased data with the data from the project researchers. Themes thus identified were then compared across all focus groups. This revealed that researchers used two arguments to categorize the themes. Either they considered the system’s functionality or they looked at the phases in negotiations process. The system’s functionality perspective led to four categories, namely negotiation tactics, usage of an NSS, information the NSS should provide, adaptivity of the NSS to the user, and the interaction with the interface. The negotiation perspective extracted categories for all negotiation phases, such as training, extracting preferences, context analysis, interaction with the opponent, and analysis of the bidding process. In particular, the participants emphasized that the device should motivate the user to prepare, as even a short preparation will be beneficial for the negotiation outcome. Furthermore, they expressed that the device should help people understand the bidding process instead of just proposing next bids. Note, that although the discussions were triggered by the statements and the filmed scenarios, they also gave insights that cannot be directly linked to the statements. New themes arose, e.g., the importance of context and the adaptivity of the system to the user. All themes fall into the categories resulting from the clustering.



DATA ANALYSIS Our approach results in two types of data, i.e., data from the notes and data from the questionnaires. To analyze the questionnaire data (values on a Likert scale) we used a standard mean value calculation. Figure 2 presents the average level of agreement of the experts with the claims that were presented in the questionnaire. Considering the 95% confidence interval and the value four as the middle of the scale the results suggest that the majority of the experts leaned towards agreeing with the claims: 1) open use of the device when buying a car benefits the outcome; 2) device should help the user to understand the bidding rather than giving the next bid; 3) general tips are more useful than specific advice; 5) in preference elicitation ask for core concerns (instead of specific values); 6) short training and simulation enhances negotiation skills; and 7) short preparation
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95% agreement score



Figure 2. Mean values of agreement with claims (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) including 95% confidence interval. Most experts were of the opinion that an NSS should not be used in face-to-face negotiations. Especially the job negotiation experts mentioned that the way the applicant or employee presents him/herself is important as well as focusing on the negotiation partner. While using a device the interaction with the opponent becomes awkward and might be embarrassing. Furthermore, the experts were concerned that understanding and processing the device’s information and advice takes too much time and is too much cognitive load for the user in a face-to-face situation.



FROM THEMES TO GUIDELINES In the following we elaborate on the themes and construct eight design guidelines from the themes. Themes are presented in bold and guidelines in italics. An NSS device adds higher value in the preparation and training phase than during a negotiation. Training needs to be interactive and the NSS needs to react intelligently. All experts across the groups agreed on the fact that any preparation for a negotiation is useful. However, some experts mentioned that a technical device should add more value to the preparation than just reading a book on negotiation. They emphasized the importance of training and simulation and pointed out that the system needs to be able to respond to the user in an intelligent way. In detail, one idea that was mentioned was that the system needs to make people aware of what they can negotiate about. In addition, the system needs to ask questions to the user similar to the ones asked in job negotiations. In one group it was mentioned that multiple short sessions of preparation might be better than one long one.



3) The cognitive load of the information representation provided by the nss during a face-to-face negotiation should be minimized. The context including atmosphere, non-verbal communication and emotions plays a major role for the negotiation process. In two focus groups it was emphasized that especially in job negotiations the non-verbal communication and the atmosphere in the room play an important role. Furthermore, emotions influence the decision-making process and the course of negotiation. This means that the system needs to be able to obtain this context information and take it into account when reasoning about next steps. People are generally better at interpreting emotions, non-verbal communication and atmosphere than computers. One way of enabling the system to understand the context is to build a context model within the system and let the user enter information about the context during the negotiation. To reduce the data that the user needs to feed into the system other techniques like emotion recognition or using (e.g. sound) sensors might be a solution.



1) An NSS should support interactive preparation sessions of different lengths. 2) The preparation module should have a simulation mode in which the user interacts with an intelligent negotiation agent. In a face-to-face situation it is hard for the user to focus both on the device and the opponent.
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4) In the training module the user should be trained on being aware of the context.



Preferences of collaborating partner’s should be put in separately.



5) Advice from an NSS should consider information about the context of the negotiation.



Across the focus groups there was a consensus that in the process of generating a preference profile for collaborating partner’s, e.g. couples, they should put in the their preferences separately. That avoids that one partner is more dominant than another. In our scenario we proposed that the system then merges the preferences and shows the clashes to the users. The experts did not agree on doing it this way. They pointed out that showing those clashes triggers arguments between the partners instead of a discussion about underlying values. It is more important that the partners talk about such values and come to a conclusion. The system could also directly suggest solutions. It was also proposed that a user indicates the importance of every preference.



The NSS is strong in the rational part of a negotiation, by offering new options and for storing and managing data. It should provide domain knowledge in terms of facts that the user can use to persuade. Most experts agreed that the strength of a device would lie in handling the rational part of a negotiation. It can store and manage vast amounts of data, deal with the computational complexity during the bidding and offer new options to the user. Furthermore, domain knowledge should also include mainly facts, such as prices or salaries, which the user can use to persuade his/her opponent.



12) Partners should put in their preferences separately and assign an (emotional) value to each preference.



6) An NSS should support the user by calculating bids and offering new options to negotiate on.



CONCLUSION



7) It should have a data storing and managing function that gives the user easy access to the information needed at a certain point in time.



Overall these guidelines boil down to the following insight: the preparation phase of a negotiation and the actual negotiation with an opponent require different interaction styles. In the preparation phase NSS should provide a negotiation training that is rich, content-full and contextual. Preferably it should make use of an adaptive scenario including socially intelligent opponents to provide a real setting. During the negotiation with an opponent, on the contrary, the system should provide concrete, personalized advice regarding offers and generic advice regarding the negotiation process with easy interpretable hints. The interaction style in this case should be as little interrupting as possible.



Both generic and specific advice is useful but needs to applied carefully. One of our claims was that generic advice is more useful than specific advice. The attitude towards this claim differed between the experts. Many of them saw a danger in specific advice because if the system cannot sense the context specific advice is often inappropriate. Generally both generic and specific advice could be useful but is dependent on the negotiation phase and the capabilities of system and user. 8) An NSS should generally provide the user with more generic advice that the user can apply to the situation he/she is in.



The major implication of these guidelines is that NSS need to have intelligence and reasoning capabilities in order to process the information entered by the users and give personalized output. Furthermore, the system needs to possess an accurate user model that is updated during the interaction to be able to adapt to the user. Furthermore, the interaction styles need to be carefully selected for each phase of the negotiation.



The NSS needs to adapt to the user’s behavior and his knowledge or experience. At several points in the discussion it was mentioned that the system advice or reactions need to be adapted to the experience of the user and his/her behavior. Regarding advice given by the system it was mentioned that novice users who are not good negotiators should get more specific advice whereas more advanced users are able to apply more generic advice. During the bidding the system should adapt its behavior to that of the user and recalculate the next bids in case the user changed his/her strategy.



With regard to our approach we learned that the addition of video material as stimuli in focus groups facilitates idea generation and discussion within the group. Participants were able to directly reflect upon the potential usage of the NSS. The discussion was vivid and constructive. During the focus groups we got a detailed account of real life negotiations from the viewpoint of negotiation experts such as negotiation trainers, judges, labor union representatives and human resource employees. This enabled us to understand the task negotiators are facing and the mistakes people make. We learned what kind of support an NSS should give to its users and in which form.



9) An NSS should be able to adapt to the user’s skill level and experience and more in specific to the user’s bidding behavior. 10) System advice should be based on the capabilities of the user to apply them in practice.



A major drawback of making concrete stimulus material is that several experts also commented on and discussed particular implementations, while these were only included in the videos as examples and not as intended functionality. This happened even though experts were explicitly instructed not to pay attention to these details. We conclude that careful weighing is necessary regarding the amount of detail put into concrete stimulus material in order for a focus group to react upon the right level of abstraction.



Interruptions are seen controversial. Time-outs, however, are good. The majority of the experts thought that active interruptions by the system through vibrating and beeping during a tense situation are not useful. The users would either ignore the system or become more upset. However, most experts agreed that time-outs are very useful for reflection of the negotiation process. As the user is not always aware of when to take a time-out the system should suggest it.



In the future we will test users’ acceptability of NSS in the different use contexts and conduct field studies in order to get a grasp of negotiation practice from a users’ point of view.



11) An NSS should suggest time-outs at appropriate stages in the negotiation process.
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This paper examines how practice can improve a worker’s ability to overcome interruptions. The most common experience at work and in leisure is repetitive practice. By repetitive practice we mean repetition of a task with no major intentional shifts in processing strategies, performance goals, or task materials. If a few hours of repetitive practice would prove sufficient for achieving reasonable tolerance to interruptions, there will be important implications for application in professional education. This result would imply that investing in costly improvements in organizational practices, training, and interfaces and task environments may not be necessary. If, on the other hand, repetitive practice does not produce sufficient improvements, such types of interventions must be explored.



ABSTRACT It has been argued that a worker’s ability to overcome interruptions depends on his or her level of expertise in the interrupted main task. The effects of repetitive practice (repeated experience) with new task have not been systematically analyzed. This paper reviews practice effects as reported from interruption experiments. The theory of long-term working memory (Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995) predicts that repetitive practice (experience) does not by itself lead to those changes in the structure of a novel memory-demanding task that are necessary for resisting interference. The review supports this prediction but also uncovers conditions in which repetitive practice produces a benefit, albeit limited, for interruption tolerance.



The theory of long-term working memory (LTWM) (Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995) predicts that repetitive practice can improve interruption tolerance only if the properties of the task representation in long-term memory (LTM) change. Under random and unpredictable task conditions, repetitive practice would likely lead to only temporary and limited improvements. Under predictable task conditions, it should be possible for motivated participants to improve their anticipation, and the effects of practice would be more pronounced. However, in that case, the effects of repetitive practice should be eliminated when the task materials and other task characteristics are altered. Acquisition of memory skills that can exhibit transfer across sets of materials has been found to require extended periods of deliberate practice (Ericsson, 1985, 2006a; Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995).



Keywords interruptions, human–computer interaction, repetitive practice, long-term memory, working memory



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems] Human factors.



INTRODUCTION An interruption is an “externally generated, randomly occurring, discrete event that breaks continuity of cognitive focus on a primary task” (Corragio, 1990, p. 19). It typically requires immediate attention and insists on action. These characteristics set interruptions apart from distractions, which are briefer and do not require full attention. Interruptions are a pervasive characteristic of human multitasking and are becoming a challenge in the information age.



To address these hypotheses, we review evidence from empirical studies on the effects of interruptions as a function of repetitive experience.



THEORETICAL APPROACH According to the theory of LTWM, practice effects are mediated by more efficient use of LTM. Experts are known to use extensive semantic knowledge to achieve superior levels of performance. For example, it has been posited that chess grandmasters rely on 50,000 familiar chess patterns (“chunks”) in LTM to mediate their performance of chess-related tasks (Simon and Chase, 1973). In an alternative account, Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) have proposed that expert performers develop skills allowing them to encode domain-specific information meaningfully in LTM during representative activities. The experts’ encoding processes allow the same information to be retrieved easily whenever it becomes relevant during subsequent processing of the task. Thus, experts not only acquire content knowledge and chunks; they also develop skills that enable them to efficiently apply their knowledge and manage their WM (Ericsson, 2006a; Ericsson and Staszewski, 1989). In working-memory-demanding tasks, such as planning and reasoning related to potential chess moves, skills for



Researchers have traditionally focused on negative effects of interruptions – ranging from increases in resumption time to decreases in accuracy and reduction in working memory (e.g., Altmann and Trafton, 2007; Cades et al., 2006; Czerwinski et al., 1991; Gillie and Broadbent, 1989; Hess and Detweiler, 1994; Hodgetts and Jones, 2006; McFarlane, 2002; Oulasvirta and Saariluoma, 2004; Trafton et al., 2003). We know much less about the factors that can reduce the effects of interruptions.
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(2.5 seconds per sentence, around 290 words/min) – some researchers suggest that 250 words/min is the highest rate of reading with full comprehension (Carver, 1990). When the reading speed was increased, subsequent recognition memory was reduced significantly in the interruption condition in comparison to the uninterrupted condition, although the absolute difference in accuracy between conditions was small. Furthermore, the reduction in recognition memory was limited to the sentences studied after the interruption, indicating that participants had difficulties caused not by an interruption leading to forgetting the first part of sentences but by problems in reinstating the relevant information from the first sentence when reading the second. Integrating the second part of sentences with information about the first part was difficult either due to the insufficient time to reactivate retrieval cues and access the information, or due to inadequate encoding of the first sentences, or some combination.



encoding information with associations with sets of semantic and structural retrieval cues (retrieval structures) are developed. Selective activation of appropriate retrieval cues enables retrieval of the relevant information from LTM. These encoding processes and the retrieval cues are tightly integrated aspects of a given skilled performance and must be acquired in close connection with the development of other aspects of that performance. An important consequence is that the ability to protect information during interruptions depends on effective and retrievable encodings in LTM. Conversely, when people can resume tasks after memory-demanding interruptions without significant effects to the accuracy of continued performance would suggest storage in LTWM of information necessary for the completion of the interrupted main task. Figure 1 illustrates these ideas.



A) No structure in LTM



Normal task processing



INTERRUPTION



B) A retrieval structure in LTM



How does practice produce interruption tolerance? People’s primary goal in learning everyday activities such as driving a car, typing, or playing golf is to reach an acceptable level of performance. In the first phase of learning of everyday skills (Fitts and Posner, 1967; Anderson, 1982), beginners try to understand the activity and focus their attention on completing their attempts. During this initial phase, errors are perceptually salient and have immediate consequences, such as missing the tennis ball with the racquet and thus causing the end of the rally or being shot down in a video game. These frequent failures reduce the inherent fun of the activity, and often it is a parent or teacher who helps the beginner to succeed. With more experience (the middle phase of learning), gross mistakes become increasingly rare, sequences of performance steps are elicited more smoothly, and learners can elicit their performance without the need to actively deploy their attention to control their performance. After a limited period of training and experience – frequently under 50 hours for most recreational activities – learners attain an acceptable standard of performance, which can be executed with much reduced concentration. At this point, most individuals do not perceive a need for further improvements, which typically leads to a plateau where the same level of performance is maintained for months, years, and decades, requiring mere engagement in regular domain-related activities. In direct contrast, individuals aspiring to attain expert performance never allow their performance to be fully automated but continue to seek out, with the help of their teachers, new training activities wherein they need to engage in problem-solving to alter their cognitive representations and thus allow continued improvement of the mechanisms mediating performance. Some aspiring performers will eventually stop pushing their limits after longer periods of training. The performance level at the end of training will be eventually automated, and development will be prematurely arrested at that level.



Task resumption



Figure 1. Memory contents before an interruption (left) and after (right). A) When inter-item associations in long-term memory (LTM) are weak or nonexistent at the end of the interruption, tasks cannot be resumed, because of interference. B) When associations with retrieval structures are established in LTM, it is possible to resume the task by reactivating the items previously available in working memory. The key mechanism of LTWM is called a retrieval structure— an abstract, hierarchical knowledge representation built into LTM that mediates encoding, updating, and retrieval of intermediate products of cognitive processes carried out during skilled task performance. Certain encoding skills with acquired retrieval structures permit reliable storage of complex representations of task-related information for extended periods of time. Importantly for resumption of a task after an interruption, these representations can be accessed with the accuracy, reliability, and speed typical of short-term WM.



Many skills activated in the normal course of a day have been acquired through experience and training, so one would expect some interruption tolerance in everyday activities. Skills acquired in educational systems, such as reading and algebra, and all sorts of other everyday skills, like driving and reading newspapers, have a very long experiential history for most adults. In these domains, however, most people hardly perform at expert and exceptional levels; they perform at a proficient level meeting their current needs. Many individuals seem satisfied with reaching a merely acceptable level of performance, as amateur tennis players and golfers generally are, and they attempt to reach such a level while minimizing the amount of effortful skill acquisition. Once an acceptable level has been reached, they need only maintain a stable performance, and often they



Encoding of relevant information with associations to a retrieval structure takes time, and thus by pacing participants at processing rate that exceeds participants’ maximum speed would lead to interruption costs. Oulasvirta and Saariluoma (2006) tested this idea in the task of text comprehension, using expository texts. A 30-second multiplication verification task was utilized as the interruption task. In a set of three experiments, plenty of time was given for reading a piece of text (six seconds per sentence, or around 120 words/min), and no costs of interruption were found. In the fourth, critical experiment, the pace was raised to or possibly beyond the subjects’ maximum 334
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do so with minimal effort for years and even decades. As a consequence, researchers often have found that work experience in absolute terms has only a weak correlation with job performance beyond the first two years (McDaniel, Schmidt and Hunter, 1988). More generally, the amount of professional experience is not systematically related to superior performance (Ericsson and Lehmann, 1996). Recent reviews of the performance of doctors and nurses show that extended experience (beyond the first couple of years) after graduation from medical and nursing school is not associated with continued improvements but, instead, continued further experience is associated with decrements in objective performance (see Ericsson, 2004).



picture to represent each customer at a table, with each order being a random combination of meat entrees, level of meat doneness, salad dressings, and starches. Presentation was selfpaced. Interestingly, they conducted surprise tests to examine how many of the orders earlier in a day at the restaurant were remembered. Expert waiter JC recalled information from 15 out of 18 tables, of which he correctly recalled 80%, incorrectly recalled 10%, and omitted 10%. That JC was able to recall virtually all customers for a given four-hour work period later, at the time of unexpected recall, is relevant but not necessarily evidence of what would happen during an interruption with the dinner ordering task. However, Ericsson and Polson argued that JC’s ability to chat with customers during the period of them giving their dinner orders is evidence for robustness against interruptions. Ericsson and Staszewski (1989) have reported similar post-session performance for two students trained in mental calculation over 3–4 years.



The activities of typical amateurs and many professionals contrast with those of future expert performers, who actively seek out challenging tasks for achieving an ever higher level of performance. This type of deliberate practice will depend on the training goals involved and on individuals’ pre-existing skills in monitoring and controlling their performance (Ericsson, 2006b). For example, a chess player presented with the task of finding the best move for a specific chess position will engage in planning to find it. If unable to find the best move, the player will perform analysis to figure out why he or she did not find the best move, to avoid making similar mistakes in the future. Similarly, an athlete attempting to increase strength in a movement will repeat the movement with appropriate weights to reach exhaustion of associated muscles. The central assumption is that an individual’s performance in a training task will vary as a function of focus of attention, type of strategy, and many other situational factors. If one wants to reach one’s best performance consistently or even exceed one’s highest current level, one has to identify the optimal conditions. Consequently, the performer needs to be fully rested at the start of the deliberate-practice activity if he or she is to maximize the gains in performance. The performer should also be fully prepared before initiating the practice activity, be given immediate feedback on the outcome, and then be allowed to repeat the task or perform a similar one with gradual modifications. Performing the practice task under these optimal conditions is much more effective for attaining higher performance than is performing a similar task when it is encountered, sometimes unexpectedly, within the natural context of performance. For example, imagine an amateur tennis player who misses a volley at the net. Play will continue until some time later when a similar situation emerges unexpectedly, with a similar problem for the player. Contrast this type of on-the-job learning with a session with a tennis coach. The coach would set up situations where the player would stand at the net and be ready to execute a volley. Upon mastery of the easy volleys, the coach can increase the difficulty of the shots and eventually embed volley shots into the rallies. It is essential to gradually embed the task in its natural context with regular time constraints and less predictable occurrence. It is easy to see that a few hours of this type of training would improve a player’s volley skills more than would tens or hundreds of hours of regular tennis play against other amateurs.



More direct evidence for the hypothesis that only deliberate practice can lead to robustness against interruptions is found in a study in which bartenders of three levels of expertise were tested in a memory-demanding task similar to the order-taking of Ericsson and Polson. Beach (1993) compared novices, those at an intermediate level, and experts (teachers) in the task of drink-mixing. The bartenders were presented with a list of four drinks that they had to memorize before starting the mixing. The researchers interrupted mixing with a task of counting backwards. They found that interruption disrupted recent graduates but not experts, when measured in terms of drink errors. The author’s explanation was that novices utilized rehearsal as their maintenance strategy. Beach (1993) also introduced a condition in the experiment wherein he replaced the normal glasses with opaque black glasses that were all the same shape. The unexpected finding was that those with moderate expertise suffered a 17-fold increase in post-interruption drink errors due to this change while no such effect was found for novices. Those at the intermediate level appeared to rely on, not on rehearsal, but available cues in retrieving the drinks upon task resumption, and removal of these cues led to a significant decrease in the accuracy of recall performance. By contrast, the recall of high-level experts was not degraded by the interruption or the changing of glasses, indicating that they were able to reinstate their retrieval cues without relying on those environmental cues. The question remains, then, of the extent to which repetitive practice, which describes the early stages of a novice’s learning, is sufficient for safeguarding information from interruptions and if there are differences among types of tasks. Our theoretical focus directs us toward domains wherein interruptions are relatively lengthy and demanding, such that they require reactivation of WM contents during resumption of the tasks. For example, driving or hammering does not necessarily meet these criteria, because interruptions are brief and these activities can be resumed with reliance on perceptual cues in the external environment. We therefore acknowledge that in a complex cognitive task, the effects of practice on a person’s interruption tolerance are not solely due to improvements of memory (e.g., see Taatgen et al., 2008, on effects of practice on multitasking). Maintaining memory access is only one aspect of a highly integrated system that mediates superior task performance. Therefore, where necessary, we will extend our discussion.



Conditions of repetitive practice cannot be assumed to share these attributes. Importantly, training goals may be lower, the quality of feedback poorer, and possibilities (and motivations) for strategy improvement missing. More stable interruption tolerance would require qualitative changes in learning. Indeed, although experts are rarely assessed in interruption studies, their memory performance indicates virtually no cost of interruption. For example, Ericsson and Polson (1988) devised a laboratory analogue to ordering dinners in a restaurant to investigate the memory abilities of an expert waiter. They used a card with a



REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE Only a minority of the papers on interruptions report on practice effects within an experiment. These experiments are
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suitable for studying the effects of repetition, because experimenters have taken measures to ensure that the types of tasks are the same from one trial to another.



In the third experiment with this paradigm, Cades et al. (2006) examined the effects of practicing the main task by itself and practice with interruptions. This question is important for practitioners: If learning to resume a task is a consequence of experience with that task, training does not need to include interruptions. If, however, learning to resume a task is a consequence of practicing resumption itself, then the training need to mimic the interruptions with the task in everyday life. To address this question, three groups, with differing interruption schedules, were examined. The first group was exposed to interruptions only in the last of three sessions (OOX), the second group in the last two sessions (OXX), and the third group in all three (XXX). Twelve 30-second interruptions with the radar task occurred in each 20-min session. Across the three sessions, the mean inter-action interval decreased about 300 ms from the first to the last 20-min session, while full experience with interruptions (in the XXX group) led to a decrease of about one second in the resumption lag (from 5.2 s to 4.2 s). Also the group experiencing two sessions with interruptions (OXX) became quicker in resumption by the end of the final session. Importantly, the first group, which had practiced the main task, but not the interruption task, for the first two sessions (OOX), exhibited an interruption cost that did not significantly differ from the other groups’ first encounter with an interruption.



Two caveats are in order: First, in everyday activities, people are typically able to exhibit more control than in these experiments. Second, these experiments are typically only about one hour long and permit study of only the initial effects of repetitive practice. We review evidence from five domains in which practice effects have been reported: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Military situation assessment The Tower of London puzzle Sentence production The Gillie–Broadbent game Mental calculation.



The practice in the studies reported upon counts as repetitive because the same task is repeated in the same conditions, with prior interruption being the only difference.



Military Situation Assessment The military assessment task has involves monitoring several information windows presented by a PC and executing multiple actions to resolve a military situation. For example, an enemy attack is repelled by deploying a number of tanks in an appropriate manner. The interruption utilized in these studies is a two-choice classification task involving a radar screen. The main measurement used for interruption cost is the resumption lag: the time from completion of the interruption task to execution of the first subsequent command in the primary task. To assess the effect of interruption, this measurement can be compared to the mean inter-action interval, which denotes the time required for issuing a command under uninterrupted conditions.



Summing up these three experiments, the resumption lag decreased significantly already during the first 20 minutes of practice with interruptions (Trafton et al., 2003), but no reliable improvement was observed in the follow-up experiment (Altmann and Trafton, 2007). The implication of the study of Cades et al. (2006) is that the benefits achieved in Trafton’s study were most likely not due to improvements in encoding the main task robustly to LTM. Had this been the case, practice of type OOX should have also decreased interruption costs in the third session. What, then, explains this effect of practice? Our hypothesis at this point is that practice may enable quicker response to the re-presented perceptual situation. This hypothesis could be tested by including a condition in which the main task state is changed to something else after the interruption, in contrast to the interrupted state. If the resumption lags were equally short, one could infer that interruption costs are caused not by reactivation of memory but by the generation of a new response to the presented situation.



In the first study reported upon with this task by Trafton et al. (2003), a practice effect was observed, but only for a group receiving no prior warning of the interruption (duration: 30 s). This group’s resumption lag decreased from eight to four seconds across three 20-minute sessions. The other group, which had the prior warning (duration: 8 s) and used the time for rehearsing the main display before moving on to the interruption, showed no reliable improvement in resumption lag, which was consistently around 4 s across the three sessions. This difference in practice effects between two groups held even when improvements in baseline speed were taken into account. The authors report that 62% of the subjects’ utterances during the interruption lag in the warning group concerned the goal state after the interruption (proactive preparation) and 38% referred to the state at the time of the interruption. In contrast, the no-warning group rarely rehearsed any states. Thus, a mere 20 minutes of practice almost halved the resumption lag and brought the no-warning group’s resumption lag to the level achievable with 8 s prior warning.



The Tower of London Puzzle Hodgetts and Jones (2006) have studied a five-disk version of the Tower of London (ToL) task. In the task, participants are instructed to move rings from peg to peg – only one ring at a time –to achieve a final goal state with as few moves as possible. Participants were interrupted by a brief (~6 s) mood rating task that appeared at the time of the third move (out of six moves required to solve the ToL problem). After the interruption, the participants resumed the task and needed to move the next ring as soon as possible.



In a more recent study of Altmann and Trafton (2007), three 20-minute blocks of this task were completed, each interrupted by the same radar task (duration: 42 s), after which the main screen was immediately restored. The cost of interruption was around 2.5 s. A decrease of 130 ms in interruption cost was found from the first to the third session, measured as the difference between resumption lags and inter-action intervals. This difference between sessions was not significant in a paired t-test, t(374) = 1.59, p = .11. (This test relied on the data that Altmann and Trafton have published on their website).



In the first experiment done by Hodgetts and Jones, the resumption cost was not significantly decreased after experience with the interruptions, an observation that could be attributed to the infrequent nature of the interruptions: Only six out of 25 trials included interruptions. When the interruption schedule was changed to 8/25 in a follow-up experiment (Exp. 3), a practice effect was observed. One can compare these two interruption frequencies to the setup in the experiment of Cades et al. (2006). In the 8/25 condition, the subject has more practice with task resumption. 336
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Gillie–Broadbent task. Half of the 128 participants experienced an interruption with contents similar to those of the main task (map locations), and the other half was given a dissimilar interruption (a math task). To ensure that the interruption was not anticipated, only a single interruption was administered— during the sixth and final trial. This unique characteristic distinguishes Edwards and Gronlund’s study from the previously examined studies, where interruptions were administered multiple times during the experiments.



Interestingly, in the latter experiment, the authors also manipulated the perceptual availability of the main task during the interruption. The observed practice-induced improvement in resumption times was uniform across these manipulations. Most likely, the subjects were fully concentrating on the brief mood rating task and did not pay attention to the main task that remained in the background.



Sentence Production



The critical manipulation was related to the order of presentation of the shopping list: in the fixed-order group, the order in which items were picked up was always the same, across all six trials. In the randomized-order group, the order of items was randomly rearranged from trial to trial. Immediately after the interruption during the sixth trial, participants in both groups were queried regarding the completed subtask (e.g., picking up eggs) and the unfinished task (i.e., on what was being fetched when the interruption occurred).



Swets (2006) interrupted sentence production with a brief (3–4 s) interruption that was either similar in nature (a verbal task) or dissimilar (an arithmetic task). The main task’s stimuli involved arrays of three images depicting movement of colored objects above, below, or next to each other. The target sentences were two-clause items such as “The spoon moves above the box, and the bowl moves below the box.” The timing of the interruption was manipulated: interruptions could occur during the production of the first clause, between clauses, or during the second clause. The images reappeared immediately upon task resumption. The results show that interruptions are most disruptive at earlier points in sentence production and are less disruptive when at clause boundaries, as measured by repetitions and incomplete sentences. The authors note, however, that repeating parts of a sentence does not necessarily reflect an inability to keep in mind the sentence but conversational conventions like repeating what was being said after being interrupted.



The fixed-order group was significantly faster in retrieving all items, but there was no difference in the number of commands issued. The fixed-order group also correctly recalled significantly more items (50–53%) that still needed to be fetched than the randomized-order group did (22–34%). In other words, their memory of the interrupted content was better. Memory for the unfinished item in the randomized-order group was at chance level (22%) after a similar interruption, whereas the fixed-order group was clearly above this level (50% correct). The fixed group also spent less time studying the to-be-fetched items at the beginning of a trial and used a reminding function available in the game less often than the randomized-order group did, indicating that they were more efficient in encoding the task contents. For the last, interrupted trial, the randomized-order group (59%) was at the level of performance of the fixed-order group (63%) when the interruption was dissimilar to the main task (a math task) but not when it was similar (25%) (a map task), indicating greater vulnerability to retroactive interference in that condition. Moreover, memory for the unfinished item was consistently poorer in the randomized-order group (22– 34%) than in the fixed-order group (50–53%).



As an effect of practice, resumption lag dropped from 1218 ms in the first half of the experiment to 980 ms in the second. However, no effects of practice were found for variables that describe the quality of the sentences produced (such as repetition, skipping, and words in error). Because this experiment also involved repeated interruptions under conditions where the main task is simple and perceptually available upon task resumption, this practice effect may reflect similar speed-up in response speed as we hypothesized for Cades et al. (2006).



The Gillie-Broadbent Computer Game The Gillie–Broadbent computer game is a task that places more weight on the role of WM for maintaining intermediate results in the main task during the interruption interval. In order to handle an interruption successfully, the participants must recall action items that need to be completed in the game after resumption. If this is not possible, they need to re-study the list of items to be memorized.



In sum, the study of Edwards and Gronlund (1998) is the first show that an effect of experience in the main that may be attributable to more efficient storage in LTM. The study indicates that the duration of a single experiment is enough to develop a representation that significantly improves tolerance to interruptions. The fixed-order group accomplished the task faster and had better memory for unfinished and completed items, and their memory was better after interruptions. When encoding differed from trial to trial (i.e., for the randomized-order group), the representation was more vulnerable to retroactive interference caused by similar interruptions. However, the benefit in the fixed-order group most likely depends on the predictable task and should be dramatically reduced during transfer to new task materials as well as varied orders of items to be collected.



In the original experiment, Gillie and Broadbent’s (1989) participants were first shown and asked to memorize a list of items that they would purchase by visiting shops in a virtual city (a map displayed by a PC). They were to pick up each item in the order prescribed by the list in a designated store. The map of the town consisted of 19 locations, and the list consisted of 10 items to be picked up. The task was self-paced. In a set of four experiments, Gillie and Broadbent were surprised to observe that interruptions as long as 2.75 minutes had no significant effect on completion times for the main task when the interrupting task consisted of an arithmetic task involving digits, but they found a significant effect when the interrupting tasks involved manipulations of letters and words, thus interfering with the main task content. When users have more time and degrees of freedom in encoding materials, it is more difficult to create disruptive interruptions. However, effects of practice were not examined.



Mental Calculation The main challenge of mental calculation is that of remembering the operands of the problem and the intermediate results produced in the course of calculation. If memory for these intermediate items is lost during an interruption, the participant would have to start solving the problem from the beginning, which leads to high interruption costs. Hess and Detweiler (1994) were the first to examine interruptions in this domain. The task set required mental calculation of a formula from pairs of numbers presented one pair at a time. In



In their critical follow-up experiment, Edwards and Gronlund (1998) studied the effects of practice on interruptions for the
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the first experiment, participants experienced interruptions in all three sessions (XXX), while the second experiment was otherwise similar except that it introduced interruptions only in the last session (OOX). The experiments followed a 2 x 2 design. The subjects were interrupted after either the first number pair (low load) or the second pair (high-load condition) with one of two types of interruptions: a math memory task (remembering the result of a simple formula such as X+Y) and a memory task involving recall of two highly concrete nouns.



evidence for the latter idea in a study that traced interruption costs in mental arithmetic over three days of practice. In the study by Woelki and colleagues (2008), solving of arithmetic problem was studied with equations of varying levels of difficulty. Here, the elements were not presented to the participants one at a time as they were in Hess and Detweiler’s paradigm; the intermediate steps had to be both generated and maintained in WM, placing more demands on WM during an interruption. An equation was presented on the display, and the result was to be typed via a keyboard. Occasionally, the task was interrupted by a 60 s color patch nback task, where n was selected individually for each participant on the basis of a pre-test. After the interruption, the participant was asked to recall the equation that was being solved. In other words, this experiment measured effects of practice not directly but indirectly, from accuracy of recall.



In the group that experienced consistent practice with interruptions (XXX), a practice effect was observed: an interruption cost of 0.30 in the absolute accuracy score in Session 2 for a demanding interruption was reduced in Session 3, showing a cost of a mere 0.05. In the last session, differences in accuracy among the different interruption conditions were no longer significant. In other words, the participants gained ability to handle an interruption occurring in the midst of calculation. However, in the group in which only the third and final session had interruptions (OOX), reliable negative effects of interruption type were found in the third session, paralleling the study of Cades et al. (2006). It seems that repetitive practice with the main task on its own is not sufficient for acquiring interruption tolerance in this task.



In the study, six freshman-level students’ development was traced for a total of nine hours over three consecutive days. Within each day, subjects’ memory after an interruption improved toward the last session: recall of an equation after an interruption was 15% correct at the start of a day and had improved to 26% by the end of the day. But the improvement did not carry over to the next day; at the beginning of the following day, recall after an interruption was again poorer. Reaction times to memory probes exhibited an analogous pattern. In the final trial of each day, the subjects thought aloud during problem-solving, and they were interviewed on their solution strategies. The participants reported learning to solve the equations in a particular order of intermediate steps. Although there is no data from the beginning trials of a day to compare against, it is likely that the participants learned to impose their own structure for the solution (see also Detweiler et al., unpublished). The emergence of a consistent encoding strategy may explain why interruption costs decreased.



In a second paper utilizing the same task (Detweiler, Hess and Phelps, unpublished), the task was completed in either a varied-sequence or a consistent-sequence condition. For the varied-sequence group, each piece of information was presented in a different order across trials, whereas in the consistentsequence condition the task information was presented in the same order. Again, a 25-second interruption occurred in step 2 or 3 (out of four steps in total). Participants in the varied group exhibited an increase in interruption cost (latency) of about 3 s to roughly 5 s between step 2 and 3, respectively. By contrast, subjects in the consistent-sequence group suffered a loss of only 3 s in both load conditions. In other words, reliable effects of practice were observed only in resumption lags, but not in accuracy as in the study of Hess and Detweiler (1994).



IMPLICATIONS To conclude the paper, we sketch an explanation of how LTM mediates interrupted performance at different stages of repetitive practice.



With these results taken together with those reviewed earlier, two effects of repetitive practice in memory-intensive tasks can be distinguished. First, practice in consistent task presentation conditions can lead to improvements in interruption tolerance in short period of time, whereas it is not clear if the same time is enough for interrupted performance to increase under inconsistent conditions. We suspect that since the effect emerges with a particular order of presentation but not when this order varies unpredictably from trial to trial, the effect is most likely not transferable to conditions with varied presentation. Second, practice with the interruption itself seems to be beneficial as well. The studies indicate that in conditions where interruptions occur more often, people improve their tolerance to them. This may be the result of one or more effects. For example, in tasks where reactivation can be done quickly on the basis of perceptually available information, such as ToL, it may be that this process of generating actions speeds up and there is no need to engage in recall of previously generated information. In more memory-intensive tasks, practicing the act of recall may establish a strategy for reaccessing retrieval cues upon resumption of the task (strategy learning), whereas when interruptions have not been encountered, people may struggle in their first attempt at resuming the task. Yet another hypothesis is that by practicing the main task in interrupted conditions, people learn to anticipate the memory demands posed by task resumption. This anticipation can lead to an attempt to encode retrieval cues or impose a consistent structure to encodings. We see some



Performing a novel task without prior experience. First, when initially encountering a novel task, people have limited resources to encode the information processed in the main task meaningfully. Their processes are varied, and pieces of information are likely to be lost unless actively rehearsed. In this initial stage, the participants’ task representations are highly vulnerable to almost any kind of interruption that diverts attention from the main task. The level of activation of information still remaining upon resumption of the main task may be the primary mechanism mediating interruption tolerance. This would suggest that, at this stage, increased duration of the interruption would affect task resumption negatively. Also at this stage, costs are greater when interruptions occur at points of high memory load for the main task. Since the person’s interruption tolerance is low, he or she may wish to resort to an active maintenance strategy. That is, during interruptions, one may try to rehearse contents relevant to the main task or might seek external markers and reminders (e.g., Trafton et al., 2003). Repeated experience with the main task. Our review suggests that repetitive performance of the main task alone is not always sufficient to improve interruption tolerance. In the Tower of London (Hodgetts and Jones, 2006), the military assessment task (Cades et al., 2006), and the inhabitability index task (Hess and Detweiler, 1994), the observed gains in resumption times occurred in conditions where interruption of the main 338
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task was encountered frequently but not when interruptions were rare.



significantly hampered by interruptions, whereas more experienced bartenders were not. However, intermediate-level bartenders relied on environmental cues for task resumption, whereas higher-level experts were not dependent on either rehearsal or environmental support. The reduced use of rehearsal makes sense in view of the argument that active rehearsal is effortful and not very effective in tasks wherein the task-related information is complex and meaningfully organized (Oulasvirta and Saariluoma, 2006).



Repetition under predictable task conditions. The results show that even a low number of repetitions in conditions where the main task contents are predictable and presented in the same order can significantly improve one’s ability to complete the task after interruptions. Presenting equations (Detweiler et al., unpublished) or planning shopping for items (Edwards and Gronlund, 1998) in the same order facilitates the formation of a structure in LTM. In such conditions, interruptees are already less vulnerable to interruptions after only six or so trials. The data suggest that under these conditions people are less influenced by the similarity of the materials in the interruption and main task, or by whether the interruption occurred during high or low memory load. Most likely, this benefit of practice is very specific: the effect should disappear if the order of presentation or the nature of the task contents is suddenly altered.



Data from studies of interruption costs when advancing even further to the middle phase of learning indicate that interruptions will still be somewhat costly. At this stage, costs of interruptions on memory are small in absolute terms—for example, 4–16% in memory accuracy in studies of reading comprehension reported by Oulasvirta and Saariluoma (2004, 2006). These costs will be more pronounced under conditions in which interrupting tasks are similar to the main task.



Practice with the interruption task. The review indicates that repetitive practice of a main task with frequent interruptions improves speed in task resumption (Cades et al., 2006; Hess and Detweiler, 1994; Hodgetts and Jones, 2006; Swets, 2006). In some studies, the magnitude of this effect on resumption lag can be sizable. For example, in Trafton et al.’s (2003) study, resumption lags were halved from 8 s to 4 s with practice—but costs of 1–4 s were still reported with this paradigm, even in the last sessions of experiments. However, current evidence restricts to resumption lag; thus far has shown that practice with interruptions would be critical for improving also accuracy in the main task or memory for it after interruptions.



CONCLUSIONS Our conclusion is that repetitive practice can bring about statistically significant improvements to the main task, especially when it takes place in conditions where 1) the main task offers a consistent structure for materials, 2) conditions involving interruption of the main task are practiced, and 3) controlled encoding strategies can be developed. However, the virtually perfect post-interruption or post-session recall seen in some experts (e.g., Charness, 1976; Ericsson and Polson, 1988; Ericsson and Staszewski, 1989) will not be achieved with repetitive practice alone. Further improvements may require deliberate efforts to develop effective encoding and retrieval of task-related information.



We are not sure what mediates this effect. At the moment, we have two hypotheses. First, it may be that trainees learn faster methods for reorienting to the display after an interruption. In a task that does not require carryover of intermediate results of processing, subjects who experience more interruptions also experience more situations where they have to regenerate an action from scratch. Second, repetitive practice may lead to learning to anticipate the demands of task resumption.



It is difficult to draw many conclusions for the training of workers from the current studies of interruptions in a laboratory setting. Many of the tasks are practiced for only one or two hours, and sometimes the accuracy in completing them is not perfect under uninterrupted conditions. By contrast, virtually perfect task completion would seem necessary for most professional work activities. When work-related tasks are essentially perfectly completed and the interruption costs only involve an increase in time to resume the main task, what would amount to a practically important increase in completion times? In both ToL and the military assessment task, the effects of interruptions were restricted to a few seconds in resumption time. In ToL (Hodgetts and Jones, 2006), no effects of interruptions on accuracy were found. Although errors in the military assessment task would be the most meaningful dependent variable, the task does not lend itself well to analysis of accuracy, because there are not clear right and wrong next steps or outcomes (Cades, personal communication, 2009). Altmann and Trafton (2007) report that error metrics were too difficult to define for that task, and overall game scores too variable for registering any effects of interruptions. Such interruption costs may correspond to a small fraction of work productivity if occurrences of interruptions are rare. In the future, it is important to focus on those types of interruptions in work environments that are costly in terms of productivity and errors and omissions causing accidents and injuries.



For example, Byrne and Bovair (1997) report an effect of practice on post-completion errors in a “transporter task.” The task requires completion of three sub-goals interactively, after which feedback is given on accomplishment of the goal. The participants were required to remember to do one final thing after this feedback, and they were trained and instructed in this requirement. Failing to do so manifested what the authors called a post-completion error. Interestingly, over the course of a session, the frequency of post-completion errors decreased from 65% to about 45%, which indicates that the participants increased their association of this subtask with the main task representation even when there were no perceptual cues to remind them. Structure in the main task. The study of Woelki et al. (2008) tentatively suggests that with the extension of repetitive practice in a memory-intensive task subjects may learn to impose an order to processing in the main task and thereby improve their tolerance to interruption. Interruptions are still disruptive, and should be more so if task conditions change to familiar to unfamiliar. Woelki et al.’s (2008) data hint that the benefits gained at this stage may be short-lived and do not carry over beyond a day. It might be that more sustainable benefits may only be achieved when practice is more systematic.
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Furthermore, evidence from Beach (1993) suggests that improvements in encoding of task-relevant information in LTM may preempt the need to engage in an active maintenance strategy such as rehearsal. In Beach’s study, novices were 339
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Occlusion Technique – Valid Metrics for Testing Visual Distraction? Tuomo Kujala Agora Human Technology Center P.O. Box 35 University of Jyväskylä +358 14 260 4660 [email protected]



ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION



The occlusion technique provides popular metrics for assessing tasks’ visual demands and interruptability. In order to test the external validity of the occlusion technique for revealing distraction effects of visual in-vehicle information systems, the results of two driving simulation experiments were compared to those obtained with the occlusion technique. The effects of two different text types on time-sharing and driving performance metrics in simulated driving were compared to the results of the occlusion tests on the same visual secondary tasks. Besides the long task completion times, the occlusion data underestimated the distraction effects of the visual tasks found in simulated driving. Considering sensitivity for the potential distraction effects of display properties, task completion times occluded or unoccluded could not discriminate reliably between the two different text types. Time-sharing metrics could do this in the driving simulation already with a small number of participants. The R-ratio provided contradictory data on task interruptability compared to time-sharing in simulated driving with these types of tasks. The results suggest that the external validity of the occlusion metrics can be questioned. There are visual tasks that do not suit being tested with the occlusion technique as defined in the ISO standard. These tasks involve at least informationfilled displays that provide drivers with more freedom in interaction styles than simpler manual and visual controls. The underestimations of visual distraction indicate that additional evaluations with time-sharing metrics, involving actual or simulated driving, can be highly recommended when assessing in-vehicle display prototypes with the occlusion technique.



Information-filled displays of modern in-vehicle information systems (IVISs) and mobile devices can present severe safety risks in traffic due to driver distraction [20]. Because of the fast development of mobile technology and services, legislation is lagging far behind. These issues underline the need to find valid ways to test and develop the visual-manual controls and displays of these systems in order to find safer means of interaction while driving. Lee, Regan and Young [13] define driver distraction as a breakdown of control in the driving task on multiple levels following Michon’s [14] three-level cognitive control model. Above the operational level of a vehicle’s lateral and longitudinal control, on a tactical level distraction is defined as the failure of task timing and on a strategic level it refers to inappropriate priority calibration between driving and secondary tasks [13]. Secondary task properties such as task interruptability, task resumability, task predictability, and task ignorability, relate closely to distraction on these higher levels of control [13]. In addition, drivers’ lack of awareness of task demands and of their own capabilities is a factor that can contribute to distraction at these levels of control. The existing metrics of driver distraction are typically focused on measuring the effects of distraction on the level of operational control, such as deviations in lateral control [11], [13]. For this reason, there is an obvious demand for metrics that can provide information on drivers’ capabilities to combine secondary tasks with the driving task on a level that does not necessarily interact directly with the measures of driving task performance. The question is, thus: how can distraction and the related secondary task attributes, such as task interruptability, be measured on the levels of tactical and strategic control?



Keywords



The occlusion technique [3], [9], [22] is widely used and provides candidate metrics for assessing any secondary task’s visual demand, and in particular, task interruptability. Task interruptability is not a well-defined concept. Yet, it should mean that the secondary task can be easily disengaged and resumed after interruptions, that are common while driving and necessary for enabling updates of relevant information in the driving scene [13]. Following the original technique of Senders, Kristofferson, Levison, Dietrich, and Ward [24], targeted in determining the visual demands of driving, the standardized occlusion procedure uses goggles or a screen to occlude participants’ visual view to the visual IVIS under evaluation in periods of 1.5 seconds [9]. Task completion times are measured as Total Shutter Open Time (TSOT). The metrics include a measure for task interruptability, the Resumability (R)-ratio metric, which is calculated as TSOT/total task time unoccluded. R-ratios over 1 are assumed to indicate a cost of interrupting a secondary task while driving, and that the task or device may not be wellsuited for use while driving because the task cannot be easily interrupted or resumed after the interruption [3].



driver distraction, in-vehicle information systems, displays, visual distraction, interruptability, resumability, time-sharing



ACM Classification Keywords H.1.2 [Models and Principles] User/Machine Systems – human factors, human information processing; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)] User Interfaces – ergonomics, evaluation/methodology, screen design, theory and methods.
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Despite the merits of the occlusion technique of being fast, simple and cost-effective, the technique has been criticized due to its lack of dual-task condition and its insufficient metrics (e.g., [15], [16]). In particular, the occlusion technique may be limited because it does not involve simulation of the cognitive demand associated with visual sampling of the driving scene during occlusion periods (e.g., [15]). Further, the validity of the R-ratio for revealing differences in interruptability of different tasks has been questioned [6], [27]. Even though the reliability of the occlusion technique, i.e. the repeatability and consistency of the method, has been shown in a recent study to be at a satisfactory level [4], the external validity of the metrics can still be questioned [12], [15]. It seems, for example, that there are visual tasks for which the technique suits poorly [3], [6].



Research Method Participants A total of 34 volunteers (Experiment 1: 16, Experiment 2: 18) was recruited via public university e-mail lists. They included 18 women and 16 men between the ages of 20 and 34 (Exp. 1: M = 24.3, SD = 3.9; Exp. 2: M = 27.0, SD = 3.0). Aged drivers were excluded from the samples in order to control the effects of aging on time-sharing abilities [30]. All the participants had a valid driving license and lifetime driving experience of 2 to 500 thousand kilometers (Exp. 1: M = 45, SD = 40; Exp. 2: M = 144, SD = 153), and normal or corrected vision. Twenty-four of them were classified as experienced drivers (> = 30,000 km) and ten as novice drivers (< 30,000 km). All the participants in Experiment 2 were considered to be experienced drivers with 25,000 to 500,000 km life-time experience and driving on a weekly basis. This was to more carefully mitigate the known effects of low levels of driving experience on time-sharing efficiency [29]. The participants were randomly assigned to groups with different text types, although the groups were balanced over driving experience and gender. The experiments were conducted in Finnish with fluent Finnish-speakers.



Time-sharing metrics are another candidate for assessing task interruptability and especially, driver distraction at the tactical level of control [11]. Time-sharing is defined here as allocation of visual attention in time between tasks. Time-sharing-metrics utilized in the context of driving provide information on the glance duration distributions towards a visual secondary task in self-paced task settings, and thus, on the total efficiency of the allocation of visual attention to an in-vehicle display [8], [11], [29], [30]. Very short glances at a display, as well as rare but significantly long glances in relation to the driving situation, can indicate inefficient search behaviors and interaction strategies. Thus, time-sharing metrics could provide information regarding distraction on the tactical level of dual-task control, and on task interruptability in dynamic and ecologically valid experimental conditions.



Environment and Tools The fixed-base driving simulation environment is located in the Agora User Psychology Laboratory at the University of Jyväskylä. The driving simulation is based on high-quality open-source car simulation software (www.racer.nl). All trials were driven in a simulated Ford Focus on a road-like environment simulating the Polish countryside. The road included straight parts and bends with varying curvature. The width of the road and other possible factors affecting the position of the car were fixed. A simulated racetrack was used for practice. The projected driving scene included a speedometer and tachometer just above the steering wheel. The 17″ secondary task display was located 20 centimeters below the driving view and over 45° from the normal sight axis, on the right side of the participant (see Figure 1). Other research equipment included a helmet-mounted iView X HED eyetracking system with a 50Hz sampling rate, A/V capturing devices, and a computer for controlling the secondary tasks.



In this paper, time-sharing data obtained in two experiments with simulated driving are compared to data obtained with the occlusion technique. The visual secondary task of finding textual information on an in-vehicle display is the same in both cases. The text type on the display varied between participants, and the effects of the text type were evaluated with both metrics. The objective was to assess the sensitivity and validity of the occlusion metrics when dealing with in-vehicle tasks involving information-filled displays, when comparing the data to results obtained in task settings enabling higher external validity of the data due to the included driving task and the following dual-task condition [15]. Other objectives were to assess the scope of tasks of which visual distraction effects are suited to being evaluated with the occlusion technique, and to compare the sensitivity of the occlusion metrics to that of the timesharing metrics in discriminating between display properties’ effects on task interruptability. We hypothesized according to the reviewed literature that the occlusion technique would underestimate the observed distraction effects of the reading tasks compared to driving simulation data. We expected significant effects of text types on time-sharing efficiency in simulated driving but that the occlusion data could not discriminate reliably in a similar manner between the distraction effects of the text types. These findings would mean that the selected visual secondary tasks represent tasks that are not suitable for evaluation with the occlusion technique.



Figure 1. The position of the secondary task display in relation to the driving scene and participant.



TIME-SHARING EFFICIENCY IN SIMULATED DRIVING



Design and Procedure The procedure consisted of a single driving task and a driving task with a series of visual secondary tasks. In the secondary tasks, the participants orally answered questions located in the upper part of the display by searching the right sentence or part of it from the text chapter below the question. The experimental design was a within-subject design over dual-task condition (driving task and driving task with dual-tasking) and a



In this section, we make a combined analysis of the results of two experiments on visual search tasks’ distraction effects conducted in a driving simulation. Experiment 2 can be considered as a repetition of the first one, testing the reliability of the findings of Experiment 1 with small improvements in the experimental design explicated in detail below.
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designed to last around 10 minutes depending on the participant’s performance. Finally, the participants were interviewed about their time-sharing strategies on the dual-task trial and the found strategies were classified according to common elements. The main questions were: “How did you perform the search tasks; did you have or did you develop certain ways of searching for the answers during the trial?”; and “Would you consider reading these types of news or messages while driving?”.



between-subjects design over text type (two different text types in the dual-task condition). A between-subjects design was selected in order to see how the different text types support the development of interaction during first-time contact with this type of dual-task situation through several task repetitions. The text chapters consisted of a spaced or compressed text (see Figure 2). The spaced text had an empty line between the sentences while the compressed text was comprised of a single paragraph. The discriminability of the text was selected as an independent variable, because it was assumed that the spaced text would support more interruptable and resumable reading strategies which should be visible in the time-sharing data. E.g., the sentence the participant checked last was assumed to be faster to identify after an interruption with the spaced text. The text and the related question changed after each correct answer. The participants were instructed to try again if the task did not change after their answer (i.e. in the case of the wrong answer). The task design was intended to imitate situations in which the driver is reading a newsfeed or an e-mail message with an in-car Internet system while driving. One example of the questions was: “How often do disturbances caused by passengers occur during domestic flights?”. The text chapter in this task was news about disturbance on a flight, and at the end of the fifth sentence, an officer tells that similar cases happen a few times a year. There was no time pressure in completing the secondary tasks and the tasks were thus self-paced, but the trial lasted as long as the participant took to complete the secondary tasks. In Experiment 1 there were a total of five secondary tasks, while in Experiment 2 there were total of four secondary tasks designed to be similar to those in the first experiment.



Variables and Analysis Independent variables for analysis included the dual-task condition and the text type. Among the dependent variables of driving performance were the total frequency (i.e. number) and total duration of lane excursions, which were defined as occurring when the visible part of the car’s bonnet was over the lane markings for measuring safety-related deviations in lateral position. Dependent variables of time-sharing efficiency included standard deviations and maximum lengths of glance durations, as well as the frequency of glances longer than 2 seconds, in total and while driving in curves. The metrics of time-sharing efficiency were intended to measure participants’ abilities to combine the visual secondary tasks with the driving task in a safe way on the level of tactical control. Glance durations of more than 2 seconds can be considered unsafe in many circumstances ([10], see also [8] and [29]). Frequency of over2-second glances while driving in curves measured the participant’s abilities to assess the visual demands of the driving situation and the extent to which they were able to adapt their task switching according to this information. In Experiment 1, the scoring of the over-2-second glances in curves was done manually, while in Experiment 2 this was done automatically by a script comparing the steering wheel data to the synchronized eye-tracking data. The controlled variables included driving experience and gender, which were balanced between the groups in both experiments. Display properties other than the one varied, such as font (Arial, 12 pt), line spacing (single) and text starting locations, were fixed between the different display designs. In addition, the location of the answer varied between tasks within text between the first and last lines. Secondary task starting points varied with the participant’s performance.



Figure 2. Secondary task display with the two alternative text types, spaced text (left) and compressed text.



Video material of 25 frames per second from the eye-tracking system and the driving scene was scored frame-by-frame for lane excursions and glance durations with advanced video scoring software for behavioral research. A glance at the secondary task display was scored to begin at the frame the participant’s gaze was off the road scene and to end at the frame with the gaze back in the road scene, following the SAE J2396 definition [21]. Other collected data included audio recordings from the interviews.



At the beginning of the experiments, after the collection of general background information, a practice at driving for about 5 minutes on the racetrack was provided to the participants. After the practice, the participants completed the trials with and without secondary tasks on a same road. In Experiment 1 the order of these trials was counterbalanced to mitigate learning effects on the driving performance data. The order of the trials was not counterbalanced in Experiment 2, because the effects of dual-task condition in driving performance between the trials was not our main interest. Moreover, we wanted to make the dual-task condition as similar as possible for every participant in order to get further support for the outcome of Experiment 1. Driving speed was kept within 40–60 km/h by task instructions. To make the participants prioritize the driving task, they were informed that the 10 most accurate participants in the driving task would be rewarded with movie tickets. Accuracy was defined as total time spent outside own lane and below 40 km/h or above 60 km/h. Experiment 2 featured other upcoming traffic on the road in the form of four cars at preset points on the road. The traffic was included for further validation of visual behavior due to the possibility of unexpected events. Before the dual-task trial each participant was given one secondary practice task without driving. The dual-task trial was



Repeated measures ANOVA and two-tailed t tests were used in order to find statistical significance and interaction effects in the results. Effect sizes were estimated using standardized differences in means and standard errors in the analysis of the combined results of the two experiments. Z-test was used in order to find statistical significance in the combined results. Alpha level of .05 was used in statistical testing.



Results and discussion In Experiment 1, the dual-task condition had a significant increasing effect on the mean frequency of lane excursions, from 3.38 to 12.63, F(1, 14) = 19.38, p = 0.001, and on the mean total duration of lane excursions, from 4.50 to 20.66 seconds, F(1, 14) = 8.62, p = 0.011. However, the text type did
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not have a significant effect on the frequency or duration of lane excursions. No interaction effects were found.



40



The text type had a significant effect on the time-sharing measures (see Table 1). The Compressed-group had significantly greater maximums, t(14) = 2.66, p = 0.030, and standard deviations, t(14) = .36, p = 0.010 of glance durations at the text, when compared to the Spaced-group. They also made significantly more over-2-second glances at the display in total, t(14) = 2.93, p = 0.015, and while driving in curves, t(14) = 2.97, p = 0.017, than the Spaced-group. There were no significant effects of text type on total glance times (spaced: M = 209.92, SD = 28.24; compressed: M = 249.82, SD = 35.99) or total frequency of glances (spaced: M = 230.50, SD = 30.08; compressed: M = 174.50, SD = 22.72) at the display.
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1.33 (0.21)



Max duration (s)*



3.47 (0.44)



8.89 (1.99)



Frequency of >2s glances*



13.38 (3.88)



38.75 (7.74)



Frequency of >2s glances in curves*



2.00 (0.68)



8.88 (2.22)



Table 2. Mean values of time-sharing measures (standard errors) in the experiment 2.
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